APPEAL (LAND-2017-01165)
OF IMPACT FEES
PLANNING DEPARTMENT REPORT TO HEARING EXAMINER

MEMO TO:

Sharon Rice, Hearing Examiner

FROM:

Planning Department

DATE:

February 12, 2018

PREPARED BY:

Sarah Pyle, Senior Planner (425) 556-2426

SUBJECT:

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL IMPACTS FEES CHARGED FOR MIXED
USE BUILDING

REQUEST:

The appellant is appealing the Transportation and Parks impact fees imposed
on the project.

HEARING DATE:

February 26, 2018

ATTACHMENTS
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Redmond Town Center FEIS. Excerpts from Final Environmental Impact Statement,
dated November 1985. The FEIS evaluates alternatives and the preferred action:
development of the 124-acre site as a mixed use commercial center consisting of a
regional shopping center, offices, additional retail uses detached from the shopping
center, multifamily housing, and public open space.
Ordinance 1416 of the City of Redmond, effective May 13, 1988. The ordinance amends
the Redmond Municipal Code and Community Development Guide including adopting
zoning regulations to become effective upon annexation of the unincorporated portion of
Town Center property.
RTC Proposed Zoning Master Plan Conditions of Approval, dated April 19, 1988.
Identifies conditions of approval for the RTC Master Plan.
RTC Master Plan and Design Guidelines, dated July 18, 1995. This is the revised Master
Plan for development of RTC.
RTC - EIS Addendum Appendix C Traffic Analysis Report, dated April 10, 1995. The
addendum includes a history of environmental review and comparison of traffic impacts
of revised master plan development to previously approved master plan.
Excerpts from Draft EIS Addendum dated August 18, 1997. This exhibit evaluates
proposed changes to the 1995 Adopted Mater Plan, including transportation impacts.
RTC EIS Addendum Appendix A, dated 1995. The appendix identifies Master Plan &
Development Guide Amendments that were proposed to facilitate development of RTC
per the 1995 Master Plan.
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8.

9.

10.
11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

RTC Traffic Mitigation Agreement, dated March 8, 1996. The agreement is between the
City of Redmond and Town Center Associates regarding mitigating transportation
impacts of construction of mixed use development at RTC.
Appendix C Pro Rata Mitigation from RTC TIA, dated April 1995. The appendix
includes tables detailing Pro-Rata Transportation Mitigation Fees required for
development per the 1995 Master Plan.
Resolution No. 1023, dated June 18, 1996. The resolution adopts a six-year
transportation improvement program.
Ordinance No. 1908 of the City of Redmond, effective October 10, 1996. The ordinance
establishes a new community development guide section dealing with administration of
transportation impact fees.
Ordinance No. 1913 of the City of Redmond, effective November 14, 1996. The
ordinance amends a chapter of the Redmond Municipal Code and the Redmond
Community Development Guide to set an impact fee for park, recreation, open space or
trail facilities.
Ordinance No. 2072 of the City of Redmond, effective March 30, 2000. The ordinance
amends the impact fee exemptions sections of the Redmond Municipal Code and the
Redmond Community Development Guide.
Ordinance No. 1914 of the City of Redmond, effective November 14, 1996. The
Ordinance adds a section to the Redmond Community Development Guide to provide for
reimbursements for dedications of park, recreation, open space or trail facilities which
exceed the need created by the development.
Park Impact Fees Update 2017. The exhibit contains slides regarding updating the City
of Redmond Park Impact Fees.
City of Redmond Transportation Master Plan dated May 2013, updated September 2017.
City of Redmond Transportation Impact Fee Technical Report, dated August 19th, 2014.
This document describes the basic concept behind transportation impact fees in Redmond
and provides a detailed review of the methodology used to calculate them.
Redmond Person Mile Calculator, undated. Table used to calculate person miles in
conjunction with traffic impacts.
Screenshot of 2017 Park Impact Fees Webpage taken from City of Redmond website on
January 24, 2018.
Ordinance 1847 – Adoption of Comprehensive Plan, dated July 31, 1995.
Impact Fees Paid by BJ Restaurant 2012
Ordinance 2114- Amendment to City Center Site Requirements
Impact Fees Paid by Archer Hotel 2016
Redmond Municipal Code Section 3.10
Ordinance No. 1841 of the City of Redmond, effective July 17, 1995. The ordinance
amends the Redmond Municipal Code and Community Development Guide to allow a
mixed use complex on RTC property.
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26.

27.

28.
29.
30.

Ordinance No. 1992, effective July 30, 1998. The ordinance adopts the comprehensive
plan amendments for Town Center, DGA 97-002, to allow an increase in gross leasable
commercial development in RTC and increase the height limit for mixed
retail/Residential uses in RTC
Memorandum from Jeff Haynie to Rob Crittenden, dated May 20, 2016. The
memorandum is a summary of TENW’s understanding of the status of the entitled trips
on the RTC site.
RTC Building Square Footage Exceeds Approved Master Plan
Redmond Community Development Guide (previous Zoning Code)
Appeal Hearing Certification of Noticing

Some documents are referenced within the Master Exhibit lists for the Appeal File.
BACKGROUND
Appellant

Project
Applicant:

RTC 74th Street Property; LLC G&I VII Redmond Town Center LLC; G&I VII
Redmond Retail LLC; and G&I VII Redmond Development LLC
c/o Larry Martin, Davis Wright Tremaine LLP
777 108th Avenue NE
Suite 2300
Bellevue, WA 98004
RTC 74th Street Property
1424 4th Ave
Suite 1030
Seattle WA 98101

Pre-Application Date:
Appeal Filed: November 30, 2017
Hearing Date: February 26, 2018
Location:

7405 168TH AVE NE

Parcel Size: The total area of the site is approximately 91,486 square feet.
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Neighborhood: The proposed project is within the Downtown/ Redmond Town Center as identified
within the Comprehensive Plan.
Land Use Designation: This property is within the Redmond Town Center subarea and in the
Downtown (DT) zone which is to provide locations for..” mix of shops and restaurants, offices,
hotel rooms, and eventually residences in the heart of the city bringing people together during
the day and evenings for planned or casual meetings”. These goals are further defined in the
Comprehensive Plan Policy DT-31.
Zoning Designation: The subject site is zoned Downtown (DT).
Surrounding Land Use and Zoning:

North:
East:
South:
West:

Zoning
DT
DT
DT
DT

Land Uses
Downtown
Downtown
Downtown
Downtown

Access: Primary internal vehicle access for this site is gained from NE 74th Street (private) and
primary external to access gained from Bear Creek Parkway (public)
SEPA: DNS Issued 8/10/2016, SEPA-2016-01296
NOTICE OF DECISION: Not issued for building permits.
JURISDICTION
In accordance with RZC Section 21.76.060(I), Appeal of Type II Decisions, the appellant is required
to specify the basis of their appeal. An appeal must be based on an error of law or fact, procedural
error, or new evidence which could not have been reasonably available at the time of the public hearing
or consideration of approval. The appellant must provide: 1) facts demonstrating that they were
adversely affected by the decision, 2) a concise statement identifying each alleged error and the manner
in which the decision fails to satisfy the applicable decision criteria, 3) the specific relief requested,
and 4) any other information reasonably necessary to make a decision on the appeal.

APPELLANT’S BASIS FOR APPEAL
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The appellant has appealed the Denial of the Extension Request for Resubmittal based upon the
following assertions:
1.) The City did not provide Transportation Impact Fee Credit for the remaining traffic
credits from the Redmond Town Center Master Plan
2.) That the Redmond Town Center dedicated extensive open space and therefore should not
be required to pay Parks Impact Fees.

RELIEF SOUGHT BY APPEAL
The appellant is seeking the following relief through this appeal:
1) To reduce or refund Transportation and Parks Impact Fees.
ANALYSIS of BASIS for APPEAL

Summary of Project History and Party Positions:
The appeal application submitted on November 30, 2017 makes assertions that the City of Redmond
has imposed impact fees in error and has required payment for duplicate improvements associated with
both Transportation and Parks. The application and supplemental submitted materials make the
attempt to support these assertions through an overall discussion of the projects known as Redmond
Town Center inclusive of a past annexation of land, EIS and private Master Plan Development
approval.
The City of Redmond processed an annexation of land which includes the Redmond Town Center site
during the 1980’s and ultimately adopted the annexation in 1990. The annexed land in majority had
been a public golf course. During the same time period (mid 1980s) the City of Redmond completed
an EIS on the proposed new sub zone in Downtown to be known as Redmond Town Center. The EIS
was part of the adoption and processing of Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Code Amendments in
association to the new zone. While the EIS and reports on the Comp Plan and zoning code amendment
spoke to future development and future private master plan applications, all three were processed for
the new zoning as whole for the land area going forward in perpetuity and was not issued/ adopted for
a private project or project specific master plan. During the late 1980s to mid-1990s. The property
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owner of the annexed golf course began processing a master plan application for a private mixed-use
shopping center development. The Master Plan application was approved in July 1996. As part of their
master Plan application, the property owner/ applicant submitted an addendum to the 1985 EIS which
included traffic analysis and other mitigation specifically related to the proposed Master Planned
development of 1.375 million square feet, to be completed in three phases.
The appellant’s assertions are only relevant to the private Master Plan that was previously entitled,
known as The Redmond Town Center Master Plan and the associated EIS Addendums that were unique
to the project and analysis of the private development’s proposed impacts. Staff responses to the
individual allegations made within the Appeal Application will demonstrate that not only were the
impact fees not issued in error, but also that they were fairly imposed for system improvements not
mitigated through the previously entitled Master Plan or EIS Addendums.
The Appellant speaks to the mixed-use residential project for which the impact fees were imposed as
a planned phase of the Master Plan, this is not an accurate statement. While residential is discussed,
mildly analyzed and included as a permitted use for the overall zone in addition to 23 other uses, it was
not a component of the Redmond Town Center private Master Plan Development or any of its proposed
phases. Additionally, analysis was not included within the traffic studies or EIS Addendums, including,
but not limited to the outline of proposed uses by square footage. The Master Plan was originally
applied for as an indoor traditional mall with major anchor retailors and transitioned into an open-air
shopping center. Neither version of the private proposal included a residential aspect. The area of the
currently entitled mixed-use residential building is called out specifically, not theoretically, as a
parking lot. This is an important distinction, because the purpose of a Master Plan is to provide context
and clarity for large long-term developments based upon a specific layout, specific uses, specific square
footages or count, specific timeline and associated project improvements. If a Master Plan were to
consider or propose that any permitted uses of the zone be approved for development it would had to
have analyzed for all permitted uses of that zone. The Redmond Town Center analyzed and was
reviewed only for the specific uses studied and shown within their two Addendums and Master Plan
entitlement document. Residential was not a studied or discussed component of the Master Plan, nor
was this parcel site even conceptually shown for development. Had that been the case, all parking lot
area shown within the Master Plan would have been considered approved for development of any of
the 24 permitted uses. That is not the approach of this or any other processed master Plan application
and would make it effectively irrelevant to have a Master Plan permit. The project applicant of the
1996 master plan did not look into the zone as a whole or all uses as part of the submitted EIS
Addendums, Traffic Mitigation Agreement or any of the additional studies provide and reviewed.
Future improvements for both roads and recreation/ open space never considered residential as a use
for the development.
The appellant’s assertions that the City has required impacts fees for duplicate improvements is not
accurate. Under the private Master Plan development proposal an EIS amendment regarding traffic
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impacts and overall development impacts was analyzed and reviewed. As a result some mitigation
improvements were determined as well as, a Traffic Mitigation Agreement established between the
applicant and City. The Traffic Mitigation Agreement was set through the year 2010, the same time
period of the traffic study analyzed. Improvements for mitigation were based upon the information and
needs for impacts accessed at the time of the study through 2010 for transportation. Many of the
improvements were project based while some had overlapping system enhancements as well. Any
improvements that enhanced system transportation or circulation needs do not meet present day
improvement needs for impacts on the City transportation system. Impact fees for transportation as of
November 2017 are applied to an adopted list of capital improvements. None of the improvements
impact fees charged in November 2017 paid for are the same in whole or in part to any system
improvements constructed or paid for under the master plan.
In regards to open space and recreation, the 1985 Redmond Town Center EIS as well as, the 1996 EIS
Addendum for the RTC Master Plan proposal make clear statements that there are permeant and
unavoidable impacts to the environment and open space should the update to the zone or Master Plan
be approved. Both documents discuss that a mitigation measure of preserving open space is intended
to reduce permeant impacts, but does not counter-act or alleviate them in-full. The mitigation within
the EIS and Addendum is to reduce loss of current (as of 1980s-90s) open space and recreation (golf
course and adjacent open space), but does not provide for mitigation of newly increased demand on
parks and recreation facility needs. In-fact, the EIS actually makes the clarification that as-is with
mitigation proposed, there will be a permeant increased impact on public services, specifically
acknowledging parks and recreation. Under the master plan, the applicant set aside land that was
predominantly encumbered by flood plain and critical areas (undevelopable). Within this area, a 0.87
mile trail was constructed. At the time of construction, the adopted Comp Plan outlined that for every
1000 persons 2.5 miles of new trail was needed. The 0.87 miles constructed did not meet the Comp
Plan identified need for the number of persons the Master Plan development generated within the area.
Additionally, a majority of this constrained and unusable land was dedicated to the City. As part of
that dedication the City took over the cost of all on-going maintenance of the critical areas, trails and
storm ponds necessary for the development’s runoff from their main access points off of Bear Creek
Parkway. Impact fees for parks as of November 2017 are applied to an adopted list of capital
improvements. None of the improvements impact fees charged in November 2017 paid for are the
same in whole or in part to any system improvements constructed or paid for under the master plan.
In no cases has the City received payment twice for the same or overlapping improvements to specific
capital improvements. The applicant has in no way established that they have mitigated in excess 20
years ago for on-going and future impacts to the City beyond 2010.
Criteria for Applying for Appeal:
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The following is the criteria for applying for appeal as outlined in RZC 21.76.060I.2. Staff has provided
an outline below of the appeal application questions that must be responded to in full by the appellant
as well as, an analysis of how the criteria for application/ appellant responses has or has not been
properly met.
Per RZC 21.76.060I.2.: Commencing an Appeal
(a) Who May Appeal. Any party of record may appeal the decision. The applicant has
appealed the denial of the request for extension.
(b) Form of Appeal. A person appealing a Type I or II decision must submit a completed
appeal form which sets forth the following:
1. Facts demonstrating that the person is adversely affected by the decision;
Appellant 1.A: The City of Redmond wrongfully required RTC 74th Street Property, LLC (“RTC”)
to pay impact fees in excess of two million dollars as a condition of obtaining a building permit for its
development project, Redmond Town Center Apartments. The fees consist of a park and open space
impact fee in the amount of $826,492. 1 4 and a transportation impact fee in the amount of
$1,229,445.23 (“Impact Fees”). As explained below, these fees are subject to legally required
exemptions and/or credits (“Credits”) for the benefit of each of the appellants that, if properly
applied, would have eliminated the requirement to pay these fees.
City Response to 1.A: Redmond Town Center (RTC) Apartment is required to pay impact fee prior
to the issuance a building permit consistent with a development approval per RMC 3.10.050.A and B,
as any other new development within the City. For example, prior to obtaining a building permit,
Archer Hotel at the north east corner of Bear Creek Parkway and 164th Avenue NE within the RTC
site paid park impact fee of $212,105.85 and transportation impact fee of $302,031.68 in 2016
(Attachment 23). BJ’s Restaurant just east of the Archer Hotel within the RTC site also paid park
impact fee of $815.85 and transportation impact fee of $21,362.04 in 2012 (Attachment 21). Both
Archer Hotel and BJ’s Restaurant within the same RTC site obtained their building permit after 2010.
RTC Apartment also within the same RTC site obtained its building permit in 2017 and it shall not be
subject to exemption from paying impact.
Appellant 1.B: The appeal is directed at the City requirement that the Impact Fees be paid as a condition
of obtaining Building Permit BLD-2016-09558 (“Decision”). The Decision adversely impacted
Appellants by causing them to incur the costs of the Impact Fees and lose the benefits of the Credits
that are shared by the Appellants through contractual rights and obligations arising from the purchase
and sale of the Redmond Town Center Apartments development site.
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City Response to 1.B: RTC Apartment is required to pay impact fee prior to the insurance a building
permit consistent with a development approval per RMC 3.10.050.A and B, as any other new
developments within the RTC site, such as Archer Hotel and BJ’s Restaurant and within the City.
Every development that requires a building permit will need to bear the cost of impact fees and there
is no applicable impact fee exemption or credits that can be applied to RTC Apartment per RMC
3.10.060 and RMC 3.10.130.
Per RMC 3.10.060, exemptions from requirement to pay some or all of the fire, park, school, and
transportation impact fees are listed below:
Criteria 1: RMC3.10.060. (A). (1) Accessory dwelling units approved by the City under Redmond
Zoning Code Section 21.08.220, Accessory Dwelling Units, or its successor, are exempt from the
payment of all impact fees.
City’s Comments: RTC Apartment project consisting of 286 residential units and 9,401 square
feet of retail is not a project that is or was proposing accessory dwelling units; therefore, no
exemptions is allowed from requirement to pay impact fees.
Criteria 2: RMC3.10.060. (A). (2) The alteration, reconstruction, remodeling, or replacement of
existing buildings or structures, including mobile homes or manufactured homes, shall be exempt from
the requirement to pay all impact fees; provided, that all of the following conditions are met:
(a) For nonresidential structures or the nonresidential portion of mixed-use structures, no
additional gross floor area may be added;
(b) For residential structures or the residential portion of mixed-use structures, no additional
dwelling units may be added;
(c) For all structures, the alteration, reconstruction, remodeling, or replacement must create no
additional demand on fire, park, school, or transportation systems;
(d) For all structures, no change in use may be proposed; and
(e) For replacement structures, the structure being replaced must have been demolished or moved
outside the boundaries of the City of Redmond.
City’s Comments: RTC Apartment project consisting of 286 residential units and 9,401 square
feet of retail is to build a brand new building on a parking lot at the northwest corner of the
intersection of NE 74th Street and 168th Avenue NE, where there is no existing buildings or
structures. This is not a project involving in any alteration, reconstruction, remodeling, or
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replacement of existing buildings or structures; therefore, no exemption is allowed from
requirement to pay impact fees.
Criteria 3: RMC3.10.060. (A). (3) The construction of accessory structures where no additional fire,
park, school or transportation demand will occur over and above that produced by the principal
building or use of the land shall be exempt from the requirement to pay all impact fees.
City’s Comments: RTC Apartment project consisting of 286 residential units and 9,401 square
feet of retail is not an accessory structure and it will generate additional transportation demand;
therefore, no exemption is allowed from requirement to pay impact fees.
Criteria 3: RMC3.10.060. (A). (4) Parking garages and building spaces that are constructed solely
to park motor vehicles that are not for sale, lease or rent, or part of a stock in trade, are exempt from
the requirement to pay all impact fees. The conversion of parking garages or vehicle parking areas
exempted by this subsection to other uses requires the payment of impact fees.
City’s Comments: RTC Apartment project consisting of 286 residential units and 9,401 square
feet of retail is not a parking garage or building that is constructed solely to park vehicles.
Transportation impact fee was not charged for the parking garage attached to the RTC
Apartment; therefore, no exemptions is allowed from requirement to pay impact fees.
Criteria 3: RMC3.10.060. (A). (5) Temporary uses and structures authorized by Chapter 21.46 of the
Redmond Zoning Code, Temporary Uses, or its successor, are exempt from the requirement to pay all
impact fees.
City’s Comments: RTC Apartment project consisting of 286 residential units and 9,401 square
feet of retail is not a temporary use and structure; therefore, no exemptions is allowed from
requirement to pay impact fees.
Criteria 3: RMC3.10.060. (A). (6) Where a fee has previously been paid for the development activity
under the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) for all of the system improvements for which impact
fees are imposed by this chapter, the development activity shall be exempt from the payment of all
impact fees pursuant to RCW 82.02.100. Where a fee previously paid for the development activity
under SEPA does not cover all system improvements for which an impact fee is imposed under this
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chapter, an impact fee credit shall be given to ensure that the City is not collecting both SEPA and
impact fees for the same system improvements.
City’s Comments: Per Redmond Town Center Master Plan EIS Addendum Appendix C,
Traffic Impact Analysis Report (Attachment 5), this traffic impact analysis was prepared for
the proposed Redmond Town Center Master Plan that consisted of 1,375,000 square feet of
mixed use constructed in phases. On Table 3 – Trip Generation Summary by Land Use on
Page 16 of this Traffic Impact Analysis Report, it shows that the proposed Master Plan does
not have any residential component. RTC Apartment consisting of 286 residential units and
9,401 square feet of retail is not part of the proposed Master Plan and in fact, it is a new
development.
This traffic report analyzed the trips generated from the proposed Master Plan. The short-term
traffic impacts (1997) and long-term traffic impacts (2010) were also evaluated. Short-term
impact was determined based on intersection level of service (Attachment 5). Long-term
impact was determined by the pro rata share cost of the long-term road improvements identified
in the Redmond’s 2010 Transportation Facilities Plan (TFP) (Page 47, Attachment 5). The pro
rata share is a proportion of the new development trips to the total of future trips (with 2010
land use and 2010 network) present on the long-term road improvements in the TFP at that
time. The total pro rata share cost was determined to be $5,531,973 on Pages 47 and on page
192 in Attachment 5. Portion of the pro rata share mitigation was offset by the design and
construction of the new road Bear Creek Parkway. TCA did not pay $5,531,973 to the City.
Per Section 2 on page 3 of the Attachment 8 –Redmond Town Center Traffic Mitigation
Agreement dated March 1996, it appears that TCA shall only pay $229,277.00 to the City to
mitigate all transportation impacts created by RTC that are not otherwise addressed and
mitigated by the Traffic Mitigation Agreement dated March 1996.
The Redmond’s 2010 Transportation Facilities Plan (TFP) listed on Pages 191-193 in the
Redmond Town Center Master Plan EIS Addendum Appendix C, Traffic Impact Analysis
Report (Attachment 5) is completely different from the current City’s 2013-2018 TFP
(Attachment 16) and they are not the same and duplicated improvements. In addition, this
previous payment does not account for the impact from the RTC Apartment project because
RTC Apartment was not even included in the proposed Master Plan.
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In summary, the fees previously paid by RTC under SEPA only mitigated the impact from the
proposed Master Plan and the RTC Apartment cannot be exempted from paying the required
impact fee because RTC Apartment is not part of the proposed Master Plan and the previous
improvements are completely different from the current 2013-2030 TFP system improvements.
Criteria 3: RMC3.10.060. (A). (7) Development activity undertaken by the City of Redmond shall be
exempt from the payment of all impact fees in consideration for the City’s contribution toward fire,
park, and transportation system improvements from the City’s other funds and in recognition of the
lack of impact from City development activities on the school system.
City’s Comments: RTC Apartment project consisting of 286 residential units and 9,401 square feet of
retail is a private project and not a project undertake by the City of Redmond; therefore, no exemptions
is allowed from requirement to pay impact fees.
Criteria 3: RMC3.10.060. (B) Development activity that is not exempt from the requirement to pay
all impact fees may qualify for impact fee credits or adjustments pursuant to RMC 3.10.130. (Ord.
2610 § 1 (part), 2011: Ord. 2587 § 2 (part), 2011).

City’s Comments: Per RMC 3.10.130 (A).(1), required impact fees can be reduced for credits for
conveyance of land for and/or construction of specified system improvements. However, the
previous Master Plan did not include RTC Apartment project, the previous conveyance of land
and/or construction of the SEPA improvements only mitigated the impact resulted from the Master
Plan as it had been proposed and reviewed at the time.
Appellant 1.C: G&I VII Redmond Town Center LLC, G&I VII Redmond Retail LLC and G&I VII
Redmond Development LLC (together, “G&I”) own the retail-mixed use portion of Redmond Town
Center. As a condition of approval of the Redmond Town Center Master Plan, the City of Redmond
required that extensive public improvements and dedications of land be provided as mitigation for
the environmental impacts of full development of Redmond Town Center. The mitigation included
the requirement that streets and related transportation improvements then identified in the City’s
capital facilities plans be designed, constructed and dedicated to the City. Payment of“pro-rata
shares” of the costs of other planned future street improvements identified on the City capital
facilities plans was required.
City Response to 1.C: On March 8, 1996, the City of Redmond (City) and Town Center Associates
(TCA) entered into an agreement of “Redmond Town Center Traffic Mitigation Agreement”
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(Attachment 8) to mitigate the impacts associated with the approved RTC Master Plan. The payment
of “pro-rata shares” or SEPA required mitigation for the system improvements for the RTC Master
Plan are not the same as the system improvements that are identified in the current City’s TFP
(Attachment 16) for which the current impact fees are imposed. Transportation Impact Fees are the
charges collected by the City on development projects to offset the cost of growth related infrastructure.
The growth related projects are a subset of the City’s TFP, which is the 18-year list of transportation
projects and programs that are necessary to maintain the transportation system, accommodate the
growth. The current TFP project list is the basis of impact fee eligible costs or impact fee eligible
credits. The improvements provided by RTC do not qualify for impact fee credits under RCW
82.02.060 and RMC3.10.130 because those improvements agreed to in 1996 are not part of the current
City’s TFP, which are based on a different set of multi-modal improvements in Downtown and
throughout the City. The previous conveyance of land and/or construction of the SEPA
improvements or pro-rata share improvement only mitigated the impact resulting from the Master
Plan previously proposed, but not including the RTC Apartment because RTC is not part of past
Master Plan proposal.
Appellant 1.D: As a condition of approval of the Redmond Town Center Master Plan, the project
was required to set aside and improve extensive public open space lands, including 44 acres of public
open space land improved with walking and biking trails and other facilities for use by the public.
At the time this mitigation was required, the land and facilities were identified as “Bear Creek Open
Space” in the City’s parks and open space capital facilities plan. All of this mitigation was provided
concurrent with occupancy of the first phase of Redmond Town Center, construction of which was
authorized by Building Permit #2385-95 issued February 1, 1996.
City Response to 1.D: The City of Redmond charges Parks impact fees based upon specific adopted
Capital Facility Plans and projected use and needs of the community. Current adopted impact fees are
calculated through the following method. Percentage of hours of use multiplied by share of cost for
adopted improvements multiplied by square footage and/or number of units. The current adopted
Capital Facility Projects funded by Parks Impact fees does not fund any projects within in the Bear
Creek area or the Redmond Town Center open space and Critical Area buffers. All current adopted
impact fees fund projects for active recreational system improvements.
The Redmond Town Center Master Plan project was required under SEPA mitigation to retain the 44
acres as mitigation to reduce (not alleviate in-full) environmental impacts and loss open space, and was
not as mitigate new/ increased demand brought on by development to the parks and recreation facilities
and services . The 1985 EIS document states on page 4-11 That public service impacts would include
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the following: loss of usable open space, increased pedestrian and automotive conflicts with trail,
increased demand on the City’s public parks and recreational facilities. On 4-7 the EIS speaks to the
impacts on Flora and Fauna indicating that removal of most of the vegetation will have an impact on
habitat diversity and wildlife displacement. As a recommendation, the EIS states that vegetation should
be retained along the stream, but that public use/ access should be restricted. Within the Impacts table
the EIS goes further to document that their unavoidable impacts include permeant reduction and loss
to wildlife.
The Capital Facilities Program for 1992-1997 outlines all parks improvement requests and
justifications in place at the time. Parks funding was directed towards usable or non-passive
improvements. Additionally, no CIP projects were identified for the project site or surrounding area.
The EIS mitigated only in reducing total adverse impacts to the environment and was not mitigation
for the demand on the City’s parks and recreational facilities. In no cases does the 44 acres alleviate
the impact of the previous Master Plan’s impacts to the environment or additional demand on the public
services related to parks funding from the current mixed-used apartment development known as
Redmond Town Center Apartments.
The Redmond Community Development Guide in-place at the time of Redmond Town Center Master
Plan outlines stream and critical area buffer requirements. When applied to the original site plan for
Redmond Town Center’s Master Plan from 1995, it shows that almost all of the 44 acres is encumber
by critical area and was considered non-developable at the time. The exception is parcel 11A which is
currently owned by RTC and while undeveloped, is the location of RTC private storm drainage ponds
for the entire development.
Parcels held as open space:
Parcel No (west to east)

Acres

Acres Encumbered by
Critical Areas* or storm
water ponds**

720241-0260

14.03

50% **

720241-0190

14.65

100% *

720241-0180

12.23

95% *

TOTAL

40.91

81% or 33.3 ac
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* Critical areas include stream, stream buffer, wetland, frequently flooded area
Total 40.91 acres (3 acres shy of Ordinance 1841). Less than 2 acres is accessible to the public for
using the regional trail.
Per the Redmond Zoning Code with the exception of some residential zones, no open space
calculations are permitted to include non-usable or critical areas as part of a development’s open space
calculations.
Impact Fee Credits:
Impact fee credits are permitted only if the request meets the criteria of RMC 3.10.130. This criteria
is nearly identical to the open space reimbursement ordinance adopted in 1996 and lays out the
following (only relevant portions of the code section are shown below, please see Attachment 24 for
complete code section):
(1) Credit for Conveyance of Land for and/or Construction of Improvements. Whenever a development approval is
conditioned upon a developer’s conveyance of land for and/or construction of specified system improvements,
the developer shall be entitled to a credit against the impact fee that would be imposed for the value of the land
or property interest conveyed and/or the actual cost of construction.

COR comment: No specified adopted system improvements were met by the open space critical
area set aside as part of The 1995 Redmond Town Center Master Plan.
(2) Credit for Park, Recreation, Open Space or Trail Facilities. If a development activity includes park, recreation,
open space or trail facilities which meet the requirements of this subsection (A)(2), then the applicant shall be
entitled to a credit for that portion of the park, recreation, open space or trail facilities impact fee to be used for
that park, recreation, open space or trail facility type to the extent that the park, recreation, open space or trail
system satisfies the needs of the occupants of the development activity or the public.

COR comment: The open space area does not satisfy the open space of recreational needs of the
occupants of the entitled development. Using the current adopted method of impact fees and hours
of use by person, the passive open space and critical area does not mitigate any park or
recreational impacts of the apartment development.
(a) The credit shall equal:
(i) The reduction in demand by occupants of the development on the City’s park, recreation, open space
or trail system that is met by the facility.
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COR comment: There is an increased demand on the City’s park, recreation, open space and
trail system. There is no measureable current reduction the 0.87 miles of trail through the open
space provides to the community. The trail has been in place for almost 15 years and per the
adopted Comprehensive Plan Addendums when the master plan was in effect, 2.5 miles of trail
were needed per 1000 persons. The development has far exceed that increase of persons on
the City’s system and did not at the time of construction provide a balanced improvement to
the system.
(ii) The reduction in demand by the general public on the City’s park, recreation, open space or trail system
that is met by the facility, if the facility is open to the general public and signs at the facility notify the public
that they can use the facility. To be eligible for the credit in this subsection, the facility shall be located in
an area which, based upon adopted level-of-service standards, is lacking in needed park, recreation, open
space or trail facilities. Credit under this subsection (A)(2) shall not be given for the portion of any facility
which provides a higher level-of-service than that set by the level-of-service standard for that facility.
(b) The park, recreation, open space or trail facilities shall meet all of the following criteria to be eligible for a
credit:
(i) The area or facility shall function as a system improvement and not a project improvement as defined by
this chapter, either because it is a system improvement or because it is a project improvement which relieves
demand on the City’s park, recreation, open space or trail system.

COR comment: The entitled apartment development of 286 units was not included in the Master
Plan design nor was the development of this parcel. Impacts were not mitigated in anyway for
the increased demand on the parks public service system. The impact fees are in no way
mitigated through the 0.87 miles of trail constructed almost 15 years ago and which is currently
maintained through City funding as well as the restoration and on-going maintenance to the
stream buffers.
(B) Adjustments. The Administrator may adjust the required impact fees where the Administrator determines that one
of the following circumstances exists and that the discount included in the impact fee formula fails to adjust for the
error in the calculation or to ameliorate the unfairness of the fee:
(1) The person required to pay the impact fee demonstrates that an impact fee was incorrectly computed; or

COR comment: The appellant has not demonstrated that any fees were incorrectly
computed. Furthermore, the code states the Administrator may issue an adjustment, but is
not required to do so for this sub-section. No Adjustment was required or obligated under
this subsection; therefore the City could not have acted in error by not issuing an
adjustment under 3.10.130(B).
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(2) The person required to pay the impact fee demonstrates that unusual circumstances make the standard
impact fee applied to the development unfair or unjust. These circumstances shall not be circumstances
generally applicable to similar types of land uses or generally applicable to development activities in the
vicinity. Unusual circumstances may include that the development activity will have less impact on the
system improvement(s) for which the impact fee is imposed than the other development activities in the
same category.

COR comment: The appellant has provided no evidence or data illustrating that the current
development will have less of an impact on the current system nor has the appellant
submitted evidence, data that balanced mitigation was completed for the previously inplace Master Plan or that excess mitigation was completed. The City did not act unfairly
or unjustly in the denial of adjustment to assign impact fees; without evidence or
supporting data that firmly illustrates that the applicant of the building permit has met the
criteria for issuing impact fee credits through any form of past mitigation of any or all
impacts the RTC Apartment development will generate on Parks/Recreation facilities,
inclusive of what has already been developed the City would be unfairly upholding its
responsibility to the community to ensure reimbursement for impacts on public services.
The project is not eligible for credits for parks and open space and has provided no measureable data
or improvements which meet the criteria for issuing credits as adopted by the RMC 3.10.130.
Applicant 1.E: Upon taking title to the Redmond Town Center Property, G&I became subject to the
requirements of, and entitled to receive the benefits of the permits and approvals the City issued for
development of the property. These property rights include the right to Credits arising from the
extensive transportation and parks/open space mitigation provided to the City as a condition of the
Redmond Town Center development approvals. The purpose of the Credits as provided for in state
and local law is to avoid the unlawful requirement of duplicative mitigation for the same impacts.
Credits are required to satisfy the standard of fairness mandated by State and local laws, including
but not limited to RCW 82.02.020; RCW 82.02.100; RCW 82.02.060(4) and (5); RMC 3.10.060 (A)(6)
and (B); and RMC 2.10.130 (A)(1) and (B). (See Attachment B).
City Response to 1.E: The payment of “pro-rata shares” or SEPA required mitigation for the system
improvements for the RTC Master Plan are not duplicative system improvements because the provided
improvements shown on the Pages 191-193 in the Redmond Town Center Master Plan EIS Addendum
Appendix C, Traffic Impact Analysis Report (Attachment 5) are completely different from the current
City’s 2013-2018 TFP (Attachment 16) for which the current impact fees are imposed. The City’s
current TFP projects and programs are the basis to calculate the impact fee costs or the basis for impact
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fee credits. The improvements provided by RTC were mostly to mitigate ten or more PM peak hour
trips impact on the long-term project list (2010 TFP, on pages 191-193) resulted from the RTC Master
Plan on the basis of pro rata share of the improvement costs, to create new streets such as the south
bypass - Bear Creek Parkway to provide access to the site; therefore, those SEPA improvements are
not eligible for impact fee credits under RCW 82.02.060 and RMC3.10.130. In addition, the Traffic
Mitigation Agreement expired by 2010 and any requirements or entitlements associated with this
agreement shall be expired. The RTC Apartment obtained the building permit in 2017, which is after
2010 and shall be considered as a new development that is required to pay impact fee.
The mitigation constructed by Redmond Town Center in fulfillment of the 1996 Traffic Mitigation
Agreement was primarily for the purpose of vehicular access to and from the Redmond Town Center
Development. The agreement provided a fair basis for comparing the value of those constructed
improvements with the direct impacts from Redmond Town Center to the planned transportation
improvements City-Wide indicated in the pro-rata share table included in the agreement. All of those
improvement listed in the agreement were completed prior to 2010 or removed from the list. The City
fully honored the terms of the Traffic Mitigation Agreement, which allowed Redmond Town Center
to operate under a vehicular trip cap up until the time that agreement expired in 2010. That allowed
Redmond Town Center to construct and complete the infrastructure prior to opening the first phase of
development and gave reasonable time them until 2010 to complete remaining phases of development
and make modifications to that development consistent with the Master Plan and the Agreement. In
addition, neither the analysis of the traffic impacts done for the 1996 agreement nor the original Master
Plan that was the basis for that agreement included residential housing therefore the mitigation
provided through the agreement was not for that purpose.
The current impact fees are based on an entirely different set of improvements from what was contained
in the 1996 agreement. The current Transportation Facilities Plan that is the basis for impact fees in
2017 includes multi-modal improvements in Downtown and Redmond that create a connected grid of
streets and pathways to create a more walkable and transit oriented City that is less reliant on vehicular
trips. Both the City’s process to determine concurrency (managed Land Use and Transportation) and
impact fees is presently based on person trips and person miles of travel that includes vehicular,
pedestrian, bicycle and transit trips and is not limited to just vehicular trips as was the basis for
mitigation in 1996.
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In recognition that the prior agreement has expired, the Archer Hotel, located within Redmond Town
Center zone and the previous Master Plan site, paid traffic impact fees and received appropriate credits
for its new development consistent with the rules that are applied to all other developments in the City.
The RTC Apartments is also a new development no longer subject to the prior Transportation
Agreement and therefore needs to pay its fair-share of Transportation Impact Fees in the same manner
as other new developments in the City.
Appellant 1.F: G&I sold an undeveloped parcel of property within Redmond Town Center consisting
of a portion of Parcel 5 in the Redmond Town Center Master Plan to RTC. In connection with the
sale, G&I and RTC entered into an agreement to share the monetary benefits of the Credits. RTC has
obtained a building permit for construction of 256 residential apartment units. a parking structure
and related building areas totaling 234,399 SF. The project is known as Redmond Town Center
Apartments. Redmond Town Center Apartments constitutes a phase of residential development that
is a part of the full development provided for in the Redmond Town Center Master Plan.
City Response to 1.F: There are no applicable impact credits for the RTC Apartment. RTC Apartment
is not a component of the approved RTC Master Plan, nor a phase of the approved RTC Master Plan.
Per the EIS Addendum- Appendix C Traffic Impact Analysis Report, dated April 1995, Table 3 on
page 16 (Attachment 5), it clearly shows that the proposed Master Plan consists of 1.375 million square
feet that was consistent with the square footage identified in the Traffic Mitigation Agreement. Table
3 also shows that the components of the 1.375 million square feet include 601,000 square feet of retail,
574,000 square feet of office, and 200,000 square feet of retail. It is obvious that RTC Apartment
consisting of 286 residential units and 9,401 square feet of retail was not part of the previously
proposed RTC Master Plan. In fact, RTC Apartment development was never shown in any
environmental documents or traffic impact analysis associated with the proposed RTC Master Plan.
Appellant 1.G: On several occasions during RTC’s Site Plan Entitlement review process, Suzi
Morris, RTC’s Senior Vice President, asked for and received assurance from City staff members that
payment of transportation impact fees would not be required in connection with RTC’s project given
RTC’s agreement with G&I to share Credits for transportation mitigation that has already been
provided. A specific method of accounting for use of the Credits tied directly to the volume of traffic
generated by development in the form of “trip credits” was outlined in a memorandum from RTC’s
transportation engineer. Late in the approval process, the City reversed its position, advising that a
transportation mitigation agreement entered into in 1996 has the effect of eliminating Credits against
transportation impact fees for current development projects. (See Attachment C).
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City Response to 1.G: During the Site Plan Entitlement process, the applicant and the city staff has
discussed the impact fee credit issue multiple times, but there was no confirmation or decision made
to allow impact fee credits. Typically, the final decision for impact fee or credits would not be made
and approved until or prior to insurance of a building permit.
The Traffic Mitigation Agreement signed by both parties of the City and the TCA expired by 2010.
All developments after 2010 shall be considered as new developments. The memo submitted by
TENW on May 20, 2016 (Attachment 27) claimed there were trip left over from the RTC Master
Plan. However, in the RTC Traffic Mitigation Agreement signed by both City and TCA (Attachment
8) both parties fully honored the terms of the Traffic Mitigation Agreement which allowed RTC to
operate under a vehicular trip cap up to or until the time that agreement expired by 2010. Any trips
left over after 2010 were expired and cannot be used to claim credits against the provided
improvements.
Appellant 1.H: G&I submitted written comments to the City regarding the impact fees and requested
that Credits be given as to both the transportation impact fee and park and open space impact fee. In
its submission, G&I noted nothing in the transportation impact mitigation agreement called for a
limitation on the legal right to receive Credits. No City comment was ever provided as to the request
for Credits in the case of park and open space impact fee. Ultimately, the City did not apply any
Credits in reduction of the Impact Fees. Payment of both the full transportation impact fee and the
full park and open space impact fee was required as a condition of issuance of the building permit.
The fees were paid in full on November 17, 2017. The right to appeal imposition of the Impact Fees
was preserved through filing of a written notice of payment under protest concurrent with payment
of the fees. (Receipt for payment and notice of payment under protest are appended at Attachments
D and E).
City Response to 1.H: RTC Apartments were required to pay impact fee prior to the issuance of a
building permit consistent with development approval and per RMC 3.10.050. A and B. There are no
applicable credits for this RTC Apartment development because it was not part of the approved RTC
Master Plan (detailed comments referred to City Reponses to 1.B) and the Traffic Mitigation
Agreement expired by 2010. Therefore, any developments after 2010 within the zone of Redmond
Town Center is required to pay impact fees. Both the Archer Hotel and the BJ’s Restaurant paid their
impact fees in 2016 and 2012 respectively, prior to obtaining their building permits.
2. A concise statement identifying each alleged error of fact, law, or procedure, and the manner
in which the decision fails to satisfy the applicable decision criteria;
Appellant 2.A: The City erred in its Decision by failing to exempt the Redmond Town Center
Apartments Project from its park and open space impact fee, and/or by failing to provide credits in
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reduction of the park and open space impact fee. Exemption and credits are required by RCW 82.02
and the RMC provisions related to impact fees, because of the extensive park and open space system
improvements provided to the City. Redmond Town Center Apartments is a phase of development of
the Redmond Town Center Master Plan. The SEPA mitigation was required by the City as a condition
of approval of the Redmond Town Center Master Plan. The mitigation was expressly identified by the
City in its approval actions as mitigating all impacts of full build- out of the Master Plan.
The Appellant has summited no documentation or measureable data which demonstrates the open
space area along Bear Creek was mitigation for any parks funded system improvements, reduced
demand on City parks and recreational facilities in portion to its development impacts or that the open
space area meets the classification of anything beyond a resource park.
The 2017 PARCC Plan defines resource parks include natural areas under City ownership that will not
be developed for active recreation use. Development is typically limited to trails and interpretive and
educational opportunities. Resource parks include natural attributes that may support wildlife habitat
and/or environmentally critical areas that the City intends to preserve and sometimes enhance. The
City current has 968 acres of resource park lands. The City met the former level of service goals (2.5
acres per 1,000 residents) for resource parks in prior to the Redmond Town Center Master Plan
adoption in 1995. The current goals related to open space is to preserve trees and add more trees to
expand the tree canopy across Redmond.
The Appellant makes the assertion that the City of Redmond is “double dipping”. No documentation
supporting this claim or data illustrating how impact fees for the current new development would be
funding the same area or benefits of the 40+ acres of open space have been provided by the Appellant.
The City has shown that adopted CIP funding for parks, recreation and open space since 1982
predominantly, if not in whole have been directed at active recreational and open space facilities.
The previous Master Plan for the Redmond Town Center site, which has exceeded full-build out, placed
an increased demand on the City’s parks services that was not mitigated through the open space area.
The current mixed-use apartment development places an intense additional demand on City public
services that are calculated and mitigated through impacts fees which support adopted system
improvements that do not overlap with any perceived benefits the 40+ acres of critical area/open space
provides.
The critical level of service gaps per the current PARCC Plan include the development of urban parks,
playgrounds, sport fields, and to continue to build out of the trail system.
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There is no evidence that the previous Master Plan entitlement (which has exceeded full build out)
mitigated in excess for parks and recreational level of service demand impacts. The current mixed-use
apartment development is considered new development (not a phase of the past Master Plan) and was
entitled under the adopted codes and manuals in-place at the time of approval (2015-2016).
The project is not eligible for credits for parks and open space and has provided no measureable data
or improvements which meet the criteria for issuing credits as adopted by the RMC 3.10.130.
The Appellant’s assertion that the City did not exercise fairness in consideration of applying or
reducing impact fees is not accurate and not supported by any supplemental documentation provided.
The community would not receive fair or balanced mitigation for the impacts of the mixed-use
apartment development if impact fees were refunded. This is proven through the hours of use per
person impact on the parks and recreation facilities and those hours application in formula determine
what funding is needed to meet the increase demand on such public services. Additionally, it is shown
that the community has not been made whole or received any form of improvements that would
mitigate the increased demand on the park and recreational facilities of the City through the EIS
mitigation element of the 40+ acres of open space. Had that land area not been included as mitigation
it would have remained almost entirely non-developable due to the encumbrance of critical areas.
As part of a restoration project, the Redmond Town Center ownership dedicated portions of the open
space to the City. As part of that dedication, the City took over all maintenance costs of the critical
areas, stream and trail. The City also maintains storm ponds within the dedicated area adjacent to the
ROW that solely serve the portion of Bear Creek Parkway RTC constructed to serve as their primary
access and circulation of their Master Planned Development. Per City Ordinance 1914, any request for
credit or reimbursement of dedicated lands must be made in writing at time of dedication. This
dedication would not have met the requirements for Parks Impact Fee Credits as it was not a capital
project for parks or a specific City/ system improvement.
Appellant 2.B: The City erred in its Decision by failing to exempt the Redmond Town Center
Apartments Project from its transportation impact fee, and/or by failing to provide credits in
reduction of the transportation impact fee. Exemption and credits are required by RCW 82.02 and
the RMC provisions related to impact fees, because of the extensive transportation improvements
provided to the City in complete mitigation of impacts of the master planned development under
SEPA. Redmond Town Center Apartments is a phase of development of the Redmond Town Center
Master Plan. The SEPA mitigation was required by the City as a condition of approval of the
Redmond Town Center Master Plan. The mitigation was expressly identified by the City in its
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approval actions as mitigating all impacts of full build-out of the Master Plan.
City Responses to 2.B: The City issued the correct decision not to exempt the Redmond Town
Center Apartment from paying transportation impact fee and not to allow transportation impact fee
reduction for the following reasons:
1)

First, on March 8, 1996, the City of Redmond and Town Center Associates (TCA) entered
into an agreement of “Redmond Town Center Traffic Mitigation Agreement” to mitigate
the impacts associated with the approved Redmond Town Center (RTC) Master Plan. This
Agreement expired by 2010. In this agreement, the RTC Master Plan full build out condition
was 1.375 million square feet of gross leasable area of commercial use, which was approved
by the City’s Ordinance No 1841 (Attachment 25) on July 17, 1995. On July 21, 1998, the
City’s Ordinance No. 1992 (Attachment 26) amended the RTC maximum commercial gross
leasable area that may be increased up to 1.49 million square feet with certain condition. On
October 16,2001, the City’s Ordinance No. 2114 (Attachment 22) stated that the RTC gross
leasable area may be increased to a limit of 1.8 million square feet through the acquisition
and use of TDRs for a full service hotel/conference Center.

2)

Per the Appellant’s Exhibit 14, Attachment G, the concurrency certificate for the TDRs (281
PM peak hour trips) to be transferred to TRC would occur around 1999 to 2000 period. Per
the Appellant’s Exhibit 14, Attachments C, D, and E and the City’s Community
Development Guide 20D.210.10.070 (effective through April 16, 2011), the certificate of
concurrency for the RTC property would be valid for three years only and can’t be extended
beyond three years from the date of issuance around 1999 to 2000 period. Therefore, this
means the concurrency certificate of the TDRs (281 PM peak hour trips) is already expired,
which results in the RTC commercial gross leasable area being capped at 1.49 million square
feet.

3)

Per King County parcel record data, RTC Site has been built up with mixed use gross
leasable building square footage of more 1.659 million square feet through 2005 and 1.831
million square feet through 2017 (Attachment 28). These two numbers of 1.659 million
square feet (up to 2005) and 1.831 million square feet (up to 2017) exceed the maximum
allowed commercial gross leasable building square footage of 1.375 million square feet
shown in the originally approved Master Plan and the later amended maximum square
footage of 1.49 million square footage or 1.8 million square feet. All the improvements
provided by the original RTC have been adsorbed by the developments on the RTC site.

4)

In addition, the SEPA mitigation for the system improvements required for the RTC Master
Plan are not the same as the system improvements that are identified in the City’s TFP
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projects and programs for which the current impact fees are imposed. The improvements
provided by RTC were mostly to mitigate the impacts from the RTC Master Plan and create
new streets for site access. Those improvements do not qualify for impact fee credits under
RCW 82.02.060 and RMC 3.10.130 because those improvements were not duplicative for
the system improvements under the current City’s TFP at the time the impact fees are being
imposed and were not included in the City’s TFP since then. Therefore, RTC Apartment is
not eligible for any transportation impact fee credits against provided mitigation
improvements.
5)

Because the RTC site has been built up with maximum allowed commercial square footage
in the approved Master Plan and the SEPA mitigation for the full build out RTC Master
Plan is not the same system improvements as that are identified in the City’s TFP for which
the current impact fees are imposed. In addition, the RTC apartment was never shown on
the RTC’s Master Plan site plan, the approved Master Plan, nor in the traffic analysis
associated with the Master Plan. Per Page 24 - EIS Addendum, Redmond Town Center
Apartment is not a phase of the RTC Master Plan. Therefore, RTC Apartment is a new
project added to the RTC site, which is required to pay impact fee.

Appellant 2.C: The City erred in its Decision by interpreting the RMC provisions related to impact
fees in a manner that results in “double dipping”, i.e., requiring the project to construct system
improvements, dedicate land and pay fees under SEPA authority to mitigate impacts, and then
charging the development again in the form of impact fees imposed upon a phase of the same
development project.
City Responses to 2.C: The City's decision related to required impact fees does not result in double
dipping. The required system improvements, dedicated land and payment of fees under SEPA authority
to mitigate impacts from the RTC Master Plan are not the same as the impact fee required for the RTC
apartment. The SEPA mitigation for the system improvements required for the RTC Master Plan are
not the same as the system improvements that are identified in the City’s TFP for which the current
impact fees are imposed. The improvements provided by RTC do not qualify for impact fee credits
under RCW 82.02.060 and RMC3.10.130. In addition, RTC Apartment is a new development and it
was not part or not any phase of the RTC Master Plan. The Traffic Mitigation Agreement expired in
2010 and any new development after 2010 shall be considered a new development. By 2005, RTC Site
has been built up with mixed use building square footage of more 1.659 million square feet, which
exceeded the maximum allowed square footage approved in the Master Plan. These further provide
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evidences that RTC Apartment is not any phase of the original RTC Master Plan and shall be
considered as a new development and required to pay impact fees like any other new developments.
Appellant 2.D: The City erred in its Decision by treating the Redmond Town Center Apartments
Project unfairly with respect to comparable development projects in violation of the standard of
fairness and proportionality imposed by RCW 82.02, the RMC provisions related to impact fees and
state and federal constitutional guarantees of the right to due process of law and just compensation
for takings. Comparable projects were required either to mitigate impacts under SEPA, with exemption
and/or credits against impact fees, or were not required to mitigate under SEPA and only charged
impact fees. Redmond Town Center Apartments has been required to pay impact fees for development
that is a part of the same master planned project that has already mitigated the same impacts under
SEPA.
City Responses to 2.D: The City's decision does not result in treating the RTC Apartment project
unfairly with respect to comparable development projects. If the City exempts RTC Apartment project
from paying impact fee, which would result in treating other comparable project unfairly because the
Archer Hotel and the BJ’s Restaurant on the same RTC site paid impact fee prior to obtaining there
building permits. Because RTC Apartment was not part of the RTC Master Plan and it was not in any
phase of the Master Plan, the SEPA mitigation required for the Master Plan did not account for the
impacts and impact fees are required for the RTC Apartment project.
Appellant 2.E: The City erred in its Decision by applying the RMC provisions related to impact fees
to the Redmond Town Center Apartments Project in a manner that fails to comply with WAC 365-196850 and RCW Chapter 82.02 in that the ordinances, as interpreted and applied, do not comply with
the State limitation on the grant of taxing authority that expressly conditions the authority to impose
impact fees on the local jurisdiction providing for credit for mitigation under SEPA in the city
ordinances that impose impact fees. The City misinterpretation of its ordinances in the case of the
Redmond Town Center Apartments Project effectively eliminates any exemption and/or credit for prior
SEPA mitigation and thus puts the local ordinances in conflict with the express state limitation on
authority to impose impact fees. The ordinances should be interpreted in a manner that comports with
State law.
City Responses to 2.E: The SEPA mitigation for the system improvements required for the RTC
Master Plan are not the same as the system improvements that are identified in the City’s TFP for
which the current impact fees are imposed. The improvements provided by RTC do not qualify for
impact fee credits under RCW 82.02 and RMC 3.10.130 because those improvements were not the
system improvements specifically outlined in the current City’s TFP at the time the impact fees are
being imposed 2017 for the RTC Apartment and was not included in the City’s TFP since then. There
are two different improvements. In addition, RTC Apartment was not part of the RTC Master Plan and
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it was not in any phase of the Master Plan. Furthermore, the Traffic Mitigation Agreement expired by
2010; therefore, RTC Apartment is not eligible for any transportation impact fee on the basis of
provided mitigation improvements by RTC.
Appellant 2.F: The City erred in its Decision by misinterpreting the Redmond Town Center Traffic
Mitigation Agreement entered into in 1996 (“Mitigation Agreement”) by treating it as (1) being the
source of Appellants’ right to exemption and/or credits against impact fees for SEPA mitigation, and
(2) having eliminated the statutory prohibition against arbitrary or duplicative impact fees, and the
statutory requirement to provide Credits for prior SEPA mitigation of impacts. The Mitigation
Agreement was entered into prior to the City adoption of ordinances that imposed impact fees. There
is no mention of impact fees or credits, and no express waiver of rights stated in the Agreement. The
source of the Appellants rights to be exempt from, and/or receive credits against impact fees for SEPA
mitigation is State law that authorizes impact fees, and the City Code provisions that implement that
taxing authority. (See Attachment C).
City Responses to 2.F: The 1996 Traffic Mitigation agreement was based on environmental
documents and analysis of the traffic impacts for the full build out of the RTC property as a mixed use
development of maximum 1.375 million gross leasable area. The Agreement clearly states parties that
“it is also intended that fulfillment by TCA of the requirement of this Agreement shall constitute
complete satisfaction of all City requirements upon Redmond Town Center, including all future phases
of RTC through year 2010 consistent with the RTC Master Plan…”. This Agreement expired at the
end of 2010. By 2005, all commercial building square footage at the existing RTC site already exceeds
1.65 million square feet compared to the maximum allowed 1.375 million square feet as stated in the
Traffic Mitigation Agreement. All developments after 2010 in the RTC site shall be considered as a
new project, just like any other projects in the RTC site or other area within the City that are required
to pay impact fees.
3.G The City erred in its Decision by acting arbitrarily, capriciously and unlawfully by denying
Appellants’ requests to be exempt from, or receive credits against. park and open space impact fees by
ignoring the fact that full SEPA mitigation of impacts upon public open space and recreation needs
was provided as a condition of approval of the Redmond Town Center Master Plan and by failing to
provide any rationale whatsoever for such action. (See Attachment C).
City Response to 3G: Impact fee credits are permitted only if the request meets the criteria of RMC
3.10.130, this criteria is almost identical to the open space reimbursement ordinance adopted in 1996
and lays out the following (only relevant portions of the code section are shown below, please see
Attachment 24 for complete code section):
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(3) Credit for Conveyance of Land for and/or Construction of Improvements. Whenever a
development approval is conditioned upon a developer’s conveyance of land for and/or
construction of specified system improvements, the developer shall be entitled to a credit against
the impact fee that would be imposed for the value of the land or property interest conveyed and/or
the actual cost of construction.
COR comment: No specified adopted system improvements were met by the open space critical
area set aside as part of The 1995 Redmond Town Center Master Plan.
(4) Credit for Park, Recreation, Open Space or Trail Facilities. If a development activity includes park,
recreation, open space or trail facilities which meet the requirements of this subsection (A)(2),
then the applicant shall be entitled to a credit for that portion of the park, recreation, open space
or trail facilities impact fee to be used for that park, recreation, open space or trail facility type to
the extent that the park, recreation, open space or trail system satisfies the needs of the occupants
of the development activity or the public.
COR comment: The open space area does not satisfy the open space of recreational needs of the
occupants of the entitled development. Using the current adopted method of impact fees and hours
of use by person, the passive open space and critical area does not mitigate any park or
recreational impacts of the apartment development.
(a) The credit shall equal:
(i) The reduction in demand by occupants of the development on the City’s park, recreation,
open space or trail system that is met by the facility.
COR comment: There is an increased demand on the City’s park, recreation, open space and
trail system. There is no measureable current reduction the 0.87 miles of trail through the open
space provides to the community. The trail has been in place for almost 15 years and per the
adopted Comprehensive Plan Addendums when the master plan was in effect, 2.5 miles of trail
were needed per 1000 persons. The development has far exceed that increase of persons on
the City’s system and did not at the time of construction provide an balanced improvement to
the system.
(ii) The reduction in demand by the general public on the City’s park, recreation, open space
or trail system that is met by the facility, if the facility is open to the general public and signs
at the facility notify the public that they can use the facility. To be eligible for the credit in this
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subsection, the facility shall be located in an area which, based upon adopted level-of-service
standards, is lacking in needed park, recreation, open space or trail facilities. Credit under
this subsection (A)(2) shall not be given for the portion of any facility which provides a
higher level-of-service than that set by the level-of-service standard for that facility.
(b) The park, recreation, open space or trail facilities shall meet all of the following criteria to be
eligible for a credit:
(i) The area or facility shall function as a system improvement and not a project improvement
as defined by this chapter, either because it is a system improvement or because it is a project
improvement which relieves demand on the City’s park, recreation, open space or trail system.
COR comment: The entitled apartment development of 286 units was not included in the Master
Plan design nor was the development of this parcel. Impacts were not mitigated in anyway for
the increased demand on the parks public service system. The impact fees are in no way
mitigated through the 0.87 miles of trail constructed almost 15 years ago and which is currently
maintained through City funding as well as the restoration and on-going maintenance to the
stream buffers.
(B) Adjustments. The Administrator may adjust the required impact fees where the Administrator
determines that one of the following circumstances exists and that the discount included in the impact
fee formula fails to adjust for the error in the calculation or to ameliorate the unfairness of the fee:
(1) The person required to pay the impact fee demonstrates that an impact fee was incorrectly
computed; or
COR comment: The appellant has not demonstrated that any fees were incorrectly
computed. Furthermore, the code states the Administrator may issue an adjustment, but is
not required to do so for this sub-section. No Adjustment was required or obligated under
this subsection; therefore the City code not have acted in error by not issuing an adjustment
under 3.10.130(B).
(2) The person required to pay the impact fee demonstrates that unusual circumstances make
the standard impact fee applied to the development unfair or unjust. These circumstances
shall not be circumstances generally applicable to similar types of land uses or generally
applicable to development activities in the vicinity. Unusual circumstances may include
that the development activity will have less impact on the system improvement(s) for
which the impact fee is imposed than the other development activities in the same category.
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COR comment: The appellant has provided no evidence or data illustrating that the current
development will have less of an impact on the current system nor has the appellant
submitted evidence, data that balanced mitigation was completed for the previously inplace Master Plan or that excess mitigation was completed. The City did not act unfairly
or unjustly in the denial of adjustment to assign impact fees; without evidence or
supporting data that firmly illustrates that the applicant of the building permit has met the
criteria for issuing impact fee credits through any form of past mitigation of any or all
impacts the RTC Apartment development will generate on Parks/Recreation facilities,
inclusive of what has already been developed the City would be unfairly upholding its
responsibility to the community to ensure reimbursement for impacts on public services.
The project is not eligible for credits for parks and open space and has provided no measureable data
or improvements which meet the criteria for issuing credits as adopted by the RMC 3.10.130. It is the
burden of the appellant to illustrate how the City has erred in its decision and imposition of fees. The
Appellant for RTC Apartments has provided no measurable analysis which demonstrates that
mitigation has been met for the increased demand on the parks and recreation facilities of the City or
that mitigation for loss of habitat and open space previously completed was done so in excess of the
impacts past Master Plan development.

3. The specific relief requested;
Applicant Response: The Hearing Examiner should reverse the Decision and direct the City to refund
the full amount of Impact Fees to the appellants.
City Response: It is the burden of the appellant to illustrate how the City has erred in its decision and
imposition of fees. Mitigation of a past development project in the same zone and the fees imposed on
a current new development which fund new improvements to mitigate current new impacts are not
duplicative based upon the fact that they are simply related to the same category such as transportation.
The Appellant for RTC Apartments has provided no measurable analysis which demonstrates that
mitigation has been met for the increased demand on the City’s transportation or parks facilities or that
mitigation was completed in excess of the impacts of the past Master Plan development. Lastly, the
appellant has not demonstrated how mitigation for past development activity addresses projects funded
by impacts fees paid for at the time of the building permit issuance of RTC Apartments.
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ANALYSIS OF ASSERTIONS
Statement identifying each alleged error of fact, law, or procedure, and the manner in which the
decision fails to satisfy the applicable decision criteria was not provided by the appellant, due to this
fact staff has provided an analysis and response to three general complaints or feelings submitted as
part of the attached letter to the Application for Appeal.
1. Whether Is Redmond Town Center Apartments is a Component Or A Phase Of The
RTC Master Plan?
Bullet Points 1 and 6 on Larry Martin’s email to Jim Haney on Appellant’s Appeal
Application Form (page 20) states that “Redmond Town Center (RTC) was approved as a
master planned mixed-use development with construction to occur in phase over time.”
And “ Lowe Enterprises purchased a parcel of land in RTC from DRA for multifamily
residential development. Residential development is a component of the RTC Master Plan.
The Lowe project is the first multifamily development that will occur in RTC.”
City’s Responses: Per the EIS Addendum- Appendix C Traffic Impact Analysis Report,
dated April 1995, Table 3 on page 16, it clearly shows that the proposed Master Plan
consists of 1.375 million square feet that was consistent with the square footage identified
in the Traffic Mitigation Agreement. Table 3 also shows that the components of the 1.375
million square feet include 601,000 square feet of retail, 574,000 square feet of office, and
200,000 square feet of retail. It is clear that RTC Apartment consisting of 286 residential
units and 9,401 square feet of retail was not a component of the proposed RTC Master
Plan. The RTC Apartment’s project site was shown as a parking lot on the traffic analysis’s
site plan on page 8 in the EIS Addendum- Appendix C Traffic Impact Analysis Report,
dated April 1995. In fact, the residential development was a permitted use on the RTC site,
but RTC Apartment development was never shown in any environmental documents or
traffic impact analysis associated with the proposed RTC Master Plan. A permitted use of
residential development does not mean it is a component of the RTC Master Plan.
Per the RTC Phasing plan shown in Table 3 on Page 24 on City’s Exihit 19-EIS Addendum
Proposed Master Plan and DGA dated April 1995, the RTC was proposed in three phases
over a four-year period beginning in 1995 and RTC Apartment or any residential
development was not in any phase of the three proposed phases.
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2. Can the RTC Master Plan Trip Cap Be Used For Future Development?
TENW collected Redmond Town Center Traffic Counts that were show in Appellant’s
Exhibit 41 and Exhibit 44. The driveway counts for RTC collected on September 26-27,
2000 for RTC site of 1,316,918 square feet were 2,492 PM peak hour trips, which were
shown on TENW’s Memo to Don Cairns dated July 25, 2001 page 2 of the Appellant’s
Exhibit 41. The driveway counts for RTC collected on September 19-21, 2017 for RTC site
of 1,609,941 square feet were 2,444 PM peak hour trips, which were shown on TENW’s
Memo to Larry Martin dated October 20, 2017 on page 1 of the Appellant’s Exhibit 44.
City’s Responses: It is unclear why the driveway trips count in 2017 are lower than the
counts in 2000 after 293,023 (1,609,941 square feet in 2017 vs. 1,316,918 square feet in
2000) square feet commercial space added to the RTC site. TENW claimed there are still
trips left over from the approved Master Plan. However, in the RTC Traffic Mitigation
Agreement signed by both City and TCA, both parties fully honored the terms of the Traffic
Mitigation Agreement which allowed RTC to operate under a vehicular trip cap up to or
until the time that agreement expired by 2010. That allowed RTC to construct and complete
the infrastructure prior to opening the first phase of development and gave reasonable time
until 2010 to complete remaining phases of development and make modifications to that
development consistent with the Master Plan and the Agreement.
The vehicular trip cap did actually expired by 2010 and once it expired, it cannot be use for
the new development after 2010. The vehicular trip is no longer the only measurement to
account for transportation impact fee because the current transportation system to support
the growth are shifted to include multi-modal improvements in Downtown and Redmond
that create a connected grid of streets and pathways to create a more walkable and transit
oriented City that is less reliant on vehicular trips. Both the City’s process to determine
concurrency (managed Land Use and Transportation) and impact fees is presently based on
person trips and person miles of travel that includes vehicular, pedestrian, bicycle and transit
trips and is not limited to just vehicular trips as was the basis for mitigation in 1996.
3. Whether Has RTC Master Plan Gross Leasable Area Been Maxed Out Or Not on the
RTC Site?
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TENW collected Redmond Town Center Traffic Counts that were show in Appellant’s
Exhibit 41 and Exhibit 44. On the TENW’s Memo to Don Cairns dated July 25, 2001 (page
2 of the Appellant’s Exhibit 41), the RTC site has 1,316,918 square feet mixed-use building
square footage. On the TENW’s Memo to Larry Martin dated October 20, 2017 (on page 1
of the Appellant’s Exhibit 44), the RTC site has 1,609,941 square feet mixed-use building
square footage.
Per Approved RTC Master Plan:
 On July 17, 1995, the City’s Ordinance No 1841 (Attachment 25), approved RTC
Master Plan full built out condition of 1.375 million square feet of gross leasable
area of commercial use;
 On July 21, 1998, the City’s Ordinance No. 1992 (Attachment 26), amended the
RTC maximum commercial gross leasable area that may be increased up to 1.49
million square feet with certain condition;
 On October 16, 2001, the City’s Ordinance No. 2114 (Attachment 22) stated that
the RTC gross leasable area may be increased to a limit of 1.8 million square feet
through the acquisition and use of TDRs for a full service hotel/conference Center.
Per King Count Parcel Record Date for Existing RTC Site:
 Up to 2005, RTC Site has been built up with mixed use gross leasable building
square footage of more 1.659 million square feet;
 Up to 2017, RTC Site has been built up with mixed use gross leasable building
square footage of more 1.831 million square feet;

Based upon approved RTC gross leasable area compared to the RTC existing site per the King
County Record data, the RTC existing site gross leasable area for mixed use has been maxed
out with 1.659 million in 2005 and 1.831 million square feet in 2017. The approved Master
Plan allowed maximum 1.49 million square feet or possibly allowed 1.8 million square feet;
therefore, RTC Apartment is a new development because the RTC site exceeds the maximum
allowed mixed-use building square footage cap in the Master Plan.
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4. Bullet Point 3 on Larry Martin’s email to Jim Haney on Appellant’s Appeal
Application Form (page 20). states that “ Under SEPA authority… Over $5 million was
paid in pro-rata share mitigation in addition to the cost of designing and constructing
street improvements”
City’s Responses: Per Section 2 on page 3 of the Attachment 8 –Redmond Town Center
Traffic Mitigation Agreement dated March 1996, it appears that TCA shall only pay
$229,277.00 to the City to mitigate all transportation impacts created by RTC that are not
otherwise addressed and mitigate by the Traffic Mitigation Agreement dated March 1996.
TCA did not pay $5 million in pro-rata share mitigation to the City in addition to the cost of
design and construct street improvement. Most of the $5 million pro-rata share mitigation was
offset by the design and construction of the new road Bear Creek Parkway. The street
improvement shown in the Redmond’s 2010 Transportation Facilities Plan (TFP) listed on
Pages 191-193 in the Redmond Town Center Master Plan EIS Addendum Appendix C, Traffic
Impact Analysis Report is completely different from the current City’s 2013-2018 TFP and
they are not the same and duplicated improvements.
5. Bullet Point 8 on Larry Martin’s email to Jim Haney on the Appellant’s Appeal
Application Form (page 20) states that “Lowe and DRA have sought confirmation
from the City that, given the mitigation that has already been provided,
transportation impact fees will not be required in connection with Lowe’s project.”
City’s Responses: During the Site Plan Entitlement process, the applicant and the city staff
has discussed the impact fee credit issue multiple times, but there was no confirmation or
decision made to allow impact fee credits. Typically, the final decision for impact fee or
credits would not be made and approved until or prior to insurance of a building permit.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Based on the analysis included in this report, staff recommends the Hearing Examiner deny the appeal
of the City’s decision to not permit reconstruction of the illegal nonconforming structure.
CONCLUSIONS IN SUPPORT OF THE STAFF RECOMMENDATION
The appellant has the burden to prove that the City erred in issuing the Denial to permit the
reconstruction of an illegal nonconforming structure. The appellant has provided no evidence to
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meet that burden and cannot establish that the City erred procedurally or substantively in issuing
the denial.

Karen Anderson, Director
Department of Planning and
Community Development

Maxine Whattam, Interim Director
Department of Public Works
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Final Environmental
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City of Redmond Department of Planning and Community Development

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Action Sponsor:

Town center Associates, a co-ownership between Winmar Redmond, Inc. and
Pentagram Redmond Associates, Inc.

Action Description:

This EIS addresses nonproject actions
related to annexation of an 88-acre
property in unincorporated King
county, and amendments to land use
and zoning designations to allow
certain uses of the property in
conjunction with 36 acres of contiguous property in the City of Redmond.
Three alternative development scenarios, for which these nonproject
actions would be necessary, and a no
action alternative are evaluated in
this Ers· for both annexation and
nonannexation.
The development
scenarios are mixed use commercial
center, business park, and multifamily housing.
The proponent's preferred course of
action is receipt of necessary
approvals that would allow development of the 124-acre site as a mixed
use commercial center.
The center
would consist of a regional shopping
center, offices, additional retail
uses detached · from the shopping
center, multifamily housing, and
public open space.

Site Location:

l

l
l

t

The proposed site includes the
former Redmond Golf Links, immediately south of the City of Redmond
Central Business District in King
County, washington, and a parcel east
of the golf course known as the
Butler-Walls property, which lies
within the City of Redmond.
The
site is bounded on the west by the
Sammamish River and Leary Way, on the
south and east by Bear Creek and
State Route 520, and on the north by
Burlington Northern railroad tracks.
The boundaries of the area included
within the annexation request extend
beyond the proposed site.
Included
are linear parcels along Bear Creek/
state Route 520 and an approximate
5-acre parcel north of Leary Way.
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Canter

s
9
No Annexation
DevelopNnt Scenarios
IIU'!lnell
-";:~in~.,.
Park

s- ..

No

Action

s- ••

S.. aa ColUIII

ColUWI 2

Nona to laM
than Col_, '

s..
Col_,)

l - than
Col... '

l ... than Coluon )

s- .. Col...,

2

I

10

Col..... 2

s- ..

2

2

l~pactat
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Col..., 2

s- ..

Coluon 2

L!!l!!t and Clare
I ..,.eta a

Kitigeting
Meaaureet

.,.
I

(X)

Unavoidable
Advaraa
l~pactet

-

Exterior lighting
ahould conailt of high
preeaura aodiua 1...,.
aat in parabolic fixturee. Su.r fec.. ehould
be of low reflaetivity
end earth tone colore.
Ve<Jetetion lhould be
retained along etreend in northtoeet
corner or alta.

-

!i<A)etantial inere... in nightUee light levele
viaible froe SR
920 and reeidantiel uau to
we at. Potential
for glare depending upon building
aurracae uaad.

Le11 than
Col..... '

s.. .. Col.....

s- ..

s- .. Col.....

lighting levele
will increaee eubetenUally.

leee then
Coluon )

lee• then
Coluon )

Coeeoorciel end
re leted developeent/redevelopaent
would be heetened
in end around the
Redcnd ceo. lend
utilization would
intanaify with
peripheral devalop-.nt. Soee
axilting bueinewould benefit and
other• would be
edveraely effected
by coepetition.

Low peripheral
develos-nt
effect.

2

leN than Col...,

'

'

Col..., 2

2

s- ..

s.. ..

s- ..

None to leaa
then Coluon )

Coluwo )

s--

Leaa then
Coluon )

Coluon 2

Col..., 2

Coluon 2

t ... than
Coluon )

2

s- ..

Col.-n 2

Nona to 1•••
than Coluon

'

.h!!:!!!..!!!!.
I ~pacta a

Nona to la..
than ColUWI

I

Uae or the eite would
chenge froe peMiva
open ~pace to bueineee
end/or houeing.
Changes in zoning
would be required.

Retail lend UM
upeneion would be
eti&llated.

None toredeveloped
golf couree
.... end bu...
ineee .... or
Butler41alle
property. No
change in
zoning would
be required.

s- ..

Coluwo )
but probably to •
greeter
extant
becauee
laM additiona!
retail end
office uee
would occur
on aita.

s- ..
Coluwo 4

s-•
Colu.~

S

!

Nona to
&i"llle-fily houeing
.... or eita.
No chenQe in
zoning would
be required.
Negligible
peripheral
developeent
effect.

~-~

_____.. ....,._
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~
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-
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Envir~t

Sc:.nerioa

s

•
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Oevelopoent Scenarioa

to All

Hixedll•
t-reial Center

11"!1,...
Perle

St.et S of 10
6

,...,ur~ly

7
No

Houai

Action

Regionel
Center

8
'
No Annexation
Oevelo.-nt Scenerioe
BueiMaa
""~~~ly
Perle

I

10
No

Action

Lend U•

--rc;;;;rr-......s)

Mitigetii'IQ

.......:re••

. .

Unevoideble

Adver•
I ~~pee tal

"'1.0"
I

O.velopeent ehould
be orianted to the
Re~ ceo, end pn.eed
over tiM • Aleo, l and
u• reQUlation. ehould
be enforcecl/-nded ••
needed to coordinete
~ end ecele of
peri9herel de,..l~t.

S.. ..

Site lend

s- ••

~·

UM

would

Colu.~

2

s.. .. cow.n s- ..

Colu.~

2

2

s- ..

s- ..

S.. u

s- ..

s- ..

Colu.~

11- to._
.. Coll8\ 2

s- ..

s- ..

Colu.o

s- ..

s- ..

Colu.~

Colu.~ 2.
So. niet111Q
buaiM-• 11011ld
be edverMly
affected by~
petition.
lM rellroed
treclce l e - the
ebility to intavr•te the eite
end dooontOWI,

s.. .. Colu.l s- .. Colu.t}

s.. ..

s- ..

2

2

Coluwo 2

s- ..

Coluwo 2

- Colu.t)

Col..,
2

2

s- -

Colu.o 2

s.. ..

s.. -

Colu.o '

s- ..

s- ..

Colu.o 2

"-to-

ColUWI 2

Colu.~

2

Natural Reeourcea
lllpeet••

..........

Mit1get1ng

Send end grevel reeourcea end ClaM 11

Colu.o 2

Colu.t

S.. .. Colu.o 2

2

evriculturel eoila
would be foreoone.
Natural reaourcea
would be eon.._d
durinQ e-trucUon.
lM UM of r-.bla
reeourcea ehould be
eepheai:r:ed.

s.. .. Colu.l

S-

s- ..

2

s- ..

Colu.o

2

s.. ..

Colu.o 2

Colu.o 2

Colu.o 2

Colu.t 2

2

s- ..

.. Colu.l 2

Colu.o

2

s.. -

Colu.o 2

s- •

for

s.. ..

Colu.o 2

Unevoideb le

AdverM
1"1'8Cte:

U

for 1"1'8Ctl

for

lt1peetl

s- ..
ltlpeeta

for

s-

u tor
l.t1peete

s-"
lt1peeta

Direct population
iner•- 11011ld be
en . .u.ted
},860 by 20011,
2,18, t>®einQ
unite would be
provided on eite.

Population
inerewould b e to 200. A
"xieua deund for n
houeing unite
would occur.

for

s-

u tor
lt1peeta

s- ..

D1nc:t ~
letion inere- IIOUl
be an ..u.
Mled 1,060
by 2000.
A deund ro
280 off
houeii'IQ
...Ute would
occur1 160
unite would
be pro•ided
on aite.

Populet1on in-

ltlpecta

for

ltlpetta

s- l~~peete

for

P~lation and

.!!2!!!!!!i

l~~peetal

Site devel~nt 11011ld
l"d to population
vrowth end .s-end for
houainQ.

eetiuted dine
1nc:re- in population of l, SlO
would occur by
2000. A deeend
for ..a otf-aite
h®ain9 unit• woul
An

OCCUfl

160 unite

would be provided
on aJ.te.

Dinc:t papuleuon inc:re"'
would be an
..u ..tad 1070
by 2000. A
deMnd for :laO
houeing unite
would occur.

-•it

~would

be .....u.
..tad 810

pereone by
2000. A
de_,d for 290
houeing unite
-u.s occur.

Populet1on inere- -..ld be
en ..ti..ted 2,960
by 2000. 1,&70
houein9 unite
would be provided
on eite.

Popubtion
intrawould be
- t o 280.
With developunt, 110
houeing unit
would be provided on
eite.
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5
llultilaJU~y

Houaino

6
No
Action

7
Reg1onii
Center

B
9
No Anr>e~xati(ln_
Develooooent Scenarios
~lfua1neu
f"':lt 1T ellll y
Park
Houaina

I

10

No
Action

Poeulation and
Hou61ng (ton£. )
Mitigating
Heaeureaz

Una•oidable
Adver•
lllpectaz

DevelopMnt ehould be
phased to ac~te
population growth and
deMnd for aervicaa;
and to leuen i~~Pt~Cta
on houaing ..rkat.

-

s-

aa Colu., 2

s-

aa Coluo.t
2

-

-

Econooaic and fiacai I!!!!Hcatlons
hzpactaz

""'
I

~

0

HitiQ&ting
Heaaurea:

Unavoidable
Adverae
lapactaa

Site developooent will
increase eaploy-t
and peraonal inca.
1evela in the ar..
during conatruction
and operation. Eatiaatea for annual effect
during operation are
llh-. in following
colUo.ta.
DevelopMnt under
annexation would reault
in positive annual
fiacal balances for
both Red-.nd and King
County, (except for
Red-.nd with aultifMily housing),
whereaa, Redtoond would
axper ienca a net
deficit under nonannexation, aa ehown in the
following coluWia,
Oevelop.nt ehould ba
phaeed to help prevent
outlays for public
aervice/infraatructure
froe exceeding ravenuea.

-

Direct jobaz 4, 420
Total jobaz 7,}4(1
~-· $66.1/ltl

Rect.ond: $2,228,00
King
County a $ 246,001

5 - aa ColuWI

--

2

Direct
~oba:

3,810
otal
jobaz 6,120
1-:
$57.2/114

s-

as ColUIWl 2

Direct joba: 110
Total joba: 70
~-· $0.6/ltl

s-

aa
Coluo.t 2

--

-

Red-.nds ($118,000
King
Countys
$ 0

s..

S.. aa Coluo.t 2

s-

aa

Colu., 2

-

s- aa

)()
Direct jobaz
Tota1 jobas
50
1 - • SD.5/It4

$4).6/ltl
~-·

aa

ColUWI 2

Colulll 2

Red.,nd
100uld experience a
netfiacal
deficit.

S..aa
Col.,., 7

s- ..

Coluo.t 2

Rad-.nds
($58,000)
King
County:
$84,000

S.. aa Colull'l 2

Re«*lnd would
experience • net
fiacal defic:it.

aa Coluo.t 2

Red-.nds
($74,000)
King
County:
$1,597 ,ooo

s-

-

-

-

s-

Direct
job as 2,910
Total
jobaz 4,8)()

Red.,nd:
$16,000
to 414,000
King
County a
$10,000
to 63,000

2

s-aa
Coluo.t 2

Direct
Job•• 2,no
Total
jobaz 4,600
I-:
$42.6/ltl

RediiOnds ($93,000)
King
County a $116,000

aa

ColUIWl 2

Direct
Job•• o-no
Total
joba: 0-1,210
lnc.-s 0$1.1/ltl

Red-and:
$ 79,000
King
Countys
$119,000

Colu.,

s-aa

Direct
jobaa
Total
jobaa
Inc.-a

0
0
0

Red•nd:
($25,000)
to 0
King
County a
$19,000
to 92,000

s- •

Colu., 2

s.. .. Col.., 7

None t o -

aa Colu., 7

- -r
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Park
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s

,

"'~~r"..!ly

~n

,
_ _ _ _ _

No

Action

a

_

lfeg1ona1
Center

No Annexation
Oevelooaoent Scenarioa
11ua1ne. .

Pari<

9

I

10

IIU~~~y

No

Action

Tr811!!22rt:ation
!11p..:taa

IU tigatinq·
Naaauraaa

Unavoldab la

""'
I

t-'
t-'

Adveraa

lllpiiCt:a I

Savaral atrHtl -ould
axparlanca incraaaaa in
traffic volu••• 8lld a
few atreete would
axparUnc:a reduc:tiona
in traffic volu.
(axc:ept under . .1uf aaily houainq devalopaent). Laval a of
aarvice would decrea•
at kay intaraactiona
and road MQMnta. S..
S..:tion 8.2.2 for
detaUa.

Traffic volu.a 8lld
CC1f19Htion would
incra... , but would be
at accaptlbla lavale
with iaprov- nta.

Had- year 2000
relative incrHM
in peale-hour
traffic due to
deval~t would
... 1•2S, at !!19th
Ave. N.E. ( • x i abeolute ~
would be 1,2:.U
vehiclea, at Laery
Way).

Haxi.,. year
2000 relat1va
increaaa in
peale-hour
traffic clue to
devel~t

would be 20U,
at lS9th Ave.
N.E. (aad..a
abaolute increaae would
be 890 vehiclea, at Leary
Way).

Haxi..a year 2000
relative incre...
in peak-hour
traffic due to
devel.,.-,t would
be ll6S, at lS9th
Ave. N.E. ( •xiabeoluta
incra... would be
905 vehiclaa, at
Leary Way).

None to s•• Coluon 2

s- ..

Colull'l 2

s-

s- ..

Several iaproveaenta
would be
naaded.

A faw i~~prov-nta
would be

Nona to

u Colwwo •

Colull'l l

s.. ..

s- ..

s.. .. ColUII'I

Nona to s.. ColUII'I 2

Col... '

ColUII'I 2,

Col..-. 2

and loss of o•-

atreet parkinQ.

2

s-

s- ..

s- .. Col.., s

None

s- ..

s.. .. Colu.~

None

s.. ..

s- .. Col..-. s

u Col'*' 2

Nona to

ainor

-

s.A>at811tial :roadooay
and interMction
iaproveaenta 1100Uld
be naaded.

,_dec!.

s- ..

Colwwo 2

s.. ..

ColUII'I •

ColUII'I 2

2

P\bUc Servicea
I ~~!)aCt••

L- or open llpiiCa at
tha alta. Pot...tlal
incra... in bicycle/
pedeatrial and auto
conflicte at S...aiah
River l rail croaainq or
Leary Way. lncraaaad
claMnd on parka and
recraational f..:Uitie a would occur.

s.. .. Col...

2.

Craat:aat trail
u... 8lld ..to
conflicta.

s- ..

ColUII'I 2

I ncreaaad deaanda on
police and fire aarvlcaa would occur.

s- e a Col..- 21
would cauae
graateat ~on
police aarvtcaa.

s••
Colull'l 2

lncreaaed atudant rollMnt will place
de•nd• on achool facil
iliea and •rvicaa.
EatiMted year 2000
increaaaa in enrollMnt
are ........, in followinq
col..,..

))0 naw at.-.ta;
deaand would be
dlaperaad.

280 ....
atudenta1
deaand would
be diaperaad.

S.. .. Colull'l 1.
Craat. .t de--s
on parka and
recreational
facilitiea.

Open llpace

s--

would be
ratainad at
foraer 1101f
cour• llite.

ColUII'I '

s- •• ColUII'I 1;
would ceuae greeteat deMnd on
r ira aarv ice a.

No iapact to
-u iapact
with developaant of
Butlar..-.ua
property.

s- ..

1000 naw atudenta1
de•nd would be
concantratad.

0 to 50 new
atudanta;
daMnd would
be dlaperaad.

ColUII'I l

ColUII'I 2

s- ..

Colull'l 2

s- ..
ColUII'I ' to
lou of open
apac:e with
aingle-faail
houainq.

s- .. ColUII'I s

No iapact to
negligible

incre...
with ainqlafaaily
houllinq.

210 ....

atudente;
deaand
would be
diaperead.

210 naw atudente1 dea8lld
would be
diaperaad.

770 new at.uclanta I

de•nd would be
concentrated.

Oto70,.,.
atudanta;
dea8lld would
be concantratad .
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6

7
No

Action

••9101\81
Center

~xation

No
'
Oevel0011ent Scenarioa
11ue1,.,..a
ltUltlT . .Uy
Perk
Houaina

I

Ul
No

Action

Public Servicea

( contiiiiiid)

Hi tigeti"9
Heeeurea1

A portion of the aita
-'>auld re.in in open
apeea, particularly
along the atra- and
in tha north...at
corner. Oevalop.nt
ahould ba ph-d to
110re reedily elllble
juriediction to - 110date incr..aad
~· on aarvicea,
and juriedictiona
ahould hire needed
per~l.

Unavoidtlbla
Advaree
I ~pacta~
,j::.

I
1-'
1\.)

s- ..

Col.... 2

s- ..

Col_, l

s-

aa Col_, 2

recreation f..:ilitiea could ba incorporatad in aita
planni"9, 101\ich
would provide an
opportunity for
the ai te to baca.
a focal point for
rec:reet ional
IICtivitiaa in the
area.

Recreation
facilitiaa ahould

Mitigating
Heaaures:

Unavoidebla
Advai."M
I ~pacta:

s- ..

Col..... 2

s- ..

Col_, 2

s- ..

Colu.n 2

Recreation f..:ilitiea -'>auld ba
provided.

!

s- .. Col.....

Energy -..ld ba conau-.d duri"9 conatruction and operation
(ll!lflually), reapectively, aa ehown in the
following coluana
(in billion Btu).

2,205
U7
Tranaportation
anergy aavinga
would occur

Tranaportation
-rgy aavinge
would occur

Tranait and daaionrelated anergy •••i"11
feature• ahould ba
incorporated in clavalop.nt planning.

s- aa

s-

aa
Coluan 2

s-

u Colutrt 2

Energy would ba conaueed during conatruction and operation.

s- .. ColutWI 2

s- ..

s-

aa Col_, 2

Coluan 2

Col_, l

-

s-

aa
Coluan 2

s-

2,096

l,l7S

aa Col'*' 2

f!!!£9%.
I ~pacta:

s- ..

Private
aacurity
guuda
-'>auld ba
retained.

ba provicllad.

Loaa of open apace and
incraaaed daaland for
public Mrvicaa.

2

s- ..

Colu.n 2

Aa an ant.nceMnt,

•s

Col_, 2

.,

a•
Col.- 2

s- .. ColutWI

1,.,s

1,600

lll
Tranaportation -rgy
••inge
wa<~ld occur

Tren~pQrtation
-rgy aavinga
-..ld accur.

:s.

l,OS2
60

s-

aa
Coluan 2

s-•
Colu.~ 2

s- ..

s-

Nona t o .. Col_, 2

Col_, 2

None to lo..
of open ap..:a
on ButlerWalla

s-

0 to S20
0 to l6

aa
Col.... 2

s- ..

s-

Col.... 2

s- ..

Col_, 2

2

.

Nona to

._

Col_, 2

0 to 173

Oto 10

u Col.., 2

S.. u

s- ..

Colu.o 2

Col!*~

2

Nona to._
.. Col~ 2

-

'

-

-
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1

•

I

10

,

No Alnl><etion
No

Action

K~onal

Center

Deve~
Bua~._.

Perk

Scafterioe
...~~=.ly

No

Action

uuuu..
I ....,:tea

-

Water -..ld be_,
plied by Rect.ond;
fec:ilitiee illptow
M<lb -..ld be
required. Require
•nt would be en
eetiMted average
daily flow rete of

s- .. Col-

.., ); requir•
..nt 110Uld be

s- .. Col.-,,

requiree.nt would
be S)7 gpe,

100 ....

No ... ter 1apecte to
r.quiree.nt
for 100 gpe.

U.) gpe.

-

Water -.old
be eupplied
by on-eite
welle; oneite etorege would
,_d to be
provided fo
fire fighting purpoeee, An
eeti•ted

s- ..

Col.- 7;
r.quir-nt
ooould be

S... •

Col.- 71
requi..-t -..ld

No wter

be •10 ..,..

r.quiree.nt
for 27 gpe .

67 gpe.

i~~pKtl

to

aver~~ge

deily flow
rete of 298
would be
required.
R~IOOUld
~

.....I

s- ..

s- ..

Col.-'

eupply Mwr Mrvicee; en on-eite
connection would
be needed.

Col.-'

s... .. Col.-

s- ..
Col.- z

s- .. Col.-)

s- ..

s- u

No • • r ill-

pacta to ....
• Col.-).

w

Mitigating
lleeeureea

Aeethetice
l~~pectea

s- ..

Colu.~

7

s- .. Col.s-

7

......

No-r
illpKte to

Col..... 7

required.

O.veiop.nt llhould be
phued end wtar end
• • r requi~t•
identified evly eo
infreetrueture planning
end i~~pl_..tation can
be carried out effie!ently.

Unevoidele
Adwr•
l~~pecte•

A direct
- r connection to
the Metro
intarceptor
IIOUldbe

Water end/or - r
eye tee CIIP8City
would be ....d,

2

On-eite wlle
8hould be evelu•ted ••• poeelble
..tar eupply
eupple..nt.

s... ..

Col.- 2

Col.- 2

s- ..

Col..... 2

Col.., 2

s- ..

Col'*! 2

s- ..

Col.., 2

s- ..

Col.- 2

s- ..

Col.- 2

s- ..

Col.., 2

s- ..

Col..... 2

s...-

Col&*~

s- ..

Col.- 2

2

s... .. Col.... 2

s- ••

Col.., 2

s-ee Col'*! 2

Non.
to • u Colu.,
2

for ButlerWelle prop-

s- ..

Col.- 2

s- ..

Col_, 2

s- ..

Cot... 2

,

The ••thetic cherecter or the lite IIOUld
chenge f r.- open apace
to built up.

s-.

Colu.'l 2

Non. t o -

•

Col_.. 2
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a

1

No
Action

lfeg1onal
Center

,

I

10

No Annexation
OevelODII8nt Scenar ioa
11ue1neea
"U~tl alllly
Park
HouainQ

No
Action

Aesthetic•
(conhnued)
Mitigating
Measures:

Unavoidable
Adve:rae
hlputa:
~

I

......

~

Y898taUon, particularly aature treea,
should be retained
along the at re•• and
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5.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTIONS
(Reprinted in part from Draft EIS)

SPONSOR OF THE PROPOSED ACTIONS

This proposal is sponsored by the Town Center Associates, 900 Fourth
Avenue, Post Office Box 21545, Seattle, washington 98111.
5.2

LOCATION

The site of the proposed actions is in King County adjacent to and
south of the City of Redmond's business district (Figure 4-2 in Summary).
The site is bounded on the south and east by Bear Creek and State Route
920, on the west by the Sammamish River and Leary Way N.E., and on the
north by the Burlington Northern Railroad right-of-way.
The proposed site has an area of 124 acres and consists of the former
Golf Links site (90 acres), mostly in unincorporated King County, and the
undeveloped Butler-Walls property (34 acres) in the City of Redmond
(Figure 4-3). The Redmond Golf Links, an 18-hole golf course, was closed
at the end of the 1982 golf season.
The unincorporated portion of the site is zoned by King County as
Suburban Estate (S-E).
The Butler-~alls property and a small parcel in
the north-central portion of the former Golf Links site, not in unincorporated King County, are designated by the City of Redmond for "Business"
use and are in its City Center zone (Design Areas 7 and 5). In addition,
the City has designated in its Land Use Plan the unincorporated portion of
the site for "Parks and Recreation" land use subject to future study,
wherein changes in the land use designation in the future may be
appropriate. It is also located within the boundaries of the City Center
zoning district (Design Area 8).
These characteristics of the site are
summarized below:
Zoning Classification
King County
Redmond

Area
Former Golf Links site:
Unincorporated
portion
Incorporated
portion**
Butler-Walls site
Total

90 acres
88 acres

S-E

2 acres

City Center District*
(Design Area 8)
City Center District
(Design Area 5)

34 acres

City Center District
(Design Area 7)

124 acres

* As designated by Redmond, although not within its zoning jurisdiction.
**A small (less than o. 2-acre), triangular-shaped parcel on the extreme
western end of the site also lies within the City's boundaries, but is
within Design Area 8.
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5.3
5.3.1

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES
Objectives of the Proponent

Town Center Associates proposes development of a mixed use commercial
center consisting of a regional shopping center, offices, additional
retail detached from the shopping center, multifamily housing, and public
open space on the proposed site.
It is the proponent's objective to
develop the entire 124-acre site, apd it has submitted an application to
the City of Redmond for annexation of the unincorporated portion of the
site to the City in furtherance of this goal. It is also desired by the
proponent to enter into a detailed contract for pre-annexation zoning.
Al terna ti vely, should the property not be annexed by the City, the
proponent would pursue development of a regional center on the unincorporated portion of the site only.
To accommodate this alternative, the
proponent has submitted an application to King County for rezone of this
88-acre parcel from Suburban Estate to Community Business.
5.3.2

Alternatives

This EIS considers several alternative development scenarios under
both the annexation and nonannexation options, and the actions associated
with each.
In general, from the City's perspective, the action is a
request for annexation and amendments to the Land Use Plan and Zoning Map
that would allow development of the entire site .
Amendments to the Goals
and Policies of the Community Development Guide would also be required.
Under normal procedures , the proponent would file a petition for annexation and, upon review and if approved, the property would automatically be
designated General District (G) until the Zoning Map is amended. The proponent would then file for establishment of desired zoning .
An option to
the normal process, one desired by the proponent, would be for the City
and proponent to enter into a detailed contract for pre-annexation zoning,
which would become effective upon annexation .
For development under King County jurisdiction , the proposed action
includes reclassification of the unincorporated portion of the site that
would allow development of that property only .
This perspective assumes
the property would not be annexed by the City of Redmond and the ButlerWalls property would not be developed in conjunction with the unincorporated property. The County and proponent could enter into a contractual
type of rezone with "P" suffix conditions applied.
The boundaries of the area included within the annexation request
extend beyond the proponent's proposed site; i.e . , beyond the 88-acre parcel (Figure 4-3).
The additional area, part of which was added to the
annexation request by the City of Redmond, was included to establish a
more uniform and logical boundary to the annexation .
The added area
includes, generally, linear parcels along SR 920 and the Sammamish River
that are not developable, and an approximate 5-acre parcel north of Leary
Way that is developable but is not part of the proposed site.
The
environmental impact evaluations in this EIS do not address the undevelopable linear parcels added by the City of Redmond to the annexation
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request.
However, the 5-acre parcel is included in the analysis, as
appropriate, even though there are no known development plans for the
site.
It is zoned "General Commercial" by King County and, though not
within its jurisdiction, is designated by Redmond for "Business" use and
included in its City Center zoning district (Design Area 4).
The alternative actions are summarized in Table 5-1 and discussed
in greater detail in the following subsections. The organization and presentation of the alternatives here, and in the remainder of the EIS, are
according to the first level action (annexationjnonannexation) first, and
then the second and third level actions (required land use plan and zoning
amendments). Although these descriptors denote the more immediate actions
that would be considered by the City of Redmond or King County, the
assessments in this EIS are based on the development scenarios and the
activities associated with each scenario.
For example, when the phrase
"Establishment of Business Land Use Designation and City Center Zoning" is
used, it means the alternative actions under consideration are the
necessary land use plan and zoning amendments that would allow development
of a mixed use commercial center.
Proposed uses and limits of development are listed for each alternative.
These are the maximum contemplated for each development scenario
and are the basis upon which the impact assessments in this EIS are made.
Any rezone or annexation authorization for uses substantially different
from or development densities substantially greater than the development
scenarios discussed in this EIS would require further environmental
review.
In addition, approval of detailed site plans, pre-annexation
contracts, or P-suffix zoning in connection with a detailed design developnent proposal could require further environmental review to address
project-specific impacts. Retail use (55,000 square feet) is assumed for
the 5-acre parcel north of Leary Way under all annexation alternatives.
"No Action" alternatives are included for both annexation and nonannexation.
In the first case, it assumes annexation is approved but that
Redmond's present land use and zoning designations for the site would be
applied; development would be limited under these designations (see Table
5-1).
Although this scenario is unrealistic from the proponent's
perspective, i t is included as a potential alternative that would need to
be considered by the City of Redmond decision makers. In the second case,
the former golf course would remain in King County's jurisdiction and
existing zoning for the site would be retained. Again, development would
be limited under this designation.
5.3.2.1

Annexation of Unincorporated Property by Redmond

This section outlines the nonproject actions that would need to be
taken by the City of Redmond, if the 88-acre unincorporated property is
annexed, for each of the alternative development scenarios under consideration for the proposed site.
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TABLE
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ALTERNATIVES

First Level Action

Second/Third Level Actions
Land Use Category
Zoning District

Annexation
(City of Redmond)

Reclassify 88-acre unincorporated
parcel as Business; remainder of
site is unchanged.

Reclassify 88-acre unincorporated
parcel as City Center; remainder
of site is unchanged.

Mixed Use
Commercial
Center

Reclassify entire 124-acre site
as Business Park.

Reclassify entire 124-acre site
as Business Park.

Business Park

Reclassify entire 124-acre site
as Multiple Residence.

Reclassify entire 124-acre site as
Multiple Residence (R-20 or R-30).

Multifamily
Housing

(a)

No Annexation
(King County)

(Project)

(Nonproject)

(Nonproject)

Alter native
Development
Scenario

(a)

No

Action(a)

(b)

Reclassify portion of 88- acre site
to be developed for shopping center,
office, and retail uses as
Community Business. Reclassify
portion of site to be developed
for residential uses as Maximum
Density Multiple DWelling (RM- 900).

Regional Center

(b)

Reclassify entire 88-acre site
as Light Industial (M-L)
or Manufacturing Park (M-P).

Business Park

(b)

Reclassify entire 88-acre site
as High Density Multiple Dwelling
RM- 1800).

Hul tifamily
Housing

(c)

(c)

U1
I
~

No

Action (c)

(a) Annexation would occur, but no changes in land use and zoning designations would be made. Possible develment would range from none to redevelopment of a golf course on the former golf course site, (the most intensive use allowed under Redmond's prevailing "Parks and Recreation" land use designation) and convenience
commercial uses on the Butler-Walls property.
(b) Changes in land use desi gnation would not be required prior to zoning change.
(c) Annexation would not occur and no changes in land use and zoning designation would be made. Possible
development would range from none to development of single-family residences, the most intensive use
allowed under King County's existing "Suburban Estate" zoning.

Establishment of •Business• Land Use Designation and •city Center• zoning
to Allow Development of a Mixed use Commercial Center
Actions:
To allow development of a mixed use commercial center on
the 124-acre site, the land use and zoning designations on the currently
unincorporated 88-acre parcel would need to be amended to Business and
City Center, respectively.
The remainder of the site already carries
these designations.
Development Scenario: The following uses and development limits are
associated with this alternative and form the basis for the impact
assessment in this EIS:
Proposed Limits
of Development

Proposed Uses
Shopping center (sq. ft.)
(2-level mall with decked parking)
Office (sq. ft.)
Additional Retail (sq. ft.)
Total (sq. ft.)
Residential (units)

1,100,000
480,000
250,000
1,830,000
160

Public Open Space (acres)

25-30

This is the proponent's preferred development scenario. It is envisioned
that the shopping center would contain five major department stores connected by an enclosed mall. Retail shops, restaurants, personal services
establishments, and recreational activity centers would be located along
the mall between the major department stores.
Personal services would
include professional services s uch as law, dental, eye care, pharmacy,
family counseling, and day care, as well as the more traditional services
such as barber/hair salons or shoe repair shops.
Recreational activity
areas could include an ice skating arena, an activity area for small
children, areas for dance or exercise, and areas for racquet sports.
Office and additional retail development would be in detached structures.
Residential development would be for multifamily housing and would be
located in the southwest corner of the site near the confluence of Bear
Creek and the Sammamish River.
The proposal which is the subject of this Draft EIS is for establishment of a land use designation and zoning that would allow subsequent submission of applications for project approvals.
Therefore, projectspecific site plans and design are not yet available.
However, the
proponent proposes that the following concepts be incorporated into design
development guidelines for the site.
It is anticipated that such concepts, along with others than might be elicited during the review period
for this draft EIS, be discussed in greater detail in the Final EIS. If
the development guidelines incorporate substantially different concepts or
less inclusive concepts are adopted, additional environmental review prior
to adoption may be required.
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0

Open space would be provided along the periphery of the site along
Bear Creek and the Sammamish River.*

o

The majority of the trees in the northwest portion of the site
would be retained.*

o

The entrance to the shopping mall would be oriented toward downtown Redmond, and the proponent would seek to have other design
and architectural aspects of the center be compatible with downtown Redmond .

o

Design would seek to minimize the profile of the parking structure
and other buildings using berms and vegetative plantings.

o

The proponent would seek to adhere to design goals and policies of
the City of Redmond.

Another development scenario is also being considered by the proponent; it consists of an equally-sized shopping center on one level with
surface parking, no office development, and 100,000 square feet less
peripheral retail. Because the land use and zoning changes would be identical to those above, and potential environmental impacts would, in most
cases, be less and included within those for the larger-scale mixed use
center, it is not evaluated as a separate alternative in this EIS.
However, where impacts may be greater (e.g., those associated with the
greater impervious surface coverage and exterior lighting requirements of
surface parking), such impacts are noted herein.
Establishment of "Business Park" Land use Designation and "Business Park"
Zoning to Allow Development of a Business Park
Actions:
Both the land use and zoning designations for the entire
124-acre site would need to be amended to Business Park to allow development of a business park .
Development scenario: The level of development associated with this
alternative would be 1, 270,000 square feet of gross leasable area. The
business park would be developed as a combined campus-type office park
(business, professional, corporate, and/or research or similar high technology office uses) with accessory warehousing/distribution uses .
Uses
allowed in the Business Park Zoning District include light manufacturing
and wholesale trade, light warehousing, business and professional services, research, businesses and corporate offices, and other similar or
supporting enterprises. In addition, 25 to 30 acres of the site would be
retained for public open space use.
Establishment of "Multiple Residence" Land Use Designation and "Multiple
Residence (R-20 or R-30)" Zoning to Allow Development of Multifamily
Housing
Actions:
The land use and zoning designations for the entire
124-acre site would need to be amended to Multiple Residence and Multiple
*Pertains to the other development scenarios as well.
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•

Residence (R-20 or R-30), respectively,
family housing.

to allow development of multi-

Development Scenario: The level of development associated with this
alternative would be 2,183 multifamily housing units; 25 to 30 acres of
the site would be retained for public open space use.
No Action Under Annexation
Actions:
Land use and zoning designations for the proposed site
would be the same as those presently specified by the City of Redmond.
That is, the 88-acre parcel would be designated for "Parks and Recreation•
use, and the remainder of the site would be de signa ted for business use
and City Center District zoning.
Development Scenario:
Development on the 88-acre parcel of the
former golf course would range from none to redevelopment of a golf
course, either privately or publicly owned. Development on the remainder
of the site would range from none to establishment of commercial uses consistent with zoning (convenience commercial uses on the Butler-Walls property and comparison commercial uses on the approximate 2-acre parcel of
the former golf course that is already within City limits; 400,000 square
feet of retail use are assumed).
5.3.2.2

No Annexation

For the alternatives under this first level action, it is assumed
that the 88-acre unincorporated parcel would remain in King County's
jurisdiction. In addition, development would be limited to this 88-acre
site.
Establishment of "Community Business• and "Maximum Density Multiple
Dwelling (RM-900)" Zoning to Allow Development of a Regional Center
Actions:
The zoning designation for the portion of the site to be
developed for shopping center, office, and retail use would need to be
amended to Community Business.
The portion of the site to be developed
for residential use would need to be rezoned to Maximum Density Multiple
Dwelling (RM-900).
Development Scenario: The following uses and development limits are
associated with this alternative:
Proposed Limits
Proposed Uses
of Development
Shopping Center (sq. ft.)
(2-level mall with decked parking)
Office (sq. ft.)
Additional Retail (sq. ft.)
Total (sq. ft.)
Residential (units)

11100,000
113,000
150,000
1 13631000
160

Public Open Space (acres)

15-20
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Similar to the mixed use center alternative under the annexation action ,
a one-level mall with surface parking would be considered as a less
preferable option.
The shopping center would be equal in size but no
additional retail, office, or residential uses would be developed. It is
also not evaluated as a separate alternative herein as the required
actions are identical (except for the need to obtain RM-900 zoning) and
impacts, in most cases, would be included within the range of those for
the larger-scale center.
As noted previously, impacts of greater magnitude for the smaller-scale center are addressed.
Establishment of "Light Industrial (M-L) or Manufacturing Park (M-P)"
Zoning to Allow Development of a Business Park
Actions:
The zoning designation would need to be changed to Light
Manufacturing (M-L) or Manufacturing Park (M-P).
No changes in land use
designation would be required.
Development Scenario: The level of development associated with this
alternative would be 970,000 square feet of gross leasable area for office
and accessory warehousing/distribution uses.
Fifteen to twenty acres of
the site would be retained for public open space use.
Establishment of "High Density Multiple Dwelling (RM-1800)" Zoning to
Allow Development of Multifamily Housing
Actions:
Zoning would need to be changed to High Density Multiple
Dwelling (RM-1800).
No changes in land use designation would be
required.
Development Scenario:
1, 670 multifamily housing units would be
developed under this alternative and 15 to 20 acres of public open space
would be provided.
No Action Under Nonannexation
Actions: Existing land use and zoning (suburban Estate) designations
would be retained.
Development Scenario:
Development on the 88-acre site would range
from none to construction of single-family residences at a density allowed
under Suburban Estate zoning. A total of 110 units is assumed.
5.3.3

Schedule

The development that would occur under each of the alternative
actions would be phased (Table 5-2).
In general, i t is estimated that
first-phase development would be available for occupancy by 1988 and full
development would be completed by 1997.
For the mixed use center/
regional center scenarios, most of the shopping center would be completed
by 1988, whereas most of the office and detached retail development would
occur during the 1988 to 1997 period. Multifamily housing would be developed during the 1988 to 1992 period.
(For a single-level mall, development would be completed by 1992.)
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TABLE
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PHASING OF DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS

Alternative
Mixed Use Commercial
Center/Regional
Center
- two-level shopping
center, decked
parking (45-acre
site for shopping
center)

Annexation
Gross Leasable Area (sq ft)
By 1988
By 1992
By 1997

No Annexation
Gross Leasable Area (sq ft)
By 1992
By 1997
By 1988

920,000
50,000
25,000

1,100,000
200,000
150,000

1,100,000
480,000
250,000

920,000

995,000

1,450,000

Residential Units
Public Open Space
(acres)

0
25-30

Buildings
(square feet)
Public Open Space
(acres)
Units
Public Open Space
(acres)

Components
0
0
0

Shopping Center
Office
Additional Retail

Total square feet
0
0

1.11
I

25,000

--

1,100,000
50,000
75,000

1,100,000
113,000
150,000

1,830,000

945,000

1,225,000

1,.363,000

160
25-30

160
25-30

0
15-20

160
15-20

160
15-20

127,000

508,000

1,270,000

97,000

388,000

970,000

25-30

25-30

25-30

15-20

15-20

15-20

200
25-30

800
25-30

2,183
25-30

167
15-20

800
15-20

1 ,670
15-20

ID

Business Park

0

0

Multifamily Housing

0
0

For the business park and multifamily housing scenarios, it is estimated that development would be spread over the 1987 to 1997 period. The
development scenarios indicate the maximum possible considered by the proponent.
In all cases, market conditions would play an important role in
determining the actual amount and timing of development.
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ORDINANCE NO. 1416

•

AN ORDINANCE OF nt£ CllY Of R[DI'IONO, WASIIINGTON, AI'IENDII\lG Tit[ REDI'IOI\!0
I'IUI\llCI PAL COO( Al\lD· COI'II'IUI\lllY OEVUOPI'I[IIll GUJ Dl, DGA ·86 ·11, TO REVISE
Til[ CllY'S GOALS, POLICIES, PLANS ANll REGULAriONS RHATING TO lAI\lD
USE Al\lD D[V(l0PI'I£PH 01\l TH£ lOWI\l C[l\llCR SIT[; ADOPTING ZONING
RCGULAT.\01\lS lO 8£COI'I£ EFHCl IV[ UPOI\l Al\ll\llXATJON Of THE UNII\lCORPORAl(D
PORHOI\l Of TOWill C£1\ll [R PROPERlY, INClUOII\lG A I'IAST£R PLAN FOR
DCVUOPI'IEI\lT; AlllD REZOI\lll\lG THE BUTLER WALLS PROPERTY TO NIXED
US£/SH!iPPII\lG C£1\lT£R, SU8J£Cl 'TO A I'IASlTR PlAN FOR D£V£LOPI'I[IIlf.

WH£R£AS, on Play 20, 1986, the Redmond City Council adopted Ordinance
No. 1328, commonly known as the Action Two Ordinance, and thereby designated
the former Redmond Golf Links and Butler-Walls parcels, currently known as the
Town Center property, as the site for a regional shopping center and
'dent,fied 37 goals and pol'c'es to serve as a guide for preparation of zoning
and other land use regulations and adoption of a master plan for development
on the site, and
WH£R£AS, the City entered into and has completed a re··analysis of the
City Center land Use Plan and Zoning in light of changing conditions and the
decision to locate a regional shopping center on the Town Center site, and
!

1~.

WHEREAS, a petition proposing to annex the Town Center site was filed
with the City and a proposed master plan of development for a regional
shopping center and mixed use development complex was developed and the
Impacts of annexation and such development W(,re analyzed in a. draft and final
environmental Impact statement, and
WH£R£AS, the Redmond Planning Commission

con~ucted

a series of 11

public study sessions and 17 public hearings, culminating in a final public
hearing on December 16, 19B7, for the purpose of considering proposed
revisions to the City's goals, policies, plans and regulations

rela~j~S t~
rn ....( n

pla~,~~ ~
:;;;
:::.>;:;;
0(/)''1
and 0 ,;-cSJ =

development on the Town Center site and upon a proposed master
development and conditions to such plan, known as DGA-·86-11,

Cr ....

-<-

N

WHEREAS, at the conclusion of such process, the Planning riffiliii{~si~
--,c~u
-<-·z
formulated Its recommend at ions which were transmitted to the City CouiidJl ~

=

~-n

l'layor Doreen l'larchione on December 21, 1987, and
WHEREAS, the City Council c;:.;;;lucted a series of public study sessions
I

and two public hearings on January 14, 1~88, and February 16, 1988, in
compliance with RCW 35A.14.340, and at the conclusion of such process has
concluded that the proposed zoning regulation and other amendments to the
Redmond l'lunlclpal Code and Community Development Guide set forth hereinafter
are In the Interest of the health, safety, morals and general welfare of the
citizens of the City and surrounding communities, now, t~efor~5

RECl) F
RECFEE
CRSHSL
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55.00
2.00
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THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF REDMOND, WASHINGTON, HEREBY ORDAINS
AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.

Section 20B.50.060 of the Redmond Municipal Code and

Community Development Guide is hereby amended by revising the map entitled
"Parks, Recreation and Open Space Pl'i!'"'·" incorporated as a part of said section
to read as set forth on the following map of the same title.
Section 2.

Section 20B.60.060(05) of the Redmond Municipal Code and

Community Development Guide is hereby amended by revising the map entitled
"Functional Classification and Street Plan• incorporated as part of said
section to read as set forth on the following map of the same title.
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Section 3.

Section 20B.60.060(05) of the Redmond Municipal Code and

Community Development Guide is hereby further amended by revising the map
entitled "Area Transportation Corridors• incorporated as part of said section
to read as set forth on the following map of the same title.
Section 4:

Section 20B.60.060(05) of the Redmond Municipal Code and

<l:J

Community Development Guide Is hereby further amended by revising the map
entitled "City Center Arterial Street Plan• incorporated as part of said
section to read as set forth on the following map of the same title.
Section 5:

Chapter 20B.60.060(05) of the Redmond Municipal Code and

Community Development Guide is

hereb~:·'f'urther

amended by revising the

transportation table entitled "Functional Arterial Classification Summary for
long Range Transportation Plan• incorporated as a part of said section to read
as set forth on the following table with the same title.
Section 6.

Section 20B.60.060(10) of the Redmond Municipal Code and

Community Development Guide is hereby amended by revising the map entitled
"City Center Bike Plan• incorporated as a part of said section to read as set
forth on the following map of the same title.
Section 7:

Section 20B.60.060(15) of the Redmond Municipal Code and

Community Development Guide is hereby amended by revising the map entitled
"Multi-Purpose Trail Plan• incorporated as part of said section to read as set
forth on the following map of the same title.
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~ROPOS[tlltNCTIONAL
ARTERIAl ClASSifiCATION SU~
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BIKE LAN[$**
TRAffiC LANES*
SIDEWALKS
STRHT
£XI STING PlANNfD EXISTING PLANNED EXISTING PlANNED
PRINCIPAL ARTERIALS:
2
4
STAT£ ROUTT 520
0
0
2
2-4
4/5
4/5
0-2
0
0
RfDHONO WAY (except
2
couplet)
0
0
REDMOND WAY/CLEVELAND
3
2-3
STRf H COUPLET
148TH AVENUE N.f.
0
0
R£0-WOOO ROAD (1641H
0
AV£. N.[.)
2-4
2
0-2
0-2
0-2
4
I
AVONDALE ROAD
0
2
2
2
4'
0
148TH AVf. N.£. fXT[NSION 0
0
2
0
4/5
0
0
0
0
SR 901 fXTfNSION/WLSP
0
fXTfNSION)
4
N.£. 24TH STRffT (148TH TO 4
2
2
0
0
156TH)
W. LK. SAMMAMISH PKWY (BfL- 2
4
0
2
0-2
2
RED ROAD TO REDMOND WAY)
0--2
0
N.£. 1241H STRfET
2-4
0
2
2
160TH AV[. N.£.
2·-4
0
2
0
0
2
0
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N.£. 90 Til ST. (IIILLOWS TO 0
2
0
0
SR 202)

•

IIINOR ARTERIALS:
LEARY WAY
2
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4
N.£. 24TH STREET (156TH TO 2
II. LK. SAKMAKISH PKWY.)
II. LK. SAifltAif/SH PKIIY
2
156TH AV[NU[ H.[. (N.£.
4
20TH to N.f. 51ST)
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2-4
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2
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2
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2
1
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2
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2
4
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2
4
2
2
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0
0
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D
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0-2
0-2
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2
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2
2
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2
0
0
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2
2
0
0
0
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'2
l
0-2
2
TO OLD RfD ROAD)
0
I
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0·1
0
2
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0-4
0
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N.£. 116TH STREET
2
0
1
2
0
2
11.£. 104TH STRfH
2
I
2
2
2
I
2
2
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2
2
2
0
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2
0
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2
2
2
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2
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4
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4
2
2
0
0
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2
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2
I
I
N.£. 85TH STREET
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2
1
0
!!-2
0
* llay Include lett turn lane\ or two--Wdy lett-turn lanes except as noted by
2/3 or 4/5.
••ooe\ not Include Class I or Cla\S Ill Bicycle facilities
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within en Independent right-ot-way. The ~nlnlmunt
width wten eJtclushely ned by bicycles Is 5
feet for one-•ay, Dnd 8 feet lor two-way. The
•lniMua width when shared with pedestrians h 12

feet.
BICYU..E LM£ (Class II)

--:.

A portion of o rnackoy which has boon designated
by striping, signing end pnemnt 11111rklngs for
th!t preferential or use of cyclists.
Bicycle
Lanes are one-way fecllltles. Th& 11lni1DJ111 width
wten abuttIng th!t curb Is s. 5 feet.
Wtun

adjecent to parking, the •lnlaum width h ' feet.
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Section 8:

•

•

Sections 208.85.130(90) - (105) of the Redmond l'luniclpal Code

and Community Development Guide are hereby amended to read as follows:

85.130(90) Mixed Use/Shopping Center Design Area Goal[ncourage the development of a regional shopping
center/mixed use complex that will provide a focus for the
existing downtown and contribute to the social and economic
base of the City.
(a) Polley- The development should include a mix of
uses such as residential, ofJ,ice, hotel, c,inema,
transitional retail businesses; open space and recreational
activities along with a shopping center.
(b) Policy · This Design Area should have a regional
shopping center of 750,000 to 850,000 square feet of gross
leasable area.
(c) Polley- This Design Area shall have a maximum
buildable area of not more than 1,375,000 square feet.
(d) Poll cy - Requ l re preannexa t ion zoning for the
unincorporated portion of the Shopping Center Design Area
which includes:

* open space/park areas
* street patterns
* building heights and scale

* parking
* landscape areas
* transportation mitigation measures
-3-
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* environmental mitigation measures
* design criteria

•

* Integration plans with existing City Center
(e) Policy·- Preannexation zoning should include a
conceptual master plan for the entire Shopping Center
Des lgn Area.
(f) Policy - Prior to annexation, the City should
receive letters of Intent to locate in the Kixed
Use/Shopping Center Design Area from three major department
stores.
(g) Policy- Unless site plan approval is obtained or a
complete conforming building permit application is
submitted within three years' ~fter rezoning, preannexation
zoning and master plan approval, such actions shall be
subject to review and changes by the City Council.
(h) Policy- Retail uses should be directly linked
visually and functionally to other retail uses in the City
Center.
(I) Polley - fncourage development of a compact center
which minimizes use of land area and generates a high level
of pedestrian activity between the center and existing
downtown.
(j)

Policy- At least 80% of parking for the shopping

center/town square complex should occur in parking
structures.
(k)

Policy- Uses In the center should be oriented

externally as well as internally by using outward facing
building facades, malls,

ent~~nces and other design

techniques.
(l)

Policy·· Parking structures should be enclosed with

retail or office uses on the exterior or where this
enclosure is .not feasible the visual impact should be
softened with landscaping or screening.
(m) Policy- Provide for circulation, land use and
parking linkages with the existing downtown which will
attrac,t or encourage shoppers into the downtown.
-4-
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(n) Policy - Minimize parking impacts by requiring
structured parking and screening of parking areas.
(o) Policy- Locate parking facilities in a manner that
will reduce large areas of parking and encourage shared
parking with existing downtown uses.
(p) Policy- The Justice White House and other features
of historic significance should be preserved.
(g) Polley- Assure that the size and scale of the
center are compatible with the scale of the City Center and
that economic activities are interrelated.
85.130(95) Nixed Use/Shopping Center Design Area GoalProvide transportation faciHties that will minimize
impacts on the existing system from new development,
integrate the area with the City Center and improve traffic
circulation.
(a) Polley·· Improvements which are necessary to
maintain a level-of-service standard of D (average weekday
trips) on off-site roadways affected by a regional center
should be completed prior to opening of a regional center
to mitigate transportation Impacts consistent with Chapter
208.60.030(05) of the Community Development Guide.
(b) Polley- Streets should not be wider than 3 to 4
travel lanes and five lanes at intersections between the
design area, and area targeted for Integration with the
downtown.
(c) Polley - Provide a continuous landscaped
pedestrian/bicycle trail ~~~iem constructed through the
design area which is linked with the regional trail system,
downtown and Narymoor Park.
(d) Policy- Pedestrian circulation plans should
encourage walking within the site and to external locations.
(e) Policy - Incorporate a transportation Implementation
program In the design area regulations which address
bicycle, pedestrian, truck and automobile circulation,
including construction traffic.
-5-
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85.130(1001 Nixed Use/Shopping Center Design Area GoalManage and regulate development in a manner that minimizes
physical impacts to the natural environment.
(a) Policy- Retain

ind.i~enous

vegetation, particularly

adjacent to Sear Creek and the Sammamish River.
(b) Policy- Preserve existing natural features,
particularly mature trees and stream courses.
(c) Policy - Preserve a minimum of 75 percent of all
trees within the cluster along Leary Way at the northwest
corner of the Design Area.
(d) Policy -Assure that a monitored and maintained
storm water disposal system adequately controls runoff,
eliminates direct discharge to streams, and removes
pollutants prior to discharge, consistent with requirements
of Chapter 20[.75 of the Community Development Guide,
•storm Water Management•.
85.130(1051 Mixed Use/Shopping Center Design Area GoalCreate opportunities for recreation and leisure activities
t.1. ,~ ,,.

that complement other uses ····i'n the City Center and generate
pedestrian activity.
(a) Policy- A minimum of 60 acres of recreation open
space (including floodway) shall be retained in this Design
Area.

This is not to include building entryways and

miscellaneous building and parking lot landscaping.

At

least 25 acres in one parcel, exclusive of floodway, shall
be maintained and dedicated to the City or controlled by
other method that would permanently assure the open space.
This downtown park shall serve as a visual amenity and
usable recreation open space.
(b) Policy - Encourage development of plazas, pedestrian
malls and other amenity open spaces, including a facility
for public recreation, that promote outdoor activity and
encourage pedestrian circuJapon between the retail center·
;.

·and the balance of the City Center area.
(c) Polley- Provide pedestrian and bicycle connections
between the existing downtown and
-6-
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(d) Polley - Develop a pedestrian c irculatlon plan that
encourages walking within the site and to external
locations.
Section 9.

Section 208.90.04D( 10) of the Redmond l'lunitipal Code and

Colllllunity Development Guide is hereby amended by revising the City's Official
Land Use Plan incorporated as a part of said section to read as set forth on
the following map entitled "land Use Plan•.
Section ID.

Section 2DC.ID.230(05) of the

Redn~nd

l'lunicipal Code and

COillllunlty Development Guide ls hereby amended by revising the map entitled
"City Center Design Areas• Incorporated as a part of said section to read as
set forth on the following map of the same title.
Section 11.

Section 2DC.10.23D(1D) of the Redmond l'lunicipal Code and

Colllllunity Development Guide ls hereby amended by revising the chart entitled
"City Center Land Use and Site Requirements• incorporated as a part of said
section to read as set forth on the following chart of the same title.
Section 12.

Section 2DC.1D.2J0(25)(a) of the Redmond l'lunicipal Code

and Colllllunity Development Guide is hereby amended by revising the map entitled
"City Center linkage System• incorporated in said section to read as set forth
on the following map of the same title.·
Section 13.

Section 20C.20.150 of the Redmond l'lunicipal Code and

Colllllunlty Development Guide ls hereby amended by revising the table entitled
"Parking Spaces Required" to read as set forth on the following table of the
same title.
Section 14.

Section 20C.20.230(30) of the Redmond Municipal Code and

Colllllunity Development Guide is hereby amended by revising the chart entitled
"Sign Requirements per Zoning District• incorporated in said section to read
as set forth on the following chart of the same title.
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lOC.l0.130110l CITY C£NT£R lAND US( AND SJH: R£0UIR£N£NTS
Design Areas
!.J·'

•

Conven lence

Coomerclal

Office

Pedestrian

Nl~ed l/s~(9)

Center 9

Urban CalftllUS

[lANP_I!S£5
Reta11@

p

P(D

P<l)

p

p

(Comnerc lal,
ProfeHional, Public~

p

p

p

p

p

Servlc~s

Residential:
Nulti-FamllyiSr.
Housing

30 dulac

30 dulac

Sr. Housing with
Bonus(D

SOP

SOP

SOP

SOP

p

p

p

p

Public Facilities
and Ut flit les

30 dulac 30 dulac

l

30 dulac
SOP
p

I

SIT£ R£0UIR£H£NTS
Nlnlmum Open space
(Includes linkage
System, Internal
LandscapIng, Allenltles)
Nax IIliUm He lght
Dr he-through
fat Ill ties

1

3
4
5

·6

8
9
10

@

30%

15%
1 stories

30 feet
p

•

so

storl~
feet

15%

10%

®

_lf

4 stories 3 stories 3
SO teet
40
stories

<D

p

No single-story retail permitted. Retail permitted on ground floor only,
exc~pt restaurants, dellcatessans and taverns, which are allowed on any
floor. Retail required on ground floor In buildings over 4 stories.
No single-story retail pennltted. Restaurants, taverns and dellcatessans
are allowed on any floor. Other liMited retail and services such as a copy
shop, barber shop, magazine and snack shop, flower shop, etc. may be
allowed on the ground floor It the structure Is four stories In height.
The Intent of the other limited retail use Is to serve office workers In
the lmnedlate area of the use.
Buildings over 4 stories pennltted with SOP. Governed by Section
20C.l0.235(10)(f).
Multi-story buildings only.
Regional Shopping Center- 3 stories (60 feet), Hotel on Town Square- 6
stories (IS feet) or 6 stories (100 feet) with Meeting, conference and
banquet facilities, office on Town Square - 4 stories (50 feet), all other
permitted uses - 3 stories (40 feet) or 4 stories (50 feet) with parking
structure.
Adult entertalnNent Is governed by Section 20C.10.015 of the Community
Development Guide.
Governed by Section 20C.20.235(JO)(c} Senior Citizen Housing Development Dens lty Bonus.
Governed by Section 208.85.130(10S(a).
Prior to approval of any development permits a conceptual master plan which
shows at minimum the building footprints, streets and open space of the
proposed development shall be approved by the City Council.
Both the stories and height standard must not be exceeded.
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hnend Section 20C.20.150 Parkina as follows:

PARKING SPAC£S RfOUIRfD
ZCl'liNG DISlRICT
General
Agr·icu I ture
Ranch £states
Residential £states
Suburban £states
Suburban Residence
Urb.>n Residence
Multiple Residence

Professional Of"fice
Ne i ahbor IKood Business

RfOUIR£0 OIT-STRfH PARKING
Minimun Reauired
Maximun Allowed
2/du
NS

G
A
R[

Rl
R2-R.~

R4--R5-R6
RS-RI2
R20-Rl0

1.2/Studio du
·1.511 Bedroom dul
1.8/2 Bedroom dul
2.0/l. Bedroom dul
3.5/1000 sa.ft.afa
411000 sa. ft .gfa
3.511000 sa. ft .afa
4/1000 sa.ft.gfa

'

PO
1\8

Coomercial Office

co

Cc:mnun i tv Business

C8

•

NS

4.511000 sa. ft .ala
511000 sq. ft.gf a
4.5/1000 sa. fl.af·a
511000 sq. It .gfa

Genera I Cannerce
GC
Ci tv Center·
cc
3.5/1000 sQ. ft .qfa
4.5/1000 SQ. ft ,qfa
Convertience Catmercial
Office:
2.011000 sq. ft .qfa.
Urban
3.0/1000 SQ. fl.afa
Canoos
2.511000 sa.ft,gfa.
3.5/1000 sq. ft .gfa
Pedestrian
2.011000 sa. n ,Qfa
Mixed Use/Shopping Center·
3.5/1000 sq. ft .gfa
5.0/1000 sQ. ft .qfa
Busihe!..:!. Park
or
2.011000 sq. ft. gfa
3/1000 sq. ft.gfaU
light Industry
Ll
2.0/1000 sq. ft. gfa
311000 sq. ft.gfaU
Heavy Industry
HI
2.0/1000 sq. tt. gfa
311000 sq. ft.gfaU
Planned Unit Developments
2.011000 sq. ft. afa
PO
3/1000 SQ. ft.afan
Notes: du- Dwelling Unit
gfa - Gross floor Area
NS - No Specification
• - The number of spaces must be adequate to acc<mllCidate the peak shift as determined by the
•• - The Technical Committee may consider parking at a ratio as low as 1.5/1000 if a covenant i!.
recorded with the property which I im its the uses to warehouse uses and/or· I im its the number
of employees permitted in abuilding or project. Parking up to a ratio of 3.5/1000 may be
considered if the employerlbui I ding owner can denonstrate the need for it and adoJ•ts a
parking/traffic mitigation progran.
Code Adninistrator· after considering the probable nunber of employees, etc.
f .- Bedroom shall include all rooms that cari be used as permanent sleeping quarters.

'
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·A Port of Sub sec I I on 20C.20.231111) SIGN REQUIREMENTS PER ZONING

OC; CB; CC· OFFICE,

SIGNS
_N_llMtltt<

~

~

ZONING OISTRIGTS
CG· PEPESTitliiN

\

CC •lnl"E'l> VSt:/cENTEI(

CON VEN o~NCE' CtlMMERCIAL ~PU; Nfl; CO; Ll; lfl ;BP;

1 /

I GN'

MM I MUM NUIISER Of
FREESTANDING OR
PROJECT! NG 51 GNS
PER STREET FRONTNJE PER ESTABU SHMENT

OIST~

RlO; IUO; EH·OCSIGN
DISTHICTS ll & G

OESIQ/ DISTRICT A
A·G-RE·fll-12
Non
Residential

I /

~MlND£1'
S[C1'/0NS

I

I

I

5

10

FREESTANDING SIGNS
Ml nlmum Setback
(feet)

..

~. :'
5 ·.

•
.
'

Max I mum Height
If eel)

o height equol to the
sign setback up to 10
feet
·The smaller of I~ of the

average gross floor area
or I sq. foot per 4 feet

Mexlmum Size per

of street frontage where

Sign Foce <Square
Feet)

the sign Is to be placed
up to a maximum of 75 sq.

feet; but In any event,
25 sq. feet Is permitted

Max I mum number
of Sign faces

o height equol to the
sign setback up to 10

10

•

feet
The smaller of I~ of

r

the average gross floor
area or I sq. fool per
4 feet of street frontage where the sign Is to

25

be plll:ed up to a maximum of 50 sq. feet;
but In any event, 25
sq. feet Is permitted

4

4
2

WALL SIGNS

Max I mum AretJ
<Squore Feet)

The lorger of 15~ of the
focode to which altoched
or 60 sq. feet up to •
mox I mum of 300 sq. feet

M&X I mum He lght
<feet)

Tcp of the wall or toe·
ode to which attached

The lorger of 15~ of
the f ocode to whIch
attached or 30 sq.

60

feet up to a maximum of roo sq. teet
Tcp of the wall or

fecada to which

20

attached
PROJECTING

..

SIGNS

Mexlmum Area per
Sign Face <Square
Feet>
Maximum Area Total
All Sign Faces
<Square feel)
Ma•lmum Height
(feet>

Note:

15

15

25

30

30

50

Top of the wall or
facade to which at!ached

20

Top of the wal I or
focode to which attoched

Complexes tlot Permitted to have-Frees andlng Slgns
Individual Businesses In Multiple Bul ldlng
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Section 15.

•

•,

•

··'

Section 20C.30.050 of the Redmond l'luniclpal Code and

Community Development Guide is hereby amended by adding a new subsection (30)
thereto to read as follows:
20C.30.050(30) l'lixed Use/Shopping Center Design Area
(a)

Urban Design
1. Gateway to Downtown·- The Design Area classified
Plixed Use/Shopping Center functions as a gateway to
the City from SR 520.

Development in this area

should complement the other components of this
gateway, l'larymoor Park and Bear Creek, by providing
attractive, Interesting urban activity.

Development

should be consistent with the natural environment by
minimizing glare, providing indirect lighting,
avoiding Intense signage, and providing a soft edge
. ::

where the urban and natural environments meet.
2. Downtown Integration - Connection to existing roads
including landscape treatment, road surface, sidewalk
size and placement should respect and extend the
existing grid system, townscape and character while
meeting or if necessary exceeding current standards
and regulations.

Development in the Design Area

classified Plixed Use/Shopping Center should consider
existing conditions in the following subareas:
a.

Leary Way -· Leary Way between the Sammamish River
and the Burlington Northern railroad tracks
should remain as a •green gateway• to the City of
Redmond.

Setbacks from Leary Way should be

adequate to preserve at least 75% of the existing
\!! :•.i'

stand of trees on·the east.
Signage for traffic ·control, directional
Information, and business identification should
be kept at a minimum in both size and number.
b.

Northern Boundary··· Leary Way to 164th - Building
siting should consider continuity of retailing
frontage in order to integrate new development
with Old Town retailing.
·-8-
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•

•

Northern Boundary- !64th to 16Bth Ave. - This
area should provide linkage capability between
existing roadways north of Burlington Northern RR
and new roadways south of same.

New alignments

should respect Gilman, !64th, !66th Avenue
connections; either immediately or in the
future.

These new alignments should provide

extension of the established visual corridors.
New connections to existing north/south roads in
this area should be cons is tent with the character of
the existing older improvements.
D. Bear Creek - The edge along Bear Creek should be kept
as a natural area, with uses limited to passive
activity and trail/pathway connections.
Signage in this area should be limited to traffic,
safety and directional information, or be consistent
with the public recreational use of the area.
Structures consistent with and supporting passive use
of this area may be allowed, but should be kept to a
minimum.
£. Sammamish River ·· The edge along the Sammamish River

should serve as an extension of existing activity on
the Sammamish River Trail just north of this Design
Area. Uses should Include trail and pathway
activities.
Signage should be limited to traffic, safety and and
directional information or be consistent with the
public recreational use of the area.
Structures consisteri.(-~ith and supporting
trail/pathway activities may be allowed, but should
be kept to a minimum.
(b)

Architectural Guidelines
1. Siting of Buildings- Buildings should be sited to
enclose either a conrnon space or provide enclosure to
the street.

Consideration should be given to the

relationship between buildings and adjacent open
-9-
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space areas.

•

All design should appear as an

integrated part of an overall site plan.
i1.

Building form - rhe roofline of buildings should be
modulated to avoid large areas of flat roof.

As an

alternative, flat roofs should be designed with
Interesting architectural
features (such as textured
.(
~ ~

materials or color) or l,andscaped.

Consideration

should be given to the appearance from nearby
hillsides.
Encourage varieties of shapes, angles, and reliefs In
the upper stories of structures over four stories.
The ground floor of buildings should provide

pedestrian interest and activity.

The use of

arcades, colonnades, or awnings to provide pedestrian
protection is encouraged.
large buildings should avoid continuous, flat facades.
Avoid the use of false fronts and large, blank walls.
3. Building Entry-- Orient building entrances to the
street In a manner which provides easily identifiable
and accessible pedestrian entranceways.
' : fr~·

Highlight bu.llding eri'fiances through landscape
design.

j

Building entries should be designed in

conjunction with the landscape treatment of
pedestrian ways In the parking areas.
4. Public Art - Encourage· public art in public areas of
the design area particularly in and around the
regional shopping center and Town Square.
(c)

Transportation Guidelines
I.

V£HICULAR

a.

Roadway Configurations ... If not at existing
elevation, roadways should be bermed or screened
In a manner to reduce visual impact of pavement
area.
Alignment of all roadways shall minimize the
remova 1 of exist ··'i 119.
trees.
•,
'';·t:·'

-10-
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.,I'-··

Parking- Surface- Where possible, locate
parking behind buildings and away from areas of
high public vis ibll i.ty.

Provide landscape

screening where parking in areas visible to the
public cannot be avoided.
Parking areas should include landscape areas and
be designed to minimize long, straight,
monotonous rows.

The size of parking areas

should be minimized and each area related to the
group of buildings served.
Parking should be provided with a clear
circulation network to guide pedestrians to the
building entrances.
Visual Impact of surface parking areas should be
,.

minimized from the SR 520 corridor.
c.

Parking- Structured- Structured parking should
be designed to avoid long faceless planes.

The

scale of parking structures should be modulated
by interruptions of the facades, setbacks, and
lowering the first level below the existing grade
to reduce total height.
Facades of parking structures should include a
landscape treatment in addition to architectural
screening from the SR 520 corridor.
The top floor of parking structures should be
provided with landscape screening, along the
cornice and on the deck, either by trees or a
screening trellis treatment.

Provide walkways in

parking floors th.at lead to elevators which have
···&=·

curbs or other barriers to protect from vehicular
intrusion.
For security, pedestrian routes should be visible
and avoid enclosed, hidden areas.
boxes should be available.

-IJ-
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2.

•

•

P£D£STRIAIII
a.

Linkages -Link proposed

developn~nt

to

walkway, trail; bicycle systems in the
surrounding area by connecting and lining up
directly to existing linkages, closing gaps
and treating crossings of barriers (such as
railroad, Bear' Creek and driveways) with
special design treatment, minimizing
barriers, designing with consistent
materials, widths and locations and providing
safe, easy and clearly Identifiable access to
and along the linkages.

Safe, convenient and

attractive connections to Marymoor Park,
Sammamish River Trail and the Bear Creek
trail system should be provided.
b.

Sidewalks - When extending an existing
sidewalk, the new walkway should meet current
standards and regulations while being of a
material and dimension which Is compatible
with while Improving on the existing
character.
:·:.. r=

Alignment of.new sidewalks should minimize
the removal of existing trees.
c.

Arcades, Colonades. Canopies - In areas of
high pedestrian activity, devices for
protection from weather are encouraged.
Consistent treatment within a single area is
also encouraged In order to provide a strong
Ident lty of space.

d.

£nclosed Plalls -- The design of enclosed malls
should allow pedestrians through access
during hours of mall operation while still
maintaining security.

e.

Trails - Pedestrian - Pedestrian/vehicular
Intersections should be avoided when
possible.

~~~clal

design treatment should be

afforded the pedestrian trail crossings of
the Burlington Northern railroad tracks.
Ordinance No. 1416
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f.

•

Trails -Bicycle- Facilities for parking and
locking bicycles should be provided and be

readily accessible from bicycle trails.
g.

Trails - Equestrian .. Width of the trail
should be adequate for two riders
side-by-side In order to avoid earth
compaction and vegetation deterioration.
Equestrian ·tri!ils should be separate from
pedestrian and bicycle trails.

(d) Landscape Guidelines
1.

Urban landscape Treatment- The building
entry, primary vehicular entries and building
perimeters should be planted with ornamental
vines, groundcovers, shrubs and/or trees
selected for their screening, canopy, spatial
enclosure and seasonal variation
characteristics.

2.

Hoving Mature Trees - Encourage the
relocation of mature trees that would
otherwise be lost during construction.

3.

Site Furnishings - Benches, kiosks, signs,
bollards, waste receptacles, water fountains,
lighting standa~ds, perch walls, sidewalks,
pathways, trail'and special water features
should be designed to be compatible elements
of like materials and design.

(e) Open Space Guidelines
1.

Northwest corner - Preserve at least 75% of
the existing stand of trees in the northwest
corner of the site.
Kinimize new grading and overland storm water
treatment in this area.
Install screening between this open space
area and adjacent parking areas.

-13-
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Encourage· passive. recreation including a walking
trail, bicycle trail, seating and rest areas,
pede~trlan

lighting, and site furnishings.

Connections should be provided to the White
House, shopping center, l'larymoor Park, Sarr•namlsh
River trail system and other open space areas.
2. White House

Open space areas at the Justice

William White llouse should encourage active and
passive recreation and should connect to other
open spaces, trails and the shopping mall.
3. Sammamish River - Open space should be retaIned
along the Sammamish River and enhanced by:
a.

Providing grade separation for trails at all
appropriate and feasible locations.

b.

l'laking connec_t;lons to other open space zones.

4. Bear Creek - Open space along Bear Creek should
be retained and enhanced by:
a.

Encouraging passive recreation activities and
discouraging active recreation.

b.

Limiting storm water treatment swales and
recharge areas so that they do not destroy
the function of preserving the natural
environment and providing passive recreation
areas.

Storm water treatment structures

should not be located fn this area.

All

swales and recharge areas should be
Integrated with the natural environment.

c.

Protecting vegetation of the riparian habitat
In this zone by establishing trails and
~ :~

r•

facilities outs ide of the floodway and
limiting access to the ere<?!< to designated
access points.
d.

Providing connections to Plarymoor 1'<1rk, the
Sammamish River, shopping mall and other open
spaces.
-14 .
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e.

Facilities within this area should include a

pedestrian pathway, bicycle path, equestrian
trail, passive water access area; seating,

and site furnishings.
5. Public open space -Open space should be
retained, enhanced and made available for public:
use through the City in this design area.
(f)
~

Sign Kiosks
l. Sign kiosks ··· Sign kiosks, which provide

(J)

~

direction to groups of tenants are encouraged as

~

a means for discouraging numerous individual

N

tenant signs and providing clear directions .

~

.--<1)
(f)

These kiosks shall be located in high traffic
areas and be consistent with the design theme of
the deve 1opment.
2. Symbols and Colors - International symbols and
,,,1

colors 'should be. used whenever applicable.
Section 16.

Pursuant to RCW 35A.14.330 upon annexation to the City

of Redmond of that portion of the property depicted on [xhibit A commonly
known as the Old Redmond Golf Links site, .which exhibit is attached hereto and
incorporated herein, the City's Official Zoning "ap shall be amended to
classify such property as "City Center District• and ""ixed Use/Shopping
Center.•

All development on such property designated Mixed Use/Shopping

Center shall be governed by and subject to the conditions and master plan set
forth in the document entitled "Hasler Plan Conditions of Approval" and
exhibits thereto dated April 19, 1988, maintained in City File DGA-86··11,
which is incorporated herein by this reference as if set forth in full; and
which is hereby approved, together with any amendments to such Master Plan
and/or conditions which may be approved as set forth in the conditions.

The

foregoing zoning classification, l'laHer Plan and !'laster Plan Conditions of
Approval shall collectively comprisfthe City's proposed zoning regulation to
become effective upon the annexation of the property identified in this
section pursuant to RCW 35A.14.330.

··15··
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Section 17.

Pursuant to RCW 35A.14.330 upon annexation to the City

of Redmond of that portion of the property depicted on fxhibit A northwest of
leary Way the Official Zoning Plap shall be amended to designate the property
as •city Center District• and •campus Office•.

The foregoing zoning

classification shall comprise the City's proposed zoning regulation to become
effective upon annexation of the property identified in this section pursuant
to RCW 35A.14.330.
Section 18.

lhe City's Official Zoning Plilp is hereby amended to

classify a portion of thilt property conmonly known as the Butler-·Walls p<Jrcel,
and more particularly depicted as set forth on fxhibit 8, attached hereto and
incorporated herein by this reference as if set forth in full, as "City Center
District,• and "Piixed Use/Shopping center•, including the requirement that all
development thereon comply with the development master plan approved by the
preceding section 15 of this ordinance and the conditions of approval
referenced therein.
Section 19.

This ordinance, being an exercise of a power

specifically delegated to the City legislative body, is not subject to
referendum, and shall take effect five (5) days after passage and publication.

·~om,)
/22~-a--z;e
PIAYOR, OORHIII PIARCHIOII!f
ATTTSrtAUlH£1\!HCAl£0:

CITY CLERK, OO~IS A. SCHAIBLE
APPROVED AS TO FORPI:
O f f 7 £ CITY _ATTOR~Y:

B~(~~
FIL£0 WITH TH£ CITY CLERK: !larch 31, 1988
PASS£0 BY TH£ CITY COUIIICIL:'Jipril 19, 1988
PUBLISHED:
May 8, 1988
£FF£CTIV£ OAT£:
May 13, 1988
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DGA··Bfd 1

PIAST£

NOND lOWN t£NT£R PROPOS£0 lONJ
PLAN CONDitiONS Of APPROVAL
DAT£0 APRIL~ 19, 19!18

The following are conditions of approval tor the master plan. Jt also should
be noted that more deta !led conditions wi 11 be applied as part of the >i te
plan review process thilt will follow annex01tion of properties noted herein.
1.

I'IAS1TR PLAN AND BUILDING D£SJGN I:ONC[PI

l"he propos01l shun be developed tonshtent. with [xhibits A·1 through A 4
([xhibil A) and the lo"llowing conditions, Romun numeral 11 through Xll.
1t may be built in phdses. fhe>e figures are conceptual illustrations
only and variations are permitted provided th<1t the general building
locations, height, bulk, orientation and architectural style is
maintained. Any proposed amendment to the proposed Oldster plan and
conditions of approval shull be reviewed by the lethnital Con1nitlee
pursuant to criteria in Section 20f.20.120 l'lodititation of rinal Order
(t) and if detem1ined by the Tethnital Co11111ittee to be major, must be
approved by the City Council by ordinance.

II.

I
J

l

•

TRANSPORTATION
A. Street Improvements:

The following street improvements are required
prior to opening of any portion of the shopping tenter (nldll shops
and department stores) phase of the project.

I

In the event that other phases of the project are developed prior to
the shopping tenter, a study <;hall be conducted and a mitigation
package developed which is consistent with the intent of this section
and the requirement that the phijett not degrade this level of
service at any intersection in'·the vicinity of the site below level
of service 0 (see £xhibit B).
I. I 70th Avenue N. [.:

Widen ami rea 1 ign the ex is ling roildWilY between
Red111ond Way 01nd Avondille Wily N.L to three lanes.

2. !66th Avenue N.L: lxtend !{16th Avenue PI.L south of Clevelund
Street to provide a new four-l;Jile roadw.~y into the Redmond Town
Center site, including a new traffic signal ill Cleveland Street
and railroad drop gate.
Railroad crossing permits are required for !64th Avenue N.L and
!66th Avenue N.L prior to the hsuance of any building permit:..
The crossings shall be designed to meet the requirements of the
Burlington Northern Railroad and the Washington Utilities and
Transportation Conmission. Consideration shall be given to
mitigating impacts to users directly affected by the crossings.
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J. lb4Lh Avenue M.

north : Widen the we:;t halftlhe roCJdway
between Redmond
y and Cleveland Street to pro
a 44 ·foot
curb to curb section including signal revisions
the Redmond Wdy
intersection.

4. Hill th Avenue M. £. (south):

Improve 164 th Avenue 1\!. [. south of
Cleveland Street to provide a new four lane roadway into the RIC
site, including a new traffic signal at Cleveland :>treel and
"Railroad Street•, and install railroad drop gate and elevate side
track.

Railroad crossing permits are required for 164th Avenue M.L and
!Iiiith Avenue M.£. prior to the issuance of any building permits.
The crossings shall be designed to meet the requirements of the
Burlington Morthern Ra i 1 road a'nd the Washington Uti 1 it ies and
Transportation Commission. Consideration shall be given to
mitigating impact> to user> directly affected by the crossings.
5. 159th Place N.[.: Re>tripe to two travel lanes and tenter turn
lane and signalize at Redmond·Way and leary Way.

r

or
159th Place N.L/leary Way: Construct a new 4~ foot t:urb to curb
section ot rodd~:.Jy trom Leary Way to the existing sharp curve in
the ro<Jd\~ay including new traffic signah at teary WCJy and Redmond
W.Jy. l~iden le.Jry W<1y to three lanes in the vit inity of the
intersection to provide exclusive left turn lanes.

I

li. Town Center P.:Jrkway:

Construct a new four lane arterial roadw,ly
"lown Center Parkway• trom West lake Sallllldmish Parl:.way to 170th
Avenue M.[., with lett turn lane~ at intersettion.

7. Sammamish River Bridge: Constr·uct a new four·lane bridge cros:;ing
the Sallllldrnish River a~ part of the new Town Center Parkway
arterial. fhe bridge shall be constructed to allow a trail to
pass under both sides.

B. SR 520 [astbound Ott-Ramp: Widen the existing ramp to two lanes
for a distance of 1,000 feet from West Lake Sammamish Parkway and
replace signal at eastbound oft··ramp.
9. SR 901: Widen the existinlhW~st lake Sammamish Parkway to provide
two through lanes .in each direction amt turn lanes at
Intersection> from approximate-ly 500 feet south of the SR 520
ec~stbound oft .. ramps intersecti'on to just north of the Leary way
intersection. lhis improvement includes a new traffic signal at
the West Lake SaJJJlklmish Parkway/Town tenter PdrkWilY intersection.
10. SR 520 [ilstbound On·Ramp: Widen the ramp in conjunction with the
widening of ~lest lake Sallllklmish rarlno~.Jy.
II. leary: Construct three lane improvement from Sammamish RiverBridge to railroad right of Wdy and signJl at entrance to the
Redmond lo~m Center site.
12. On Site Street:

Cre~cent.
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13. On Site Stree."Railroad" Street.

14. On-Site Street: North-south street (Hi 7th Avel) -- Rail road
Street to Town Center Parkway.
15. 170th Avenue N.[.: On 170th Avenue N.[. between Redmond Way and
the south side of the railroad tracks widen as required, restr\pe
and add sidewalks to match the new proposed Samn~mish Parkway and
intersection improvements at Redmond Way und 170th Avenue N.[.
B. Vehicular Improvements: Prior to annex.:~tion a mitigution program
sh.Jll be developed whith addre>ses the need for improvements in the
following areas:
1. 5R 901:

leary Way to Redmond,
-Way.
;....

2. SR 520 & SR 202:
3. Union Hill:

Interch.-mge improvement.

Avondale Way to Avondale Road.

4. BOth and 164lh:
5. BOth & 166th:

signal
signal

6. 14Bth Avenue N.[.:

Redmond Way to Wollows

7. Redmond Way and !48th Avenue N.[.: Add second left turn lane on
both the westbound and northbound approaches.
8. Avondale Road:

Redmond Way to Novelty Hill.

9._ 110th Avenue N.£. and Avondale Way and Redmond way:
signal.
C. Traffic Nanagement:

Traffic

Required to be provided:

1. Peak Season Period: Agreement to provide additional personnel to
manage on-site traffic during retail shopping peaks.
2. Ira ff it Signals Requ i rernent s:
a. All signals to be hard wire intenonnected.
b. Participation in the City's Auton~tic lraflic Surveillance and
Control System will be required.
r. All equipment and desig~ 1 per City requirements.
3. lraff it Control Requirements:,
a. Positive gu idante program both on and oH--s ite for day and
night operation.
b. Illuminated guide signs and restricted lane signs at signalized
intersections.
t. Advance guide signs oft site.
d. Ample n~rkings and signs for on--site circulation.
e. Variable message signs at strategic locations for peak season
ope rat ion.

. 3-
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4. lrilHit" l'lonito
: Prior to opening any phasetthe progrilm il
trilffic nronitor
progrilm shilll be developed I
he vicinity of
IMth and 166th Ave. N.L directly north of the
oject. Should
the monitoring find th.:Jt tlli~ .:~rea h not operating as anticipated
and is heavily conge~ted with traffic, .:1 study will be conducted
by a tr.:Jitic engineer agreed upon by the City dnd the dpplitilnl.
Prior to opening, the applitilnts shilll sign an ilgreement not to
protest the fornldtion of a local Improvement District to construct.
improvements reconrnended by the study.
D. Construction:

The following construction mitigation measures shall

be followed:
I. 170th Avenue N.f. & Redmond Way traffic signal: Installed as soon
as possible. Prior to that time, tr·affic control will be staffed.

2. l'lajor construction access:

Shall be via SR 520 and 170th Avenue

t!.[.

l

3. Trud Wash Program: Shall be developed and approved by the City
prior to issuance of a clearing and grading pern1it.

4. Street

Cle.:~ning

Program:

Approved by City prior to start of

construe t ion.

I

!1. On·Site facilities: Provide on site facilities lor City Project
engineer, inspectors and SUPP,ort services.

6. Construction Activities: A program shilll be developed and
approved by the City whit"h minimizes impilcts of construction
trilff it during peilk hour periods and no he impilt ls on adjdcent
residential uses.
[. Pedestrian/Bicytle Circulation: lhe following linkage System
(w<~ll::ways and landscaping) and trail connections shilll be installed
to City st;JIIdards ([xhibit C). The improven~ents OldY be installed in
accordilnte with an approved phasing plan.
1. leary Way:
only.

Sanrnamish River lrail to Cleveland Street ·· east

side

2. Crescent:
a) South side - full length
b) North side
full length

3. "Railroad" Street:
a) North side ·· Leary Way to 16bth Avenue N. [.
b) South side ·· Leary Way to Town Squtlre.
4. "Town Center Parlcway•:

Sanllldmish River Trail (as extended by
project) to north side of railroild right of ·way
north side only.

5. 1b4th Avenue N.(.:
a) West side
b) [ilsl side

"Ruilroild" Street to Redmond ~lay
Street to Clevelilnd Street.

"R~ilrodd"
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b. Jbbth Avenue N
a) West Side:
wn Center Parkway to Clevelan.treet.
b) £ast Side: "Railroad" Street to Cleveland
eel.
7. 170th Avenue N. £.:

West side ·· Redmond Way to Avondale Way.

8. Town Square:
a) Retail frontage on west side of Town Square.

b) Town Square to north entrance of mall via bridge.
9. West Entrance Road:
a) Both sides
Leary Way to Cresent:.
b) [ntrante road to west m<1ll entrance.
10. S.Jmmamish River Trail lxtension:
a) Improved crossing of Leary Way.
b) len (10) toot paved trail exten~ion on e,1st side of river from
Leary Way to Bear Creek.
c) Pedestrian/Bicycle bridge across Bear Creek. (At le.Jst as wide
as the Leary Way pedestrian/bicycle bridge.)
II. South l'lall [ntrance:

I

l'lall entrance to lown Center Parkway.

12. Pilrk Trail: Samldmish River Trilil extension to west mull entr<Jnce
10 toot paved pedestrian and bikeway trail.

13. £ast Kall [ntrance: Kall entrance to north ·· south collector road
(167th Avenue N.£.).

14. Town Square:

"Railroad" Street to entrance to pedestrian bridge.

15. "Railroad" Street:

Town Square to 166th Street extension.

16. Bear Creek Trail:
a) Ten (I) foot paved trail
Sallllldmish River to lbbth Avenue N.L
extension.
b) South mall entrance extension from lown Center Parkway to Bear
Creek lrail and pedestrian activated street crossing signal.
c) 16bth Avenue N. £. Link age rxtens ion
from lown Center Parkway
to Bear Creek lrail.
11. last lll<lll lntrance linkage lxtens ion:

l b 7th Avenue to Town Center

Parkway.
18. Butler Walh North/South Linkage:
1 rail.

[ast. mall 1 inkage to Bear Creek

19. I own Center Parkway:

Butler Walls north/south 1 inkage to north
side of rc1ilroad right· of··l~ily.

20. Bear Creelr. lrail: lf>6lh Avenue N.L exten~ion to north side of
railroad right of ·way ( 10 foot trail).
f. Transportc1t ion l'lanagement Program:

A l ransportat ion 1'4anagement.
Program shall be provided by the applicant prior to is~uance of a
building permit.

··5-
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G.

Ill.

lran~it Stop:
lh.plic<mt ~hall work with i'\[JRO to arn1nge lor a
"front door• tran
stop for the retail ~hopping . e r portion of
the projed.

INTCGRATIOil!:

The following integration features are required:

A. Prior to occupancy of any portion of the
J. Town SqU<Jre:

n~ster

plan:

Design and develop, consi'>l.ent with City approved

plan.
2.

Cre~cent:
Construct ret<~il .tompooeot on crescent and around fo1>m
Squo~re.
Hotel and as~otiated parking ~tructure may be construc.ted

later.

3. Railroad -· Pedestrian Cro~~ing~: De~ign and construct City
approved architectural/urbdn design features, walkways and
landscaping on Leary Way, 164th Avenue N.C. ·and other locations
IDcJy be required as the result of traffic studies. Thh may
include a pedestrian overpass.
4. Saturday llldrket:

a~

[

Retain facility in adjacent area.

8. The following shall be completed prior to oaupancy of the fourl.h
department ~tore: Architectural/urban desiyn treatment of 166th to
encourage pedestrian circulation from the project to the Cleveland
Street retail area.

•

C. The following is required with any phase of the master plan:
I. Building Color and l'lilterial: Utilize co'Jon and materials which
will allow the project to integrate with buildings in the Old lown
and other adjacent contnert ia 1 areas.
~-

Windows/Glass Dhplay Areas: located to support pede-.trian
oriented areils i.e. Crescent. Town Squilre, etc ..•

3. i'la jor Tenant/Depilrtment Store: · The architecture treatment of
departn~nt stores ~hall:
a) Be de~igned to be con~i~tent with, but not netes~arily the same
as, the balance of the project architecture, including
materials, colors, gener~J. style.

b) Provide pede~trian stall! external features including such items
as window and glass display cases, street furniture, covered
walkways, and avoid large blank walls.

4. lighting: Lighting plan shall. be provided and approved which
encourages night ti~ pede>trian movement between the adjacent.
comm~rcial
areas particularly leary Way and 164th Avenue 1\!.[.
5. landscaping of Parking Areas:

A landsc<Jpe plan shall be developed
and approved which reduces the vi~ual imp<.~ct of the structure and
surface parking areas particularly when viewed from SR !120, leary
Wily and the adjacent hilhides.
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6. Roof Treatment:~
a) All mec:hanitWequipment >hOJll be >c:reened i.manner which
enhances the overall architectual design.
b) Roof tops shall be of a color which redu(.es glare and.other
types of visual impact on the adjacent residentially developed
hills Ides.

D. Patrons of Town Center shall be allowed to utilize Town Center
parkin\) while patronizing other bu~dnesses in City Center. No rules,
s ignaqe or penalties sha 11 be enacted by Town Center to preclude th i5
parking allowance.

IV.

OP[N SPAC£:

A. The open

~pace as shown on [xhibit D sh01ll include 60 acres exclusive
of the interior mall space, building entryways and miscellaneous
building and parking lot landscaping.

D. Prior to issuance of building permits permanent publ il:: use and ane:;s
shall be provided by easement:;, dediwt ion or other acc:eptable legal
instruments as follows:
I. At least 25 contiguous acres (as sho~om on Attachment D);

2. Trails and
C.

\~alkways

within open space areas.

•

A l;mdstape plan shall be submitted for open space areas to be
retained by the applicant.

0. A minimum of 7~% of the existing stand of trees in the northwest
corner of the site shall be preserved.
£. The infonnal nature of the west, south and east portion of the site

should be 01c1lntalned by retaining native materials and random
planting of compatible plant materials consistent with the City
Center program.
V.

I

l

UTJLJTHS

A. Water service shall be provided to the site as follows:

t
I

,
I

1. An engineering study that 'investigates water supply to the site is
required. This study shuli''ini:lude domestic, fire flow und
lundsc.ape irrigation need>, intpuc.l on the City's well '.>Upply
system, CJmount of delllilnd (usuge) on the Rosehill Wuter and ~ewer
District lntertie, possible use of the on site well to meet the
li!ndstupe irrigution needs and uny other relevant information.
2. A prelimindry (sthenl<!tit) water supply system lor the site shilll
be submitted to the City for review prior to findl design.
B. SCJnildry sewer shall be provided to the site

dS

follows:

1. A grCJvity type ot service to the site is required.
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2. A gravity type.nection to a Hetro Interceptor (possibly along
the Sallllklmish
r) h the most desirable as tAe would be no
impatt on the gravity system through the City C-er.

3. A connection to the Metro Interceptor requires land use
certification from the 1'\unicipalil.y of ~etropolitan Seattle
(l~etro) as required by 1'\etropo.litan Countil Resolution No. 2933.
Since this process initially takes approvdl by the Redmond City
Council and some preparation of specific documentation, the
developer is required to work with the engineering Department.
staff to assist in this approval process.
C. Casements tor maintenance ol City
is required.
VI.

lc~tilities

not within public land

P£RfORNANC[ ASSURANC£

!

A. A performance bond or other performance security shall be posted 1~it.h
the City to cover the cost of the street and utility improvements
within the street right-of--way. The amount of the security shall be
determined by the applicant and approved by the City.
B. Prior to the issuance of any tenant improvement permit or occupancy
pennit a City approved letter ·of., Credit or Cash Deposit shall be
posted with the City for all uricomp 1eted off ··site and on ·site
improvements. The amount of the letter of Credit or Cash Deposit
shall be determined by the applicant and approved by the City.
VII.

SlORN DRAINAG[/flOOOINC
A. A stonn drainc~ge study shall be conducted and plans developed to
manage runofl and provide cltceptable water quell ity during clOd alter
construction. All datu provided by the applicant shall be revie1~ed
subject to approvdl by the Department of l'ubl it \>lorks prior to
construction. lhe study and plans shall indude;
~ite recharge required lor
'With LI.S.).

I. On

i!~

yedr design storn1 (in accordunte

2. ProviSion of overflow route(s) through the '>ile for the 100 ye;Jr
frequency storm.
3. Off··site drain<J<Je systems for the 10 -year design stornt. Off ·site
systems to be completely separate from onsite systems. Off site
systems nldy U'>e recharge only upon approva I of the Pub 1 it ~forks
Director.
4. Provls I on of oil/water sediment separators and non ·perking
biolilters prior to recharge or surface discharge for runoff from
parking areas and roadways. Biofilters Rldy be located in the
floodplain or floodway upon approval of the Public Work'> Director.
S. Provide separators for rul)gfl from uny mechanical area'> which
could generate hazardous material spills.
·tl
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6. l'laintenance an.nilorinq
cons true t ion.

procedure~

during <Jnd after
•

B. The control of lot dr<Jindge and install<Jtion of a positive drilin
system is required. Downspouts, footing drains, yard drain<Jge, etc.,
shall be sho\-m to connect to the dr<Jindge system. No splash bloc!l:s
are allowed.

C. A temporary drainage and sedimentation control plan (TCSC) shall be
provided to handle drainage and erosion during the construction
period. Interim drain<Jge shall be installed as shown on the approved
plan during or ilrmed lately following completion of clearing, subjec I.
to field revhion (to tit site conditions) as approved by the
Director of Public ~lorks or hh representative. lhe design storm for
TCSC plc1ns is the JO··year storm.
D. A Flood Control Permit is required.
[. Addition<tl intonnat.ion will be required to estublish flood pl<Jin or
floodW<IY parameters prior to issu.:Jnte ot any cons true t ion permits.
for the site dreil within the City limits ill this writing (the
"Butler Willh" ureu), the flood\~<lY location shCJll be e-..tablished in
CJtcordunce \dth City of Redmond noodplain Guidelines CJpplied to the
tlood1~ilY i!pproved by the City for the But Jer Wi!Jh f iJl.
for the
site <Jred not in City limits at this writing (the County <Jrea), the
tloodway locCJt ion sh.:Jll be estabJ hhed in acwrdante with ilppl icable
I[M documents using Redmond rlbodplilin Guidelines.

r.

[

-

A State Hydraulics Project ApprovCJl is required for any work within
stream th.:Jnnels.

VIII. Cl[ARING AND GRADING
~urveyor shall be submitted
which accurately locates all significant trees (including the
driplines) within 25 feet of any proposed buildings, paving,
utilities, or other site improvements. Where feasible, site
Improvements should be moved or adjusted in order to preserve as n~ny
trees as possible.

A. A tree survey prepared by a registered

8. A11 trees to be preserved sha 11 be shown on the site plan, landscape
plan, grading plan and all utility plans.
C. Grades shall not be th;mged by more than 6 inches either up or dol>.'fl

from the existing griJde within the dripline of iiOY existing trees to
be preserved, unless sped ill preservation tethn iques are used.

0. All utility lines shall be lotilted outside the dripline of any
existing trees to be preserved.
[. A dearing and grading pl.:Jn shall be approved by the Public Works
Depurtment. prior to approval of the building permit. A11 l;mdsc.w~
berms and mounds shilll be ~ho\-m on the grading ploJn. See COOIIIUn i ty
Development Guide for pldn requirements.
',q'.'j

r. Clearing ilnd gri!ding shaH b~·::-limited to those areas netessilry lor
ins ta lld tion of walkways, utilities, streets and building units.
9-
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G. An easement or co.nt shall be recorded which pr~bits clearing
and grading In na
al preservation areas noted o,..,e plan.

H. A topographical survey of the site with contours of 1 toot will be
required.
I. A report by a

profession<~l engineer will be required for areas with
soft compressible soils or potential eros ion areas.

J. Adequ<lle depth and type ol soil should be verified prior to
construe lion of intiltr<~tion depress ions.

1\. Provhion> shall be n!ilde tor maintenance ol stornMaler collection and
tre<ltmenl: system:; on the T0\,'11 Center site by the project 0\·mer.

IX. (I'I[RGLNCY SlRVICl:

l

A. A fire and emergency response program shall be approved by the fire
and Police Departments prior to construction and shall addre» both
construction and operational phases.

B. The applicant must provide a 24-hour a day/seven

d<~ys

per week

in-house security sy>tem which at a minimum int ludes:
1. A telephone and desk work area for use by Redmond Polite
Department when responding to mall security calls,

I

2. Redmond Police Department certified traffic control training for
all security personnel,
3. Redmond Polite Department certified

tr<~ining

for

<~11

security

personnel carrying non lethal weapons, and
4. th<1t security personnel uniforms and b<~dges mu>t be of <1
different, distinctive color <Jnd style th<Jn the Redmond Police
depdrtmenl uniforms <Jnd b<Jdges.
!>. l'lotorized andlur fool palroh -shall pillrol the interior and

intnedi<Jte exterior of the nlil·ll, lown Square and all parking

s true tures.
f>. Jhe Redmond Police Department sho~ll be illl!~ediately not if led of all

criminal activity.
X. GROUNIJWA 1£ R

A. Town Center Associates will retdin geotechnical engineers to monitor
groundHater levels and submit groundwater QUill ity samp 1 ing results to
the City.
B. The on ·site well should be used for irrigation whith would reduc.e
demand on the City system.
C. Should groundwater quality inforn~c~tion indicate that the applicant. is
responsible for groundwater pollutant loadings whith adversely affect
the operation and use of City wells or atquifer resources, the
-10-
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applilanl could .required to purthuse Willer from the Rose llill
Willer ilnd Sewer
tricl to compen>ille lor the 1Aor reduced supply
and should be required to provide treatment to r~re water quillity.

XI.

OTH[R

A. land Use/Parking: The applicant shall work with the City to develop
a program which substantially mlt ig<Jtes parkinq lost as a result of
this project in adjacent areas. Such a provision could be included
in the project's lransportation··system Nanagement Plan.
B. Unless site plan approval is obtained or a complete confom1inq
building permit application is submitted within three years after
rezoning, preannexation zoning and master pldn approval, such actions
shall be subject to review and changes by the City Council.

In order to satisfy this condition the site plan approval and
complete conforming building pem1it application must encompass all
development within the nklster planned area until such time as a
phasing plan is approved by the City. After such approval, site pldn
approval and complete confomling building pemtit application must t1t
a minimum encomp.J>s the entire development within an approved ph,l~e.

C. Ph.Jsing plans shall be approved by the City Council.

XII.

DlSIG~ RlVIl~

BOARD CONDITIONS

A. Pedest.ri<m linkage connecting the mall's south entrance with the
Parkway shall be a combination of h.n> 30 foot wide land:;caped
walkl~ays.

B. 1he nklll entries shall be of sufficient size to be readily
identifiable as pedestrian only (i.e. non auto) outdoor areas.
C. In addition to size, the outdoor pedestrian areas and mall entries

shall include special paving treatments, landscilping and seating
areas.
D. The south entrance as the second ·most important "face• of the

shopping center shall include a water feature or relatively large
fomldl green open :;pate to complement the staired entryway and second
level eating/viewing area to be located just inside the south end of
the mall.
I

[. Slgnage for the subject proposal shall comply with the SR !>20
Corridor Signage Polity adopted by the City Counlil.

F. [ntrantes to Town Center development ">hall be emph<Js ized with
l;mdstape treatments to strongly ind ic<Jte the pedestri<Jn oriental. ion
of these areo~s.
ho~ve some vegetation both around the
facolde:; as well as over the tops, cascddinq do\m the walls to further
:;creen the structures.

G. lhe p<Jrldng structure :;hall

··11··
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H. The •soH ·edge• l.tape treatment to the south of Town Center a long
Bear Creek sha 11
vide for a true trans it ion be tAn the natura 1,
riparian area of the creek to the more urban mixeJ.re/shopping
center area. However, the "soft·edge• shouldn't be so •soft" as to
be inhospitable to the pedestrian and give a visual sense of "no·n~ns
land."
J. Spec icll attention shall be given to blank wall screening for the

proposed To1m Center development.
J. In the event that the ·rarge ex i> t ing evergreens. on··s ite, which are

propo:;ed to be moved don't survive, there shaH be a viable option
tor using large (i.e. 30' evergreen tree>). neH stock to fill in
limdscc~pe vcids and eventu<Jlly lull ill the SilOK' lundstupe purpo>e.
Spec iul emph<Jsh shull be given to lolndstf.lping the exterior ol the
purk iny qaraye on the southwest corner.
1::. lhe linkage system shall be emphasized

~lith l<Jndscape treatments to
provide ref.ldily perteived pedestrian path\1ays through and around the
mixed use/shopping center design area .

r

..

~
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(XHJBJT A
G[N[RAL PROJECT O[SCRIPTJON

•

Regional Shopping Center: The core element. of Redmond Town Center will be a
maximum 850,000 square foot. regional shopping center. The mall will have two
levels, be enclosed, and anchored by four department stores. At least 80% of
the parking will be In structures.
The shopping center will have 120 to 150 specialty shop tenants occupying
about 290,000 square feet. The tenant mix will Include apparel, shoes,
jewelry, fashion accessories, books, cards and gifts, toys, sporting goods and
home accessories. In addition, an 8- to 12- stall food court is planned for
the second level south of the central court. Beneath the food court will be a
.-4 16,000 square foot gourmet market with outside access and covered parking.

a;

.' '

C,D Service areas for both the specialty shops'''and department stores will be

~

recessed within the buildings and fully enclosed by an overhead door.
.

~

~

Transition Retail: Transition retail will be located on the ground floor of
~ the office buildings and hotel surrounding Town Square.
Retailers in this
area will Include restaurants, banks and other convenience and boutique
~ businesses. Transition retail will also be located on the crescent, a
seml··tlrcle street extending into the site from Gilman Street. Retail
business in this area may include food-oriented In a type and scale similar to
the Pike Place Market. These stores will be anchored on one end by the
gourmet market within the mall and by Redmond's Saturday Market on the other.
Office: Three stories of office over retail space will be located on two
sides of Town Square. Parking will be available in the adjacent parking
structures in a manner which does not compete with the retail parking needs
and will be shared with the theater complex.
Hotel: The third side of Town Square will be completed by a hotel. This
eight-story facility will accorrrnodate 150 to 200 rooms. The eventual
configuration will be determined by Wlnmar's selection of an operator.
Theater Complex: A multi-screen theater complex Is planned for the head of
the crescent, immediately north of the ground--level main mall entrance. The
complex will Include two 400-seat theaters and six 200-seat theaters. The
theaters will be linked to Town Square by a grand stair near the main mall
entrance. Parking will be provided In the immediately adjacent parking
structures In areas which will not compete with retail parking.
Related Office/Retail: Up to 200,000 square feet of office and retail uses
will occur on the eastern portion of the'·(s·ite. This development will range in
height from 1 to q stories and will have surface parking.
03790
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DGfi·· Of! - 11 RCOMUNU lUWN t:£NTLR PIWPUSlU lUNJNG
rii\SHR PLAN CONUJ TlllN~ or 1\PPRUVIIL
DATED APRIL 19, 1900

The following are conditions of approval for the llklStt>r plan . Jt aho should
be noted that more detailed condition:. will be applied as petrl of the site
plan review proce~s th~t will follow annex~tion of propert.ie~ noted huein.

J.

~ASllR

PLAN ANU OUJLOING O[SJGN tONC(Pf

lhe proposul ~~~~n l>e developed con!.htent. with [xhil>its A 1 through All
(Cxhibit A} ilnd the ronowing condition>, Ronk!n numerul ll throul)h XJJ.
ll Oldy l>e built in phc.J~es. f"he'!>e (igure> are loncept.ua ·l illu-:.trt~tioll';
only and variutions ure permitted pr t~ v hled that the general building
location-;, height. bulk, orientation ,1l'ld clrchilettural ~tyle is
mdintainell. Any proposed amer1dment t o t he propo-;ed muster plc1n and
conditions of tlpprova ·l sho.1ll be reviewed l>y the lechnit.al Conruillee
pur'!>uant to criteria in Settion 20f .20.110 Nod if itett.ion of rinal OrdH
(c) and if dt>termined by the Technital Comnitlee to be major, must lH•
approved l>y the City Council l>y ordinante.

JI .

TRANSPORTATION
A. Street Improvements : lhe following street improvemt>nts are required
prior to opening of any port ion of the shopping center (mall shops
and department stores} phase of the project.

In the event that other phases of the project are developed prior to
the shopping center, a study -:.hall l>t> conducted and a mit igalion
package developed which h con -:.i stent with the intent of this section
and the requirement that the project not degrade thi~ level of
service at any intersection in the vicinity of the site l>elow level
of serviceD (see [xhil>it B).

1. 170th Avenue N. L: Widen CJnd realign th e existing roCJdwuy l>eh·:E.>en
Redmond Way and Avond~le Way N.L to three lanes.
lxtend 166th Avenue M.L south of Clevelilnd
to provide a new four·lilne rocldwt~y into the Redmond lown
Center site, including a new traffil siyn.:ll at Clevelc1nd ~lreet
and railroad drop gdte.

2. lbbth Avenue N. L:
~treet

Railrodd t.rossing perntits are required for 1Mth Avenue N.L and
1£>Gth Avenue N.L prior to the hsuance of any building permit~ .
The tro~sings shall l>e designed to meet the requirements of the
Burlington Northern Railroad and the Wd~hinglon Utilities and
Transportetlion Conrni~sion. Con'!>idt>ration shc11l l>e given to
mitigdting impdcts to users directly affected l>y the crossings.

J . I b tH h Ave 11 ue N. [. ( 11 or lIt l

: Wi de 11 l II e we Sl 11 cJ 11 u • l l l e , ...... ...... _,
betwee11 Redmond WcJy cliHI l:levelulld ~ lreel to provide .1 li~ fool
curb to curb sectio11 including ~ignt~l revhiono; ut the Redmond Woy
inter~et t ion .

4 . lb4th Avenue N.L (south) :

Jmprove lbHI1 Avenue N. (. south of
Cleveland ~treet to provide a new four lane roadwdy into the RIC
site, including a new traffic signal at Clevelt~nd ~treel and
•Railroad Street•, and install railroad drop gale and elevate side
track.

Railroad cro-;siny penu i ts are required for lb4th Avenue N.L and
166th Avenue N. L prior to the issuance of any building penuit:o.
lite crossings slldll be de-;igned to meet the requireme nt s of the
Burlinyton Northern Railroad and the Wa ~ hington Utililie~ and
Transportation Corrrn h s ion . ConsideratIon sha 11 be given to
mitigating impacts to users directly affected by the cro~sinys.
5 • 159 t h P1a c e N. [. :

Re s t r i pe t o two t r a v e 1 1a ne s a nd c en l e r t u r n
lane and signalize at Redmond Way and leary Way.
or

l59th Pl~ce N. [ . /leary Wt~y : Construct u new 4~ foot curb to curb
section of road\-!tlY from lec1ry Wdy to the exhtiny $hurp curve in
the roi.ld \~ilY including new trclffil signt~h ut leilry Wt~y und Redmund
Wt~y .
\~iden let~ry Wt1y to three lc1ne-; in the vit inity of the
intersellion to provide exllu-;ive left turn lt~nes.
b.

lo~1 Center Pt~rkwuy :
Constrult il new four lone ilrterit~l roudwtly
•1own Center Pt~rkw..1y• from West lake Sarmktnlish Par~way to 1/0th
Avenue N.L, with left turn lanes at intersect ion .

1.

San~~mi$h River Bridge:
Construct a new four·lane bridge tros~ing
the San~~mhh River as part of the new Town Center Parkway
arterial . The bridye shall be cons tructed to allow a trail to
pass under both sides .

B. SR 520 [astbound Off·Ramp : Widen the exhting ramp to two lanes
for a distance of 1,000 feet from West Lake Sa~mish Parkway and
replace signal at eastbound off ··ramp.
9. SR 901 : Widen the existing We~t Lake Sa~mish Parkway to provide
two through lanes In each direction and turn lane~ at
intersection~ from approximately !>00 feet south ot the SR 520
eastbound off ··ramps intersect ion to just north of the Leary Wtly
intersection. lhis in~roven~nt Includes a new traffic signal at
the West Ldke San~klmish PcJrkway/Town Center ParkwcJy inlenec t ion.
10 . SR 520 [tlslbound Un · Rc1mp : Widen the rtlmp in tonjunction with the
widening of We~t Lake San~~mish ParkwcJy.
11. Leary: Construtl three lcJne improvement from Sclrmklmi$h River
Bridye to nlilrottd right of · Wtly clnd siyn.Jl at enlrc:Jnte to the
Redmond lo-..m Center site.
12. On Site Street:

OrrlinrtnrP. No . 1416

Crescent .

13. On Site Street:

•RdilrodtJ• Stred .

14. On -Site Street: North ·· south street (!67th Av enue) ·· Rdilrodd
Street to lown Center Pdrkwdy.
15 . 170th Avenue N.L: On 110th Avenue N.r. between Redmond Wdy dnd
the south side of the railrot~d tracks wid en as required. re -:. tri pt>
and add sidewdlks to rMlth the new propo-:.ed Sdrrrndmhh fldrkwdy c1 nd
inlersec t ion improvemenb ill Redmund Wily c:md I 70th Avenue N. [.
B. Vehicul.Jr Improvements : Prior to illlnext~t ion c1 mitigution progrdm
Shull l>e developed which ilddres'.>e:> the neE>d for improvement~ in l ht>
followiny ared s :
1. !>H 901 :

leary W.Jy to Redmond W\1y .

"l. SR 520 & SR 202 :

3. Union llill:

Jnlenhunge improvement.

Avondt~le

4. BOth ilnd 164th:
5. 80th & 166th:

W.Jy to Avonddle Rodd.

signdl
s\gndl

6. 148th Avenue N.L:

Redmond Wdy to Wollow:>

1. Redmond Wdy and 148th Avenue N.[.:

Add second left turn lane on
both the we:>ll>ound and northbound dpprodches.

8. Avonddle Rodd:

Redmond Wdy to Novelty Hill .

9. 170th Avenue N. [. and Avonddle Wdy and Redmond Wdy :
sfgndl .
C. Trdfffc Ndndgement:

Traffic

Required to be provided :

1. Peclk Sed:>on Period: Agreement to provide ilddition.Jl personnel to
llklndge on site trc1ffit during ret.Jil shoppiny pedks .
2. lrilffit Signals Requirements:
il. All s\gn.Jls to be hdrd wire interconnected.
b. fldrt.h. ipiltion in the City's Autonkltic lrc1ffic Surveill.Jnce ilnd
Control System will be required.
c. All equipment e1nd de~ig1~ , per City requirements.
3. Jrdff it Control Requirements :
11. Positive guid.Jnce program both on e1nd off .. site for day and
night operdlion.
l>. Jllumindled guide signs e1nd re~tricted lane sign~ ill signJlized
intersection~ .

Advdnce guide signs off si~e.
d . Ample n~c~rkings and signs for on .. site circulation .
e. Variable message signs at ~trat~gic locations tor pedk
operation.
t.
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sed~on

4. lrufr ic. Honitori119: Prior tu OJ.lellilly ull y JlhJ~ e of the pruyrt~nl t.1
trurf it monitori11g J.lroyrt~m ~ ht~ .ll l>e developed for th e vic inily ol
lbHh ilfld lb&th Ave . N.L directly north of th e projed. Sl10uld
the moni loring find lhJl this ilred h not ope rut. iny ilS illlt ic. ip.ltetl
c:Jnd b heilvily congested with lrilff it , il study will l>e conducted
by il Lrilf fit engineer c:~yreed upon l>y the City ilnd the ilppl icunl.
Prior to op e niny, the ilpplicilnt".> sh.Jll ~ign an ilgreement not to
protest the fornk!lion of il Local lmJ.Jroveme nl Uistrict to construct
improvements reconrnended by the study.
0 . Construction:
be f o ll owe l1 :

The follo-..dny con".>truclion mitigation

medsure~

shall

1. 170lh Avenue N. L & Redmond Way traffic signdl: lnstalled as soon
as pos$ible . Prior to that time, trafrit control 'r.•ill be staffed .

2. Najor construction access:

Shall be via SR !>20 and 170th Avenue

N.[.

3. Truck Wash Program : Shall be developed and upproved by the City
p r i o r t o is s ua nc. e o f a t 1e a r i ng a nd g r ad i ng pe rnli t •

4. Street CleJning Program:

Approved by City prior to start of

construction .
~.

On Site riltilities : Provide on site filtililies for City Project
(ngineer, inspectors ilnd support services .

b . Construction Activities: A program shJll be developed tJnd
ilpproved by the City which minimites impJcls of con-:.lruct.ion
lrufr it duriny pe.Jk hour periods c:~nd noise impJc.b on udjt~cenl
re~identidl

[.

use~ .

Pellestrit~n/Oicycle Circulation :
lhe following linkJge System
(wJl~w<.~ys ilnd I.Jnd-:.c.ilpiny) ilnd trc:~it connect ions shJlt be installed
to City st<.~ndards (Cxhibil C). The improvements ffidY be insl.Jlled in
acc.ordunce with an approved pht~siny plan .

I. Leary Way :

Sallmdmish River lratl to Cleveland Street · east

side

only.
2 . CreHent :
a) South side - tull length
b) North .s ide ·· tull length

3. •Rdilroad• Street :
a) North side -· Leary Way to lbbth Avenue N.L

b) South side ·· Leary Wdy to Town

Squ~re .

4. •rown Center Parkwdy•: San111dmhh River lrdil (as extendt>d by
project) to north side of railrodd right of ·way
north side only .
5. 1&4lh Avenue N. [.:
d) West side
•R •.dlro.Jd•
b) lil~t side
•Rdilrodd•

~tret't
~treet

·4·

to Redmond \3c1y
to Cleveldnd ~treet .

b. 16bth Avenue N.L :

a)
b)

West Side :
East Sfde:

Town Center PdrkWdY to Cl P\ ~.1 11 d Street.
•Rdilrodll• Stree t to Cleve l dd Street.

1. 170th Avenue N.(. : West s\de -· Redmond Wdy t o Avonddle Wdy .
8 . Town Square:
a) Retail frontage on we>t side of Town Squdre .
b) Town Square to north entrance of rMll vic1 bridge .
9 . West [ntrance Road:

il) Doth sides · Lec1ry W,1y to Cresent .
b) [ntrunce road to west ~111 entrc1nce.
10.

St~rmlumish

River frilil lxtension :

a) Improved crossing of lec1ry Wily .

b) len (10} fool p,lved trilil exten~ion on e.l>t side of river from
Lec1ry Wily to 8ec1r CrP.ek.
t) Pedestriiln/Bicycle bridge acros s Be~r Creek . (At ledst ilS wide
us the Leary Way pede~tricJn/bicytle bridge.)
11 . South Null £ntrc1nce :

Hull entrance to lown Center Purkwc1y .

12 . Purk lrail: Sdrmldmi s h River Trc1il exten-.;ion to west n1.1ll ent.rcJnu'!
··· 10 foot paved pedestrian Clnd bikeway trdil.
13. [ast Ndll (ntrante : ll4dll entrance to north · south tollet tor rodd
(167th Avenue N.£.).

14. Town Sgudre:

•Railrodd• Stree t to entrc1nce to pedestrian bridge.

15 . •Rdilroad• Street :

Town Square to 166th Street extension.

16. Bedr Creek Tra11 :
a) Ten (1) foot paved trail ·· Sanllldmish River to lbbth

Avenue N. L

extension .
b) South mdll entrance ext.-nsion from lown Center Parkwdy to Oec1r
Creek lrail and pedestriiln ilttivcJted street crossing signal.
t) 16bth Avenue N.L linkc1ge [xtension
from lo\offi Center Pc1rkw,1y
to Bear Creek lrail.
11. lc1 s t MJ11 l"ntrunce linke1ge lxtension :
ru ric WilY.

10 . Butler Wulh North/South linkc1ge :
1ra i 1 .

1b1th Avenue t-o lown Center

[cJst. mull 1 inkuge to Oec1r

CrH~

19. lown Center Pclrkwt.~y : Outler W.llls north/ s outh linkiige to north
side of rc1ilrodd right · of ··WcJy.

20. Bear Creek lrail : lb6t.h Avenue N.L extension to north side of
·railrotld right of ·WtlY (10 foot lrdil).

r.

Transportation Nanagement Program: A transportation Nanagement
Proyram shall be provided by · the appl it an t prior to hsuance of a
building permit.

··5-

G. lrilnsit Stop : The ilppl ic.,Hlt ~11.1ll work wit.ll NliiW to <HTt.lll~e Jur t.1
•front door• trCJnsit ~top for the reltlil shopping tenter portion or
the proj ec. t.

JJJ.

JNTlGRATIO~:

The following integrutiou

feulure~

A. Prior to occupuncy of ilny portion or the
I. lown ~QU\He:
pldn.

2. CreHent.:
Squdre.
later .

De~ign

tJre required:

mu~ter

plun:

und develop, c.on:;i's.t.enl with City Clpproved

tonstruct reluil r. omponent on creHent und ilround l'o\>:n
Hotel and il~sociulel1 parking slruLt.ure llkly be con s tructed

3. Railroad ·· Pedestrian Crossings: Design and construct City
approved architectural/urbtJn design feature~. walkways and
landscaping on leary Wdy, lb4th Avenue N. [. and other local ion~
rMy be required as the re~ult of trdffic sludie~.
This nldy
include a pede~trian overpass .

Q6
(&J

0

An
0

~
~

~

4.

Saturd~y ~arket:

a~

Retain facility in adjac.ent area .

8. The ·f ollowing shall be completed prior to oltupancy of the fourth
department store: Anhilectural/url.lan desigu treatment or lbbth to
emourdgt> pede~tric1n circ.ulc1tion from the project to the Clevelund
Street retrlil area .
C. The following b

required with ullY phase of the llkl~ter pllln:

1. Building Color und Nuteriil .l: Utilize co ·lon ilnd muteriuh whic.h
will illlow the project to integrilte with buildings in lhe Old lo\-.-n
cllld other i.ldjcJcenl conmertiul are.J~. ·

2.

Window~/Gluss Di~plily Areu~:
locilted to support pedestriun
oriented c1reus i.e . CreHenl, lawn Squilre, ett. ..

3. Ncljor Tenilnt/Uepilrtment Store : The arc.hitecture treulmenl of
departn~nt stores shall:
a) Be de!>igned to be con!ohtent with, but not nece~sarily the same
as, the bdlance of the project arc.hitecture, including
mdterials, color~. general style.
b) Provide pedestrian scale external features including such items
as wtndow and gla~s display cases, street furniture, covered
walkways, and avoid large blank walls.
4. Lighting: Lighting plan shall be provided and approved which
ent:ourages ntght tin~ pede~tri.Jn movement between the adjdcent.
corrrnercial area~ pdrticularly leary Way and .lb4th Avenue N.[.
5.

land~caping of Pdrking Area~:
A l~ndsc~pe pliln shall be developed
and approved which reduces the visucll impdct of the structure and
surface parking ilred~ particularly when viewed from SR ~20, leJry
W<.~y and the adjacent hillsides .

. 6·
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Roof treatment:
a) /\11 medldnical equipment sh;,lll I.H~ stre e neu in i.1 m.1nner wllic.h
enhdnces the overall arthitectual de~i y n .
b) Roof tops shall be of a c.olor which redur t: 9 lare and othe r
type~ of visual impdct on the adjdc.eut re ~
n t ially develo ped
h \ l hides.

0. Patrons of Town Center shall be allowed to utilize Town Center
pdrking wh\le patronizing other busine~~es in City Center. No rule~.
signdlJe or penalties ~hdll be elldtted by Town Center to prellude this
parking allowdnte.

IV .

Or(N srAC(:
A. The open space a~ shown on [xhil>it 0 ~hi.lll inc. lude bO ucres exc. lus ive
of the interior m..~ll spilte, buildin9 entrywily~ ilnd mhcellilneou >
building and pdrking lot lund~cilping .

0 . Prior to issutlllle of building permits permunenl public. u~e CJnd ac.ce >s
Shilll be provided by e.1~emenb, deditOJlion or other OJ c ceptilllle leg.Jl
i n s t rumen t.s as f o 11 ow> :

I. At leilst 2!. cont.iguou>

ilLre~

(ils sho.,..•n on Attu c llment 0);

C. A lund-:.tape p l t~n shall be sulmlilled for open spilce
r etained by the applicant.

aret~s

to be

7~% of the existing stc.1nd of trees in the northHest
c orner of the site sha 11 be preserved .

0 . A minimum of

(.The infonndl nature of the west, south and east portion of the ~He
should be lndfntained by retaining ndt.ive materials and random
p 1an ti ng o f c omp a t.i L> 1e p 1a n t nld t e r i ell ~ c on s i s ten t w i l h the Ci t y
Center program.

V.

UTlliTHS
A. Water service shilll be provided to the site as follows:
inve~tigt~tes Willer supply to the site is
required. lhh study shilll include domestic, fire flow c:md
lilndscape irrigc.1lion needs, fntpcltl on the City's well supply
system, amount. of dem.Jnd (usage) on the Rosehill Water and Se·,..,er
0 i s t r i c t J n l e r t i e , p o s ~ i b l e u-; e o f t he on ~ it e we 11 l o me e t the
lc.1nd~cape irrig.Jtion need:. and any other relevc.1nt informulion.

1. An engineering study that

(~them..ltit) water ~upply sy~tem for the site shdll
be submitted lo the City for revie·,.• prior to fin,ll design .

2. A prelimincJry
8. ScJnilc.1ry

~ewer ~hdll

be provided t.o the

~ite il~

follow~:

1. A gruvity type of servi(e to the site is required.

-1·

'2. A gravity type tonnection to a Nclro Int e rL ep tor (po~~il..dy dlurt~
the SdnJJklnthh River} is the m<.» t de~irui.Jle <1~ there would I.J e no
im~hll t on the gravity system through the City Center.
3. A c.onnection to the Netro Jnteneplor requires lund use
certificution from the Nunitipo.1lit.y of Nelropolitun Seo.1ttle
(l"etro) ClS required l>y Netropolit.:~n Counli .l Resolution No. 2933 .

Sime this process initi.:~lly t.:~!ce~ approv.:~l by the Redmond City
Council and ~ome prep.:~r\ltion of ~pel"ific document.:~tion, the
dE>veloper b required to wor" \,•ilh the [ngineering Oepo.1rtment.
st.:~ff to ussht. in this ilpprovi.ll proLes~ .
C.

VJ.

[asemPnts for
is required.

n1<1inten.:~nce

of City

f.:~cilities

not within public

l.:~nll

P£RfORNANC[ ASSURAMC[
A. A perfornk'!nce bond or other perfornk'lnLe security shdll be posted Hith

the City to c.over the tost of the street and utility improvemE'nts
within the street right - of ··way. The amount of the security shcJll l.Jt>
determined by the applicant and approved by the City.
B. Prior to the issucJnce of any tenant improvement permit or OLtUpclncy

pernlit a City approved letter of Credit or CcJsh Deposit !.hcJll be
posted with the City for all uncompleted off ··site and on -site
improvements. The amount. of the Letter of Credit or C.:~sh Deposit
sho.11l be deterndned by the Clpplicant Clnd ilpproved by the City.
VI I.

SlORN ORAJNAG(/flOOUJNG
A. A stornr draincJge st.udy shc11l be tonducted ilnd plClns developed to
lnclnuye runof r Clnd provide acc.eptcJble 'rl'cJter quill ity during ilnd ufter
ton~truction .
All dutcl provided by the Clpplitunl shc11l be revir~~rd
subject to eJpprovul by the Vepartn~nt of Publit .Works prior to
construction . lhe study und plo.lns shilll intlude:
1. On site rechilrge required for
with LJ.S.).

2~

ye.Jr

de~ign

storm (in accordcJn(e

Z. Provision of overflow roule(s) through the site for the 100 ye.Jr

frequency slornr.
3. Off ··sile drainuge system;. for lhe 10 -yecJr design stornr. Off ·site
systems to be completely separ"'te from on~ite systems. Off · site
systems nk'ly use recharge only upon approval of the Public Works
Director.
4. Provision of oil/water sediment sepcJrators and non -perking
bioftlters prior to retharye or surfac.e distharge for runoff from
parking areas and roadway~. Biofilters mdy be located in the
floodplain or floodway upon approval of the Public Works Director.
5 . ProvidE' ~epdrator~ for runoff from c1ny mechanical areas which
could generate hazardou~ mdterial spills.
· tl

Orrlin~nce

No. 1416

6. NJintelli.lllte cHill moniloriny proLellure > lluriny Jlld Jfter
tonstruc.tlon.
8 . The tontrol of lot drc:l inage ilnd insttllltltlOII or il positive drJin
system is required. Uo~1~pouts, footing drains, yard drainJge, et.c.,
shall be shoHn to connect to the drilinJge system . No splil s h blocks
are allowed.
C. A temporary drainage ilnd sedime11tation control plan (HSC) shilll be
provided to handle drdinage and erosion during the construttion
period . Interim draint1ge shall be installed as shown on the ap~ro ve d
plan during or imnediat.ely following completion of clearing, subject
to field revision (to fit site conditions) as approved by the
Director of Public \3orl<s or hb representative. lhe design storm for
HSC p1ans Is the 1O··yec1r s torn1.
0. A rloot.l Control

Pern~it

is required.

[. Adllitionul infornklt ion will be required to estill>lhh rlood plc:Jin or
flood\-J.lY ptlr~meten prior to b~u<Jnu~ of e1ny t.onstruc.t ion permi t':i .
ror the site dreil \odthin the City limits Jl this \\•riling (the
•out ler WJlls• dret1), the f loodH,lY lot.ill ion sht1ll be est.11Jl ished in
cHtord.lnLe \,•ith City of Redmond rloollplclin Guidt-lint>s ilpplit>d to the
floodH,ly ilpproved by the City for the Outler Wt1 ll:> fill. lor the
site c1ret1 not in City limits ill this writing (the County c1ret1), tl1e
flood\•MY loLcJt ion sht11l be estc.11Jl ished in clttordt~nce wilh ilppl ilui.Jle
ILNA docun~nts using Redn~ntl rloodplJin Guidelines.

r.

A Stille llydrc1ulin Projett Approvc1l is required for ilny worlc within

stream c hc.Jnne 1:;.
Vlll. Cl[ARING AND GRADING
A. A tree survey prepared by a registered surveyor shc1ll be subm i ttt>d
which cHcurately lotates all significant trees (Including the
driplines) wHhin 25 feet of any proposed buildings, paving ,
utilities, or other silt- improvements . Where feasible, site
,mprovements should be moved or adjusted in order to preserve as mun y
trees as possible .

8. All trees to be preserved shall be shown on the site plan, landscape
plan, grading plan and all utility plans.
C. Grades shdll not be thclnged by more than 6 lnthes either up or do-...on
from the existiny gr11de within the dripline of ilny existing trees to
be preserved, unle s s spetiill preservcllion techniques t~re used.
0 . All utility lines shc1ll be lotclted outside the dripline of clny
existing trees to be preserved.
[. A dec.1rint,J dnd grildiny plc1n 'Sh,tll be ilpproved by the rublic Works
Oepc~rtment. prior to clpprovul of the buildin9 permit.
bernl'; t~nd mounds shc1ll be ~ ho\.Jtl on the grclding plcJn .
Development Guide for plc1n requiremenb .

r.

Clec1ring t~nd grilding sht1ll be limit.ell to those areus neces'Silry ror
inslJllclt i on of Willkwt1ys, utilities, streets and buildin9 unit s.
9-
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All lt~nd~t,lJH'
See Conrnun 1ty
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G. An edsemenl or covendnl shdll lJe retordt>d whith prohibits tle.:~riiiU
and grddiny In nc1turc1l preservdlion areds noted on the pldn .
H. A topographical survey of the site with contours of l fool Hill l>e
required .
1. A report by

e1 professionul engineer will he required for CJrecJs Hith
soft. compressil>le soils or potenlitll ero:-.ion ilrecJs .

J. Adequ,lte depth ilnd type of soil shou .ld he verified prior to

construction of infiltri.lliun depressions.
~.

JX .

rrovh ions shilll be m.Jde for nkl inlenilnte of stonm-.'t1ter collet t ion tllld
tre,, lme11t. sys t.em:> on the TO\m Centu s i le by tlie projec. t Oh'Tll!r.

(N[~GLNCY

SlRVJCl:

tl~proved by the ri re
dnd Police Oepdrtment.s prior to c.on-:.truction iJnd shull CJddress both
c.onstrullion ilntl operc1t iond··l phdse~.

A. A fire tlnd emeryem.y response progrc1m sht11l be

B. The applicant mu:;l provide a 24 · hour a ddy/seven d.:~ys per
in house security systt>m which at a minimum intlulles:

wee~

1. A telephone dnd desk work ared for u-:.e by Redmond Police
DepHtment when responding to ll\dll security c.alh,
2 . Rednl<.lnd Police Oepdrtment certified traffic control training for
all security personnel,
3 . Redmond Police Ueparlment certified trilininy for ull security
personnel currying non lethdl weilpons, and
4 . thul security personnel uniforms iJnd btldyes must I.H• of Cl
different, distinctive color und style th.:~n the Redmond Police
department uniforms iJnd bc1dyes .
~.

Motorized und/or fool pc1trol:. shc1ll putrol the interior CJnd
inruediille exterior of the mtlll, lown ~QUJre und CJll purking
s true lures.

6. lhe Redmoml Police Depc1rtment shc11l be inrnediCJt.ely notified of CJll
trlmlniJl activity.

X. GROUNUHAl(R
A. Town Center Associate-; will rett~in geot.echnitill engineers to monitor

ground\·mter levels and submit ground'I-Mt.er QUillity sampling results to
the City.
B. The on
den~nd

- ~He

well should be used ro·r irrigc1tlon wllith would reduc.e
on the Cily system .

C. Should groundwater qudlity infornldtion Indicate that. the applh:ant is
responsible for groundwater pollutant loddings which adversely affect
the operc1 t ion and use of Ci t.y we 11 s or iltqu if er resources, the
-·1 0··

ilpplitillll touhl be required lo ~unhu :.e -wt~ler fruru th e Ru:.e IIi II
Wuler ilntl ~ewer Dh.trill to tomper ,-.;,lle for th e lo~l. or reduted !.Up1Jly
illld should be required to provide tre.tlment to restore Weller quc.1lity.

Xl . OTH[R
A. L<Jnd U~e/ParkinrJ:

lhe ilpplitunt shull v.•ork with th e City to devel op
a program width subs t.Jnlic.1lly mitig ,lles purklmJ lo s t il> il re-:.ult of
this projett in ildjcltent ur eas. Suth a provhion tould be intluded
in the project'~ lran -:. portt~lion Sy~tem Nanc.1g emenl Plan.

0.

Unle~~

site plan approvt~l i-:. obtained or il complete conforming
building permit applit \lli on is submitted within three years arter
rezoning, preannextltion zoning and nld-:.ter plan ap~ rovdl, !ouch action-:.
shdll be subject to revie·...• and change-:. by the City Counlil.

Jn order to satisfy tllio;, tondition the site plan ilppro val and
complete conforming building pe nnit tlpplit.Jtion mu-:.t encompd-:.s all
development within the nkl-:.ler planned ilred until su t h time il ':> a
pha~ing pldn is ilpproved by the City.
After suth upprovtJl, site pl,ln
ilpprov.:ll lllld tomplete conforming building permit upplitlltion mu-:;t ,1t
u minimum entomptJ-:.s the entire development within lin ilpproved plhl·~ e .
C. Phusing plilns shull be

XJJ.

Dl S JG~

RlVJ[W BOARD

ilp~roved

by the City Countil.

CONOJllU~ $

A. rede~t.ritJn

linkllge connetting the nklll's south ent.runte with the
ru rh-.ly shull be il comb i ntl t ion of l\.,to 30 foot wide l,wd~tilped

WJ lb.,rlly~.

0 . lhe nklll enlrie-:. sh.1ll be of suff itient size to be reudily
identifiuble ~ ~ pedestrit~n only (i . e. non ~uto) outdoor ~reu~ .

C. Jn addition to size, the outdoor pede~trian areus and mall entrie -:;
sh.Jll intlude spetial paving tre\ltmenb, landHuping e1nd seuliny
a rea s .

•tace• of the
shopping center shall \nclude a water feature or rel~tively large
fonnal green open space to complemE'nt the staired entryw<Jy and setond
level eating/viewing area to be located just inside the . south end of
the mall.

D. The south entrance as the setond most important

[. Signage for the ~ubject proposill sht~ll comply with the SR
Corridor Signt~ge Polity adopted by the City Countil.

r.

~20

[nlrclnte~ to lO\·IIl Center development Shtlll be emphdS ized with
l.Jnd:>cl!pe tre.1tmenb to ~trongly indicute the pedestri.Jn orient.1tion
of these e1rec1s .

G. lhe purk inq strullure ~hc1ll ht1ve some vegelilt ion both around the
filc&lde~ us 'r.•tdl cl"; over the top-:., ttlst.:Jtfing do\-.'Tl t.he Willls to furlh H
H reen the ~ trut: t.ureo;.

··11 ··

fl. The ·~oft ·edye• ltwd~tape trecJtmenl to th e ~oulh of

Jowu lent t> r CJ1u11y
Bear Creek ~hall provide for a true trcJn s ition between the ndturi.Jl,
rlpdrian ared of the creelt to the more urbcJII mixed use/~hopping
center area . However, the •soft · edge- shouldn't be so •soft • as to
be inhospitable to the pedeJ.tridn and give a vi~ual sen~e of •no · nkln s
land.•

J. Special attention sh.Jll be given to blank wull Streening for the
propo~ed loHn Center development .
J. In the event tlhlt the ·lclrl.Je existing

on · sile, which &Jre
propo~ed to be moved don't ~urv i ve, thHe ~hcJ n L>e il v h1b 1e option
for u:>ing lt~rge (i.e. 30' evergreen tree~), fleh' stock to fill in
lc.lnd~tclpe vc id :; CJno.l eventuully fulfill the Stllllc lJnd:;cc.lpe purpoo;e .
Speci.ll emphcJ:.i> shull be given to lcJnd:;ccJpiny the exterior of the
pur~inl.J gcJrcJge on the southHe:.t corner •

.-4

(l)
~

0

~-

evergreen~

The linlr.clge sy:.tem :.hull be emphoJ.ized Hilh l,Jnd J. tcJ PP treilt.nrenl~ to
provide re.Jdily perteived pede :. tricJn pcJtll\,'•lY> through c.lnd c.1round th e
mixed u~e/shopp iny tenter de:. ign cJreu .

~

0

N

....

(!)
(Jj

EXHIBIT E

[XIIJBJT 1\

G[N[RAL PROJ[Cl 0[SCRIP1JON

Regional $hopping Center: The core element. of Redmond Town Center will be a
maximum 850,000 squdre foot regiondl shopping center. The mdll wlll have two
levels, be enclosed, and anchored by four depdrtment stores. At least 80% of
the parking will be in structures.
The shopping center will have 120 to 150 specidlty shop tendnts occupying
al>out 290,000 squdre feet. The tendnl mix will include dppdrel, shoes,
jewelry, fashion accessories, books, cards and gifts, toys, sporting goods and
home accessories. In addition, an 8 - to 12- stdll food court is pldnnPd for
the second level south of the centra 1 court. Be ned th the food court will be a
.,. 16,000 square foot gourmet market with outside access and covered parking .
.

~

~

0

Service areds for both the specialty shops and department stores will be
recessed within the buildings and fully enclosed by an overhedd door.

1/)

0

Transition Retdil :

Transition retail will be located on the ground floor of
Sq ud r e . Re t a i 1e r s i n tlli s
~ area will include restaurants, banks and other convenience and boutique
(j)
Transition retrlil will also l>e located on the crescent., a
(J) businesses.
semi-circle street extending into the site from Gilnk1n Street. Retail
business in this area nk1y include food oriented in a type and scale similar to
the Pike Pldce Mdrket. These stores wi 11 be anchored on one end by the
;ounnel market within the nk!ll and l>y Redmond's Saturdrly Mdrket on the other .

N the o f f i c e b u i 1d i ngs a nd ho t e 1 s ur r ounl1 i n9 To\o.rn

Office: Three stories of off ice over retail space will be located on two
sides of Town Square. Parking will be availc1l>le in the adjacent parking
structures in a lndnner which does not compete with the retail parking needs
and will be shared with the theater complex.
Hotel: The third side of Town Square will be completed by a hotel. This
eight-story facility will accomnwdate 150 to 200 rooms. The eventual
configuration will be determined by Winmdr's selection of an operator.
Theater Complex: A multi-screen theater complex is planned for the head of
the crescent, inrnediately north of the ground ·· level main mdll entrance. The
complex will include two 400-sedt theaters and six 200-seat theaters. The
theaters will be linked to Town Square by a grdnd stair near the main nk!ll
entrance. Parking will be provided in the imn1t>diately adjacent parkfng
structures in areas which will not compete with retail parking.
Related Office/Retail: Up to 200,000 square feet of office and retdil usPs
will occur on the eastern portion of the site . This developmPnt will range in
height from 1 to 4 stories and will have surfdce parking.
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ORDIMANC( 10. 1416
AN ORDJNANC£ Of TH( CITY Of R(OMOND, WASHINGTON, AM[NDING TH[ RCDMOHD
MUNICIPAL COD£ AND C~UNJTY 0(V£LOPMCNT GOlD£, DGA ·86 · 11, TO R£VlS(
TH£ CITY'S GOALS, POLJCI£S, PLANS AND R£GULATJONS R[LATJNG TO LAND
US( AND DCV£LOPM£NT ON TH[ TOWN C£NT[R SJT£; ADOPTING lOHJHG
R£GULATJONS TO B£COPI[ CfHCTJV( UPON ANNlXATION Or TH£ UNIIIICORPORAl[D
PORTION or TOWN C£Nl(R PROP£RTY, INCLUDING A MAST(R PLAN FOR
D£V£LOPMUH; AND R[lONIIIIG TH£ BUTL(R WALLS PROPCRTY TO MJX[D
USC/SHOPPING C£NT£R, SUBJ£C1 TO A MAST[R PlAN FOR D£V£LOPMCNT.
WH[R(AS, on Nay 20, 1986,

th~

Red.ond City Council

No . 1318, co.nonly known as the Action Two Ordinance, and
Red.ond Golf links and

th~ fo~r

Town Center

oth~r

on the

as

37 goals &nd

1d~ntlfleo

and

prop~rty,

land

us~

th~

to

s~rv~

Ordinance

th~reby d~slgnated

parcels, currently known

Butl~r-walls

site for a regional shopping

pollcl~s

edopt~d

as a

guld~

cent~r

a~

the

and

for preparation of zoning

regulations and adoption of a .aster plan for

dev~lo~nt

and

sit~.

WH£R£AS,

th~

City

~nhr~d

Into and has

COIIJll~t~d

a

re· · analy~ i~

City Center land Use Plan and Zoning In light of changing

condition~

decision to locate a regional shopping

C~nter

on the Town

c~nt~r

of the

and the

site, and

WHCR£AS, a petition proposing to annex the Town Center site was filed
with the City and a proposed
shopping center end •lxrd
l~acts

~ster

us~ d~velo~nt

of ennexatlon and such

envlron.rntal

plan of

l~act stat~nt,

COIIJllex was

end the

d~veloped

In a draft and final

d~v~loparnt w.r~ analyz~d

end

WH£R£AS, the Red.ond Planning
public study sessions end 17 public
h~arlng

for a regional

dev~lo~nt

C~lsslon

conducted

1 s~rl~s

cul•lnatlng In

h~arlngs,

on Dece.Der 16, 1987. for the purpose of

1

of 11

final public

consld~rlng propos~d

revisions to the City's goals. policies, plans and regulations relating to
d~v~lo~nt

on

develo~nt

end conditions to such plan. known as DGA- 86- 11, end

th~

Town

Cent~r sit~

end upon

1

proposed

WH£RCAS. et the conclusion of such process ,
fon.ulated Its

rec~nd~tlons

.ast~r

th~

plan for

Planning

Commis~ion

which w.re trans•ltted to the City Council by

Mayor Doreen Marchione on Dec.aber 21, 1987, and
WHCR£AS, the City Council conducted a series of public study sessions
and two public hearings on January 14, 1988, end february 16, 1988, In
COIIJlllance with RCW

3~A.14.340,

end at the conclusion of such process has

concluded that the proposed zoning regulation end other ,_.nd.rnts to the
Redaond Municipal Code end COMMUnity

Oevelo~nt

Guide set forth hereinafter

ere tn the Interest of the health, safety, .orals end
citizens of the City end surrounding

c~nltles,

now.

g~neral

w.lfart of the

th~r~for~.

TH£ CJTT COUNCIL OF TH£ CJTT OF R£DHONO, WASHINGTON, H£R£8Y ORDAINS
AS FOLLOWS:
S~ctlon

1.

C~unlty D~v~lo~nt Guld~

•Parks,
to

R~cr~atlon

r~ad

as

s~t

208.50 .060 of

S~ctlon

and

$fctlon 2 .

h~r~by a~nd~d

Is

Op~n Spac~

forth on

th~

as

S~ction

Coanunity

th~

Guide Is

sa.e

s~ctlon

t1tl~.

th~ R~.ond

Municipal Code and
th~

.ap entitled

Plan• incorporated as pa r t of said

Str~~t

Section 208.60 . 060(05) of
Guide Is hereby further

Deve1o~nt

~ntltl~d

as a part of said

by revising

her~by a~nded

.ap

forth on the following .ap of the same title.

s~t

3.

Municipal Code and

r~vlslng th~

lncorporat~d

following .ap of

•runctlonal Classificat ion and
r~ad

Plan•

by

Section 208 . 60 . 060(05) of

C~nity D~v~lo~nt

section to

th~ R~dmond

th~ R~dnond
•~nded

Municipal Code and

by revising the

~P

•Area Transportation Corridors• Incorporated as part of said section

ent i tl~d

to read as set forth on the following .ap of the sa.e title .
Section 4:

Section 208 . 60 . 060(05) of the

C~unity Develo~nt

Guide Is

h~ reby

further

en t itled •city

Arterial

Str~et

Plan•

s~ction

to

C~nter

C~nity Dev~lopaent

Guide Is

th~

S~ctlon

Ca.nunlty
•ctty

Cent~r Blk~

6.

S~ctlon

Plan•

a~nd~d

Municipal Code and

by revi s ing the
S~ry

as a part of said section to
sa~

her~by ~nd~d

for
r~dd

title.

tncorporat~d
th~

by revising

as a part of said

sa.e

Guide Is hereby

th~

s~ction

.ap
to

entltl~d
r~ad

as set

tttl~.

7: Section 208 . 60 .060(15) of the

C~unlty Develo~nt

R~.ond

208.60 . 060(10) of the Red.ond Municipal Code and

Guide ts

forth on the following .ap of
S~ctlon

tncorporat~

following table with the

Develo~nt

•Mul t i-Purpos~

as part of said

•runctlonal Arterial Classification

tabl~ ~ntitl~d

forth on

further

h~reby

Long Range Transportation Plan•
s~t

by revising the .ap

lncorporat~d

Chapter 208.60 .060(05) of the

$fctlon 5:

as

•~nded

Municipal Code and

as set forth on the following .ap of the sa.e title .

r~ad

transportation

R~d-and

a~nd~d

R~dnond

Municipal Code and

by revising the .ap entitled

Trail Plan• Incorporated as part of said section to

forth on the following .ap of the sa-. title .

-2-

r~ad

as set
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eROPOS£0 fUNCTiONAL ART[RIAL CLASSifJCATJON
[OR bONG RANG[ TRANSPORTATION PLAN

~UHKARY

TRAHJC LAN£S*
SJD[WALKS
BIU LAN£S**
STR([T
[):I STING PLANNED [XI STING PbAIIN(D [XISTING PLANNED
PRINCIPAL ART£RIALS:
STAT( ROUl£ 520
2-4
4
0
0
2
2
REDMOND WAY (except
4/5
4/5
0
0-2
0
2
couplet)
REDMOND WAY/CL£Y£LAND
3
2- 3
2
2
0
0
STR££J COUPLCT
148TH AV£NU( II . [ .
4
4
2
2
0
0
R£D-WOOD ROAD (164TH
AVL N. L)
2-4
2
0-2
0 -2
0
0-2
AYONDAL£ ROAD
4
2
0
2
1
2
l481H AY£ . N. £. £XT£NSION 0
4
0
2
0
0
SR 901 £XT£NS10N/WLSP
0
4/5
0
0
0
0
£XHNSJON)
N. £. 24TH STR££T (148TH TO 4
4
2
2
0
0
156TH)
W. LK . SAKMA~I~H PKWY (Bfl- 2
4
0
2
0- 2
2
R£0 ROAD TO R£DMOND WAY)
N. £. 124TH STRECT
2
2-·4
0
0 ·2
0
2
160TH AVL N. £.
2
2··4
0
'l
0
0
N. L 90 Til ST. (WillOWS TO 0
4- 5
0
2
0
0
SR 202)
MINOR ARTERIALS :
L[ARY WAY
2
N.£. 85 TH STR££T
4
N.£ . 24TH STR((T (156TH TO 2
W. LK. SAHNAMISH PKWY.)
W. LK . SAMMAMISH PKWY
2
156TH AV£NU£ N.[. (N . £.
4
20TH toN .£. 51ST)
H.£. 51ST STR[[T
2-4
N. [ . 40TII STR££T
2-4
N.[. OLD REDMOND ROAD
2
140TH AY[NU( II . [ .
2
[ . LK . SAMNAHISH PKWY
2
N.[. UNION IIILL ROAD
2- 4
NOV(LTY HILL ROAD
2
B£L - R[D ROAD
2-4
WILLOWS ROAD
2
132ND N. L
2
N. L 72ND ST.
0

3
4
2

0-'l
1-2
2

1-2
2
2

0
2
1

2
2
2

2
4

0
2

0
2

1
2

1- 2
2

'l-4
2-4
2- 4
2
4
2-4
2
4
2
2

1-2
0 -2
0-2
0
0
0· 2
0
0-2
0 ·2
0 -2
0

2
2

0
0-2
0- 2
0-1
0
0
0
0
1··2
0
0

0- 2
2
1
1
2
0· 2
1··2
2
2
1- 2
0

4

2
2
0
0-2
0
2
1··2
1-2
1

COLL£CTORS:
l~BTH AV£ . N.[ . (N . (.
4/5
0 ·1
0· 2
2
0
0
86 Til ST. TO R£ OPIOND
WAY)
159TH AVL H.£.
2
2
0
0- 2
0
0
156TH AV[ . N.[ . (N.[. 51ST
TO OLD R£0 ROAD)
0··2
2
2
2
0
1
161ST AV£ . N. [. (N . £.
4/5
0- 4
0 -1
2
0
0
90TH Sl . TO CL[V[LLAND ST.)
H. £. 116TH STR[(T
2
2
0
1
0
2
H. £. 104TH STR[(T
2
2
2
1
1
1
N. L 100TH
2
1
2
2
0
2
166TH AV£. N.[ .
2··4
2-4
2
1
0 -2
0 2
N.[ . 95TH STR[[J
1
2
1
1
0
1
N.[. BOTH STR[[l (R[DHOND 2
2-4
0 ·2
1
0
2
WAY TO 171ST AV£ . )
\
112ND AVL N. L
2
2
2
2
1
1
N.£. 20TH STR[[J
4
0·· 1
4
2
0
0
180TH AV[NUl N. [ . (SOUTH Of 2
2
0
2
2
2
UN ION HILL ROAD)
N.[. 801H ST. (T32ND AY( .
2
2
2
N.[. TO 140TH AV( . )
4
AVONDAL£ WAY
4
2
0
0
2
171 ST AVL N.£.
2
1- 2
2
1- 2
1
1
N.£. 85TH SJR[(T
[XHNSION
0 -2
2
1
0
0
2
* Mdy tnc lude left turn lanes or two··wy left- turn l anes except as noted by
2/3 or 4/5.
**Does not Include Cla ss I or Cla s s Ill Bicycle facilitie s
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Srctlon 8: Srctlons 208.85 . 130(90)- (lOS) of the Rrdgond Municipal Code
and

C~unlty Drvrlo~nt

Guide arr hereby

a~nded

to read as

foll~ :

85.130(90} Mixed Usr/Shopplng Center Design Arra Goal-

£ncourage the

drvelo~nt

centrrl•ixrd use

c~lex

of a regional shopping
that will provide a focus for the

existing downtown and contribute to the social and econoaic
basr of the City.
(a) Polley- Thr

should lncludr a •lx of

develo~nt

usrs such as resldrntlal, office, hotel, ctne.d,
transitional retail businesses, oprn space and recreational
actlvltlrs along with a shopping center.
(b) Polley - This Drslgn Area should havr a regional
shopping center of 750,000 to 850,000 square fert of gross
leasable arra.
Ccl Polley - This Design Arra shall have a -.xl.u•
buildable arra of not .orr than 1,375,000 squarr feet .
(d) Polley- lequl rr prrannexatlon zoning for the
unlncorporatrd portion of the Shopping Cente r Drslgn Arra
wMch tncludr s:
•

oprn space/part areas

• strert patterns
•

building hrlghts and scale

•

part lng

•

landscapr arras

•

transportation altlgatlon
- 3-

~asures

•

enviro~ntal

aitigation

•

design criteria

•

tntegratlon plans with existing City Center

~asur~s

(e) Polley- Preannexatlon zoning should Include a
conceptual aaster plan for the entire Shopping Center
Design Area .
(f) Policy- Prior to annexation, the City should
receive letters of intent to locate in the Mixed
Use/Shopping Center Design

Ar~a

frON three aajor depart.ent

stores.
(g) Policy - Unless site plan approval Is obtained or a
co.plete conforatng building perait application is
submitted within three years after rezoning, preannexatlon
zoning and aaster plan approval, such actions shall be
subject to revt.w and changes by the City Council .
(h) Policy - Retail uses should be directly linked
visually 1nd functionally to other retail uses In the City
Center.
(1)

Polley -Encourage

develo~nt

of 1 co.pact center

which atnlalzes use of land area 1nd generates a high level
of pedestrian activity

be~en

the center 1nd existing

downtown .
(J)

Policy - At least 80S of parking for the shopping

center~town

square co.plex should occur tn parting

structuru .
(k) Polley- Uses tn the center should be oriented
externally

IS

well as Internally by ustng outward facing

building f1cades, aalls, entrances 1nd other design
techniques .
Cll PoHcy ·· Parting structures should be enclosed with
retail or office uses on the exterior or where this
enclosure ts not feasible the visual tapact

~uld

be

softened with landscaping or screening .
(a) Polley- Provide for circulation, land use 1nd
parting linkages with the existing downtown Which will
attract or encourage shoppers Into the downtown .
-4-

(n) Policy - Nini•ize parking

f~acts

by requiring

structured parking 1nd screening of parting 1reas .
(o) Policy- Loc1te parting facilities tn 1 .anner that
will r•duce large 1reas of parking and encourage shared
parking with existing downtown uses .
(pl Policy - The Justice White House 1nd other features
of historic significance should be preserved.
(g) Policy- Assure that the size and scale of the
center are co.patlble with the scale of the City Center and
that economic activities are interrelated.
85.130{95) "'xed Use/Shopping Center Design Area Goal-

Provide transportation facilities that will •tnl•lze
f~acts

on the existing syst.- fra. new

develo~nt ,

integrate the area with the City Center 1nd

t~rove

traffil

circulation.
(a) Polley -

J~rove.ents

which 1re necessary to

.alntaln a level-of-service standard of 0 (average weekday
trips) on off-site roadways affected by a regional center
should be

c~leted

prior to opening of a regional center

to •ltigate transportation
208.60.030(05) of the

t~acts

C~nlty

consistent with Chapter

DeveloPNent Guide.

(b) Policy- Streets should not be wider than 3 to 4
travel l1nes and five lanes 1t intersections between the
design 1rea. 1nd 1rea targeted for tnt•gration with the
downtown .
(c) Policy- Provide a continuous landscaped
pedestrian/bicycle trail syst.- constructed through the
design area Which ts linked with the regional trail system,
downtown and "',-y.oor Park.
(d) Polley- Pedestrian circulation plans should
•ncourage walking within the site and to external locations .
(e) Policy - Incorporate a transportation t~l.-rntatlon
progra~

tn the design 1rea regulations Which 1ddress

bicycle. pedestrian. truck and autoaobtle circulation.
including construction traffic.
- 5-

85 . 130(10Ql Mtxed Use/Shopping Center pestgn Area GoalManage 1nd regulate
phystcal

t~acts

tn

develo~nt

t o the natural

.anner that •1n1m1zes

1

envtro~nt .

Cal Policv - Retain indigenous vegetation , particularly
ldjacent to Bear Creek and the

Sa~mish

River .

Cbl Policy- Preserve extsttng natural features,
particularly .ature trees and stream courses.
(c) Poltcy- Preserve a •int.um of 75 percent of all
trees wtthln the cluster 1long Leary way at the

nort~st

corner of the De.s ign Ared .
(d) Polley · Assure that a
stona water disposal

syst~

~nltored

and .alntdlned

adequately controls runoff ,

elt•lnates direct discharge to strea•s. and removes
pollutants prior to discharge, consistent with

requlr~nts

of Chapter 10£ . 75 of the Co.nunlty

Guide ,

Develo~nt

•stona wa hr Manage.rnt • •
85 . 130(105) Mixed Use/Shopping Center Design Area GoalCreate opportunities for recreation and leisure activities
that

c~l~nt

other uses in the City Center and generate

pedestrian activity .
(a) Policy- A •lnt.u• of 60 acres of recreation open
space (including floodway) shall be retained tn this Design
Area.

This ts not to include building entryways and

•lscellaneous building and parking lot landscaping . At
least 15 acres tn one parcel, exclusive of floodway, shall
be .alntatned and dedicated to the City or controlled by
other

~thod

that would pen.anently assure the open space .

This downtown park shall serve as

1

visual

•~nity

and

usable recreation open space .
(b) Policy- Encourage

develo~nt

of plazas , pedestrldn

.alls and other a.enlty open spaces, Including

1

factlity

for public recreation, that pra.ote outdoor actlvtty and
encourage pedestrian circulation

be~en

the retail center

and the balance of the Ctty Center area.
(c) Policy - Provide pedestrian· and bicycle connections
between the existing downtown and
- 6-

Ka~or

Pdrk .

(d) Polley-

~velop

a pedestrian circulation plan that

encourages walking within the stte and to externdl
locations .
S!ctlon 9.
C~nity

SPctlon 108 .90 . 040(10) of the Red.ond Hunitlpdl Code and

DeveloPMent Guide Is hereby

a~nded

by revising the City's Official

Land Use Plan Incorporated as a part of said section to read as set forth on
the following .ap entitled "Land Use Plan• .
Section 10.

Section l0C . 10 . l30(05) of the Red.ond Municipal Code and

Conmunlty Developgent Guide Is hereby

a~nded

by revi s ing the .ap entitled

•city Center Design Areas• Incorporated as a part of said section to read as
set forth on the following .ap of the saMe title .
Section 11 .
C~nlty

SPctlon l0C.10 . 230(10) of the Red.ond Municipal Code and

DeveloPMent Guide ts hereby

"City Center Land Use and Site

•~nded

Requlr~nts•

by revising the chart entitled
Incorporated as a part of said

section to read as set forth on the following chart of the

sa~

title .

Section 12 . Section l0C.10.l30(25)(a) of the Red.ond Munltlpdl Code
and Ca.nunity

Develo~nt

•city Center Linkage

Guide Is hereby

Syst~·

a~nded

by revising the .ap entitled

Incorporated in said section to read as set forth

on the following .ap of the same title.
Section 13.
C~nity

Section l0C . l0.150 of the Red.ond Municipal Code and

Development Guide Is hereby

•~nded

by revising the table entitled

"Parking Spaces Required" to rtad IS set forth on the following table of the
sa~

title .
Section 14. Section lOC.l0 . 230(30) of the Red.ond Municipal Code and

c~nlty Develo~nt

•sign

Requlr~nts

Guide ts hereby a.ended by revising the chart entitled

per Zoning District• Incorporated tn said section to redd

1s set forth on the following chart of the

-7-

sa~

title.
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10C.10 .230(10) CITY C£NT£R LAND US£ AND SIT£ R£0UIR£M£NTS
~sign

Convenience
Corntrclal
lLANO

usrs

Areas

Pedestrian

Off let

Mixed Use{i)
Center 9

Urban Ca110us

Retail®

p

P(j)

P(i)

p

p

Services (C~rclal,
Professional. Public~

p

p

p

p

p

Residential :·
Multl-fa~llyiSr.

Housing
Sr. Housing with
Bonus(D
Public facilities
and Utilities

30 dulac

30 dulac

30 dulac 30 dulac

SOP

SOP

SDP

SOP

p

p

p

p

151

301

251

10%

30 dulac
SOP
p

SIT£ R£QUJR[M£NTS
Mlnlnum Open space
(Includes Linkage
System, Internal
Landscaping, AMenHies)

®

4 stories 4 stories 3 stories 3 -~
50 fttt
50 teet
stories
40
Q)

Maxl111um Height@
Drive-through
facilities

2

3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

1 stories
30 het
p

®

p

No single-story retail permitted. Retail penaltted on ground floor only,
except restaurants, de)lcatessans and taverns, Which are all~d on any
floor . Retail required on ground floor In buildings over 4 stories .
No single-story retail penaltted . Restaurants, taverns and dellcatessans
are all~d on any floor. Other ll•lttd relitll and services such as a copy
shop, barber shop, .agazlne and snack shop, fl~r shop , etc • .ay be
allowed on the ground floor It the structure Is tour stories In height .
The Intent of the other ll•lted retail use h to serve office worhrs In
the l~diate area of the use.
Buildings over 4 stories penaltttd with SOP. Governed by Section
20C . 20 . 235(70)(f) .
Multi ·story buildings only.
Regional Shopping Center - 3 stories (60 feet), Hotel on Town Square - 6
stories (75 teet) or 8 stories (100 feet) with -.etlng, conference and
banquet facilities, office on Town Square - 4 stor ies (50 feet), all other
pen.ltted uses - 3 stories (40 feet) or 4 stories (50 feet) with parting
structure.
Adult entertaln-.nt Is governed by Section 20C.20 . 015 of the Co.nunlty
Oevelo~nt Guide .
Governed by Section 20C .20.135(70)(c) Senior Citizen Housing Develo,.ent Dens 1ty Bonus.
Governed by Section 108 .85 . 130(105(a).
Prior to approval of any develoPMtnt pen~lts a conceptual .aster plan Which
shows at •lnl~ the building footprints, streets and open space of the
proposed develoPMtnt shall be approved by the City Council.
Both the stories and height standard .ust not be exceeded.

City Center Linkage System

I

NEW

-

. •'

--

c.,Ot......_ ........ _._
- . ........ or....,.. ... c ........ ,~

hnend Sa<.i ion 20C.20.150 rartdnQ a!. follow!.:

PAAX IMi SPAa:S R£QU I R£0

1 - - · - -·

ZOOING DISTRICT

General
Agr ic:ulfure
Rctrtc:h (!. tai e!.
Re!.idenii~l [~fate!.
Su~rbon [~t~ies
Su~rban Re~ideoce

Ur~n

Re!. i cktnc;e

Mu It i Jol e

Re~ i cktnce

G
A
R£
Rl
R2- R.\
R4-R5-R6
R8-RI2
R20-R}()

REQUIRED
Minirm.rn ReQuired
2/du

f . 2/Studio d4J
1.5/1 Bedroom dul
1.8/2 Bedroum duf
2.0/}+ &droan dul

ro

3.5/1000

Ne i ahlJor hood E\u!. i nes!.
Curmer <. i a I Of f i c;e

1'1\

Curr.lun i 1 y Bo!. i ~!.!.

C8
GC

4/1000 ~Q. ft .Qfa
.5.5/1000 s.q. ff .gfa
4/1000 !.a.f1.afa

Profes!.ion~l

Office

Genere~l Cammer~e

City

Ceut~r

Con vetli eoc:e Curr.1ef <.i a I

Office:
UrbGn
Ca-rlpu!,
P~!.fr i .-.n

co

~a.f1.afa

orr- STRITT

PAAXI!I.G
Mo11Xim~ All~ed

N$

N$

4.5/1000 !._(l. 1f .~fCI
511000 !.a. ft . at .:s
4.5/1000 s.<a. f t .af.:s
511000 s.q. 1f .gf <it

I

cc
:S.5/IOOO !.q.ft.gf.-.

4.511000 !.Q. f1.~f.:s

2.011000 !.Q. f1.gfa.
2. 5/1000 s.q. fi.gfo .

:S.0/1000 !.Q.ft.Qf~
.5.511000 !.Q. ff .gf.:s
2.0/1000 ~Q.fi.afo
5.0/1000 !.Q. ft .(If..,
3/1000 s.q . ff .gf.isll
.511000 ~q. ff.gfoll
.5/1000 ~q. ff.gf.-.11
.5/1000 ~q. f1.gf.:s' 1

.5.5/1000 !.Q.ft.gfa
Mixed U!.e/Shol"' ina Cenhtr
sr
2.
0/1000 !.q. ft. gfa
Bo!.i~!. !. Park
ll
2.0/1000 s.q. H . vta
light lndudry
HI
2.0/1000 !.q. f"f. gf.
Heavy f ndu~ try
PI anned Unit Dc·, e Iopnenh
2.0/1000 ~q. ff. __gfa
PO
No1e!.: d4J - Dwe I I i ng Un i t
gf"CI - Gr-o!.!. r loor Ar-e.-,
N$ - No ~oe<. if icat ion
- The n~ber of ~pac4t!. mus. t be ~ate to .cc:am'IOdate the peak shift •s. determined by the
- The Technical Ccmn i t1• may cons.ider partdng at a ratio u low as. 1.5/1000 if a c:ovenant i ~
recorded with the prOJ.erty which I imih the u~ to warehous-e u~ and/or li mits. the n~ r
of· ~loyees permitted in • building or projeci. Parking Uf' to • ratio of .5.511000 m.-.y be
con~idered if the ~loyerlbui Iding owner can cllrTioos.tro.te the h8(f(i for it and adoJ•h .-.
J~oarking/traffic: mitiStC~fioo progr.wn.
Code Adnirli s.frator after c:on~i der ing the probable n~ of trTIJ•Io.,..es., eic .
I - &<lr oam s.t.~ I I include c. I I roanr. that can iN us.ed as. ~~ermanenf s. leetoi no auc.rter s. .

.•

A Port of Subsection 20C.20 . 230t}Ol SIGN REQUIREMENTS PER ZON ING DISTRICT
ZONING DISTR ICTS
OC; CB ; CC- OFF1C£1
CoN v £N • t~C£

S IGNS
_NUMtjLI<

u

.J

ct> ~MC~CIAL.

1' /

I Gil~

CC• P£P6S TIC•AN
\
c c - frllrt.& &> vsr/c ~Hre~

bfPO; NB; (.;0; L1; HI ;BP;
RiO; RJO; EH-OlS IGN
IJ ISTRIClS ~ & C

Uc>ltl• Di>IHI" A

A-G-F<E-R 1- 12
f'hn
H~~l~entlo l

17
1

MAXIMUM NUMBER

II M£ ND£P

Of

SEc.1'tONS

FREES T ANDING~

PROJECTING SIGNS
PER STREET FRONTAGE PER £STABL ISHMENT

I

I

I

5

5

10

FREESTANDING SIGNS
Ml n Imum Set bock.
(feet)
Maximum
<feet)

He lght

Max I mum SIze per
S lgn Fece <Square
Feet)

Mexlmum number
of Sign Feces

o height eq~ol to the
sign .etbock up t o 10
feet

o height equal to the
s ign setback up t o 10
feet

The $1110 I Ier of IJ of the
eve roge gros s fl oor oreo
or I sq. foot per 4 feet
of st reet frontage where
t he sign Is to be p ieced
up to e max imum of 7 ~ s q.
feet; but In ony event,
25 s q. feet Is permltt dd

The 511lo I Ier of 1% of
the overage gros s floor
oree or I sq. foot per
4 feet of street frontoge where t he s ign Is to
be p i eced up to o mexlmum of 50 sq. feet;
but In ony e vent , 25
sq. feet Is permitted

4

10

25

4
2

WALL SIGNS

Max imum Aree
<Square Feetl

The Ierger of 15% of the
fecede to which etteched
or 60 s q. feet up to e
~ex l mum of 300 s q. feet

The Jer ge r of 15% of
t he f ac&de to wh ich
et t ec:hed or 30 sq.
feet up t oo mex lmum of 100 sq. feet

60

Maximum
<Feet>

Top of the we ll or fee&de to which ottoched

Top of the we I I or
focode to wh ich
ett eched

20

He

lght

PROJECTING SIGNS
Mox Imum Areo per
Sign Fee" <Squ are
Feetl

15

15

2';

Maximum Area Tota l
Al l S lgn Feces
<Square Feet>

}0

}0

50

Top of the well or
fee ode to which otteched

20

Maximum
<Feet>
Note :

He

lght

Top of t he wel l or
foe ode to which etteched

lndlvldue l Businesses In Mu ltiple But ldlng Comp Iexes Not Perm I tte.:l to hdve

Free ~

ori"Jlng Signs

Section 15.
Coanunlty

Oevelo~nt

thereto to read as

~ctlon

Guide Is hereby

by adding a

a~nded

n~ sub~ectlon

foll~:

20C.30.050(30) Mixed
(a}

20C.30.050 of the Redmond Municipal Code and

U~e/Shopplng

Center Design Area

Urban Deslon
1.

to Qowntown- The Design Area classified

ift~y

Mixed Use/Shopping Center functions as a gatrway to
the City fro. SR 520.
should

Developnent In this area

the other

c~l~nt

c~onents

of this

Park and Bear Creek, by providing

gat~y. Ma~or

attractive, Interesting urban activity .

Develo~nt

should be consistent with the natural environMent by
•lhl•lzlng glare, providing Indirect lighting,
1voldlng Intense slgnage, and providing a soft edge

where the urban and natural environMents

~et .

2. powntown Integration - Connection to existing roads
Including landscape
size and

plac~nt

road surface , sidewalk

treat~nt,

should respect and extend the

existing grid systeM, townscape and character while
-.eting or If necessary exceeding current
and regulations.

Oevelo~nt

standard~

tn the Design Area

classified Nixed Use/Shopping Center should consider
existing conditions tn the following subareas:
a.

Lurx way - leary way betwen the SaMiUIIsh River
1nd the Burlington Morthern railroad tracks
should

~In

RedMOnd.

as 1 •green gatrway• to the City of

~tbacks

froM Leary way should be

1dequate to preserve at least 751 of the existing
stand of trees on the east .
Stgnage for traffic control, directional
tnfon.atton, and business Identification should
be kept at • •lniMUM tn both size 1nd nunber .
b. IQrthern Boundary - leary way to 164th - Building
sttlng should consider continuity of retailing
frontage tn order to Integrate
wtth Old Town retailing.
-8-

n~ develo~nt

(30)

c.

Boundary - 164th to 168th Ave. - This

lorth~nn

should provide linkage capability between

ar~a

existing roadways north of Burlington Northern RR
and

n~

roadways south of same .

~~alignments

should respect Gtl.an, 164th, 166th Avenue
connections, either !.mediately or tn the
future .

These

n~

alignnents should provide

extension of the established visual corridors .
to existing north/south roads In

~~connections

this

should

ar~a

consistent with the character of

b~

the existing older

t~roveaent s.

D. Bear Creek - The edge along Bear Creek should be kept
as a natural area, with uses liMited to passive
activity and trail/pathway connections .
Slgnage tn this area should be liMited to traffic,
safety and directional tnfon.atlon , or be consistent
with

th~

public

recr~atlonal

use of the area .

Structures consistent with and supporting pas s ive use
of this area .ay be allow.d, but should be kept to a
Mlnl.um.
[.

s.~~lsh

River - The

edg~

along the

Sa.na~lsh

River

should serve as an extension of existing activity on
the

Sa.na~lsh

River Trail just north of this Design

Area . Uses should Include trail and pathway
activities.
Slgnage should be liMited to traffic , safety and and
directional tnfon.atton or be consistent with the
public recreational use of the area .
Structures consistent with and supporting
trail/pathway activities May be allow.d, but should
be kept to a •tnt.um.
(b)

Architectural Guidelines
1. Siting of Buildings- Buildings should be sited to
enclos~ etth~r

a co.non space or

th~ stre~t.

Consideration should

relationship

betwe~n

-9-

provtd~
b~

enclosure to

given to the

buildings and adjacent

op~n

space areas . All desfgn should appear as an
integrated part of an overal l sfte plan.
2. Bufldfng

fo~

- The rooflfne or buildings should be

to avoid large areas of flat roof.

~dulated

As an

alternative, flat roofs should be desfgned wfth
fnterestlng architectural features (such as textured
or color) or landscaped .

~terfals

Consfderatlon

should be gfven to the appearance from nearby
hflhfdes .
Encourage varfetfes of shapes, angles, and relfefs fn
the upper storfes of structures over four storfes.
The ground floor of bufldlngs should provfde
pedestrian fnterest and activity .

The use of

arcades , colonnades, or awnings to provide pedestrian
protection fs encouraged .
Large buildings should avoid contfnuous. flat facades.
Avoid the use of false fronts and large, blank walls.
3. Building Entry - Orfent building entrances to the

street 1n

1 ~nner

whfch provides easfly IdentiFiable

and accessfble pedestrian entranceways .
Highlight bulldfng entrances through landscape
desfgn .

Bufldfng entrfes should be designed fn

conjunction with the landscape treat-.nt of
~edestrlan

ways fn the partfng areas.

4. Public Art- Encourage publfc art 1n public areas of

the desfgn area partfcularly In and around the
regional shopping ctnter and Town Square.
(c)

Transportatfon Guidelines
1.

Y£HICULAR

a.

!oadway Configurations ··· If not at existing
elevation. roadways should be
fn

1 ~nner

to rtduce vfsual

bt~d
f~act

or screened
of

pav~nt

area .
Alfg~nt

of all roadways shall •fnl•fze the

r.-oval of txlstlng trtes .

-10-

b. Parking -

Surfac~

parking brhlnd
htgh public

-

Wh~re po~~tbl~ . loca t ~

vi~tbiltty .

publtc cannot

of

ar~a~

vtstble to the

b~ avoid~d .

Parktng areas should
d~signed

a r~a~

Provtd~ land~cap~

parttng tn

scre~ning wh~r~

be

and away froa

building~

to

tnclud~

•ini~lze

.anotonou~ r~ .

Th~

landscape areas and

long, straight,

size of parking

area~

should be •tni•ized and each area related to the
group of

building~ serv~d .

Parting should be provided with a clear
circulation network to guide pedestrtans to the
butldtng
Ytsual

entrance~.

i~act

of surface parting areas should be

•int•tzed froa the SR 520 corridor.
c . Parking - Structured - Structured parting should
b~

designed to avotd long faceless planes .

The

scale of parking structures should be .adulated
by tnterruptions of the facades, setbacks, and
lowertng the ftrst level below

th~

exist ing grade

to reduce total hetght .
Facad~s

of parttng structures should tnclude a

landscap~

treat.,nt In addition to archttectural

screening froa the SR 520 corridor.
The top floor of parttng structures should be
provtded wtth landscape screening , along the
cornice and on the deck, etther by trees or a
screentng trellts treat.ent.

Provtde walkways tn

parktng floors that lead to elevators which have
curb~

or other barrters to protect froa vehicular

tntruston.
for securtty, pedestrtan routes should be vtstble
and avotd enclosed, htdden area s .
boxes should be avatlable .

- 11 -

£-.rg~ncy

call

2.

P£D£STRJAN
•·

Ltnkag~s

· Ltnk

propos~d d~v~lo~nt

~lkway,

trail,

bicycl~ syst~

ar~a

surrounding
to

dtr~ctly

1nd

conn~cting

by

crossings of

railroad, Bear

(such as

and driveways) with

Crt~k

designing wfth

•ini•lzing
constst~nt

wtdths and locations and providing

~terfals,

safe, easy 1nd clearly

to

fd~ntfftable acc~ss

th~ linkag~s.

1nd along

closing gaps

barri~rs

sp~cial d~sign trtat~nt,
barrf~rs,

th~

and lining up

~xtsting linkag~s.

tr~ating

fn

to

conv~nf~nt

Safe.

and

1ttractlve connections to Marv-oor Park,
Sa..a•ish River Trail and the Bear

Cre~t

trail syst.- should be provided.
b.

Sidewalks - Mhen
sidewalk,

ext~ndfng

nrw

th~

~lkway

st1ndards 1nd regulations
~t~r\al

1nd

with while

di~nsion

~xisting

should

~et

whil~ b~fng

which fs

on

t~roving

an

t~

current
of 1

c~atible

existing

char1cter.
Alfg~nt

the
c.

~v•l

Arc1des.
hfgh

of nrw sfdewalks should
tr~~s.

of existing

Colonad~s.

~estrf1n
fr~

protection

Canopies - Jn areas of

1ctivity,
w.1ther

Consist~nt trta~nt

1lso encouraged in

•ini•fz~

d~victs

for

•r• encour1ged .

within • sfngle

•r~a

is

to provide a strong

ord~r

fdentfty of space.
d.

[nclos~d

Malls -

should 1llow

p~d~strf1ns

during hours of
~tntafnfng

e.

Tr1fls -

1fford~d

enclos~ ~lls

through access

operatfon whflt stfll

~11

security .

P~d~strt1n

Intersections should
posstbl~.

design of

Th~

-

P~destrfan/vehfcular

~ 1vofd~d

Special design
the

ptd~strfan

when

treat~nt

should

trail crossings of

the Burlington lorthern r1ilro1d tr1cks.
- 12-

b~

f.

Trails-

-

Blcvcl~

locktng bicycles should
readily
g.

for parking and

raclllti~s
b~

provtded and be

fro. bicycle tratls.

tcc~sstble

Tratls - £auestritn - Width of the trtil
should be adequate for two
sid~-by-slde

rtd~rs

In onder to avoid etrth

co.paction tnd vegetation

d~terloration.

[Qu~strlan

trails should be

p~destrian

and bicycle tratls.

(d) Landscape

s~parate

from

Guld~llnes

1. Urban Landscape

building

Treat~nt- Th~

entry, pri.ary vehlcultr entries and butlding
should be planted wtth

p~rt~ters

ornt~ntal

vines, groundcovers, shrubs and/or trees
selected for their
enclosure and

canopy, spatial

scr~enlng,

s~asontl

vartatlon

charact~ristlcs.

2. Moving Mature Trees - £ncourage the
r~location

of .ature trees that would

otherwise be lost during construction .
3.

Site furnishings bollands,

B~nches,

~rch

wells, sldPWalks,

pathwiys, trail and special
should be
ltk~

water fountains,

west~ ~ceptacl~s.

lighting standards,

of

kiosks, stgns,

wet~r featur~s

to be COIPatible el.-ents

d~slgn~d

.. terlals and destgn.

(e) Open Sptce 6uldeltnes
1.

!ort~st

corner-

th~ ~xlstlng

Pr~serve

at

l~ast 75~

stand of trees In the

of

nort~st

corner of the site.
Mlnl•lz~ n~
tr~at~nt

Install
ar~a

and

grading and

ov~rland

ston1

wat~r

In this area.

scr~ening

adjac~nt
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between this open space
parking

ar~as .

£ncourag~ passlv~ r~cr~atlon
blcycl~

trail,

trail,

s~atlng

ptdestrlan lighting, and
should be

Conn~ctlons

House, shopping
Rlv~r

Including a

~ltlng

r~st ar~as,

and

furnishings.

sit~

to the White

provld~d

Part,

cent~r. Ma~or

sa-.a~lsh

trail syst.- and other open space areas.

2. M! i te House · Open space areas at the Just Ice
Wlllla• White House should encourage active and
passive

trails and

op~n spac~s.

3.

and should

recr~atlon

s.~~ish

Providing

Rlv~r

and

~ll.

enhanc~d

and

feaslbl~

locations.

to

open

b. Mating

conn~ctlons

B~ar Cr~et

-

Op~n spac~

by:

for trails at all

grad~ s~paratlon

approprlat~

4.

oth~r

River - Open space should be retained

along the S..na•lsh
a.

shopping

th~

to

conn~ct

oth~r

along Bear

zones.

spac~

Cr~~t

should

be retained and enhanced by:
a.

(ncouraging
discouraging

b.

actlv~ ~cr~atlon.

Ll•ltlng stor.

th~

~t~r t~at.ent s~les

areas so that they do not

~charg~

function of

p~servlng

envlron.ent and providing
areas.

and

passlv~ ~creation actlvlti~s

Stona

and

d~stroy

the natural
passtv~ ~c~atfon

structures

wat~r t~a~nt

should not bt located In thts area . All
swal~s

and

~charge

Integrated wtth
c.

th~

areas should

natural environment .

Protecting vegetation of
tn this

zon~

b~

th~

riparian habitat

by establishing trails and

facllltl~s outsld~

of

ll•ltlng access to

th~

th~

floodway and

creek to

d~slgnat~d

access points.
d.

Providing conn~ctlons to Na~or r•rk, the
S.~•lsh
spac~s.

River, shopping

~11

and

oth~r

open

e.

raclltttes wtthtn thts area should Include a
p.destrlan pathway, bicycle path , equestrtan
trail, passive water access area; seattng,
and site furntshtngs .

5. Publtc open space- Open space should be
retained, enhanced and .ade avatlable for publtc
use through the City fn this design area.
Sfqn liosk s

(f)

1. Sign kiosks- Sign kiosks, whtch provtde
dtrectton to groups of tenants are encouraged as
a 8eans for dlscouragtng nu.erous lndiv ldudl
tenant signs and provtdtng clear dtrecttons .
· fhe~e kio~ks

shall be located in high traffic

areas and be conststent with the design
the

th~

of

develo~nt .

2. SY!bols and Colors - Internat ional sy.bols and

colors should be used Whenever appltcable .
Sectton 16 . Pursuant to RCW 35A. 14 . 330 upon annexatton to the Ctty
of

Red~nd

of that portton of the property depleted on £xh1b1t A coanonly

known as the Old

Red~nd

Golf Link s site, .Which exhtblt Is attached hereto and

Incorporated hereto, the Ctty's Offtclal Zoning Map shall be a-.nded to
classify such property as •city Center Dtstrtct• and •Mtxed Use/Shopping
Center . • All

develo~nt

on such property designated Mixed Use/Shopptng

Center shall be governed by and subject to the conditions and .aster plan set
forth In the docu..nt entitled •Master Plan Conditions of Approval• and
exh i bits thereto dated Aprtl 19, 1988, .alntatned In City file DGA-86- 11 ,
Whlch Is Incorporated herein by this reference as tf set forth In full; and
Which Is hereby approved, together with any a-.nd-.nts to such Mdster Plan
and/or condtttons which .ay be approved as set forth fn the condlttons.

The

foregoing zoning classification, Mdster Plan and Master Plan Condition s of
Approval shall collectively ca.prlse the City's proposed zoning regulation to
becOMr effective upon the annexation of the property Identified In this
section pursuant to RCW 35A. 14 .330.

- 15-

S,ctlon 17.
of

Red~nd

Pursuant to ICW 35A.14.330 upon annexation to the City

of that portion of the property depleted on Exhibit A nort~st of

Leary way the Official Zoning Hap shall be a.ended to designate the property
as •city Center District• and

•ca~us

Office•.

The foregoing zoning

classification shall co.prlse the City's proposed zoning regulation to

bee~

effective upon annexation or the property Identified In this section pursuant
to RCW 3SA.14.330.
Sfctlon 18.

The City's Official Zoning

~P

Is hereby a.ended to

classtfy a portion of that property cOIDOnly known as the Butler··walls panel.
and

~re

particularly depleted as set forth on Exhibit B. attached hereto and

Incorporated herein by this reference as If set forth In full. as •city Center
District.• and •Mixed Use/Shopping Center•. Including the requlr...nt that all
develo~nt

thereon co.ply vlth the

develo~nt

.aster plan approved by the

preceding section 15 of this ordinance and the conditions of approval

Section 19 .

This ordinance. being an exercise of

1

pover

specifically delegated to the City legislative body, Is not subject to
referendum, and shall tate effect five (5) days after passage and publication.

MAYOR, DORCEN MARCHIONE
ATTEST/AUTHENTICATED:

CITY CLER~. DOAIS A. SCHAIBLE
APPROVED AS TO fORM:
O H 7 £ CITY .ATTO~::
B~~(.....;~-~...:;....
_ _ __
fiLED WITH THE CITY CLER~: 11arch 31, 1988
PASSED BY TH( CITY COUNCIL:"April 19, 19£8
PUBLISHED:
May 8, 1988
EffECTIVE DATE:
May 13, 1988
ORDINANCE NO. )416
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ORDINANCE 10. 1415
All ORDINANCE Or TH£ CITY Or REDMOND , WASHINGTON, AN£NDJNG TH£ R[DHOfCD
MUNICIPAL COD£ AND CONHUNITY D£Y£LOPM£NT GUIDE BY R£YISING TH[ CITY'S
GOALS, POLICIES, PLANS AND REGULATIONS GOY£RNING LAND US£ AND
D£Y(LOPM£NT IN TH£ CITY CENTER NEIGHBORHOOD lNOWN AS TH£ CITY C£NT£R
NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN , DGA- 86-10.

WH£R£AS, stnce adoption of the Red.ond Co..unlty Develo~nt Guide In
1979,

~~any

events have occurred wtdch have requlrfll a re .. analysh of the City

Center Ne ighborhood and the goals. policies. plans and retulatlons governing
land use and

develo~nt

In this portion of the City, tncludlng :

1. Significant ca..erclal growth;
2.

Unprec~ented

Increases In traffic ;

3 . Designation of Rtd.ond IS 1 Secondary Metropolitan Center within

the context of the ling County Subregional Plan; and
4. Adoption of Ordinance Mo . 1228. (Actton Two) designating a s\te

for

1

regional shopping center In the City Center design area No .

8.•

and
WH£R£AS. the City Center lttghborhood and such goals. polic\es, plans
and regulations have been
process whch

ca.bin~

re - exa•ln~

through an extensive land use planning

participation by City staff, ...Oers of the public and

professional consultants. cul•lnating In the following reports and
reca..endatlons :
Ylslon Workshop Report
lackground Report
Alternatives Report
Drift 1nd Ftn1l £nviron.ental

J~ct Stat~nt

Prell•lnary leca..endatlons Report.

WHER£AS, the Rtd.ond Pl1nntng Ca.aisston conslderfll proposed
revisions to the
develo~nt

C~nlty Develo~nt

Guide related to land use and

In the City Center Neighborhood which w.re products of this land

use planning process 1nd which w.re expressed In these reports and
reca..endatlons by conducting seventeen public bearings and deliberat ing
through the course of eleven public -.etlng study sessions. 1nd
WHEREAS. after the conclusion of receipt of public testi.ony the
Planning Ca..isston
reca..endatlons w.re

fo~lat~

Its reca..endatlons on DGA-86 -10 and such

tran~itttd

to the City Council by Rtd.ond Mayor Doreen

Mlrchlone on Otcellber 21. 1987. and

Commi~~ion•, rec~ndations

Planning

series of public

~etlng

at

1

public hearing and conducted

study sessions to consider 'uch

rec~ndatlons

1

and

public testl.ony, and
WHEREAS, based upon the foregoing process, the City Council has
detenalned that the a-.nd-.nts to the Rednond
forth hereinafter will

pr~te

of the City and surrounding

C~nlty Develo~nt

Guide set

the health, safety and w.lfare of the citizens

c~nltles

and will provide for orderly growth

and developaent of the City Center Neighborhood, now, therefore,
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF REDMOND, WASHINGTON, HEREBY ORDAINS
AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. Section 208.60 .030(45) of the Rednond Municipal Code and
Community

Guide Is hereby a-.nded to read as follows:

Develo~nt

60.030(45) Polley- Develop a pedestrian and bicycle street
designation syste. to allow for the application of design
standards which reflect the varying Intensity of pedestrian
and bicycle circulation .

This syste. should provide for

the following:
City Center
(a)

Pedestrian Treat-.nt
The

led~nd

way/Cleveland Street Couplet should

.-phdslze pedestrian circulation and the through
.ove.ent of transit.
(b)

Blk~y

Treat.ents

Develop a City Center

blk~y

to key Interior locations.

loop with connections

This central portion of

the City's blkrway plan serves as an urban design

feature providing

1

focal point for bicycling, and it

can be accessed by area transportation corridors.
The .ap entitled •city Center

Blk~y

Plans• Is

Incorporated as part of this subsection.
-

Overlake Business Area

-

Re~ldentlal

-

Business and Industrial parks ·

$fctlon 2.
and

Neighborhoods

Section 208.60.030(65)(d) of the led.ond Municipal Code

C~nlty Develo~nt

Guide Is hereby a-.nded to read as follows:

208 .60.030(65)(d) - Provide for the
transit station In the City Center.
-2-

develo~nt

of a

1hould be provided on

1

staged schedule according to

Metro service provisions, preserving adequate space to
acc~ate

the long-tenl

(c~letlon)

needs of a

transit center.
The downtown transit station should conveniently serve
City core businesses as well as the shopping center.
The City Center circulation plan should Integrate a
transit station with those access streets that will
serve as the prl.ary pedestrian corridors .
The vicinity leading to and surrounding a transit
station should be well lighted and accessible to persons
with special .oblllty needs.
Section 3.

A new Section 108.60.030(125) Is hereby added to the

Rednond Municipal Code and Ca.nunlty

Oevelo~nt

Guide to read as

foll~:

208.60.030(125lPollcy- Seek reversionary rights to the
Burlington Northern Railroad right-of-way to be used for
public purposes If the right-of-way Is abandoned .
Section 4. A new Section 208.60.030(130) Is hereby added to the
Rednond Municipal Code and

C~nlty

Oevelop.ent Guide to read as

follo~ :

60 .030(130) Polley - Discourage eas.-ent uses of the
Burlington Northern Railroad right-of-way which preclude or
obstruct potential future use for public purposes .
Section S.

I

Section 108.60.020(05) of the ledMOnd Municipal Code and

Ca.nunlty Oevelop.ent Guide Is hereby .-.nded by revising the .ap entitled
•Area Transportation Corridors• to read as set forth on the following .ap of
the

title .

sa~

Section 6.
C~unlty

Section 108 .60.060(05) of the led.and Municipal Code

Oevelop.ent Guide Is hereby a..nded to read:
208 .60 .060(05) Arterial Street Pltn - The Arterl•l Street
Plan divides led.ond streets Into four categories by
function:

frerways and expressways, principal arterials,

•lnor arterials, 1nd collectors .
not Included.

Local access streets ate

By designating existing 1nd proposed

vehicular corridors and their functions, the Plan guides
future projects that .eet specific need s.
-3-

~nd

The .aps entitled "Functional Classification and Street
Plan•. •city Center Arterial Street Plan• and the table
entitled "Functional Arterial Classification Su.Nary for
Long Range Transportation Plan• are incorporated as a part
of this subsection.
The following .aps entitled "Functional Classification and Street Plan•. •ctty
Center Arterial Street Plan• and the table entitled "Functional Arterial
Classification

S~ry

for Long Range Transportation Plan• are hereby

tncorporated into said section.
Section 7. Section
Co.nunlty

Oevelo~nt

208 . ~0 . 060(10)

of the Red.and Municipal Code and

Guide is hereby a..nded by incorporating the following

.ap entitled •city Center Bike Plan• and such Section ts a8ended to read as
follo~ :

208.~0.060(10)

BikPWaY Pltn- Tht Red.and Bikeway Plan

provtdes for bikeways that can be ustd for recreation and
trtnsportation.

Several types of bikeways can be provided.

depending on their purpose and the conditions tlong their
proposed route.
The .aps entitled

"Bik~y

Pltn• and •city Center Bike

Plan• are incorporated as a part of this subsection.
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STAT£ ROUT[ !120
4/5
R£0MOND WAY (rxcrpt
couplrt)
3
R£DMOND WAY/CL(Y(LAND
STR[(J COUPL(T
4
148TH AY£NU£ N. £.
R(D-WOOD ROAD (1&41H
AY(. N. C.)
2-4
AVONDAL[ ROAD
2
148TH AY£ . N. £. £XT£NSJON 0
SR 901 £XT£NSJONIWLSP
0
UTUISJON)
N.£. 24TH STR[[J (148TH TO 4
1!I&TH)
W. LX. SANKAHISH PXWY (BEL- 2
R£0 ROAD TO REDMOND WAY)
IILL 124TH STR££T
2
1&0TH AV[. N.£.
2
N. C. 90 lH ST. (WILLOWS TO 0
SR 202)
MINOR ARHRIALS :
l(ARY WAY
2
4
N.£. 85TH STR££T
N.[. 24TH STR££T (1!1bTH TO 2
W. LX. SAKKA~ISH Pr.:WY.)
W. LK . SAMMAMISH PKWY
2
1S&TH AV[NU[ N.[. (N.[.
4
20TH toN .[ . 51ST)
2-4
H.£. 51ST STR££T
H.£ . 40TH STR£(T
2-4
2
N. £. OLD R£DMONO ROAD
140TH AVENU[ N.[ .
2
£. LK. SA~AHISH PKWY
2
N.( . UNION HILL ROAD
2-4
NOV£LTY HJLL ROAD
2
2-4
B£L-R(O ROAD
WILLOWS ROAD
2
132ND N.£.
2
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0- 2

2

2
0

0
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2

2

0

0

4

2

2

0

0
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4
4
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0
0
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0

0
1
0
0

0-2
2
0
0

4

2

2

0

0

4

0

2

0-2

2

2··4
2··4
4-5

0
0
0

0 ·2
2
2

0
0
0

2
0
0

3
4

0-2
1-2

2

2

1-2
2
2

0
2
1

2
2
2

2

0

0

2

2

1
2

1-2

4

1-2

2
2
2

0

0-2
2
1
1
2
0· 2
1··2
2
2
1-2

4

2-4
2-4
2-4
2

0 ·2

2-4
2

0-2
0
0
0·2
0

4

0-2

2
2

0 2
0-2

4

2

2

0
0-2
0
2
1··2
1-2

0··2
0-2
0-1
0
0
0
0
1-2
0

2

2

COLl(CTORS :
4/!1
0·1
2
0
0
1~8TH AV£. N.(. (N.£.
0··2
8& Til ST. TO R£ Df'IONO
WAY)
0··2
0
0
159TH AV[. H.£.
0
2
2
1S&TH AV[. N. £. (N.£. 51ST
1
0
2
0· 2
2
TO OLD R£D ROAD)
2
0
4/5
0·1
0
1&1ST AV£ . N.£. (N.(.
0-4
2
90TH ST. 10 CL£V£LLAND ST . )
N. ( . 116TH STR££T
1
0
2
0
2
2
I
N.£. 104TH STR[[T
1
2
2
2
2
N. £. 1001 H
2
2
2
2
0
2
l&f>TH AV£ . N.(.
2
0·2
0 ·2
2-4
2
2-4
1
N.£. 95TH STR££T
2
0
1
2
2
0 -2
N.( . BOTH STR££T (R£DMOND 2
2·4
0
2
2
WAY TO 171ST AV£.)
172ND AV[. N.[ .
2
1
1
2
2
2
N.(. 20TH STR££T
4
4
0 1
0
2
0
0
180TH AVENU£ N. £. (SOUTH or 2
2
2
2
2
UNION HILL ROAD)
H.£. 801H ST. (132NO AV£.
2
2
2
N.[. TO 140TH AV£.)
AVONDALE WAY
4
4
2
2
0
0
111ST AVL N.r.
1· 2
1- 2
I
2
2
1
H.£. 85TH S1R£ET
UHNSION
0· 2
1
0
0
2
2
• May lnc1udr lrft turn l•nn or two ·wcty lrf t · turn lctnr~ Utf'l>t u nut t'd l>y
2/3 or 4/5 .
••oors not lncludr Cl•ss J or Cl•ss JJJ Bicycle fctcllltlr~

Stction 8.

Stctlon 208.85.130 of the Redmond "unlcipal Code and

Community Dtvelopqent Guide is hereby amended to read :
108 . 85.130 CJTY C£NT£R
The City Center Is roughly bounded by Education Hill and
Bear Creek on the north, Bear Creek on the south and
and the

Sa~mish

River on the

we~t .

ea~t.

The intent of the

City Ctnttr Plan is to blend Redmond's natural setting with
economic

activitle~

and attractive

to create a fiscally healthy, unique
area.

downto~~

Jt fs

that the

l~ortant

City Ctnter be the focus of the conmunity and as such thE'
Plan be a statemE"nt about the community's

ae~thetlc,

functional and cultural aspirations.
ruNCTJoH:

The long ttna economic vitality of the City

Ctnter h critical to the anthetic as well as functional
objectives of Rtdmond.

Jt .ust not only be an employment

ctnter, but .ust be a livtly and satt place to be.
plan provides tor a variety of uses. and clusters
cQNPle~ntary

groupings.

This Is Intended to

The
the~

In

consolidat~

and promote a higher density and concentrated retail core
with Increased activity.

This concentrated retail grouping

Is designed to create a focus to the City Center .
D£SJGN AND A£STH£TJCS:

Jt Is the Intent of the plan to

retain key natural features. and large open spacts such as
the

Sa~mish

River, Bear Crtek and park artas.

This would

be achlevtd through a landscaping program bastd on the
concept of the downtown as an urban park designed to
support a commercial and
scale .
lnfo~l

~lo~nt

This concept will be

center of reglondl

l~l~nted

by •soft" or

landscaped areas on the edges of the City Center

which act as transitions to the adjacent neighborhoods and
fildrymoor Park.
walkways located throughout the downtown will be designE'd
to connect to these edges and to link both fon.dl and
info~l

gathering places within the coamercial area.

Thtse edges should be designed to provide a sense of entry
to this area . walkways and other landscaped areas should

-5-

.....fl . - -·--

the

~•n~e

· ·· - -- - - ·

of

the adjacent

thi~

··- ··· · r-·-··· .-.. ..... ,.,, .. ""'

••~•.,

•c-L.a•••

area as a valley floor when viewed from

hill~lde~.

Consi s tent with this

t~ge

the bicycle

strengthened and expanded on .

the~

should be

Bicyclists will be

encouraged to enter Into the downtown area from the
Sa~mish

River Trail.

85 . 130(05) City Centt'r Goal ·· Utilize Redoond's history,
natural setting and growth

opportunitie~

to develop a

uniqut', attractlvt' and economically healthy City Center
offering a variety of service , office, retail shopping,
living and recreational

opportunltie~ .

(a) Policy - The City Center Is

de~lgnated a~

activity center and classified as a

the

~econdary ~tropol it an

center for the purpose of IMplementing the King County
Subregional Plan In establishing priority areas fo r the
concentration of
allocation of

and

~loynent

tran~portatlon

~Discourage expan~ion

c~rlial

growth and the

funding .
of City Center boundaries .

L!1 [ncourage City Center as the focus of retail, offi ce
and service uses for the Redmond Planning Area.
85 . 130(10) City Ct'nter Goal -Promote the
Center as the

prl~ry

develo~nt

of the City

CDNmerclal activity center and destinat ion

location for the City and greater Redmond area .
(a) Polley- Provide a location for a variety of office,
service, retail shopping and living opportunities .
(b) Pol l ey · [ncourage the development of a

~ j or

comparison center area In downtown RedPOnd which would
expand business opportunities , provide additional revenue
and be a positive Influence In the

develo~nt

of the City.

(c) Polley - Require conparison shopping center
propo~als

to Integrate the shopping

facllitie~

visually,

functionally, and through pedestrian connections Into the
City Center.
(d) Polley - £ncourage and promote the City Center as a
location for both large and

s~ll

business which are

compatible with the long term econom ic
conmunlty .

··6·

h~alth

of the

(e) Policy- Encourage clustering of associated business
uses to reduce conflict

a~ng

uses and to Increase

convenience for bus inesses and users by :

Encourage comparison retail and
cent~r

at the

a~soclated u~e~

of the downtown area to encourage development of

a concentrated shopping area which acts as an active,
people oriented focus to the downtown and City .
Encourage pedestrian retail and associated uses at the
center of the downtown area to encourage development of
a concentrated shopping area which acts as an active,
healthy downtown and city.
Encourage ofl !ce uses located adjacent to the retail
core.
(f) Polley- Encourage public and private sector
cooperation In providing capital InvestMent such as
parking, and street

1GProve~nts

which contribute to

retaining existing businesses and encouraging new

busine~s

to locate In the City Center.
(g) Polley - Encourage the development of hous ing In and
adjacent to the City

Cent~r

to support business

activltie~

and increase the vitality of the area.
(h) Polley- Encourage

c~ter

traffic to use

bypas~

opportunities which will reduce traffic on City Center
streets and allow easy access to businesses.
(I) Polley- Encourage City Center .-ployees to use
transit, car pools and other fonas of transportation which
reduce congestion and free up space for
(j)

cust~r

parking.

Polley- Encourage shared, clustered parking to

reduce the total number of overall stalls needed and
Increase the economic and aesthetic potential of the area.
85.130(15) City Center Goal-

Encourag~

public and private

development to retain and enhance the natural features In
the City Center area to create a unique and attractive

conmerclal park setting which will establish the
- 7-

i~ge

and

character for development throughout the City .
(a) Policy- Encourage landscaping plans which are
infonmdl, retain desirable

tree~

and use native plant

.sterittls .
(b) Policy · Encourage

info~lly

designed landscap ing

and open spttce on the edges of City Center to act as a
trttnsltion to adjttcent neighborhoods and Hdrynoor Pttrk.
(c) Polley · Speclttl archltecturttl and landscaping
features \hould be developed at all

~jor

entrttnces to the

City Center .
(d) Policy - Development adjacent to the

Sa~mish

River, Bear Creek and other park areas should be designed
to

comple~nt

and enhance these areas by such techn i ques as :

Fronting buildings and associated entrances on the pttrk.
Providing convenient public access to the park .
Complementing the park with addltlonttl landscaping,
plazas and other pedestrian fetttures .
Avoid locating parking lots, auto-oriented signing and
service areas toward the park spttce .
(e) Pol icy ·· Use landscaping and other fom:; of
screening to soften the appettrance of parking lots, bttck s
of buildings and service areas fraN public streets,
walkways and adjacent hillside s .
(f~

Policy - Existing parks in the City Center

Neighborhood should be retttlned and enhttnced.
Opportunities to acquire additional parks and open spa ce
shall be consistent with Chapter 208 . 50 PARKS,
AND OP(N SPAC£ of the Conmunlty

Oevelo~nt

85 . 130(20) City Center Goal- Encourttge the

~£CR£ATIOH

Guide .
develo~nt

of

the City Center as the cultural focus of the greater
Redmond a ru .
(a) Policy .. Encourttge the developnlt'nt of a perfonning
arts center In the City Center.
(b) PoHcy ·· Encourage the developnll'nt of publtc art
fetttures with all developnll'nt.
(c) Polley - Crettte a progrttm which loctttes public art
-8·

features tn key locations tn the City Center.
85.130(25) City Center Godl
Bicycle Capital of the
(a) Policy

ro~ter

Redqond's i.age as

Northwe~t .

Provide bicycle facilities such as

connections to the

Sa~mlsh

River Trail, bicycle racks In

conjunction with new developments, bike lanes on key
streets and slgnage at key points.
(b) Polley- Encourage bicycle races and other cycling
related activities In the City Center .

85 .130(30) Convenience

C~rclal

Design Area Goal-

Provide low scale centers for convenience retail business
as well as other CONPatlble

c~rclal,

service and office

uses that require convenient vehicular access and
significant parking.
tal Polley · Encourage business drivew.sy access on loc.sl
streets rather than the arterials Wherever feasible.
(b) Policy

Encourage joint use of drtveways and

parking to •inl•ize vehicle turning conflicts and reduce
overall parking needs.
(c) Polley - Separate and/or buffer walkways from
vehicular circulatton areas.
(d) Polley - Avoid the creation of lots Which tncrease
the nunber of driveways on Redqond Wdy, Cleveland Street,

Avondale Road and the Redmond · Woodlnvllle Road .
-9 .

85 . 130(35) Convenience Coqmercial Design Area Goal Provide for low scale cONmercial areas which are
attractively designed and reflect the

i~ortance

of their

position as entrances to the City Center.
Cal Policy - Avoid the orientation of service areas, the
back of buildings and unscreened parking toward parks,
walkways, arterials and freeway areas .
(b) Policy- Recognize the
create a strong visual
t~roving

i~ge

i~ortance

and a potential to

for the neighborhood by

the appearance of Redmond way and the

Redmond -Wood inville Road at the

entrance~

to the City

Center.
(c) Policy ·Work with Burlington Northern to

enhc~n ce

the appearance of the railroad bridge over Redmond Wdy to

act as an entrance feature.

85.130(40) Office Des ign Area Goal - Encourage
of office uses that provide transition
residential uses, and

sti~late

fr~

develo~nt

retail and

concentrated economic

activity and e111ployment in the City Center .
(a) Policy - Encourage professional, financial and
conmercial office land uses, with associated uses such a s
business and personal services.
(b) Policy - £ncourage a •lx of offict, residential and
li•ited retail within the district and within structures.
- 10-

support and focus activity in pedestrian ares.
(d) Polley- Provide a bdlance of vehicle and pedestridn
circulation by encourdglng structured pdrking conveniently
connected to the pedestrian linkage system and centrdl core
ared .
(e) Policy - Provide adequdte open spdce and pervious
surftlce to altlgdte the hlpdcts of higher den's lty
structures.
(f) Policy - [ncourage retdil use at ground level of
office buildings nedr pedestrldn areas .
(g) Policy - Develop a system of public and prlvdle open
spaces thdt link activities at the street level.

--··II

-

.. ,

; 't:

85 . 130(45) Pedestrian Oes1gn Area G9al- Provide an area
for pedestrldn-orlented retail activities which visually
and functlondlly

compl~nts

and benefits from the retdil

shopping 1n the Old Town area and proposed Regiondl
Shopping Center.
(a) Polley- Provide a visually significant and direct
connection to the adjdcent shopping center and Old Town to
allow these arus to function as a un·ifled retdll ared.
(b) Policy · Provide tor pedestrldn a.wnlties such as
benches, kiosks, plazds, public art and wide sidewdlks .

-· l1 .

(c) Polley - Encourage window and aerchandise displays
next to pedestrian walkways.
(d) Polley - [ncourage the .odulation of buildings
facing the walkways to provide areas for outdoor
restaurants, displays and gathering areas.
(e) Polley · Work with Burlington Northern Railroad to
develop a

land~caping

and

pede~trian

treat-.nt for the

railroad right-of-way that allows easy access along and
across It and reduces Its visual iMpact on the area .
(f)

Policy- Encourage the development of a parking

program for this area that :
Minimizes on-site parking to allow development of a
compact shopping district.
Provides for on-street parking .
Explores the potential of providing additional surface
and/or structured parking adjacent to this design
district.
Encourage~

development and signing adjacent to the Old

Town area to complement rather than dominate the des ign
objectives of that area.
85.130(50) Pede strian Design Area (Old Town) Goal

Haintaln and enhance pedestrian activities tn Old Town to
the human scale of the area.

~haslze

(a) Polley - Ensure that public

i~rov~nt s

(street s , walkways, lighting and landscaping)

tn the area

cOMpl~nt

the pedestrian activity in Old Town.
(b) Polley - Encourage the installation of benches,
kiosks and other street furniture which provide a unifying
element and aid tn developing the historical character and
pede~trlan

scale of the area.

(c) Polley

Encourage the use of financial -.chanlsms

available to fund the installat ion of pedestrian related
sidewalk

·~rov~nts

(public, private or combination) .

85 . 130(55) Pedestrian Design Area (Old Town) Goal··

Encourage and pronate the

pede~trian

use of outdoor

space ~

in Old Town.
(a) Polley - Encourage the use of park s or •people
places• In or along the streetscape .
-1l -

(b) Policy ·· Creatt a

vi~ual

pedestrian ftature, t.g . , fountdin,

square, sculpture or other focal point that will draw people to
or •people

along the streetscape .

place~·

(c) Policy- Encourage strong pedestrian
exi~tlng

pdrk~

and potential

linkage~

c~rcial develo~nt

with other

In tht City

Cent~r.

85.130(60) Ptdestrlan Design Area (Old Town) Goal- Maintain and
encourage an attractive and high quality environ111ent for Old To·,:n
through specHh atttntion to archittctural detail,
and the

str••t~c~pe

(a) Policy ·

rtlationship~

~intdin

height

c0111pont>nt~

of

th~

between them.

li•lt~tions

In Old Town

th~t

are

in Old

lo~~

which

appropri~'te to the ptdestrictn envlron~~ent.

(b) Policy

[ncourage ntw inflll

dtvelop~~ent

i~

compatible to the historic characttr of the arta.
85 . 130(65) Pedestrian Design Are.s (Old Town) Goal ·· Adopt criterid
and standdrds for Old Town which tncourctge a balance between the nt>ed
to realize

econ~lc

viability and the achievement of

to the historical characttr and function of Old

c0111pl~ntary

(a) Policy - Create a design
evaluate new

dl~trlct

overlay zone In Old

To~~ To~~

trtat~~ents

De~lgn

Plctn to

addrts~ ~pe c ific

for gdtew.y areas.

(c) Polley · Oevtlop a sign progrct• Which

reflect~

the Old

To~~

charctcter of the area and pedtstrian naturt of the district.
85.130(70)
ndtural and

to

develop~~ent .

(b) Policy - Develop an Old Town
street

developm~nt

Ptdestri~n
~n~d•

Design Area (Old Town) Goal

ENphdsize the

features of Old Town and the surround ing

are~

which achievt a balanced, pleasant urban space.
(a) Policy

Encourage

Red~nd's

historic character of

architectural styles predominant during the late 19th century and
early 10th century.

··13

(b) Policy -

Encour~ge

an intensified planting

prog rc~m

in Old Town through the use of special .edian planting,
flower baskets and/or other

seasonc~l

plant

dlsplc~ys.

85.130(75) Pedestrian Design Area (Old Town) Goal- Create
thc~t

opportunities for economic development
hec~lthy

business

envlron~nt

will proqote a

in Old Town .

(a) Policy - Actively support economic development
.e~sures

thdt serve to

retc~ln

and

pr~t ~

the growth ot

business and attrdct new businesses thdt are compdtible
with the

ot Old Town.

sc~le

(b) Policy - [ncour•ge pedestrian -oriented retdil
businesses to locate in Old Town .
(c) Policy - Encourage •lxed use de ve lopment
possibilities which

use s on ground floor

incorporc~te retc~ll

with service or housing on upper stories.
(d) Polley- Encourage economic Incentive
will encourage historic

redevelop~nt

progrdm~ thc~t

of structures and

provide new business opportunities.
(e) Policy- Encourage a variety of economic activities
that will provide for

pede s trlc~n

uses In Old Town during

the day as well as the evening.
85 . 130(80) Pedes trian Design Are• (Old Town)
Encourage the
a

~nn!r

which

develo~nt
~lntalns

Goc~l

-

and redevelopment of the are• In
a chardcter and scale consistent

with its role as the historic Old Town center and

focc~l

point of the coamunity.
(t) Policy-·

Encourc~ge

the preservation tnd

of structurally sound historic buildings in a
is consistent with the Old Town

chc~rc~cter

(b) Polley- Encourage public and

restorc~tlon
~nner

which

of the ared .

privc~te

sector

partnerships for the historic redevelopment of buildings .
(c) Policy - Allow flexibility in zoning and building
codes to encourage the preservdtion and

rehc~bllltc~tlon

buildings of historic value .
85 . 130(85) Pedestrian Design Are• (Old Town)

Goc~l



Encourage the balance of function between the need for
- 14·

of

through ·trafftc opportunlt le~ as well as the re ··deflnit !on
of Old Town as a traffic

de~tinatlon .

(a) Policy · Avoid 4··1ane arteric1h through Ol d Town .
(b) Policy ·· Provide on street pc1rklng .
(c) Polley ·· Jntegrc1te public trc1nslt, bus

tnfonldtlon kiosks with streetscc1pe .

-15-

stop~

and

Section 9.

Section 20C . 10. 200 of the Redmond Municipal Code and

COMmunity Development Guide Is hereby repealed and Sections ?OC.10.210
•suslness Park District (BP)•, 20C . 10.220 •Light Industry District (ll)" and
Section~

20C . 10 . 230 •Heavy Industry District (Dl)", are each renumbered to
20C . 10. 200, 20C . 10.210 and ?OC.10.2?0, respectively .

a~

Section 10 . .The City's Official zoning Kdp Is hereby amended
forth herein and a new Section 20C . 10 . 230 Is hereby added to the

set

Redn~nd

Hunicipal Code and Community Development Guide to read as follows :
?OC.10.230(05) CITY C£NT£R D£SIGN AR£AS ·The City Center is divided
Into four Design Areas entitled, •convenience Commercial", •otfile",
•Pedestrian•, and •Hixed Use/Shopping Center• .

These are

delinedt~d

by the .ap entitled •city Center Design Areas•, Included In

thi~

sect I on . ·
?0C .10 . 230(10) CITY C[NT[R LAND US[ AND SIT[ R[QUJR[H[HTS - The chdrt
entitled, •city Center Land Use and Site Requirements• is
incorporated as a part of the subsection .

It

Indicate~

what land

uses are permitted in the Des i gn Areas and other restrictions reldted
to these uses .
(a)

The Intent of each of the Design Areas Is as

follow ~ :

Convenience Commercial- This Design Area for retail
~rchandise

and services of dally consumption such as

entertainment, food, dry cleaners, florists and similar uses .
These areas are located near entrances to the City Center and
are oriented

prt~rlly

to auto.obile access .

Residential

u s e~

1re also encouraged .
(b)

Qfl1f! - The Office Design Area ts established to provide for
uses such as financial and professional services, public
administrative offices, health services, residential uses and
other activities nonadlly conducted In higher density
~ltl - story structure~.

The Office Design Area is separatPd

Into two sub- classifications, Urban and Canpus, which provide
tor a differentiation In intensity of use, particularly
building height, near the center of the City Center Di s trict .

-16 -

(c)

Pedestrian - The Pedestrian Design Area Is an area of
•lxed retail, servi ce and residential uses Which
provide a focus of pedestrian activity between the
shopping center and the office areas.

It

Incorporates the historical area (Old Town) and links
the shopping center to other parts of the City

Center.

The Intent of this Design Area Is to ll•lt

automobile use to accommodate pedestrian activity and
encourage recreational and cultural uses .
(d)

Mixed Use/Shopping Center - The Intent of this Des ign
Area Is to provide for a .ajor regional shopping
cen~er

facility and associated uses such as offices,

other retail activities, residential, theaters and a
hotel .

The Design Area Is designed to

focu~

activity

adjacent to the existing center of the City Center
District and provide for pedestrian and

aut~blle

Integration between the two areas.
20C .10 . 230C15) - for

purpo~es

Center Land Use and Site

of

ad~lnlsterlng

Requlr~nts•

the •city

chart, the following

definitions are noted :
(a)

Services : Services are professional, co.nerclal and
public activities Including lodging, personal
services, business and financial services, •lnor
repair services, entertaln.ent and recreation
services, health services, social services, legal
services , educational services and cultural services .
Services such as Industrial laundries and dry
cleaning,

aut~tlve

repair services,

te~tlng

laboratories, publishing, warehousing/storage and
similar

use~

are considered Industrial uses and are

excluded fron this definition.
(b)

Retail Uses:
In selling

Retail uses are

~rchandlse

establls~nts

engaged

to the general public for

personal or household consUMPt ion ; processing of
products does not occur or Is only a •inor part of
use

(re~taurants ,

butcher shops, etc . ) . General
- 17-

categories tnclude food stores. service stations.
apparel. furniture and

h~

furnishings. eating and

drinking places. and general .. rchandlse .
(c)

Public Facilities and Utilities : Public facilities
tnclude govern.ental adNinlstratlve offices.
libraries. parks. pollee and fire stations.
educational Institutions. cultural fac111tles.
cOimUnlty or senior centers. parking structures.
local utility supply lines or substations . Utilities
are gas. water.

s~r.

electricity. telephone and

cable television.

20C.l0.?30C?O> SP[CJAL D£V[LQPH£NT CRJT[RIA- BUILDINGS
OV£R FOUR STORJ(S - The standards set forth In
ZOC . ?0 .?35(70) are defined to guide review of Special
Develo~nt

Penalts for buildings exceeding the four story

height liMit In the Urban Office Area .

These

shall be Met prior to Issuance of a Special
Pen~lt

for buildings exceeding four stories .
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requlr~nts

Develo~nt

City Center Design Areas
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10C.10 .?301l0) CITY C£NT£R LAND US£ AND SJT[ R[OUJR[N[NTS
O.s lgn Areas
onvenlence
COlllllt' rc1.al

Pedestrian

Office

Hhed Us~(g)
Center 9

Urban ca.ous

It AND US£S

Rtt.a11@

p

PQ)

P(l)

p

p

Services (C~rclal.
Professional, Public~

p

p

p

p

,

Residential:
Multi-FaN11yiSr.
Housing

30 dulac

30 dulac

Sr. Housing with
Bonus(!)

SOP.

SOP

SDP

SOP

,

,

p

,

15~

30%

25~

ZO%

Public racllltles
and Ut111t1es

30 dulac 30 dul.ac

30 dulac
SOP

,

SIT£ R£QUJR£N£NTS
Minimum Open space
(Includes Linkage
System , Internal
Landscaping, Aftrntt Ies)

~X IIDUIIl Ht'lght@
Drive-through
facilities

_\f

Q)

1 stortes

30 feet
p

®

4 stories 4 stories 3 stories 3
§0 f~et
40
!.tortes
50 feet

®

p

No single-story retail pt~ltted. Retail pen.ltted on ground floor only,
except restaurants. dellcatessans and taverns, Which are allOWPd on any
floor. Retail required on ground floor In buildings over 4 stories.
2 No single-story retail penaltted. testaurants, taverns and dellcatessans
are allOWPd on any floor. Other ll•lted retail and services such u a copy
shop, barber shop, -.gazlne and snack shop, flOWPr shop, etc • .ay be
allowed on the ground floor If the structure Is four stories tn height.
The Intent of the other ll•lted retail use ts to serve office workers In
the l~dlate area of the use .
·
3 Buildings over 4 stories penaltted with SOP . Governed by Section
20C .20 . Z35(70)(f) .
4 Multl ·storv bulldlnas onlv .

6 Adult entertal~nt Is governed by Section ZOC.ZO .Ol5 of the Co..unlty
Development Guide.
1 Governed by Section 10C.Z0.235(70)(c) Senior Citizen Houstng Develo~nt
Dens ltv Bonus .

10 Both the stories ana height standard .ust not be exceeded .

ZOC . 10.230C25) CITY C[NT(R LINKAGE SYST(H - The City Center
Linkage

Syste~

is a network of landscaped pedestrian ways

and SMdll greenbelts.

It is established to provide safe

pedestrian routes, enhance the appearance of

building~

their settings. provide a unified design element to

and

off~et

varying architectural styles, and to soften the appearance
of parking lots and service storage areas.

Planting is

Intended to provide street trees and other vegetation
appropriate for an urban setting.

Hassing and aggregating

of plantings to achieve a strong, positive statement Is
encouraged.

Use of seasonal color and ease of .cintenance

are plant characteristics that should also be considered .
(a)

Installation of Linkage System- The various
components of the Linkage Syste• shall be provided as
noted on the

~P

entitled, •city Center Linkage

System• which Is Incorporated as a part of this
section.

As property Is developed or redeveloped,

corresponding portions of the system shall be
installed or otherwise provided for by the property
owner/developer.
(b)

Linkage System Description
~-

A 30-foot landscaped walkway which Includes

an 8- foot sidewalk and 22 feet of planting.

Type J

Is .est typically used for internal block linkages
and entry arterials to City Center.

Average width is

30 feet with a •lnl.u• width of 15 feet.
Type II - A 20 -foot landscaped walkway which

Include~

an B· foot sldeWdlk and 12 feet of planting.
[XCfPTION - There shall be a 20-·foot landscapt'd
walkway which Includes a 10-toot sidewalk and 10 feet
of planting on 1&4th Avenue N.[ . south of N. f. 85th
Street and on the Redmond Wdy/C1eveland Street
Couplet .

Type II is .est typically used tor streets

and some internal block linkages.

Average width Is

20 feet with a minimum width of 10 feet .
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(c)

[ase.ents- Where a Ltnkage System walkway extsts or
ts required outside of a publtc rtght-of-way, an
eas~nt

for the Ctty of Redmond

~Y

be requtred to

provtde conttnuity of the walkway to adjointng
property .
(d)

Permitted [ncroachments - Buildings .ay extend into
or over required ltnkage system landscaptng or
walkways when :
The

encroach~nt

ts integrated into the linkage

system by providing a covered walkway plaza or it
otherwtse complements

pede~trtan activitie~;

The requtred average and •lntmum width of the ltnkage
sy~tem

Is

~tntatned

~intained;

~

ten- foot building setba ck ts

from tntertor block property lines; except

that no setback ts requtred when adjotnlng

propertle~

are under conmon ownership or a wrttten agreement ts
obtained from the adjacent property owner.

JuliliJ n'/s • ..,,qurcs ;,nd rOt>! pro)cdions lti.Jy
c,t .. ncl o ver J1nl•9 r syst •: ,q wh<.·n !My t ·nh;mv :
pctt.lt· str~• n .JCtlVJtJc.•s .

J~;JdJnqs a.~
t~~M r

rncro•ch i nto • /JnlJq~ sys t r~
J• pro vJdrd •t •n o thft T Joc•t , , ,.,

com~ns•t 1 on

-lO -

(~)

Width

from Curb-

M~a~ur~d

adjoins a public
..asur~d from

a Linkage

Wher~

width shall be

str~~t. th~ syst~m's

of

th~ ~dge

Sy~t~m

or

th~ ~xlstlng

propos~d

curb.
(f)

Construction

-

Standard~

sld~walks ar~

ld~nt i fl~d

Con~tructlon

standards for

In Appendix H, CITY C£Nl£R

LINKAG( SYSTEM COHSTRUCTJON SP£CJFJCATIONS .
(g)

·

prlv~way Crossing~

should

Syst~m

~ncourag~d

Ar~as

In

Orlv~ways

and joint

b~ •lnlmlz~d

to

crossing

and

s~parat~ vehlcl~s

will not

4rlv~way~

th~ ar~a r~qulr~d

to

Linkage

th~

of

us~

drlv~way~

ped~strlans.

as part of

b~ calculat~d

In the linkage

b~ landscap~d

Sys_t~m.

(h)

Acc~ss

to Buildings -

building to linkage

P~d~strlan acc~ss

Syst~m

shall not

from primary

b~ lnt~rrupted

by vehicular circulation, parking or other
Which discourage
(I)

p~destrlan

Interior Block linkage
•id · bloc k ll nkage
parking

(j)

~t

Interruptions of

by vehicular circulat ion or

1i be •lnlmlzed .

Varlatl or. ( u eedlng Standcl rd s .. Variations In the
linkage

s ~; t em

which

~xce~d t h~

standards

approved by the

T~chnlcal Co.mltt~~ .

In

of the

th~ judg~nt

creat~

Th~

~Y b~

varl•tlon ,

T~chnlcal Commltt~e •

a linkage syst.- out of

with the surrounding
(k)

use .

Syst~m-

syst~ms

~l~~nts

charact~r

.ust not

and harmony

linkag~ syst~ms .

Variations not .. etlng standards - Variations In the
linkage system which do not ..et •lnlmum standards
~Y

be

by the

approv~d

variations .ay

T~chnlcal Conmltt~e .

b~ allo~d aft~r

factors , Including, but not
~xlstlng

r\ght-of ··wy

~xlst!ng

buildings

p~destrlctn

and

consideration of

llmlt~d

avallabl~

~ncroachlng

v~hlcular

to .. ~t standctrds
In linkage

ar~a

volun.s anticipated

~xlstlng v~g~tation

disruption of

syst~m

acc~sslbll!ty

to buildings
-21·

to :

continuity

(1)

Old Town - The area tdentlfted on City Center
Syst~ ~P

Ltnkag~

as •old Town• requires the sidewalk

component only .
(•)

walkwav Separation - On heavily traveled roadways
without on-street parking or bike lanes to protect
pedestrians, planting areas should be used to
separate the walkways from the curb .

City Center Linkage System
. I
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5fctlon 11 .

An~

Section 20C.20.235(70)(f) Is hereby added to the

Red.and Municipal code and Co.nun\ty
(f)

Develo~nt

Guide to read as follows:

luildinas Over rour Stories - Buildings .ay rhe over
four stories tn the City Center District , Urban
Office Design Area provided that:
A. Structured or underground parking 1s required.
B. A Transportation

Hanag~nt

Plan Is required.

D. An Increase .ust be acco.panied by retai1 on the
A s.all portion of the ground floor

ground floor .

can be used for non-retail uses in areas
deten~lned

by the Technical Ca.Rittee to have very

low potential for suitability for retail leasing .

ln no clrcu.stances shall the non- retatl co.ponent
exceed 25S of the leasable area .

Retail on the

ground floor shall be oriented to the linkage
syst.- whenever possible .
£.

Maxi.u~

building heights shall be as

foll~ :

1. 6 stortes (75 feet) for offtce use wtth ground
floor retail.
2. B stories (100 feet) tf at least 50S of floor

area is In residential use .
r . Public plazas or other public facilities at ground
floor are required to provide connections with the
linkage sys t.- .

G. Architectural character .ust be han10nlous wtth
the c ttyscape.

H.

£nvtro~ntal

1~acts

.ust be satisfactorily

•ttigated in a .anner consistent with the design
objectives of the district.
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$fctton 12. Section 10C.20.1S0(10) of the Rtdaond Municipal Code and
C~nlty Oevelo~nt

Guide is hereby a.ended by revising the table entitled

•Parting Spaces ltQuirtd• tncorporattd thtrtin to rtad as set forth on the
following tablt wtth tht sa.e titlt .
Section 13.
C~unity Otvelo~nt

Stction 20C . 20 . 1S0(20) of tht Redmond Municipal Code and
Guide is hereby a.ended by repealing subsection (a)

thereof tntitlted •oowntown Parking District re- ltttering the

~inlng

~iver

of

Rtquir~nts•

and

subsections (b) - (f) to (a) - (e) correspondingly .

Section 14 . Section 20C . 20.140(10) of the Red.and Municipal Code and
Conmunlty

Oevelo~nt

Guldt ts htreby a.ended by revising the table entitled

•aequlr.-ents for Outdoor Storage• tncorporattd Into said section to read as
set forth on the following table wtth the sa.e title .
$ectton 15 . Section 20C . 20 . 230(30) of the
C~nlty Oevtlo~nt

•sign

Rtqul~nts

Rt~nd

Municipal Code and

Guide ts hertby a.ended by revising the table tntltled

Ptr Zoning District• to read as set forth on the

table with the sa.e title .
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foll~lng

. .

ken d Sect .ton 10C 20 150

r ar .._.

In(~ a~

•

..

f 0 11 ow• .

PARt< 11\G

$PAC:r$

ZOOIM> DISTRICT
General
~ric:ulture

R.nc:h [shir..
Residential (siat~
Suburban [shies
Suburb.n Res i denc:e
Urb.tn Res i dence
Muliiple Residence

Profess.ion.l Office
NeiahLodiOOd Bus.i~!.
tcrm.rcial Off ic..
Ccmnun i ty au ~ i ne!O!.
Gener al Camler,;;e
City CenfM
Conveni~~ Commercial
Office:
Urb.an
t..nJ.us.
P~tr ien
. -

6
A
R£
Rl

R£QU IR£0

R£0UIR£n
Mini""'" R.tQu i red
2/du

orr-STRl:(T PARt< lNG
M.x l tnun AI Iowed
NS

R1-R~
R4-~-R6

R8-RI2
R10-R.50

1.2/Studio du
1.5/1 a..droan dul
I • 812 Bedr oan cluJ
2.01~ Oedroan cluJ

NS

PO

J.~/1000 ~a . fi.afa

4.~/1000 $Q.fi.~f·

fe

4/1000 ~.ft . af•
J.!>/1000 ~_q_.ft.gfo.
4/1000 sa.ft.afa

S/1000 !.a.f1.af•
4.5/1000 !oc.t. fl.af•
5/1000 ,.a.ft . af•

(X)

m

I

GC

a:
:S.~/1000

!oa. fi.uf•

2.011000 !oQ. ff .11ta.
1.5/1000 !oQ.ft.~t ••

4.511000 s.o.tf.af•
J.0/1000 sa. ff .uf.t
1.5/1000 ~a.tf.af.t
2.011000 s.a.f1.!...9f•_

2.0/1000 ~q. fi. gfa
}/1000 sq. fi.gfall
Bus i nr..!o Par ...
lF
2.011000 ,.q. ff. gfa
lighi Industry
ll
J/1000 $Q. fi.gfa 11
Heavy Industry
HI
1.0/1000 s.q. fi. gf a
J/1000 s.q. ft . gf•ll
PI Mined Un if Deve I~nis.
PO
2.011000 s.a. ff. ah
J/1000 sq. ft . Qfa"
Not~ :
du - Owe I I ing Unit
gfa - 6r~s fl~ Area
NS- No Specification
• - The n\1'1\ber of s.~.s IIIUSi be edequaie io .c:CCI'I'r!ICdaie the pNk s.h I ft a" •tet"m i ned by f he
•• - The Technical Ccmniti• may consider par .. ing at a ratio •s low •s 1.5/1000 if • coYen.nf i~
r.corded with the prq.eriy which llntih the ~ to warehuus.e ~ -.d/or lim i h. the fMITi.er
of lmJiloyer.. permitted in • building or projeci. Par .. ing UJl to a r•tio of J.~/1000 ~~~ay be
cons.idered if the ~loyerlbui lding owner CMI dlman~traie the need for It and ~ts. •
par.. ing/fraffic miiig.iian program.
CCJde Adninis.ir•tor •fier considltr ing the prob.able n\1'1\ber of ~~~. eic.
f - Bedroom shall include all roans. thai can btl us.ed as perrn.r.enf slee~•ina cauar1en••

Amend Section 20C.20.140(10) REQUIREt1ENTS FOR OUTDOOR STORAGE as noted
on the enclo5ed table

II Pert of Sub!.ect lon 20C.20. 140110> Requirements for Outdc:or Storege

ADD

PERMITIED
STORAGE

ZONE

I

REQUIREMENTS

AREA

SCRE£N ING

CIT..,Y C£NTE~
-G€e~<~eet~+

~'I!IR

r

Ml 4-

RE:MCN C

CB

9nltA ~~~ 4
-1'

RE MO'v' e:

Public Street Furniture
Sldewelk Restuerents
Seesonel Items
Specie ! Publ lc Event

Bulk Storege of more then
3 deys with approve! by
Technlcel Conmlttee except
vehIcle storege

Mexlmum height
and wI ctth of
fQJr C4l feet

As Defined In
20C.20.140(35)

Mey be
required by
Technlcel
Comml ttee

Non-Bulk Storege

Non-Bulk must be
stored less then
24 hQJrs

<non-bul k
exempt >

Bulk Storege of more then
3 deys with approval by
Technlcel Conmlttee
Including vehicle storage

Me)( Imum Hel ght
ten (10) feet

Req ui red es
spec If led In
20C . 20 • 140 (20 )
& fran streets
& per ks

Non-Bulk Storage

Non-Bulk must be
stored less then
24 hQJrs

<non-bulk
exen-ptl

1111 types

Mexlmum Height
'twenty C20 > 1eet

Requ ired es In
20C .20. 140 120 >

Public Street Furniture
S ldewel k Resteurents
Seesonel Itens
Specie! Public Events

~

GC

BP,
"·
HI

Ll, and

NB end R

Recreetlonal vehicles as
provIded In Sect Ion
20C . 20.150C25> Gorden
~erlals & equipment

-

A Pert of Subsection 20C. 20.230 00) SIGN REQUIREMENTS PER ZONING DISTHir.T
ZONING VISTRICTS
OC; CB; CC· OFFICE,

SIGNS
_I'IU11:RI< 1.k

CoN V£N •uiCE' ct>'"''"\£~CIAL

1'/
1/

:) I \>N:)

~'

\

UL>I\1< DI>IHICI •

A-G-RE-H I-12
..,n

NH; (.;0; Ll; HI ;BP;
RlO; RjO; lH-utSIGN
DISTRIClS 1:1 & C

~~;

H~sloentlal

,

/IM£ND£P

MAX IMUM NUI"BER Of

Sa c. "f I DN5

FREESTANDING~

PROJECTING SIGNS
PER STREET FRONTN;E PER £ STABL ISHMENT

CG- PEP.STIMN

I

I

I

~

5

10

FREESTANDING SIGNS
Minimum Setback
(feet)
· Maximum He lght
(feet>

Max Imum S lze per
Sign Face (Square
feet>

Max lm~~n number
of Sign Feces

& height equal to the
sign setback up to 10
feet

e height equal to the
sign setback up to 10
feet

The smeller of 1% of the
average gross floor area
or I sq . foot per 4 feet
of street frontage where
the sign Is to be placed
up to o max I mum of 75 sq.
feet; but In eny event,
25 sq. feet Is perm I ttl:fd

The sme Iter of 1% of
the overage gross floor
&rea or I sq. foot per
4 feet of street frontege where the sign Is to
be pieced up too maxim~~n of 50 sq . feet ;
but In ony event, 25
sq. feet Is permitted

4

10

25

4

2

WALL SIGNS

Max Imum Area
(Square Feet J

The Jerger of 15% of the
focode to which attached
or 60 sq. feet up to e
•ex I nun of 300 sq. feet

The lorger of 15% of
the fecede to which
otteched or 30 sq.
feet up too maxi•~~n of 100 sq. feet

60

Maximum Height
If eet l

Top of the well or foeode to which attached

Top of the well or
focode to which
otteched

20

PROJECTING SIGNS
Max Imum Areo per
Sign F&ett (Square
Feet>

15

15

25

Mex Imum Aree Toto I
All Sign Feces
(Square Feet>

}()

30

50

Top of the well or
focede to which otteched

20

Max imum Height
<Feet>
Note:

Top of the well or
fecode to which ott&ched

lndiYiduel Businesses In Multiple Building Complexu Not Permitted to have Frees ona 1ng :)lgns
RAY.

1/ RA

S~ction

Community
foll~d

16 .

D~velo~nt Guid~

by the word

text to said

lOC.30 .050 of the Redmond Municipal Code and

S~ction

which

curr~ntly

Is

·R~served•,

appears as a

h~r~by a~nded

s~ctlon

title only

by adding the following

s~ction:

?OC.30.050(05) Purpose/Scope ·· The purpose of this section
cr~ate guideline~

Is to

d~velo~nt

for the

of the City

Center Design District that Is attractive In appearance,

functionally

and pro.otes

lntegrat~d

p~destrlan

and

recreational activities.
£ach Design Area Is related to the other through
circulation, building scale and open space
The design

.

ld~ntlfy g~neral

will

for the Design

crlt~rla

l~l~nt

r~lationship s.

Intended to

Ar~as ar~

and specific guidelines which

obj~ctlves

the objectives.

?OC . 30 . 050(10)

Convenl~nce C~rclal

Design Area

(a) Design ObJective
1.

Cr~at~

l~r - scale

a

suburban

c~rclal

acc~ss .

oriented to safe autaftOblle

? . Provide visibility and access from
.wlntalnlng
3. Develop

adequat~

the

Orl~ntatlon

1. Buildings

ar~

to the City Center and provide
for the area.

th~~

and

Acc~ss

not required to be

slt~d

llntage system, but should provide
accessible

p~destrlan

3.

Orl~nt

to public

on the

saf~

and

connections to lt .

?. Service areas and rear
orlent~d

while

landscaping and screening.

entrant~

a unifying visual
(b) Building

autonobil~s

such as signs and artwork that

f~atur~ s

ld~ntlfy

area

~ntrances

should not be

ar~as .

buildings toward the streets and locate

parking on the

sld~

or rear

wh~never

possible.

(c) Building and Site Design
1. Develop sign programs to coordinate and
signs In order to

1ncr~ase

consolldat~

visibility froa

automobiles.

l. Minimize

~l~~nts

In signs such as too brilliant

colors or

oth~r f~atur~s

the

feature .

~ntry

- 25 ·

that would distract from

3. Landscaping on street s should be simplified to allow
vh1~ 1 1ity

idt'Quate

trom .tutomoblles to busines ses.

•

4. Parking lots should be landscaped to screen parking
t

and provide visual relief from

asphal t

larg~

surfaces .
5.

Pede~trlan

access from parking areas should be safe

and clearly defined .
6. Landscaped medians should be provided Where acce ss
and traffic .avements allow .
7. Conflict betwten pedestrians and automobiles should
be avoided by minimizing veh i cle cros s ings of
pede s trian accessways .
20C.30 .050(15) Office Des ign Area
(a) peslgn ObJectives
1. The Office Design Area Is Intended to provide area s
of greater structural dens ity adjacent to the reta i l
core to

pr~te

high levels of economic and

pedes trian activity .

These areas will provide
c~uto· orlented

transition from the

convenience area s

to the pedestrl.tn core .

2. Density and building
Office Design

Arec~

~ss

are Increa sed In the Urban

nearest the Center of the City
develo~nt

Center District to encourage

of

office-type structures of larger scale and size .
• Structured parking Is required as heights Increa se
over four stories to reduce th.e

!~~pact

parking and allow greater open space at
level .

Retc~ll

floor levels to

of on-site
~he

ground

uses are also required at ground
encourc~ge

pedestrl.tn activity .

3. Heights and density are .aderated In

perlpherc~l

areas of the district to promote a .are

subu r bc~n.

campu s· like setting adjacent to residential and
convenience shopping
4. Leary Wdy ·

Lec~ry

Wdy

arec~ s.
bet~en

the

~~mish

River

and the Burlington Northern railroad track s should
re~~~a

In · as a •green

gc~ tewy•

to the Ctty of Redmond .

Setbacks from Leary Wdy should
pre ~ erve

enough trees on the

~st

to preserve the •green gateway•
-16 -

b~ ad~quat~

to

side of the road

lllld g ~ .

The setback from the property line on this portion
of Leary Wdy shall be at least SO feet .
shall be allowed within the setback .

No parking

No clearing,

grading permit or site plan approval shall be
granted until the approval authority

determine~

that

the exlst1ng trees will be preserved to the 11axlmum
extent possible within the setback .
Signage for traffic control, directional
lnfon.atlon , and business identification should be
kept at a Minimum In both size and number .
(b) Building Orientation and Access
1. Buildings should abut the linkage
one side.

syste~

on at least

Buildings on 164th Avenue N. [. or Redmond

Way should orient to the linkage system on those
streets .
2. Vehicle access should be designed to Minimize

lnterractlon of vehicles with pedestrians
particularly In relat ion to the linkage system.
3. Parking structures should not front on the linkage
system .
4. Driveway openings to arterials should be Minimized .
(c) Building and Site Design
1. Buildings should be sited In a .anner compatible
with adjacent buildings and the streetscape.
Consideration should be given to size and height
relationships with adjacent buildings .
2. Open space and landscaping should be coordinated and

linked Wherever possible, particularly In relation
to public areas and the linkage systen1.
3. Landscaping should be designed with consideration of
shade and sun; plazas and outdoor areas should be
oriented to sunlight .
4 . Outdoor and ground floor areas should be designed to
encourage outdoor activities such as vendors, art
displays, seating area s , outdoor cafes. abutting
retail activities and other features of Interest to
pedes tdans .
-21 -

S. Taller buildings should have adequate separation to
~intaln

a sense of openne$$, adequate light, and
c

views.
~.

Buildings should be constructed of

~terlals

that

•lniNize light reflection and glare.
1. racades should be divided into

through

incr~nts

the use of architectural features such as bay
windows, offsets, recesses and other devices which
break or •lnlmlze scale .
B. Rooftops should Incorporate features which soften
rectilinear forms and effectively screen

~chanical

equipment from view .
9 . Buildings should be designed to provide for weather
and wind protection at the ground level .
10 .

•

Encourage varieties of shape$, angles and re l iefs
In the upper stories of structures over tour
stories.

30 .050(?0) Pedestrian Design Area

(a) Des ign Obiectives
1. The Pedestrian Design Area should be designed to
provide safe and convenient access for pedestrians
to retail and service activities .

2. Buildings, landscaping and signs should be scaled to
pedestrians visually and functionally .
3. Pedestrians should be encouraged to .ave freely
between buildings and Into nearby Design Areas .
4. Landscaping should be appropriate to an urban
environNent and generally be .ore ton.dl and compa ct
in nature .
(b) Building Or ientation
1. Buildings should abut the linkage system
part lcularly on Red110nd way and Cleveland Streeh .
2. Building entrances should face on the linkage system
and be ea s ily Identifiable by pedestrians .
(c) Build ing and Site Design
1. Building design should be harmonious with adjacent
Des lgn Art•as.
-28 -

2. Landscaping should not overpower

or

pede~trlans

L!nkag~

block views of crossings and Intersections.
system planting and design should provide
landscaping bulbs or

Island~

crossings and encourage

to decrease length of

pede~trlan ~vement acro~s

streets .
3. Outdoor space should be designed to provide
amenities for pedestrians such as seating and
generally Integrate business

Wlndo~

with

activity on t he street.

pede~trlan

4.

activitle~

should be provided on the street level

rather than blank walls to enc ourage a visual and
ec~nomlc

11nk between the bu si ness and passing

pede~trlans.

30. 050(25) Pedestrian Design Area (Old Town)
(a} Design Concept
1. "Historic Character• tn the Old Town section of the
Pedestrian Design Area refers to the wide variety of
architectural

style~

which are representative of

Redmond's history from the late 19th century through
early 20th century, and which Incorporate building
~terlals

and architectural treat-.nts typically

used during that period.

Within the design concept

of "historic character• one specific period or style
of architecture is not dOMinant or thtmdtlc.
l. The design concept of "historic character• also
encompasses the
envlron~nt

prl~ry

orientation of the built

to the hu-.n or pedestrian scale.

Historically, this was accomplished by the use of
~derate

building heights (l - 3

setbacks from the

pede~trlan

storie~}. •lnl~l

right-of--way and ground

floor accessibility.
(b) &Pneral Criteria
1. Repair, renovation and new construction should
retain the character of Old Town .
achieved by assuring that

This

~Y

develop~nt .ret~

general requirements, and fits the special
characteristics of Old Town .
-19-

bP
thP

2.

-.w

bulldlng~ .u~t

fona.

relate ln .aterlal, scale and

Conte.porary designs which are han.onlous

wtth the surrounding

envlro~nt

tn Old Town In

of scale, .aterlals , and color .ay be

te~

acceptable .
3. Buildings and facades should be brlck, stone or
vood .

Jn all design there should be .-phasls upon

the quality of detail and special fona tn : window
treat~nts,

colUins, eaves, cornices, ltght!ng.

stgnlng , etc.

Building facades should have a

greater proportion of

void~ (wind~)

than solids

(blank walls) on pedestrian levels.
4. Buildings and the spaces between should relate
ea~lly

and openly to the external public

5. The scale of all structures ln
structures and spaces ts

to other

relatlon~hip

The scale

t~ortant .

should be two to three stortes.

area~.

~

variation In

heights contributes to the variety and ca.plexlty ot
the envlron.ental experience, and ts encouraged .
6. The developMent of ground level vtew

point~

as well

as public balcony and roof spaces which take
advantage of solar access and

vi~

ts encouraged.

(c) Phvstcal features
1. Pen.anent lutldtng £1.-ents
a.

lulldtngs should be a backdrop to the Old Town
activities .

-.w or

physical change will be

evaluated for the effect on Old Town. The
tntegrlty of

1

building

IS

an

tndlvldu~l

structure or as part of a series of buildings
should bt respected.
b.

The .atn architectural el.-ents should not be
altered or disguised.

Buildings as a whole

should bt seen as significant architectural
el.-ents.

-30-

•

c.

Exterior building surfaces above the first
level and the prl.ary architectural eleaents
below the .arquee such as columns, arches,
ralls are

l~ortant

el ... nts to be considered

tn the building design and entry areas .
d.

The exteriors of significant historic buildings
should be carefully restored and .alntalned.
Other buildings should be related to the
historic ones tn ten.s of scale , proportion of
openings, .aterlals and color.

2.

Pedestrlan/Cust~r

a.

El ... nts

Awnings - sunshades - canopies
Awnings or sunshades should be han.onlous to
the design of the building to which attached,
and should be tn keeping with the historic
character of the area.

b.

Trees , plants and flowers
The use of potted plants and flowers as w.ll as
street trees 1re encouraged, but should not
t~ede

c.

pedestrian traffic .

Street lighting
Street lighting should relate tn scale to the
pedestrian characters of the area.

The design

of the light standards and lu.lneres should
enhance an historic th.-e .
d.

Street furniture
Publtc seating, trash receptacles and
tnfor.atlonal/dlrectlonal kiosks should be of
unlfon. design and be provided throughout Old
Town .

e.

Sidewalks
Paving of sidewalks and other pedntrlan
rights-of-way should be safe and constructed of
1

unlfon. .. terlal that ts co.patlble with the

historic character.

The private use of

sidewalk rights- of-way areas ..Y be appropriat e
for seasonal cafe seating or special d isplays.
- 31 -

3 . Merchant Related
a.

[le~nts

•

Store fronts
1. Store front s should be visually open
wherever practical.

Stores should use

enough glass so that the activity inside the
store is obvious to the passerby.

In all

cases .erchandise should be easily visible
to pedestrians.

2. Store fronts should not depart from the
character of the building facade of which
they are a part.
3. Store fronts should be brick, wood or stone
where glass Is not used.

Cere should be

taken to avoid clashing colors on individual
buildings and
b.

bet~en

adjacent buildings.

Signs
1. Signs will be evaluated according to the
overall

l~act,

size, shape, texture,

lettering style, 8ethod of

attach~nt,

color, end lighting in relation to use , the
building and street where the sign will be
located, and the relation of the sign to
other signs and other buildings In the
vicinity .

Adherence to or

of

enhanc~nt

sight lines both parallel and perpendicular
to the sidewalks will be considered.

The

primary reference will be to the- average
pedestrian's eye -level view, although views
Into or down the street from adjacent
buildings should be an Integral feature of
any review.
2. Signs should be siMPle, clear and direct.
Generally, single-faced, flat -surfaced,
painted signs are preferred.
alu~lnu~

[xtruded

or plastic signs .,Y not be

appropriate .
•cceptable .

Careful use of neon .,Y be
One of the .,ny standard

lettering styles should be used.
-32 -

3.

Sign~

should not hide or

architectural
4. Exterior

elenent~

sign~

ob~cure

the

of the building.

should be flat against the

building , painted on it, or hung from the
under~ide

of the Ndrquee, perpendicular to

the sidewalk .

Sign~

attached to the edge of

the .arquee should not extend above the
.arquee's upper edge .

5. Projecting, double-faced or
three-di~nsional

signs mdy be allowed if

they are integrated Into the overall
streetscape and do not
Sygbollc

de~troy

three - di~nsional

sight

line~ .

signs such as a

shaving .ug, barber pole , pawn shop synbol,
or other sy.bols illustrating the product
being sold on the
provided they

~et

pre~ises.

are acceptable

other sign guidelines .

When possible, signs should reflect the
character and the use within the structure .
6 . Sign lighting should be subdued,

incandescent, and front - lit froo the
exterior rather than back-lit of the
fluorescent type .
Section 17 .

This ordinance, being an exercise of a power

specifically delegated to the City legislative body, ts not subject to
referendum . and shall take effect five (5) days after passage and publication.

ATTE ST/AUTHENTICATED :

6·~AilJ~

CITY CLERK, DORIS A. SCHAIBlE

fiLED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL :
PUBLISHED :
EF"HCT IV£ DATE:
ORDINANCE NO.

Mar ch 31, 1988

Ap r il 19 , 1988

May 8, 1988
May 13, 1988

1415
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Introduction
Located within the city limits of Redmond, Washington, on the
former Redmond Golf Links parcel, Redmond Town Center
gready enhances downtown with a unique 1,375,000 sq. ft.
mixed-use development.
Though the hub of the project is a specialty retail core, Redmond
Town Center represents a sharp departure from conventional
shopping center design: it is an urban open-air, multi-level
retail, restaurant, entertainment, office, and hotel complex that
is, in effect, an extension of the existing Downtown.
Redmond Town Center will become a new urban focus in
Redmond, featuring shop-lined streets, landscaped parks, offices
overlooking public plazas, and a wide variety of shopping,
dining, entertainment, and recreational experiences.
The guidelines set forth in this document are designed to ensure
that Redmond Town Center integrates into and sets the tone of
future development for the central business district. The
Center's contemporary Northwest architecture evokes Redmond
and its environs: colors and building materials tie the new center
to Old Town Redmond, and the scale of the buildings and their
orientation toward downtown streets provide strong visual
continuity. Appropriate placement of trees, fountains, benches,
street lamps, and decorative sidewalk treatments add a rich
texture to Redmond Town Center's many plazas and streets.
The combination of pedestrian-oriented urban streets, distinctive
architecture, a unique cosmopolitan character, sensitive
integration with Redmond's history. and values, and progressive
planning strategies will make Redmond Town Center an

attractive and treasured gathering place for Redmond's citizens
for years to come.
Redmond Town Center provides the context for success
necessary to meet the City's goals to fulfill and expand
Redmond's urban potential by:
•

Integrating with downtown Redmond and encouraging
pedestrian interaction with existing businesses.

•

Developing a configuration of streets, sidewalks, and
buildings whose scale and character are consistent with
downtown as it exists today and as envisioned in the future.

•

Linking the developed center with downtown and open
spaces.

•

Retaining a significant amount of open space and
preserving the natural beauty of the site.

•

Creating the critical mass of retail activity necessary for a
healthy downtown.

•

Offering sufficient parking convenient to related uses with
minimal visual impact.

•

Creating a unique mixed-use center that sustains urban
synergy within the project as well as throughout downtown
Redmond, leading the way for future revitalization of the
entire downtown district.

•

Providing an adequate return on investment to the property
owners.
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Introduction
•

Following a market-driven plan that promotes rapid buildout.

•

Remaining adaptable to changes in market conditions and
community values, goals, and policies.

•

Public Access Open Space Area: Included in this section
are diagrams which illustrate some typical conditions of the
Public Access Open Space Area.

•

Phasing Diagrams: Included in this section are diagrams
which illustrate the overall phasing plan for the project.

This document concerning Redmond Town Center's design
guidelines includes the following elements:
•

Conceptual Master Plan: Included in this section are
urban design guidelines and diagrams indicating site
development requirements.

•

Design Standards: This section defines standards for the
three distinct components of Redmond Town Center. The
intent of the design standards is to create a consistent
building and urban character throughout the site, yet reflect
client/land-user group criteria necessary for the successful
commercial development of each area.

•

Redmond Community Development Guide Section
20c.30.050: These design guidelines indicate city
requirements for the design of Redmond Town Center.
The range of requirements includes both urban and
architectural design criteria. Since these criteria are closely
related to the master plan information, the guidelines have
been included for the user's convenience.

•

Utilities and Vehicular Access: Included in this section are
diagrams which illustrate various aspects of the utilities and
vehicular circulation plans.
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Conceptual Master Plan
developed in accordance with RCDG section 20C.10.230(17)
(Residential Development in City Center Design Areas).

Design Intent
Note: These proposed requirements are supplemental to thosefound in
the Redmond Community Development Guide.

Figure 2-1 illustrates the master plan. Elements of the master
plan are illustrated as follows:

The Conceptual Master Plan consists of an open-air, mixed-use
center of 550,000 to 650,000 sq. ft., an office park of 500,000 to
600,000 sq. ft., and related retail of up to 200,000 sq. ft., for a
maximum gross leasable area of1,375,000 sq. ft.
The design goal of Redmond Town Center is to create a district
of buildings compatible with the existing CBD, reflecting the
visual character and imagery of a "downtown." The overlay
requirements and design descriptions are guidelines for al~ phases
of the project and ensure a consistent urban/architectural quality.
The Conceptual Master Plan for Redmond Town Center
provides both phasing and land-use flexibility. Phasing is
essential to the economic feasibility of the project, and the
proposed master plan facilitates fine tuning to adjust to market
shifts in the future by creating eight developable city blocks
whose dimensions are adaptable to the wide variety of potential
uses for which the property is zoned: retail, office, hotel,
residential, and entertainment. Site-wide structured parking
percentage criteria provide land-use flexibility during future
phases. A simple street configuration provides efficient on-site
circulation in any development scenario.

Illustration of site design and urban integration concepts
per Redmond Downtown Plan, Figure 2-2.

•

Development parcels, streets, building frontages, and
plazas, Figure 2-3.

•

Public access open space area plan, Figure 2-4.

•

Pedestrian circulation system - required locations and
standards, Figure 2-5.

•

Design area overlay, Figure 2-6 .

The site is further demarcated into three design areas: Town
Center Mixed-use Design Area, Gateway Office Park Design
Area, and Bear Creek Retail Design Area (Figure 2-6).
Design Elements
Architectural Influences
The design character can best be described as Northwestinspired- a synthesis of historic Redmond and regional design
influences creating an environment that enhances the existing
CBD and sets the tone for future downtown development as
well.

The site plan encourages residential development, especially in
the Mixed-Use Design Area. Guidelines favor ground-floor
retail use in such development, and mandate it in all cases where
two-story frontage is required. Residential uses must be
ft
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Conceptual Master Plan
•

. Redmond contextual references: Sweetwater building,
Justice William White House, Brad Best building,
Washington Mutual building, the former Athletic Supply
building.

•

Focus on pedestrians -The open-air retailing venue and
urban streetscapes encourage pedestrian activity along the
streets, especially between the mixed-use center and the
existing downtown.

•

Other neighborhood references: Pike Place Market,
Pioneer Square, downtown Kirkland, University Village,
·
Market Street (Ballard), Old Bellevue.

•

Site integration and comparison shopping- The Town
Center Mixed-Use Design Area retail core connects the
specialty and convenience retail with the Bear Creek
category-specialist retail area, reinforcing the concepts of
site integration and comparison shopping.

•

Convenient, unobtrusive parking- Parking is designed to
be convenient to related uses and have minimal visual
impact through a combination oflandscaped surface
parking lots and parking structures. A site-wide structured
parking percentage allows flexibility during phases of the
project; at full build-out, structured parking will account for
50 percent of all parking.

•

Visual connections with Redmond -The project provides
visual connections and pedestrian links between the site's
development areas and approximately 46 acres of Public
Access Open Space in the southern and western portions of
the site.

•

Preservation of the green gateway to Redmond - A
significant cluster of existing trees along Leary Way remain
to announce the site as the green gateway to Redmond, and
other mature trees stand in the open space along the
southern portion of the site. Wet ponds located at the
southwest comer of the site offer open space and a visual
amenity.

Planning Concepts
Important planning concepts in the Conceptual Master Plan
include:
•

•

Consistency with Redmond's character- The massing
and scale of the buildings and configuration of the streets
within the development are designed to be consistent with
the existing urban fabric of downtown Redmond. Building
frontages create consistency in building setbacks and street
and plaza enclosure.
Project integration with downtown Redmond- 166th
Avenue NE extends from the central business district to
serve Redmond Town Center. Another major road will
align with 164th Avenue NE and could be connected to the
site in the future. Both roads intersect Town Center Street,
the retail hub, and successfully link the shopping center
with the downtown business core. Public streets include
Bear Creek Parkway and Railroad Street. Private streets
include 164th, 166th and 168th Avenues between Railroad
Street and Bear Creek Parkway and Town Center Street.
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Integration Concepts per Redmond
Community Development Guide,
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General Note: Information provided is
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FRONTAGE AND PLAZA REQUIREMENTS:
Required Building Frontage: Buildings are required to be set
back 13 feet from the street and be a minimum of two stories in
height. The facades will convey a strong and consistent urban
.
character and include significant retaiVoffice glazed frontage
areas at the ground level. Variations from the setback are
allowed in order to encourage storefront/building design features
and to create plazas.

1

Recommended Building Frontage: Optional locations of building
frontages to screen parking areas, enhance spatial enclosure,
and extend urban density. Setbacks and facade treatment to be
consistent whh Required Building Frontages, without minimum
height or storefront requirements.

Buildings sited adjacent to the Bear Creek Parkway - Railroad
Street intersection include storefronts along Bear Creek Parkway j
and building features that reflect their presence as the project
entry at the east end of the site.
Plazas: Required in areas shown.
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Figure2-3
Development Parcels, Streets,
Building Frontages,and Plazas
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General Note: Information provided is
intended for graphic reference only. This
drawing should not be scaled to determine ·
specific area, location, or design requirements.

OPEN SPACE AREAS AND CLASSIFICATIONS:
:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; Public Access Open Space Area: 44 Acres

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---

~ Plazas, Linkages, and Significant On-Site Landscaping:
~10Acres
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Public Access Open Space Area Plan
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SIDEWALK STANDARDS:
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General Note: Information provided is
intended for graphic reference only. This
drawing should not be scaled to determine
specific area, location, or design requirements.
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Type 1 Walkway (per RCDG)

I
I

13-foot sidewalk with street trees when building faces street; 20foot linkage when parking lot faces street. Such linkage will
include an 10-foot sidewalk and a 10-foot planter.
·.
An 18-foot linkage, including a 5-foot sidewalk, is required along
the north side of Bear Creek Parkway where adjacent to the
·
open space. Sidewalk widths may increase at street
intersections due to curb projec1ions, and will be located to
improve pedestrian access. Where there is no building frontage
directly on 16Bth Ave. NE, a 20' linkage including a 5' planter
strip, 5' sidewalk, and a 10' landscape buffer will be provided.

I

c:,

D
D

:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~ Plaza: Sidewalk standards may be increased at plaza areas to

. CJ'"

reflect increased pedestrian activity, subject to Site Plan Review.

---

Trail: 10' paved trail.

- - - •

Recommended Linkage.
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System -Required Locations
and Standards
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Design Guideline Summary

Recommended Design Criteria
Design Area Square Footage

Town Center Mixed Use Area

Gateway Office Park Area

Bear Creek Retail Area

550,000 - 650,000 sq. ft. GLA

500,000 - 600,000 sq. ft. GLA

200,000 sq. ft. OLA

13' at all streets

13' at interior streets
18' at Bear Creek Parkway

13' at interior streets
18' at Bear Creek Parkway

Required per Figure 2-3

Required per Figure 2-3

none

Mixed Use: 3 stories or 60';

5 stories or 75'
Hotel: 6 stories or 75';
Hotel with conference and banquet
facilitcs: 8 stories or 100'

3 Stories (60')

Retail, Office.

Retail, Office.
The larger of 15% of the facade to
which attached or 30 sq. ft. up to a
maximum of 300 sq. ft.

Reequired per Figure 2-5

The larger of 15% of the facade to
which attached or 30 sq. ft. up to a
maximum of300 sq. ft.
Required per figure 2-5

1 tree/4 cars

1 tree/4 cars

1 tree/ 4 cars

7"Al of total surface parking area

7% of total surfitce parking area

7% of total surface parking area

8.6' x 18' Standard
7.6' x 15' Compact

8.6' x 18' Standard
7.6' x 15' Compact

8.6'·x 18' Standard
7.6' x 15' Compact

Maximum 200 parking spaces before
significant landscape break.

Maximum 200 parking spaces before
significant landscape break.

Maximum 200 parking spaces before
significant landscape break.

I

(1,375,000 max total GLA)
Building Setback from Street
B.uilding Frontages and Plazas
Allowable Building Height

I

Hotel: 6 stories or 75';

Hotel with conference and banquet
fitcilites: 8 stories or 100';

I

Office: 5 stories or 75'

Recommended Land Uses

Retail, Office, Hotel, Residential,
Entertainment.

Wall Signage Requirements

Linkages
Ratio ofTrees to Parking Spaces
Landscape Requirements for parking
areas
Parking Stall Sizes
Surface Parking Requirements

The larger of 15% of the facade to
which attached or 30 sq. ft. up to a
maximum of300 sq. ft.

Required per Figure 2-5

50% at full build-out

Structured Parking Percentage
-~-
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Design Standards
Town Center Mixed-Use Design Area
General

Streets and Pedestrian Areas

The Town Center MDced-use Design Area creates pedestrianoriented retail shopping streets similar to those found in dense
urban areas. Shops along 164th Avenue NE and 166th Avenue
NE are designed to integrate with the existing CBD and create a
seamless transition to Town Center Street. Buildings along
Railroad Street represent varied urban-edge conditions and
emphasize entry points to the Redmond Town Center project at
street intersections.

Stairways and other vertical circulation features provide efficient
and convenient access to upper levels. The design of covered
escalators and elevators located on building exteriors
complements the urban character of the project.
Where 164th Avenue NE and 166th Avenue NE do not front an
urban plaza, street width- including the two-lane street,
sidewalks, and parallel parking- is approximately 70-ft. wide
(Figures 3-1 & 3-3). Sidewalks include street trees, lighting, and
other pedestrian-oriented amenities. Town Center's overall
street design characteristics are similar (Figures 3-4 & 3-6).

A prime, two-level "retail core" along Town Center Street cteates
a high-energy shopping environment- the heart of Redmond
Town Center. This rrllxed-use center may contain approximately
605,000 sq. ft. of gross leasable area, consisting of specialty shops
and other contemporary retail tenants. The tenant rrUx may
include apparel, shoes, jewelry, fashion accessories, books, cards
and gifts, toys, sporting goods, multimedia, electronics, and
home accessories. Food service is provided through restaurants
and cafes. Other elements of this rrUxed-use center may include
a multiplex cinema and service-oriented office space. Users for
such space could include travel agencies, insurance companies,
and dental or medical offices. A portion of this component may
include a hotel and/or major anchor store.

Urban plazas include such elements as special paving textures
and colors, pedestrian seating areas, landscape features, retail
kiosks, and other architectural features to create a unique
character for each plaza.
A walkway within Parcel2 (Figure 2-5) strengthens the
pedestrian connection between the northwest corner of the Town
Center Mixed-Use Design Area and Old Town Redmond.
Sidewalks are consistent with those in the CBD and are located
as shown in Figure 2-5: 13-ft. sidewalks separate buildings from
streets; 20-ft. linkages (10-ft. sidewalks and 10-ft. parkWay
planters) separate parking lots and streets. An 18-ft. linkage,
including a 5-ft. sidewalk, is required on the north side of Bear
Creek Parkway where it adjoins open space. Sidewalks may be
wider in some areas to provide plazas, curb projections, and more
convenient pedestrian access.

This area includes extensive building street frontage (refer to
Figure 2-3) to create enclosure and strong urban edges to the
north and south. Architectural features and building modulation
ensure the desired scale and urban character.
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Town Center Mixed-Use Design Area

Building setbacks from the street are defined by sidewalk linkage
requirements.
Building Architecture

The south face of the mixed-use center is a strong focal point for
the project where it greets SR 520. The scale of this elevation
reflects the transition the urban scale of this design area to the
Gateway Office Park Design Area.

Architecture here expresses the basic building design elements
defined in the City Center Neighborhood Plan {Figures· 3-1, 32, 3-4, 3-7 & 3-8).

Buildings along Railroad Street reflect varied urban-edge
conditions and emphasize entry points at street intersections
(Figures 3-7 &3-9).

Arcades, colonnades, and canopies provide continuous covering
for pedestrians along storefronts (Figures 3-2,3-5 &3-8).

Multi-story buildings are set back above the second level to
integrate with adjacent two-story buildings. Consideration may
be given to a feature molding (of cornice presence) as a defining
element between the second and third levels in lieu of a setback
(Figure 3-8).

Focal points, including tower elements and entryway features,
enhance street intersections and plaza areas and create distinctive
spatial characteristics (refer to Figures 3-2, 3-8 &3-9). Building
base, body, and cornice-line treatments are defined on mixed-use
buildings to create consistency in design character (Figures 3-2,
3-5 &3-8).

Modulations along street facades enhance building elevations.
and create a variety of pedestrian experiences. The building
modulations, which may include building recesses and
projections, may be used to break up long building elevations.
As a general rule, a variation to the building facade occurs at
least every 250ft. {Figures 3-2 & 3-8).

Building finishes and materials are chosen to enhance the
architectural and retail character of building facades. Materials
may include brick, steel, pre-cast concrete, stucco, stone, glass,
and metal panels. Other accent materials may be used to create
distinctive character and detail features.

Landscape <Figures 3-3. 3-6 & 3-9)

Service areas are screened with landscaping or enclosed.

Landscaping is consistent with the requirements of the
Redmond Community Development Guide Section 20C.20.090.

The spacing of columns at retail storefronts ranges from 24 to 30
ft. and is an integral part of the building composition.
Storefronts reflect contemporary retail shop design and style.

Street trees are spaced no more than 30 ft. apart and planted no
closer than 3 ft. from the curb. Variations to tree spacing may be
considered to enhance plaza areas and emphasize building focal
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Town Center Mixed-Use Design Area

points as long as the trees do not visually block retail storefronts
(Figure3-12) .

Structured parking roof deck areas include vegetation to soften
visual impact.

Trees are be planted in surface parking areas at a ratio of 1 tree
per 4 parking spaces. Trees may be located in planters, landscape
medians, or screening buffers adjacent to streets.

Signage
Signage is consistent throughout the design area and always
complements the building's charaCter (e.g., wall signs should
avoid covering columns).

Landscaping enhances the design character of streets and
provides a sense of enclosure. Tree and shrub types are selected
to create spatial variety and seasonal distinction.

Signs for retail shops are located in storefronts, above or below
the canopy, and may include blade signs for visibility. Upper
level retail shops may include signage along the pedestrian
balcony for improved shop visibility from ground level (Figures
3-3, 3-5 &3-8). Signage in other locations may be pc::rmitted to
meet tenant needs.

Parking Areas
Parking structures are wrapped with commercial buildings or
screened with landscape treatment when possible. Where
structures are not wrapped with commercial buildings or
screened, they blend in with the adjacent commercial buildings
through similar articulation and modulation of facades.
Entrances are integrated·into the design character of the
building.

The tenant sign is located between columns to allow building
architecture to be expressed (Figures 3-2 and 3-5). Tenant signs
may not exceed 300 sq. ft.
Consideration may be given to oversized signage or marquees for
key tenants, such a movie theaters; however, these signs must
enhance the character of the project.

Surface parking is visually screened from streets by means of
building placement and landscaping; surface parking lots require
significant landscape breaks at a minimum ofl per 200 car
spaces (a "significant landscape break'' is defined as a minimum 8
ft.-wide landscape median located between two parking lot
aisles). Pedestrian access to shopping from the parking areas is
through convenient pedestrian passageways (Figure 3-3).

It
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Tenant, information, and directional signage design is
coordinated throughout the site to integrate the various design
areas.
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Gateway Office Park Design Area

Sidewalks are consistent with those in the CBD (see Figure 2-5
for locations): 13-ft. sidewalks separate buildings from streets;
20-ft. linkages (10-ft. sidewalks and 10-ft. parkway planters;
refer to Figure 3-12) separate parking lots and streets. An 18-ft.
linkage, including a 5-ft. sidewalk, is required on the north side
of Bear Creek Parkway. Where adjacent to open space,
sidewalks may be wider to provide plazas, curb projections, and
more convenient pedestrian access.

General
Gateway Office Park creates an urban gateway to downtown
Redmond from SR 520, providing a visual counterpoint to the
green gateways elsewhere. The location and varied heights of
the buildings bring a unique urban texture to the CBD!I'own
Center area as a whole.
Office buildings up to five stories in height, with surface and
structured parking, complement Town Center's mixed-use design
with architecture of a similar character (refer to Figure 3-11).
This area may also comprise retail and restaurant components in
addition to office uses.

Building Architecture
The buildings align with other buildings in the Town Center
Mixed-Use Design Area on Towncenter Street, 164th Avenue
NE and 166th Avenue NE, strengthening the pedestrian
connection from downtown to the open space to the south and
west. Buildings also feature design focal points orienting them
to the intersections of Bear Creek Parkway and 164th Avenue
NE and 166th Avenue NE.

The office portion of the project contains approximately 570,000
sq. ft. of multi-floored office buildings at the intersections of
Bear Creek Parkway, Town Center Street, and 164th and 166th
Avenues NE.
Streets and Pedestrian Areas

Buildings along Bear Creek Parkway are appropriately spaced
and stepped back ftom the road to moderate the transition from
developed areas to open space (Figure 3-10). Building
architecture expresses the basic design elements defined in the
City Center Neighborhood Plan (Figures 3-10 &3-11).

The urban character of this design area is enhanced by a 50-ft.
wide pedestrian walkway through the center (Figures 2-2 & 25). A plaza at the south .end of the walkway makes the transition
ftom the urban character of Redmond Town Center to the open
space next to it, and pedestrian walkways link the office park to
the natural environment of the west and south open space areas
(Figure 2-5).
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Buildings over two stories with street frontage may step back at
the second level to soften building massing and improve
integration with other Town Center buildings and the CBD.
Variations in stepback requirements for design features and
building expressions may be considered (Figures 3-10 &3-11).
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Modulations along street facades are designed to enhance
building elevations and create a variety of pedestrian experiences.
Building modulations, which may include building recesses and
projections, may be used to break up long building elevations
along the street (Figure 3-11).
Building finishes and materials enhance the individuality of each
building and, at the same time, express the Redmond Town
Center's overall architectural character. Materials may include
brick, steel, pre-cast concrete, stucco, stone, glass, and metal
panel systems. Other accent materials may be used to create
distinctive detail features.
The free-standing restaurants in the south parking area, adjacent
to Bear Creek Parkway, are designed to enhance the gateway
character of the office-park area and exploit the outdoor qualities
of the adjacent plaza. Restaurants will be similar in appearance
and consistent with the surrounding mixed-use buildings.
Building setbacks along Bear Creek Parkway allow landscaped
areas to soften the edge of the project and provide a visual
transition to the open space on the other side of Bear Creek
Parkway.

Landscape
Landscaping is consistent with the requirements of the
Redmond Community Development Guide Section 20C20.090.
Structured parking will also be screened with landscaping.
Structured parking roof decks includes trees and other vegetation
to soften visual impact.
Garage entrances are an integral part of the building design and
provide optimum vehicular access points.
Signage
Signage is consistent throughout the building and reflects the
building's character, enhancing features such as entryways and
other focal points (Figure 3-11) without detracting from the
architectural expression of the building (e.g., wall signs should
avoid covering columns).

Service areas for all buildings are screened with landscaping or
enclosed.
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Gateway Office Park Design Area
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Bear Creek Retail Design Area

General

Building Architecture

The Bear Creek Retail Design Area is auto-oriented and
designed for "category specialist" retail tenants in freestanding
buildings of up to 50,000 sq. ft. The master plan allocates up to
200,000 sq. ft. of such retail use on the eastern portion of the
Town Center site.

The architectural character of these buildings is consistent with
the Town Center Mixed-Use Design Area (refer to Figures 2-6,
3-2, 3-5, 3-8 &3-14) (i.e., they are generally one or two stories
high), but they are served entirely by surface parking.
Storefronts reflect contemporary retail shop design and style.

Although these buildings share design elements with the rest of
Redmond Town Center, their character differs from those in the
other two design areas. These buildings use creative design
elements to add visual interest and spatial depth to their overall
designs.

Building architecture expresses basic design elements defined in
City Center plan requirements (Figures 3-13 & 3-14). Building
finishes and materials are selected to enhance the architectural
character of the building fa~ades and to be compatible with the
Town Center Mixed-Use Design Area. Primary materials may
include masonry block, brick, steel, and stucco. Other accent
materials may be used to create character and detail features.

This area may also be developed with office use. Buildings are
sited and designed consistent with Gateway Office design area.

Building base, body, and cornice-line treatments create
compatibility with adjacent buildings in accordance with
Redmond Community Development Guide Standards (Figure
3-14). Storefronts align with and continue the character of
Town Center Street into the Bear Creek Retail Area.

Streets and Pedestrian Areas
Buildings sited adjacent to the Bear Creek Parkway- Railroad
Street intersection include storefronts along Bear Creek Parkway
and building features that reflect their presence as the project
entry at the east end of the site.

Elevations without storefronts must be designed with creative
patterns or other architectural treatments, such as canopies and
wall projections, t.o give additional form and character. Other
ways to disguise blank walls include creative landscape
treatments and screening (refer to Figure 3-14).

A sidewalk with a ruiuimum width of 13 ft. is provided along the
primary front of each retail store (refer to Figures 3-13 &3-15).
A pedestrian link between this design area and the Town Center
Mixed-Use Design Area encourages pedestrian activity along
Town Center Street (refer to Figure 2-5).
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Building base, body, and cornice-line treatments provide
consistency to the design character in this area. Building entries
incorporate distinctive design features and canopies (refer to
Figure 3-14).
Buildings facing Railroad Street include a landscape buffer to
soften their visual impact.
Service areas are screened or enclosed to enhance the character of
the building.
Landscape
Landscaping is consistent with the requirements of the
Redmond Community Development Guide Section 20C.20.090.

Parking Areas
Surface parking areas are visually screened from streets by means
of building placement and landscaping treatments along the
perimeter and in vehicular-use areas and require significant
landscape breaks at a minimum of 1 per 200 car spaces (a
"significant landscape break" is defined as a minimum 8 ft. -wide
landscape median located between two parking lot aisles).
Signage
Signage design is consistent throughout the building and reflects
with the building's character. Signage is located to enhance
building features such as an entries and other focal points (refer
to Figure 3-14).

Street trees are spaced no more than 30ft. apart and planted no
closer than 3 ft. from the from the curb. Variations to tree
spacing may be considered to emphasize building focal points as
long as the trees do not visually block retail storefronts (Figure 315).
Trees are planted in surface parking areas at a ratio of 1 tree per 4
parking spaces. Trees may be located in planters, landscape
medians, or screening buffers from streets. Landscaping is
designed to enhance architectural design and visually soften
parking areas. The tree and shrub types selected create spatial
variety and seasonal distinction.
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Typical Street Parking Section
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Redmond Community Development Guide Section 20C.30.050
City Center Permitted Land Use

Gateway to Downtown

Prior to approval of any clearing, segregation or development
permits; a conceptual Master Plan which shows, at a minimum,
the building sites, streets, open space, required building
frontages, and plazas of the proposed development shall be
approved by the Technical Committee and/or Design Review
Board.

The design area classified as Mixed-Use Retail Center functions
as a gateway to the City of Redmond (City) from State Road
520 (SR 520). Development in this area should complement the
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Mixed-Use Retail Center- 3 stories (60 feet); hotel- 6 stories
(75 feet) or 8 stories (100 feet) with meeting, conference and
banquet facilities in hotel; and office, 5 stories (75 feet).
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Sign Requirements per Zoning District
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The larger of 15% of the facade to which the sign attached or 30
sq. ft. up to a maximum of 300 square feet.
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Urban Design
General Design Concept
The mixed-use retail center design area concept stresses a
pedestrian oriented, open-air complex that mirrors the existing
downtown transportation network and the architectural character
and scale of the historic portion of the downtown neighborhood.
Primary design features for the mixed-use center include
storefronts along roadways, curbside parking, pedestrian plazas,
and sidewalk designs that integrate into building architecture.
Figure 4·1
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other components of this gateway, Marymoor Park and Bear
Creek, by providing attractive, interesting urban activity.
Development should be consistent with the natural environment
by minimizing glare, providing indirect ~ghting, avoiding intense
signage, and providing a soft edge where the urban and natural
environments meet (refer to Figure 4-1).

New connections of the site to existing north and south
roads in this area will be compatible with the character of
the existing older improvements.
Retail buildings located at the northern edge of the site will
establish functional and visual continuity with downtown.
The character of the new buildings will be compatible with
older existing buildings (refer to Figures 4-2 &4-4).

Downtown Integration

•

Connection to existing roads including landscape treatment, road
surface, sidewalk size and placement should respect and extend
the existing grid system, streetscape, and character consistent
with current standards and regulations. Development in the
Design Area classified Mixed-Use Retail Center should further
the City's goals for the following subareas (Refer to Figures 4-2
&4-3):
•

Leary Way between the Sammamish River and the
Burlington Northern railroad tracks should remain as a
"green gateway" to the City of Redmond.

•

Leary Way to 164th - Building siting should maintain
continuity ofbuilding frontage in order to integrate new
development with the Old Town Design District (Old
Town).

•

Leary Way to !70th Avenue- This area should provide a
link between

Bear Creek- The edge along Bear Creek should remain a
natural area, with uses limited to passive activity and trail
and pathway connections.

existing public roadways north of the Burlington Northern
railroad tracks and private roadways south of same. These
new alignments should provide extension of the established
visual corridors.
R
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Signage in this area should be limited to traffic, safety and
directional information, or be consistent with the public
recreational use of the area.

Structures consistent with and supporting passive use of
this area may be allowed, but should be kept to a minimum.

•

Sammamish River -The edge along the Sammamish River
should serve as an extension of existing activity on the
Sammamish River Trail just north of this Design Area.
Uses should include trail and pathway activities.
Signage should be limited to traffic, safety and directional
information, or be consistent with the public recreational
use of the area.
Structures consistent with and supporting trail and pathway
activities may be allowed, but should be kept to a
rmrumum.

•

Railroad and/or Pedestrian Crossings -Design and
construct City approved architectural/urban design
features, walkways and landscaping on Leary Way, 164th
Avenue NE, 166th Avenue NE and other locations as
determined to be necessary as the result of traffic studies.
This may include a pedestrian crossing. The connection at
164th Avenue NE, will be made when the vehicular access
to the site is constructed:

Architectural Guidelines

~
Rgure4·3

~

Siting of Buildings
Buildings should be sited to enclose either a common space or
provide enclosure to the street. Consideration should be given to
the relationship between buildings and adjacent open space areas.
All design should appear as an integrated part of an overall site
plan (refer to Figures 4-3, 4-5, & 4-8).
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The ground floor ofbuildings should provide pedestrian interest
and activity. The use of arcades, colonnades, or awnings to
provide pedestrian protection is encouraged (refer to Figures 4-2,

Building Form
The roofline of buildings should be modulated to avoid large
areas of flat roof and should include interesting architectural
features. Consideration should be given to the appearance from
nearby hillsides (refer to Figure 4-5).

4-6, &4-8).
Large buildings should avoid continuous, flat facades.
Avoid the use or false fronts and large blank walls.

Encourage variety of shapes, angles, and reliefs in the upper
stories of structures over four stories.

Facades should be divided into increments through the use of

t'-"'~
~

Figure 4-4
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architectural features such as bay windows, offsets, recesses, and
other devices which break or minimize scale.
Column and bay spacing along streetfronts should be no greater
than 36 feet apart and at a spacing which maintains a pedestrianoriented scale and rhythm.
Building design should complement the character of adjoining
Old Town (refer to Figures 4-2 &4-4).

....,

Building design must relate in material, colors, scale, and form,
which are harmonious with the surrounding environment in Old
Town.
Buildings and facades in the mixed-use retail and office district
should be a combination ofbrick, stucco-like finishes, smooth
finished concrete, and architectural metals. Building and facades
in the Bear Creek retail area should be primarily masonry
products with concrete and architectural metal used for detailing
if desired. In all design areas, there should be emphasis upon the
quality of detail and special form in window treatments,
columns, eaves, cornices, lighting, signing, etc. Building facades
should have a greater proportion of voids (windows) than solids
(blank walls) on pedestrian levels.
Buildings and the spaces between them should relate easily and
openly to the external public areas or plazas.
The scale of all structures in relationship to other structures and
spaces is important. The scale should be two to three stories in
the retail core. Some variation in heights contributes to the
variety and complexity of the environmental experience, and is
encouraged (refer to Figures 4-6 &4-8).
The development of ground level view points on each building
level which take advantage of solar access and views of the site's
open spaces is encouraged.
The integrity of a building as an individual structure or as part of
a series ofbuildings should be respected.

F5gze4-5
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Highlight building entrances through landscape or architectural
design features. Building entries should be designed in
conjunction with the landscape treatment of pedestrian ways in
the parking areas that direcdy relate to the entry.

Buildings as a whole should be seen as significant architectural
elements.
Exterior building surfaces above the first level and the primary
architectural elements covering pedestrian areas, such as arcades,
colonnades, and canopies, shall be considered in the building
design and entry areas.

Public Art
Encourage public art in public areas of the design area
particularly in and around the mixed-use retail center.

Storefront design and materials should be allowed to be unique
while maintaining the character of the building facade of which
they are a part.

Building Orientation

Building Entry
Orient building entrances to the street in a manner which
provides easily identifiable and accessible pedestrian entry ways.
•
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Uses in the center should be oriented externally as well as
internally (as is applicable) by using outward facing building
facades, malls, entrances, and other design techniques (refer to
Figures 4-1, 4-5, & 4-6).
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Mixed-use retail and office buildings should abut the sidewalks
on at least one side and orient the primary entrance, or entrances,
toward the street.
Building Colors and Materials
Building colors and materials shall be selected to integrate with
each other, other buildings in the Old Town, and other adjacent
commercial areas, while allowing a richness of architectural
expression for the various buildings.
Buildings should be constructed of materials that minimize light
reflection and glare.
Care should be taken to avoid clashing colors on individual
buildings and between adjacent buildings.
Windows and Display Areas
Windows and display areas shall be located along pedestrian
routes to enhance the pedestrian experience (refer to Figures 2

&7).
Storefronts should be visually open wherever practical. Stores
should use enough glass so that the activity inside the store is
obvious to the passerby. In all cases merchandise should be easily
visible to pedestrians.
Windows shall be provided on the street level in mixed-use retail
buildings rather than blank walls to encourage a visual and
economic link between the business and passing pedestrians.
Where windows cannot be provided, window boxes may be used
with Site Plan Review approval.
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Architectural and urban design treatment of 166th Avenue NE
shall encourage pedestrian circulation from the project to the
Cleveland Street retail area.

Future Development Pads
Future development pads shall be designed to relate to the rest of
the project's architecture and will provide pedestrian scale
exterior features.

Rooftop Mechanical Equipment
Rooftop mechanical equipment will be screened in a manner
which enhances the overall architectural design and roof tops will

Design Consistency
Each phase of the development shall be designed to be consistent
with, but not necessarily the same as, the balance of the project
architecture, including materials, colors, and general style.
Pedestrian Features
Provide pedestrian scale external features including such i terns as
window and glass display cases, street furniture and covered
walkways, and avoid large blank walls.
Outdoor Pedestrian Areas
The outdoor pedestrian areas shall include special paving
treatments, landscaping, and seating areas (refer to Figure 4-1).
Outdoor and ground floor areas should be designed to encourage
outdoor activities such as vendors, art displays, seating areas,
outdoor cafes, abutting retail activities, and other features of
interest to pedestrians.
Site Entrances
Entrances to the Town Center development shall be emphasized
with landscape treatments to strongly indicate the pedestrian
orientation of these areas (refer to Figures 4-2 & 4-3).
R
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be of a color that reduces glare and other types of visual impact
on the adjacent residentially developed hillsides.
Rooftops should incorporate features which soften rectilinear
forms and effectively screen mechanical equipment from view.

Parking areas should include landscape areas and be designed to
minimize long, straight, monotonous rows. The size and
location of parking areas should be minimized and related to the
group of buildings served.
Parking areas should include a clear circulation network to guide
pedestrians to the building entrances.

Transportation Guidelines

Roadway Configurations
Roadways that are above existing-grade should be designed in a
manner which reduces visual impact of pavement area such as
using landscaping or bermings.
Encourage alignment of all roadways to minimize removal of
groups of existing significant, healthy trees.
Streets should not be wider than 3 to 4 travel lanes and 5 lanes at
intersections between the design area and areas targeted for
integration with downtown.
Vehicular circulation shall relate the various uses on the site to
each other. Roads shall be designed to enhance viability of the
project components.
Vehicle access to parking areas should be designed to minimize
interaction of vehicles with pedestrians.
Parking - Surface

Visual impact of surface parking areas should be minimized from
the SR 520 corridor.
Landscaping shall be provided to screen surface parking areas
and provide transition between the project and surrounding areas
particularly when viewed from SR 520, Leary Way; and adjacent
hillsides.
Pedestrian access from parking areas should be safe and clearly
defined.
Landscaped medians should be provided where access and traffic
movements allow.
Conflicts between pedestrians and automobiles should be
minimized by designing streets to provide well defined
pedestrian walkways and crosswalks that reduce vehicle speeds.
Open space and landscaping should be coordinated and linked
wherever possible, particularly in relation to public areas and the
pedestrian system.

Where possible, locate parking behind buildings and away from
areas of high public visibility. Landscape and screen surface
parking areas visible to the public (refer to Figure 5).
REDMOND
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To minimize visual impact where surface parking is used, project
design should incorporate screening and landscape treatment of
surface parking areas.

The top floor of parking structures should include landscape
screening in areas such as along the cornice and on the deck,
either by trees or a screening trellis treatment.

Design and locate parking areas in a manner that will break up
large areas of parking and encourage shared parking with existing
downtown uses.

Provide walkways in parking floors which have curbs or other
barriers to protect from vehicular intrusion.
For security, pedestrian routes should be visible and avoid
enclosed, hidden areas. Emergency call boxes should be
available.

Patrons of the retail center shall be allowed to utilize mixed-use
center parking while patronizing other businesses in City Center.
No rules, signage, or penalties shall be enacted by Town Center
to preclude this parking allowance.

At least 50% of the parking provided for the entire site should
occur in parking structures. The ratio of minimum structured
parking shall be maintained for all phases of development of the
mixed-use center and the office park. (Clarification: 50% ratio

Parking - Structured
Structured parking should be designed to avoid undifferentiated
planes. The scale of parking structures should be modulated by
interruptions of the facades, setbacks, and lowering the first level
below the existing grade, where the water table allows, to reduce
total height.

rifers to allphases completed).

Parking structures should be enclosed with retail or office uses on
the exterior or where this enclosure is not feasible, the visual
impact should be softened with landscaping or screening.

Facades of parking structures should indude a landscape
treatment in addition to architectural screening from the SR520
corridor.

Pedestrian Links
Link proposed development to walkway, trail, and bicycle
systems in the surrounding area by connecting and lining up
direcdy to existing links, closing gaps and treating crossings of
barriers (such as railroad, Bear Creek, and driveways) with
special design treatment, minimizing barriers, designing with
consistent materials, widths and locations, and providing safe,
easy, and clearly identifiable access to and along the links. Safe,

Parking structures shall have landscaping around the perimeter
which will correspond to adjacent land uses and activities.
Landscaping shall include a combination of shade trees,
evergreen trees, shrubs, and groundcovers, and deciduous native
and ornamental shrubs and vines to further screen the structures.
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convenient and attractive connections to Marymoor Park,
Sammamish River Trail, and the Bear Creek trail system should
be provided.

weather are encouraged. Consistent treatment within a single
area is also encouraged in order to provide a strong identity of
space (refer to Figures 4-2, 4-6, & 4-8).

The sidewalk system shall be emphasized with landscape
treatments to provide readily perceived pedestrian pathways
through and around the mixed-use center design area.

Buildings should be designed to provide for weather and wind
protection at the ground level at mixed use retail storefront areas.
Buildings fronting sidewalks should provide pedestrian weather
protection by way of arcades, colonnades, and canopies at a
minimum of 48 inches in depth. The elements should be
complementary to the building's design and design of contiguous
weather protection elements of adjoining buildings. Materials
and design should engender qualities of permanence and appeal.

Sidewalks
When extending an existing sidewalk, the new walkway should
meet current standards and regulations where there is sufficient
right-of-way, and should be constructed of a material and
dimension which is compatible with and improves upon the
existing character.

Awnings or sunshades should be harmonious to the design of the
building to which attached, and should be in keeping with the
character of the building. Materials should be durable, long
lasting, and require low maintenance. Back-lit awnings are
discouraged.

Sidewalks should meet similar standards to those of the approved
Pedestrian Linkage System.
Paving of sidewalks and pedestrian crossings should be safe and
constructed of a uniform material that is compatible with the
character of the design district. The private use of sidewalk rightof-way areas may be appropriate for seasonal cafe seating or
special displays.

Enclosed Malls
The design of enclosed malls should allow pedestrians throughaccess during hours of retail center operation while still
maintaining security.

Encourage alignment of new sidewalks to minimize the removal
of groups of existing significant, healthy trees.

Trails - Pedestrian

Arcades. Colonnades. Canopies

Special design treatment and appropriate safety features should
be afforded the pedestrian trail crossings at public right-of-way
areas and at the Burlington Northern railroad tracks.

In areas of high pedestrian activity, devices for protection from
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Trails - Bicycle

Site Furnishings

Facilities for parking and locking bicycles should be provided and
be readily accessible from bicycle trails.

Benches, kiosks, signs, bollards, waste receptacles, water
fountains, lighting standards, perch walls, sidewalks, pathways,
trail and special water features should be designed to be
compatible elements of like materials and design.

Trails - Equestrian
Width of the trail should be adequate for two riders side-by-side
in order to avoid earth compaction and vegetation deterioration.
Equestrian trails should be separate from pedestrian and bicycle
trails. Equestrian trails do not have to be constructed until offsite linkage is constructed to the proposed development.

Perimeter Landscaping
Landscaping on the perimeter of the site will create a transition
between the project and the surrounding area.
Landscaping on Streets

Plazas and Pedestrian Malls
Landscaping on streets should be simplified to allow adequate
visibility from automobiles to businesses.

Plazas, pedestrian malls, and other amenity open spaces shall be
developed that promote outdoor activity and encourage
pedestrian circulation between the mixed-use center and the
balance of the City Center area.

Trees. Plants. Flowers

Landscape Guidelines

The use of potted plants and flowers, as well as street trees, are
encouraged, but should not impede pedestrian traffic.

Urban Landscape Treatment

Open Space Guidelines

Building entries, primary vehicular entries and building
perimeters should be enhanced with landscaping which could
include ornamental vines, groundcovers, shrubs and/or trees
selected for their screening, canopy, spatial enclosure, and
seasonal variation.

Tree Retention and Open Space Landscaping

R

Preserve existing natural features, particularly healthy mature
trees and stream courses.
Preserve a minimum of 100 percent of all trees within the Public
Access Open Space as identified in Figure 2-4. This area
includes the cluster of trees along the east side of Leary Way for
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Justice White House and Saturday Market

the purpose of preserving the corridor's green gateway image,
and the significant healthy trees along the Bear Creek and
Sammamish River corridors. Trees that cannot be retained due
to approved street and/or utility construction shall be replaced
with native nursery stock of similar or like variety at a 1:1 ratio,
with tree sizes in accordance with Section 20C.20.090(25)d),
pursuant to a landscape plan approved in conjunction with Site
Plan Review. Trees removed as a result of construction activities
which are intended to be preserved shall be replaced per Section
20C.20.90(25). Replacement trees shall be located in the
immediate vicinity as is practical.

The areas around the Justice White House and Saturday Market
shall be retained as open space. Areas at the Justice White
House should encourage active and passive recreation. These
areas should connect to other open spaces, trails and the mixeduse retail center.
Sammamish River
Open space should be retained along the Sammamish River and
enhanced by providing grade separation for trails at all
appropriate and feasible locations, and by making connections to
other open space zones.

Minimize new grading in this area.
Install landscape screening between this open space area and
adjacent parking areas.

Bear Creek
Open space along Bear Creek should be retained and enhanced
by:

Encourage passive recreation including a walking trail, bicycle
trail, seating and rest areas, pedestrian lighting, and site
furnishings. Connections should be provided to the Justice
White House, mixed-use center, Marymoor Park, Sammamish
.
River trail system, and other open space areas.
The "soft edge" landscape treatment to the south ofTown Center
along Bear Creek shall provide for a true transition between the
natural, riparian area of the creek to the more urban mixed-use
center area.
The informal nature of the west, south, and east portions of the
site should be maintained by retaining native materials and
random planting of compatible plant materials consistent with
the City Center Neighborhood Program.
R
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•

Encouraging passive recreation areas and activities and
discouraging active recreation.

•

Integrating all storm water swales and recharge areas with
the natural environment.

•

Protecting vegetation of the riparian habitat in this zone by
limiting access to the creek to designated access points.

•

Providing connections to Maryrrtoor Park, the Sammamish
River, mixed-use retail center, and other open spaces.

•

Including a pedestrian pathway, bicycle path, equestrian
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Symbols and Colors

trail when required, passive water access area, seating, and
site furnishings to facilities in this area.
Public Access Open Space

International symbols and colors should be used whenever
applicable.

Public Access Open Space should be retained, enhanced, and
made available for public use in this design area.

SR 520 Signage
Signage for the subject proposal shall comply with the SR 520
Corridor Signage Policy adopted by the City Council.

At least 46 acres shall be preserved by easement to the City or
controlled by other methods that would permanently assure the
open space to the City. This downtown Public Access Open
Space shall serve as a visual amenity and passive recreation open
space. (Clarification: also includes Saturday Market}.

Signs will be evaluated according to the overall impact, size,
shape, texture, lettering style, method of attachment, color, and
lighting in relation to use, the building and street where the sign
will be located, and the relation of the sign to other signs and
other buildings in the vicinity. Adherence to or enhancement of
sight lines both parallel and perpendicular to the sidewalks will
be considered. The primary reference will be to the average
pedestrian's eye-level view, although views into or down the
street from adjacent buildings should be an integral feature of
any revrew.

Open Space Acreage
Total open space as shown on Figure 2-4 shall include a
minimum of 56 acres. This will include building entryways and
miscellaneous building and parking lot landscaping, natural areas
inclusive of the flood way, significant plaza areas and links and
the Justice White House.

Signs should be simple, clear, and direct. Extruded aluminum or
plastic signs may not be appropriate. Careful use of neon may be
acceptable.

Signage Guidelines
Sign Kiosks

Signs should not hide or obscure the architectural elements of
the building.

Sign kiosks, which provide direction to groups of tenants are
encouraged as a means for discouraging numerous individual
directional tenant signs and providing clear directions. These
kiosks shall be located in high traffic areas and be consistent with
the design theme of the development.
R
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Signs attached or hung from the arcades, colonnades, and
canopies perpendicular to the sidewalk should be encouraged.
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Projecting, double-faced or three-dimensional signs may be
allowed if they are integrated into the overall streetscape and do
not destroy sight lines. Symbolic three-dimensional signs such as
a shaving mug, barber pole, pawn shop symbol, or other symbols
illustrating the product being sold on the premises, are acceptable
provided they meet other sign guidelines. When possible, signs
should reflect the character and the use within the structure.
Sign lighting should be energy efficient.
Lighting Plan

A lighting plan shall be provided and approved, which
encourages night time pedestrian movement between the
adjacent commercial areas, particularly Leary Way and 166th
AvenueNE.
Parking lot and security lighting shall be screened by buildings
and other means to minimize light intrusion onto the adjacent
nver.
Street lighting should relate in scale to the pedestrian character
of the area. The design of the light standards and luminaries
should enhance the design theme.
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REDMOND TOWN CENTER
TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION
[

I
I

.
This traffic impact analysis has been prepared for the proposed Redmond Town Center.
This report updates Entranco's Redmond Town Center Final Access Plan Analysis (June
1987), the traffic analysis report prepared for the previously approved Master Plan.
Redmond Town Center is proposed to be an open-air mixed use center located on the
former Redmond Golf Links property (see figure 1). At full build-out, Redmond Town
Center would ultimately result in 1,375,000 square feet (sf) of development. The mixed-use
center would be constructed in phases. Phase I, planned to open in the fall of 1996, would
contain approximately 600,000 sf of retail, entertainment, restaurant, and office uses.
Subsequent phases of development will be driven by market conditions. An illustrative site
plan for full build-out has been developed for the proposed Redmond Town Center and is
shown in figure 2. This report analyzes the traffic impacts of Redmond Town Center and
assumes all short-term mitigation improvements are in place at full build-out.
To assess the traffic impacts of the Redmond Town Center project, the following tasks were
undertaken:
• Assess existing conditions through field reconnaissance and review existing planning
documents.
•

Develop weekday p.m. peak-hour trip generation estimates based on the Institute of
Transportation Engineers Trip Generation manual, fifth edition. In addition, trip
generation estimates were determined for the Christmas season.

• Assign project-generated trip~, based on the. City of Redmond's traffic model.
•

Develop year-of-opening (1997) baseline traffic volumes.

• Conduct a comparative analysis of three possible alignments of Bear Creek Parkway.

j

•

Evaluate level of service (LOS) at 28 individual study intersections in Redmond to
determine if intersection capacity is affected by the project trips.

•

Evaluate areawide average LOS for the ·seven Transportation Management Districts
in Redmond for both the short- and long-term networks.

•

Identify short-term traffic·mitigation consistent with the City of Redmond guidelines for
analysis of individual intersection.

•

Identify long-term traffic mitigation consistent with the City of Reqmond pro rata share
methodology, using the current long-term project list.

•

Evaluate pedestrian/bicycle and safety issues of the proposed development.

•

Document construction impacts of the proposed development.

•

Evaluate parking needs of the proposed development.

I

I
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Primary Data and Information Sources

fI

•

Trip Generation manual, fifth edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE),
January 1991

•

Parking Generation manual, second edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers
(ITE), 1987

•

City of Redmond's Traffic Forecasting Model

•

Six-Year (1995-2000) Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), City of Redmond,
adopted July 1994

•

Draft City of Redmond Transportation Facilities Plan (TFP)

•

Interim Materials on Highway Capacity, Transportation Research Board Circular 212,
1980

•

1994 existing p.m. peak-hour turning movement counts, City of Redmond

•

December 1991-December 1994 accident data, City of Redmond and WSDOT

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Road Network

(

The streets which provide the major access routes to the proposed Redmond Town Center
are State Route (SR) 520, NE Redmond Way, Cleveland Street NE, Leary Way NE, and
166th Avenue NE.
·
State Route 520 is a four-lane limited access freeway which provides regional access for
the Redmond, Bellevue, Kirkland, and Seattle areas. In the project vicinity, it is signed for
55 mph and carries 48,700 vehicles per day (vpd}.
Northeast NE Redmond Way and Cleveland Street NE make up the existing one~way
couplet through downtown Redmond. Northeast Redmond Way (westbound) carries
19,800 vehicles per day and Cleveland Street NE (eastbound) carries 19,100 vehicles per
day. Both streets are three-lane principal arterials with a posted speed limit of 30 mph.

1

Leary WayNE is the western boundary of the proposed Redmond Town Center site. Leary
WayNE provides a connection between West Lake Sammamish Parkway/SA 520 and
downtown Redmond. Leary Way NE is a·four-lane minor arterial signed for 30 mph and
carries 19,100 vpd.
Access to areas north of the proposed Redmond Town Center site will be. provided primarily
by 166th Avenue NE. A four-lane north-south collector arterial, 166th Avenue NE, has a
posted speed limit of 30 mph and carries 12,100 vpd.
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Accident Analysis
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Accidents at the intersections and midblock roadway sections in the study area (as defined
by the City of Redmond) were analyzed for the three-year period from December 1991
through December 1994. Accident data was provided by th e City of Redmond and
WSDOT. A summary of the total and average annual accidents during this period is
provided in tabJe· 1 and shown in figure 3.
A signalized intersection experiencing ten or more accidents per year is typically considered
a high accident location. The SR 520/ NE Redmond Way intersection has experienced the
largest number of accidents, with an average of 11 accidents per year. The majority of
these accidents were rear-end collisions, and an average of three accidents per year
involved injuries. This intersection currently is undergoing major construction improvements, including the grade separation of SR 520 and NE Redmond Way. These improvements are expected to result in a decrease in the number of accidents at this location. The
NE Redmond Way/Cleveland Street NE/160th Avenue NE intersection also has experienced a high number of accidents, with an average of ten per year. The majority of these
accidents were sideswipe, and less than two accidents per year involved injuries. The City
of Redmond plans to improve the operations of this intersection before the opening of
Redmond Town Center. The NE Redmond Way/Leary WayNE intersection has
experienced an average of 9.3 accidents per year. The majority of these accidents were
right angle or approach turn accidents, and an average of 2.3 accidents involved injuries.
Signal modifications are proposed by the City of Redmond at this intersection which are
anticipated to improve safety.
All midblock sections had relatively low accident rates except for the section of roadway on
NE Redmond Way from 168th Avenue NE to SR 520, which experienced 51 accidents over
the three-year period. With the addition of a signal at NE Redmond Way/170th Place NE,
and the improvements associated with the NE Redmond Way/SR 520 interchange, the
number of accidents in this area are expected to decrease.

Levels of Service
An existing level of service (LOS) analysis was conducted for the weekday p.m. peak hour
for the study intersections, which were determined by the City of Redmond. The study
intersections identified for analysis were:
•

intersections within Redmond city limits

•

intersections impacted by 20 or more project-generated trips

•

intersections where the remaining capacity is less than the Redmond Town Center
project trips entering the intersection

92029 1 Rbporls I Tr ~lflc I Rlclro (415195} I I"
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Table 1
Accident Data Summary, December 1991 -December 1994

Intersection
W. lk. Sammamish Parkway
at SR-520 Eastbound Romps
at leary Way NE
leary Way NE:
at !59th Place NE
at Cleveland Street NE
at NE Redmond Way

r

Average Annual Accidents
Property
Personal Damage
Total
Injury
Only

12
18

9
4

3
14

4.0
6.0

3.0
1.3

1.0
4.7

4
16
28

2
4
7

2
12
21

1.3
5.3
9.3

0.7
1.3
2.3

0.7
4.0
7.0

1
25

0.7
10.0
3.3
7.3
7.3
11.0

0.3
1.7
0.7
2.0
0.3
3.0

0.3
8.3
2.7
5.3
7.0
8.0

NE Redmond Way:
at !59th Place NE
at Cleveland Street NE
at !66th Avenue NE
at Avondale WayNE (!68th Avenue NE)
at !70th Place NE
at SR-520 (Avondale Road)

2
30
10
22
22

1
5
2
6
1

33

9

16
21
24

Cleveland Street NE:
at !66th Avenue NE

4

3

1

1.3

1.0

0.3

1701h Place NE:
at Avondale Way NE

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Mldblock Section
W. lk. Sammamish Parkway
SR-520 Eastbound Romps to Leary Way NE
leary Way NE:
W. lk. Somm. Pl<wy to !59th Place NE
!59th Place NE to Cleveland Street NE
Cleveland Street NE to NE Redmond Way

!

Total Accidents
Property
Personal Damage
Total
Injury
Only

8

Total Accidents
Property
Personal Damage
Total
Injury
Only

Average Annual Accidents
Property
Personal Damage
Total
Injury
Only

1

0

1

0.3

0.0

0.3

5
3
3

1
2
0

4
1
3

1.7
1.0
1.0

0.3
0.7
0.0

1.3
0.3
1.0

3
4

3
4
3
1
3
14
22

1.0
1.3
1.3
0.3
7.7
9.3

0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.7
3.0
2.0

1.0
1.3
1.0
0.3
1.0
4. 7
7.3

NE Redmond Way:
W. Lk. Samm. Pl<wy to !59th Pla ce NE
!59th Place NE to Cleveland Street NE
Cleveland Street NE to Leary Way NE
Leary WayNE to I 66th Avenue NE
!66th Avenue NE to !68th Avenue NE
!68th Avenue NE to !70th Place NE
I 70th Place NE to SR-520

4
1
5
23
28

0
0
1
0
2
9
6

Cleveland Street NE:
NE Redmond Way to Leary Way NE
Leary WayNE to !66th Avenue NE
!66th Avenue NE to Avondale WayNE

11
14
1

1
2
1

10
12
0

3.7
4.7
0.3

0.3
0.7
0.3

3.3
4.0
0.0

!59th Place NE:
Leary Way NE to NE Redmond Way

4

1

3

1.3

0.3

1.0

!70th Place NE:
BN Railroad Tracks toNE Redmond Way
NE Redmond Way to Avondale WayNE

0
3

0
0

0
3

0.0
1.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
1.0

6
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Level of service refers to the degree of congestion on a roadway or intersection. It is a
measure of vehicle operating speed, travel time, travel delays, and driving comfort. Level of
service is generally described by a letter scale from A to F. For intersections, LOS A
represents free-flow conditions, during which motorists experience little or no delay, and
LOS F represents forced-flow conditions, during which motorists experience very long
delays. A more detailed discussion of the LOS concept is presented in Appendix A.
All LOS calculations for the signalized intersections were calculated using the Critical
Movement Analysis for Planning Application, Interim Materials on Highway Capacity,
Transportation Research Board, Circular 212, January 1980. This method defines LOS as
a function of volume-to-capacity (v/c), or the number of critical vehicles approaching an
intersection versus the vehicle capacity of that intersection.
The LOS calculations for unsignalized intersections followed the methodology outlined in
the 1985 Highway Capacity Manual, Special Report 209, Transportation Research Board.
The LOS reported for unsignalized intersections is the worst case among all of the
calculated movements (typically one of the stop-sign controlled side street approaches).
The LOS at unsignalized intersections applies only to the capacity of the worst movement,
and is not a valid indicator of overall traffic operations at an intersection.
The p.m. peak-hour LOS analysis results for the study intersections under existing
conditions are summarized in table 2. Of the existing study intersections, 20 are signalized
and four are unsignalized. Of the signalized intersections, 14 currently operate at LOS D or
better, and six operate at or above capacity (LOS E or F). Worksheets showing the LOS
calculations are provided in Appendix B.

DETERMINATION OF IMPACT

(

l
1

Methodology
Short-term Analysis. The analysis of traffic impacts for this project were evaluated for the
short-term (1997) and the long-term (201 0). For the short-term, the City requires individual
intersection LOS analysis to determine if short-term mitigation is required.
ln·addition, long-term impact is determined by the pro rata share methodology. Based on
this process, trips are generated for a new development and assigned to the long- term
roadway network using the City of Redmond's traffic forecasting model. Impacts to the
planned long-term roadway improvements are identified at locations where the new
development will generate ten or more p.m. peak-hour trips. These long term-road
improvements are identified in Redmond's Transportation Facilities Plan (TFP).

i
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Toble 2
Existing LOS Summary
INTERSECTION
Intersection
No.

N/S Street

E/WStreet

1994 Existing
LOS

C ritical Volume

Sig na lized Intersections

f

r
r

'

I

1

Leary WayNE

159th Place NE

B

973

3

Leary WayNE

Cleveland Street NE

c

1080

4

Leary WayNE

NE Redmond Way

B

908

6

166th Avenue NE

NE Redmond Way

A

638

8

170th Place NE

Avondale Way

A

768

SR 520 Romps

NE Redmond Way

F

1532

11

W. Lake Sammamish Pkwy NE

NE 51st Street

D

1336

12

E. Lake Sammamish Pkwy NE

Red-Fall City Rd

D

1188

13

Avondale Rood NE

NE Union Hill Rd

F

1506

14

Avondale Rood NE

Avondale Way

c

1155

15

Willows Rood NE

NE 90th Street

D

1207

16

148th Avenue NE

NE Redmond Way

D

1128

17

Willows Rood NE

NE Redmond Way

c

1002

19

l60th Ave NE/Cievelo nd Street NE

NE Redmond Way

B

839

20

164th Avenue NE

NE 85th Street

F

1383

9& 10

22

Leary Woy NE/SR 520 Westbound Romp W. Lake Sammamish Pkwy NE

E

1358

23

w. Lake Sammamish Pkwy NE

SR 520 Eostound Romps

F

1828

24

156th Avenue NE

NE 51st Street

A

803

25

Bel-Red Rood

W. Lake Sammamish Pkwy NE

E

1374

27

Avondale WayNE

NE Redmond Wa y

c

1017

Unslgnollzed Inte rsectio ns

I

2

Leary WayNE

162nd Avenue NE

Intersection does not exist

5

166th Avenue NE

Cleveland Street NE

F

Unsignolized •

7

170th Place NE

NE Redmond Way

F

Unsignolized •

18

159th Place NE

NE Redmond Way

F

Unsignolized •

21

166th Avenue NE

NE 80th Street

B

4-waystop

26

W . La ke Sammamish Pkwy NE

Bear C reek Pkwy

Intersec tion does not exist

28

Leary WayNE

Railroad Street NE

Inte rsec tion does not exist

·LOS a t uns1gno1tzed Intersections applies only to s1de street copac1ty, and 1s not a valid 1ndlcallor of the overall
traffic operations at the intersection.

9

Trip Generation
The p.m. peak-hour trip generation for the proposed Redmond Town Center was
determined using trip rates published by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip
Generation Manual, fifth edition, January 1991.

l
{
(

The proposed Master Plan (1 ,375,000 sf) conceives a flexible mixed-use project with three
major components- a mixed-use center (601 ,000 sf of retail including a hotel and cinema,
144,000 sf of office), an office park (430,000 sf), and 200,000 sf of other retail (Butler
Walls) . The trip generation rates used include ITE Land Use Code (LUC) 820 - Shopping
Center, and LUC 71 0 - General Office Building.

{

The alternative development scenario consists of 492,400 sf of retail, 255,000 sf of
department store, 264,200 sf of office space, a 150-room hotel, an eight-screen cinema,
and 186,100 sf of other retail (Butler Walls). The trip generation rates used for the
alternative development scenario include ITE Land Use Code 820 - Shopping Center, LUC
710- General Office Building, LUC 312 - Business Hotel, and LUC 444 - Movie Theater with
Matinee. Table 3 provides a summary of the proposed land uses and the associated trip
generation for both development scenarios.

[

Passby and Internal Trips

{

f

f

t
!
1

t

Passby trips are defined as trips made as intermediate stops on the way from an origin to a
primary trip destination. Based on the guidelines outlined in the ITE Trip Generation
Manual, fifth edition, the percentage of gross project generated trips classified as passby
trips for Redmond Town Center retail uses (601,000 sf) was determined to be 30 percent.
This percentage is an average of the passby trip reduction based on square feet of gross
leasable area (25 percent) and average daily traffic on adjacent roadway (35 percent).
Passby reduction for the Butler Walls retail (200,000 sf) was determined to be 35 percent,
based on ITE guidelines.
An additional reduction in gross traffic generation for multi-purpose trip making (internal trips)
was determined based on studies conducted at multi-use developments. Internal trips are
defined as trips made at multi-use developments by modes other than private vehicles. As
shown in the ITE Trip Generation Manual, fifth edition, internal trip reductions of up to 50
percent have been observed at some locations. For Redmond Town Center retail use, a ten
percent reduction was used, which is considered conservative. For office use, the range of
internal trip reduction is six percent to 16 percent. With the amount of mixed-use office and
retail on-site, an internal trip redu ction of 15 percent was applied for office use.
For the proposed Master Plan and alternative development scenario, approximately 63
percent of the total trips were assumed to be new trips. For comparison, the trip generation
fo r the approved Master Plan assumed approximately 55 percent of the total trips were to be
ne·w trips. Therefo re, a more conservative reduction of gross trips was used for the
proposed Master Plan.
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Table 3
Trip Generation Summary by Land Use
PROPOSED MASTER PLAN - 1,375,000 SF
ITE 5th Edition Trip Generation Rates
Land Use

Area

Unots (1)
Sq Feet

ITE
LUC [2)

Daay

In

GLA

820

36.33

1.10

Trips Generated
•••••••pM Peak Hour•••••••

······· pM Peak Hour··· · ···
Out
Total

Daily

In

Out

Total

21 .836
6.551
2. 184
13.101

1.025
308
102

SIS

1.026
308
103
615

2.051
616
205
1,230

5,258
789
4.469

115
17
98

559
84
475

674
101
573

10,899
3,815
1.090
5,994

510
179
51
280

510
179
51
280

t .020
358
102
560

37,993
23,564

1,650
993

2,095
1,370

3,745
2,363

Redmond Town Center
RETAIL
Passby Percent (3) •
/merna/ Percenr (4) •

601 .000
30%
10%

3 .41

1.71

Subllltal •
OFFICE
Internal Percenr •

574.000
15%

GBA

710

9 16

0.97

0.20

1.17
Subtotal•

Butler Walls
RETAIL
Passby Pe1cenl•
/merna/ Pefcenr •

200.000
35%
10%

GLA

820

5450

2,55

5. 10

2.55

Subtotal.

=

Gross Trip s
Net New Trip s =

ALTER NATIVE DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO- 1,375,000 SF
ITE 5th Edrlion Trp Generation Rates
Land Use

Area

Unlls(l)
SQ. Feet

ITE
LUC!2l

Daily

In

GLA

820

34.45

161

Trips Generated

'"''"PM Peak Hour'" " "
Out
Total

"'"" PM Peak Hour" ' " "
Out
Tocal

Daily

In

25,749
7725
2575
15 ,449

120t
360
120
721

1201
361
120
720

2.402
721
240
1,441

2.925
439
2.4a6

65
10
55

315
47
268

380
57
323

t227
123
1104

105
10
95

47
5
42

152
15
137

1091
109
982

57
51

36
4
32

83

10.419
3,647
1.042
5,730

487
170
49
268

487
170
49
268

974
341
97
536

41,411
25,751

1,915
1, 190

2,086
1,330

~.520 -

Redmond Town Cent er
RETAIUDEPT. STORES
Passby PefCBnl•
Internal Percent•

747,400

1.61

3.22

30%
10%

Subtotal•

OFFICE
/merna/ P91C9fll•

264.200

15,.

GBA

710

1107

0 .25

119

1.44
SubiOial-

C INEMA
inrernal Percenr•

8
10 %

Screens

444

153.38

13.14

5.90

19.04
Subtolal.

HOTEL
lntefnal Pe1cem-

150

Rooms

312

7.27

0 .37

0 .25

0 .62

tO~

SubiOtal-

6

93
tO

Butler Walls
RETAIL
Passby Percent•
Internal Percent •

186.100
35%
10'%

GLA

820

55.99

2.62

2.62

5.23

Subtolal •

Gross Trips =
Net New Trips =
Notes

( 1) GlA ts Gross Leasable Area GBA IS Gross BurldWl<J Area
(2) lnsttlule ol Transponatton Engineers. Tnp Generatron Manual. Sih EditiOn. January 1991 land Use Code
(31 Passby percent calculated based on methodology outlined on ITE Tnp Generation Manual· Average ot Adjacent Street TratliciSquare Footage
(4) lnteonal Trip Reduction calculated based o n methodology outlined in ITE Trip Generation Manual

4,001
-

The proposed Redmond Town Center is projected to generate a total of 3,745 gross trips
during the p.m. peak hour. The total net new trips on the network less passby and internal
trips is 2,363 p.m. peak-hour trips. The alternative development scenario is projected to
generate a total of 4,001 gross trips during the p.m. peak hour. The total net new trips on
the network less passby and internal trips is 2,520 p.m. peak-hour trips. Table 3
summarizes the trip generation for the proposed Redmond Town Center. For comparison ,
the approved Master Plan, updated to the ITE Trip Generation Manual, fifth edition,
generated a total of 4,680 gross trips during the p.m. peak hour. The total net new trips on
the network less passby and internal trips was 2,897 p.m. peak-hour trips. Therefore, the
proposed Master Plan represents an 18 percent reduction in net new trip generation.

{

(

The analysis contained in this report is based on the trip generation for the Proposed
Master Plan. The likelihood of the alternative development scenario occurring is less than
ten percent. It this scenario were to occur, the traffic analysis would have to be revised to
reflect the increase in trip generation.

Bear Creek Parkway Alternatives Analyzed

1
(

t
(

t
f

l

Th ree alternative alignments of Bear Creek Parkway were considered for access to
Redmond Town Center from the west. Alternative 1, the applicant's proposed alignment,
provides a three-lane parkway with connection at Leary Way NE/159th Place NE (see
figure 4). Alternative 2 is consistent with the previously approved Master Plan and provides
a three-lane parkway with a bridge over the Sammamish River and connection to West
Lake Sammamish Parkway (see figure 5). Alternative 3 provides a three-lane parkway with
connection at Leary Way NE/162nd Place NE (see figure 6).

Model Assumptions
The City of Redmond's traffic model was used to assign p.m. peak-hour trips, generated by
the new development, to the roadway networks. Redmond has developed two transportation
networks for this process. The first is a short-term (2000) transportation network, and
includes existing arterials plus projects from the 1994-2000 Six-Year Transportation
Improvement Program {TIP) as adopted by Redmond . The second network is a long-term
(201 0) transportation network, and includes long-term (201 0) road improvements identified in
Redmond's 1995-2010 Transportation Facilities Plan (TFP). Redmond also has developed
two sets of land use for the modeling purposes. The short-term 1997 (year-of-opening) land
use, which is used with the 2000 network, includes all existing and approved development,
plus an adjustment for background growth. The 1997 land use on the 2000 transportation
network was used only to determine the average LOS for the downtown district. The longterm 2010 land use, which is used with the 2010 network, includes existing development and
potential development based on current land use plans and zoning, thus accounting for
background growth. The 2010 land use on the 2010 transportation network was used to
determine the pro rata share associated with the project trips.
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Trip Assignment
The p.m. peak-hour trips generated by the proposed Redmond Town Center were assigned
to Redmond's short-term network (1997 land use, 2000 network), and long-term network
(201 0 land use, 2010 network) for all three Bear Creek Parkway alignment alternatives.
Figure 7 shows the new project trips distributed over the 2000 network. The distribution of
new project trips over the 2010 network are shown on model plots which are available at the
City of Redmond . The distribution of traffic for the long-term network may vary from ·the
distribution used for the short-term analysis, because more capacity was provided and
different routes exist in the long-term network.
The distribution of passby trips for the retail portions of Redmond Town Center are shown in
figure 8.

FUTURE LEVELS OF SERVICE
A 1997 LOS analysis was conducted for the 28 study intersections both with and without
Redmond Town Center.

I.
}
f

(

l
i

l

Determination of Baseline Volumes
The background traffic volumes used in the analysis were updated to 1997 conditions
based on a three percent annual growth factor, which reflects recent growth trends in the
Redmond downtown area. Additional trips generated by the approved developments of
Redmond West Business Park, Microsoft Buildings 26 and 27, Eddie Bauer Headquarters,
Target/Mervyns Retail, Willows Commerce Park, Bella Bottega Phase 2, Townhomes on the
River Trail, Washington Mutual Bank, and Boston Chicken were added to the background
traffic. In addition, the projected traffic generated from Overlake Christian Church was
added to the background traffic. This assumes that Overlake Christian Church will be
approved prior to construction of Redmond Town Center.
It should be noted that the average annual growth in the downtown district has been three
percent per year. Therefore, adjusting existing volumes by three percent per year and also
adding the traffic from additional developments establishes a worst-ca~e scenario for 1997
year-of-opening background traffic.
An adjustment to background traffic volumes also was made to account for traffic using
Bear Creek Parkway as a bypass to downtown Redmond (see figure 9).
•

For all Bear Creek Parkway alternative alignments it was assumed that ten percent
of vehicles using NE Redmond Way/Cleveland Street NE as a through route would
use the Bear Creek Parkway as a bypass. Only a ten percent diversion was
assumed to occur, because Bear Creek Parkway is only proposed as three lanes
and the cu rrent one-way couplet provides more capacity and operates efficiently.
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For Alternative 1, it was assumed 50 percent of vehicles traveling north on Leary
WayNE with a destination east of the project on NE Redmond Way or traveling west
on NE Redmond Way with a destination south of the project on Leary Way NE would
use Bear Creek Parkway as a bypass. This diversion was based on Bear Creek
Parkway providing a shorter route with fewer signalized intersections for vehicles to
travel through.

•

For Alternative 2, it was assumed 75 percent of the vehicles traveling north on West
Lake· Sammamish Parkway with a destination east of the project on NE Redmond ·
Way or traveling west on NE Redmond Way with a destination south of the project on
West Lake Sammamish Parkway would use Bear Creek Parkway as a bypass. This
diversion was based on Bear Creek Parkway providing an more direct route with
fewer sign alized intersections tor vehicles to travel through.

•

For Alternative 3, it was assumed 33 percent of vehicles traveling north on Leary
Way NE with a destination east of the project on NE Redmond Way or traveling west
on NE Redmond Way with a destination south of the project on Leary WayNE would
use Bear Creek Parkway as a bypass. This diversion was based on Bear Creek
Parkway providing a slightly shorter route with fewer signalized intersections for
vehicles to travel through.

{

l
I
(

The baseline (no action) 1997 p.m. peak-hour volum es are shown in figure 10.

Short-term Analysis

I
I
{

The short-te rm LOS was analyzed for the study intersections using the 1997 projected
background traffic volumes plus the traffic vo lumes generated by the Reamend Town
Center development. Figure 11 shows the total traffic volumes with Redmond Town Center
for all three Bear Creek Parkway alignment alternatives.

MITIGATION ANAL VSIS
Short-term Mitigation
Based on current City of Redmond guidelines, short-term mitigation is required when the
additional project trips added to the future background traffic volumes would cause the
intersection LOS to deteriorate beyond LOS D. Any intersection that would deteriorate
beyond LOS D must be mitigated, unless the level of service is currently E or F without the
project. If the level of service is currently E or F, the intersection must be mitigated if the
increase in critical volume is 20 trips or more. Table 4 provides an LOS comparison for no
action and for Redmond Town Center with all three Bear Creek Parkway alignment
alternatives. Based on these guidelines, proposed mitigation at the study intersections for
each alternative is as follows:

920291 R&porto I Tr~lhe I Rtetrn (4/5195} I tc
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Construction of a Pedestrian Bridge - Remove the sidewalks from the Leary Way NE bridge
and rechannelize to include a northbound right-turn lane from Leary Way NE to Bear Creek
Parkway. Replace sidewalks with a pedestrian bridge located south of the Leary WayNE
bridge. The cost of this improvement, excluding right-of way is $510,550.

Long-term Mitigation
The City of Redmond requires that any new development that adds a total of ten or more
p.m. peak-hour vehicle trips to any improvement on the long-term project list contribute a
pro rata share of the cost of that improvement. The pro rata share is based on the
proportion of new development trips to total trips on the link as given by Redmond's longterm model (201 0 land use, 2010 network). The mitigation provided below is based on
Alternative 1 and is considered to be essentially the same under Alternatives 2 and 3.
Appendix C provides a breakdown of the project list and pro rata costs for Redmond Town
Center. Based on current projected construction and right-of-way costs associated with
each project, the proportionate share cost for the project trips under Alternative 1 totals
$5,531,973 and is summarized as follows:

Pro rata Cost in 1995 Dollars

Project
Redmond TFP
WSDOT/Redmond lnterlocal (SR 520/SR 202)
Total

$5,395,298
136.675
$5,531,973

SPECIAL ISSUES
Christmas Season Trip Generation
The trip generation for Redmond Town Center for late November through December will
exceed the average traffic generation used for the traffic impact analysis. This section
reports the potential traffic impacts during the Christmas shopping season.
Based on the seasonal trends of shopping centers, an increase in trip generation of
approximately 50 percent can be expected during December. This increase is only
experienced by the retail portions of Redmond Town Center, which would result in an
overall increase in total weekday p.m. peak-hour traffic of approximately 38 percent.
While Saturday and Sunday holiday season shopping center traffic may exceed weekday
levels, the weekday commuter traffic flows are not present on the weekend. Additionally,
the Redmond Town Center office traffic is not present on weekends.
The critical areas during the holiday season will be at the entrances to Redmond Town
Center. Temporary traffic control measures such as police officers, flaggers, signs, and
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barriers can be used to alleviate the congestion. Temporary route signing may also be
installed to set up "congestion-bypass" routes.

Areawide Level of Service Average
To assess concurrency and short-term traffic impacts, the City of Redmond is developing an
areawide LOS standard for its seven transportation management districts (TMDs). Each
district has an LOS standard that represents an average of the demand versus capacity at
all signalized intersections analyzed within the district. If the addition of project traffic
causes the average LOS of the district to exceed the LOS standards prescribed by the City
in the short term, mitigation would be required. The results of the areawide average LOS
under each alternative for both the short- and long-term networks as provided by the City of
Redmond are shown in table 6.
As shown in table 6, traffic generated by the project would not cause the average LOS to
exceed the City's Draft concurrency standard in the downtown district.

Table 6
Areawide Level of Service Average
District 1:
Downtown

DRAFT
Concurrency No
Approved Proposed LU Proposed LU Proposed LU
LU
Alternative 1a Alternative 2b Alternative 3c
Standard Action

Short-Term 1997 LU
on 2000 Network
Long-Term 2010 LU
on 2010 Network

0.95

0.95

0.68

0.67

0.67

0.65

0.70

0.83

0.81

0.83

0.83

Notes: LU = land use
Approved land use is a 5-lane parkway with a bridge over the Sammamish River and connection to West Lake Sammamish Parkway.
a. Alternative 1 alignment is a 3-lane parkway With connection at Leary Way NE/159th Avenue NE.
b. Alternative 2 alignment is a 3-lane parkway with a bridge over the Sammamish River and connection to West Lake Sammamish Pkwy.
c. Alternative 3 alignment is a 3·1ane parkway with connection at Leary Way NE/162nd Avenue NE. In the long term. t62nd Avenue
NEwill be extended to connect with NE Redmond Way.

Pedestrians/Bicycles
The on-site pedestrian system consists of both sidewalks and linkages. Major streets and
adjacent sidewalks within the project align with existing downtown streets to make
connections in the initial phase, or are planned to make a future linkages. With a street
circulation system similar in nature to the existing CBD, the pedestrian linkage system will
have similar design and safety characteristics.
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The sidewalks are designed to be consistent with Type V linkage requirements of the City
Center Neighborhood Plan, which calls for a 14-foot sidewalk with buildings up to the
sidewalk edge. The proposal will make on-site sidewalks with building frontage a minimum
of 13 feet in width. Although this minimum width represents a one-foot deviation from the
standard, it is an adequate width to accommodate pedestrian movement, with curb bulb
projections, and plazas providing added width at areas that will likely incur heavier
pedestrian traffic. A Type 1 sidewalk linkage along Leary WayNE, along the western
boundary of the site has already been constructed.
Crosswalks will be marked at intersections, consistent with City of Redmond standard to
encourage pedestrian crossing at street intersections. Midblock crosswalks may occur
along 164th Avenue NE, 166th Avenue NE, and Town Center Street. At areas where
heavier pedestrian activity will occur, curb projections, street and sidewalk paving will be
integrated to create a more pedestrian oriented zone, and reduce vehicular traffic to a
slower speed. Pedestrian connections at the BNRR crossing will be consistent with existing
pedestrian connection at Leary Way NE and designed to create a safe crossing linkage.
The project will include trails, which will serve both bicyclists and pedestrians and link
directly with the Sammamish River Trail along the western edge of the site, and the Bear
Creek Trail on the southern edge of the site. A bridge will be constructed to link the site
trails with Marymoor Park to the south, and will pass beneath SR 520. The trails are located
to be consistent with the City Center Pedestrian System Plan and Bicycle Plan and will be
developed to be consistent with the Sensitive Areas Ordinance. Linkages between the
trails and on-site street/sidewalk system will occur at marked intersections at Leary Way NE,
164th Avenue NE, 166th Avenue NE, and directly into the easternmost development parcel.
On-site bicycle ways will be accommodated within the vehicular travel lanes on both sides
of Leary Way NE, 164th Avenue NE, 166th Avenue NE, and 168th Avenue NE, Town
Center Street and 162nd Avenue NE extension, in addition to the bikeways along the
northern and southern edges of the site. The proposal for typical on-site travel lanes will be
14 feet. This is consistent with a Class Ill Bicycle Route of the City Center Bicycle Plan,
which is required for most streets in the CBD, that describes a desirable width of curb lane
to be between 12 to 14 feet and shared by bicycles and motor vehicles.

Parking
An analysis was conducted to compare the parking supply and demand of the proposed
Redmond Town Center. Based on the proposed site plan, Redmond Town Center will
supply 5,470 parking spaces. The parking demand was determined based on the
guidelines outlined in the ITE Parking Generation Manual, second edition. At full buildout,
the weekday peak parking demand for the proposed Redmond Town Center would be
3,761 parking spaces. Therefore, the weekday peak demand is only 69 percent of the
supplied parking. The Saturday peak demand is expected to be 2, 768 spaces. which is
only 50 percent of the supplied parking for Redmond Town Center. A summary of the
parking supply and demand is summarized in table 7.
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Table 7
Proposed Master Plan Program - Parking Demand and Supply
Land Use

Area

Units{1)
Sq. Feet

ITE
LUC {2)

370,000

GLA

820-828

Parking Generation Rates {3), {4)
Weekday
Saturday
Peak
Peak

Parking Demand {4)
Saturday
Weekday
Peak
Peak

Parking
Supply

Parcel #1
RETAIL

3.23

3.69
Parcel 1 Total

=

1,195

1,363

1,195

1,363

1,441

Parcel #2
RETAIL

80,000

GLA

820-828

3.23

3.69

258

295

OFFICE

36,000

GBA

711-716

2.24

NDA

81

NDA

339

295

Parcel 2 Total =

358

Parcel #3
RETAIL

74,000

GLA

820·828

3.23

3.69

239

273

OFFICE

36,000

GBA

711-716

2.24

NDA

81

NDA

320

273

515

NDA

515

NDA

Parcel 3 Total =

834

Parcel #4
230,000

OFFICE

GBA

711-716

2.24

NDA
Parcel 4 Total=

733

Parcel #5
RETAIL

59,000

GLA

820·828

3.23

3.69

191

218

OFFICE

36,000

GBA

711·716

2.24

NDA

81

NDA

272

218

Parcel 5 Total

=

427

Parcel #6
RETAIL

18,000

GLA

820-828

3.23

3.69

58

66

OFFICE

236,000

GBA

711-716

2.24

NDA

529

NDA

587

66

293

304

293

304

240

249

240

249

418

3,761

2,768

5,470

Parcel 6 Total

=

843

Parcel #7
RETAIL

110,000

GLA

820-828

2.67

2.77
Parcel 7 Total

=

416

Parcel #8
90,000

RETAIL

GLA

820·828

2.67

2.77
Parcel 8 Total

=

GRAND TOTALS {PARKING DEMAND)
Notes:

{1)
{2)
{3)
{4)

GLA 1s Gross Leasable Area, GBA 1s Gross Bu1ld1ng Area
Institute of Transportation Engineers. Parking Generation Manual, 2nd Edition. 1987
Parking Generation Rate is Parking Demand Rate Divided by the Unit Area, in 1000 Sq. Feet
NDA is No Data Available
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The retail portion of Redmond Town Center is expected to experience a 50 percent
increase in traffic during the Christmas season. This addition of traffic will increase the
weekday peak demand to 5,281 parking spaces. Therefore, the Christmas season
weekday peak demand is expect to be 97 percent of the parking supply. Based on this
analysis, parking on the proposed site should not exceed capacity and will provide some
spill-over capacity for the existing downtown.

Construction Impacts
The construction of Redmond Town Center may generate some construction traffic impacts,
principally in terms of off-site construction truck movements and construction worker
commute trips.
Redmond Town Center construction truck movements will consist of construction equipment
and construction materials. Clearing and grading the entire site during Phase 1 minimizes
the duration of off-site truck haul impacts. It is estimated that up to 60,000 cubic yards of
organic material will be exported from the site and up to 350,000 cubic yards of material
imported to achieve finish grades.
It is the nature of construction and trucking to minimize travel during peak commute hours
where feasible, and in particular to avoid the p.m. peak hour. Most trucks will enter and exit
the site via 170th Avenue NE and NE Redmond Way to the east. Leary Way NE has been
identified as an acceptable haul route. However, efforts will be made to minimize
construction truck movements on Leary Way NE and other downtown streets.
The Redmond Town Center construction managers will carefully monitor truck movements
and construction worker traffic to minimize any traffic flow and safety impacts. The
Redmond Town Center construction officials will meet with City of Redmond Public Works
Department staff prior to construction to discuss issues and determine solutions. Periodic
meetings should be held during construction to review operations and implement corrective
measures as required.

SUMMARY
The proposed Redmond Town Center is projected to generate a total of 3, 745 gross trips
during the p.m. peak hour. The total net new trips on the network less passby and internal
trips is 2,363 p.m. peak-hour trips which is a 18 percent reduction from the previously
approved Master Plan.
The proposed Master Plan includes the construction a new two-lane arterial roadway from
159th Place NEat Leary Way NE to 170th Avenue NEon the south side of the BNRR rightof-way with provisions for left-turn pockets, right-turn lanes, and left-turn refuge lanes at
intersections.
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With the 1997 background traffic volume forecasts, LOS both with and without Redmond
Town Center was analyzed at 28 study intersections. Based on City of Redmond
guidelines, proposed mitigation at the 28 study intersections for each alternative is as
shown in table 8.
In addition, long-term impact for Alternative 1 was determined by the pro rata share
methodology. Based on current projected construction and right-of-way costs associated
with each project on the Redmond TFP project list, the pro rata share cost for the project
trips under Alternative 1 totals $5,531,973.
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SECTION I

Description of the Proposed Action
A.

PROPONENT and PROJECT LOCATION

Proponent
The Proposed Action is sponsored by Town Center Associates, 700 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2600
Seattle, WA 98104-5026.

Project Location
Redmond Town Center is located in the City of Redmond, immediately south of the developed
portion of the downtown (Figure 1). The site is generally bounded by the Burlington Northern
Railroad tracks on the north, Bear Creek on the south and east, and Leary Way and the
Sammamish River on the west. The 119-acre project site is currently under construction as a
mixed-use center.

B.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION -- Prior Environmental Analyses

Redmond Town Center has been evaluated in a series of environmental documents beginning
in the early 1980's. These documents are briefly described below.

Maingate -- Environmental review for Redmond Town Center began in 1982, with publication of
the Maingate EIS (Redmond, 1982). That document evaluated the effects of revision of
Redmond Community Development Guide goals and policies to encourage location of a
regional shopping center within the City Center neighborhood. Ordinance 1149, adopted by the
City Council in 1983, approved those policy changes.
Redmond Town Center - Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EISs) for the
Redmond Town Center proposal were published in March and November of 1985, respectively
(Redmond, 1985a and 1985b). The actions considered in those EISs included annexation of 90
acres (of the total 119-acre site), then located in unincorporated King County, to the City of
Redmond; Shoreline Master Program amendments and shoreline permits for various aspects of
the proposal; identification of the boundary of the FEMA floodway; other actions requiring
development review and permitting (e.g. clearing and grading); and evaluation of a number of
scenarios for development of an approximate 1.8 million square-foot regional shopping center,
including a mix of retail and office uses.
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SECTION II

I
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Environmental Analysis
This document is the second Addendum to the EISs prepared for the Redmond Town Center
site and Master Plan. Prior documents evaluate alternatives, impacts and mitigation measures
for development of a mixed-use/shopping center on the Redmond Town Center site. The
elements considered in previous EISs and addenda include earth (topography), air quality,
water resources (surface water runoff, floods, groundwater, water quality), plants and animals,
noise, light and glare, natural resources, land and shoreline use (land use patterns, relationship
to plans/policies/regulations), population and housing, aesthetics, transportation, public
services, energy, utilities, archaeological and historical, and fiscal impacts. The prior EISs are
available for review at the City of Redmond Planning Department. The information in these
documents is hereby incorporated by reference.
According to the SEPA Rules, an Addendum is an environmental document used to provide
additional information or analysis that does not substantially change the analysis of significant
impacts and alternatives in existing environmental documents 0/VAC 197-11-706, 197-11600(4)(e)). Existing environmental documents may be used in whole or part to address
environmental considerations. The previous proposal and this Proposed Action need not be
identical but must have similar elements that provide a basis for comparing environmental
consequences (RCW 43.21 C.034).

r
Scope of Analysis of this EIS Addendum
Based on the extensive environmental analysis conducted previously, and the similarity of the
revised proposal to the existing Adopted Master Plan, this EIS Addendum has been prepared to
provide additional or updated information regarding the impacts of the proposal on the following
elements of the environment:

I
l

•

Land, Shoreline Use & Aesthetics -- consistency of proposed uses with local plans
and policies adopted since the prior environmental review; and, with regard to
aesthetics, the effects of the proposed mix of uses, general location of buildings and/or
design concept, and building heights;

•

Transportation - updated information on traffic generation and distribution; and

•

Utilities -- effects of the Proposed Action on sewer service.

In addition to each of the elements noted above, prior analyses were reviewed to identify
potential changes based on the Proposed Action; Table 3 summarizes this comparison.
Because of the substantial similarity of the Proposed Action to what was evaluated in the prior
environmental documents, impacts and mitigation measures would be the same for most of
these elements.
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For those environmental elements in which additional or updated information is included in this
EIS Addendum , a brief synopsis of impacts and mitigation measures identified in the most
recent of the previous environmental documents is provided. This is intended to assist the
reader to compare impacts and mitigation measures. In general, the EIS Addendum does not
identify significant impacts that were not analyzed in previous environmental documents.
Additional environmental review will be conducted in conjunction with Site Plan Review for
individual phases of the proposal, if inconsistent with, or if not discussed in this or previous
environmental documents.

Table 3
Comparison of Environmental Impacts

II Environmental

_,.,

.·

;t;:-~·

."fr.

Proposed Action

1995 Adopted Master Plan

•'

Element
-·""-\

Earth

I
l

l

_,.l

;rJ:~

~

Impacts:
Earthwork would involve modification
of approx. 66% of the site.
Approximately 160,000 cubic yards
(CY) exported and 350,000- 500,000
CY imported . The area of the site to
be altered by earthwork and the
amount of earthwork proposed would
be greater than that associated with
previous 1987 proposal and
described in prior environmental
documents. Earthwork would occur in
Phase I to help reduce erosion and
sedimentation, and on- and off-site
duration of construction-related
activities.

Impacts:
All major site earthwork was completed
consistent with the 1995 Adopted
Master Plan. It is expected that
localized earthwork would be necessary
in conjunction with siting of specific
buildings.

Mitigation Measures:
• Stockpile topsoil for on-site re-use
• Inclusion of on-site temporary
erosion/sediment control devices
• Site grading to occur in dry weather
with site stabilization
• All site grading to be done in Phase I
• Truck movements/construction traffic
monitored to minimize traffic flow and
safety impacts
• Erosion/sedimentation control during
construction consistent with accepted
City standards
• Street cleaning and restoration

Mitigation Measures:
• Same as Adopted Master Plan.
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Table 3
Com parison of Environmental Impacts

A ir Quality

l

l
l
I

Water
Resources

Impacts:
Same or less than prior proposals
as a result of overall less vehicular
traffic generated and area-wide
improvements in air quality
emissions.

Impacts:
Same or less than prior proposals as a
result of overall less vehicular traffic
generated and area-wide
improvements in air quality emissions.

Mitigation Measures:
• Same as previous proposal

Mitigation Measures:
• Same as Adopted Master Plan.

Impacts:
The Adopted Master Plan would
allow the discharge of treated
stormwater by infiltration and direct
discharge to adjacent streams. A
Letter of Map Revision (LOMR)
requested modification of portions of
the FEMA floodway boundary
relative to portions of Bear Creek. A
Conditional Letter of Map Revision
(CLOMR) supplemented the LOMR
and requested modification of the
100-year floodplain for portions of
Bear Creek.

Impacts:
Same as the Adopted Master Plan.
The site is no longer located in the
100-year floodplain due to work
performed pursuant to the CLOMR
issued by FEMA. However, the Flood
Insurance Rate Map still shows the
site to be within the floodplain because
all the as-built information has not yet
been compiled.

Mitigation Measures:
• Storm water collection system was
designed for 6-month storm through
oil/water separators, multi-celled
wetponds and biofiltration swales.
• Storm water would be discharged by
infiltration and direct discharge to
Bear Creek or the Sammamish River
Erosion protection would be
provided at the point of discharge;
treatment facilities would provide
sediment removal

Mitigation Measures:
• Same as Adopted Master Plan.
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Table 3
Comparison of Environmental Impacts

1995 Adopted Master Plan

I

Plants &
Animals

[
{

[
[

r

I
{

l

Noise

Impacts:
Overland/piped discharge of runoff
will have direct impacts on Bear
Creek and the Sammamish River
(especially temperature and potential
pollutants).

Impacts:
Same as the Adopted Master Plan.

Mitigation Measures:

Mitigation Measures:

• On-site oil separators and extensive
wet ponds (or biofilters) prior to
discharge
• Added shading on Bear Creek and
the Sammamish River to offset
thermal increases from the runoff and
to offset other remaining stressinducing impacts on fish.
• Maintenance management plan
consistent with the City's Sensitive
Areas Ordinance

• Same as the Adopted Master Plan.

Impacts:
Comparable to the previous
proposal. While traffic patterns
would change as a result of the
Adopted Master Plan, ambient nose
levels would not be significantly
affected. Noise from on-site
stationary sources associated with
Adopted Master Plan could generate
noise, however, noise levels would
comply with provisions of the City's
environmental noise ordinance.

Impacts:
Same as the Adopted Master Plan.

Mitigation Measures:

Mitigation Measure:

• Same as the previous proposal

• Same as Adopted Master Plan.
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Table 3
Comparison of Environmental Impacts

.,•r ''.....
Environmental
Element

Light & Glare

Natural
Resources

Impacts:
Based on changes to the scope of
the Adopted Master Plan , while
areas of the site and surrounding
area may exhibit increased levels of
light (or possibly glare), other areas
may experience reduced levels.
The net effect is that ambient levels
of light (and glare) associated with
the Adopted Master Plan is
expected to be comparable to that of
the prior proposal.

Impacts:
Same as the Adopted Master Plan.

Mitigation Measures:
• Same as previous proposal

Mitigation Measures:
• Same as Adopted Master Plan.

Impacts:
Comparable to the previous proposal.

Impacts:
Same as the Adopted Master Plan.

Mitigation Measures:
• None

Mitigation Measures:
• Same as Adopted Master Plan.

l
l
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Table 3
Comparison of Environmental Impacts

I

~

Land Use
Land Use
Consistency with
plans, policies and
regulations
associated with the
Proposed Action is
discussed in greater
detail in this EIS
Addendum.

Impacts:
The Adopted Master Plan is
consistent with the Countywide
Planning Policies and Redmond's
Comprehensive Plan. The Adopted
Master Plan includes proposed
amendments to several City Center
Neighborhood Plan policies; the
Adopted Master Plan is consistent
with the City's SAO.

Proposed Action

Impacts:
The Proposed Action involves three
amendments to Redmond's
Comprehensive Plan and one change
to Redmond's Community
Development Guide; these changes
are described in Section I of this EIS
Addendum. These amendments,
together with impacts, are briefly
described below.
It is proposed the Comprehensive Plan
be amended to increase the maximum
commercial building area from
1,375,000 sq.ft. to 1,490,000 sq.ft. of
gross leasable area (GLA). The affect
of this proposed change would be a
greater intensification of development
in the City Center, consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan.
It is also proposed that a
Comprehensive Plan policy be
amended to provide for a mixture of
retail and office uses and delete the
requirement for specific amounts of
development associated with the
mixed-use retail area. This change
would be consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan; a mix of retail,
office and service uses would be
provided. No Land Use environmental
impact is expected.
It is proposed that a new
Comprehensive Plan policy be added
to authorize administrative approval of
certain square footage requirements
established by City policy. This
proposed change is procedural and no
environmental impact is anticipated.
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Table 3
Comparison of Environmental Impacts

Land Use
(continued) ·

Impacts: (continued)
It is also proposed that the Redmond
Community Development Guide be
amended to establish a height limit
range for residential uses in the MixedUse Center Design Area. This change
would provide for intensification of
residential development in this portion
of the downtown and greater land use
compatibility. consistent with provisions
of the Comprehensive Plan.

(

I
[

Population &
Housing

Mitigation Measures:
• None

Mitigation Measures:
• None

Impacts:
The Adopted Master Plan would add
3,278 direct jobs; indirect
employment has not been estimated.
No new direct population impacts
would occur.

Impacts:
Same as the Adopted Master Plan.

Mitigation Measures:
• None required.

Mitigation Measures:
• None required.

Redmond Town Center EIS Addendum

Establishment of a height limit for
residential structures in the Mixed-Use
district is intended to make it feasible to
develop residential uses on the site,
although no residential development is
proposed at this time; no environmental
impact is anticipated.
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Table 3
Comparison of Environmental Impacts

Aes thetics
Aesthetics Impacts
and related
Mitigation
Measures
associated with the

Proposed Action
are discussed in
greater detail in the
Land Use section
of this £/S

Addendum

Impacts:
Impacts would be comparable to the
previous proposal. The Adopted
Master Plan includes an increased
amount of surface parking, however,
the surface parking is distributed
throughout the site; building height
modifications; improved design
relationship (scale, building height,
orientation) between the Adopted
Master Plan and downtown; and loss
of the fairway trees located north of
the proposed parkway.

Impacts:
Environmental impacts would be
comparable to those associated with
the Adopted Master Plan. Broad
design considerations (e.g., use of
colors, materials and placement of
glazing) would be the same as
identified for the Adopted Master Plan.
The Proposed Action would result in
an increase in GlA (115,000 sq.ft.),
which would be achieved primarily with
increases in height of some buildings
(from 2-stories to 3 stories) and
increases in building depth.
Approximately 565 additional parking
spaces would be provided and the
amount of structured parking
(compared with total parking) would
increase from 50% to 67%. For the
most part, the structured parking would
be located behind other retail/office
buildings and perimeter landscaping.

l
(

No significant impact is anticipated
with regard to changes in building
height, depth or the amount of
structured parking that would be
provided.

Mitigation Measures:

Mitigation Measures:

• Trees would be planted on-site to
enclose plazas in the initial phases of
project.
• Paved walkway would provide interim
linkage between shopping areas if
significant delay in development of
Parcels #5 and 6.

• Same as the Adopted Master Plan.
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Table 3
Comparison of Environmental Impacts

Recreation &
Open Space·

I
I
r
(

(
Public Services &
Utilities
Utilities Impacts and
related Mitigation
Measures for sewer
flow associated with
the Proposed Action
are discussed in

greater detail in the
Public UtilitiesSewer Section of
this E/S Addendum

Impacts:
Total open space would be greater
with the Adopted Master Plan than
what was analyzed in the 1985 EIS
(25-30 acres) and comparable to the
previous EIS evaluation of the
previously approved master plan
(55-60 acres). The Adopted Master
Plan retains 56 acres (47% of the
total site area) as open space.

Impacts:
Same as the Adopted Master Plan. No
change in the amount of open space is
anticipated.

Mitigation Measures:
• Approximately 46 acres are held in a
conservation easement or
conveyance acceptable to the City
for public access and passive
recreational use.

Mitigation Measures
• Same as the Adopted Master Plan .

Impacts:
The Adopted Master Plan would
place increased demands on the
Redmond Police Department and
Redmond Fire Department in
response to calls-for-service at the
site. Probable environmental
impacts associated with the Adopted
Master Plan would be consistent
with police and fire service-related
impacts identified in the previous
environmental documents. The
amount and nature of development
would be comparable. No new
impacts on schools are expected.

Impacts:
Public Service impacts would be the
same as the Adopted Master Plan.
Sewer flows would be approximately
1.19 MGD with 1.15 MGD going
through the pump station and
approximately 0.04 MGD going
through the gravity line, based on a
peak factor of 2.55. For a discussion
of peak flow, refer to Public UtilitiesSewer contained in Section II C. of this
EIS Addendum and Appendix C.

Peak sewer flows would increase to
1.44 MGD, based on a peak factor of
3.0.
Mitigation Measures:
• Specific measures were identified in
prior environmental documents ..

Redmond Town Center EIS Addendum
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Table 3
Comparison of Environmental Impacts

• Proposed Action

Energy

(

I
r

I
I
l

l
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Transportation
Transportation
Impacts and related
Mitigation Measures
for transportation
associated with the
Proposed Action are
discussed in greater
detail in the

Impacts:
Comparable to the previous
proposals.

Impacts:
Comparable to Adopted Master Plan.

Mitigation Measures
• Same as previous proposal

Mitigation Measures
• Same as the Adopted Master Plan.

Impacts:
Broad range of traffic-related
environmental impacts have been
identified for the Adopted Master
Plan. It was estimated that the
Adopted Master Plan would
generate up to 23,564 net new trips
daily with 2,363 net new trips during
the PM peak hour period.

Impacts:
Comparable to the Adopted Master
Plan. It is estimated that the
completed project would generate up
to 23,100 net new trips daily - roughly
11,550 vehicles arriving and 11,550
vehicles departing. The amount of net
new trips would be approximately
2.0% fewer than projected with the
Adopted Master Plan . It is estimated
that the Proposed Action would
generate 2,367 net new trips during
the PM peak hour period -four
vehicular trips more than was
estimated for the Adopted Master Plan.

Mitigation Measures:
• Broad range of traffic-related
environmental impacts have been
identified for the Adopted Master
Plan.

Mitigation Measures:
• Same as the Adopted Master Plan.

Impacts:
The former clubhouse (Judge White
house) would remain. No impacts
are expected.

Impacts:
Same as the Adopted Master Plan.

Mitigation Measures:
• Same as the previous proposals

Mitigation Measures:
• Same as the Adopted Master Plan.

Transportation
Section of this EIS
Addendum

Archaeological &
Historical

l
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Land, Shoreline Use and Aesthetics

This section of the EIS Addendum addresses the relationship of the Proposed Action to
applicable plans and policies, changes in land use patterns and changes with regard to
aesthetics.

1.

Relationship to Plans & Policies

A broad range of plans and policies were evaluated in the prior EIS Addendum and prior
environmental documents, including the Growth Management Act, King County Countywide
Planning Policies, City of Redmond Sensitive Areas Ordinance, the City of Redmond Draft
Comprehensive Plan, the City Center Neighborhood Plan (Downtown Plan), and the Redmond
Shoreline Master Program. Those analyses are not repeated here.
This section of the EIS Addendum briefly discusses the relationship of the Proposed Action to
the City of Redmond Comprehensive Plan, which was adopted subsequent to issuance of the
prior EIS Addendum.

City of Redmond Comprehensive Plan (July 1995)
The City of Redmond's Comprehensive Plan, prepared to comply with the requirements of the
Growth Management Act, was adopted July 18, 1995. Relevant provisions are summarized
and evaluated below to provide a general indication of the relationship of the Proposed Action
to adopted City policy. The evaluation focuses on policies relating to Urban Centers and the
City Center Neighborhood.

Summary:

L
I
l

The land use pattern established by the Comprehensive Plan is intended to accommodate
planned levels of development; protect existing neighborhoods and uses; provide a variety of
housing opportunities; protect the quality of the environment; conserve agricultural areas;
prevent sprawl; and promote a strong and diverse economy by encouraging office and retail
uses downtown and in Overlake area (Policies FL-1 :5). The Generalized Land Use Map (Map
LU-1, page 43) and the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map (following page 68) show the City
Center Neighborhood, including the Redmond Town Center site (but excluding the floodway) as
an Urban Center.
Urban Center. Urban Centers (downtown and Overlake) are intended to provide a
significant focus for future development within the City. The Comprehensive Plan
encourages retail commercial, corporate offices, research and development and moderateto-high density residential growth within the Urban Centers.
City Center Land Use. The City Center (Downtown) Commercial/Mixed-Use land use
designation (Policy LU-128) is intended to encourage development of compact, mixed-use
pedestrian-oriented downtown that attracts people day and night. It will include buildings
and parks that symbolize the City's center. It will also include a park network that provides
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recreational opportunities and places for people to gather and meet; and bike trails and
sidewalks that tie downtown to the rest of the city. The natural setting along the
Sammamish River and Bear Creek will be protected and enhanced. A wide range of retail,
service, office, residential and public uses are permitted.

l
I

City Center Neighborhood and Mixed Use Design Area Policies. The City Center
(Downtown) Neighborhood Policies reinforce the intent of the City Center land use
designation. The focus is a concentrated retail core centered around Leary Way and
Cleveland Street. Individual districts within the downtown will develop at different densities,
uses and building heights/designs. The transportation system is intended to increase
mobility, including bicycle and pedestrian trails and walkways as well as increased transit
service. A combination of large open spaces, such as the Sammamish River and Bear
Creek, small parks and landscaping, and plazas will form parts of the overall system of
parks and amenities.
Goals and policies for the City Center that are particularly relevant to the Proposed Action
include the following:

l
l

l
l

•

promote downtown Redmond as the primary commercial activity center for the city and
greater Redmond area (FC-1, CP-10);

•

locate a variety of office, service, retail, residential and cultural opportunities (CP-2);

•

encourage development of a major comparison center area in downtown to expand
business opportunities, provide additional revenues and positively influence
development (CP-4);

•

require comparison shopping center proposals to integrate shopping facilities visually,
functionally and through pedestrian connections into the City Center (CP-5);

•

encourage comparison retail and associated uses at the center of the downtown area to
promote development of a concentrated shopping area and encourage development of
concentrations of office uses and support services adjacent to the retail core (CP-8);

•

development adjacent to the Sammamish River, Bear Creek and other park areas
should be designed to complement and enhance these areas by fronting buildings on
the park, providing convenient public access, providing additional landscaping, plazas
and other pedestrian features, avoiding locating parking lots toward the park spaces,
and using creative design concepts to protect natural systems (CP-32); and

•

incorporate the policy changes the City Council made in approving the Town Center
Development Guide Amendment, DGA 94-004, into this chapter (Exhibit A [Part 2] Minor
Staff Amendments to Draft Comprehensive Plan [7/26/95]).

The Mixed-Use Shopping Area sub-section of the Comprehensive Plan retains existing
policies from the adopted neighborhood plan. The Comprehensive Plan notes that
modification of the policies and implementing regulations will require site-specific review and
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analysis to determine impacts. Applicable goals and policies for the Mixed-Use Shopping
Center include the following :

I
I

•

Encourage development of a regional shopping center/mixed use complex that will
provide a focus for the existing downtown and contribute to the City's social and
economic base (FC-74). Policies include providing a mix of office, hotel, cinema, open
space and recreational activities; a regional shopping center of 750,000- 850,000 sq.ft.
of gross leasable area (CP-76) and a maximum gross floor area of 1.375 million sq.ft.
(CP-77); retail uses that are linked visually and functionally to other retail uses in the
City Center (CP-79); development of a compact center which minimizes use of land
area and generates a high level of pedestrian activity (CP-80); provision of at least 50%
structured parking (CP-81) and screening parking structures (CP-83); orienting the
center externally as well as internally (CP-82); reducing large parking areas (CP-85);
preserving the Justice White House (CP-97); making the size and scale of the center
compatible with the City Center (CP-88);

•

Integrate the area with the City Center and minimize transportation impacts (FC-89).
Policies include maintaining a LOS 0 on off-site roadways and limiting street widths to 3
- 4 travel lanes (5 lanes at intersections) (CP-90 and CP-91 ); providing a continuous
landscaped pedestrian/bicycle trail system linking to downtown and Marymoor Park (CP92); and encouraging pedestrian circulation (CP-93);

•

Minimize physical impacts to the environment (FC-95). Policies include retaining
existing vegetation particularly adjacent to Bear Creek and the Sammamish River (CP96); preserving existing natural features particularly mature trees and stream courses
(CP-97); preserving a minimum of 75% of all trees within the cluster along Leary Way at
the northwest corner of the Redmond Town Center site (CP-98); and adequately
controlling runoff (CP-99); and

•

Create recreational opportunities (FC-100). Policies include retaining a minimum of 60
acres (excluding building entryways and building/parking area landscaping) with 25
acres in one parcel (excluding the floodway) as permanent open space (CP-101);
development of plazas and other amenity open spaces (CP-1 02); pedestrian and bicycle
connections between the site, downtown and Marymoor Park (CP-103); and
encouraging walking on the site and to external locations (CP-104).

Discussion:
Urban Center; City Center Land Use. The Proposed Action is consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan's policies for Urban Centers and the City Center Neighborhood. The
Proposed Action is located within the Downtown Urban Center, as depicted on the
Comprehensive Plan maps. It would contain the types/mix, intensities and clustering of uses
(retail, office, open space) that are encouraged to locate within the downtown, and the
development would be pedestrian-oriented.
The Proposed Action would retain visual and pedestrian connections between the project site,
Bear Creek, the Sammamish River and the downtown. Large open space areas would be
retained on the southern and western portions of the site. Plazas and visual amenities would
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be incorporated into the design of the proposal; these would provide opportunities for people to
meet and gather. Pedestrian and bicycle walkways would link the project with downtown and
open space/recreational areas to the south (Bear Creek) and west (Sammamish River). In
general, the proposal's combination of large open spaces, plazas and landscaping would
contribute to the City Center's overall system of parks and amenities.

(

I

1

l

I
I
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City Center Neighborhood Policies. The Proposed Action would be consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan's goals and policies for the City Center. Development associated with the
Adopted Master Plan would contain a mix of retail, office and service uses and would help
support downtown Redmond's role as the primary commercial activity center for the area. The
Proposed Action would help implement location of a major comparison shopping area in
downtown and would expand employment, business opportunities and revenues. One objective
of the Adopted Master Plan was to integrate the mixed-use center with the downtown through
visual and pedestrian connections. Although not all buildings would front onto the open space
area, overall design, landscaping, plazas, and pedestrian connections would help integrate the
mixed-use center with the downtown and surrounding natural areas.
Mixed-Use Design Area Policies. In general, Redmond Town Center has been planned and
designed to comply with the City Center policies. The Proposed Action would provide a mix of
retail, office, recreation and open space uses that will serve a regional market and generate
revenues to the City. The applicant's objective and design concept is to harmonize Redmond
Town Center with the downtown in terms of scale, design and proposed uses. Proposed uses
(retail, office, cinema, hotel, recreation, open space) are consistent with those encouraged by
the Mixed Use Shopping Area policies. The Adopted Master Plan authorized 1.375 million sq. ft.
of gross leasable area (GLA). It also provides pedestrian and visual connections between the
City Center and Bear Creek. Existing natural features -- including Bear Creek and identified
wetlands - are preserved pursuant to City regulations. A significant portion of the site is
retained as open space. Conceptual landscaping (including parking areas and along Bear
Creek) is shown in Figures 2 - 4 of this EIS Addendum .
The Proposed Action is generally consistent with the plan's Mixed Use Shopping Area. As
noted in Section I of this EIS Addendum (Description of the Proposed Action) three
amendments are proposed to the Redmond Comprehensive Plan. Two of the modifications
involve Mixed-Use Design Area policy (20B.85.130[75][b]). One change would increase the
maximum commercial building area associated with Redmond Town Center from 1.375 million
sq.ft. (GLA) to 1.490 million sq.ft. (GLA). While this increase would exceed the existing
maximum building area, the amendment increases the maximum commercial building area,
consistent with provisions of the City's Comprehensive Plan regarding intensification of
development in the City Center.
The other amendment to this policy would provide for a mixture of retail and office uses and
delete the requirement for specific amounts of development associated with the mixed-use
retail area, the office park, and other retail uses. This change, while inconsistent with the
existing policy, is consistent with the City's Comprehensive Plan regarding the provision of a
mixture of retail and office uses in this area of downtown.
The third policy change would add a new Mixed-Use Design Area policy (20B.85.130[75]U]),
which would authorize administrative approval of certain square footage requirements
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established by City policy. This proposed amendment is procedural and would be consistent
with the City's procedures regarding regulatory reform.

City Center Neighborhood Plan (Downtown Plan)
Policies of the City Center Neighborhood Plan (Redmond, 1993) have been incorporated into
the City's revised Comprehensive Plan. City Center Neighborhood Policies and the Mixed-use
Design Area Policies are discussed above.

f

2.

I

Table 4 provides a comparison of proposed land use changes between the Adopted Master
Plan and this Proposed Action (refer also to Figures 2- 4 of this EIS Addendum). For the most
part, these changes reflect greater intensification of development on the site with an increase in
the amount of office space, a larger hotel, and more structured parking. More intensive
development of the site would be consistent with the desired urban land use pattern of
downtown Redmond, as reflected in the Comprehensive Plan. The changes also establish a
height limit for residential structures in this portion of downtown. While no residential
development is included as part of this Proposed Action, this amendment is intended to make it
feasible to develop residential uses on the project site. No new or different land use impacts,
beyond those identified in prior environmental documents, would occur as a result of the
proposed changes in land use identified below.

I
l

Land Use Patterns

Table 4
Comparison of Changes Between the Adopted Master Plan
and this Proposed Plan Amendment

(

[

r

Adopted Master Plan

l

Proposed Plan Amendment

Overview

Overview

•

The Adopted Master Plan modified the proposed
pattern of land uses for the site from a predominantly
retail-use regional shopping center associated with
the previously-approved master plan to a project that
would contain significant specialty retail, hotel,
entertainment, and office components.

•

Modify the mixture of land uses proposed for the site to
decrease the amount of retail space within Redmond
Town Center Mixed-Use Area by approximately 5%
(25,340 sq.ft.) and other retail in the Bear Creek district
by 22% (44,000 sq.ft.); increase the amount of office
space by approximately 29% (159,000 sq.ft.); and
increase the size of the hotel by 18% (18,000 sq.ft.).

•

The Adopted Master Plan includes 3 mixed-use
retail/office buildings, 16 retail structures, 4 office
buildings, and 1 hotel.

•

It is proposed that the land use mix be modified to
include 5 mixed-use retail/office buildings, 13 retail
structures, 7 office buildings, and 1 hotel.

l

l

,,

Parce/ 1

Parce/1

•

•

The Adopted Master Plan shows 2 mixed-use
retaiVoffice buildings, 5 retail structures/ restaurants,
and a parking structure.
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No change in land use patterns; the intensity of
development would change - retail-3.5% increase
12,560 sq.ft.), office-1 .9% decrease (836 sq.ft.).
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Table 4, continued

r

Parcel2

Parcel2

•

A 100,000 sq.ft., 140-room hotel is depicted in the
southwest quadrant of 164th Ave. N.E. & N.E. 76th
St.

•

A 118,000, 175-room hotel is proposed in the southwest
quadrant of 164th Ave. N.E. & N.E. 76th St.

The Adopted Master Plan shows a 2-level retail
structure located at the northwest quadrant of 164th
Ave. N.E. & N.E. 74th St.

•

It is proposed that a 2-level mixed-use retail/office
building be located at the northwest quadrant of 164th
Ave. N.E. & N.E. 74th St. (potential housing above retail
site).

The Adopted Master Plan shows a 2-level office
building located at the northeast quadrant of Bear
Creek Parkway & N.E. 74th St.

•

A 3-level office building would be located at the
northeast quadrant of Bear Creek Parkway & N.E. 74th
St.

•

The intensity of development in this parcel would
change- retail-53% decrease (23,000 sq.ft.), office-95%
increase 24,177 sq.ft.), hotel-18% increase (18,000
sq.ft).

•
•

[

[

l
l

Parce/3

Parce/3

•

The Adopted Master Plan shows a 2-level office
building and surface parking on the west-half of this
parcel.

•

A parking structure for the AT & T campus is located on
the west-half of this parcel and setback from Bear Creek
Parkway.

•

The Adopted Master Plan shows a retail/parking
structure on the east-half of this parcel.

•

A parking structure with retail frontage is proposed for
the east-half of this parcel.

•

See Parcel 4 for comments regarding changes in the
intensity of development within Parcel 3 & 4.

Parce/4

Parce/4

•

The Adopted Master Plan shows a raised parking
structure on the west-half of this parcel.

•

A 3-level office building with associated surface parking
is located on the west-half of this parcel.

•

The Adopted Master Plan shows a 5-level office
building located along the south and east boundaries
of this parcel.

•

A smaller, 5-level office building is located along the
south boundary of this parcel and a 4-level office
building is located along the north and east boundary of
this parcel.

•

The intensity of development within Parcels 3 & 4 would
change- retail-96% decrease (28,800 sq.ft.), office-33%
increase (71,100 sq.ft.).

[
ParcelS

ParcelS

•

The Adopted Master Plan shows a 2-level
retail/office building located at the southeast
quadrant of 166th Ave. N.E. & N.E. 76th St.

•

It is proposed that a 3-level retail/office building located
at the southeast quadrant of 166th Ave. N.E. & N.E. 76th
St.

•

:rhe Adopted Master Plan shows a 2-level retail
structure located at the northeast quadrant of 166th
Ave. N.E. & N.E. 74th St.

•

It is proposed that a 3-level retail/office building be
located at the northeast quadrant of 166th Ave. N.E. &
N.E. 74th St.
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Table 4, continued
Parcel 5 (cont.)

Parcel 5 (cont.)

•

•

No change is proposed with regard to surface parking.

•

The intensity of development in this parcel would
change- retail-89% increase (37,600 sq.ft.), office-56%
increase (22,700 sq.ft.).

Parcel6

Parcel6

•

The Adopted Master Plan shows a 2-level retail
structure located at the southeast quadrant of 166th
Ave. N.E. & N.E. 74th St.

•

A 4-level office building (with potential retail) is proposed
for the southeast quadrant of 166th Ave. N.E. and N.E.
74th St.

•

The Adopted Master Plan depicts a 5-level office
building located at the northeast quadrant of 166th
Ave. N.E. & Bear Creek Parkway.

•

A 5-level office building (smaller than that associated
with the Adopted Master Plan) is proposed for the
northeast quadrant of 166th Ave. N.E. & Bear Creek
Parkway.

•

The Adopted Master Plan shows a raised-level
parking structure and surface parking on the easthalf of this parcel.

•

A 3-level office building and raised parking structure is
proposed for the east-half of this parcel.

•

The intensity of development in this parcel would
change - retail-100% decrease (23,700 sq.ft.), office19.7% increase (49,200 sq.ft.).

[
[

The Adopted Master Plan depicts surface parking in
the east-half of this parcel.

[

{
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Parcel7

Parce/7

•

The Adopted Master Plan shows a large retail store
on the southeast quadrant of 168th Ave. N.E. & N.E.
76th St.

•

A retail store (smaller than that associated with the
Adopted Master Plan) is proposed for the southeast
quadrant of 168th Ave. N.E. & N.E. 76th St.

•

A retail store is depicted on the northeast quadrant
of 168th Ave. N.E. & Bear Creek Parkway.

•

No change is proposed from the Adopted Master Plan.

•

A retail store is shown on the southwest quadrant of
170th Ave. N.E. & N.E. 76th St.

•

A restaurant is proposed for the southwest quadrant of
170th Ave. N.E. & N.E. 76th St.

•

See Parcel 8 for comments regarding changes in the
intensity of development within Parcel 7 & 8.

Parcel8

Parce/8

•

The Adopted Master Plan shows a retail building in
the northwest corner of the developed area,
immediately east of Bear Creek Parkway.

•

No change from the Adopted Master Plan is proposed.

•

The Adopted Master Plan includes a large retail
store in the northeast corner of the developed area,
east of Bear Creek Parkway.

•

No change from the Adopted Master Plan is proposed.
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Table 4, continued
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Parce/ 8 (cont.)

Parce/8 (cont.)

•

•

No change from the Adopted Master Plan is proposed.

•

The intensity of development within Parcels 7 & 8 would
change- retail-22% decrease (44,000 sq.ft.).

3.

The Adopted Master Plan shows a retail building in
the southwest corner of the developed area.

Aesthetics

Adopted Master Plan
Impacts Identified in Prior Environmental Documents
The Adopted Master Plan is conceptual and the majority of development is located in the
west two-thirds of the site. The pattern of land uses is directed toward improved integration
of the proposed development with downtown Redmond.
Undeveloped open space
comprises 39% of the project.
The Adopted Master Plan proposed approximately 745,000 sq.ft. (GLA) of mixed-use retail
and commercial space and 430,000 sq.ft. (GLA) of multi-level office space in the west twothirds of the site and an additional 200,000 sq. ft. (GLA) of retail space in the east portion of
the site. Based on the Adopted Master Plan, retail space in the west portion of the site
would be integrated with office and entertainment uses and located in free-standing
structures. The scale of the retail structures in the Adopted Master Plan is 2 - 3 stories;
office development would be up to 5 stories. For the most part, buildings associated with
the Adopted Master Plan would be oriented in a north-south direction. Access to parking
structures and surface parking associated with development on this portion of the site is
from Bear Creek Parkway, along the south margin of the site, and proposed north-south
streets. The north-south streets are aligned with existing City streets in downtown
Redmond.
The Adopted Master Plan creates a critical mass of pedestrian-related activity. It is
expected that this will contribute to providing an improved extension of the downtown
district's urban character, offer potential for pedestrian activity between the existing
downtown and the current proposal, while creating distinct places within commercial areas
of historic Old Town Redmond and newer developments in the CBD.
The Adopted Master Plan included mixed-use buildings that vary in height from 2 - 3 stories,
adjacent to the CBD; office buildings up to 5 stories along the southern edge of the site; and
a hotel of 6 - 8 stories in the northwest portion of the site. Buildings on the north edge of the
development were configured to orient toward the existing CBD and are massed to create
traditional street enclosures and plazas within the mixed-use retail area. The scale and
massing of the buildings are consistent with existing downtown development and with urban
design goals for Redmond. Design criteria in the Adopted Master Plan are intended to
ensure consistency and compatibility in urban scale in all land use areas throughout the
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site. Massing associated with the proposed parking structures have been mitigated to be
consistent with design regulations for the site.

Mitigating Measures Identified in Prior Environmental Documents
•

Trees would be stockpiled on-site to enclose plazas and street edges in the initial
phases of the project.

•

A 10-foot paved pathway would provide an interim linkage between shopping areas, if
required, due to significant delay in development of parcels #5 and 6.

•

Utilize colors and materials in the proposed sewer pump station that are consistent with
colors and materials of adjacent buildings.

Present Proposal
Impacts

(

l

l

It is proposed that the building area in the Town Center Mixed-Use and Gateway Office
Park areas be increased, as described in Section I and Table 4 of this ElS Addendum. The
proposed increase of 115,000 sq. ft. (GLA) would be accommodated throughout the site with
modest changes in building depth and height. Several buildings that were previously
proposed as 2-level structures would be increased to 3-levels, as allowed under current
zoning . No significant adverse aesthetic impact is anticipated with regard to the changes
proposed regarding building height and depth.
The broad design considerations identified for the Adopted Master Plan (e.g., use of colors
and materials, placement of glazing) would be retained . The Proposed Action would include
more structures that front onto adjacent streets, thereby increasing the urban scale of
Redmond Town Center. All structures would be consistent with the Adopted Master Plan.
The Adopted Master Plan encouraged varied building heights and buildings that are distinct
yet compatible in scale. Development associated with the Proposed Action would be
consistent with the Adopted Master Plan and result in a greater diversity of building height
and scale. Also, the increased amount of office use would increase the amount and
duration of pedestrian activity on-site and proximate to this part of downtown, thereby
creating greater synergy between the retail , cinema, restaurants, hotel and downtown
Redmond.
More structured parking and less surface parking is proposed with the Proposed Action, as
compared with the Adopted Master Plan. As noted in Table 5, roughly 67 percent of the
total parking would be structured parking, compared with 50 percent associated with the
Adopted Master Plan. As described in Table 6 and depicted in Figure 2, parking structures
(existing and proposed) would be located in parcels 1, 3 and 6. The greatest concentration
of structured parking would be in parcel 1 (1,505 spaces), parcel 6 (1,053 spaces), and
parcels 3/4 (721 spaces). For the most part, the structured parking would be located behind
other retail/office buildings and perimeter landscaping. This increased amount of structured
parking is not expected to present any significant adverse aesthetic impact.
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Proposed surface parking would be distributed throughout the site and, like the Adopted
Master Plan, the Proposed Action would incorporate urban design techniques to lessen the
impact of large parking areas. Such design techniques include breaking the parking into
smaller lots and partial screening as a result of building placement, building orientation and
landscaping. It is expected that Aesthetic impacts associated with surface parking would be
less than that of the Adopted Master Plan because less surface parking would be provided.

Table 5
Comparison of Parking Areas

Proposal

Parking Total
Total Site
Parking
Req'd

Proposed
Action

Adopted
Master Plan

Surface Parking

Structured Parking

Butler. Total
Walls

Mixed-Use
Retail

·%of Total .
Site Parking
Proposed

Total Site
Parking
Proposed

Mixed-Use
Retail

5,3387,625

6,065

1,277

+

738 = 2,015

4,050

67%

4,813 6,875

5,500

1,850

+

900 = 2750

2,750

50%

Table 6
Structured and Surface Parking Areas
:'

~}·:

i;·

li

Parcel

Structured Parking

Surface Parking

1
2
3/4

507
255
195
204
116
380
358
2,015
33%

1,505
300
721
471
1,053

..

5
6
7

l
l

8
Total
Percentage

----4,050
67%

I•

-;;;;_

.

Total

.

,.~

,;.t{7{~·

2,012
555
916
675
1,169
380
358
6,065
100%

Mitigating Measures
•

No additional mitigation measures are necessary.
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Transportation

Adopted Master Plan
Impacts Identified in Prior Environmental Documents
A detailed traffic impact analysis report (Easter Report, dated April 1995 and included as
Appendix C to the prior EIS Addendum), herein referred to as the traffic report, was
prepared for the prior EIS Addendum prepared for Redmond Town Center. That report
updated the Redmond Town Center Final Access Plan Analysis (Entrance, 1987). The
1995 traffic report analyzed short-term and long-term traffic impacts (trip generation, trip
assignment, future levels of service) associated with Redmond Town Center and evaluated
three alternative alignments for Bear Creek Parkway. Analysis prepared by Entrance for
this EIS Addendum provides additional information to that contained in the traffic report and
the prior EIS Addendum .
Trip Generation

The PM peak hour trip generation for the proposed Redmond Town Center was determined
using trip rates published by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation
Manual, fifth edition, January 1991 .
The Adopted Master Plan (1 ,375,000 sq. ft. [GLA]) is a flexible mixed-use project with three
major components - a mixed-use center (601 ,000 sq.ft. of retail including a hotel and
cinema, 144,000 sq.ft. of office), an office park (430,000 sq.ft.), and 200,000 sq.ft. of other
retail (Butler Walls).
The traffic analysis used vehicle trip generation rates from the Institute of Transportation
Engineers (ITE, 1991) Land Use Code (LUC) 820 - Shopping Center for non-office uses and
LUC 710 - General Office Building for the office uses. The definition of LUC 820 supports
inclusion of non-merchandising uses within a shopping center (Appendix B of this EIS
Addendum). The Redmond Town Center project, as outlined in the Adopted Master Plan,
was planned and developed, owned and managed as a unit, consistent with the LUC 820
definition.
A reduction in gross trip generation was used for pass-by and internal trips. For the
Adopted Master Plan, approximately 63 percent of the total trips were assumed to be new
trips. For comparison, the trip generation for the previously-approved Master Plan assumed
approximately 55 percent of the total trips would be new trips. Therefore, a more
conservative reduction of gross trips was used for the Adopted Master Plan.
Pass-by trips are defined as trips made as intermediate stops on the way from an origin to a
primary trip destination. Based on the guidelines outlined in the ITE Trip Generation
Manual, the percentage of gross project generated trips classified as pass-by trips for
Redmond Town Center retail uses was determined to be 31 percent. Pass-by reduction for
the Butler Walls retail use was determined to be 39 percent.
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An additional reduction in gross traffic generation for multi-purpose trip making (internal trips)
was determined based on studies conducted at multi-use developments. Internal trips are
defined as trips made at multi-use developments by modes other than private vehicles. As
shown in the ITE Trip Generation Manual, internal trip reductions of up to 50 percent have
been observed at some locations. For Redmond Town Center retail uses, a ten percent
reduction was used. For the office uses, an internal trip reduction of 15 percent was applied.
These internal trip reductions account for people who are making multi-purpose trips
between the Redmond Town Center retail uses, the office uses, and Butler Walls retail uses.
The reduCtions for internal trips are considered conservative as compared to the results of
studies conducted at other multi-use developments.
For comparison purposes, the trip generation for the previously-approved Master Plan was
updated to the ITE Trip Generation Manual (fifth edition) and the reduction for pass-by and
internal trips was made consistent with the Adopted Master Plan. The Adopted Master Plan
represented an 18 percent reduction in net new trip generation as compared to the
previously-approved Master Plan. Table 7 of this EIS Addendum summarizes the trip
generation for Redmond Town Center for each land use scenario. The Adopted Master
Plan includes the hotel square footage at the retail generation rates to provide for market
flexibility should a hotel not be feasible and retail was to replace it.

Mitigating Measures Identified in Prior Environmental Documents
Short-Term Mitigation

l
I
l
I

Based on existing City of Redmond guidelines at the time of EIS was published in 1995,
short-term mitigation was required when the additional project trips added to the future
background traffic volumes would cause the intersection LOS to deteriorate beyond LOS D.
Any intersection that would deteriorate beyond LOS D had to be mitigated, unless the level
of service was currently E or F without the project. If the level of service was currently E or
F, the intersection had to be mitigated if the increase in critical volume was 20 trips or
more. Based on these guidelines, proposed mitigation at the study intersections was
determined. The LOS results with mitigation was summarized in Table 10 of the prior EIS
Addendum; Table 11 of that EIS Addendum provided a qualitative comparison of the
proposed mitigation at the study intersections under each Bear Creek Parkway alternative.
Long-Term Mitigation

The City of Redmond required that any new development that added a total of ten or more
p.m. peak hour vehicle trips to any improvement on the long-term project list contribute a
pro-rata share of the cost of that improvement. Mitigation was determined based on the
preferred alignment of Bear Creek Parkway. The projected construction and right-of-way
costs associated with that alignment totaled approximately $5,531,973.
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PROPOSED

MASTER PLAN &
DEVELOMENT GUIDE AMENDMENTS

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT GUIDE AMENDMENTS

for

REDMOND TOWN CENTER
Introduction/Purpose of Proposed Amendments
The following amendments to the City of Redmond Community Development Guide are
requested to provide a framework for development of the proposed Redmond Town Center.
These amendments are consistent with proposed changes in the original proposal. They
reflect actions contemplated in the original conditions of approval that have already taken
place (e.g. annexation) and they incorporate changes that have occurred in City of Redmond's
plans and regulations. To this end, the amendments delete references to pre-annexation
zoning requirements and propose changes to a number of individual sections of the
Community Development Guide.
In addition, the amendments revise policies associated with the portion of the City Center
referred to as the Mixed Use/Shopping Center. Design Area. The focus of these changes is to
separate those goals and policies that afford overall direction from those that provide a greater
level of development-specificity. Goals and policies that are proposed to be retained in the
Community Development Guide outline what the City hopes to achieve over time for this area
of the downtown, as well as the strategies to achieve these goals. Policies that are
development-specific have been transferred to the Master Plan Conditions of Approval.
These amendments cumulatively provide substantial public benefit by enabling development of
a retail center consistent with market and financing constraints. A retail center will provide the
following public benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

l
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approximately 3,000 jobs;
substantial sales tax and property tax revenue to the City of Redmond;
a catalyst for the revitalization of downtown Redmond;
comparison shopping opportunities for the citizens of Redmond;
urban public spaces; and
transportation improvements consistent with the City of Redmond Transportation
Facilities Plan (FTP).

The proposed Conceptual Master Plan for Redmond Town Center (attached as Exhibit A),
which these amendments support, is intended to provide a general blueprint ·for ultimate
development of the proposal. The amendments maintain the underlying intent of the
Community Development Guide's design guidelines and land use regulations governing the
Mixed Use/Shopping Center Design Area. Within this general framework of policies and
regulations, the amendments seek to achieve greater flexibility for implementation of the
Conceptual Master Plan. Determination of specific design issues will occur during· site plan
review of specific phases of the project.
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AMENDMENTS TO CHAPTER 208.
Changes proposed for Chapter 208 of the Community Development Guide are outlined below.

.l
1

To assist the reader, the proposed amendments are presented in "legislative" format. The text
shows proposed additions as underlined (additions) and deletions with strike-throughs
(deletions).
Information that has been transferred from the Redmond Community
Development Guide to the Master Plan is depicted by shading. The rationale for individual
changes is described in italics following the amended section.

Development Guide

Change Requested

1. City Center Arterial Street
Plan replaced by Exhibit.B.

Section 208.60.060(05), Arterial Street Plan. The
map entitled "City Center Arterial Street Plan" shall be
replaced with a new map entitled "City Center Arterial
Street Plan" attached hereto as Exhibit B and
incorporated herein by this reference.

Rationale: The revision reflects the requested modified
street plan for the Redmond Town Center site that is
designed to match the City's downtown street plan.
Town Center Parkway would be revised from a
principal arterial to a minor arterial, which is adequate
to accommodate projected traffic from Redmond Town
Center; narrower right-of-way is believed to be more
consistent with the intent of the urban design goals for
an urban center, and a narrower right-of-way
consumes less open space.

2. Arterial Street Plan modified
by Exhibit C.

Section 208.60.060(05), Arterial Street Plan, page 848e, shall be modified by incorporating the
modifications to the "Functional Arterial Classification
Summary for Long Range Transportation Plan"
attached hereto as Exhibit C and incorporated herein
by this reference.
Rationale:
Incorporates changes to Redmond
Transportation Plan to reflect proposed master plan
and existing off-site conditions.
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3. Bike Plan modified by Exhibit
D.

. )

Section 208.60.060(1 0), Bike Plan, shall be modified
by substituting the new map entitled "City Center Bike
Plan" attached hereto as Exhibit D and incorporated
herein by this reference, for the existing map entitled
"City Center Bike Plan" .
Rationale:
Incorporates proposed changes to
Redmond Town Center site plan and street system.
The Bear Creek trail is proposed as a Class I bicycle
route which now crosses Redmond Way at Bear Creek.
The Class I bicycle route that is parallel to the tracks is
within Burlington Northern right-of-way and it is
consistent with the Downtown Plan.

208.85.130(15) Mixed Use Shopping Center Design
Area Goal - Encourage the development of a regional
shopping center/mixed use· complex that will provide a
focus for the existing downtown and contribute to the
social and economic base of the City.

(a) Policyuses such
transitional
recreational

The development should include a mix of
as residential, office, hotel, cinema,
retail businesses, open space and
activities along with a shopping center.

1110195
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Policy Unless site plan approval is obtained or a
complete conforming building permit application is
submitted within three years after rezoning,
preanne:>Eation zoning and master plan approval,
such actions shall be subject to review and
changes by the City Council.

6. Policy deleted.

, I

Rationale:
years ago.
7. No policy change.

The rezoning occurred more than three

(b) Policy - Retail uses should be directly linked
visually and functionally to other retail uses in the
City Center.

1/10195
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15. Policy clarification.

(c) Policy - The Justice White House, the Saturday
Market and other features of historic significance
should be preserved.

Rationale:
Proposed policy changes reflect the
additional significance that is important.

16. No policy change.

(d) Policy - Assure that the size and scale of the center
are compatible with the scale of the City Center and
that economic activities are interrelated. (Ord.

1756).
208.85.130(80) Mixed Use Shopping Center Design
Area Goal - Provide transportation facilities that will
minimize impacts on the existing system from new
development, integrate the area with the City Center
and improve traffic circulation.

17. Policy clarification.

(a) Policy - Improvements which are necessary to
provide access to a mixed-use center maintain a
level of service standard of D (average weekday
trips) on off site roadways affected by a regional
center should be completed prior to opening of the
initial retail phase to maintain average level-ofservice standards within the City Center urban
district a regional center to mitigate transportation
impacts consistent with Chapter 209.60.030(05) of
the Commblnity Development Gblide.

1/10/95
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Rationale: Revised to reflect the average level-ofservice of approach being incorporated into the City's
Transportation Plan and draft Comprehensive Plan.
Focuses on providing adequate access consistent with
City standards.

20. No policy change.

(b) Policy - Pedestrian circulation plans should
encourage walking within the site and to external
locations.

21. No policy change.

(c) Policy - Incorporate a transportation program in the
design area regulations which address bicycle,
pedestrian, truck and automobile circulation,
including construction traffic. (Ord. 1756)

208.85.130(85) Mixed Use Shopping Center Design
Area Goal - Manage and regulate development in a
manner that minimizes physical impacts to the natural
environment.

(a) Policy - Encourage preservation of Preserve
existing natural features, particularly healthy mature
trees and stream courses.

Redmond Town Center- Development Guide Amendment
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Rationale: Purpose of the change is to provide
additional flexibility for site planning by providing the
ability to replace trees. Emphasis is on retention of
mature healthy trees and preservation of a green
gateway to the City along Leary Way.

208.85.130(90) Mixed Use Shopping Center Design
Area Goal - Create opportunities for recreation and
leisure activities that complement other uses in the City
Center and generate pedestrian activity.

1/10195
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27. No Policy change.

(a) Policy - Encourage development of plazas,
pedestrian malls and other amenity open spaces,
including a facility for public recreation, that
promote outdoor activity and encourage pedestrian
circulation between the retail center and the
balance of the City Center area.

29. No Policy change.

(b) Policy- Develop a pedestrian circulation plan that
encourages walking within the site and to external
locations.
Section 208.85.130(100), Mixed Use/Shopping
Center Design Area Goal, [Draft Comprehensive
Plan Policy CP-99] shall be modified to read as
·follows:

30. No policy change.

(a) Policy - Encourage business driveway access on
local streets rather. than the arterials wherever
feasible.

31. No policy change.

(b) Policy - Encourage joint use of driveways and
parking to minimize vehicle turning conflicts and
reduce overall parking needs.

1/10195
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32. No policy change.

33. Policy clarification.

{c) 'Policy - Separate and/or buffer walkways from
vehicular circulation areas.
{d) Policy - Assure that a monitored and maintained
storm water disposal system adequately controls
runoff, eliminates direct discharge to streams, and
removes pollutants prior to discharge, consistent
with the req~irements of 20E-75 of the Community
Development Guide, "Stormwater Management"
(Ordinance 1756).

Rationale:
The project's stormwater management
system proposes direct discharge and/or infiltration of
stormwater. See the description in the draft EIS
Addendum accompanying the application.

AMENDMENTS TO CHAPTER 20C.
Changes proposed for Chapter 20C of the Community Development Guide are outlined below.
As with the proposed· changes to Chapter 208, amendments to this chapter are presented in
"legislative" format. The text shows proposed additions as underlined (additions) and deletions
with strike-throughs (deletions). Information that has been transferred from the Redmond
Community Development Guide to the Master Plan is depicted by shading. The rationale for
individual changes is described in italics following the.amended section.

Section 20C.10.230(05), City Center Pennitted Land
Use. Footnote number 5 of the table entitled "City
Center Permitted Land Use Chart" shall be revised to
read as follows:

1. Clarification of the
regulation.

Prior to approval of any development permits, a
conceptual master plan which shows, at a minimum,
the building footprints sites, streets and open space
of the proposed development shall be approved by
the City Council.

1/10195
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Rationale: The proposed amendment would permit the
master plan to identify general building sites, consistent
with the more conceptual nature of a master plan.
Building footprints (i.e., greater detail) would be
indicated in subsequent site plans for each phase of
development.

Section 20C.10.230(16), City Center Site
Requirements.

3. Clarification of the
regulation.

Section 20C.1 0.230(25)(a). The map entitled "City
Center Pedestrian System" shall be replaced with a new
map entitled "City Center Pedestrian System" attached
hereto as Exhibit E and incorporated herein by this
reference.

Rationale: The revisions reflect proposed master plan
connections between the on-site pedestrian system and .
the rest of the downtown.
Section 20C.10.230(25)(b) , City Center Pedestrian.
System, shall be modified as follows:

Redmond Town Center- Development Guide Amendment
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5. No change in the regulation.

Section 20C.20.090(30)(b), Landscape Area
Requirements. Table 1, Vehicle Use Areas.
Rationale: This regulation is noted because it has also
been included with the Proposed Master Plan (Section
Ill B.).

Section 20C.20.230(30) Sign Requirements per
Zoning District. Modify the chart entitled "A Part of
Subsection 20C.20.230(30) Sign Requirements per
Zoning District'' as follows: Modify the second column
(labeled ". . . CC-2 ) of the row entitled "Maximum Area
(Square Feet) as follows:

6. Clarification of the
regulation.

The larger of 15% of the facade to which attached
or 30 sq. feet up to a maximum of 4GO 300 sq. feet.
Rationale: The larger sign area is felt to be consistent
with the scale of:the proposal and nature of proposed
land uses.

1110195
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Section 20C.30.050(30)(a)2.a. and c. Mixed
Use/Shopping Center Design Area, Urban Design,
shall be modified as follows:

7. Clarification of the
regulation.

I

a.
Leary Way - Leary Way between the
Sammamish River and the Burlington Northern
railroad tracks should remain as a "green gateway"
to the City of Redmond. Building setbacks from
Leary Way should be adequate to preserve at least
75% of the existing stand of significant healthy trees
on the east. If at least 75% of the significant healthy
trees cannot be preserved. any trees removed
below 75% shall be replaced at a ratio consistent
with Section 20C.20.090(25(d).

I
Rationale: The retention of existing landscaping will
preserve the greenness of this gateway to the City.

8. Clarification of the
regulation.

c. Northern Boundary- Leary Way to 170th Ave. This area should provide linkage capability between
existing roadways north of Burlington Northern RR
and new roadways south of same. New alignments
should respect current or future links at Leary Way,
Gilman and 164th, 166th and 170th Avenue
connections, either immediately or in the future.
These new alignments should provide extension of
the established visual corridors.
New connections to existing north/south roads in ·
this area should be consistent with the character of
the existing older improvements.

Rationale: Intended to provide flexibility for potential
future st('f3et system connections.

Section 20C.30.050(30)(b)2, 3 and 4. Mixed
Use/Shopping Center Design Area, Architectural
Guidelines, shall be modified as follows:
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Section 20C.30.050(30)(c)1.a., b. and c.,
Transportation Guidelines, Vehicular, shall be
modified as follows:
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Section 20C.30.050(30)(c)2.a.,·b., c., d., e., f., and g.
Transportation Guidelines, Pedestrian, shall be
modified as follows:

1/10195
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Section 20C.30.050(30)(d)2., Landscape Guidelines..
shall be modified as follows:

23. Standard deleted.

Rationale: Trees that are capable of being moved have
already been moved. Transplanting larger mature trees
is not cost-effectil(e and wou~d not be successful. Other
landscape requirements of Chapter 20C. address tree
retention and/or replacement.

Redmond Town Center- Development Guide Amendment
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Section 20C.30.050(30)(e)1., 2., 4. and 5. , Open
Space Guidelines, shall be modified as follows:

Redmond Town Center- Development Guide Amendment
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Section 20C.30.050(30)(f)1 . Sign Kiosks, shall be
modified as follows:

Redmond Town Center- Development Guide Amendment
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Redmond Town Center
SPR 95-037

fiECEI'IED THIS DAY
Filed for Record at the request of:

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

AHJ~own ~Wff '9&
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CITY OF REDMOND
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT, CHPWE
15670 N.E. 85TH STREET
P.O. BOX 97010
REDMOND, WA 98073·9710

REDMOND TOWN CENTER
TRAFFIC MITIGATION AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into by and between the CITY OF REDMOND, a
Washington municipal corporation (the "City"), and TOWN CENTER ASSOCIATES, a
Washington general partnership ("TCA").
RECITALS

"""'-

J1
I

.N

I

C")

TCA is the owner of the real property more particularly described on Exhibit A attached
hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (the 'TCA Property"), and TCA is the ground
lessee of the real property more particularly described on Exhibit 8 attached hereto and
incorporated herein by this reference (the "Butler-Walls Property"). TCA has applied or will
apply to the City of Redmond ("the City") for land use and construction approvals required to
construct a mixed usc development on the TCA Property and the Butler-Walls Property
("Redmond Town Center"). Redmond Town Center is more particularly described in the master
plan and sire plans that have been filed with and approved by the City.
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The City prepared and issued an addendum to previously prepared environmental impact
statements in accordance with the Washington State Environmental Policy Act, including a
detailed L"'affic study in a technical appendix to the addendum. These documents arc referred to
collectively in this Agreement as "the Environmental Documents." The Environmental
Documents identify impacts to the transportation system which arc expected to occur as a result
of traffic generated by Redmond Town Center. The Environmental Documents also identify
those transportation system improvements that can be made to mitigate the impacts of the
Redmond Town Center.

;:·
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Redmond Town Center was reviewed in the Environmental Documents and by the City
Council in a full build out condition with 1,375,000 square feet of gross leasable area of
commercial uses generating a total of 2.363 PM peak hour trips ("Full Build Out").
Transportation system mitigation requirements were imposed by the City to mitigate the
transportation system impacts associated with Full Build Out of Redmond Town Center. TCA
has been required to, and is, constructing, prior to the opening of the first phase of Redmond
Town Center. all of the transportation system mitigation required to mitigate the transpvrtation
system impacts for the Full Build Out of Redmond Town Center.
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The City has issued site plan review approval for City of Redmond File No. SPR 95-014
to permit Phase I of Redmond Town Center to proceed. The City has required as a condition of
such approval that mitigation, inciuding transportation system impact mitigation, be provided by
TCA in order to construct Redmond Town Center. The approval for File No. SPR 95-014
specifics that the mitigation required ofTCA for impacts caused by traffic from Redmond Town
Center must be set forth in a written agreement executed by TCA and the City. It is the intent of
the City and TCA that this Agreement shall fully satisfy the requirement that a traffic impact
mitigation agreement be entered into. It is also intended that fulfillment by TCA of the
requirements of this Agreement shall constitute complete satisfaction of all City requirements
upon Redmond Town Center, including all future phases of Redmond Town Center through the
year 2010 consistent with the Redmond Town Center Master Plan and the approval for File
No. 95-014, insofar as such requirements arc related to mitigation of impacts upon transportation
facilities.
The City has entered into an agreement with King County pursuant to which the City and
County have agreed to implement a system for funding capital improvements to mitigate impacts
upon the SR 520/SR 202 intersection through collection of fees from developers whose projects
will generate traffic that will travel through the intersection (the "SR 520/SR 202 Impact Fcc").
The City has required. and TCA is willing to agree to, payment of the SR 520/SR 202 Impact
Fcc in the amount of Forty-Six Thousand Six Hundred Seventy-Five and No/100 Dollars
($46.675.00) in addition to the payments provided for in this Agreement. TCA 's obligation to
make this mitigation payment will be evidenced by its execution of the SR 520/SR 202 Traffic
Mitigation Agreement attached as Exhibit C to this Agreement.

r
I

I

NOW. THEREFORE. in consideration of the City granting land usc and construction
approvals required to construct and occupy Redmond Town Center, and in order to mitigate
impacts upon public transportation facilities which arc anticipated to result from Redmond Town
Center. TCA and the City agree as follows:

I.
In order to mitigate short term and long term transportation impacts caused by the
construction of Redmond Town Center. TCA shall construct the transportation improvements
described on Exhibit D attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference. These
improvements shall be designed and constructed in accordance with appropriate City standards.
All the improvements described in Exhibit D shall be completed prior to issuance of any
occupancy permits except for the dual left tum lanes from Redmond Way onto !70th Place N.E.
JfTCA is making reasonable progress toward completion of the improvements but completion
has been delayed due to unforeseen circumstances which arc not the fault of TCA, the City shall
consider alternative means of addressing the completion of the required improvement proposed
by TCA. If the City concludes that any such alternative means and performance by TCA is
sufficient to assure such completion within the shortest possible time and to assure that all
transportation impacts caused by the construction.ofRedmond Town Center and intended to be
mitigated by the improvements arc reduced to acceptable levels pending completion of the
improvements, then the City may issue certificates of occupancy for Redmond Town Center
notwithstanding that the required improvements have not been completed.
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2.
TCA shall pay to the City, at the time of building permit issuance for Redmond
Town Center, Two Hundred Twenty-Nine Thousand Two Hundred Seventy-Seven and No/100
Dollars ($229,277.00), to mitigate all transportation impacts cr~ted by Redmond Town Center
that are not otherwise addressed and mitigated by this Agreement. These funds may be spent by
the City for transportation system improvements as the City deems appropriate, but the funds
shall only be used for transportation system improvements in the City Center area of Redmond as
delineated in the City of Redmond Comprehensive Plan. Notwithstanding the provisions of
RCW 82.02.020, TCA shall not request and the City shall not be obligated to return all or a
portion of these funds if they are not spent within five (5) years of the date of collection. To the
extent necessary to avoid repayment to TCA pursuant to RCW 82.02.020, TCA assigns and
conveys to the City any and all rights TCA may have to reimbursement under RCW 82.02.020.

3.
Prior to or at the time of occupany of the first phase of Redmond Town Center,
TCA shall dedicate to the City the streets and right-of-way described on Exhibit E attached
hereto and incorporated herein by this reference. As part of the dedication of the right-of-way for
the planned N.E. 72nd Street bridge over the Sammamish River, TCA shall provide a "Deed of
Right" to King County to complete the land conversion/replacement begun in 1987 to construct
the N.E. 72nd Street bridge. TCA shall cooperate with the City to revise this land conversion
and provide additional "Deeds of Right" as needed in the future to finalize the required right-ofway dedication to accommodate the planned N.E. 72nd Street bridge.
4.
TCA shall have the design and specifications completed, to the City's satisfaction,
for dual left tum lanes from Redmond Way to I 70th Place N.E. The design shall be sufficient
for the proj eel to he ready for construction as a public project.
5.
At least sixty days prior to commencement of the Christmas season of each year
(defined as the period from Thanksgiving day through New Years day), and at least thirty days
prior to any other special event that may occur at or ncar Redmond Town Center and that may
require special traffic control, TCA shall submit a traffic control plan to the Transportation
Division of the City's Public Works Department. The Transportation Division shall review the
traffic control plan in order to assure that traffic congestion and other traffic impacts which will
occur during the Christmas season and during such special events arc adequately mitigated. The
Transportation Division may approve, approve with conditions, or reject the traffic control plan.
Upon approval, TCA agrees to implement the plan for the duration of the Christmas season or
special event.

6.
This Agreement addresses and clarifies the transportation mitigation requirements
of the approval granted for City of Redmond File No. SPR 95-014 and is hereby incorporated
into and shall be deemed a part of the conditions of approval.
7.
This Agreement or a memorandum providing notice of this Agreement shall be
recorded at TCA 's expense in the public records maintained by the King County Office of
Records and Elections. The obligations ofTCA stated herein shall constitute covenants running
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with the TCA Propeny for the benefit of the City. Such obligations shall be binding upon TCA
and its successors and assigns.
8.
In any action brought to enforce any of the tenns, covenants or conditions
contained herein, the prevailing party shall be entitled to obtain from the non-prevailing party, in
addition to whatever damages or other relief arc sought, itS reasonable attorneys' fees and costs.
9.
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws
of the state of Washington.

DATEDthis~dayof /lJatr}J

, 1996.
TOWN CENTER ASSOCIATES
By:

WINMAR REDMOND, INC., its
Geneml Partner

G")

"

(j)

By ""'?QEk ) ~. A ...._....,
Eddie L. Hendrik.son, President
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By Cov_~~
Colleen M. Broaddus
Vice President and Secretary
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CITY OF REDMOND
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City Clerk
STATE OF WASHINGTON

)

) ss.
COUNTY OF KING

)

On this day personnlly appeared before me EDDIE L. HENDRIKSON, to me known to
be the President of WINMAR REDMOND, INC., general partner of TOWN CENTER
ASSOCIATES, the Washington general partnership that executed the within and foregoing
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he signed the same as his free and voluntary act and
deed for the uses nnd purposes therein mentioned.

·'

GIVEN under my hand and official seal

this~ day of

trlo£r:h

• 1996.

(Print name of notary)
NOTARY PUBLIC in and~/7_State of
Washington, residing at _.l)jffj/f_""""'"'-"'~lL~,...---My commission expires

NS-19
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
COUNTY OF KING

) ss.
)

On this day personally appeared before me COLLEEN M. BROADDUS, to me known to
be the Vice-President and Secretary of WINMAR REDMOND, INC., general partner of TOWN

CENTER ASSOCIATES, the Washington general partnership that executed the within and
foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that she signed the same as her free and voluntary
act and deed for the uses and purposes therein mentioned.
GIVEN under my hand and official seal this

J!!: day of !!latch

,1996.

(Print name of notary)
NOTARY PUBLIC in andfor~State of
Washingt~n, _residin~ at _.#g"""~"'"~~~.,.,..---My commtss10n exptres _.J./_.
·--"'--7J._...£-'1'_ _ __

STATE OF WASHINGTON
COUNTY OF KING

) ss.
)

/??/¥yYJ~ ~

On this day personally appeared before me
, to me
known to be the ffi 0'1 oN
of CITY OF REDMOND, a Washington
municipal corporation, that executed the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged the
said instrument to be the free and voluntaJy act and deed of said municipal corporation for the
uses and purposes therein mentioned, and on oath stated that~ is authorized to execute said
instrument.

$r j /
, 1996.
~d·m~

GIVEN under my hand and official seal this

3rd day of

(Print name of notary)
NOTARY PUBLIC in and fo teState of 1
Washington, residing at
~ct1u ...rtdMy commission expires --'..L.J"'--'S.,_,-~--"-.,--Please Return To:

C;!ios f.1f. ~AADMOND

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT, CHPWE
15670 N.E. 85TH STREET
P.O. BOX 97010
REDMOND, WA 98073-9710
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Exhibit A
Legal Description
TCA Property
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Legal Description
Butler-Walls Property

or

THAT PORTION
TilE SO!JTH!AST QUAR%D 0P '%9 JIDJmDIEST ~ AND OP THE
SOOTHWE:ST Qt1ARn:R
THE NORTIIEAS'r QIWlDR.
SZC':lOif 12, 'fCWHSHIP 2!5 ~.
RANC:Z 5 ZAST, WILLAHETTZ MER.IDIAII, Ill CBa comrrr, ~. UDia BOUTB OF ":81:
NOJ\'l'H PAC%PIC RAILROAD (SIIOQllALHIE BJWICI! IIGB1' OF WA%) HOU I'ARTICOI..Am.%

or

or

DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
COMM:lmCINQ AT TilE NORTHWEST COJUIER OP SUD ~ QDAJI1'ZR OP 1'B! liQJC'BWZft

Q1171RTER;
THENC!! SOtml 1"10'34• WES'l' ALONC 'rBE ~LID TEEl!EOr A D%S1'ANCE Or 114.03 PUT
TO A PODft ON THE SO'C'TIIE1UoX HARGill or SUD lt&II.JtOArl lUGBT or WAY AS U IIOW IXIS':S
Am> THE TRUZ: POINT or az:cmmnc: or 1'B2 lllrUDI oz.scnmm TRAC1'1
THENCI CONTINUING SOtJTII 1°10'34• WES1' AI.OIIIC SUD RlCS'1' LID 1,059.41 I'U'1' TO ":81:
NOR.Tl:IERI.r t.IIB or THE PROPOSED PLOODRU awnm:I. .MD l'OTEH'1'IAL PAlUGlA% PROPD:r AS
D~ IN OCTOBER 1977;
THENC!r ZA.S'1'ZRI..% AND NOM'BERI.!' ALQ!Ig SUD LID TBI: :rm.I.Oii'INCI CODRSZSr

THENCI SOtml 88°42'43• EAST 233.87 PIZT;
THENCI SOtml 88"40'03• llAtt 255.36 I'ZE'rr

a'> :rmma lfOR%8 &6"21'38• ZAST 241.54 naa:;

en

THENCE NORTH 86"18'59•
'f'HENC! NOllrH 65"18'JS•
~ 'f'HENCZ NORTH 61°25'20•
'%'HENCE IIORTH 49°46'51•
~ THENCE NOR1'H 49"44'35•
0 THENCE NOR1'H 60°13'31•

N

en

"-' 't'BENCZ KORTH

m 't'BENCZ NORTH

196.79 PEET;
114.02 PBTr
112.90 PEET;
189.82 FI!ft;
49.19 I'DT;
58.36 I'DT;
9°42'36• Hl!:ST 50.02 Fa:%;
7°41' 42• EAST 72.92 PUT;
15"44'10• EAST 104.76 PEE'1';
28"42'41• EAST 12.05 !'EE'r, HOllE OR LZ$5, TO 'mE SO'OTHERI.Y KARC:III OP
EAST
EAST
EAST
J:AST
EAST
EAST

THENCE NORTH
THENCZ NORTH
SAID
RIGHT or W1J AS r1' IICif EXISTS;
THENCZ NOR1'B 69°08'18• WEST AI.OifG SUD JIUJIO\I) Jlii;HT OP WU 372.91 J'U'%7
THENCE SOOTH 20"51'42• WEST 181.79 JZ!TJ
THI!aiCE NORTH 69°08'12• WEn 408.73 PIZT;
THENCE NORTH 23"36'42• bST 182.00 PIZT TO I. POI:N'l' •a.• OM SUD RAil'JlQAD JU~ OF
WAl: AS
NOW EXl:STS;
THENCE ROR%8 69•08'18• WESt Al.CHG SUD JtAn.1tCAD JUCB': or WAX 699.8! :rZC' TO 'mE
'l'Rtm PO:INT or IIEGINHYNO.

RAn.Rc1.D

rr

TOGE'l.'BER WITB:
THAT PORTION or THE SOUTHEAS'l' QUARTER 01" THE lf0Jt1'HWEST QUAR'l'ER AND THE SOti'Z'HWZST
~UAR'l'm OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER .o r SECTIOII 12, TOWNSHIP 25 NORTH, IWfGit 5 !!AS'l',
WILI.AHETl'E MERIDIAN, IN JO:IIG COti!IT%, W.SHINC1'0N, DESCJUIJEl) AS POI.IDWS1
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COKKEHCINQ A'l' '1'HI KOR'l'BWU'l' CORHD OP SAID SOUTBa.n' QIWI%D OF mK

~

QUAR'l'ZRI

soom 1•10 I 34 • WES'1' ALONG '1'111 DS'1' LIKJ 'l'BIRIOP A DIS'l'AlfCI or 11". 03 JU'1'
'1'0 A POIMT OR '1'111 SOtrr!IDL'f KMGilf OF '1'HI IIOJttBDK PACIFIC: ~ (SBOQUAI.XIZ
BJWfCH RIQH'r or WAX) 1
'l'HINCE COMIH"I1IlfC SOIITS 1°10 I 34. WEST ALOifG '1'D WS'1' LIB OF SAID stnlDIVISIOI
1059 • 41 l'EET TO A POIH'l' Olf TID! NOtml LI!CI or '1'111 PROl'CSID FLOODWAr CHAHHZf. AND
PCTENTIAL P.MltWU PROPI!Ift AS DE'l'EIIKINED Ilf OC'l'OBER 197.7, AND TBI DOE POI!ft' OP
UCIHNilfQ 1 .
TIIDCE SOtl'l'B 88"42 1 43" &U'1' 233.87 ftftJ
'n!ZifCE soom 88"40'03" &U'1' 2!15.36 ftft1
'n!ZifCE NORTH 86°21'38" lAST 241.54 IZ!'l'J
rm!HCE NORTH 86"18 1 59" IAS1' 196.79 FU'rl
THENCE NORTH 65°18 1 35" laS'1' 114.02 ISZ'l'l
'l'HENCE NORTH 61"25'20" DS1' 112.90 I'EE'l'l
'l'HENCZ KORTH 49°56 1 51" lAST 189.82 PEB'I'I
'l'HINCI NORTB 49°44 1 35" lAST 49.19 lZITJ
TS!NCE NORTH 60°13'31" lAST 58.36 FEETJ
THINCE NORrH . 9"42 1 36" WEST 50.02 IIZ'l'l
TB!HCI NORrH 7"41 1 42" lAST 72.92 IZI'l'J
'rBDCI lfORTB 15°44 1 10" IAS'1' 104.76 I'IETJ
TIIZ!ICE 28"42 1 41" EAS1' 12.05 PUT, .MORE OR LESS, '1'0 '1'HI SO!l'DERL% HUGIJI OF SUD
JUUI.ROAD RIGB'l' or WAX .U I'1' IIOW BXIlml 1
TBENCE S01J1'S 69"08'18" lAST ALONG SAID RAILROAD RIGB'l' or WAX 361.49 1'U'1' '1'0 THE
NORTBEJtL'f RIGH'r 01' WAX LIH OJ' S'l'Aft ROAD .BtlMBD 5201
THENCE SOOTH 41"19'29" W!ST ALONG SAID RIGHT OP WAX 553.92 PEE'l'J
'1'HENCI S01J1'S 65°04 1 38" 11!5'1' 379.27 nET 'rO 'mE SOtrm LINE or '1'BB NOR'l'BWBS'l' QUAR'l'n
OF SAID SECTION 12 1
THENCE NORTH 88°35 1 18" WES'1' ALONG SAID SOOTS . LINE 1029.33 J'UT '1'0 '1'HI S01JTBWES1'
CORNER OF THE SOlJTBEAS'l' Qt!ARTER 01" '1'HI BOimlWKS'l' QUARTER OJ' SUD SBCTIOII 121
THENCE NORTH 1°10 1 34" lAST ALONQ '1'111 WEST LDIZ OJ' SAID SUBriiVISlOIC 144.51 n:ft,
MORE OR L!CSS, '1'0 '1'HI 'rl\111 POilf'Z' or BIGnmiNGr
Ccn>'l' THAT PO!t'l'IOif 1'HER!OP, CONDJtHNED Bt '1'111 S'1'M'Z or WASBilfC'rOlf, IR CJIQ C:Ctnrrrr
StJPXRIOR ccmt'1' c:AUSJ: RtDIBD 757133.
1'BINCI

"
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ExhibitC
Filed for Record at the request of;
After Recording, Mail to:

THJS SPACE RESERVED FOR
RECORDER'S USE:

Donald E. Marcy
CAIRNCROSS & HEMPELMANN, P.S.
70 I Fifth Avenue, Suite 7000
Seattle, Washington 98104-7016

SR 520/SR 202 TRAFFIC MITIGATION AGREEMENT
WHEREAS, Town Center Associates (..TCA")is the owner of the real property more
particularly described on Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference and
TCA is the ground Jessee of the real property more particularly described on Elhibit B attached
hereto and incorporated herein by this reference, and TCA has applied to the: City of Redmond
for approval to develop Redmond Town Center on the real property described on Exhibits A and

B;
WHEREAS, Redmond Town Center will generate tmffic which, alone or in conjunction
with traffic generated by existing and/or future developments in the area, will require
improvements to the SR 520/SR 202 intersection;
WHEREAS, TCA desires to mitigate the tmffic impacts generated by Redmond Town
Center by contributing its proportionate share to the proposed construction of improvements to
the SR 520/SR 202 intersection, rather than actunlly constructing these improvements at the
present time; and
WHEREAS, TCA has previously paid and provided proof of payment of Ninety
Tho=d and No/! 00 Dollars ($90,000.00) (the "First Payment'') to mitigate the traffic impacts
to the SR 520/SR 202 intersection from development of the real property described on
Exhibits A and Bin order to meet TCA's obliJlations under the agreement entered into by the
City of Redmond, King County, and the Washington State Department ofTransportation.
NOW THEREFORE:
FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF the City of Redmond's approval of Redmond
Town Center without requiring actual design and construction of improvements to the
SR 520/SR 202 intersection at the present time, the undersigned hereby voluntarily covenants
and agrees with the City of Redmond as follows:
1.

-- ~-:: ~
' ••
' ) , •• '
~~~: :.

TCA warrants to the City of Redmond that it has a fee title in the real property
described on Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference,
and that it is the ground Jessee of the real property more particularly described on
Exhibit B attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference.
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2.

TCA acknowledges and agrees that the City, pursuant to state law and mwticipal
code, could require present construction of improvements at the intersection at
SR 520/SR 202 meeting state Department of Transportation and City of Redmond
standards as a condition of approval of TCA' s development application for
Redmond Town Center.

3.

TCA voluntarily proposes and agrees that, in lieu of actually designing nnd
constructing improvements to the SR 520/SR 202 intersection, TCA will pay an
additional payment of Forty-Six Thousand Six Hundred Seventy-Five and No/! 00
Dollars {$46,675.00) for a total payment ofOne Hundred Thirty-Six Thousand
Six Hundred Seventy-Five and No/! 00 Dollars ($136,675.00) (the "Impact Fee'')
to the City of Redmond all in fulfillment ofTCA's obligation to provide
mitigation measures regarding the future SR 520/SR 202 improvements.
Additional payment which constitutes the balance of the Impact Fee shall be paid
in full within thirty (30) days after issuance of a building permit for Redmond
Town Center. In the event that payment is not made within the thirty day period,
then the amount due shall begin to draw interest at the maximum rate allowed by
law and all building permits for Redmond Town Center shall be withheld and/or
revoked until the payment and all interest owing is made in full.

4.

TCA agrees that the amount of the Impact Fee is the proportionate share of the
cost of the improvements to the SR 520/SR 202 interchange attributable to, and
necessary to mitigate the impact~ of, TCA's total development of the property
described on Exhibit A and Exhibit B currently proposed in the master plan, site
plan, and construction permit applications on file with the City, including all
future phases of development. At the time of building permit issuance for each
building at Redmond Town Center, TCA shall pay the City Ninety-Nine and
40/100 Dollars ($99.40) for each One Thousand (1000) square feet of building
area covered by the building permit; provided that no payment shall be required to
be made by TCA until after building permits have been issued for Nine Hundred
Five Thousand Four Hundred Thirty-Three (905,433) square feet of building area,
and that after TCA has paid, in addition to the First Payment, Forty-Six Thousand
Six Hundred Seventy-Five and No/1 00 Dollars ($46,675.00), no additional
payments pursuant to this Agreement shall be required ofTCA. In the event
Redmond Town Center development is modified so as to reduce the number of
p.m. peak hour trips projected to travel through the intersection as a result of the
development, or should Redmond Town Center not be constructed, the Impact
Fee shall be reduced, eliminated and/or refunded to correspond to the reduction or
elimination of traffic impacts on the intersection.

In the event any portion of the Impact Fee is not remitted to WSDOT within five
years of the date of payment of the Impact Fee by TCA, then the obligations
Please Return To:
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6.

Nothing herein shall be considered as in any way limiting the authority of the City
of Redmond to determine the necessity for public improvements nor the manner
or method of providing the cost of construction of the same, as to parties other
than the undersigned.

7.

Either party hereto may seek specific performance of this agreement in addition to
any other remedies, legal or equitable, which may be otherwise available. In the
event a legal action is filed for enforcement of this agreement or to redress a
breach of any of its provisions, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover its
costs and reasonable attorney's fees.

DATED this _ _ day of _ _ _ _ ____, 1996.
TOWN CENTER ASSOCIATES
By:

WINMAR REDMOND, INC., its
General Partner

By_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Eddie L. Hendriksen, President

By____~~-------
Colleen M. Broaddus
Vice President and Secretary
CITY OF REDMOND

By_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Its ______________
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APPROVED AS TO FORM:

City Attorney

ATTEST:

City Clerk

STATEOFWASHINGTON )
) ss.
COUNTY OF KING
)
On this day personally appeared before me EDDIE L. HENDRIXSON, to me known to
be the President ofWINMAR REDMOND, INC., general partner of TOWN CENTER

ASSOCIATES. a Washington general partnership, that executed the within and foregoing
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he signed the same os his free and voluntary act and
deed for the uses and purposes therein mentionM.
GIVEN under my hand and official seal this_ day of _ _ _ _ _ __, 1996.

(Print name of notary)
NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State of
Washington, residing at - - - - - - - My commission expires - - - - - - - -
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

)
) ss.

COUNTY OF KING

)

On this day personally appeared before me COLLEEN M. BROADDUS, to me known to
be the Vice-President and Secretary ofWINMAR REDMOND, INC., general partner of TOWN
CENTER ASSOCIATES, a Washington general partnership, that executed the within and
foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that she signed the same as her free and voluntary
act and deed for the uses and purposes therein mentioned.
GIVEN under my hand and official seal this __ day of_ _ _ _ _ _~ 1996.

{Printnmneofnotary)
NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State of
Washington, residing at - - - - - - - My commission expires - - - - - - - -

STATE OF WASHINGTON
a)
a)

)
)

COUNTY OF KING

ss.

)

N

;j

On this day personally appeared before me
to me
known to be the
of CITY OF REDMOND, a Washington
municipal corporation, that executed the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged the
said instrument to be the free and voluntary act and deed of said municipal corporation for the
uses and pwposes therein mentioned, and on oath stated that __ is authorized to execute said
instrument.

0
~

.,
it

~
(!)

GIVEN under my hand and official seal this __ day of _ _ _ _ _ ___, I996.

{Print name of notary)
NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State of
Washington, residing at - - - - - - - My commission expires - - - - - - - 2&1109.M2A .
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ExhibitD
Transportation Improvements

Bear Creek ParJ,:way
1. The applicant is required to design and construct a new three-lane minor arterial roadway

from the intersection of 162nd Avenue NE/Leary Way to I 70th Place NE. The design and
construction of this roadway shall meet all applicable City of Redmond standards. The
minimum grade on Bear Creek Parkway shall be 0.5 percent.
2. The conceptual plan for the design of this roadway is approved as shown in the 5/30/95 "Bear
Creek Parkway" plan prepared by Entranco.
3. As part of the construction of Bear Creek Parkway, the applicant is required to design and
construct the improvements listed below.
a) Left tum and refuge lanes at the intersections with !64th Avenue NE, !66th Avenue NE,
and I 68th Avenue NE. These lanes shall have a minimum length of 100 feet with
appropriate transitions where needed.
b) Right tum lanes at the intersections with !64th Avenue NE and !66th Avenue NE.
These lanes shall have a minimum length of 100 feet, with 4:1 transitions.
c) Landscaped center medians as appropriate.
d) Crosswalks at pedestrian path crossing points as appropriate.
4. As part of the design of Bear Creek Parkway, the applicant will need to provide the City with

a clear zone analysis as per the WSDOT Design Manual (September 1992 edition). If the
clear zone cannot be met, regrading of the side slopes or construction of safety barriers may
be needed along this roadway.
NE 76th Street (a.k.a Railroad Street)
I. The applicant is required to design and construct a new three-lane collector ar1erial roadway

from Bear Creek Parkway to Leary Way, immediately south of the Burlington Northern
Railroad right-of-way. The design and construction of this roadway shall meet all applicable
City of Redmond standards. The minimum grade on NE 76th Street shall be 1.0 percent.
2. As part of the construction ofNE 76th Street, the applicant is required to design and

construct the improvements listed below.
a) A landscaped median on Leary Way at its intersection with NE 76th Street to enforce a
right tum in/right tum out only restriction for NE 76th Street at this location.
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b) A continuous center left tum lane along the entire route ofNE 76th Street with
landscaped center medians as appropriate.
c) Crosswalks at pedestrian path crossing points as appropriate.
I70th Place NE CNonh of Redmond Way)
I. The applicant is required to widen the existing section of I 70th Place NE between Redmond
Way 11!1~ Avondale Way to three-lanes, and to realign this roadway to match the centerline of
the eXIstmg I 70th Place NE to the south of Redmond Way.
2. As part ofthe realignment, the applicant is required to design and construct modifications to
the traffic signal at the intersection of Avondale Way/I 70th Place NE. The design and

modification of this signal shall meet all applicable City of Redmond standards.
3. The conceptual plan for the realignment and widening of this roadway is approved as shown
in the 6/29/95 "Single Left Tum Lane Alternative" plan prepared by Entrance.
4. Please note that the proposed modifications to adjacent properties as part of the realignment
of I 70th Place NEwill need to be approved by the City of Redmond Technical Committee
through the formal site plan review process.
I 70th Place NE!Rcdmond Way Intersection

I. The applicant is required to design and install a new traffic signal with video surveillance
technology at the intersection of I 70th Place NE/Redmond Way. The design and

......._,

O'l

construction of this signal shall meet all applicable City of Redmond standards, and will
require approval from the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT).

V>
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2. As part of the signalization of the intersection of !70th Place NE!Redmond Way, the applicant

is required to design and construct the improvements listed below.
a) A northbound left tum lane on I 70th Place NE with a length of ISO feet, which then
transitions into a two-way left tum lane.
b) Rechannelize Redmond Way to create exclusive east and westbound left tum lanes at the
intersection of !70th Place NE. The length of the eastbound left tum lane shall be 100
feet, and the length of the westbound left tum lane shall be 200 feet. These lanes shall
then transition into two-way left tum lanes or raised medians as directed by the City of
Redmond.
c) Channelize the north leg of !70th Place NE to include a southbound right/through lane
and an exclusive left tum lane. The length of the left tum Jane shall be 100 feet, which
then transitions into a two-way left tum lane.
d) Install interconnect cable per City requirements to connect the new traffic signal with the
traffic signal at the intersection of Avondale Way/I 70th Place NE, the crossing gate
signals at the Burlington Northern Railroad and the downtown signal system.
3. In addition, the applicant needs to provide the City of Redmond with a design for double

westbound left turn lanes off of Redmond Way onto !70th Place NE. The conceptual plan for
this design is approved as shown in the 6/29/95 "Dual Left Tum Lane Alternative" plan
prepared by Entrance. The final design shall meet all applicable City of Redmond standards,
and will require approval from the \VSDOT.
Please ReMn lo·.
OF REDMOND
~G~~IC WORKS DEPARTMENT. CHPWE
15670 N.E. 85TH STREET
pO BOX 97010
REDMOND. WA 98073-9710
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!70th Place NE (South ofRedmond Way)
I. The applicant is required to modify and extend !70th Place NE south from Redmond Way to
Bear Creek Parkway, and to finance the necessary improvements to provide safe vehicular and
pedestrian crossing of the Burlington Northern Railroad tracks.
'!66th Avenue NEJc'Ieveland Street Intersection
1. The applicant is required to design and install a new traffic signal at the intersection of !66th
Avenue NEJCleveland Street. The design and construction ofthis signal shall meet all
applicable City of Redmond standards.
2. As part ofthe signalization of the intersection of !66th Avenue NE/Cieveland Street, the

applicant is required to design and construct the improvements listed below.
a} A four-lane street section between NE 76th Street and Cleveland Street which shall
include a northbound right tum lane, a northbound through lane, a southbound
through/left lane and a southbound right tum lane.
b) Rechannelize Cleveland Street to create an exclusive eastbound right tum lane at !66th
Avenue NE with a length of 125 feet and a 4: I transition back to the existing street
section.
c) Install crosswalks at intersection per City of Redmond direction.
d) Install interconnect cable per City requirements to connect the new traffic signal with the
crossing gate signals at the Burlington Northern Railroad and the downtown signal
system.
!66th Avenue NE (South ofCieveland Street)

·-...._

I. The applicant is required to extend I 66th Avenue NE south from Cleveland Street toNE 76th

Street, and to finance the necessary improvements to provide safe vehicular and pedestrian
crossing of the Burlington Northern Railroad tracks.
Leary Way/162nd Avenue NE
The applicant is required to design and install a new traffic signal at the intersection of Leary
Way/162nd Avenue. The design and construction of this signal shall meet all applicable City
of Redmond standards, and must be designed to accommodate the future extensron of 162nd
Avenue NE from Leary Way to !59th Place NE.

2. As part of the signalization of the intersection of Leary Way/l62nd Avenue NE, the applicant
is required to design and construct the improvements listed below.
a) A northbound right tum lane on Leary Way with a length of200 feet and a 4:1 taper
back to the existing street section.
b) A southbound left tum lane on Leary Way with a length of ISO feet and an appropriate
taper back to the existing cross section.
c) A five-lane road section on !62nd Place NE (Bear Creek Parkway) between Leary Way
and Center Street with one westbound right tum lane, two westbound left tum lanes, and
two eastbound through lanes.
d) Install interconnect cable per City requirements to connect the new traffic signal with the
downtown signal system.
Please Return 'To:
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SR 520 Eastbound Ramp to West Lake Sammamish Parkway
1. The applicant is required to design and rechannelize the existing SR 520 eastbound off-ramp
to West Lake Sammamish Parkway to allow for an exclusive left turn lane and a left tum/right
tum lane. Appropriate signal modifications will also be required as directed by the City of
Redmond. The design and construction ofthis improvement shall meet allllpplicable City of
Redmond standards and requires approval by the WSDOT.

,,

2. The applicant is required to design and rechannelize West Lake Sammamish Parkway between
the SR 520 eastbound ramps and Leary Way to create two northwestbound travel lanes.
3. As part of the modification of the signal at the intersection of the SR 520 eastbound off-

ramp/West Lake Sammamish Parkway, the applicant is required to design and construct the
improvements listed below, provided that costs fall within the budget to rechannelize West
Lake Sammamish Parkway from the SR 520 eastbound ramps to Leary Way as outlined in the
Traffic Impact Mitigation Agreement.
a) Install interconnect cable per City requirements to connect to the signal at the
intersection of West Lake Sammamish Parkway/Leary Way, and to tie into the
downtown signal system.
b) Install new controller and service cabinets to meet current City of Redmond
specifications.
West Lake Sammamish Parkway(Learv Way
I. The applicant is required to design and construct improvements at the intersection of West

Lake Sammamish Parkway/Leary Way to create an additional westbound through lane and a
southbound right tum lane at this intersection.
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2. As part of the design of this improvement, the applicant is required to design and construct

the improvements listed below.
a) A southbound right turn lane on Leary Way with a length of 125 feet and a 4: I taper
back to the existing street section.
b) A westbound right tum Jane on West lake Sammamish Parkway with a length of325 feet
and a 4: 1 taper back to the existing cross section.
c) Instail new controller and service cabinets to meet current City of Redmond
specifications. Modify the traffic signal at this intersection and relocate/replace signal
equipment as directed by the City of Redmond.
d) Tie in traffic signal to downtown signal system via existing interconnect cable per City
requirements.
NE 72nd Street Bridge over Sammamish River
I. The applicant is required

to

dedicate right-of-way to the City for the planned NE 72nd Street
bridge over the Sammamish River between Bear Creek Parkway and West Lake Sammamish
ParJ...-way as directed by the City of Redmond Engineering Division.

2. Along with this dedication, the applicant is required to provide a "Deed of Right" to King

County to complete the land conversion/replacement transaction begun in 1987 under the
previous Town Center proposal. In addition, language shall be included in the traffic
mitigation agreement requiring Town Center to work with the City of Redmond to revise this
land conversion as needed in the future to finalize the required right-of-way dedication.
Please Return To:
CITY OF REDMOND
PUB\.IC WORKS DEPARTMENT. CHPWE
15670 N.E. 85TH STREET
P.O. BOX 97010
nEDMONO, WA 98073·9710
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ExhibitE
Redmond Town Center
Right-of-Way Dedications
RigbtofWay
Bear Creek Parkway
(Leary Way to I 70th Ave. N.E.)

84 feet

N.E. 72nd Street Bridge
(Bear Creek Parkway to West Sammamish Parkway N.E.)

84-140 feet

N.E. 76th St. (Railroad Ave.)
(Leary Way to I 70th Ave. N.E.)

60 feet

!66th Ave. N.E. South of Cleveland St.

As Required•

!70th Place N.E. North of Redmond Way

As Required•

Leary Way

As Required•

• Right of way width necessary to include roadway and sidewalks

Please Return To:
CITY OF REDMOND
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT, CHPWE
15670 N.E. 85TH STREET
P.O. BOX 97010 .
REDMOND. WA 98073·9710
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Pt:o Rata Mitigation
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YEAR 2010 PRO-RATA MITIGATION TABLE
Redmond Town Center- Proposed Muster Plun -Alternative 1 alignment
Redmond Model Distribution dated 12127/94

#

PROJECTS
TFP-005 Bridge replacement
TFP-007 New roadway
TFP-0 15 SiJ!.nal installation
TFP-0 19 Signal installation
TFP-023 Signal installation
TFP-028 Roadway widening
TFP-033 NE 40th St Interchange
TFP-035 Signal installation
TFP-037 Roadway widening
TFP-043 Signal installation
I
TFP-045 Roadway widening
TFP-045 Signal installation
TFP-046 New roadway/bypass
TFP-047 Signal installation
TFP-049 Roadway widening
TFP-050 New roadway
TFP-051 Roadway widening
TFP-056 Sij!.nal installation
TFP-057 Sil!nal modification
TFP-058 Signal installation
TFP-059 Sil!nal installation
TFP-063 Signal installation
TFP-064 Signal installation
TFP-065 Roadway widening
TFP-067 Roadway widening
TFP-071 Roadway widening
TFP-072 New roadway
TFP-073 Roadway widening
TFP-074 Roadway widening
TFP-075 Roadway widening
Tfl>-017 Roadway widening
TFP-071! Signal installation

;

I
'

I

I

I

TFP

I

I

LIMITS
FROM
Avondale Way
Redmond Way
E U: Sam Pkwy NE

-

STREET
Union Hill Rd
NE76th St
E U: Sam Pkwy NEINE 65th St
!59th Ave NEINE 40th Street
!59th PINE/Redmond Way
Avondale Way
Avondale Road
NE401h St
!48th Ave NE
NE 95th SIIWillows Rd
WillowsRd
NE IOOthSt
Redmond Way/NE 70th St
W Lk Sam Pkwy NE
Bell-Red Road
NE 45th Sll !56th Ave NE
NE90thSt
Willows Road
NE 109th St/Red-Wood Rd
Union Hill Rd
Avondale Rd
South Bypass
!59th PINE
Red-Wood Rd
NE 87th St
NE 90th St/Red-Wood Rd
ELk Sam Pkwy NE/Redmond Way/ I80th Ave NE
Redmond Way/ I85th Ave NE
NE !16th St/Red-Wood Rd
Redmond Way/ I87th Ave NE
NE 51st Sill 50th Ave NE
Redmond Way (SR-202)
ELk Sam Pkwy NE
NE80th St
I64th Ave NE
168thAveNE
NE 80thSt
I60th Ave NE
NE90thSt
E Lk Sam Pkwy NE
south city limits
Union Hill Rd
!78th PINE
I 40th AvcNE
south city limits
NE 79th St
I68th Ave NE
NE 83rd Stl161st Ave NE

1 of2

!
TO
AvondaleRd
AvondaleRd

I
Union Hill Road
!56th Ave NE
NE !16th St
SR-520
Red-Wood Rd (SR-202)
I 78th PINE
!70th PINE
nonh city limits
:
I
I

cast city limits
171st Ave NE
Redmond Way
Red-Wood Rd
Redmond Way (SR-202)
192nd Ave NE
NE80th St
Avondale Way

I

I

I

I
I

!

I

!

I

I

i

Site
2010
Pro-Ratu
Trips Volumes
Share
204
2126 I 0.0960
108
1587 I 0.0681
49
1183 I 0.0414
15
1445 I 0.0104
300
2739 I 0.1095
156
1130 I 0.1381
55
4160 I 0.0132
69
2418 i 0.0285
63
2252 I 0.0280
267
4677
0.0571
184
3267
0.0563
1551
0.0290
45
21
1198
0.0175
0.0508
213
4194
160
3429
0.0467
341
2765
0.1233
0.0687
156
2271
152
1767
0.0860
252
4898
0.0514
3330
0.0532
177
3775
0,0400
151
167
3748
0.0446
0.0134
1863
25
3306
0.0520
172
9
759
0.0119
3
684
0.0044
62
2552
0.0243
47
1080
0.0435 II
108
2101
0.0514 I
0.0070 I
9
1291
28
817
0,0343 I
899
0.1268 !
114

Project
Cost
$3,656,000
$1,660,000
$245,000
$150,000
$150,000
$400,000
$13,272,000
$170,000
$1,300,000
$150,000
$5,000,000
$160,000
$6,300,000
$300,000
$1,600,000
$16,900,000
$1,000,000
$190,000
$500,000
$150,000
$160,000
$180,000
$180,000
$300,000
$1,000,000
$325,000
$12,000,000
$3,700,000
$6,500,000
$3,000,000
$600,000
$200,000

Pro-Ratu
Cost
$350,811
$112,968
$10,148
$1,557
$16.429
$55,221
$175.471
$4,851
$36,368
$8,563
$281,604
$4,642
$110,434
$15,236
$74,657
$2,084,231
$68,692
$16,344
$25,725
$7,973
$6,400
$8,020
$2.415
$15,608
$0
$0
$291,536
$161,019
$334,127
$0
$20,563
$25,362

416195 APP-D.XLS
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YEAR 2010 PRO-RATA MITIGATION TABLE
R.::drnond Town Center- !l'roposed Master Plan- Altemetlve 1 alignment
Redmond Model Distribution dated 12127/94

!
-'

!
I

I

'

'

'

i
TFP
#
PROJECTS
TFP-079 Signal installation
TFP-080 Roadway widening
TFP-082 Signal installation
TFP-083 Signal installation
~
TFP-084 Roadway widcnin!l
TFP-089 Si!!nal installation
TFP-090 New roadway
TFP-095 Si1mal installation
TFP-097 Silmal installation
TFP-098 Signal instailation
TF?-100 Sil!nal installation
TFP· 102 Roadway wideninl!
1:¥-105 Roadway widening
TFP-110 Sil!nal installation
TFP-314 Sil!nal modification
TFP-314 Signal modification
...FP-315 Signal installation
TFP-316 Signal installation
TFP-353 Sil!nal modification
TFP-385 lnterse~•ion im(!rovemcnt
TFP- 399 Intersection improvement
TFP-400 NBJSB HOY-bus lane
TFP-401 EB/WB HOV - ~us Jane
TFP-·104 SB HOV lane
TFP-409 Widening/queue bypass
TFP-906 EBIWB HOV-bus lane

***

1LIMITS
FROM

STREET
NE 90th Sill 60th Ave NE
Bel-Red Rd
• !56th Ave NE
NE 40th Sill 50th Ave NE
I 78th PI NFJNE 76th St
W Lk Sam Pkwy NE
SR520
NE 80th Sill 66th Ave NE
NE28th St
!56th Ave NE
NE 90th St/!54th Ave NE
Avondale Rdll80th Ave NE
I
Red-Wood Rd/160th Ave NE
'
NE 83rd St/160th Ave NE
Willows Rd
NE 116thSt
NE I 16th St
Red-WoodRd
Union Hill Rd/188th Ave NE
Red Way/Lemy Way
Redmond Way/!...A:IlfY Way
Redmond Way/164th Ave NE
Red Way/ I 64th Ave NE
SR 520 WB Ramps
NE 5 I st Street
SR 520 EB Ramps
NES!st Street
Leary Way/W Lk Sam Pkwy NE
NES !st St/148th Ave NE
NE 20th St/152nd Ave NEIBel·Rcd Road
Avondale Rd
SR202
1-405
State Route 520
Leary Way
Redmond Wy
WillowsRd
Redmond Wy
NE85thSt
1-405

WSDOTIRcdmond lnterlocal

~.grcement

Site
2010
Project
Pro-Rata
Pro-Rata
Trips 1 Volumes
Share
Cost
Cost
73
3249 I 0.0225 I $190,000
$4,269
I
$6,300,000
$250,070
NE40thSt
57
1436
0.0397
$200,000
$2,461
19
1544
0.0123
47
1724 II 0.0273 I $170,000
$4,635
I
$1,640,000
Lcazy Way
$121,497
295
3982
0.0741
$170,000
$17,959
266
2518 I 0.1056
•Bel-Red Rd
0
637 I 0.0000
$1,500,000
$0
I
I 57 I 1818 I 0.0314 I $190,000
$5,957
I
237
4210
0.0563 I $200,000
$11,259
$180,000
$8,919
4016 I 0.0496
199
$7,991
36 I 901
I 0.0400 I $200,000
$3,200,000
$105,581
NE 124thSt
94
2849
0.0330
$6,000,000
$182,456
east city limits
26
855
0.0304
$200,000
$10,392
118
2271
0.0520
$75,000
$5,953
132
1663
0.0794
$75,000
$4,463
2218
0.0595
132 '
'
0.0153
$200,000
$3 061
2287
35
$200000
$4,207
56
2662
0.0210
$48,373
547
5654
0.0967 ' $500,000
$100,000
$1,181
42
3557
O.oJI8
$17,883
56
4384 I 0.0128 j $1,400,000
'
3204 j 0.0078 I $421,138
$3,286
Avondale Wy
25
$119,751
0.0387 ! $3,096,000
West Lake Samm Pkwy
205
5300
$10,157
123
1211
0.1016
$100,000
SR·901
0,0318
$660,996
$21 .051
70
2198
NE !24th St
$1 .800,000
$95,510
Willows Rd
169
3185
0.0531
Sublotal: Redmond TFP Projects = $5,395,298
TO

or $355 per trip at SR 520/SR 202 Interchange

385

$355/lrl~ "'

$136,675

l'

GRAND TOTAL •

2ol 2

$5,531 973
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6-Yr TIP,

RESOLUTION NO.

1997-2002

1 o2 3

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF REDMOND, WASIITNGTON, ADOPTING A SIX-YEAR
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND
DIRECTING THE SAME TO BE FILED WITH THE STATE
SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION AND THE
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT BOARD.

WHEREAS, pursuant to the requirements of Chapters 35.77 and 47.26 RCW, the
City Council of the City of Redmond has previously adopted a Comprehensive Street Program,
including an arterial street construction program, and thereafter periodically modified said
Comprehensive Street Program by resolution, and
WHEREAS, the City Council has reviewed the work accomplished under the said
Program, determined current and future City street and arterial needs, and based upon these
findings has prepared a Six-Year Transportation Improvement Program for the ensuing six (6)
calendar years, and
WHEREAS, a public hearing has been held on the said Six-Year Transportation
Improvement Program, and
WHEREAS, the City Council finds that there will be no significant adverse
environmental impacts as a result of adoption or implementation of the Six-Year Transportation
Improvement Program, now, therefore,
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF REDMOND, WASHINGTON, HEREBY
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:

RJM/133865. 1/0020.190.005

-1-

•
Section l.

•

Program Adopted.

The Six-Year Transportation Improvement

Program for the City of Redmond, as revised and extended for the ensuing six (6) calendar years
(1997-2002, inclusive), a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated herein
by this reference as if fully set forth, which Program sets forth the project location, type of
improvement and the estimated cost thereof, is hereby adopted and approved.
Section 2. Filing of Program. Pursuant to Chapter 35.77 RCW, the City Clerk
is hereby authorized and directed to file a copy of this resolution forthwith, together with the
Exhibit attached hereto, with the Secretary of Transportation and a copy with the Transportation
Improvement Board for the State of Washington.
RESOLVED this .lS..tbday of _..u..J.J.>.L._ _ _ _ _ _ , 1996.
APPROVED:

~tid~~
MAYOR, ROSEMARIE IVES

ATTEST/AUTHENTICATED:

CITY CLERK, BONNIE MATTSON
FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL:
RESOLUTION NO. 1 0 2 3

RJM/133S65.1/0020.!90.005

06/03/96
06/18/96

-2-

SIX-YEAR TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

1997-2002
6/20/96 8:13AM

PROPOSED PROGRAM

Note: Order of Project listing does not indicate ranking

FUNDING X $1000
laTHER/or
PROJECT

PROJ.
FROM

~esolution

TO

START

END

OTHER

VEHICLE
UN-

JURISD. FUNDED

C.I.P.

DEVLPR.

REGIS.

1!2 CENT

FED.

FEE

GAS TAX

FUND

STATE

P/W

TOTAL

TRUST

PROJ

FUND

COST

No. 1023

97TIPFIN.XLS 6/20/96 8:13AM

SIX·YEAR TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

I

(UO>DAM

1997·2002
6/20/96 6:13 AM

PROPOSED PROGRAM

Note: Order of Project listing does not Indicate ranking

FUNDINO X $1000

VEHIClE

laTHER/or
PROJECT

PAOJ.
FROM

NO.
22

(Ttaft;c Signal fot Pado &

23

!Union

24

IADA Buo Zone

25

la;cyclo Facil•;ao_

26

Isafety

27

IT.aff;c s;gnol

II

START

JURISO. FUNDED

END

97

97

100.

r Po-ogtam

96

97

22.

t Plan

97

2002

590.

I

NE 40th St
I Rood

Old

I

97
98

30

l156th Ava

NE 31st St

NE51otSt

31

l157th Avo NE

v;.;n•v NE 107th St

1 86th Avo NE

I 1 88th Avo NE

SR 202

36

I 1 50th Avo NE

37

!Town Conlat

39

IWUiowo Rood

40

SlatotAvo

116th Avo NE

I Rood

'R;vat

1100.000
178.

1200.000
~

98

99

87.

96

97

35.

9€

97

96

2002

"""non

700.
36.

::~~

144.
50.

203.

200.
1000.

1000.

""

96

97

956.

97

2002

5720.

•• ""non

NE 40th St

NE 5ht St

98

99

400.

unn non

96

97

14400.

11• ,ann non

158th Avo NE

160th Avo NE

95

97

500.

••nn non
11.400,000

NE 95th St

NE 100th St

96

97

1400.

NEB7rh St

NE 90th St

95

97

540.

'"'"non

95

97

1600.

11,600,000

_96

2001

97

98

NE 90th St

NE 95th St

42

lwmowo Road

NE116th St

NE 124th St

43

lsofoty

NE 40th St

W Lk Samm Pkwy

;

""" nno

168th Ava NE

l160th Avo NE

t@

COST

50.

Union HUI Rood

I Way}

41

TOTALS

FUND

1150.000

97

INE 65th Stroot

(T.I.B.J

""' nno

96

35

FUND

150.

177ti>_Avo NE

34

GAS TAX

150.

NE 95th St

I Way

PROJ,

FEE

97

166th Avo NE

I

TRUST

98

NE90th St

l132nd Ava NE Shouldet I

STATE

96

[wmowo Road

I NE 1161h St Bridge

TOTAL

FED.

97

INE 104th St

33

I

112 CENT

169th Avo NE

29

32

50.

OEVLPR.

P(W

REGIS.

148th Avo NE

28

I NE B3td Sttaot

C.I.P.

9)

Pugot

' Rehab· Daolgn

t@l

38

UN·

97

I Rd ISR 202}

I' Rd I

1

TO

OTHER

750.

1380.

4075.

10890.

2135.

L

''"non

1150.000

150.
9701.869

34601.222

2300.

2139.167

3292.

5940.

•

1170. $74,009,246

Resolution No. 1023

97TIPFIN.XLS 6/20/96 8:13AM

•

•
Project Descriptions

Six Year Transportation Improvement Program 1997-2002
#I.

East Lake Sammamish Bikeway- East Lake Sammamish Parkway !87th Avenue NE to
Redmond Way (SR 202). Design and construct bikelanes on both sides of roadway.

#2.

Traffic Signal Installation - East Lake Sammamish Parkway NE ELSP at NE 65th Street.
Install traffic signal with street lighting, signing, channelization.

#3.

Misc. Engineering and Construction- Various sites within City of Redmond .
Miscellaneous engineering and construction projects at various sites within the City of
Redmond, yearly to year 2002.

#4.

Neighborhood Traffic Control- Various sites within city. Install physical control devices
in neighborhood corridors to slow and control speeding traffic, yearly to the year 2002.

#5.

Sidewalk Improvement Program- Various. Design and construct "missing links" of
sidewalks adjacent to city streets, yearly to the year 2002. At the public hearing, the City
Council requested that sidewalk sections selected for improvement be based on a
prioritized listing. In addition the City Council recommended the installation of the
following two sidewalk sections requested by citizens.
I.

NE 40th St. between 172nd Ave. NE and West Lake Sammamish Pkwy.

2.

132nd Ave. NEon the east side lying north of Old Redmond Rd. (north of
the mixed use development) toNE 70th St.

#6.

NE 90th Street Improvements - NE 90th Street, Willows Road to Red-wood Road (SR
202). Prepare a design, purchase of right-of-way and begin construction project.

#7.

Sidewalk Safety and Access Improvements - Various. Improve handicap access in the
downtown area by installing sidewalk and wheelchair ramps.

#8.

Bike & Pedestrian Safety and Access Improvements- Various. Project to encourage use
of the bicycle in downtown Redmond by installing bikeways and new catch basin grates in
City streets.

#9.

NE 40th Street interchange (SR 520)- NE 40th Street at SR 520. Construct new
interchange at this location, funding a combination of city, state, developer contributions.

#I 0.

Traffic Signal Installation - Willows Road at NE 95th Street. Install traffic signal with
street lighting, channelization, intersection widening.

Resolution No. 1023

•

•

#!!.

Old Redmond Road Improvements- Old Redmond Road, !40th Avenue NE to !48th
Avenue NE. Reconstruct and widen to 44 feet from curb to curb with sidewalks, storm
drains, street lighting, underground power, landscaping, bikeways.

#12.

NE 85th Street Resurfacing- NE 85th Street, !58th Avenue NE to !64th Avenue NE.
Provide asphalt overlay on roadway.
Downtown Improvements- Various. Focal Point Redmond Way at !64th Avenue NE.
Complete City Linkage System of sidewalks, landscaping, street furniture, street lighting,
signing, bikeways and intersection improvements.

#13.

#14.

Traffic Signal Installation- NE 90th Street at Red-Wood Road (SR 202). Install traffic
signal with street lighting, signing, channelization.

#15.

NE 104th Street Reconstruction- NE 104th Street, !84th Avenue NE to Avondale Road.
Reconstruct roadway due to subgrade failure.

#16.

West Lake Sammamish Parkway Reconstruction- WLSP, South City Limits to Bell-Red
Road. Reconstruct portions of roadway due to concrete slab failure plus asphalt overlay
of roadway.

#17.

Willows Road Improvements- Willows Road, 1\"E !OOth Street toNE !16th Street.
Minor widening to 12 ft., to construct left-tum lane with bus pull-outs and sidewalks to
business driveways.

#18.

Traffic Signal Installation- Redmond Way (SR 908) at NE !59th Place NE. Install traffic
signal with street lighting, signing, channelization.

#19.

Redmond Automated Traffic and Control Phase 3- Various sites within the City. Install
conduits and cables to implement Redmond Automated Traffic System and Control
(RATSAC) to intertie signals and computer automation programs with other necessary
equipment controlling and monitoring.

#20.

West Lake Sanunamish Parkway Improvements -From Bell-Red Road to SR 520 widen roadway
to meet peak traffic demands and provide pedestrian and bicycle safety. There is not sufficient
amount of funding to complete this project as identified in the design report.

#21.

Safety Improvements at Intersection ofNE !16th St. & Red-Wood Road- Installation of traffic
signal at intersection including street lighting, signing and channelization. This installation is a
needed safety improvement.

#22.

Pedestrian and Equestrian Crossing Activated Traffic Signal -Installation of activated traffic
signal for safety purposes at the intersection of the Puget Power Trail and Red-Wood Road

#23.

Union Hill/Avondale Road Intersection Rehabilitation -The heavy volume of traffic including a
significant amount of truck traffic has caused considerable amount of roadway failure. A design
report is necessary to determine a correction to the problem.
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#24.

ADA Bus-Zone Improvement- This project completes the walkway system to the downtown
Redmond Park and Ride lot by installing missing and substandard sections of sidewalk, wheelchair
ramps, bus stop pads and benches. The City of Redmond and METRO have applied for Federal
Funding under the Central Puget Sound Public Transportation Account (CPSPTA). This project
provides Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) pedestrian access.

#25.

Bicycle Facilities Improvement Program- Installation of bicycle lanes and routes on selected
streets through out City.

#26.

Safety Improvements at Intersection ofNE 40th St. & !59th Ave, NE- Installation of traffic signal
at intersection including street lighting, signing and channelization. This installation is necessary
because of high traffic volumes exiting the development (Microsoft).

#27.

Traffic Signal Modification at Intersection of Old Redmond Road & !48th Ave. NE- ModifY the
traffic signal to meet increased demand by development in the OVERLAKE area.

#28.

Willow Road Widening from NE 90th St. toNE 95th St. -This roadway widening project is
necessary because of the increase in left tum traffic movement from !48th Ave. NE to Willows
Road.

#29.

N.E. !04th St. Resurfacing- !66th Ave. N.E. to !77th Ave. N.E. Provide asphalt overlay of
roadway.

#30.

!56th Ave. Resurfacing- N.E. 31st St. to N.E. 51st St. Provide asphalt overlay of roadway.

#31.

!57th Ave NE- City share of cost of half street improvement on the east side of 157th Ave NE as
developer is improving the west side. (Improvement included in CIP)

#32.

132nd Ave NE Shoulder Improvements- 132nd Ave NE from Redmond Way to Slater Ave NE.
In cooperation with City of Kirkland, install a walkway on the roadway shoulder on the east side.
Project cost must be added to Capital Improvement Program (ClP).

#33.

NE !16th Bridge Replacement -In cooperation with King County share equally in the cost of the
bridge replacement that spans the Sammamish River. Project is not funded.

#34.

N.E. 65th Street Improvement- New 40 foot wide roadway extension from !86th Ave. N.E. to
!88th Ave. N.E. to serve South East Redmond development.

#35.

!88th Ave. N.E. Improvement- New 44 foot wide roadway extension from SR 202 (Redmond
Way) to Union Hill Road.

#36.

!50th Ave. N.E. Improvement- Reconstruct roadway from N.E. 40th St. to N.E. 51st St. to
provide 40 feet curb to curb width, sidewalks, lighting, etc.

#37.

Town Center Improvements- See last page for listing of specific improvements.

#38.

N.E. 83rd St. Improvement- New roadway extension from !58th Ave. N.E. to !60th Ave. N.E. to
provide 48 feet curb to curb, sidewalks, lighting etc.
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#39.

Willows Road Improvement- A middle two-way left tum lane will be installed from N.E. 95th St.
to N .E. I OOth St.

#40.

Red-Wood Road Improvement -A additional southbound lane will be installed from N.E. 87th St.
to N.E. 90th St.

#41.

!60th Ave. N.E. Improvement- The new roadway extension from N.E. 90th St. to approximately
N.E. 95th St. provides access to new apartments and to future roadway extension.

#42.

Willows Road- Roadway improvement from NE !16th St. toNE !24th St. is partially funded.

#43

Traffic Signal Installation- NE 40th St. at West Lake Sammamish Pkwy. Install traffic signal with
Puget Power
street lighting signing and channelization. This project includes relocating the
pole that blocks the site distance.

CURRENT TOWN CENTER IMPROVEMENTS

•

!70th Place NE (North of Redmond Way)- Widen existing roadway between
Redmond Way and Avondale Way to three-lanes, realign roadway to match centerline
of existing !70th Place NE to south of Redmond Way.

•

!70th Place NE CSouth of Redmond Way) - Extend !70th Place NE south from
Redmond Way to new Parkway, install new traffic signal at Redmond Way/ I 70th
PlaceNE.

•

!66th Avenue NE- Extend !66th Avenue '1\'E south from Cleveland Street to Town
Center site, install new traffic signal at Cleveland Street/! 66th Avenue NE, install
crossing gates at railroad tracks.

•

Bear Creek Parkway (a.k.a. Town Center Parkway, South Bypass)- Construct a new
two-lane arterial roadway from Leary Way/!62nd Ave NE to !70th Place NE with left
and right tum lanes as needed at intersections, dedication of right-of-way to allow
future widening of Bear Creek Parkway to five lanes.

•

Sammamish River Bridge - Dedication of right of necessary to allow future
construction of bridge between Bear Creek Parkway and West Lake Sammamish
Parkway.

•

SR 520 Eastbound Ramp - Restripe the existing ramp to allow for an exclusive left
tum lane and a left turn/right tum lane, restripe West Lake Sammamish Parkway

•

West Lake Sammamish Parkway(a.k.a. State Route 901)- Widen existing roadway at
intersection with Leary Way to create an additional westbound through lane, add
southbound right tum lane on Leary Way at intersection.
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•

Leary Way/162nd Avenue NE- Install new traffic signal, construct exclusive
northbound right turn lane on Leary Way at intersection.

•

Railroad Street - construct a new three-lane arterial roadway from Bear Creek
Parkway to Leary Way, construct right tum in/right tum out only intersection at Leary
Way/Railroad Street.
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June 19,1996

Reso1ution No. 1023

•
ORDINANCE NO.

1908

•ORIGINAL

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF REDMOND,
WASHINGTON,
RELATING
TO
TRANSPORTATION;
ESTABLISHING A NEW COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
GUIDE SECTION DEALING WITH THE ADMINISTRATION
OF TRANSPORTATION IMPACT FEES, AND THE
APPLICATION OF THESE TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF
LAND WITHIN THE CITY OF REDMOND, FOR PURPOSES
OF IMPLEMENTING THE REDMOND COMPREHENSIVE
PLAN,
IN
ACCORDANCE
WITH
THE
GROWTH
MANAGEMENT ACT.

WHEREAS, the City of Redmond has adopted a new comprehensive plan to direct
growth and meet the requirements of the Washington State Growth Management Act, and
WHEREAS, the Growth Management Act requires that the City's development
regulations be consistent with and support the goals of the comprehensive plan, and
WHEREAS, the City's development regulations shall include requirements for
transportation concurrency, transportation impact fees, and transportation level-of-service
standards, and
WHEREAS, transportation impact fees are part of an overall strategy to pay for
capital improvements, including transportation facilities, necessary to serve new growth, and
WHEREAS, the imposition of transportation impact fees is a fair and efficient
method of ensuring that development bears a proportionate share of the cost of transportation
facilities necessary to accommodate such development, and
WHEREAS, transportation impact fees are required to be spent in conformity with
an adopted transportation facilities plan, contained in the comprehensive plan which meets the
requirements of the Growth Management Act, and
WHEREAS, the comprehensive plan establishes level-of-service standards which
are the foundation for determining the transportation impact fee rate, and
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WHEREAS, the City of Redmond must enhance its transportation system in order
to maintain adopted transportation level-of-service standards while accommodating growth
anticipated under the City's land use plan, in order to promote and protect the public health,
safety, and welfare, and
WHEREAS, the report entitled "Development of a Traffic Impact fee Program",
February 1995, sets forth a reasonable methodology and analysis for the determination of the
impact of development on the need for and costs of the planning, design, and/or construction of
transportation improvements in the City of Redmond, and
WHEREAS, this ordinance is adopted for the purpose of complying with the
Growth Management Act, and as such, bears a substantial relationship to, and is necessary for the
public health, safety, and welfare of the residents of the City of Redmond, NOW, THEREFORE,
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF REDMOND, WASIDNGTON, DO
ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.

New Section. A new chapter is hereby added to the Redmond

Municipal Code and the Redmond Community Development Guide, entitled "Transportation
Management Code", to read as follows:
20C.l 00 TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT CODE
This chapter establishes regulations for the review and mitigation of transportation impacts
caused by new development, and is divided into the following parts:
20C.100.010- Overview of the Permit Process. which describes the
relationship between the development review process, transportation
concurrency, and impact fees;
20C.100.020- Definitions. which provides a description of terms used
throughout Chapter 20C.IOO;
20C.100.030- Transportation Concurrency. which shall be regulated by
the administrative guidelines established by the Planning Director,
consistent with policies contained in the comprehensive plan;
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20C.I00.040- Transportation Impact Fees. which enables the collection of
impact fees from new development, to pay for a fair share of necessary
transportation facilities based on the City's transportation facility plan
(TFP).
20C.100.050- Administration and Appeals, which describes how to appeal
an administrative decision.
20C.100.010 Overview of the Permit Process- Prior to submitting a development
application, the developer of a project subject to this Chapter shall submit a request for a
certificate of concurrency to the Department of Planning and Community Development.
The request shall be on a prescribed form entitled "Transportation Impact Assessment Certificate of Concurrency Request" (TIA), developed by the Director of the Department
of Planning and Community Development, and shall contain questions concerning the
nature of the development, including a project description, location, uses, intensities, and
trip generation characteristics.
The Director shall, with the assistance of other City departments, use the information to
determine the net trips generated, considering commute-trip reduction strategies, internal
trips, diverted, and pass-by trips from existing traffic, and determine whether the
development passes the concurrency test as required by Section 20C.100.030. If the
project passes the concurrency test, the Director shall issue a certificate of concurrency
which shall expire if the development for which concurrency is reserved is not applied for
within one-hundred twenty (120) days of issuance of the certificate of concurrency. This
certificate is a prerequisite for a complete development application.
If the proposed development does not pass the concurrency test, the developer may
provide supplemental mitigation to meet concurrency requirements. The cost of
supplemental mitigation may be credited towards a portion of the developer's impact fee
obligation, subject to certain limitations.
The Director shall determine the project impact fee based on information provided in the
TIA pursuant to Section 20C.100.040, after the developer submits a complete
development application. Requests for an impact fee exemption or credit against payment
of the impact fee, shall be noted in the TIA, and shall be reviewed pursuant to Sections
20C.100.040(90), and (100), respectively.
Impact fees shall be used to pay for off-site transportation "system improvements"
identified in the City's transportation facility plan (TFP), and shall not duplicate any
mitigation provided under the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA).
The developer may appeal the Director's decision on concurrency and/or impact fees
according to the process described in Section 20C.l00.050, Administration and Appeals.
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20C.l 00.020 Definitions -For purposes of this Chapter, the following definitions shall
apply.
AFFECTED INTERSECTION: A signalized system intersection within a
(a)
transportation management district (TMD) in the city; or over which the city has
operational responsibility under an interlocal agreement, as authorized by RCW
39.34 or other law; or where there is such an interlocal agreement to apply this
chapter to the intersection; and to which a proposed development is projected to
add thirty (30) or more total p.m. peak-hour trips.
AFFECTED TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT DISTRICT (TMD):
(b)
A transportation management district which contains one (1) or more affected
intersections.
(c)
AVERAGE ARTERIAL INTERSECTION LEVEL-OF-SERVICE Q-OS):
The sum of the critical volumes at signalized arterial intersections, divided by the
sum of the capacity of the signalized arterial intersections within a transportation
management district (TMD), using the Planning Application ("Planning Method"),
as defined in "Transportation Research Circular Number 212", Transportation
Research Board, January, 1980.
(d)
BACKGROUND TRAFFIC: The volume of traffic that is projected to
occur on the street system as of the anticipated date of occupancy of a project.
CAPACITY: The maximum traffic volume using the Planning Application
(e)
("Planning Method"), that can pass through an intersection during a given peak
hour as defined in "Transportation Research Circular Number 212",
Transportation Research Board, January, 1980.
(f)
CAPITAL FACILITIES PLAN (CFP): A section of the Comprehensive
Plan which contains a discussion and an inventory of significant publicly owned
capital facilities which provide service to Redmond citizens and businesses, in
support of plan goals and policies. The CFP includes the transportation facility
plan (TFP).
(g)
CERTIFICATE OF CONCURRENCY: A written document prepared by
the Director stating that a particular development meets the concurrency
requirements of this chapter.
(h)

CITY: City of Redmond, Washington.

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN: The long-range plan used as a guide for the
(i)
physical, economic, and social development of Redmond. The comprehensive plan
is contained in the Community Development Guide.
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G)
CONCURRENCY: A requirement of the 1990 Growth Management Act
(RCW 36.70A.070(6)) that the City must enforce an ordinance precluding
development approval if a development would cause the transportation LOS
standards to fall below the City's adopted standard, unless revenues are secured to
complete mitigating transportation improvements or strategies within six (6) years.
If a development fails to meet the concurrency test, supplemental mitigation in the
form of transportation improvements or strategies will be required to
accommodate the impacts of the development and allow it to achieve concurrency.
Transportation demand management (TDM) and other non-capacity strategies may
be used.
(k)
DEGRADATION/DEGRADED: A deterioration in the LOS, where the
volume/capacity ratio (V/C ratio) increases.

(I)
DEMAND MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES: See TRANSPORTATION
DEMAND MANAGEMENT.
(m)

DEVELOPER: See FEE PAYER.

(n)
DEVELOPMENT: Any construction or expansion of a building, structure,
or use, any change in use of a building or structure, or any change in the use of
land, that creates additional demand and need for public facilities, including
transportation facilities.
DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL: Any authorization issued by the City of
(o)
Redmond which approves a development.
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT: Any written authorization from the City of
(p)
Redmond which authorizes the commencement of development.
(q)
DIRECTOR: The Director of the Department of Planning and Community
Development of the City of Redmond, the Director's authorized representative, or
any representative authorized by the Mayor.
(r)
FEE PAYER: A person commencing a development which generates
travel demand on the transportation system, for which development approval is
required.
FULLY FUNDED PROJECT: A project in the most recently adopted
(s)
transportation improvement program (TIP) for the City or similar capital program
of another jurisdiction which has sufficient revenues secured for construction.
Unsecured revenues include those from unformed local improvement districts,
insufficient developer fees or contributions, or revenues not yet programmed for
expenditure by outside agencies.
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(t)
GROWTH MANAGEMENT ACT (GMA): The Washington state
Growth Management Act enacted in 1990, and amendments in succeeding years.
(u)

IMPACT FEE: See TRANSPORTATION IMPACT FEE.

(v)
INDEPENDENT DOCUMENTATION STUDY: The traffic engineering
documentation prepared by a Fee Payer to allow the determination of a nonstandard transportation impact fee by the city, rather than by the use of the
transportation impact fee schedule contained in this chapter.
(w)
LEVEL-OF-SERVICE (LOS): A measure of street arterial intersection
performance which includes eight levels representing the best through the worst
operating conditions. The basis for the measurement is the Planning Application
("Planning Method"), found in "Transportation Research Circular Number 212",
published by the Transportation Research Board in January, 1980. LOS categories
and their respective numerical definitions under the arterial intersection volume to
capacity (V/C) ratio are as follows:

LOS Letter Designation

Arterial
Volume/Capacity Ratio

A

Less than or equal to 0.600

B

0.601 - 0. 700

c

0.701 -0.800

D+

0.801 - 0.850

D-

0.851 - 0.900

E+

0.901- 0.950

E-

0.951 - 1.000

F

Above 1.000

(x)
MANDATORY OR REQUIRED RIGHT-OF-WAY DEDICATIONS
AND/OR TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS: Such non-compensated
dedications and/or transportation facility improvements required of a development
by the City of Redmond as a condition of development approval.
(y)
MITIGATION: For the purposes of this Chapter, mitigation shall have
either of the following definitions:

(I)
Transportation demand management (TDM) strategies or
transportation facility improvements constructed or financed by a
developer which improve a degraded average arterial intersection LOS to
the adopted standard of the transportation management district (TMD). If
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the average arterial intersection LOS in a district already exceeds the
adopted LOS standard prior to a development proposal, mitigation shall
mean transportation demand management strategies or facility
improvements constructed or financed by a developer to improve the
degraded district LOS to at least the LOS of the district prior to the
development proposal;
(2)
Mitigation as defined in the SEP A Rules, and found in WAC 19711-768:
(i)
Avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certain
action or parts of an action;
(ii)
Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of
the action and its implementation, by using appropriate technology,
or by taking affirmative steps to avoid or reduce impacts;
(iii)
Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or
restoring the affected environment;
(iv)
Reducing or eliminating the impact over time by
preservation and maintenance operations during the life of the
action;
(v)
Compensating for the impact by replacing, enhancing, or
providing substitute resources or environments; and/or
(vi)
Monitoring the impact and taking appropriate corrective
measures.
PEAK HOUR: The consecutive sixty (60) minute period during a twenty(z)
four (24) hour period which experiences the highest sum of traffic volumes as
determined by the City on a roadway segment or passing through a roadway
intersection. The peak hour typically takes place in the evening (p.m.).
(aa) PEAK HOUR TRIPS: Total vehicular trips entering and leaving a
development project during the peak hour on adjacent streets, as defined in the
most recent edition of Trip Generation, published by the Institute of
Transportation Engineers. Other trip generation sources may be used, at the
discretion of the City, where ITE data are based on a limited survey base or where
there may be special trip-generating characteristics of the proposal.
(bb) PROJECT IMPROVEMENTS: Site improvements and facilities that are
planned and designed to provide service for a particular development project, are
necessary for the use and safety of the occupants or users of the project, and are
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not transportation system improvements. No improvement or facility included in
the transportation facility plan (TFP) approved by the City Council shall be
considered a project improvement. Project improvements shall include but are not
limited to the following:
(I)
Access driveways, paths, trails, and roads leading to the
development;
(2)

Driveways, paths, trails, and roads within the development;

(3)
Acceleration and deceleration lanes, and right and left turn lanes
leading to those roads and driveways; and/or
(4)
Traffic control measures for those driveways, paths, trails, and
roads, such as traffic signals, signs, lane markings, etc.
PRO-RATA OR PROPORTIONATE SHARE: That portion of the cost of
(cc)
transportation facility improvements that are reasonably related to the service
demands and needs of new development.
(dd) SUPPLEMENTAL MITIGATION: Mitigation required by the City which
is necessary for a proposed development to meet concurrency requirements of this
Chapter. Supplemental mitigation shall mean projects which are not in the City's
transportation improvement program (TIP), and may or may not be in the
transportation facilities plan (TFP).
(ee)
SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS: Transportation related capital facilities that
are included in the TFP component of the City's capital facilities plan (CFP) and
are designed to provide service to areas within the community at large. Costs for
these improvements may include demand management, transportation planning,
preliminary engineering, engineering design studies, land surveys, right-of-way
acquisition, engineering, permitting, and construction of all the necessary features
for any transportation construction project including, but not limited to:
(I)
Construction of new travel lanes, paths, sidewalks, trails, and
terminal facilities for a variety of travel modes, including motor vehicles,
bicycles, pedestrians, transit and high occupancy vehicles;
(2)

Construction of new bridges;

(3)
Construction of new drainage and utility facilities in conjunction
with new travel lanes, roads, paths, sidewalks, and trail construction;
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(4)
Purchase and installation of traffic signalization (including new and
upgraded signalization) necessary to serve a variety of travel modes using
travel lanes, paths, sidewalks, and trails;
(5)

Construction of curbs, medians, shoulders, and sidewalks;

( 6)
Relocating, including undergrounding, utilities to accommodate
construction of new travel lanes, roads, paths, sidewalks, and trails.
(ff)
SYSTEM INTERSECTION: An intersection which contributes to the
system function within each transportation management district (TMD).
(gg) TRANSPORTATION: Shall include the various travel modes as discussed
in transportation element of the comprehensive plan.
(hh) TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT (TDM): Public
and/or private programs designed to reduce the demand for existing transportation
facilities. These include, but are not limited to, transit and ridesharing incentives,
flexible working hours, parking management, and supporting pedestrian
enhancements to decrease single occupancy vehicle trips.
(ii)
TRANSPORTATION FACILITY PLAN (TFP): The long-range plan
identifYing transportation facilities needed to assure compliance with the City of
Redmond's adopted LOS standards in each of the transportation management
districts (TMDs), and which further supports growth projected in the land use
element of the comprehensive plan. The planning horizon of the TFP ranges
between 12 to 20 years.
(jj)
TRANSPORTATION IMPACT ASSESSMENT- CERTIFICATE OF
CONCURRENCY REQUEST (TIA): A form prepared by the Director which
contains questions concerning the nature of a development, including a description,
location, use, intensity, and trip generation characteristics. The questions on this
form are to be answered by a development applicant, and submitted to the City as
part of a complete application for a development permit.
(kk) TRANSPORTATION IMPACT FEE: A payment of money required from
development as a condition of development approval to pay for transportation
facilities needed to serve new growth and development, and that is reasonably
related to the new development that creates additional demand and need for
transportation facilities, that is a proportionate share of the cost of the public
facilities, and that is used for facilities that reasonably benefit the new
development. A transportation impact fee may be used to pay for system
improvement costs previously incurred by the City, to the extent that new growth
and development will be served by the previously constructed improvements,
provided such fee shall not be imposed to make up for any system improvement
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deficiencies. A transportation impact fee does not include a reasonable permit or
application fee.
(II)
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (TIP): The six (6)
year funded list of transportation facilities adopted by the City of Redmond, which
serves to implement the adopted transportation facility plan (TFP).
(mrn) TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT DISTRICTS CTMD): Distinct
geographical areas throughout the City which are formed in recognition of the
variety of land use, travel, and development objectives within Redmond's subareas
and neighborhoods. LOS service standards are established consistent with the land
use and transportation objectives in each TMD, as formally adopted in the
comprehensive plan. Some TMDs may include land and transportation facilities
outside the City's jurisdiction.
(nn) VOLUME/CAPACITY RATIO CV/C RATIO): The proportion of
expended intersection capacity using the Planning Application ("Planning
Method"), used by vehicles passing through an intersection as defined in
"Transportation Research Circular Number 212", Transportation Research Board,
January 1980.

20C.100.030 Transoortation Concurrency- Shall be determined pursuant to the
director's October 27, 1995, administrative interpretation, until such time as the City
enacts a transportation concurrency ordinance which shall become Section 20C.100.030.
20C.l00.040 Transportation Impact Fees
20C.I00.040(10) Purpose and Intent- This Section is intended to assist in the
implementation of the comprehensive plan consistent with the requirements of the
GMA, and:
(a)
To regulate the use and development ofland so as to assure that
new development bears a proportionate share of the cost of capital
expenditures necessary to support a transportation system which operates
within adopted service standards;
To allow the City the option to impose impact fees for
(b)
transportation system improvement costs previously incurred, to the extent
that new growth and development will be served by the previously
constructed improvements. Such fees shall not be imposed to make up for
any transportation system improvement deficiencies.
20C.100.040(20) Imposition ofThe Transportation Impact Fee:
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(a)
Any person who, after the effective date of this Section, seeks to
develop land within the City of Redmond, by applying for development
approval for a development which will generate additional travel demand,
is hereby required to pay a transportation impact fee in the manner and
amount set forth in this Section.
(b)
No new development permit for any activity requiring payment of
an impact fee pursuant to Subsection 20C.l00.040(40), shall be issued
unless and until the transportation impact fee hereby required has been
paid.
(c)
No extension of a development permit issued prior to the effective
date of this Section, for any activity requiring payment of an impact fee
pursuant to Subsection 20C.l 00.030(40), shall be granted unless and until
the transportation impact fee hereby required has been paid.
20C.l00.040(30)
Computation of the Transportation Impact Fee and
Director Decision - Transportation impact fees are based on the cost of a program
of transportation facilities which support the goals and policies of the
comprehensive plan to maintain and improve mobility and support adopted
intersection LOS standards. This program is known as the City's transportation
facility plan (TFP), a part of the capital facilities plan (CFP) of the comprehensive
plan. Credit for future transportation related taxes has been applied to the cost of
the TFP to determine the net amount which is funded through impact fees. The
two methods to be used to calculate the impact fee for a particular development
are described in this subsection. No matter which method is used for calculation,
the impact fee determination shall be issued by letter from the Director to the
applicant for a development permit.
(a)
At the option of the fee payer, the amount of the transportation
impact fee may be calculated by determining in which TMD the proposed
development is located, and using the impact fee schedule, adopted by
separate ordinance. The impacts of a new development on the
transportation system depend on the location of the development, and are
reflected in the impact fees charged in each of the TMDs.
TMDs are established to account for variation in impacts by location, and
are aggregations of traffic analysis zones used in the City's traffic
forecasting model. In general, TMDs are sections of the City which have
been combined on the basis of similar uses and trip-making characteristics.
The fee schedule includes credit for future specifically dedicated
transportation taxes imposed for the purpose of improving the
transportation system.
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(1)
If a development permit is requested for a mixed use
development, then the fee shall be determined by apportioning the
space committed to uses specified on the applicable schedule.
(2)
For applications for a development permit approval
extension:
The amount of the fee is the net positive difference between the fee
currently applicable, and the fee applicable at the time of original
permit application, pursuant to this Section. If the extension is for
a development permit originally issued prior to the effective date of
this Section, the fee currently applicable shall be collected.
For applications for a change of use, redevelopment,
(3)
expansion, or modification of an existing use, which requires the
issuance of a development permit:
The amount of the fee is the net positive difference between the fee
currently applicable for the use after redevelopment, expansion, or
modification, compared to the fee that is currently applicable for the
use prior to redevelopment, expansion, or modification, pursuant to
this Section. The same fee calculation shall apply if an application
was originally issued prior to the effective date of this Section.
The Director shall be guided in this determination by traffic
generation statistics provided by the City's Department of Public
Works and contained in the most recent edition ofTrip Generation,
published by the Institute of Transportation Engineers.
Ifthetype of development activity proposed in a
(4)
development application is not specified on the applicable fee
schedule, the Director shall use the fee applicable to the most nearly
comparable types ofland use on the fee schedule. The Director
shall be guided in the selection of a comparable type by the most
recent edition of Trip Generation, published by the Institute of
Transportation Engineers. If the Director determines that there is
no comparable type of land use on the applicable fee schedule then
the Director shall determine the fee by:
(i)
Using traffic generation statistics provided by the
City of Redmond, Department ofPublic Works, or the
building permit applicant, or contained in the most recent
edition of Trip Generation, published by the Institute of
Transportation Engineers; and
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(ii)
Applying the formula set forth in Subsection
20C.1 00.040(30)(b) hereof
(b)
If a fee payer chooses not to have the impact fee determined
according to Subsection 20C.100.040(30)(a) above, then the fee payer
shall prepare and submit to the Director an independent documentation as
specified in (1), (2), and (3) below, and shall follow the prescribed
methodologies and formats established as an appendix to the Community
Development Guide. Along with the study, the developer shall submit an
administrative processing fee in an amount specified by separate ordinance.
Based upon the documentation provided by the fee payer, the cost per
vehicle mile of travel (VMT) shall be determined by the Director.
Documentation by the fee payer shall include:
(1)
Documentation of trip generation rates appropriate for the
proposed land development activity.
(2)
Documentation of trip length appropriate for the proposed
land development activity.
(3)
Documentation of any other trip data appropriate for the
proposed land development activity.
Independent documentation, including any studies shall be prepared
and presented by professionals qualified in their respective fields.
The Director, with advice from the Public Works Department, shall
consider the documentation submitted by the fee payer, but is not
required to accept such documentation as he/she shall reasonably
deem to be inaccurate or not reliable, in the Director's
determination of the impact fee. The Director may, in the
alternative, require the fee payer to submit additional or different
documentation for consideration. If acceptable independent
documentation is not presented, the fee payer shall pay
transportation impact fees based upon the schedules shown in
Subsection 20C.100.040(30)(a).
Upon acceptance of independent engineering documentation, the
following formula shall be used by the Director to determine the
impact fee per unit of development:
NEW VEIDCLE MILES TRAVELED = [(Trip Generation Rate X
Average Trip Length) X% New Trips]/2.
IMPACT FEE= New Vehicle Miles Traveled X Cost per Vehicle
Mile of Travel (from the Impact Fee Table).
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20C.IOO. 040(40)

Payment of the Transportation Impact Fee

(a)
The fee payer shall pay the transportation impact fee required by
this Section to the Director or his designee prior to the issuance of a
building permit consistent with a development approval.
(b)
All funds collected shall be properly identified by TMD and
promptly transferred for deposit in the appropriate transportation impact
fee accounts as determined in Subsection 20C.100.040(60), and used solely
for the purposes specified in this Chapter.

20C.100.040(50)

Transportation Management Districts (TMDs)

There are hereby established seven (7) TMDs designated for the purpose of
defining transportation facilities providing service to development within the
district.
20C.I00.040(60)
Established

Transportation Management District (TMD) Fee Accounts

There are hereby established seven (7) separate TMD accounts, one for each TMD
within the City ofRedmond established by Subsection 20C.I00.040(50). Funds
withdrawn from these accounts must be used in accordance with the provisions of
Subsection 20C.l 00.040(70).
20C.100.040(70)

Use of Funds

(a)
Transportation impact fee receipts shall be earmarked specifically
and retained in special interest-bearing accounts. All interest shall be
retained in the account and expended for the purpose or purposes for
which the impact fees were imposed. The Director shall annually provide a
report to the Mayor and City Council on each impact fee account showing
the source and amount of all moneys collected, earned, or received and
transportation system improvements that were financed in whole or in part
by transportation impact fees.
(b)
Impact fees for transportation system improvements shall be
expended only in conformance with the TFP.
(c)
Impact fees shall be expended or encumbered for a permissible use
within six (6) years of receipt, unless there exists an extraordinary and
compelling reason for fees to be held longer than six ( 6) years. Such
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extraordinary or compelling reasons shall be identified in written findings
by the City Council as provided in Section 20C.l 00.40(80).
(d)
Impact fees may be paid under protest in order to obtain a permit or
other development approval of development activity.
(e)
Funds may be used to provide refunds as described in Subsection
20C.I00.040(80).

(t)

The City shall be entitled to retain not more than three-tenths
percent (0.3%) of the funds collected as compensation for the expense of
collecting the fee and administering this Section.

20C.I00.040(80)

Refund of Fees Paid

(a)
The fee payer may receive a refund of such fees if the City fails to
expend or encumber the impact fees within six (6) years of when the fees
were paid or other such period of time established pursuant to RCW
82.02.070(3), on transportation facilities intended to benefit the
development for which the transportation impact fees were paid, unless the
City Council finds that there exists an extraordinary and compelling reason
for fees to be held longer than six (6) years. These findings shall be set
forth in writing and approved by the City Council. In determining whether
transportation impact fees have been encumbered, impact fees shall be
considered encumbered on a first in, first out basis. The City shall notify
potential claimants by first class mail deposited with the United States
postal service at the last known address of claimants.
The request for a refund must be submitted by the applicant to the City in
writing within ninety (90) days of the date the right to claim the refund
arises, or the date that notice is given, whichever is later. Any
transportation impact fees that are not expended within these time
limitations, and for which no application for a refund has been made within
this ninety (90) day period, shall be retained and expended on projects
identified in the adopted TFP. Refunds of transportation impact fees under
this Subsection shall include interest earned on the impact fees.
(b)
Should the City terminate any or all impact fee requirements, all
unexpended or unencumbered funds, including interest earned, shall be
refunded pursuant to this Section. Upon the finding that any or all fee
requirements are to be terminated, the City shall place notice of such
termination and the availability of refunds in a newspaper of general
circulation at least two (2) times and shall notify all potential claimants by
first class mail to the last known address of claimants. All funds available
for refund shall be retained for a period of six (6) months. At the end of six
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( 6) months, any remaining funds shall be retained by the local government,
but must be expended for projects identified in the adopted TFP. This
notice requirement shall not apply if there are no unexpended or
unencumbered balances within an account or accounts being terminated.
(c)
A developer may request and shall receive a refund, including
interest earned on the transportation impact fees, when the developer does
not proceed with the development activity and no impact has resulted. The
City may deduct a service charge from the refund amount to defer the
administrative cost of processing such a refund.
Exemptions from Payment of Transportation Impact Fees20C. 100.040(90)
The following are exempt from payment of transportation impact fees:
(a)
Certain land use activities are exempt from the payment of
transportation impact fees because they do not contribute to a net increase
in travel. These exempt activities shall include:
(I)
Alterations or expansion of an existing building where no
additional units and/or gross floor area is created, where the use is
not changed, and where no additional travel demand will occur over
and above that produced by the existing use.
(2)
The construction of accessory buildings or structures where
no additional travel demand will occur over and above that
produced by the principal building or use of the land.
(3)
The replacement of a destroyed or partially destroyed
building or structure with a new building or structure of the same
size and use provided that no additional travel demand will occur
over and above that produced by the original use of the land.
(4)
The installation of a replacement mobile/manufactured home
on a lot or other such site when a transportation impact fee for such
mobile/manufactured home site has previously been paid pursuant
to this Section or where a mobile/manufactured home legally
existed on such site on or prior to the effective date of this Section.
Any claim of exemption must be made no later than the time of
application for a building permit or permit for mobile/manufactured
home installation. Any claim not so made shall be deemed waived.
(b)
Low income housing, provided that an exemption is requested by
the developer no later than the time of application for a development
permit, and that:
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( 1)
The transportation impact fees otherwise due shall be paid
from public funds other than impact fee accounts;
(2)
There are replacement funds available to pay for impact fees
in the fiscal year in which the request is made; and
(3)

Any claim not so made shall be deemed waived.

Low income housing is defined as housing which is affordable to persons
whose income is below fifty (50) percent of the median income for the
persons residing in the Seattle Metropolitan Statistical Area.
20C.l00.040(100}

Credits Against Payment of Transportation Impact Fees

(a)
No credit shall be given for project improvements and/or right-ofway dedications classified as project improvements.
(b)
No credit shall be given for supplemental mitigation provided by a
developer, except when:
(1)
The supplemental mitigation includes a project in the City's
TFP;and
(2)
To avoid the duplicate collection of money for a particular
transportation facility, credit for payment or construction of
supplemental mitigation shall not be more than the portion of the
developer's impact fee contribution which the City would allocate
towards the particular project or projects in the TFP which
constitute the supplemental mitigation; and
(3)
Such credits are determined and provided as set forth in
Subsection 20C.l00.040(100)(c) and (d) below.
(c)
A fee payer may obtain supplemental mitigation credit against
transportation impact fees due or to become due by offering to dedicate
rights-of-way and/or construct transportation facilities, which are in the
City's TFP. The fee payer's supplemental mitigation offer must specifically
request a transportation impact fee credit. Construction of transportation
facilities must be in accordance with City of Redmond design standards as
applicable.
The Director shall allow credit against impact fee obligations only if the
following criteria are met:
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(1)

The transportation facility is in the City's TFP; and

(2)

The facility is not in the six (6) year funded TIP; and

(3)

The conditions in 20C.I00.040(100)(b) above are met.

(d)
Supplemental mitigation credit shall be subject to the following
requirements:

(I)
After determining the amount of impact fees an applicant
pays towards particular impact fee projects, the Director shall
provide the applicant with a letter or certificate setting forth the
dollar amount of the credit a developer shall receive for dedication
and/or construction of a supplemental mitigation project. The
Director shall further state the reason for the credit, and the legal
description or other adequate description of the project or
development to which the credit may be applied. The applicant
must sign and date a duplicate copy of such letter or certificate
indicating his agreement to the terms of the letter or certificate and
return such signed document to the Director before credit will be
given. The failure of the applicant to sign, date, and return such
document within sixty (60) days shall nullity the credit.
(2)
Credit against impact fees otherwise due will not be
provided until:
(i)
The construction is completed and accepted by the
City of Redmond, or a jurisdiction which has an interlocal
agreement with the City under the terms of this Section, or
the state, whichever is applicable;
(ii)
Acceptable financial security is received and
approved by the Director of the City of Redmond, when
applicable; and
(iii)
All design, construction, inspection, testing, financial
security, and acceptance procedures are in strict compliance
with the then current City of Redmond design and
construction standards, when applicable.
(3)
Credit may be provided before completion of specified
transportation facilities if adequate assurances are given by the
applicant that the standards set out in Subsection
20C.l00.040(100)(d)(2), will be met and if the fee payer posts
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security as provided below for the costs of such construction. The
Director shall determine:
(i)

Security amount;

(ii)
Form of the security, such as, a performance bond,
irrevocable letter of credit, or escrow agreement.
(4)
If the transportation facility will not be constructed within
one (I) year of the acceptance of the offer by the Director, the
amount of the security shall be increased by ten percent (I 0 %)
compounded for each year of the life of the security. The revised
security shall be reviewed and approved by the Director prior to
acceptance of the security by the Director. If the transportation
facility is not to be completed within five (5) years of the date of the
fee payer's offer, the City Council must approve the transportation
facility and its scheduled completion date prior to the acceptance of
the offer by the Director.
(5)
Any claim for credit must be made no later than the time of
application for a development permit. Any claim not so made shall
be deemed waived.
Credits shall not be transferable from one development to
(6)
another without the approval of the City Council and may only be
transferred to a development in a different TMD upon a finding by
the City Council that the dedication of right-of-way or construction
of transportation facilities for which the credit was given benefits
such different TMD.
20C.l00.040(110)
Appeals- Determinations made by the Director pursuant to
this section may be appealed as specified in Section 20C.050.050.
Review- The fees specified in Subsection 20C.I00.040(30)
20C.I00.040(120)
and established by separate ordinance, should be reviewed by the City Council at
least once each year.

20C.I00.050 Administration and Appeals
The Director is authorized to prepare documents, forms and guidelines necessary for the
implementation of this Chapter. These should include a "Transportation Impact
Assessment- Concurrency Certificate Request", and "Concurrency Certificate" forms.
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Any appeal of the administration and decisions made pursuant to this Chapter shall follow
the process specified in Section 20F.20.200. The Director's decisions in this Chapter that
are subject to appeal are:

Concurrency Determination
Impact Fee Determination
An appeal must be filed with the Department of Planning and Community Development
within ten (10) working days of the determination.
Section 2.

Rule of Construction. The provisions of this Ordinance shall be

liberally construed so as to effectively carry out its purpose in the interest of the public health,
safety, and welfare.
Section 3.

Severability. If any section, sentence, clause or phrase of this

ordinance should be held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a court of competent jurisdiction,
such invalidity or unconstitutionality shall not affect the validity or constitutionality of any other
section, sentence, clause or phrase of this ordinance.
Section 4.

Ordinance Adoption. This ordinance, being an exercise of a power

specifically delegated to the City legislative body, is not subject to referendum, and shall take
effect five (5) days after the publication of an approved summary thereof consisting of the title.

ROSEMARIE IVES, MAYOR
ATTEST/AUTHENTICATED:

APPROVED AS TO FORM,
OFFICE OE THE CITY ATTORNEY:
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FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL:
SIGNED BY THE MAYOR:
PUBLISHED:
EFFECTIVE DATE:
ORDINANCE NO. 1908
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October 1, 1996
October I, 1996
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Impact Fee Waivers for Affordable Housing,
DGA 99-005A

ORDINANCE NO. 2072
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF REDMOND,
WASHINGTON, AMENDING THE IMPACT FEE
EXEMPTIONS IN SECTIONS 20D.60.10-040, 20D.60.10050, AND 20D.210.10-180 OF THE REDMOND
MUNICIPAL
CODE
AND
THE
REDMOND
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
GUIDE
AND
ESTABLISHING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

WHEREAS, the City of Redmond’s comprehensive plan calls for providing housing
affordable to all income groups; and
WHEREAS, Redmond Comprehensive Plan Policy HO-27 calls for minimizing the
negative effects of impact fees on affordable housing by considering exemptions for such housing;
and
WHEREAS, Redmond Comprehensive Plan Policy LU-128 directs the City to adopt and
maintain development regulations that implement the City’s plans and are clear and not duplicative;
and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission has held two public hearings on this proposed
ordinance and recommends that it be adopted; and
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Redmond desires to encourage affordable
housing and to improve the city’s development regulations and acknowledges that this ordinance
is for the benefit of the public health, safety, and welfare, NOW, THEREFORE,
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF REDMOND, WASHINGTON, DO ORDAIN
AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. Adoption of Findings and Conclusions. After carefully reviewing the record
and considering the evidence, analysis, and arguments in the record, the City Council hereby
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adopts the findings and conclusions in the Planning Report DGA 99-005, Proposed Impact Fee
Waivers for Affordable Housing (March 21, 2000) for the proposed amendments to the extent
they are consistent with the provisions of this ordinance.

Section 2. Section 20D.60.10-040, Exemptions to the Requirement to Pay Impact Fees,
of the Redmond Community Development Guide and Redmond Municipal Code is hereby
amended to read as follows:
20D.60.10-040 Exemptions to the Requirement to Pay Impact Fees.
(1) The following shall be exempt from the requirement to pay some or all of the
required impact fees that would otherwise be required by RCDG Title 20D,
City-Wide Regulations, if the applicable requirements of this section are met. It
is only necessary to qualify for one subpart to be exempt from the requirement
to pay some or all of the required impact fees.
(a) Accessory dwellings approved by the City under RCDG 20C.30.35,
Accessory Dwelling Units, or its successor shall be exempt from the
requirement to pay all impact fees.
(b) The alteration, reconstruction, remodeling, or replacement of existing
buildings or structures, including mobile homes or manufactured homes,
that meet the requirements of this subpart shall be exempt from the
requirement to pay all impact fees. To qualify for this exemption, all of
the following applicable requirements shall be met:
(i) For nonresidential structures or the non-residential part of mixed-use
structures, no additional gross floor area may be added.
(ii) For residential structures or the residential part of mixed-use
structures, no additional housing units may be added.
(iii) No additional demand will occur on the transportation, fire, and
parks, recreation, open space, and trail systems over and above that
produced by the existing use.
(iv) The use is not changed.
(v) For replacement structures, the structure being replaced shall have
been demolished or moved outside the City of Redmond.
(c) The construction of accessory structures where no additional
transportation, fire and park, recreation, open space and trail demand will
occur over and above that produced by the principal building or use of the
land shall be exempt from the requirement to pay all impact fees.
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(d) Parking garages and building space that is constructed solely to park
motor vehicles that are not for sale, lease or rent or part of a stock in trade
are exempt from the requirement to pay all impact fees. The conversion
of parking garages or vehicle parking areas exempted by this subpart to
other uses requires the payment of impact fees.
(e) Temporary uses and structures authorized by RCDG 20D.190, Temporary
Uses or its successor, are exempt from the requirement to pay all impact
fees.
(f)

The property on which the development activity will take place is exempt
from the payment of transportation, fire or park, recreation, open space
and trail facilities impact fees under RCW 82.02.100, or its successor,
because the property is part of a development activity that mitigated its
impacts on all of the system improvements funded by impact fees under
the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA). To be exempt from an
impact fee for a system type, a development activity shall have mitigated
its system improvement impacts for that system type. For example, to be
exempt from fire impact fees, the use or development activity shall have
mitigated its impact on the fire systems improvements funded by the fire
impact fees. If some of the system improvements have been mitigated
under SEPA, the applicant may be eligible for an impact fee credit.

(g) Developments owned and operated by the City of Redmond.
(2) Any claim of exemption shall be made no later than the time of application for
a building permit. If a building permit is not required for the development
activity, the claim shall be made when the fee is tendered. Any claim not made
when required by this section shall be deemed waived.
(3) Developments that are not exempt from the requirement to pay impact fees
may be entitled to a credit or adjustment. See the following sections for impact
fee credits and adjustments: RCDG 20D.60.10-060, Computing Required
Impact Fees Using Adopted Impact Fee Schedules, RCDG 20D.60.10-080,
Credits and Adjustments to Required Impact Fee Payments, RCDG
20D.210.10-120, Computation of the Transportation Impact Fee and
Administrator Decision, and RCDG 20D.210.10-190, Credits Against Payment
of Transportation Impact Fees. (Ord. 1913; Ord. 1909 (20C.110.050))
Section 3. Section 20D.60.10-050, Exemptions to the Requirement to Pay Impact Fees
for Low- and Moderate-Income Housing, of the Redmond Community Development Guide and
Redmond Municipal Code is hereby amended to read as follows:
20D.60.10-050 Exemptions to the Requirement to Pay Impact Fees for Low- and
Moderate-Income Housing.
In addition to the exemptions in RCDG 20D.60.10-040, the following shall be
exempt from the requirement to pay all impact fees that would otherwise be
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required by RCDG Title 20D, City-Wide Regulations, if the applicable
requirements of this section are met.
(1) The City Council may by motion waive some or all of the impact fees that
would otherwise be required by RCDG Title 20D, City-Wide Regulations, if
the City Council concludes the proposed development meets all of the
applicable requirements of this section. The City Council may waive up to
the following percentage of the required impact fees.
The housing unit is affordable
to and reserved for
households earning the
following percentages of the
King County median family
income adjusted for
household size.
60 percent or less
Between 80 and 61 percent

If its owner will occupy the
housing unit, the impact fee
may be reduced to the
following percentage of the
impact fees required for the
housing unit.

If the housing unit will be
renter-occupied, the impact
fee may be reduced to the
following percentage of the
impact fees required for the
housing unit.

0 percent

0 percent

50 percent

No Reduction Allowed by
this section

(2) As a condition of receiving an exemption under this section, the owner shall
execute and record in King County’s real property title records a City approved
lien, covenant, or other contractual provision against the property that provides
for all of the following:
(i)

If the housing unit qualified for a waiver under the owner-occupied
housing column in subsection (1), the housing unit shall be occupied by
the owner.

(ii) The housing unit shall be occupied by a household that has a maximum
annual income no greater than the income level at which the housing unit
qualified in subsection (1). For owner-occupied housing units, the income
level shall be verified before the sale of the unit closes and the new owner
moves in. For renter-occupied units, the income level shall be verified
before the occupants move into the housing unit. This condition shall
apply to all subsequent changes of ownership and occupancy for the term
of the contractual provision.
(iii) The City Council shall set a term of between 25 and 55 years for this
contractual provision.
(vi) The lien, covenant, or other contractual provision shall run with the land
and apply to subsequent owners and assigns.
(3) In determining affordability, the income levels shall be adjusted for household
size. The applicable the regulations of the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development for determining rents and housing payments affordable for
the various income levels shall be used.
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(4) The City Council may condition a waiver under this section to ensure the
project will meet the requirements of this section or to lessen impacts on
systems funded by the impact fees that are waived.
(5) To qualify for an exemption under this section, the proposal shall not have
received a full exemption under RCDG 20D.60.10-040, Exemptions to the
Requirement to Pay Impact Fees, or its successor. If a partial exemption has
been granted under that section, the City Council may waive the balance under
this section up to the limits in subsection (1).
(6) To qualify for an exemption under this section, the housing shall help
implement the following policies:
(a) The housing shall help meet an unfulfilled portion of Redmond’s
affordable housing targets.
(b) The location shall meet Redmond’s policies and zoning for the proposed
housing type and density.
(7) To qualify for an exemption under this section, the waiver should not result in
an unacceptable adverse impact on the systems funded by the impact fees
proposed for a waiver.
(8) Any claim or request for an exemption under this section shall be made no
later than the time of application for a building permit. If a building permit is
not required for the development activity, the claim shall be made when the fee
is tendered. Any claim not made when required by this section shall be deemed
waived. (Ord. 1909 (20C.110.060))
Section 4. Section 20D.210.10-180, Exemptions from Payment of Transportation Impact
Fees, of the Redmond Community Development Guide and Redmond Municipal Code is hereby
amended to read as follows:
20D.210.10-180 Exemptions from Payment of Transportation Impact Fees.
See RCDG 20D.60.10-040, Exemptions to the Requirement to Pay Impact Fees or
its successor, and 20D.60.10-050, Exemptions to the Requirement to Pay Impact
Fees for Low- and Moderate-Income Housing or its successor, for the
transportation impact fee exemptions. (Ord. 1928; Ord. 1908 (20C.100.040(90)))
Section 5. Severability.

If any section, sentence, clause, or phrase of this ordinance or

any tax or law adopted or amended hereby should be held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a
court of competent jurisdiction, such invalidity or unconstitutionality shall not affect the validity or
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constitutionality of any other section, sentence, clause or phrase of this ordinance or any tax or law
adopted or amended hereby.
Section 6. Effective Date.

This ordinance, being an exercise of a power specifically

delegated to the city legislative body, is not subject to referendum, and shall take effect five days
after passage and publication of an approved summary thereof consisting of the title.

CITY OF REDMOND
/S/ MAYOR ROSEMARIE IVES
ATTEST/AUTHENTICATED:
/S/ CITY CLERK, BONNIE MATTSON
APPROVED AS TO FORM:
OFFICE OF THE CITY ATTORNEY:
/S/ CITY ATTORNEY, JAMES E. HANEY
FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL:
SIGNED BY THE MAYOR:
PUBLISHED:
EFFECTIVE DATE:
ORDINANCE NO.: 2072

March 16, 2000
March 21, 2000
March 21, 2000
March 25, 2000
March 30, 2000
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ORDINANCE NO. 1913

ORIGINAL

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF REDMOND,
WASHINGTON, AMENDING CHAPTER 20C.ll 0 OF
THE REDMOND MUNICIPAL CODE AND THE
REDMOND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT GUIDE,
TO SET AN IMPACT FEE FOR PARK, RECREATION,
OPEN SPACE OR TRAIL FACILITIES, PROVIDE FOR
ADMINISTRATION OF THE IMPACT FEE, AND
ESTABLISH AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

WHEREAS, the City of Redmond has adopted a new comprehensive plan to
address community concerns, manage growth, and meet the requirements of the Washington State
Growth Management Act; and
WHEREAS, the Growth Management Act requires that the City's development
regulations be consistent with and implement the comprehensive plan; and
WHEREAS, the City's comprehensive plan includes a requirement for an impact
fee to support park, recreation, open space or trail facilities; and
WHEREAS, the City desires that impact fees comply with the Growth
Management Act and other applicable provisions of state law; and
WHEREAS, the imposition of impact fees is a fair and efficient method of ensuring
that development bears a proportionate share of the cost of the public facilities necessary to
accommodate such development; and
WHEREAS, impact fees protect applicants against high transaction costs and
arbitrary decisions; and
WHEREAS, impact fees are required to be spent in conformity with an adopted
capital facilities plan, contained in the comprehensive plan which meets the requirements of the
Growth Management Act and the City ofRedmond has adopted such a plan; and
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WHEREAS, the Planning Commission has held a hearing on this park, recreation,
open space or trail facilities impact fee and has recommended that the City Council amend the
Redmond Municipal Code and Community Development Guide as provided in this ordinance,
and;
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Redmond desires to improve funding
for capital facilities in Redmond, is adopting this ordinance for the purpose of complying with the
Growth Management Act, and acknowledges that this ordinance bears a substantial relationship
to, and is necessary for the public health, safety, and welfare of the residents and property owners
of the City ofRedmond, NOW, THEREFORE,
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF REDMOND, WASIITNGTON, DO
ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.

Amended User Guide. The User Guide in Chapter 20C.ll0 of the

Redmond Community Development Guide and the Redmond Municipal Code is hereby amended
to read as follows:
User Guide
This chapter includes regulations for the assessment, collection, and administration
of fire and park, recreation, open space or trail facilities impact fee~. These fees
are adopted pursuant to Chapter 82.02 RCW. Regulations for the assessment of
transportation impact fees can be found in Redmond Community Development
Guide Chapter 20C.l 00.

Section 2.

Amended Authority Section. Section

20C.ll0.010

of

the

Redmond Community Development Guide and the Redmond Municipal Code is hereby amended
to read as follows:

20C.110.010 Authority. This chapter is adopted under RCW
82.02.050(2) which authorizes cities planning under the Growth Management Act,
primarily codified at Chapter 36.70A RCW and Chapter 82.02 RCW, to assess,
collect, and use impact fees to pay for fire and park, recreation, open space or trail
facilities needed to accommodate growth. The City of Redmond is required to
plan under the Growth Management Act and has adopted a comprehensive plan
which includes a Capital Facilities Chapter which complies with RCW
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36.70A.070(3), RCW 82.02.050(4), and all other applicable requirements.
Consequently, the City of Redmond is authorized to impose, collect, and use
impact fees.
Section 3.

Amended Pur:pose Section.

Section

20C.ll0.020

of

the

Redmond Community Development Guide and the Redmond Municipal Code is hereby amended
to read as follows:
20C.110.020 Purposes. The purpose of this chapter is to
implement the capital facilities element of the Redmond Comprehensive Plan and
the Growth Management Act by:
(a)
Ensuring that adequate fire and park, recreation, open space
or trail facilities are available to serve new development.
(b)
Maintaining the high quality of life in Redmond by ensuring
that adequate facilities are available to serve growth thereby providing for the
needs of new growth and maintaining existing service levels for present businesses
and residents.
(c)
Establishing standards and procedures whereby new
development pays its proportionate share of the costs of fire and park, recreation,
open space or trail facilities, reducing transaction costs for both the City and
developers and ensuring the developments are not required to pay arbitrary or
duplicative fees.
Section 4.

Amended Definitions Section. Section

20C.II0.030

of

the

Redmond Community Development Guide and the Redmond Municipal Code is hereby amended
to read as follows:
20C.l10.030 Definitions. In addition to the definitions in Subtitle
20 H of the Redmond Community Development Guide, for the purposes of
Chapter 20C.Il 0 only the following terms shall have meanings given in this
section.
Administrator: The Director of Planning and Community
(a)
Development or the position's successor. The Administrator may delegate his or
her duties and authority to other City employees.
Building Permit: Any building permit, any permit to
(b)
construct tenant improvements, a mobile home hookup and foundation permit, a
mobile home hookup permit, or any permit or approval to place or install mobile
homes, mobile buildings, manufactured homes, or manufactured buildings.
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(c)
Development Activity: Any construction or expansion of a
building, structure, or use, ahy change in the use of a building or structure, or any
changes in the use of land, where the construction, expansion, or change, when
occupied or used for its intended purpose, will create additional demand and need
for public facilities.
(d)
Effective Date:
November 14, 1996.

The effective date of this chapter is

(e)
Low-Income and Moderate-Income Housing: Housing
affordable under federal standards to households with annual incomes at or below
80 percent of the county median income.
Impact Fee Amount for a Facility Type: The impact fee
(f)
established for each use for each facility type. There are two facility types
addressed by Chapter 20C.ll 0: (i) fire and (ii) park, recreation, open space or trail
facilities. The amount ofthe impact fee is contained in Section 20C.ll0.070 and
20C.110.080.
(g)
Manufacturing Uses: Land or structures that will have
manufacturing facilities for firms or uses which have Standard Industrial
Classifications (SIC) of Major Group 20 through Major Group 39, SIC Major
Group 15 through Major Group 17, SIC Major Group 15 through Major Group
17, and SIC Major Groups 50 and 51, and warehouses.
(h)

Office Uses:

(I)
A structure, room or series of rooms where the
affairs of a business, professional person, or branch of government are carried out.
Uses which would be primarily classified as one of the other defined uses shall not
be classified as office uses.
(2)
Land or structures used by firms or uses that have
SICs of Major Group 60 through Major Group 97, excluding Major Groups 75,
76, 78, and 88.
(i)
Project Improvements: Site improvements and facilities that are
planned and designed to provide service for a particular development project and
that are necessary for the use and convenience of the occupants or users of the
project and are not system improvements. No improvement or facility included in
a capital facilities plan approved by the governing body of a city or town shall be
considered a project improvement.
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G)

Retail Uses: Land or structures used by firms or uses that have
SICs of Major Group 52 through Major Group 59 and SIC Major Groups 75, 76,
and 78.
(k)
System Improvements: Any public facilities that are included in
the capital facilities plan and are designed to provide service to service areas within
the community at large, in contrast to project improvements.
Section 5.

Amended Exemptions Section.

Section 20C.Il0.050 of the

Redmond Community Development Guide and the Redmond Municipal Code is hereby amended
to read as follows:
20C.110.050 Exemptions to the Requirement to Pay Impact
Fees.
(a)
The following are excluded from the requirement to pay
some or all of the required impact fees:
(I)
The reconstruction, remodeling, or replacement of
existing buildings, structures, mobile homes, or manufactured homes which do not
result, for non-residential structures, in additional floor space or, for all structures,
additional dwelling units is exempt from the requirement to pay all impact fees. A
complete application for a building permit to replace or reconstruct an existing
structure that was removed or destroyed shall be submitted within three years after
the structure was been removed or destroyed.
(2)
The construction of structures accessory to a
residence are exempt from the requirement to pay all impact fees. Other accessory
structures are not exempt from the requirement to pay impact fees. The
construction of any accessory structures which will result in additional housing
units, including accessory dwelling units, require the payment of impact fees.
(3)
Parking garages and building space which is
constructed solely to park motor vehicles which are not owned, leased or rented by
a business or part of a stock in trade are exempt from the requirement to pay all
impact fees. The conversion of parking garages or vehicle parking areas to other
uses requires the payment of impact fees.
(4)
Temporary uses and structures authorized by
Development Guide Section 20C.20.245 to be readopted and recodified as
Development Guide Section 20C.80.780 are exempt from the requirement to pay
all impact fees.
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( 5)
The property on which the development activity will
take place is exempt from the paynient of fire or park, recreation, open space or
trail facilities impact fees under RCW 82.02.100 because the property is part of a
development activity which mitigated its impacts on the same system
improvements under the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA). To be exempt
for a fee for any of the system types, a development activity shall have mitigated its
system improvement impacts for that system type. For example, to be exempt
from fire impact fees, the use or development activity shall have mitigated its
impact on fire systems.
(6)
The development activity shall not be required to
pay impact fees for a facility type because (i) the impact of the development
activity on fire or park, recreation, open space or trail facilities has been mitigated
by a voluntary agreement, mitigated State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)
determination, SEP A EIS, permit or approval condition which requires the
payment of fees for that particular system improvement, the dedication of land for
that particular system improvement, or the construction or improvement of a
particular system improvement and (ii) the SEP A, permit or approval condition
predates the effective date of this chapter. If the condition or requirement does
not provide that the system improvements substitute for impact fees, then the
development activity is not exempt. To be exempt from the payment of impact
fees for that particular facility type, the voluntary agreement, mitigated SEP A
determination, permit or approval condition shall provide for a payment,
dedication, or construction of system improvements for the that particular facility
type. Where a development activity has not filed a complete building permit
application before the effective date of this chapter, the development activity shall
pay any payment under the same terms as an impact fee but in the amount specified
by the voluntary agreement, mitigated SEP A determination, permit or approval
condition as a condition of being exempt from the requirement to pay mitigation
fees. Unless the voluntary agreement, permit condition or approval condition
requires payment when the building permit is applied for or issued, the Technical
Committee may extend the payment date from before the issuance of a building
permit to some later date for development activities required to pay under this
exemption.
(7)
Accessory Dwellings approved by the City under
Section 20C.20.012 or its successor Section 20C.20.430 are exempt from the
requirement to pay all impact fees.
(b)
Any claim of exemption shall be made no later than the time
of application for a building permit. If a building permit is not required for the
development activity, the claim shall be made when the fee is tendered. Any claim
not made when required by this section shall be deemed waived.
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Amended Computation oflmpact Fee Section.

Section

20C.110.070 of the Redmond Community Development Guide and the Redmond Municipal Code
is hereby amended to read as follows:
20C.110.070 Computing Required Impact Fees Using Adopted
Impact Fee Schedules. At the option of the person applying for the building permit or
undertaking the development activity, the amount of the impact fees may be determined by
the fee schedules in this section.
(a)
When using the impact fee schedules, the impact fees shall be
calculated by using the following formula:
Number of
units of
each use

X

Amount oflmpact Fee that
shall be paid for that facility
type for that use

Impact Fee
amount fora
facility type

(I)
The number of units of each use determined as follows: (i)
for residential uses It IS the number of housing units for which a building permit
application has been made and (ii) for office, retail, or manufacturing uses it is the gross
floor area ofbuilding(s) to be used for each use expressed in square feet divided by onethousand square feet. If uses other than parking vehicles which do not constitute a stock
in trade and uses accessory to residences will take place outside of buildings, the
calculations shall include the land area on which these uses will take place.
Using the formula in Section 20C.110.070(a), impact fees
(2)
shall be calculated separately for each use and each facility type. The impact fees that shall
be paid are the sum of these calculations.
(3)
If a development activity will include more than one use in a
building or site, then the fee shall be determined using the above schedule by apportioning
the space committed to the various uses specified on the schedule.
If the type of use or development activity is not specified on
(4)
the impact fee schedules in Section 20C.ll 0.070, the Administrator shall use the impact
fee applicable to the most comparable type of land use on the fee schedules. The
Administrator shall be guided in the selection of a comparable type by the most recent
Standard Industrial Code Manual and the Redmond Community Development Guide. If
the Administrator determines that there is no comparable type ofland use on the above fee
schedule then the Administrator shall determine the proper fee by considering
demographic or other documentation which is available from state, local, and regional
authorities.
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(5)
In the case of a change in use, development actlvtty,
redevelopment, or expansion or modification of an existing lise, the impact fee shall be
based upon the net positive increase in the impact fee for the new development activity as
compared to the previous development activity. The Administrator shall be guided in this
determination by the sources and agencies listed above.
(b)

Fire Facility Type Impact Fee Schedule:

Land Use

UnHs

Single-family residences
(including mobile homes and detached single-family

1 housing unit

Impact Fee that shall be
Paid per UnH
$78.00

manufactured homes).

1 housing unit
1,000 square feet of gross
floor area
1.000 square feet of gross
floor area
1,000 square feet of gross
floor area

Multi-famitv residences
Offices
Retail trade

Manufacturing

(c)

$135.00
$81.00
$61.00
$14.00

Park, Recreation, Open Space or Trail Facility Type Impact Fee Schedule:

Use

Single-family residences

Units
1 housing unit

lm~act Fee that shall be
Paid per Unit
$1,478.00

1 housing unit
1,000 square feet of gross

$ 936.00
$ 369.00

(including mobile homes and detached single--family
manufactured homes).

Multi-family residences
OffiCeS

floor area
1,000 square feet of gross
floor area
1,000 square feet of gross

Retail trade

Manufacturing

$ 200.00
$ 165.00

floor area

Section 7.

Amended Credits Section.

Section

20C.l10.090

of

the

Redmond Community Development Guide and the Redmond Municipal Code is hereby amended
to read as follows:
20C.110.090 Credits and Adjustments to Required Impact Fee
Payments.
(a)
Credits. Required impact fees shall be reduced by the following
credits where they apply:
(I)
The required fire and/or park, recreation, open space or trail
facilities impact fees shall be reduced by the amount of any payment for fire or park,
recreation, open space or trail facilities system improvements previously made for the lot
on which the development activity will take place either as a condition of approval or
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under a voluntary agreement with the City entered into after the effective date of this
chapter.
(2)
After the effective date of this chapter, whenever a
development is granted approval subject to a condition that the developer actually provide
system improvement sites, facilities, or improvements for fire or park, recreation, open
space, or trails acceptable to the City, or whenever the developer has agreed, pursuant to
the terms of a voluntary agreement with the City, to provide land, system facilities, or to
improve existing facilities, the developer shall be entitled to a credit for the value of the
land or the actual cost of construction against the impact fee that would be chargeable
under Section 20C.ll 0.070 or Section 20C.ll 0.080.
(i)
The land value or cost of construction shall be estimated at
the time of approval and shall be based on acceptable evidence and documentation. The
evidence and documentation shall be reviewed and, if acceptable, approved by the
Administrator. When land is proposed for dedication, the person required to pay impact
fees shall present property appraisals prepared by qualified professionals. If construction
costs are estimated, the documentation shall be confirmed after the construction is
completed to assure that an accurate credit amount is provided. If the land value or
construction cost are less than the calculated fee amount, the difference remaining shall be
chargeable as a impact fee for the facility for which the land, system facilities, or improved
system facilities where provided.
(ii)
In certain cases a system improvement may function as a
project improvement. Where a system improvement functions as a project improvement,
the person who is required to pay impact fees shall only receive a credit for the amount of
the improvement that functions as a system improvement.
(3)
The amount of the credit for a development activity shall
not exceed the amount of the impact fee the development activity is required to pay.
(4)
If a development activity includes park, recreation, open
space or trail facilities which meet the requirements of this Subsection, 20C.ll 0. 090(a)(4),
then the applicant shall be entitled to a credit for that portion of the park, recreation, open
space or trail facilities impact fee to be used for that park, recreation, open space or trail
facility type to the extent that the park, recreation, open space or trail system satisfies the
needs of the occupants of the development activity or the public.
The credit shall equal:
(A) . The reduction in demand by occupants of the
development on the City's park, recreation, open space or trail system, that is met by the
facility.
(B)
The reduction in demand by the general
public on the City's park, recreation, open space or trail system, that is met by the facility,
if the facility is open to the general public and signs at the facility notify the public that
(i)
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they can use the facility. To be eligible for the credit in 20C.ll0.090(a)(4)(i)(B), the
facility shall be located in area which, based upon adopted level-of-service standards, is
lacking in needed park, recreation, open space or trail facilities.
Credit under
20C.ll0.090(a)(4)(i)(B) shall not be given for the portion of any facility which provides a
higher level-of-service than that set by the level-of-service standard for that facility.
(ii)
The park, recreation, open space or trail facilities,
shall meet the following criteria to be eligible for a credit:
(A)
The area or facility shall function as a system
improvement and not a project improvement as defined by this chapter, either because it is
a system improvement or because it is a project improvement which relieves demand on
the City's park, recreation, open space or trail system.
(B)
The facilities shall be equivalent to
Redmond's adopted standards for park, recreation, open space or trail facilities.
(C)
The park, recreation, open space or trail shall
be large enough to function as that type of park, recreation, open space or trail system to
obtain a credit.
(D)
The City may require that legally binding
conditions be recorded in the real property records providing that the facility shall be used
by the facility's occupants or the general public. If these facilities are closed or converted
to another use, the amount of the credit in current dollars shall be paid to the Redmond
Finance Department or its designee or successor before the facilities are closed or
converted.
(b)
Adjustments. The Administrator may adjust the required impact
fees where the Administrator determines one of the following circumstances exist and the
discount included in the impact fee formula fails to adjust for the error in the calculation or
to ameliorate the unfairness of the fee:

(I)
The person required to pay the impact fee demonstrates that
an impact fee was incorrectly computed.
(2)
The person required to pay the impact fee demonstrates that
unusual circumstances make the standard impact fee applied to the development unfair or
unjust. These circumstances shall not be circumstances generally applicable to similar
types of land uses or generally applicable to development activities in that vicinity.
Unusual circumstances may include that the development activity will have substantially
less impact on the system improvement than the other development activities in the
category.
(c)
Any claim of a credit or adjustment shall be made no later than the
time of application for a building permit. If a building permit is not required for the
development activity, the claim shall be made when the fee is tendered. Any claim not
made when required by this section shall be deemed waived.
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(d)
Credits or adjustments shall not be transferable from one property,
project or development activity to another without the approval of the Administrator. The
.Administrator may only approve a transfer to a development within a different impact fee
service area or district if the Administrator finds that the dedication benefits the impact fee
service area or district in which the development activity to which the credit is proposed to
be transferred is located.
Section 8.

Amended Accounting Section.

Section 20C.110.110 of the

Redmond Community Development Guide and the Redmond Municipal Code is hereby amended
to read as follows:
20C.110.110 Impact Fee Accounts and Disbursements.
(a)
The City of Redmond Finance Department shall earmarked the
funds collected as to the person paying them, the date paid, and the type of impact fee
paid. The Finance Department shall deposit the fees in special interest bearing accounts.
A separate account shall be established for each type of impact fee. All interest shall be
retained in the account and expended for the purposes for which the impact fee was
imposed. While maintaining fees in separate accounts, pooled investments may be used.
(b)
Impact fees shall only be expended on system improvements which
are in conformance with the Capital Facilities Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan and
administrative costs. Impact fees shall only be expended on system improvements which
are included in the Capital Facilities Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan or which are
included in a functional plan adopted by reference in the Utilities Chapter of the
Comprehensive Plan or the Capital Facilities Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan. The
part of the Utilities Chapter which adopts functional plans by reference shall be part of the
Capital Facilities Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan. Administrative costs shall not
exceed 3/10ths of one percent of the impact fees collected.
(c)
Fire impact fees shall only be used for fire system improvements
within the service area in compliance with this chapter. Park, recreation, open space or
trail facilities impact fees shall only be used for park, recreation, open space or trail
facilities system improvements within the service area in compliance with this chapter.
(d)
For system improvements included in the Capital Facilities Chapter
or a functional plan adopted by reference, impact fees may be expended on facility
planning, land acquisition, site improvements, application fees, necessary off-site
improvements, required mitigation, construction, engineering, architectural, permitting,
financing, and administrative expenses, relocatable facilities, capital equipment, repayment
of system improvement costs previously incurred by the City to the extent that new
growth and development will be served by the system improvements, and any other
expenses which could be capitalized and are consistent with the capital facilities element or
a functional plan adopted by reference.
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(e)
In the event that bonds or similar debt instruments are issued for the
advanced provision of system improvements for which impact fees may be expended and
where consistent with provisions of the bond covenants, impact fees may be used to pay
debt service on such bonds or similar debt instruments to the extent that the facilities or
improvements provided are consistent with the requirements of this section.
(f)
Impact fees shall be expended or encumbered for a permissible use
within six years of the date they are received by the City of Redmond Finance Department
unless the City Council finds that there exists an extraordinary and compelling reason for
fees to be held longer than six years. These findings shall be set forth in writing and be
approved by the City Council.
Section 9.

Amended Refund Section.

Section

20C.110.120

of

the

Redmond Community Development Guide and the Redmond Municipal Code is hereby amended
to read as follows:
20C.l10.120 Impact Fee Refunds.

(a)
All requests for impact fee refunds shall be made by the owner of
the property on which the impact fee was paid and shall be made in writing. The written
request shall be submitted to the City of Redmond Finance Department or its successor, if
the City holds the funds. The written request shall be received within one year of the date
the right to the claim for the refund arises. Notwithstanding any other provision of this
section, where notice of eligibility of a refund is required by Section 20C.110.120(b)(2),
the written request shall be received within one year of the date on which the City mails
the notice that the person may be eligible for a refund.
(b)

Refunds of Un-Encumbered Impact Fees.

(I)
The current owner of property on which impact fees have
been paid may apply for and receive a refund of these fees if the impact fees have not been
expended or encumbered within the time limits in Section 20C.ll 0.11 O(f). Refunds of
impact fees under Section 20C.ll 0.120(b) shall include any interest earned on the impact
fees by the City. In determining whether impact fees have been encumbered, impact fees
shall be considered encumbered on a first in, first out basis.
(2)
If the City holds impact fees beyond the time limits set in
Section 20C.ll0.110(f), the City, shall notify potential claimants by first class mail
deposited with the United States Postal Service addressed to the owner of the property as
shown in the county tax records or a commercial compendium of the tax records.
(3)
Any impact fees that are not expended within the time limits
in Section 20C.!!O.IIO(f) and for which no application for a refund has been made within
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the one-year period set by Section 20C.ll0.120(a) shall be retained and expended on the
system improvements for which the impact fees were imposed.
(c)
Refunds oflmpact Fees for when Development Does Not Precede.
Any person who was required to pay impact fees may request and shall receive a refund,
including interest earned on the impact fees, when both of the following conditions are
met:
( 1)
A final inspection is not requested for the building or, if no
building is being constructed as part of the development activity, the use is not started.
(2)
No impact has resulted on the fire facilities and park,
recreation, open space or trail facilities. "Impact" shall be deemed to include cases where
the City has expended or encumbered the impact fees in good faith before the application
for the refund. In the event that the City has expended or encumbered the fees in good
faith no refund shall be given. However, if within a period of five years, the same or
subsequent owner of the property proceeds with the same or substantially similar
development activity, the owner shall be eligible for a credit. The owner shall request the
credit in writing by the deadline set for claiming credits and shall provide receipts for the
impact fees paid by the owner for a development activity of the same or substantially
similar nature on the same property or some part of the property. The Administrator shall
determine whether to grant a credit, and such decisions may be appealed as an appeal of
an administrative decision. See Section 20F.20.200 of the Development Guide to be
readopted and recodified as Section 20F.10.120 of the Development Guide.
(d)
See RCW 82.02.080 or its successor for rules on the termination of
impact fee requirements.
(e)
The interest due on the refund of impact fees are required by this
chapter or RCW 82. 02.080 or its successor shall be calculated according to the average
rate received by the City on invested funds throughout the period during which the impact
fees were retained by that local government.
Section 10.

New Park Impact Fee Formula Section.

A

new

section

is

hereby added to Chapter 20C.ll 0 of the Redmond Community Development Guide and the
Redmond Municipal Code to read as follows:
20C.l10.170 Formula for Determining Park, Recreation, Open Space
or Trail Impact Fees.
(a)
The park, recreation, open space or trail impact fees for Section
20C.110.070(c) shall be the developer fee obligation (F) calculated using the formula and
table in this section.
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(b)
The impact fee service area for park, recreation, open space or trail
impact fees shall be the entire City of Redmond.
(c)
Separate fees shall be calculated for single-family residences, multifamily residences, offices, retail trade, manufacturing, and other uses. For the purposes of
this chapter, mobile homes or manufactured homes shall be treated as single-family
residences. Duplexes and single-family attached dwellings shall be treated as multi-family
residences.
(d)
The formula in this section provides a credit for the anticipated tax
contributions that would be made by the development based on historical levels of
taxation.
(e)

Formula for Determining Park, Recreation, Open Space or Trail

Impact Fees:

~

V>- =
B=
C
D=

=

F

=

Parks, Recreation, Open Space or Trails capital facility program.
City of Redmond contribution.
Percent of total park use demanded by land use category.
Projected growth by number of units per land use category.
Developer fee obligation.

ITHEN:
F = [(A - B) x C]J D

Section 11.

Severability.

If any section, sentence, clause, or phrase of this

ordinance should be held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a court of competent jurisdiction,
such invalidity or unconstitutionality shall not affect the validity or constitutionality of any other
section, sentence, clause or phrase of this ordinance.
Section 12.

Effective Date.

This ordinance, being an exercise of a power

specifically delegated to the City legislative body, is not subject to referendum, and shall take
effect five (5) days after the publication of an approved summary thereof consisting of the title.
CITY O.F· REDMOND I /)

~
MAYOR ROSEMARIE IVES
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ATTEST/AUTHENTICATED:

CITY CLERK, BO:l'.'NIE MATTSON

By:

FILED WITH THE CITY
RK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL:
SIGNED BY THE MAYOR:
PUBLISHED:
EFFECTIVE DATE:
ORDINANCE NO.: 1913
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October 28, 1996
November 4, 1996
November 4, 1996
November 9, 1996
November 14, 1996
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ORDINANCE NO. 1914

• ORIGINAL

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF REDMOND,
WASHINGTON, ADDING A SECTION TO TITLE 20F
OF THE REDMOND MUNICIPAL CODE, THE
REDMOND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT GUIDE,
TO PROVIDE FOR REIMBURSEMENTS FOR
DEDICATIONS OF PARK, RECREATION, OPEN
SPACE OR TRATI.. FACILITIES WHICH EXCEED THE
NEED CREATED BY THE DEVELOPMENT AND
ESTABLISHING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, park, recreation, open space or trail dedications must be
proportionate to the need generated by the development; and
WHEREAS, in certain cases it may be in the City's interest to accept
dedications of land or facilities which exceed the demand generated by the proposed
development and provide for reimbursement in some manner; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission has held a hearing on this ordinance
and has recommended that the City Council amend the Redmond Municipal Code and
Community Development Guide as provided in this ordinance, and;
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Redmond desires to improve
funding for capital facilities in Redmond, is adopting this ordinance for the purpose of
complying with the Growth Management Act, and acknowledges that this ordinance bears
a substantial relationship to, and is necessary for the public health, safety, and welfare of
the residents and property owners of the City of Redmond, NOW, THEREFORE,
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF REDMOND, WASHINGTON,
DO ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section I.

Park. Recreation. Open Space or Trail Dedication

Reimbursement Regulations. New section 20F.30.160 is hereby added to the Redmond
Community Development Guide to read as follows:
20F.30.160 Reimbursements for Park, Recreation, Open
Space or Trail Dedications. The City Council as part of its acceptance of
Ordinance No. 1914
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a dedication of land and/or improvements, may provide for reimbursement
to a person who dedicates land and/or improvements for parks, recreation,
open space or trails when the improvement is substantially greater in value
than the impact fee authorized for park, recreation, open space or trail
system improvements. Reimbursement shall only be available for a park,
recreation, open space or trail improvement that functions as a system
improvement as that term is defined by Section 20C.1 10.030(k). The
amount of the reimbursement shall be the difference between: (i) the value
of the land and/or improvements constructed and accepted for dedication
and (ii) the impact fee required by 20C.ll0.040 less any credits approved
by the Administrator under Section 20C.l 10.090(a). Applications for
reimbursement shall be made either before or at the time the dedication is
offered. Offers of dedications may be conditioned on being reimbursed
where the dedication meets the requirements of this section.
Reimbursements shall be administered as provided for in Section
20C.110.090 as modified by this section. The reimbursement may take
form of a cash payment, a latecomer's agreement, or such other method as
may be approved by the City Council.
Section 2.

Severability.

If any section, sentence, clause, or phrase of

this ordinance should be held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a court of competent
jurisdiction, such invalidity or unconstitutionality shall not affect the validity or
constitutionality of any other section, sentence, clause or phrase of this ordinance.
Section 3.

Effective Date.

This ordinance, being an exercise of a

power specifically delegated to the City legislative body, is not subject to referendum, and
shall take effect five (5) days after the publication of an approved summary thereof
consisting of the title.
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Park Impact Fees Update 2017

New development brings more
people to Redmond

People use our parks, trails, and
recreational facilities

The City must build public facilities
to accommodate projected growth

New development helps pay for new
parks that accommodate growth

Background
The last update to
the Park Impact Fee
methodology was in
2006.
Annual inflation
adjustments since
2006 total 20%.

Fee Categories

Single Family

Office

Multi-Family

Retail

Residential
Suites

Industrial

How fees are calculated:
X

1.
New people

2.

Total Hours

Hours of Use

X
% Total Hours
by category

=

$50M /
Share of growth
(30% total cost)

=
Number of units
or 1,000 SF

Impact
Fee

This proposal uses the updated
parks capital improvement plan

Play

Sports

Trails

Cost Estimating Improvements
2006

2017

Cost per acre or mile

Specific project cost
estimates

Costs include:
acquisition &
construction

Costs include:
acquisition, design,
construction, risk,
escalation

The total contribution from
development will increase
from $30M to $50M to build…
Redmond Central Connector Phase II

Park in Overlake Village

Replacement Pool

Growth Allocation

2006

the percent cost of park costs attributable to growth

80% 30%
2017

Proposed Fee Change
Category

Single-family
Multi-family
SRO
Office
Retail
Industrial

Unit

Existing Fee
per 2016
Inflated since
2006

Proposed
2017 Fee

Percent
Change

Per unit
Per unit
Per unit
Per 1,000 sf
Per 1,000 sf
Per 1,000 sf

$3,502
$2,816
$1,408
$1,192
$523
$528

$4,585
$3,183
$1,730
$1,242
$551
$559

23.6%
11.6%
18.6%
4.0%
5.1%
5.4%

$8,000

Comparing to our Neighbors:
Residential Fees

$7,000
$6,000
$5,000
$4,000
$3,000
$2,000
$1,000
$0

Redmond Proposed

Issaquah

Bothell

Single Family (per unit)

Kirkland

Sammamish

Multi-Family (per unit)

Kenmore

Woodinville

Comparing to our Neighbors: NonResidential
Fees
$6,000
$5,000
$4,000
$3,000
$2,000
$1,000
$0
Redmond - Proposed
Commercial / 1,000 SF

Issaquah
Retail / 1,000 SF

Bothell
Manufacturing / 1,000 SF

Learn More & Comment

On-line Poll

Attend Meeting
on 4/19 @ 5:30
City Hall

Send Comments

Questions & Feedback

Carolyn Hope
Parks & Recreation
425-556-2313
cjhope@redmond.gov

May 2013
Updated Aug. 2017
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Chapter 1:

Introduction
Transportation Vision
The City of Redmond completed its first Transportation Master Plan in 2005.
Major changes to the transportation landscape during the ensuing eight
years necessitate a significant update to that initial planning document. Main
drivers for this 2013 Transportation Master Plan (TMP) include: adoption of a
Complete Streets Ordinance in 2007, designation of Overlake Neighborhood
as a Regional Urban Center in 2007, approval of East Link Light Rail to
Overlake in 2008, adoption of the regional 2040 Transportation Plan in
2010, and finally this 2013 TMP completes the transportation requirements
for the 2011 Comprehensive Plan update. In developing this long term
transportation plan for the city, it was very important to provide significant
opportunity for community and stakeholder input. With that in mind, a robust
outreach process was started in 2010 with a comprehensive travel survey
for residents and businesses. That was followed by three major community
events and two stakeholder events in 2010 and 2011. Additional details
about these and other outreach efforts may be found in Appendix A.

This 2013 update to Redmond’s TMP presents a strategic
framework that will guide transportation decisions and
investments for the next 18 years in support of the longterm vision for the city.

Vision
Ahead

Redmond’s overall vision is anchored by two mixed-use urban centers
(Overlake and Downtown) surrounded by vibrant, connected neighborhoods.
Redmond’s Comprehensive Plan focuses three-quarters of the City’s planned
increase in new dwellings and two-thirds of new commercial floor area
through 2030 in Downtown and Overlake. This will include dense, multi-story
development that can be easily served by transit and other alternatives to
driving. The transportation vision for 2030 aligns with and supports the
City’s broader vision and land use policies.

Redmond’s 2030 transportation system supports Redmond’s
vision for vibrant urban centers in Downtown and Overlake,
connected neighborhoods and a sustainable community.
Movement of people, goods, and freight both locally and
regionally is provided by street, light rail, transit, pedestrian,
and bicycle systems that are complete and fully integrated.
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The Strategic Framework
Figure 1 depicts the overall strategic framework reflected in this TMP update. As with all of the
City’s functional plans, the TMP flows first from the overall city vision and is guided by both the
community priorities and the City’s Comprehensive Plan. Rooted in the community priorities and the
Comprehensive Plan are four general citywide principles that guide all functional plans including the
TMP. They are safety, maintenance, environmental stewardship and economic vitality. These principles
are fundamental considerations for all implementation activities.
The key strategies were identified as the five critical elements necessary to achieve the 2030
transportation vision. The projects, programs and activities of both the Transportation Facilities
Plan and the Three Year Action plan were selected based on their ability to effectively implement
these strategies. Finally, the Transportation Dashboard has been developed as an assessment
tool for measuring the city’s progress toward implementing the strategies and achieving the 2030
transportation vision.

Redmond Vision
Redmond is a vibrant, complete city — two Urban Centers and connected neighborhoods
with high quality services for an engaged citizenry
Community
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Figure 1. Strategic framework
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Five Key Strategies
The centerpiece of this framework approach is a set of five strategies that are embedded both in the
vision narrative and throughout the TMP Document. Each strategy describes the core activities needed
to achieve the desired outcomes. The dashboard measures will be used to evaluate progress on these
strategies over time and will be explained in detail in Chapter 3. These five strategies provide the basis
for the identification of projects and programs to be completed by 2030. It is important to remember
that implementation activities needed to achieve each strategy will be guided by the sustainability
principles of safety, maintenance, environmental stewardship and economic vitality. The five key
strategies are:

1
Prepare for
Light Rail
This means increasing
bus transit ridership
to build the market for
future light rail, building
the infrastructure
needed to support light
rail in advance of its
arrival, and encouraging
transit-oriented
development in areas
surrounding future rail
stations.

2

3

4

5

Ensure Strong
Support for
Urban Centers

Improve Travel
Choices and
Mobility

Increase
Neighborhood
Connections

The completion of a
well-designed network
of streets and paths
combined with a
managed parking
strategy will establish
the transportation
system needed to
support the urban
environment envisioned
for both urban centers –
Overlake and
Downtown. This
includes appropriately
scaled streets, wide
sidewalks, on-street
parking, shared parking,
reasonable access
for delivery vehicles,
interesting design
features, bike facilities,
and a network of
walking paths.

This strategy calls
for completing
Redmond’s networks
for driving, bicycling,
walking, bus transit,
light rail, and freight
movement. Managing
transportation demand,
network completion
and careful integration
of transit-oriented land
use with transportation
infrastructure will
increase overall mobility
options and support
needed shifts in mode
share.

This strategy seeks to
ensure that Redmond’s
neighborhoods are
connected to each other
and are also internally
well-connected by
all modes of travel.
Particular emphasis
will be placed on
improving modal
corridors, providing safe
local streets and safe,
convenient walking and
bicycling connections.

Enhance Freight
Mobility
This strategy focuses
on direct and efficient
delivery of goods and
services within the city
as well as continued
vitality within the freight
warehousing and
distribution facilities
sector.
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Transportation Dashboard
Critical to the success of any strategic program is a set of performance
and monitoring metrics that demonstrate what progress is being made
toward desired outcomes. While far from the only measures needed for
effective management of the city’s overall transportation activities, the six
measures tracked using the Transportation Dashboard provide an “at-aglance” assessment of how the city is progressing toward achieving the
Transportation Vision.

1. Connectivity

This measures how well
properties or parcels are
connected to the surrounding
properties and describes
mathematically how well our
transportation network is
connected to and accessible
from the city’s land uses (where
people live and work). This is
especially important for the
walking environment which is
needed for completion of all
trips and is sensitive to indirect,
out of-the-way connections.
Desired trend:
increasing

4. Vehicular Congestion

This is based on
measurement of peak hour
average travel delay per mile
on arterials throughout the
city. Success means that the
measure of delay does not
exceed the projected average
delay for2030.
Desired trend: maintain
reasonable level of delay

2. Network Completion

This measures the
completeness of the city’s
bicycle, street, and transit
networks and indicates where
improvement is needed
whether through completion
of “missing links” or through
upgrading sub-standard
facilities. The highest priority
for network completion will be
the “modal corridors” network
for vehicles, bicycles, transit,
and freight.

Chapter 1: Introduction

The percentage of all travel
on an average weekday
taken by means other
than the single-occupancy
vehicle, including carpools,
transit, walking, and
bicycling.
Desired trend: increasing

Desired trend:
increasing

5. Transit Ridership

This reports the number of
transit riders boarding in
Redmond on an average
weekday. Steady growth in
transit patronage with an
emphasis on both regional
express service and local
service is needed to grow
the market for light rail, in
preparation for the arrival of
East Link, first in Overlake
and later in Downtown.
Desired trend:
increasing

4

3. Mode Share

6. Concurrency

This measures the rate of
transportation infrastructure
development relative
to the rate of land use
development. The success
of Redmond’s plan-based
concurrency system will
require that completion of
our 2030 Transportation
infrastructure proceeds
ahead of, or at least
concurrent with, our land
use development.
Desired trend:
maintain
concurrency

7. Safety

Safety is expressed as the percapita traffic-related injury and
fatality rate for Redmond. Safety
is a fundamental goal for the
City as it builds and maintains
the transportation system,
and Redmond seeks to reduce
its already low rates of trafficrelated injuries.

8. Environment

Desired trend: decreasing
injury rate

This measure has two
components: air quality and water
quality. Air quality is expressed as
compliance with federal air quality
standards for particulates, and
water quality is expressed as the
percent of City right-of-way that
is subject to basic water quality
treatment. The environment
measure indicates whether the
City is designing infrastructure to
be “clean and green”—healthy for
humans and our surrounding
ecosystems.

9. Street Preservation

Adequate pavement
condition is essential to
the proper functioning of
the roadway network for
private travel and for freight
operations. This is reported
as the average Pavement
Condition Index (PCI) for
arterial lane mileage within
the Redmond city limits.
Desired trend: maintaining

Desired trend:
increasing

Implementation Plans
Effective implementation of the five key strategies will be achieved through
the guidance provided by the Transportation Master Plan and includes a
long-term investment plan and a short-term action plan:

1. 2030 Transportation Facilities Plan (TFP)
This 18-year plan for transportation investments has been prioritized based
on how well individual projects and programs are expected to advance
the key strategies. What can be included in the TFP is limited financially
by the revenues forecast between now and 2030. This approach fulfills
the requirements of the Washington State Growth Management Act (GMA)
to have a financially constrained long-range plan. The timing and funding
level for projects and programs included in the TFP (near term, mid-term,
or long-term) are aligned with the city’s Capital Investment Strategy (CIS)
that includes transportation, parks, water, wastewater, natural resources,
and general city infrastructure projects. The 2013-2030 TFP is based
on a revenue forecast of $369 million over 18 years and contains 42
separately described and mapped projects and 15 city-wide programs. The
TFP is a subset of the city’s Buildout Plan list that describes the ultimate
transportation needs for the city. Success will be measured by how well the
TFP is delivered ahead of or concurrent with land use development in the city
which is known as concurrency. (Chapter 7)

These are high level, long-term measures for
which meaningful updates will likely occur
every three to five years, but the trending
direction for each should be clear and
consistent.

2. The Three-Year Action Plan
This serves as a work plan for the next three years, providing specific
direction for the highest priority activities needed in the short term to ensure
successful implementation of the long-term transportation plan. (Chapter 8)
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Two Vibrant Urban Centers
Realizing the City’s vision will require significant evolution of our
transportation system. In Redmond, community values that support more
human scale buildings, a green community and moderately sized roadways
over wide streets pair with the economic market reality that increased
urban vibrancy means more people, jobs and shopping coming together
in a denser area. In Redmond those denser urban areas are Downtown
and Overlake. Central to the Transportation Master Plan and critical to the
success of Redmond’s two urban centers is the need to reduce per capita
car travel to and within these areas. With continued growth the “level of
service” experienced by drivers to and within the urban centers is expected
to decrease somewhat from today’s levels while transportation options
including light rail and other types of transit, bicycling and walking will
become more competitive in terms of time and convenience.
Most of the growth in jobs and housing between now and 2030 will occur
in the two compact, mixed-use, transit-served and walkable urban areas of
Downtown and Overlake. National statistics reveal that as America’s urban
areas have continued to grow, the amount of travel by automobile has not
increased in proportion to that growth. This trend is becoming particularly
evident in Downtown as a rich mix of shops, commercial offices, housing and
hotels emerge in close proximity to one another and in proximity to frequent
transit service, reducing dependence on driving.

Downtown Redmond in 2030

6
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The City’s strategy of
increasing the amount of
housing in Downtown and
Overlake will offer not only
the opportunity to live in a
vibrant, urban environment,
but also the opportunity
to own fewer cars per
household and to drive less.

Even with continued expansion of housing in Downtown, automobile traffic
during the weekdays has remained relatively constant there. This can be
attributed to completion of the street grid system resulting in dispersed
traffic and noticeable increases in walking, biking, and transit trips. In
addition, Redmond’s Downtown is maturing into a local and regional
destination rather than a district people just drive through. The reduction
in traffic relative to the level of economic activity in Downtown is beneficial
for the city, and the TMP strategies will support and accelerate this trend.
The City’s strategy of increasing the amount of housing in Downtown
and Overlake will offer not only the opportunity to live in a vibrant, urban
environment, but also the opportunity to own fewer cars per household and
to drive less. Not everyone who lives in Downtown or Overlake will work
there, and not everyone who works there will choose to live there, but many
will make that choice. A vertical and horizontal mix of land uses, including
shops, restaurants, entertainment and services in addition to housing and
workplaces, will support an active, urban lifestyle for those who choose
to take advantage of it. These districts also will become more important
regional and local destinations, providing new opportunities for those
living in Redmond’s surrounding neighborhoods. Development of multistory, mixed land uses with residential spaces above commercial spaces
will spur the local market for retail and for other commercial activities.
And the availability of shops and restaurants will serve as an amenity
attracting people to the new housing. In addition, improving connections
between surrounding neighborhoods and urban centers is also part of the
transportation strategic approach.

Development of multi‑story,
mixed land uses with
residential spaces above
commercial spaces will
spur the local market
for retail and for other
commercial activities.

Overlake Village in 2030
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Travel Choices and Mobility
As Redmond continues to develop into a city that is both an origin and a
destination for personal travel, shorter trip lengths are becoming more
common. This is important because trip lengths are key determinants of
travel choices — where to go, when to travel, and how to travel. The 2010
Redmond Travel Survey shows that fully one quarter of all daily person trips
in Redmond are now less than a mile in length, and three-quarters are
less than five miles. These trips represent a growing market for walking,
bicycling and local transit. The urban, non-auto-oriented lifestyle is especially
appealing to the Millennials (those born between 1984 and 2002), who
are common among the workforces of Microsoft and the other information
technology employers located in Redmond.
Through over a year of community outreach the City consistently heard from
people who live and work here that they want the ability to travel without
a car. This is not a wholesale abandonment of the automobile, which will
continue to be an important means of travel well into the future, but rather
an expression of a clear desire to have a broader range of travel choices and
to become less dependent on cars for mobility and access.

Locally
Locally, Redmond is planning growth oriented to a network of connected
transportation infrastructure that includes streets, sidewalks, bike lanes,
transit routes and paths in addition to incentives and parking pricing
strategies that encourage reduced automobile use. Efficient operations and
maintenance of this network will ensure a fully functioning
transportation system.

Regionally
Regionally, Redmond will work with its state and local partners to manage
regional peak period auto travel demand. The region’s approach will include
such demand-side measures as parking pricing and variable freeway tolling
(e.g., the SR 520 bridge), which will also help pay for infrastructure and
operating expenses. These approaches are already working. For example,
only about 63% of daily commute trips in Seattle today occur in private
automobiles, according to the 2007-2011 American Community Survey.
Parking pricing and high levels of transit availability are two important
contributors to increasing alternative modes of travel. Redmond will work
with the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) and
state legislature to prioritize the most important projects within the SR 520
Corridor between I-405 and the end of the freeway at Avondale Road. The
City will continue to work closely with Sound Transit to bring light rail to
Overlake and Downtown, and with King County Metro to improve our bus
service into and within the community.
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East Link Light Rail
Transit — both bus and rail — will be critical to
providing a full range of reliable mobility choices
in Redmond. All-day frequent bus service and light
rail corridors that connect Redmond to the region
will be the heart of the future transit system.
Construction of the first two East Link light rail
stations in the Overlake Urban Center will start in
2015 with trains running to Bellevue and Seattle
beginning in 2023. In particular, the future light
rail station across from Microsoft’s main campus
will expand the existing Overlake Transit Center
into one of the most important multi-modal transit
hubs in the region. A mile to the south a new
station at the northern tip of the planned Overlake
Village will become the catalyst for a dense and
highly accessible urban community from which
residents can walk to the train and be in Seattle
in 45 minutes, or ride a bike to a local café and
enjoy a cup of coffee with a friend.

“The public conversation about
transportation has changed over the
past 20 or more years. In the past, the
community was most concerned about
moving cars and congestion. Today we
talk about connectivity, and how to get
around without a car.”
Pat Vache, Councilmember
(November 17, 2011 Community Meeting)
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Continuation of the East Link rail line to Downtown and to Southeast Redmond through the SR 520
Corridor is planned for completion as part of the regional expansion of the light rail network. The City
will work with transit agencies to expand bus service and grow transit ridership both within the urban
centers and other neighborhoods. This will enable the City to leverage local benefit from the regional
investments in light rail.
Redmond will further leverage these investments in transit by ensuring safe and efficient pedestrian
and bicycle access to transit stops and stations. These non-motorized modes will play a key role in
making the transit strategy successful, since all transit trips necessarily involve some amount of walking
or bicycling to connect origins and destinations to the stops and stations. The City will concentrate on
providing pedestrian connections within a half-mile radius of transit stops and stations and bicycle
connections within a two and a half mile radius.
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Connected Neighborhoods
Redmond has identified critical modal
corridors that serve as the backbone
of our transportation system. The
modal corridors include all principal
and important minor arterial streets,
the SR 520 corridor, and several key
multi-purpose paths. These modal
corridors, together with the remaining
arterial streets, connecting local streets
and paths are the city’s transportation
network. All nine neighborhoods and
the two urban centers are connected by
these corridors. Completing these priority
modal corridors and finishing the most
critical “missing links” for the street grid,
bridges, sidewalks, paths, bike lanes, and
transit routes is essential to achieving
our vision for 2030. At the same time,
it is also important to keep up with
maintenance needs and with operational
improvements for these critical corridors
and to ensure the entire transportation
system is operating safely and efficiently,
and is environmentally and economically
sustainable.

Modal Corridors

Neighborhoods are to be
well connected internally to
local destinations such as
parks, trails, and schools.
However, large parts of the local
street network were developed in our
neighborhoods during the 1970s and
1980s when Redmond was a small
suburban city with rapid growth in single
family housing. This suburban-style
network will not be sufficient to fully meet
the needs of the future. Many of our older
neighborhood streets and paths are not
connected enough to provide functional
access to pedestrian and bicycle
facilities or to transit stops and stations.
Completing missing street segments,
connecting cul-de sacs with pathways,
adding lighting, connecting bike path
segments, completing missing sections
of sidewalks, and improving existing
sidewalks so they are better separated
from cars are all part of the TMP’s
strategy for ensuring
neighborhood connections.

N

All nine neighborhoods and the two urban
centers are connected by these corridors.
Completing these priority modal corridors and
finishing the most critical “missing links” for the
street grid, bridges, sidewalks, paths, bike lanes,
and transit routes is essential to achieving our
vision for 2030.
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Freight Mobility
The vision of Redmond’s future, with a high-quality living environment and
a strong economy, depends not only on connected, convenient personal
travel choices, but also on a well-functioning freight circulation system.
As a modern city, Redmond will require the ability for goods and services
to be delivered directly and efficiently throughout the urban centers and
the surrounding neighborhoods. Our location at the end of SR520 on the
east side of the region also makes southeast Redmond a major center for
regional distribution and warehouse facilities. For the foreseeable future,
goods and services will move by truck on the same streets and highways
that serve personal mobility. To better facilitate efficient freight movement
this plan identifies primary truck streets for through movement of freight
and truck access streets where freight distribution hubs are located.

12
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Chapter 2:

Trends and Conditions
Introduction
Policies, demographics, economic conditions, land use, environmental factors, and travel patterns
all change continuously, and each has an influence on which strategies will be effective in providing
travelers in Redmond with safe, reliable travel choices. This chapter examines the changes that have
influenced this update of the TMP, reports on the current state of the City of Redmond and, where
possible, forecasts the conditions that will affect our transportation system in the future.

Policy Developments
Key Trends
In 2011 Mayor John Marchione unveiled his vision for the City of Redmond:
“Redmond is a city with two vibrant urban centers — Downtown and
Overlake — and connected neighborhoods, providing high quality, responsive
services to an engaged citizenry.”
Since adoption of the first Transportation Master Plan in 2005, policy actions
by the City and regional agencies have refined and reinforced Redmond’s
urban center strategy, as well as its goal of increasing the diversity and
sustainability of the transportation system.

City Vision
The vision is intended to influence all City work, from the biennial budget
process to Comprehensive Plan updates, and was a guiding force for the
TMP. The TMP responds to the community vision through its urban centers
strategy, its attention to neighborhood connections, and its investments
to improve mobility citywide for all users. The vision also influenced the
development process of the TMP, which included a robust public outreach
and engagement component. The comments and opinions voiced by
participants were key to establishing the direction of the plan, which is a
refinement of the direction established in the 2005 TMP.

Development of multi‑story,
mixed land uses with
residential spaces above
commercial spaces will
spur the local market
for retail and for other
commercial activities.
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Four principles express the policy direction of the 2005 TMP:
1. The TMP should support the land use vision of the City of Redmond.
2. A full range of travel choices, including personal vehicles, walking,
bicycling, transit, and truck freight will be needed for Redmond’s
transportation system to meet future personal mobility and freight
movement needs.

NE 40th ST

520

For the 2013 TMP, these principles have evolved into a strategic
framework, described in Chapter 1.

RD
D
RE
LBE

148th AVE NE

4. East Link light rail from Seattle to Overlake and Downtown Redmond
will be critical for connecting Redmond regionally and for organizing the
local multimodal transportation networks.

156th AVE NE

3. New connections will be essential to completing the multimodal
network in Downtown, Overlake, and throughout the city.

RED

NE 24th ST

BEL-

In 2007 the Puget Sound Regional Council designated part of the Overlake
neighborhood as a Regional Growth Center, prioritizing it for increased
housing and employment growth, as well as additional infrastructure
funding to help accommodate that growth. Redmond’s vision for the
area calls for a thriving neighborhood with 16,000 residents and 70,000
employees. Overlake will continue to be home to internationally known
companies and corporate headquarters, high technology research and
development firms, and many other businesses, large and small.

RD

Designation of Overlake as a Regional Growth Center

0

0.25 Miles

Overlake Urban Center

The transformation of Overlake will require a transportation system that supports this development with
convenient regional access, an efficient network for internal circulation, and a multimodal approach
to facility design and intermodal connections. These transportation improvements will be paired with
amenities, including landscaping, protected natural features, and enhanced opportunities for social
connections. City staff and the community have planned this future transportation system through
the Overlake Neighborhood Plan Update process, and this TMP update
incorporates the results of that plan.

Sustainability
The Redmond Comprehensive Plan, which sets the overall direction for the
City, used sustainability as an organizing theme in its 2011 update
and named six principles to help guide Redmond toward its vision
(for more information, see the City of Redmond Comprehensive Plan,
Chapter 1: Introduction). The 2013 update of the TMP is an
opportunity to incorporate these principles into the City’s
transportation vision.

Complete Streets
In 2007 the Redmond City Council adopted an ordinance stating that the
City will “plan for, design and construct all new transportation projects
to provide appropriate accommodation for bicyclists, pedestrians, transit
users and persons of all abilities in comprehensive and connected
networks” (RMC 12.06.10). This “Complete Streets” ordinance is meant
to ensure that Redmond’s transportation system meets the needs of all
users, and states that safety, public health, and the needs of pedestrians,
bicyclists, and transit users are as important as vehicular mobility and
access. The Complete Streets principle has been incorporated as a
fundamental value in the TMP update.

14
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In recent years the City of
Redmond has increasingly
recognized the importance
of sustainability in its
planning documents, with
sustainability defined as
the meeting of the social,
economic, and environmental
needs of the present without
compromising the ability of
future generations to meet
their own needs.

Transportation 2040
Developed by the Puget Sound Regional Council, Transportation 2040 is an
action plan for transportation in the central Puget Sound region for the next
30 years. The plan is expected to support the projected growth in this region
and associated travel demand while sustainably addressing the region’s
environmental, economic, transportation, safety, and overall quality-of-life
objectives.
In addition to serving other important purposes, the Transportation 2040
plan guides future regional transportation funding decisions and sets a
course for implementation of key regional projects and programs, affecting
Redmond projects and programs of regional significance. Consistency
between Redmond’s TMP and the Transportation 2040 plan is an important
contributor to Redmond’s ability to leverage regional and federal funding for
transportation projects. The TMP update incorporates relevant policies and
projects of the Transportation 2040 plan.

Economy
Sustainability

Society

Environment

Light Rail
In 2008 central Puget Sound region voters approved a transportation package that included funding
for East Link, a light rail corridor extension from Downtown Seattle to Overlake via Bellevue. Once
completed, East Link will connect the largest population and employment centers on the Eastside, with
stations serving Seattle, Mercer Island, Bellevue, and Bel-Red, as well as Overlake in Redmond. East
Link is scheduled to begin service by 2023, and by 2030 will carry about 50,000 daily riders through
one of the region’s most congested travel corridors.
While East Link initially will terminate at the Overlake Transit Center, Sound Transit’s long-range plan
calls for extending light rail to Downtown Redmond. Due to East Link’s ability to provide significant
mobility and travel choices, this TMP update establishes East Link light rail as an important pillar in the
local and regional transportation systems and identifies the infrastructure and services required to fully
leverage the public investment in this major regional transportation asset.

A complete street in Redmond with facilities for pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers
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People and the Economy
Key Trends
•

Redmond’s population and employment are forecasted to grow
significantly by 2030. By that year there will be 41,000 more jobs
than residents in the city, making regional transportation connections
increasingly important.

•

Most of the new development will be accommodated in Redmond’s urban
centers — Downtown and Overlake — where mixed use land use patterns
favor lower driving rates and trips will be shorter than elsewhere
in the city.

•

Demand will increase for housing in walkable neighborhoods, but most
Redmond residents will continue to live in single-family homes.

•

Income data suggests that most Redmond residents and employees are
likely to base their travel decisions on convenience and quality rather
than economic necessity; a smaller proportion relies on public transit to
access jobs and services.

Overlake Village in 2030 will feature light rail and mixed-use development
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The Economic Downturn
In 2007 the U.S. entered a severe recession, resulting in reduced revenues
for government services in Redmond and in communities across the
nation. Private sector development in Redmond nearly halted, reducing the
impact fee revenues that support local transportation system growth and
maintenance. The recession officially ended in 2009, but recovery has been
slow; development is not projected to recover to pre-recession levels until
2018, although the City is forecasting modest growth in the next six years.
The consequences of the economic downturn have been significant for
the development and maintenance of Redmond’s transportation system.
Shrinking budgets required cutbacks in current and near-term capital
investments, and reduced long-term revenue forecast will require the City to
carefully weigh new investments against the need for system preservation.
Because the demand for transportation services will continue to grow,
careful Transportation Facilities Plan project selection to advance strategic
goals will be essential. This was a particularly strong consideration in this
update (see Chapters 2 and 6).

140,000

Dwellings

120,000

Population

100,000

Employment

80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
0

Figure 2. Population, employment, and dwellings in
Redmond, 1980–2030

Growth and Land Use
Despite the recent recession, population and employment in Redmond
continue to grow. Since the 1960s Redmond’s population has increased by
about 10,000 people per decade, reaching 55,000 in 2011. Employment
has grown even faster — the number of jobs reached almost 79,000 that
year, driven in large part by the expanding information technology sector

An artist’s rendition of Cleveland Street after its planned improvements in 2014
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Examples of land uses in neighborhoods outside of urban centers

(see Figure 3). Note that the 2009-2010 drop in employment was affected by two factors: 1) a change
in Microsoft’s job reporting methodology and 2) actual job losses. Actual job losses within Redmond
totaled 6,000, while a change in Microsoft’s job location reporting procedure reassigned 8,000 jobs
outside of Redmond, although no physical relocations took place.
The City of Redmond expects the city to reach a population of 78,000 by 2030 — an increase of almost
50 percent from 2013. By that year, employment is projected to have grown to about 119,000 jobs.
These figures for Redmond and the city’s urban centers are adopted in the Redmond Comprehensive
Plan and were used in the travel demand forecast model in developing the TMP. The forecasted gap
between the number of jobs and the number of residents indicates that many people with jobs in
Redmond in 2030 will continue to commute to work from outside the city. As the volume of daily travel
on Redmond’s regional connections rises, it will be important to ensure that workers have access
to efficient and reliable means of transportation. This includes transit since SR 520 is unlikely to be
widened within or near the city of Redmond in the next 20 years.
The City’s land use strategy will also help manage the forecasted growth in travel demand. In
accordance with the City vision, most development and redevelopment will be directed to the two
urban centers — Downtown and Overlake — where complementary land uses like housing, offices, and
retail will be located close to each other. These mixed-use environments will lessen the need for longer
automobile trips and will help travelers reduce their exposure to roadway congestion.
Downtown is envisioned as Redmond’s primary community gathering place and a
neighborhood where housing, retail, and office uses coexist in a pedestrian-friendly
environment. Overlake Village, centered around 152nd Avenue NE, will grow into an
urban neighborhood with a vital mix of housing and retail, access to an East Link light
rail station, and short commutes to the Microsoft campus and downtown Bellevue.
Within both urban centers, the mix of land uses will allow more trips to be made
conveniently and quickly on foot or by bike.
Other neighborhoods will grow as well (Figure 6). Southeast Redmond, currently home
to a concentration of commercial and manufacturing land uses, will absorb much of the
commercial growth that does not occur in the centers. Some additional single-family
residential development is likely to occur in the North Redmond and Willows/Rose Hill
neighborhoods, although all residential neighborhoods will approach their capacity by
2030 based on current zoning.

119,000
JOBS

2030 Forecast
51% increase from 2012
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Age and Household Size

60%

While the median age of population in Washington State and the United
States is rising due to the aging of the baby boomer generation and
their children (the “Millenials”), Redmond’s median age of 34 years has
remained unchanged over the past decade. Compared to Washington
State and the U.S., Redmond has a younger working population and a
smaller proportion of workers who are 65 years or older. Additionally,
households in Redmond tend to be smaller than in the state as a whole.
Between 2005 and 2010 the average household size in Redmond was
2.3, compared to 2.5 in Washington State.

Redmond

50%

King County

Washington

40%

30%
20%

10%
National studies show that the children of the baby boomers are more
likely than members of other age brackets to prefer housing in urban,
0%
walkable communities, which suggests that demand for multifamily
Under 15
15-44
45-64
65 Years
housing in the urban centers will continue to grow, along with use
Years
Years
Years
and
Older
of local pedestrian, bicycle, and transit connections. At the same
time, many will choose detached single-family housing in Redmond’s
neighborhoods, reaffirming the need for multimodal connections among
Figure 3. Population by age group in Redmond,
neighborhoods and the urban centers. Retiring baby boomers are more
King County, and Washington State
likely to choose urban living than their parents’ generation, but market
data suggests that most will remain where they were living before turning 50, which in Redmond is
predominantly single-family housing. The automobile will remain the primary source of mobility for this
group in the short term, but alternatives to driving, especially quality, all-day transit connections can
ease the transition to a car-free lifestyle as baby boomers enter their 70s and 80s. Youth, who are in
Redmond represented at rates similar to those in King County and Washington State, are reliant on
transit, pedestrian, and bicycle connections for their independent mobility. Continued development of
these networks gives youth mobility and eliminates some automobile trips.

Income
Median household income for Redmond households is higher than in Washington State or the United
States as a whole. Median household income in Redmond is also growing faster. The 2009-2011
median annual household income in Redmond was $93,000, compared to $68,000 in King County.
This amounts to a difference of over $25,000 in income per year. In 2000 that difference was $18,000
in 2010 dollars.
Thus, most Redmond households can afford to drive, and the
choice to use public transportation or to walk or drive is likely
made on the basis of comfort and convenience. A smaller
proportion of Redmond residents rely on public transit to
access jobs and services. Public transit and pedestrian
infrastructure should be developed to a high standard to
attract customers from across the income spectrum.

Income $
$92,851
Median Household

$46,748
Per Capita
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Environment
Key Trends
•

Runoff from roads carries automobile-generated pollution into local
waterways and can damage habitat if not properly managed.

•

Historical development in Redmond generally did not include facilities
to treat and control stormwater. As new roads and buildings replace
older development, the health of Redmond’s waters will gradually
improve, since new development will include treatment, employ runoff
reduction strategies, and detain runoff.

•

Air quality in Redmond is good and improving.

Water Quality
Once called “Salmonberg” due to its abundant salmon runs, Redmond has witnessed declines in the
ability of its streams to support life and be safe for human contact. This is common throughout the
Puget Sound region. Redmond is 71 percent developed with impervious surfaces, mainly pavement and
roofs, and this developed land generates much more runoff than the wetlands and forest that preceded
it. Developed lands also generate pollution, which ends up in local streams and rivers. Most of the
city was developed prior to 1991, when Redmond began introducing stormwater controls, so most
of the developed land does not have infrastructure to manage runoff beyond simply piping it to local
water bodies.
The transportation system is a contributor to these challenges: roads cover 16 percent of Redmond’s
developed land and most roads were built without stormwater management infrastructure. Without
treatment or detention, stormwater from roadways surges into local streams, destroying stream habitat
and bringing pollution that makes it difficult for salmon and other organisms to survive. For example,
Coho salmon spend their first year of life in our local streams before returning to the ocean. Copper
(which is released from car brake pads), other pollutants, and unnatural fluctuations in stream flows
due to development make it hard for Coho to survive.
Addressing this existing condition will take unprecedented investment
in stormwater treatment infrastructure, including major capital projects.
However, as the City of Redmond continues to upgrade the transportation
system, there are incremental steps that it can take to improve the
quality of local waters. These are outlined in Chapter 4 — The Multimodal
Transportation System, under the “Street Design Framework” section.
Additionally, Redmond has adopted regulations that require private
developers to include stormwater treatment facilities when buildings are
constructed or substantially renovated. It will take many years, but as older
buildings are replaced and roads are built to higher standards, the health of
local streams and rivers will improve.
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It will take many years,
but as older buildings are
replaced and roads are
built to higher standards,
the health of local streams
and rivers will improve.

Air Quality
Internal combustion vehicles, which include most cars and trucks, emit gasses and particles in the course of their
normal operation. Some of these emissions, like water vapor, are harmless. Others can seriously damage human
health, as well as the health of the ecosystems we depend on for life. Some of the most serious pollutants from
vehicles are:
• Carbon dioxide (CO2): Nontoxic to humans, but contributes to the greenhouse effect, which disrupts climate
patterns by raising the average global temperature.
• Carbon monoxide (CO): Reduces oxygen delivery to the body’s tissues and organs, including the heart
and brain.
• Particulate matter (PM): Linked to respiratory illnesses, heart attacks, and premature death in people with
heart or lung disease.
• Nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur oxides (SOx): Worsen respiratory diseases such as emphysema and
bronchitis. Can aggravate existing heart disease, leading to increased hospital admissions and premature
death. Additionally, these pollutants contribute to acid rain.
• Organic Gases: Are irritating to the eyes, nose, and throat. Can cause liver, kidney, and central nervous system
damage. Can react with NOx to form smog.

The Leary Stormwater Treatment Wetland treats runoff from 18 acres of commercial development.
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There are no continuous public air quality
monitoring stations within Redmond, but sites
throughout the Eastside show that air quality in
the area is good today and is gradually improving.
At the closest station, in Bellevue, the average
annual concentration of PM 2.5 decreased by
over 30 percent between 2005 and 2012, and
values are well below the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s standard of 12 micrograms
per cubic meter, which was recently strengthened
from 15 micrograms per cubic meter (see Figure
4). Visibility in King County, which is influenced by
particulates, NOx, and SOx, increased from a yearly
average of 47 miles in 1991 to 81 miles in 2009.
By most measures, air quality is likely to continue
to improve into the future as the motor vehicle
fleet becomes more efficient. The Redmond
travel model forecasts significant reductions in
four of the five most important pollutant classes
between 2010 and 2030, attributable mostly
to technological improvements to automobile
emissions systems (see Figure 5). PM 2.5 levels
will likely increase slightly, as the increase in total
driving will offset the anticipated improvements in
emissions reduction technology for that
particular pollutant.
Individuals can help improve the air in Redmond
by choosing to live closer to work or school;
walking, biking, or taking transit when possible;
and by buying cleaner vehicles.

20

Average Annual PM 2.5 concentration
(micrograms per cubic meter)

Health impacts from vehicle emissions are most
severe among those who live, work, or go to
school within about 700 feet of heavily trafficked
roadways; but some pollutants, like PM 2.5, can
cause harm at greater distances. The Washington
State Department of Ecology estimates at least
1,100 premature deaths in the state due to PM
2.5 every year.

Federal standard

15

10

5

0
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Figure 4. Average annual PM 2.5 at Bellevue NE 4th Street monitoring station
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Figure 5. Projected trends for major automobile pollutants: 2010-2030
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Travel Patterns
Key Trends
•

Observed traffic volumes have decreased between 2001 and 2010,
despite increases in population and employment. Computer models
predict traffic volumes will grow between 2010 and 2030.

•

Trips in Redmond take place throughout the day, are mostly for purposes
other than work, and are short: 75 percent are five miles or less in length,
and 25 percent are less than a mile. Growth in the urban centers will
reinforce this pattern of short trips.

•

Commutes tend to be longer than other kinds of trips, and are
concentrated during the morning and evening peak travel periods.

•

Transit provides significant mobility for workers in Overlake, and the
arrival of light rail to Southeast Redmond and Downtown will increase
transit mode share in those areas.

Mode Share
The term travel mode refers to the manner of travel and includes transit, walking, bicycling, carpooling,
and driving alone. Mode share is the percentage of travel conducted by each of these modes. The
success of Redmond’s urban centers and their compact growth patterns depends on achieving a
more diverse mix of travel choices, with greater reliance on bicycling, walking, and transit than occurs
today. In the future, the mode share in Redmond will also indicate how successful the City and other
transportation agencies have been in improving the attractiveness and functionality of alternatives to
single occupant vehicle travel.
Table 1. Mode share for Redmond and the Puget Sound region

Single Occupant
Vehicle (%)

High Occupant
Vehicle, including
carpool (%)

Transit (%)

Walk (%)

Bike/Other (%)

Puget Sound Household –
Daily Trips (2006)

44

40

4

8

5

Redmond – Daily Household
Trips (2010)

47

41

4

7

1

Redmond – All Daily
Trips (2010)

56

33

2

8

1

Redmond – All Daily
Trips (2030)

47

33

6

13

1

Redmond – All Daily Trips
(Long-range goal)

42

31

7

15

5

Population
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In 2010 Redmond residents chose to drive, bike, walk, and take transit at rates comparable to the rest
of the region (see Table 1). Driving alone is the most commonly used mode, followed by high occupancy
vehicles (including carpools) and walking.
The City’s travel model work forecasts that the percentage of trips taking place by single occupant
vehicle (SOV) will drop to 47 percent as the City implements the projects and programs in the TFP, as
transit options expand, and as predicted land use changes take place.

Travel Length and Purpose
A mixed, compact land use pattern improves access between housing, jobs, and services by shortening
travel distances. Rather than driving several miles to a grocery store, for example, a resident in an
urban center might walk a few blocks, avoiding the need to drive in congested conditions or find a
parking place at the destination.
Today, three quarters of trips made by Redmond households are five miles or less, and about one
quarter are less than a mile. According to results from the 2010 Redmond Household Travel Survey,

Employees arriving at the Overlake Transit Center
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many of these short trips are made on foot. In fact, when a trip is less
than one mile in length, more Redmond residents walk than drive alone
(see Figure 6). This pattern of shorter trips by means other than the single
occupant vehicle is likely to become even more common as Downtown and
Overlake grow in population and employment. Housing, retail shops, parks,
and workplaces will be close to each other in these urban centers, facilitating
walking, bicycling, and short transit trips.
Compared to Redmond residents, in-commuting employees tend to
take longer trips (an average of 10 miles versus 6 miles for Redmond
households). They are less likely to walk, and somewhat more likely to bike
than the typical Redmond resident. However, employee travel trends can
vary based on location. Commuters to Overlake — a transit hub and home
of the main Microsoft campus — take the bus at a much higher rate than
employees elsewhere: 16 percent for Overlake compared to 4 percent in
the rest of the city. Although work-related trips represent just 25 percent of
all travel, commuting is a significant contributor to congestion since most
trips of this type are compressed into a short period of time (the morning
and evening rushes). These peaks in travel demand overwhelm the street
network and result in delay. For this reason, travel demand strategies that
shift peak period trips to non-single occupant vehicle modes or to other
times of the day can reduce the severity of congestion.

Transit,
1%

Shared
Ride,
30%

Walk,
40%

Drive
Alone,
28%
Bike, 1%
Figure 6. Mode split for daily household trips under
one mile in Redmond. Forty percent are made on
foot.

Most employees in Redmond live outside the city and commute in for work
(see Figure 7), with Overlake as the destination for 40 percent of these
trips. Other top destinations for commuters are Downtown (10 percent),
Southeast Redmond (9 percent), and Willows (7 percent). Commuting is a
significant component of daily travel in the city: Redmond’s population more
than doubles during the day due to incoming trips, to an estimated 101,000
in 2011.
The Redmond travel model predicts that by 2030 about 40,000 more
employees will be commuting to Redmond than today — a 40 percent
increase — with most of those new trips destined for Overlake (61 percent),
Southeast Redmond (21 percent), and Downtown (10 percent). The number
of workers who both live and work in Redmond will grow to 27,000, or about
one fifth of total Redmond commuters.
These data show that regional travel routes are
particularly important for Redmond businesses
and employees, given the large percentage
of workers who commute in from neighboring
communities. Redmond will need connections
like SR 520, SR 202, and Redmond Way to
serve an increasing number of commuters as
the city adds jobs faster than it adds housing.
Not all of this increased demand must be served
by automobile trips, however. As Overlake
demonstrates, Redmond employees take
transit in large numbers when service is fast,
frequent, reliable, and direct to the work site.
Transportation demand management programs
are also important elements, reducing peak hour
loads on the transportation system and better
utilizing existing facilities throughout the day. The
alternative is widening roadways at great expense
to accommodate high volumes of vehicles
during peak hours, leaving the roadway system
underused for most of the day.

20%

15%
10%
5%
0%

Figure 7. Redmond employee place of residence
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Traffic Volumes

This trend of flat or declining motor vehicle volumes in Redmond is
consistent with trends at the county and state levels. Per capita vehicle
miles traveled (VMT), a measure of how much the average person drives
in a year, is lower than at any time since before 1993 for both King County
and Washington State, and total VMT is unchanged since 2000. Estimates
of vehicle miles traveled (a measure of total driving) by Redmond’s travel
model have also indicated a decline in total vehicle miles traveled between
2000 and 2010. However, the model projects that total driving will increase
by about one-third by 2030 based on the City’s adopted land use plan (see
Figure 9).
While the overall driving rate decreased in recent years, congestion is still
present on Redmond streets during peak periods. Model outputs suggest
that congestion will grow modestly between 2010 and 2030.

Transit Ridership
On an average weekday, about 25,000 boardings take place on public bus
routes that serve Redmond, including 8,000 boardings within the city limits.
Transit carries about 4 percent of all trips in Redmond and 16 percent of
trips to Overlake, home of Microsoft and the largest concentration of jobs in
the city.

SR 520: a critical regional connection for Redmond
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20%
15%

% change

While driving is the most common form of travel in Redmond, traffic volumes
and per person driving rates have decreased over the past decade, beginning
before the economic downturn in 2008-2009. Figure 8 summarizes the past
ten years of observational traffic data in Redmond. Traffic volumes have
decreased over the past ten years, even as population and employment
increased.

Traffic Volume
Employment
Population

10%
5%
0%
-5%
-10%

Figure 8. Redmond vehicular volumes, employment, and
population (actual)

Despite record ridership in recent years, transit faces an uncertain future
in Redmond due to funding challenges. King County Metro Transit, which
operates several major lines in Redmond, has been impacted by declining
sales tax revenues and the impending expiration of two temporary funding
sources. Without new revenue, Metro may be required to cut one-sixth of its
service hours. Sound Transit, on the other hand, is not anticipating service
cuts and is working to bring East Link light rail to Bellevue and Redmond in
addition to its continued operation of ST Express bus service. The rail line,
which is expected to serve 50,000 riders per day systemwide (5,500 from
the Overlake Village and Overlake Transit Center stations), is scheduled
to reach Overlake in 2023. A future connection to Downtown Redmond is
planned but not yet funded.
See Chapter 5-2 (“Transit”) for more information.

180,000

PM Peak Vehicle Miles Traveled

Today the majority of service hours and ridership in Redmond is focused on
eight routes that provide service throughout the day. All-day service currently
exists between transit centers in Redmond and regional transit hubs.
However, this network of all-day services is incomplete. Some neighborhoods
do not have any transit service during the middle of the day, or on nights or
weekends. Developing and supporting an interconnected network of local
and regional services that operate throughout the day will be critical to
support a wider range of travel needs to a variety of destinations throughout
the day. There is a growing need for “First and Last Mile” connections to
and from major transit hubs and corridors. To address last mile issues on
its campus, Microsoft has launched the Shuttle Connect service to circulate
employees between transit stops and employment sites.
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Figure 9. Estimated PM peak vehicle miles traveled in
Redmond

10,000
9,000
Average Weekday Boardings

Most transit service in Redmond is provided by King County Metro Transit
and Sound Transit — public agencies that operate fleets of buses and vans.
Total revenue hours of service provided by these agencies has increased
in recent years with the passage of the Transit Now and Sound Transit
2 funding packages in 2006 and 2008, respectively. Revenue hours for
Redmond-serving routes (a measure of the quantity of transit service
provided) rose by slightly more than 50 percent between 2000 and 2010,
and ridership during that period rose proportionately (see Figure 10).

8,000
7,000
6,000
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4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0

Figure 10. Public transit ridership in Redmond, 20032012

The King County Metro RapidRide B line, a new addition to Redmond’s
transit network
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Safety

Compared to its neighbors, Redmond has a low rate of traffic-related
injuries and fatalities. In 2011 Redmond had 2.7 injuries per 1,000 people
(daytime population), compared to an average of 5.6 injuries for surrounding
communities (see Figure 19). Furthermore, Redmond’s injury rate has
declined over 20 percent since 2002. Likely contributing factors include City
of Redmond activities, such as the Targeted Safety Improvement Program,
Neighborhood Traffic Calming Program, safety-oriented project design,
improvements in vehicle safety technology, traffic safety education, and
police enforcement initiatives.
On an absolute basis, total collisions have remained unchanged throughout
the 2000s, although injury collisions declined about 20 percent. These were
offset by an increase in the number of property damage-only collisions.
The apparent drop in collisions in 2009 is most likely due to a change in
reporting methodology at the state level: from 2009 on, only officer-reported
collisions are entered into the state database.
Like the yearly collision totals shown in Figure 12, collisions involving
bicyclists and pedestrians have remained steady over the past ten years
despite an increase in population (see Figure 13). The number of bicycle
collisions doubled between 2003 and 2008 before falling back — a trend
that tracks closely with the cost of gasoline. It may be that increases in gas
prices encouraged larger-than-usual numbers of people to try bicycling and
walking during that time period. It may also be that the change in reporting
methodology mentioned above has reduced the number of collisions that are
entered into the state’s database.

Enforcement
Law enforcement is a critical component of traffic safety, and staff
throughout the City work together on an ongoing basis to improve
traffic safety.
The Traffic Safety Committee is an interdepartmental forum where
stakeholders — Police, Public Works, Planning, and others — meet to share
information and discuss strategies to improve safety, such as emphasis
patrols to reduce distracted driving and to protect vulnerable users such as
pedestrians and bicyclists.
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Surrounding Eastside
Communities
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Figure 11. Per capita traffic injury rates in Redmond,
King County, and surrounding Eastside communities
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Figure 12. Collisions in Redmond: 2001–2010
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Bicycle and pedestrian collisions experienced a spike
in 2007 and 2008, but have returned to 2003 levels.

Injuries per 1,000 daytime population

•

Redmond has a lower rate of traffic-related injuries
when compared to neighboring cities, and the rate
is dropping. The absolute number of collisions has
remained steady since the beginning of the 2000s
despite an increase in population and employment.

Number of Collisions

•

Number of Collisions

Key Trends
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Figure 13. Pedestrian- and bicycle-involved collisions
in Redmond: 2001-2010

Transportation capital projects are also sometimes paired with increased enforcement. For example,
the 164th Avenue NE rechannelization will include emphasis patrols with the goal of improving yield and
signal compliance by drivers, pedestrians, and bicyclists.

Future Activities and Challenges
The City of Redmond works to ensure that Redmond residents, employees, and visitors can get to their
destinations safely and comfortably. Safety is a top consideration in every project design, and staff
continually monitor conditions and respond to problems should they arise. Some of the ongoing safetyrelated work at the City includes a yearly analysis of collision “hot spots,” the Neighborhood Traffic
Calming Program, safety education and outreach to citizens in advance of special events, such as the
beginning of the school year, and implementation of new technologies such as LED street lights.

Maintenance
Key Trends
•

Redmond has so far maintained its transportation system to a high
standard, but as the city ages additional resources will be required to
avoid declines in level of service.

•

New challenges, such as the maintenance of the City’s new Intelligent
Transportation System infrastructure and the aging of the sidewalk
network, are emerging.

Existing Maintenance Activities
Pavement management is the most costly
maintenance activity performed by the
City, representing about 40 percent of the
transportation maintenance budget in 2011,
or about $1.3 million per year. Preventative
maintenance is highly cost-effective in the context
of pavement management, since aged roadways
degrade rapidly and eventually require expensive
reconstruction. Simple upkeep, like regular
overlays of fresh asphalt, minimizes the life cycle
cost of a section of roadway (see Figure 14).
Since 2003 the average arterial pavement quality
has declined from a Pavement Condition Index
(PCI) of 91 (very good) to 73 (adequate) (see
Figure 23). At existing funding levels, the average
PCI will continue its downward trend, and some
roadways will become significantly degraded.
Eventually, the cost of bringing the system back
to an adequate condition will begin to increase
exponentially as roadways degrade and require
more intensive repairs.

PCI
100

Excellent

Good

Spending $1 on
Preservation here...

40% Drop in Quality

75% of Life

Fair

...eliminates or delays
spending $6 to $10
on rehabilitation or
reconstruction here.

Poor
40% Drop in Quality
20

Very Poor
12% of Life
Failed
0

5

10

15

20

Figure 14. Preventative pavement maintenance results in substantial savings (Image
source: FHWA)
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Other maintenance activities by the City include curb and gutter
maintenance, bridge repair, traffic signal upkeep, street lights, street
landscaping, stormwater facilities, and general street maintenance.

Future Issues
Compared to roadways, sidewalks have a long life expectancy — 30 to 40
years. Until recently the City has not needed to devote significant resources
to sidewalk upkeep since many of Redmond’s sidewalks are relatively new.
Redmond’s pedestrian infrastructure, however, is aging and more sidewalks
are reaching the end of their useful lives. As a result, the Department of
Public Works is developing a sidewalk inventory and budgeting system to
rate the 235 miles of sidewalk that Redmond is responsible for maintaining.
Once in place, the sidewalk maintenance program would identify sections
needing repair or replacement and undertake a project to fix them every
other year. Additionally, the City works to design sidewalks in a way that
provides a long useful life, such as removing the brick banding requirement
for sidewalks in Downtown, which has reduced the useful life of those
sidewalks. The City must meet new federal standards for curb ramps under
the Americans with Disabilities Act.
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Figure 15. Pavement management funding scenarios

Another emerging maintenance need is the upkeep of the City’s Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)
infrastructure. ITS is the system of sensors, cameras, and computers that the City uses to optimize
traffic signal timings in real time. Like personal computers, the hardware and software components of
this system must be replaced on a regular basis. Redmond’s ITS system was installed throughout the
2000s and is now due for an upgrade.

Redmond Traffic Management Center

Zero
funding

Transportation System Implementation
Key Trends
•

Since 2005 the City of Redmond has delivered projects at a strong
pace, with 55 percent of the 18-Year Transportation Facilities Plan
completed or committed within six years.

•

Delivery of Downtown pedestrian improvements and citywide bicycle
system projects have occurred on pace, while Overlake Village
improvements and the citywide pedestrian improvements occurred
more slowly than anticipated in 2005.

2005 TMP Delivery
In the seven years since the TMP was adopted, the City, in partnership with the community and a variety
of stakeholders, has achieved several significant transportation improvements that were outlined in
the TMP and which advance the guiding principles. In Downtown these include the Bear Creek Parkway
Extension (see Figure 25), which provided an additional street connection through Downtown Redmond
and improved conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists; the 161st Avenue NE and 164th Avenue NE
Extensions, which helped complete the Downtown street grid; and the Redmond Central Connector,
which provides a high-quality pedestrian and bicycle connection through the heart of Downtown. In
Overlake, the NE 36th Street Bridge improved connections across SR 520 and helped prepare the
neighborhood for the arrival of light rail. Throughout the city new connections and spot improvements
have improved mobility for all travelers. In all of this work, the City of Redmond has sought to maximize
the impact of City dollars by leveraging grants and developer contributions. Between 2005 and 2012
Redmond was awarded $39 million in federal and state grants covering 17 percent of capital costs for
that period.

Percentage of Network Completion
The 2005 TMP provided several ways to track
the City of Redmond’s delivery of transportation
improvements. One of those methods is
by monitoring the completion of the 2022
Transportation Facilities Plan (TFP), which is the
list of transportation projects to be completed in
the 18 years following the adoption of the 2005
Plan. Despite a volatile revenue and project cost
environment, 55 percent of TFP projects were
completed or committed in the six-year Capital
Improvement Program by the end of 2011.

Figure 16. The Bear Creek Parkway extension created an important new
connection in Downtown.
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Table 2. Multimodal network completion in the 2005-2018 Transportation Facilities Plan

Year

Multimodal Corridors (%
Pedestrian
Supportive or Better)

Overlake Village
(% Pedestrian
Supportive or Better)

Downtown
(% Pedestrian
Supportive or Better)

Bicycle System
(% Completed
by Mileage)

2007

5

9

45

51

2009

6

10

53

55

100

100

100

100

Objective (2022)

The 2005 TMP also set goals for improving the pedestrian environment on key multimodal corridors
and in the urban centers, and for improving conditions for bicyclists on primary and secondary bicycle
corridors. Results as of 2009 are presented in Table 2. The Downtown pedestrian environment and
the citywide bicycle system saw improvements at the pace needed to reach their 2022 goals. Overlake
Village did not, but is likely to see rapid improvement as the master plan for that area is implemented in
coming years. There were not sufficient pedestrian projects to improve the multimodal corridors at the
targeted pace.
Four years later, in 2009, 55 percent of the TFP was complete or committed. This update of the
Transportation Master Plan also includes an updated TFP. At present 46 percent of total project and
program funding has been committed for the next six-year period.

Conclusion
Since 2005 when the previous Transportation Master Plan was adopted, the City of Redmond has
continued to assume its role as a regional jobs center, and continues to experience both employment
and residential growth. In order to maintain a high quality of life and the clean, green character that
attracts business and residents to the city, this growth is being targeted to the city’s two urban centers:
Downtown and Overlake. For these urban places to be successful, a full range of transportation choices
will be needed. Without good alternatives to the single occupancy vehicle, quality of life will suffer. The
Transportation Master Plan is part of the City’s work to ensure that we preserve the best aspects of
Redmond’s community character, while building great urban centers that function effectively.
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Chapter 3:

Performance Measurement
Introduction
Performance monitoring and reporting is the regular measurement, analysis, and
reporting of the results of projects, programs, and policies. It is an integral part
of the City of Redmond’s approach to delivering the Transportation Master Plan
(TMP), and offers several benefits for the City and stakeholders:

• Direction: Performance measurement reveals whether City activities are

achieving the strategies and citywide principles set forth in the TMP. If they
are not, the process gives decision makers the information they need to
change course.

• Accountability: Citizens can judge how well the City of Redmond is delivering
public services and whether those services are creating value for the public.
Additionally, the City can use performance measurement data to improve
efficiency within departments.

• Motivation: Seeing progress toward goals can energize staff, decision makers,
and the public.

• Communication: The results of a performance measurement system can form
the basis of a discussion among community stakeholders, and elected officials
about the progress toward achieving the vision of the City of Redmond.

• Funding: MAP-21, the federal transportation bill passed in 2012, will require

performance monitoring and reporting as a condition for federal grants, and requires state
and regional funding agencies to begin using performance monitoring as part of their funding
allocation and grants processes.

During the development of the TMP, the City of Redmond identified nine performance measures that,
together, demonstrate whether implementation of the TMP is achieving the strategies and citywide
general principles laid out in Chapter 1. These are referred to as the “dashboard” measures:

• Connectivity
• Network Completion
• Mode Share
• Vehicular Congestion
• Transit Ridership
• Concurrency
• Safety
• Air and Water Quality

The federal transportation bill passed in 2012 will require
performance monitoring and reporting as a condition for
federal grants, and requires state and regional funding
agencies to begin using performance monitoring as part
of their funding allocation and grants processes.

• Street Preservation
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These nine measures are central to the evaluation of the progress of the TMP, and
will be highlighted in the City’s regular transportation performance measurement
report, the Mobility Report Card. The Mobility Report Card is an annual summary of
the progress made by the City toward the goals laid out in the TMP, and has been
published annually from 2007 through 2011. In future years, the Mobility Report Card
will evolve into a continuously updated online resource, where data will be published
as they become available.
For each measure in this chapter, the TMP identifies the current or “baseline”
condition, a target for the year 2030 when the Transportation Facilities Plan will be
complete, and an aspirational target. Aspirational targets are the City’s performance
goals for the years beyond 2030. They represent outcomes that the City eventually
wants to achieve, but which are not expected to result from the level of investment
proposed in the 2013-2030 Transportation Facilities Plan (TFP). The rationale for each
aspirational target is described in each measure’s subsection, below.
In addition to the measures listed above, the City of Redmond collects data on several
additional measures for the purpose of assisting staff and elected officials with more
detailed decision making. These measures are listed in Appendix B: Supplementary
Performance Measures, and will be included in the Mobility Report Card as they
are generated.

Dashboard Measures
Connectivity
The main purpose of the transportation system is to facilitate access: the ability of
people to reach goods, services, and activities. Access can be improved in several
ways, from decreasing travel times to locating complementary land uses close
together. Another way to improve access is to increase the number of connections
in the transportation network, which shortens the distances between origins and destinations. This
concept is known as connectivity. Connectivity is important for all modes, but is particularly supportive
to pedestrian and bicycle travel, which are more sensitive to travel distance than vehicular trips.
Connectivity in Redmond today varies widely by neighborhood. In the
Downtown urban center, where blocks are short and there are many
through streets, connectivity is high. Connectivity is lower in the residential
neighborhoods, which were originally designed to limit through traffic and
subsequently have fewer connecting streets and paths.
Connectivity is a significant measure for the TMP key strategies Travel
Choices and Mobility and Strong Support for Urban Centers.

By providing direct routes
to destinations, a wellconnected grid makes it
easier to walk or bicycle.

Methodology
Connectivity is expressed as the percentages of the Downtown urban center and Overlake Village, by
developed square footage, that achieve connectivity levels of “medium” or higher. The Downtown urban
center and Overlake Village are reported because of the City’s goal of developing a fine-grained network
of streets in those areas. New connections within Redmond’s residential neighborhoods are important,
and several such projects are included in the Transportation Facilities Plan. These projects improve
connectivity locally, but have a limited impact on area-wide connectivity, and will be evaluated on an
individual basis rather than as part of this dashboard measure.
Connectivity is calculated by finding the average route directness value for each parcel, and then
determining the percentage of developed floor area within Downtown and Overlake Village that falls
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within parcels that have a connectivity level of medium or above. In other
words, it tells us the percentage of our land use that is in areas of high
connectivity. Average pedestrian route directness is the ratio of straightline distances to real-world travel distances for sets of points along the
pedestrian network, and it indicates how far pedestrians must go out of
their way to reach surrounding destinations. Low values indicate a relatively
high amount of out-of-direction travel, while high values indicate more direct
travel (see Table 2).

The TMP identifies five
modal corridor networks:
automobile, bicycle,
pedestrian, transit, and truck.

Table 3. Connectivity categories
Connectivity Level

Average Pedestrian Route Directness

Very High

0.75 – 1.00

High

0.70 – 0.75

Medium

0.65 – 0.70

Low

0.60 – 0.65

Very Low

0.00 – 0.60

Targets
Targets are based on the connectivity outcomes of projects in the TFP and the long-term Buildout Plan
(see Figures 17and 18). The 2030 target includes projects and programs named in the TFP, as well as
planned private connections identified in development agreements. All other connections, including
planned private connections that are not yet subject to a development agreement (such as many of the
new roads west of 152nd Avenue NE in Overlake Village) are included in the aspirational target.

2013 Baseline

73%

Downtown
connectivity level
“medium” or higher

13%

Overlake Village

2030 Target

81%

Downtown

31%

Overlake Village

Aspirational Target

82%

Downtown

74%

Overlake Village

Network Completion
The TMP identifies five modal corridor networks: automobile, bicycle, pedestrian,
transit, and truck. The corridors are intended to highlight modally specific routes that
connect major local and regional destinations. The corridors also help the City allocate
limited street space, and in some cases they establish design standards and service
levels to ensure adequate mobility for all modes. For more information about modal corridors, including
maps, see Chapter 4 - The Multimodal Transportation System.
Progress toward the completion of these networks is an indication that the City is successfully delivering
the TFP and implementing the policies contained in the TMP. The network completion measures support
the Strong Support for Urban Centers, Travel Choices and Mobility, and Neighborhood Access strategies.
It also indicates progress toward implementing the City’s Complete Streets policy, which requires that
projects accommodate the full range of transportation users.
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Figure 17. Connectivity levels in Downtown (Dark green indicates high connectivity.)
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Figure 18. Connectivity levels in Overlake Village (Dark green indicates high connectivity.)
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Methodology
Network completion is expressed as the percent of each modal corridor
that is considered complete, by length. The definitions of completion vary
by modal network. The City will explore expanding this measure to all city
streets as part of the Mobility Report Card, in order to better measure
progress on implementing Redmond’s Complete Streets ordinance.

Automobile
Segments of the automobile network are considered
“complete” if they are in their final configuration, and do
not have a reconfiguration project identified for them in
the TFP or the Buildout Plan, which is the City’s long-term
list of planned transportation improvements. Intersection
improvements are assumed to influence the portions of connecting streets within 300
feet of the center of the intersection.

Bicycle
Segments of the bicycle modal corridor network are considered “complete” if they
are served by a trail or another type of physically separated bikeway, such as a cycle
track. Bicycle lanes are not considered physically separated bikeways. This reflects the
standard set forth in bicycle section of Chapter 4 - Multimodal Transportation.

Pedestrian
Pedestrian network completion is reported as 1) the percent of connections within
Redmond’s pedestrian priority zones (Downtown and Overlake urban centers, together
with the area within one-half mile of a light rail station areas) that achieve a high level
of pedestrian-oriented design, including increased width and landscaping; and 2) the
percent of the transportation network in Redmond’s neighborhoods that has some
pedestrian facility present.

Transit
Segments of the transit network are considered complete if they carry transit service
that meets the City’s standards for that corridor. On “high frequency” corridors, that
standard is 15-minute headways (the time between vehicles) between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m.
On “regular” corridors, that standard is 30-minute headways during the same period.

Truck
The method for calculating truck network completion is the
same as the automobile network.
The network completion measure is produced by the City of Redmond
Department of Planning and Community Development. It will be calculated and
reported annually.
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There is no easy fix for
congestion, but we can
limit its growth
and impact.

Targets
2030 Target

2013 Baseline

60%

Automobile complete

37%

Bicycle

23%

75%

Neighborhoods

(see Chapter 8 Three-YearAction Plan)

51%

81%

Bicycle

65%

Pedestrian zones

Transit

Pedestrian
priority zones

68%

Automobile

Truck

53%

79%

Neighborhoods

(see Chapter 8 Three-Year Action Plan)

100%
Transit

76%
Truck

Aspirational Target

100%

Automobile

100%
Bicycle

100%

Pedestrian

100%
Transit

100%
Truck

Vehicular Congestion
Congestion is a familiar frustration for almost everyone who drives or takes transit.
Congestion is the result of a mismatch between demand for space on a street and
the street’s capacity. Unfortunately there is no easy fix for congestion. Large-scale
road widening projects are extremely expensive, only temporarily effective, and outof-sync with Redmond’s land use vision. An expanded system of variable tolling could result in longterm congestion reductions, but would require coordinated effort at the regional level or beyond and
currently is politically unviable. For the foreseeable future, congestion will remain a fact of life in growing
communities like Redmond. Nevertheless, the City does track congestion levels. Growth of congestion
beyond expected levels suggests additional investments in non-single occupancy vehicle travel choices,
expanded efforts to reduce demand, and potentially, projects to increase roadway capacity.
Congestion is a key measure for the Freight Mobility and Strong Support for Urban Centers strategies.

Methodology
Vehicular congestion is expressed as the average delay (in minutes and seconds) incurred during a onemile trip on principal, minor, and collector arterials in Redmond during the p.m. peak (5 p.m.-6 p.m.).
“Delay” is defined as the mid-block travel time for the average trip taken at a typical urban travel speed
(see below) minus the mid-block travel time of the average trip as estimated by the City’s travel demand
forecast model. This includes trips on uncongested streets and in non-peak directions, so the citywide
average is lower than the delays that travelers would experience along the city’s most congested
segments of roadway. Because of technical limitations, the model does not include delay from traffic
signals or delays related to collisions, construction, weather, and other periodic phenomena.
Also reported for context is the average travel time for peak period, peak-direction travel on principal
arterials in Redmond, which reflects the most severe congestion conditions in the city.
The data is generated by the City’s travel demand forecast model, and will be reported once every
three years.
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Targets
Both the 2030 and long-term aspirational targets acknowledge that delay for roadways users will
continue to grow as long as the number of jobs and housing units increases in Redmond. Individually,
travelers can avoid peak period congestion-related delay by choosing travel modes that are not subject
to congestion like biking, walking, or transit that operates in its own lane; shifting the timing of trips;
and by reducing unnecessary trips during peak periods. Data for Bellevue and Kirkland are provided
for context.
The 2030 target is the result of travel demand forecast model projections for 2030, which take into
account land use changes, the transportation improvements included in the TFP, and changes in
mode share and trip length. The aspirational target reflects the City’s anticipation that a combination
of policies and programs that affect travel demand; a shift in mode share toward biking, walking, and
transit; and improvements to vehicle and transportation system technology will combine to help to limit
travel delay in the long term. These targets will be reevaluated as needed.

City

2010 Average
Delay per MIle

2030 Average
Average Delay
per MIle

Aspirational Goal
Average Delay per MIle

Redmond

0:24

0:46

0:46

Bellevue

0:15

0:34

Kirkland

0:39

1:18

Mode Share
Redmond’s transportation system is a limited resource, constrained by its physical
geometry. Today, the single occupancy vehicle (SOV) is the most common form of
travel in Redmond. While drive-alone trips can be convenient, they are an inefficient
way to use this limited resource, and they contribute disproportionately to congestion.
The City of Redmond seeks to provide a range of transportation options so that residents, employees,
and visitors are able to choose alternatives to the SOV when this makes sense and, in doing so, can
prevent congestion, or avoid it when it occurs.
Mode share is a key measure for the TMP strategies Strong Support for Urban Centers and Travel
Choices and Mobility. It is an indicator of how well the City and other agencies have provided attractive
transportation choices for the public, and whether Redmond’s urban centers are successfully
accommodating the increase in travel demand that accompanies growth. But, like transit ridership, nonSOV mode share is influenced by external factors, and the City’s influence on this measure is limited.

Methodology
Mode share is defined as the percentage of daily trips made by means other
than the single occupant vehicle (i.e., walking, bicycling, transit, and carpooling)
among Redmond residents within the city, with breakouts for the urban centers
provided for context. This is referred to as “non-SOV mode share.” The data
is generated by the City of Redmond Department of Planning and Community
Development using a community travel survey, and is reported once every three
to six years.
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The capacity of the
transportation system
increases when more
people choose to walk,
bicycle, and take transit.

Targets
The baseline data is from the results of a travel survey of Redmond households and employees that the
Redmond Public Works Department administered in 2010. The 2030 target is based on computerized
travel modeling, which takes into account the projects in the Transportation Facilities Plan and the land
use changes the City expects by 2030. The aspirational target is based on a 40-year planning horizon
and assumes continued shift toward travel by non-SOV modes, though at a lower rate than the years
prior to 2030. This reflects the fact that land use changes in the urban centers and the arrival of light
rail will yield large, early shifts in mode share.

2010 Baseline
Shared Ride
(% of trips)

Walk
(% of trips)

Bicycle
(% of trips)

Transit
(% of trips)

33

8

1

2

Drive Alone

Non-SOV Mode Share (% of trips)

56

44

2030 Target
Shared Ride
(% of trips)

Walk
(% of trips)

Bicycle
(% of trips)

Transit
(% of trips)

33

13

1

6

Drive Alone

Non-SOV Mode Share (% of trips)

47

53

Aspirational Target
Shared Ride
(% of trips)

Walk
(% of trips)

Bicycle
(% of trips)

Transit
(% of trips)

31

15

5

7

Drive Alone

Non-SOV Mode Share (% of trips)
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58

Carpooling is one way to avoid congestion and reduce
your impact on the environment.

Transit Ridership
Increasing transit ridership has multiple benefits for the City of Redmond and the
region, and is a critical component of the City’s growth strategy, which directs most
additional housing and employment to the Downtown and Overlake urban centers.
With proper design and service standards, transit systems can move large numbers of
people quickly and comfortably.
In the context of the TMP, transit ridership is an indicator of how well the City is building the market
for light rail, which is currently scheduled to reach the Overlake Transit Center in 2023. A trend of
increasing transit ridership can demonstrate the success of transit access improvements, direct service
purchases by the City, and education and encouragement efforts by the City and its partners. It also
helps the City monitor transit demand in light of changes in service levels and system capacity.
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Methodology

Data is provided by King County Metro transit. The data includes passenger
count figures for the spring service period in the given year, which runs from
mid-February through early June. It will be reported annually.

Targets

Average Weekday Boardings

30,000

Transit ridership is defined as average weekday boardings for all transit
stops within the Redmond city limits. Today this includes boardings on Metro
and Sound Transit buses. Light rail will be included once service begins.
Vanpools, carpools, and other forms of paratransit are not included. Peak
period and weekend ridership figures will be provided for context in future
performance monitoring reports.

25,000
20,000

15,000
10,000

5,000
0

Transit ridership targets are derived from the non-SOV mode share measure
above. The target for 2030 is based on the arrival of light rail and expected
land use changes; the aspirational target is based on continued, but slowed
rates of transit ridership to 2050 (see Figure 19).

2012 Baseline

9,200

Boardings per day

2030 Target

26,700

Figure 19. Transit ridership, 2005–2030 (projected)

Aspirational Target

31,000

Concurrency
Concurrency is an indicator of whether the City is
delivering TFP projects at a pace commensurate with
growth, and is a key measure for the Improve Travel
Choices and Mobility strategy. It is also a requirement

of Washington State law, which mandates that local jurisdictions ensure
that the travel demand created by development does not overwhelm
transportation systems.

The state gives local jurisdictions considerable leeway in defining level of
service standards for their communities. In 2009, after several years of
development, the City of Redmond implemented its current “plan-based”
concurrency system, which tracks the state of the transportation system
using the concept of “mobility units.” Mobility units establish a common
unit of comparison between transportation demand (defined as personmiles of travel) and transportation supply (projects and programs that
provide transportation capacity). As the City commits to funding projects
and programs in the TFP, mobility units of supply are generated. When
developers apply for building permits, they create mobility units of demand.
Redmond remains “in concurrency” as long as the mobility units of supply
equal or exceed the mobility units of demand. If supply falls below demand,
then permit applicants must undertake mitigation or delay their projects. For
a more detailed explanation of plan-based concurrency and mobility units,
see Appendix C: Concurrency Management and LOS or http://www.redmond.
gov/PlansProjects/Transportation/concurrency/.
In addition to its role as a dashboard measure, concurrency indicates
progress toward implementing the City’s Complete Streets policy, since it
measures delivery of the TFP projects and programs.
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Concurrency is an indicator
of whether the City is
delivering TFP projects
at a pace commensurate
with growth, and is a key
measure for the Improve
Travel Choices and
Mobility strategy. It is also a
requirement of Washington
State law.

Methodology
Concurrency is expressed as the ratio between mobility units of supply
and mobility units of demand, with the total number of mobility units of
supply that are available for new development supplied for context. A ratio
exceeding 1.0 indicates a positive balance of mobility units, and additional
development activity is permissible. A ratio of 1.0 or below indicates that
no more development is permissible without mitigation by the developer or
until further transportation projects are committed. The number of available
mobility units of supply was approximately 8,600 at the beginning of 2013
(see Figure 20). This is enough to accommodate significant development.
For example, phase one of the Group Health Overlake Master Plan incurred
3,500 mobility units of demand with a 180-room hotel and conference
center, two 4- to 10-story office buildings, and 25,000 square feet of
retail space.
Concurrency is tracked on an ongoing basis by the City of Redmond
Department of Planning and Community Development. It is reported
annually.

Ratio of Mobility Supply-to-Demand

1.6
1.4

1.2

Concurrent

1
0.8

0.6
0.4

0.2
0

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

Figure 20. Ratio of mobility units of supply to mobility
units of demand, 2009-2030

Targets

2013 Baseline

1.2

Ratio of mobility units
of supply to mobility
units of demand

2030 Target

1.0

Aspirational Target

1.05

10,000

Available Mobility Units of Supply

Under plan-based concurrency, the programs and projects in the 2030
TFP by definition provide a number of mobility units of supply equal to the
mobility units of demand incurred by the development projected to occur by
2030. Therefore, if the projected amount of development occurs and the
City delivers the TFP in its entirety, supply and demand will be balanced and
the concurrency ratio will be 1.0 in 2030 (see Figure 21). This is the basis
of the 2030 target. However, the City has an ongoing goal of maintaining a
concurrency ratio above 1.05, which limits the risk that the City will need to
delay or condition development projects. This is practical, assuming periodic
updates of the TMP and continuous delivery of TFP projects.

9,000

8774
7543

8,000
7,000

6273

6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0

or higher

8963

2010

2011

2012

2013

Figure 21. Available mobility units of supply as of
January 1, 2013

Safety
Ensuring the safety of travel in Redmond is a fundamental
goal for the City as it builds and maintains the
transportation system. Traffic-related injuries and deaths
have a variety of causes, not all of which can be addressed
by local government. The City can help create a transportation environment
where the safest choices are the easiest choices, such as providing
sidewalks and crossing facilities where they are needed, installing traffic
calming treatments on streets with speeding problems, and reconfiguring
streets and intersections with known safety issues. Safety trend data from
this measure will be used to determine whether the City of Redmond is
maintaining its strong safety record.
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Methodology
Safety is expressed as the per capita traffic-related injury and fatality rate
for Redmond. Redmond’s daytime population — rather than residential
population — is used to calculate the per capita rates, which controls for the
influence of commuting. The injury rate is calculated by the City of Redmond
Department of Planning and Community Development using collision data
from WSDOT and the U.S. Census, and is reported annually.

Targets
The City of Redmond’s goal is to continue its trend of decreasing per capita
injury rates and reaching 1.3 injuries per 1,000 daytime population by
2030. The aspirational goal is to maintain that low level while eliminating
fatalities by 2030 (see Figure 22) and serious injuries, a goal which
corresponds to the Washington State Department of Transportation’s
“Target Zero” campaign. This is an aggressive goal. To succeed will require
action by several actors, including the City of Redmond, state and regional
transportation agencies, auto manufacturers, enforcement agencies, and all
transportation system users. Its success will also depend on the impact of
increasing numbers of jobs and residents in Redmond.

2010 Baseline

3.2

Injuries per
1,000 persons

2030 Target

1.3

Max per
1,000 persons

Injuries per 1,000 daytime population

8.0

7.0

King County, 2012

6.0

Surrounding Eastside
Communities, 2012

5.0
4.0

Redmond

3.0

2.0

y = 8E+34e-0.039x

1.0

0.0
2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030

Figure 22. Traffic-related injuries per 1,000 daytime
population

Aspirational Target

1.3

Max per 1,000
persons, eliminate
fatalities and
serious injuries

Environment

Methodology
Air quality is expressed as the number
of incidents in which the annual average
concentration of particulate matter with a
diameter smaller than 2.5 microns (PM 2.5)
exceeds the primary federal standard for PM
(currently 12 µg/m3) as measured by the closest
public air quality monitoring station (currently the
Puget Sound Clean Air Agency station at NE 4th
Street in Bellevue). Results are reported annually.

Average Annual PM 2.5 concentration
(micrograms per cubic meter)

Redmond residents have repeatedly emphasized the
importance of maintaining Redmond’s clean, green
character. The City has responded by recognizing the
environment as a community priority and including it as a
criterion in budgeting decisions. The TMP responds to this value by improving
access to environmentally friendly travel choices, and through individual
project design. The following measures, which
focus on air quality and water quality, provide
insight into whether the transportation system in
20
and around Redmond is doing its part for
the environment.
15

Federal standard

10

5

0

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Figure 23. PM 2.5 concentrations, 2005-2012
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Water quality is expressed as the percentage of right-of-way within Redmond
city limits, by area, that is subject to basic water quality treatment. Basic
water quality treatment includes facilities such as bioswales and other
natural drainage features that slow the delivery of runoff to local waterways
and reduce its pollutant load. Currently not all of Redmond’s right-of-way has
basic water quality treatment; the long-term goal is to reach 100 percent
coverage. Data is provided by the City of Redmond Department of Public
Works. Results are reported annually.

Targets
Air quality: Redmond and the region are in “attainment” for PM 2.5 under
the federal Clean Air Act as long as average annual concentrations remain
below the federal standard, which is currently 12 µg/m3 (see Figure 24). PM
2.5 concentrations are influenced by several factors including vehicle miles
traveled (VMT), vehicle emissions technology, and fuel mix, so decisions
made at the local level have limited impact. Nevertheless, PM 2.5 is an
important measure to follow since it is one of the most harmful pollutants to
human health. Exceeding EPA’s standard would result in increased risks to
human health and would trigger a federal regulatory response. Redmond’s
goal for 2030 and beyond is to achieve 100 percent attainment.

Figure 24. Road area without runoff treatment
facilities, 2013

Water quality: The City of Redmond Department of Public Works has
established a goal to provide basic water quality treatment to 100 percent of
City right-of-way that does not yet have it by 2112. The 2030 and aspirational
targets here are derived from that goal, with the assumption that Redmond’s
rights-of-way will receive basic treatment at a rate proportional to the rest of
the city.

Air
Quality
Water
Quality

2013 Baseline

2030 Target

Aspirational Target

Attainment

Attainment

Attainment

22%

36%

100%

of right-of-way subject
to basic treatment

Street Preservation
The transportation system requires constant maintenance
to function effectively. The City conducts a wide range
of activities to preserve the physical and information
technology components of this system, the most costly of
which is the preservation of roadway pavement. As noted in Chapter 2 –
Trends and Conditions, deferred pavement maintenance can lead to far more
costly repairs once road surfaces become degraded.
Adequate pavement condition is essential to the proper functioning of the
roadway network for private travel and for freight operations, which is why it
is a key measure for the Improve Travel Choices and Mobility and Enhance
Freight Mobility strategies.
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Methodology

100

90
Arterial Pavement Condition Index (0-100)

Street preservation is expressed as the average Pavement
Condition Index (PCI) for arterial lane mileage within the Redmond
city limits. PCI is a standardized 0 – 100 scale that indicates
the overall condition of a given section of pavement. Pavements
scoring a PCI value of 70 or above are considered to be in
adequate condition. PCI can be applied to sidewalks as well, but
the City does not yet have that data collected. The measure may
be adjusted in the future as the City begins to collect sidewalk
condition data.

Adequate

70
60
50

Inadequate

40
30
20
10

Targets
The long-term goal of the City of Redmond is to maintain a citywide
average pavement rating of PCI of 70 or higher (see Figure 25).
At an average PCI of 70, roadways can be maintained at minimal
lifetime cost while ensuring an adequately smooth surface.

0

2030 Target

Aspirational Target

73

70

70

Average arterial PCI
of 73

Conclusion
The performance measures listed in this chapter are a key component of
the City of Redmond’s delivery of the projects in the TFP and of the policies
contained in the TMP document. They will give staff, elected officials, and the
public insight into how well the City is achieving the TMP strategies, and will
serve as an early warning system if part of the TMP implementation is not
occurring at the needed pace or in the intended manner. Positive results can
provide motivation to those who are involved in delivering the TMP and can
help identify notable successes.
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2003

2008

2013

2018

2023

Figure 25. Average arterial pavement condition,
2003-2030 under current TFP funding proposal

2010 Baseline
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Chapter 4:

The Multimodal
Transportation System Plans
Introduction
The multimodal transportation system plans in this chapter describe the aspirational transportation
network that Redmond will need to support the City’s vision. This chapter contains modal system
plans for streets, transit, pedestrians, and bikes along with plans for freight mobility, parking, and
transportation demand management. Together these elements complete the Multimodal Transportation
System Plan. Each of the system plans has a specific vision, a strategic approach for delivering the
needs specific to that system plan, and implementation guidelines that provide direction and intent
for system development, facilities design, and integration within the overall transportation network.
The multimodal plans are also intended to implement the overarching transportation strategies
described below:

Prepare for Light Rail – The system plan articulates that an extension of the regional light rail network
will include two stations in Overlake, a station in Downtown Redmond, and a station and large park and
ride facility in Southeast Redmond. Street grid networks around light rail stations have been planned
to provide multimodal access to stations as well as to encourage transit oriented development (TOD)
land use patterns. Light rail will significantly increase mobility between Redmond’s urban centers and
the region.

East Link light rail is scheduled to arrive in Overlake in 2030.
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Support for Urban Centers – New street connections are planned for Downtown and
Overlake to improve the “grid” and connectivity within the two urban centers. In addition,
Downtown and Overlake will each have a “Main Street” (Cleveland Street and 152nd
Avenue NE, respectively). The intention is to elevate both of these main street corridors to
“great streets,” distinguish them from other streets, and use them as catalysts for building
a stronger sense of community within each center. This is partly accomplished through
the incorporation of a full range of both temporary and permanent cultural arts within the
streetscape. Regular event programming for the two “Main Streets” will help them become
activated people places. Finally, the plans include implementation of effective parking
management so that parking supply will be reasonable in meeting demand, but limited in
order to reduce automobile trips.
Travel Choices/Mobility – Every street in Redmond’s transportation system will be a
complete street for all travel modes. Key bottlenecks will be improved to support mobility
for all traveling modes. In addition, transportation demand management (TDM) techniques
and advanced traffic operations technology will ensure that the available infrastructure and
services are used effectively.
Neighborhood Connections – A connected network of transportation facilities and services
for each travel mode has been mapped throughout the city. Streets and trails are designated
as modal corridors to ensure improved connections between major destinations, including
Redmond’s neighborhoods and regional centers.
Freight Mobility – A network of freight routes is planned for moving goods and freight. In addition,
guidelines are provided for loading and unloading zones in urban centers to support business activities.
The multimodal plans will also meet community priorities that include safety, maintenance, economic
vitality, and environmental stewardship. A particular aspect of the environmental stewardship principle,
air quality, deserves a special emphasis here because of how it is improved through a multimodal
approach to transportation.

Meet the Broad Range of Travel Needs of Redmond Community
One fundamental objective in creating system plans is that the aspirational
transportation network meets the broad range of travel needs of the entire
Redmond community. Throughout this chapter, this objective is primarily
reflected through the following:

• Providing “complete streets” to meet the needs of a broad range of users
for a variety of travel choices.

• Incorporating Americans with Disabilities Act requirements as part of

The 2007 Redmond Complete
Streets ordinance (RMC
12.06.10) commits the City
to designing its streets to
accommodate all users.

standard street design and maintenance.

• Improving the pedestrian environment on the Safe Routes to
School networks.

• Developing bicycling facilities that are safe, accessible, and comfortable for a wider segment of
the community.

• Supporting an interconnected network of transit services that are able to provide for more types of
trips throughout the entire day.

Developing facilities and services that provide broad mobility for everyone helps support access and
mobility for the community as a whole, and maximizes the value of limited resources.

Air Quality Benefits from a Multimodal Approach to Transportation
Clean air is a basic need that keeps Redmond residents and employees healthy, supports economic
development by meeting EPA air quality standards, and allows us to see and enjoy the fantastic views of
the Pacific Northwest.
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Key Connections

To Kirkland

LEGEND

Key Destinations
Urban center &
offices area
Neighborhood
Others
Key connections

N
To UW, Downtown
Seattle, Downtown
Bellevue

To Crossroads

Figure 26. Key connections between major destinations
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Transportation is by far the greatest source of air pollution in the central
Puget Sound region (50 percent of Greenhouse Gas emissions [PSRC
VISION 2040, page 40]), essentially controlling whether our air is clean.
Air quality in Redmond will improve through increases in the use of
cleaner and more efficient travel, and as vehicle technology improves.
These improvements will include:

• Increases in transit use and carpooling for more efficient trips.
• Increases in trips on electric light rail vehicles.
• Increases in the number of walking and biking trips.
• Fuel-efficient vehicles.
• Electric vehicles which have essentially no air emissions in Redmond
because most electrical generation is hydro power. Even when
plugging into an electrical grid powered by a traditional power plan,
electric cars are 250 percent more carbon efficient than gasolinepowered automobiles.

Modal Corridor System
A fundamental function of the transportation system is connecting destinations, i.e., serving planned
land uses. Critical corridors including streets and trails are identified that can best serve as the
connections among destinations. These corridors are referred to as Modal Corridors and are a subset
of the facilities in the city’s transportation network. Though a subset of the transportation network,
future completion and improvements of Modal Corridors are critical to ensuring high-quality connections
among major destinations (Figure 1). Each Modal Corridor emphasizes one or more modes of travel.
This is accomplished through specific design treatments, while also accommodating safe and efficient
travel for the other modes consistent with the policy for “complete streets.”
Modal Corridors with multiple modes require careful balancing of space
allocation along with an integrated design that allows the needs for each
mode to be fully satisfied.
Modal Corridors

Modal Corridor Identification
Though only a small portion of the transportation system, Modal Corridors
form the foundation for strategically providing complete mobility and travel
choices between key destinations for Redmond residents, employees,
visitors, and shippers. The Modal Corridor designation is important in
prioritizing future improvements and guiding street design.

help City
planners and engineers
weigh priorities during street
design efforts.

Modal Corridors have been identified based on the specific requirements of each mode, the need for
route continuity and directness of travel, historical travel patterns, the presence of existing facilities in
the corridor, and future growth plans and opportunities.
Additional considerations affecting the identification of Modal Corridors include:

• The assumption that SR 520 will continue to be Redmond’s primary regional connection.
• Vehicular modal corridors include principal arterials and other streets with high current and expected
vehicular or truck travel demand.

• The recognition that pedestrians generally travel over short distances. Therefore, for pedestrians,

priority zones instead of Modal Corridors are designated as a means to recognize areas where high
pedestrian demand occurs today or will occur in the future. For example, both the Downtown and
Overlake Urban Centers are designated as pedestrian priority zones.
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Modal Corridors
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• Bicyclists need route directness and a reasonable level of safety and comfortable riding experience.

Therefore, separation from high-speed traffic and high volumes of traffic are key factors in identifying
priority Bicycle Modal Corridors.

• Transit Modal Corridors include streets that are ideally suited to serve as the primary connections

between major destinations, as well as those streets that already have high-frequency transit service
(every 15 minutes or better). Other key factors in identifying transit Modal Corridors are pedestrian
access, land use density, the need for efficient travel time, and the ability to serve multiple markets
and needs.

Designated Modal Corridors are shown in Figure 28. These corridors are also shown separately for
automobiles in the Street System Plan and for transit and bicyclists in their respective system plans. The
Pedestrian System Plan shows the specific pedestrian priority zones. The performance objectives for each
type of the modal corridors/zones are:

• Automobile – Provide for reliable progression of vehicular travel.
• Transit – Provide high-quality pedestrian access to and from transit stops, and support transit operating
speed and on-time reliability.

• Bicycle – Provide high comfort bicycle facilities where deemed feasible and cost-effective
• Pedestrian – Locate pedestrian zones in the urban centers and near light rail stations. Provide highquality sidewalks and frequent crosswalks, including mid-block crossings or pathways where higher
pedestrian volumes are anticipated, such as connecting the interior pathway system in Downtown
across arterial streets like NE 85th Street.

Each of the system plans refers to the special needs of these corridors relative to that particular mode (see
Table 4).
Table 4. Guidance for developing modal corridors with multiple modal priorities
ID
1

Combined Modal Description

Street – Minor arterial. Provide for freight movements and general vehicular travel. Ultimate
cross-section includes two general purpose lanes in each direction and turn lanes where
warranted.
Transit – Medium demand corridor. Improve transit stop facilities and access by installing
additional crossings and sidewalks. Support transit speed and reliability through signal priority
and measures that assist transit vehicles to merge back into traffic.
Bicycle – Paved, Shared-Use Path (Redmond Central Connector). Complete the Redmond
Central Connector as a separate but adjacent bicycle and pedestrian corridor. Provide access
to and from the Central Connector to land uses across Willows Road by installing additional
crossings with appropriate safety devices.

2

Street – Minor arterial. Provide for freight movements and vehicle travel.
Bicycle – Paved, Shared-Use Path (Redmond Central Connector). Complete the Redmond
Central Connector as a separate but adjacent bicycle and pedestrian corridor. Provide access
to and from the Central Connector to land uses across Willows Road by installing additional
crossings with appropriate safety devices.
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Table 4. Guidance for developing modal corridors with multiple modal priorities (continued)
ID
3

Combined Modal Description (continued)

Street – Principal arterial. Provide for freight movements and vehicle travel. Provide safe and
convenient bidirectional access for residents. Improve access management and discourage
speeding.
Transit – Medium demand corridor. Improve transit access through additional or better aligned
crossings. Improve transit speed and reliability through signal priority and measures that
decrease delay for transit vehicles. Stop treatments and location should avoid conflicts
with cyclists.
Bicycle – Provide one-way raised cycle track where existing bicycle lanes are located. Provide
high-quality access across corridor to encourage use and discourage wrong-way riding.

4

Street – Minor arterial. Provide for vehicle travel.
Bicycle – Bicycle Lane. As a modal corridor bicycle lane, provide bicycle lanes up to stop bar at
intersections and provide bicycle positioning markings through intersections. Support highquality transition to Bear Creek Trail.

5

Street – Principal arterial. Provide for freight movements and vehicle travel.
Transit – High Demand Corridor with Bus Rapid Transit service. Improve transit speed and
reliability through signal priority and measures that decrease delay for transit vehicles, in
particular at BRT stops and for turns from NE 51st Street to 148th Avenue NE.

6

Street – Principal arterial. Provide for freight movements and vehicle travel. Add northbound
lane from south city limit with Bellevue to the eastbound SR 520 on-ramp.
Transit – High Demand Corridor with Bus Rapid Transit service. Improve transit speed and
reliability through signal priority and measures that decrease delay for transit vehicles, in
particular at BRT stops and for turns from NE 40th Street to 148th Avenue NE. Transit stops
locations should be coordinated with existing and new signalized crossings.
Pedestrian – Provide signalized crossings to support significant pedestrian volumes. Provide
trail to support bicycle and pedestrian travel on east side of roadway.

7

Street – Principal arterial. Provide for freight movements and vehicle travel.
Transit – High Demand Corridor, critical to regional routes on SR 520. Support access
through improved crossings, improved sidewalks (none exist along most of the corridor), and
connections to the new Redmond Central Connector. Evaluate potential for relocating stops
closer to Leary Way intersection.

8

Street – Principal arterial. Provide for freight movements and vehicle travel.
Bicycle – Paved, Shared-Use Path. Complete the Sammamish River Trail along the east side of
West Lake Sammamish Parkway as a separate but adjacent bicycle and pedestrian corridor.
Provide access to and from the land uses across West Lake Sammamish Parkway.
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Table 4. Guidance for developing modal corridors with multiple modal priorities (continued)
ID
9

Combined Modal Description (continued)

Street – Limited Access Freeway. Provide for high vehicle and freight speeds and volumes.
Transit – East Link Light Rail. Support extension of rail alignment adjacent to Marymoor Park
and into Downtown, crossing under SR 520. In addition, the light rail extension needs to
accommodate a SR 520 grade separation for the East Lake Sammamish Trail.

10

Street – Limited Access Freeway. Provide for high vehicle and freight speeds and volumes.
Transit – East Link Light Rail. Support rail alignment along SR 520. Support station access and
provide for very high volumes of pedestrians, including new bridges over SR 520 for bicycles
and pedestrians.
Bicycle – Paved, Shared-Use Path (520 Trail). Complete the 520 Trail projects identified in the
520 Corridor Planning Study, including undercrossings at NE 51st Street, NE 40th Street, and
148th Avenue NE, as well as bicycle/pedestrian bridges over SR 520.

11

Transit – High Demand Corridor with Bus Rapid Transit service. Improve transit speed and
reliability through signal priority and measures that decrease delay for transit vehicles, in
particular turns to and from NE 24th Street. Support fast, convenient transfers to light
rail station.
Pedestrian – Main Street. Provide an experience that draws regional and national visitors to
stroll along the 152nd Avenue NE main street. High-quality furnishings, pedestrian crossings,
programmed and unprogrammed spaces, sidewalk cafes.
Bicycle – Cycle Track. Provide one-way raised cycle track at road grade buffered from on-street
parking by raised planter strip. Provide Bike Boxes at intersections.

12

Street – Minor arterial. Provide for high vehicle volumes.
Transit – High Demand Corridor with Bus Rapid Transit service. Improve transit speed and
reliability through signal priority and measures that avoid delay for transit vehicles, in particular
turns to and from 156th Avenue NE and 148th Avenue NE. Support fast, convenient transfers
to light rail station.
Pedestrian – Provide for comfortable walking space for high pedestrian volumes.

13

Street – Minor arterial. Provide for vehicle travel.
Pedestrian – Provide for comfortable walking space for high pedestrian volumes.
Bicycle – Bicycle Lane. As a modal corridor bicycle lane, provide bicycle lanes up to stop bar at
intersections and provide bicycle positioning markings through intersections.

14

Transit – High Demand Corridor. Support and maintain speed and reliability through signal
priority and measures that avoid delay for transit vehicles and avoid conflicts with cyclists.
Bicycle – Bicycle Lane. As a modal corridor bicycle lane, provide bicycle lanes up to stop bar at
intersections and provide bicycle positioning markings through intersections.
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Table 4. Guidance for developing modal corridors with multiple modal priorities (continued)
ID

15

Combined Modal Description (continued)

Transit – East Link Light Rail. Complete light rail into Downtown consistent with the
Infrastructure Alignment Plan. Ensure high-quality light rail travel time reliability and moderate
speed. Support transfers to and from arterial bus service.
Bicycle – Complete Redmond Central Connector Master Plan quality of materials, spaces, and
connections, consistent with the Infrastructure Alignment Plan.
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Chapter 4.1:

Street System Plan
Introduction
Streets are the backbone of the transportation system in Redmond, serving all modes of travel
including automobiles, trucks, transit, bicycles, and pedestrians. The Street System Plan is an
interconnected network of “complete streets” that accommodates all modes of travel for users of all
ages and abilities and safely connects people to where they need to go. Since streets are more than
just places for automobile travel, the design needs to start with the safety requirements along the outer
edges where people gather, pedestrians walk, bicyclists ride, transit provides access, and people park
their vehicles.
In addition to their multimodal mobility function, well-designed streets shape the urban character and
vitality of places. The “grid” of streets in the two urban centers also means that fewer
lanes are needed on each street because there are more choices for
access and turns. Finally, efficiently designed streets minimize and
better manage the amount of stormwater runoff that directly
impacts the natural environment by affecting water
quality in surface streams and lakes.

Strategic Approach
for Streets
The strategic approach for streets
establishes the direction for
developing the street system in
Redmond that is consistent with
the TMP strategies. The strategic
approach includes:

• All Redmond streets are part an
integrated street system.

• All Redmond streets are

An example of a complete street.

“Complete Streets.”

• All streets are walkable.
• Automobile modal corridors ensure good connections for vehicles.

All Redmond Streets Are Part of an Integrated Street System
Individual streets do not serve travel needs independent of each other. Rather, they function (or
not) as part of a network. In order for the street network to operate in a logical and efficient manner,
Redmond considers each street and its role or function within the context of the overall street network
using a functional classification system. This system identifies the role of each street along with its
planned future size and profile. In addition to their specific functional classification, selected streets
are designated as modal corridors, freight routes, or main streets to indicate their special roles in the
street system.
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Figure 29. Southeast Redmond new street and trail connections

eliminate “bottlenecks” that contribute to congestion.

All Redmond Streets Are “Complete Streets”
It is the City’s policy that all streets in Redmond eventually become “Complete Streets.” The Complete
Streets approach is about building an integrated driving, walking, cycling, and transit network, giving
residents, commuters, visitors, and shippers more travel choices. Complete Streets can also include
treatments such as natural vegetation and pervious sidewalks that reduce water flow and polluted
runoff into streams and lakes.

Streets Are Walkable
Streets can be great places for people to socialize and connect when they are interesting, attractive,
safe, and walkable. Cleveland Street in Downtown and 152nd Avenue NE in Overlake Village will be
exceptionally walkable “Main Streets” intended to become important public places and activity corridors
within Redmond’s two urban centers.

Automobile Modal Corridors Ensure Good Connections for Vehicles
Vehicular traffic will remain a significant part of daily travel in the future. While this plan emphasizes
travel choices for all modes of travel, it recognizes the importance of ensuring good connections for
vehicles. This plan designates automobile modal corridors (Figure 30) to provide a high standard of
functionality and priority for travel by cars and trucks. Automobile modal corridors connect major local
and regional destinations for trucks and cars while accommodating all modes of travel. A critical part of
ensuring good function of automobile modal corridors is managing congestion, which keeps congestion
at a reasonable level (see Chapter 3 for congestion targets). However, it is not Redmond’s goal to
eliminate congestion or provide free-flow travel conditions.
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Providing new street connections has been an
emphasis for Redmond to complete the grid
street network, both in the two urban centers
and neighborhoods. New street connections
have been planned for areas where the City
expects significant growth. For example, the City
is planning for new connections in Southeast
Redmond to support existing and planned land
uses (Figure 29). The TMP recognizes the need
for having a connected street grid and includes a
three-year action plan item for developing these
plans in more detail. In Downtown and Overlake,
examples of new street connections include:
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Street System Development
To guide the development of the street system consistent with the strategic approach described in
this chapter, the City employs tools as follows to guide planning and design of its street system:
• Functional classification system
• Street design framework
• Main street characteristics

The Street Functional Classification System
These functional classes establish a common understanding of the intended use and desired character
of each street. The system will guide decisions about access to abutting land parcels, and will be
used to determine how the costs of street construction shall be shared between the City and affected
properties. Each street in the city’s network is classified and the ultimate right-of-way width is set.
Redmond’s roadway functional classifications include:

• SR 520
• Principal arterial
• Minor arterial
• Collector arterial
• Local streets

Redmond streets will not
be wider or faster than
necessary.

– Connectors
– Local access
– Shared streets.
See Appendix D for a complete description of the functional classification system. For more information
about SR 520, refer to Chapter 5 - Regional Transportation.

Street Design Framework
The street design framework guides the design, construction, and maintenance of streets in a manner
that aligns with the direction established in this chapter. The framework clarifies the underlying intent
of design standards, guidance, and regulations contained in the Redmond Zoning Code, Appendix F,
and other relevant City documents. In applying design standards, guidance, and relevant regulations,
decision making must achieve the intent described in the street design framework. For example, the
establishment or update of design standards and guidance is consistent with the intent of the street
design framework. Similarly, when deviations from design standards and guidance are sought for either
capital improvements or private developments, decision making achieves the intent of the street
design framework.

Streets are designed from the outside toward the center
Redmond streets will not be wider or faster than necessary. Greatest attention needs to be given to the
design and separation of sidewalks and bike facilities from vehicular traffic. All appurtenances to the
street, such as signs, fire hydrants, street lighting, and utility boxes, shall be designed so they do not
interfere with, or present barriers to, walking and bicycling. Designs for landscaping, lighting, treatment
of stormwater runoff, artwork, places for events, and other unique design features all begin outside of
the traveled way or behind the curbs. Design elements and treatments then extend into the traveled
way (vehicular portion of the street) as needed. Traffic control devices (signs, markings, and traffic
signals) regulating or informing all users must be highly visible and easy to distinguish. They need to be
designed to integrate aesthetically with the street and the character of both the surrounding natural and
built environments.
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Roadway Functional Classification
Roadway Functional Classification
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With particular emphasis on the two urban centers, improvements to streets and bridges will include
integrated public art and interesting design treatments to enhance street aesthetics and create lively
streetscapes that contribute to a greater sense of community and enjoyment. Design and public art
installations will reflect the unique identity and character of Redmond’s urban centers
and neighborhoods.
Narrow streets encourage lower travel speeds, reclaiming the street and right-of-way for all users.
Redmond will ensure that all modes are adequately accommodated within city street corridors
consistent with the City’s “Complete Streets” policy. This includes appropriate accommodations
for trucks, transit, and emergency vehicles. Because of right-of-way limitations, the City will have to
weigh tradeoffs in trying to meet the needs of all users. For example, a street may not be able to
accommodate bicycle lanes and parking lanes in both direction.
The posted speed limit on each street (target speed) shall strike a balance between accommodating
traffic movement and providing a safe environment for pedestrians and bicyclists. At places where
high concentrations of pedestrians and bicyclists are expected, providing a safe environment for
pedestrians and bicyclists will be a priority consideration for setting the target speed. A lower speed is
a key characteristic of walkable streets in urban areas. For a balanced approach to set the speed limit
for individual streets, refer to Designing Walkable Urban Thoroughfares: A Context Sensitive Approach
(Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2010). Also, the Three-Year Action Plan calls for a near-term
action to assess speed limits on select streets.

Redmond will integrate transportation and stormwater improvements
To protect water resources including surface water, groundwater, and stormwater, Redmond will reduce
hydrologic impacts in its street improvements by:

• Designing narrower streets that help the

environment by reducing impervious and
pollution generating surfaces that impact the
volume and quality of stormwater runoff.

• Using a watershed management approach to

investing in stormwater infrastructure instead
of project-by-project stormwater impact
mitigation.

• Considering impacts to streams as part of
planning street improvements.

• Using green infrastructure preferentially

to gradually absorb and treat stormwater
originating from transportation facilities.

• Adding stormwater controls to project areas to
retrofit existing impervious areas.

• Supporting routine maintenance and cleanup

measures such as street sweeping, along with
other pollution source control efforts, through
design and maintenance/operations of the
transportation system.

Main Street Characteristics
Main Streets are important public places in Redmond, and are located in the heart of Redmond’s two
urban centers. Main Streets are “signature streets” characterized by superior urban streetscape design,
unique design features, slow vehicle speeds, wide sidewalks, ample pedestrian amenities, safe and
convenient pedestrian crossings, the presence of public art, and the programming of public events — all
within a street that is enclosed by active storefronts. Main Streets are the centers for community activity
and will be designed first and foremost to support safe, comfortable, and convenient pedestrian access
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and interaction. These streets will be able to support high-density residential livability and a strong local
business environment.
Redmond’s two Main Streets are Cleveland Street in Downtown and 152nd Avenue NE in
Overlake Village.
A well-designed Main Street becomes an important destination in its own right. The unique character
of place and the active presence of local people will attract others from throughout the region. Each
Main Street will have distinctive features that are designed as an integrated whole and that reflect the
surrounding urban area. For more information about specific guidelines for Cleveland Street, refer to
the 2013 amended “Downtown East West Corridor Study.” For more specific design details for 152nd
Avenue NE, refer to the 2010 “Overlake Village Street Design Guidelines.”

Implementation
• Build new street connections in urban centers and Southeast Redmond to enable planned or
approved land use growth.

• Transition existing streets into complete streets.
• Develop the two designated main streets: the Cleveland Street and 152nd Avenue NE.
• Improve modal corridors for quality connectivity between key destinations including Redmond
neighborhoods, urban centers, and other regional destination.

• Improve SR 520 interchange areas for multimodal traffic operations and connections.
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Chapter 4.2:

Transit System Plan
Introduction
A comprehensive system of interconnected transit services is critical to improve and sustain Redmond’s
economic vitality, support the growth and development of Redmond’s urban centers, and meet the
mobility needs of Redmond residents, visitors, and employees. There are three key elements that will
help the transit system grow to meet a broader range of travel needs throughout the day: 1) support
a core network of frequent transit service and a complementary network of supporting services,
as part of a comprehensive transit system; 2) leverage the mobility provided by transit investment
by incorporating transit into the City’s planning processes to improve access to, and the speed and
reliability of, transit; and 3) identify key priorities, strategies, and actions between now and 2030 that
leverage new opportunities and future light rail investment.

Strategic Approach to Transit
In order to be successful and meet Redmond’s travel needs, the transit network must provide highquality connections between the places that residents, visitors, and employees want to travel to and
from with service that is fast, frequent, and available during the times of day when needed. Transit
routes and stops must also be accessible, particularly because every transit trip starts and ends via
another mode of travel, such as walking, biking, or driving.

This chapter identifies appropriate levels of service and strategic roadway
corridors to support this growth, as well as provide robust neighborhood
connections to the amenities, services, and jobs in our urban centers. These
connections are particularly important in an environment of constrained
roadway infrastructure. The images in Figure 29 illustrate one of the
fundamental challenges we face and why a transportation network with
increased reliance on alternative transportation modes is envisioned: moving
200 people in a two-block space means total gridlock by vehicle (even with
five lanes) or needs only one lane width of two buses or one light rail train.
In addition, the priorities and actions identified in this chapter play two
critical roles in support of light rail. First is leveraging existing and future
frequent bus service to build the market along the future light rail corridor.
This enables the City and the private sector to plan and build for future light
rail capacity today. The second is prioritizing local transit connections to
major regional transit hubs and future light rail stations, which leverages
and extends the benefits of these important regional transit investments into
adjacent Redmond neighborhoods, and reduces reliance on park and rides.

Employees (Thousands)

Transit service that is frequent, accessible, and connects between local and regional destinations is
necessary to support the growth and development of Redmond’s urban centers. Redmond is already a
major regional destination for employment, and is the second most dense
city in the region in terms of jobs and housing, with over 8,300 people and
40
jobs per square mile. Redmond’s Overlake and Downtown urban centers will
accommodate the majority of new housing growth. In addition, a significant
35
amount of employment growth will occur in both of these urban centers, as
30
well as in the Southeast Redmond neighborhood (see Figure 32).
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Figure 32. Employment growth
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A light rail vehicle, simulated in the picture on the right, can hold as many peope as this street full of automobiles.

During the interim period, when East Link will terminate at Overlake, maintaining and improving transit
connections from Downtown Redmond and East King County to the Overlake Station will be particularly
important because there is not adequate parking or roadway capacity to accommodate ridership growth
through park and ride access in the Overlake neighborhood.
A common theme expressed by the community during the TMP outreach process is the ability to travel
without a car, including by transit. Improvements to the quality of transit service, as well as increasing
access to transit, will be critical to provide travel choices and mobility and enhance Redmond’s quality
of life for citizens, visitors, students, and employees. In the central Puget Sound region, transportation
emissions account for the largest category (50 percent)1 of all greenhouse gas emissions and are a
major source of water pollution. Accommodating travel growth via transit, as well as other alternative
modes, is a significant step towards achieving the City’s environmental stewardship goals.

Transit System Development
The primary transit agencies operating in Redmond are Sound Transit and King County Metro. While
Redmond does not provide transit service directly, it does play a role in identifying priorities and
strategies for transit service implementation in collaboration with these transit agencies. Both Metro
and Sound Transit face an uncertain funding environment today and into the foreseeable future. It is
important for the City to identify the priorities for adding and maintaining transit service. The City will
use the transit connections and level of service standards specified in this chapter to guide investments
in transit service over time. These standards identify the most important “priority connections” between
local and regional destinations, and specify appropriate levels of transit investment. In addition, these
standards will be used to evaluate and assess the transit network as changes, restructures, and
reinvestments occur. Where appropriate, the City may partner with transit agencies, employers, and
nearby jurisdictions to help support the funding of key transit connections as described in the “Transit
Service Program” in the TFP. These actions can help meet transit frequency and hours of
operation standards.
The City plays a more direct role in facilitating bus transit speed and reliability, as well as improving
access to bus and rail transit corridors and stops. Improving speed and reliability, as well as improving
access for pedestrians and bicyclists, are critical for these corridors to meet community travel needs.
The Transit Corridor Design Standards section of this chapter identifies the key strategic roadways
for transit, and provides basic guidelines and strategies to help maximize benefits to the community
provided by local and regional transit investment.

1

Puget Sound Regional Council, Vision 2040
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Transit Connections and Level of Service Standards
Identifying Priority Connections and Level of Service Standards
The priority connections and service standards in Figure 33 identify the most
important local and regional connections for Redmond, and the levels of
service needed to meet community needs and travel demand. The following
process was used to develop the priority connections and service standards:

• Identify priority connections between key destinations, including

neighborhood centers and major regional destinations, based on travel
needs and demand, and desired connections between transit services.

• Apply network design principles, focusing on providing frequent transit

service that connects Redmond’s urban centers to the region, and
Redmond neighborhoods to urban centers and the regional transit spine.
Each connection is designed to meet a wide variety of user groups and
trip purposes, and meet the needs of multiple markets.

Local connections are
important: over one-half
of employees working in
Redmond live in surrounding
Eastside neighborhoods.

• Identify preferred travel paths that represent a balance between travel speed and coverage (access
to transit) for Redmond’s urban centers and neighborhoods.

• Set appropriate “Service Families” that define the desired level of service in terms of the frequency
of service by time of day. These standards are established by identifying potential transit demand
based on population and employment density measures (persons and jobs per acre), as well as
overall travel demand measures (all-day person trips) along the corridor.

Overview of Key Regional and Local Destinations
Connections to and from Seattle are important, representing the top transit travel destination for
Redmond residents, employees, students, and visitors, and account for one-fourth of all work trips
to and from Redmond. In addition to Downtown Seattle, the University of Washington is an important
transit node for Redmond, not only because transit provides a connection between the region’s
primary learning institution and high-tech employment center, but also because it will connect with the
developing North Link corridor and the region’s second largest transit hub, which will be located in the
University District.
The demand for connections between Redmond and key Eastside destinations creates a significant
travel market that will be important to serve with transit. Combined, Eastside neighborhoods represent
over one-half of employee home locations for Redmond employees.2 The communities of Kirkland,
Totem Lake, Downtown Bellevue, East Bellevue, Eastgate, and Sammamish are major destinations for
employees, residents, and visitors in Redmond.
Local connections within Redmond are also important
for Redmond’s mobility and growth. The single largest
job location for Redmond residents is Redmond; out of
22,000 workers living in Redmond, 9,000 (40 percent) live
and work in Redmond. The overall market for local travel
is large, with trips of less than five miles accounting for
three-fourths of all daily person trips in Redmond. These
short “local” trips are projected to grow at a faster rate than
regional trips.
From 2009-2010 Washington State Commute
Trip Reduction (CTR) survey data for Redmond employers

2

King County Metro RapidRide coach
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Transit “Service Families”
The Metro Strategic Plan and Service Guidelines define transit levels of service in terms of “Service
Families,” which describe the desired frequency of service during three time periods:
5 a.m. to 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. weekdays
Peak:
Off Peak: 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays, 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. weekends
After 7 p.m. all days
Night:
Service Family Description
and Frequency Standard

Very Frequent
Highest levels of all-day service.
Peak: Every 15 minutes or better
Off Peak: Every 15 minutes or better
Night: Every 30 minutes or better

Frequent
High levels of all-day service.
Peak: Every 15 minutes or better
Off Peak: Every 30 minutes
Night: Every 30 minutes

Local Service
Moderate level of all day service.
Peak: Every 30 minutes
Off Peak: Every 30 minutes*
Night: Every 30-60 minutes*

Market Characteristics

Corridors that have the highest indicators of
population and employment density, as well as the
highest levels of travel demand. These are corridors
connecting Redmond’s urban centers and urban
centers within the region that provide a strong
backbone of interconnected services, and have
strong demand throughout the day.
Corridors that have medium-to-high indicators of
population and employment density, as well as high
levels of travel demand that is more oriented towards
the peak period. These are arterial corridors that
connect major neighborhoods with Redmond’s urban
centers, providing access to services in Redmond
and frequent connections to the region.
Corridors that have moderate indicators of population
and employment density, as well as moderate levels
of travel demand throughout the day. These operate
along secondary arterial or collector streets often
serving neighborhood areas with no other transit
connections.

* Standard is higher than the equivalent service family in Metro’s Strategic Plan and Service Guidelines.

The priority connections identified in Figure 33 form the backbone for all-day mobility for Redmond
residents, visitors, and employees. All connections will warrant all-day service from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. or
later as Redmond and the region continue to grow.

Alternative Transit Services
In areas of lower density, or areas where demand is dispersed and not along a single corridor, it may
be more cost-effective to meet travel needs with alternatives to traditional “fixed route” service, such
as Dial a Ride Transit (DART), vanpools, carpools, taxi vouchers, or community-access transportation.
In 2012 King County adopted the “five-year implementation plan for alternatives to traditional transit
service delivery,” which will guide the development and provision of a
more comprehensive set of resources and service types. To create a
more comprehensive transit system, it is important to continue to explore
and implement a variety of alternative products to balance cost-effective
Alternative transit services
service delivery, while meeting the diverse travel needs in Redmond and
help meet diverse travel
throughout the county. Redmond will continue to work with Metro to identify
opportunities to implement new, innovative transit products that costneeds in Redmond and
effectively meet community travel needs.

throughout the county.
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Transit Level of Service Standards
Transit Level of Service Standards
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“First Mile”/“Last Mile” Needs
It is important to meet the need for connections for the “first
mile” between one’s residence and a transit hub, and for the
“last mile” between a transit hub and one’s final destination.
Transit operating on local arterials is often effective at
meeting first mile and last mile needs. For example, over
one-third of riders on the B-LINE between Bellevue and
Redmond are connecting from, or connecting to, another
bus.3 In other areas, alternatives to fixed route service may
be more appropriate, especially where demand is dispersed
over a wider area. Redmond will continue to work with King
County Metro and Sound Transit to implement traditional
bus service and develop other innovative approaches to help
meet the growing need to connect to and from major transit
hubs. There may also be opportunities to explore other
innovative approaches, such as car and bicycle sharing
programs, as part of a comprehensive approach.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
and Paratransit Services
In Redmond, both Metro and Sound Transit provide services
to historically disadvantaged populations, including
students, youth, seniors, and people with disabilities.
State Route 520
Regular bus service is intended to be the primary mode
of transit for persons with disabilities, and all coaches are
accessible for people with mobility devices. Additional paratransit services, such as Metro’s Access
program, are available for eligible individuals with disabilities, and comply with the ADA requirement for
curb-to-curb paratransit service as a “safety net” for people whose disabilities prevent use of accessible
traditional bus service. The City will continue to work with transit service agencies to support mobility
via transit, and provide accessibility in the street and pedestrian networks through the integration of
ADA as part of standard street design and maintenance.

Coordination with Private and Other Transit Operators
In addition to Sound Transit and Metro, many other organizations provide transit services in Redmond
for their customers, employees, members or residents. Several businesses provide shuttles for
employees and customers, and both DigiPen and Lake Washington School District provide bus and
shuttle services for students. Retirement facilities, both within and outside of Redmond, provide
services to and from destinations in Redmond. These services are complementary to the public transit
system, often providing connections to public transportation hubs, helping meet first-mile/last-mile
needs. Areas for loading and unloading passengers, vehicle storage, “layover” areas, and passenger
connections to public transit are all important for the success of these services. The City will continue to
coordinate with organizations that provide these services.

Transit Corridor Design Guidance
The previous Transit Corridor and Level of Service Standards section identified the most important
transit connections and appropriate levels of transit service investment that would be provided by
Metro and Sound Transit. While the City does not operate transit services, the City has major transit
responsibilities. These include building and shaping the transit operating environment, improving the
community’s access to transit stops and corridors, improving transit speed and reliability through
strategic investments in street infrastructure, and leveraging the ability of transit to serve current and
future development. This section identifies the most important transit corridors and specific roadways
3

King County Metro - Rapid Ride B Line Customer Satisfaction Survey, December 2011
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Designated Transit Corridors
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for transit in Redmond, and outlines basic roadway and infrastructure guidelines intended to maximize
the value provided by transit investment in our community.
These corridors are the strategic pathways that are priorities for transit service investment. They are
where the City of Redmond will plan for and invest in transit speed, reliability, and access infrastructure
improvements because they represent the best combination of potential market demand, coverage,
and access within neighborhoods and urban centers, and support local and regional connections to and
from key destinations. The standards are intended to guide the design of facilities along these corridors
to accommodate transit vehicles (e.g., transit signal priority, transit stop design, and location) and
indicate where access improvements for transit riders should be considered.
Detailed design guidance is included in Appendix F: Design Guidance, and defines guidance for high
demand and medium demand transit corridors.

High Demand Transit Modal Corridors
These corridors include the major arterials and the SR 520 Freeway, connecting Redmond’s urban
centers and major neighborhood activity centers. These are recommended as a high priority because
they possess the highest demand for transit and have the highest levels of service today and into the
future. The person-carrying capacity of transit in these corridors is similar to an entire general purpose
lane of travel and is critical to the functioning of the transportation system, particularly in the urban
centers where transit is critical to the functioning of the entire transportation system and represents the
most significant ability to accommodate peak travel growth. These corridors are the highest priorities for
service hour and infrastructure investments, creating service that is fast, frequent, reliable, and easy to
get to, and are key candidates for higher cost investments, such as dedicated transit lanes. The transit
service standard for these corridors is for one or more routes with a combined frequency of 15 minutes
or better throughout the day operating in the corridor. Wherever possible, service should be focused in
these corridors.

Medium Demand Transit Modal Corridors
These corridors will have lower levels of service investment and ridership
than high demand corridors, but are important parts of the overall transit
network. These corridors support active transit patronage and provide
important coverage and local access functions throughout the city by
providing convenient access to Redmond’s urban centers and the regional
transit spine. Investments should focus on improving access to adjacent
housing and important services in order to maximize this function, and on
lower cost speed and reliability improvements such as transit signal priority.
The transit service standard for these corridors is for at least one current or
future route with a service frequency of 30 minutes or better all day.

We have an opportunity
to improve connections to
Redmond’s urban centers
and future light rail stations
in anticipation of light rail’s
arrival in 2023.

Supporting Strategies for Transit
Transit Oriented Development
Encouraging, and integrating transit oriented development with transportation infrastructure and
services is an important element of the strategies to prepare for light rail, support urban centers ,and
improve travel choices and mobility. This approach focuses on the support of transit oriented districts,
rather than specific transit oriented buildings or single developments. The transit corridors identified
in this chapter provide a framework that coordinates transit service investments with planned growth
and density, and with strategic connectivity and access improvements, that work together to create and
support successful transit oriented districts.
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Transportation Demand Management
A key component of making transit useful for
the community is ensuring that existing and
potential riders have the information they need
to understand and successfully use the transit
network. This includes information about where
bus routes travel to and from, what routes they
use, where stops and stations are, the weekday
and weekend service schedules, and travel
times from point A to B. The City’s Transportation
Demand Management Program includes
information and resources to help make transit
a convenient choice for visitors, residents, and
employees in Redmond. In addition, using the
person-carrying capacity represented by available
seats helps improve the overall efficiency of
Redmond’s transportation network.

Parking
Parking management and pricing play a
role in determining transit use, viability, and
performance, and help the City meet its mode share goals. For example, Seattle has achieved a 38
percent mode share for non-single occupant vehicle modes, in part due to the combination of high
transit availability coupled with parking pricing. Accommodating more travel by alternative modes helps
lower parking supply requirements, helping the City achieve a vibrant, walkable community. Parking
pricing can encourage transit patronage by simply changing the economics of daily travel choices. It can
be especially effective if coupled with a transit pass program. A commuter holding a transit pass is more
likely to ride transit to avoid paying for parking than someone who must choose whether to pay a transit
fare or pay for parking.
Private vehicles are one means of access to transit, whether by parking at park and rides or by dropping
passengers off at stops and stations. Most park and rides in Redmond are located in our urban centers
and are currently at or over capacity. In general, significant expansion of park and ride capacity is not
desired in Redmond’s urban centers, due to the high cost of providing additional parking, opportunity to
better support ridership by using land for housing and jobs, and the limited ability to significantly expand
parking in our urban centers. As demand for transit increases, parking management techniques and
strategies that provide alternatives to additional parking, such as improved local transit, bicycle parking,
or designated loading and unloading zones, will be implemented. Early expansion of transit parking in
Southeast Redmond will provide a strategic opportunity to intercept regional trips from East King County
and help meet the growing demand for transit when Light Rail arrives at Overlake.

Transit Centers and Layover Facilities
In addition to corridor elements that improve transit speed, reliability, and access, layover facilities are
an important aspect of transit operations. Layovers are typically scheduled at the end of a route, where
the bus or train may park and “layover” before starting the return trip. Layovers are built into route
schedules for several reasons. They provide a cushion in the schedule for routes that encounter varying
degrees of congestion and delay, thereby increasing service reliability. They allow for timing of key
connections between routes, supporting “timed transfers.” Finally, they provide drivers a brief period of
time for restroom breaks. Meeting layover needs requires a space to park the transit vehicle as well as
facilities for the transit driver. To accommodate additional transit service, it may be necessary to identify
additional layover facilities. Due to the constraints on parking and space, there is limited ability to
accommodate additional dedicated layover facilities in Downtown Redmond; however, additional layover
facilities should be explored in Southeast Redmond.
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Prioritizing Investments to Increase Transit Use
Future changes to the transit network will be required to adapt to East Link
when it reaches Overlake in 2023, and again when East Link arrives in
Downtown and Southeast Redmond after 2030. These events will not only
prompt a review of the network of transit services to adapt to changes in
travel patterns and mode shift, but also to account for redevelopment and
densification of station areas in Overlake Village, Southeast Redmond, and
Downtown. Below are the key implementation priorities for each major phase
between now and 2030.

Now to 2023
The 10 years between adoption of this plan and the initiation of East Link
service to Overlake in 2023 offer an important opportunity to develop a
solid foundation for the arrival of light rail. The City’s actions and strategies
will focus on building a strong backbone of regional service along the future
light rail corridor and improving local and regional connections to Redmond’s
urban centers and future light rail stations. Key priorities and actions during
this period include the following:
Improve local and last mile transit connections to urban centers and the regional transit spine
Redmond will work with regional transit agencies to maintain and improve local transit connections to
Redmond’s urban centers and the regional transit spine. Options will include
enhancements to traditional fixed route service as well as alternatives to
fixed route service where appropriate, in order to improve coverage and
The 10 years between
access to transit. Focus areas will include Downtown, Overlake, Willows,
Southeast Redmond, Bear Creek, Education Hill, and Idylwood.
adoption of this plan and
Develop and implement innovative “access’” improvement strategies
Redmond will create and implement strategies to improve access to transit
corridors, including the designation of “loading and unloading” zones for
transit patrons, the management of on and off street parking to maximize
customer and transit patron access, the improvement of wayfinding, and
bicycle parking facilities.

the
initiation of East Link service
to Overlake in 2023 offer
an important opportunity to
develop a solid foundation
for the arrival of light rail.

Implement speed and reliability enhancements along Redmond Way
Redmond will provide speed and reliability improvements along Redmond
Way as part of the larger Redmond Way/Cleveland Street
couplet conversion.
Develop a transit implementation plan
With consultant assistance, develop a transit implementation plan that identifies short- and mediumterm actions and an implementation timeline to support and enhance transit service, speed and
reliability, and access. The plan should identify transition strategies that support transit mobility during
the construction of light rail, and strategies for potential bus service redeployment after the start of East
Link service to Overlake.

2023 to 2030
The arrival of East Link in Overlake in 2023 will represent the addition of a major transportation
link and transit backbone within the Eastside and between the Eastside and Seattle. As an interim
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Transit Service Coverage and Frequency, 2012
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terminus, the Overlake light rail station will be a major access point for riders wishing to access the light
rail corridor, and bus transit interconnections will be critical for travelers from Downtown Redmond,
Southeast Redmond, and adjacent neighborhoods.
Support Overlake Transit Center Station as major transfer hub
Redmond will implement and improve multimodal connections to the Overlake Transit Center Station,
including pedestrian, bicycle, and transit facilities. To facilitate access to Overlake and the light rail
corridor, most transit services in Redmond should be reoriented to connect with the Overlake Transit
Center Station to provide direct access to light rail.
Work with transit agencies to maintain and build the transit corridor between Overlake, Southeast
Redmond, and Downtown
Direct connections between Downtown Redmond, Southeast Redmond, Overlake, and destinations in
Seattle should continue to be supported and maintained. These connections are critical to support the
continued growth and economic development in Downtown and in Southeast Redmond, accommodate
growing travel demand to the new Overlake light rail stations, and build and maintain the transit market
prior to light rail arriving in Downtown Redmond.
Work with Sound Transit to support early construction of transit commuter parking in
Southeast Redmond
The early construction of park and ride facilities and associated multimodal street improvements in
Southeast Redmond will help support the growth and development of the future light rail corridor,
and will be necessary to support the growing travel demand along the SR 520 corridor and access to
Overlake. Measures should be taken to ensure efficient and quick bus access to and from this facility.

2030 and Onward
The anticipated arrival of East Link in Southeast Redmond and Downtown Redmond will provide an
important opportunity to improve connections and access in order to maximize the local value provided
by this investment.
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Support the Downtown Redmond and Southeast Redmond stations as major transfer hubs
Redmond will develop and implement strategies designed to facilitate transfers between the Redmond
Transit Center and light rail station in Downtown. Elements will include wayfinding, pedestrian facilities
and treatments, and transit route modifications to provide convenient connections between bus transit
and East Link light rail.
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Pedestrian System Plan
Introduction
Every trip, including transit and automobile trips, begins and ends with
walking. Walking serves as a foundation for a successful transportation
system by meeting significant urban center travel demand, providing efficient
access to transit, connecting between neighborhood destinations, and
creating a vibrant street life within the Redmond community. The pedestrian
environment is as much about a sense of place (sidewalk cafes, spaces for
events, gathering places for conversation, enjoying art and green spaces,
and window shopping) as it is the most basic form of travel. An important
part of the vision for this plan is creating a safe walkable Redmond both in
the two urban centers and in all Redmond neighborhoods.

Strategic Approach for
Walkable Redmond
The overall transportation vision and transportation strategies rely heavily on a successful pedestrian
system that is interwoven into an integrated multimodal transportation system to create a walkable
Redmond. The pedestrian strategic approach to making Redmond more walkable is threefold: 1)
create high-quality pedestrian environments in urban centers and light rail station areas; 2) complete
a high-density, well-connected network of pedestrian facilities throughout all Redmond neighborhoods;
and 3) improve the safety and comfort of all facilities including pedestrian crossings and increasing
the separation of pedestrians from traffic. This approach fits with both the overarching transportation
strategies and the citywide guiding principles.

Transportation Strategies

Every trip begins and ends
with walking.

Downtown is rapidly becoming an urban center with a dense mix of land
uses. Overlake is not far behind, as the planning is already in place to
transform Overlake into the second Redmond urban center. Within these
two urban centers, work, play, and home will be just a short walk away, as
walking will become the most significant mode of travel for accommodating
these growing centers. The travel forecast model reveals that from 2010 to 2030, walking (as a
percentage of daily travel) will increase more than any other mode within the Downtown and Overlake
urban centers.

The pedestrian realm (sidewalks, urban trails, etc.) will be at the core of these two important urban
places within the Redmond community. Walking is also critical for automobile trips since finding
parking directly in front of any store or business can present a challenge. By parking once and walking
to various destinations on well-designed sidewalks and paths, the urban experience becomes less
stressful. The quality of the pedestrian experience will largely determine how successful the City is in
creating vibrancy and economic vitality in these two urban centers.
A walkable Redmond will act as the catalyst to improve all travel choices and overall mobility. Access to
conveniently placed transit stops is simplest and most efficient by walking. For regional trips, walking
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to East Link light rail will provide fast and inexpensive access for the many
residents and employees in the two urban centers. The forecast of ridership
by Sound Transit for the Overlake Village light rail station shows that about
33 percent of all riders will walk or bicycle to the station. Many others will
be able to walk to one of the frequent feeder bus routes such as the Metro
B-Line to directly access light rail without needing a car.
Walking is essential to creating the sense of community in neighborhoods,
as children walk to school, people walk to parks, commuters walk to transit
stops, and neighbors connect with neighbors along the trails, paths, and
sidewalks. Improved connectivity creating more direct connections to desired
destinations will significantly shorten walking times, particularly between
cul-de-sacs (see Figure 38), making walking an attractive form of travel
compared to the automobile for short trips. Walking also provides basic
mobility for those who do not have the choice to drive, such as teens
and the elderly. 						

Figure 38. Connections help shorten travel distances

Citywide Guiding Principles
Walking improves economic vitality. Unlike all other modes of travel, there is not a direct cost for
walking. The cost savings from walking are significant considering transportation costs are the second
highest household expense in America next to the cost of housing.
Walking is also healthy for the individual and the environment. Walking and bicycling are the only forms
of travel that combine exercise and transportation (“active transportation”), improving both personal
and public health with no adverse impacts to the environment.

Pedestrian System Development
Walking will be an attractive mode of travel by providing a pedestrian system with a dense network
of sidewalks and trails that connect directly to destinations. The walking environment will be useful,
safe, comfortable, and interesting, and will also enhance community character by activating the urban
centers and tying neighborhoods together to create a walkable Redmond.

Pedestrian Priority Zones
Urban walking environments will provide mobility for high numbers of pedestrians and form vibrant
streetscapes that create a high quality of life in the Downtown and Overlake urban centers and near
light rail stations as shown in the pedestrian zone map (Figure 39).

Main Streets, Shared Streets, and Linear Park Trails in the Urban Centers
In addition to wide and comfortable sidewalks on both sides of the streets in Redmond’s two urban
centers, there will be special streets and trails to enhance and promote the overall
walking environment.
The pinnacle of the pedestrian system in the two urban centers will be the main streets. Connected into
the main streets and urban street grid system will be shared streets (also known as woonerven — these
low volume, low speed narrow alleys will serve pedestrians, bikers, and automobiles) and trails. Each
urban center plan has specifically identified a pedestrian system of shared streets and trails to support
the walking environment in concert with the street network. Pedestrian crossings will be frequent and
relatively short throughout the urban centers. Crossings will be well marked with enhanced safety
features such as beacons or signals as needed. Sidewalks will be wide and have furnishing zones,
bicycle lanes, and/or on-street parking to provide buffers from automobiles and street noise.
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Rendering of Cleveland Street in its future configuration as a pedestrian-oriented main street

Main streets, shared streets, and linear park trails offer distinct experiences
that build off of one another. Main streets are a buzz of activity with shops,
restaurants, sidewalk cafes, and pocket plazas for resting or peoplewatching. Shared streets offer larger pocket plazas that typically provide for
sidewalk cafes or food carts. Automobile volumes and speeds are limited,
inviting pedestrians to utilize the entire shared street. Linear park trails offer
a relaxing recreational experience while also connecting into the vibrant
urban experience, with spillover from the main streets.
The close proximity of these facilities will create a memorable experience
that draws in the Redmond community and regional visitors again and again.

Sidewalks and Pathways
Pedestrian facilities throughout the urban centers, such as sidewalks and
interior pathways, will provide a wide, attractive pedestrian environment that
provides a comfortable walking experience and creates a dense network of
connections strategically linked with frequent, convenient crosswalks.

Pedestrian Crossings Urban Areas
Streets can be pedestrian barriers that add significant travel time for
pedestrian trips. Frequent crossings will make streets more porous and
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Central Downtown main streets, shared streets, and
linear park trails

Figure 40. Pedestrian-friendly crossings in Downtown Redmond

easy to cross. The urban centers will include
mid-block crossings to provide a finer-grained
crossing network. Figure 40 illustrates a high
crossing frequency with crossings placed
at high demand crossing locations, while
minimizing impact on automobile signal
operations. Table 10: Pedestrian Crossing
Design Standards in Appendix F provides
further guidance.
Redmond’s urban centers will have short
crossings because of curb bulbs (see Figure
41) and tighter curb radii, making walking
convenient and comfortable.

Capacity
A clear through walkway area of a sidewalk
is needed to make walking comfortable.
Figure 41 provides space for competing needs
while providing a minimum through walkway
width and minimum through walkway taper
to ensure continuity of the through walkway.
Further design guidance is included in Table 9:
Sidewalk Design Guidance in Appendix F.

Figure 41. Cross section of the pedestrian realm

Figure 41 details the major elements of the
pedestrian realm including:

• Street crossings such as crosswalks at signalized intersections or mid-block crossings.
• Furnishing zones that may include street trees (typical in urban environments) or planter strips
(standard in neighborhoods).

• Sidewalks with a minimum through walkway to enable comfortable walking.
• A setback zone that enhances the pedestrian realm by allowing elements like sidewalk cafes and
building articulation.
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Pedestrian facilities in neighborhoods will tie the
community together by supporting safe and easy
access to neighbors and community services like
schools and parks, enabling greater pedestrian
activity at community services, and enhancing
neighborhood character by adding green
to neighborhoods through landscaping and
innovative stormwater treatments. Pedestrian
improvements in neighborhoods will be focused
on a more connected network of facilities that
Olympus NW Middle
includes completing missing links, safe walk
routes to schools, and meeting the particular
needs of special population groups such as
seniors and disabled persons. Providing for a
safe pedestrian system to meet the needs of the
most vulnerable populations makes for a safer
and more comfortable pedestrian environment
for all users.
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Table 8: Network Connectivity in Appendix F provides guidance on how the pedestrian system should be
implemented to improve neighborhood connections.
Redmond’s extensive network of trails will be improved for pedestrian connectivity, changing over time
from having very few access points to having a high number of access points. This will dramatically
increase the transportation value of the trail network by supporting the short trip lengths that
pedestrians require to flourish.

Pedestrian Crossings in Neighborhoods
With more modest pedestrian volumes, crossing location in the neighborhoods will focus on providing
access to community services (includes access to transit, churches, schools, and parks). Crossing
higher volume streets can be a challenge because signalized crosswalks are often widely spaced.
To improve access to community services, additional safe mid-block crossings will be installed, and
existing mid-block crossings will be improved as needed. This greater frequency of safe pedestrian
crossings will encourage the number of people walking within neighborhoods.

Capacity
Sidewalk widths in neighborhoods will provide a basic width for safe and comfortable walking that is
appropriate for the anticipated level of pedestrian activity. Five feet provides space for two people to
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comfortably walk side by side and is the standard on local streets with lower automobile volumes. Areas
with community services like schools, parks, and bus stops are likely to see heightened pedestrian
activity levels, and will include greater sidewalk widths.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
The pedestrian system will be designed to provide mobility for all. Public and private investment
supports the transition to a pedestrian system that is usable for the mobility impaired, including design
treatments, such as curb ramps.
This approach also supports the City’s compliance with the federal Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA). In order to ensure ADA compliance, the City will maintain its ADA transition plan.

Prioritizing Investments for a More Walkable Redmond
Many existing streets in Redmond were originally built without pedestrian
improvements. The City is addressing this issue by funding a sidewalk
program that builds pedestrian facilities, but funding levels and physical
constraints will not allow the City to catch up and ensure sidewalks on both
sides of each street by 2030.

A network of pedestrian
connections helps bring
neighborhoods together.

Redmond will prioritize filling in sidewalk gaps based on safety needs and
pedestrian trip generators that include transit stops, light rail stations,
schools, parks, and other high generators. The 2030 goal is to complete
sidewalks on both sides of every public street in the urban centers, adding
sidewalks on at least one side of arterials, and building sidewalks on local streets where there is a
notable benefit to neighborhood connectivity. Investments will be mixed between the urban centers and
the neighborhoods.
The City will carefully track progress toward increased walking in the
urban centers and neighborhoods through innovative measurement tools
like connectivity analysis to help assure the best use of public funds in
pedestrian system investment.

Implementation
The vision for the pedestrian system will be achieved by:

• Creating high-quality pedestrian environments in the Pedestrian Zones
(Downtown and Overlake urban centers and light rail station areas);

• Completing a high-density, well-connected network of pedestrian facilities
throughout all Redmond neighborhoods; and

• Improving the safety and comfort of pedestrian crossings and separation
of pedestrians from traffic.

Two key action steps towards achieving the vision are:

• Three Year Action Plan item #4: Reconcile Zoning Code with TMP Update.
– Update the Downtown pedestrian system map and standards to
enhance connectivity and encourage urban style activity and design.

• Three Year Action Plan – Other Activities item #5: Regional Trail

Access Study will help identify new connections that have the ability to
significantly improve the usability of the pedestrian system, particularly in
neighborhoods.
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Physical improvements to the pedestrian system will be completed through a three-pronged approach:
1) Transportation Facilities Plan – Key projects include:

• Cleveland Streetscape
• Overlake Village Pedestrian & Bike Bridge
• SR 520 Trail Grade Separation at NE 51st Street
2) Private development will build complete streets including pedestrian facilities. Key projects include:

• Completion of the new street and pedestrian grid in Overlake Village
• Overlake Transit Center Pedestrian & Bike Bridge
• 152nd Avenue NE Main Street – Phase 1 (East)
• 152nd Avenue NE Main Street – Phase 2 (Completion between NE 24th Street and NE
31st Street)

3) Annual Pedestrian Program will fund completion of high priority pedestrian facility needs. Investment
will be focused on completing missing links, improving safety, and providing for needs of the greatest
generators of pedestrian traffic (e.g., pedestrian zones, schools, parks, transit stops, and others).

Architectural rendering of the future Overlake Village pedestrian-bicycle bridge
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Chapter 4.4:

Bicycle System Plan
Introduction
A “Bicycle Renaissance” is emerging in both Redmond and North America. This renewed interest in
bicycling has sparked innovation in bicycle facility design and improved understanding of what gets
people biking. Redmond will implement these new best practices and attract a broader segment of
the population to bicycling as the system is completed. This reinvigoration of cycling in Redmond will
help the community live up to its historical nickname as the “Bicycle Capital of the Northwest.”
Through decades of investment, Redmond has developed many miles of bicycle lanes and paved
shared-use paths. The city is at a crossroads with an incomplete, disconnected network which
substantially reduces the safety, comfort, and usability of the current bicycle system and is a major
barrier to increasing bicycle ridership.
The Redmond Bicycle System Plan will finish connecting and upgrading the bicycle network. Many of
these remaining connections and intersection improvements, such as off-street pathways and grade
separations, are expensive, but will take advantage of the substantial local and regional network
already in place.
The plan prioritizes providing a complete, connected “spine network” of safe, high comfort bicycle
facilities that attract a vastly broader segment of residents and employees. As an example, the City
of Portland invested into a complete network of high comfort facilities like cycle tracks and paved
shared-use paths that resulted in a huge shift in the number of people willing to consider a bike
trip. Research in Portland revealed that partially connected and mostly on-street facilities attract
only around 10 percent of people to consider a bicycle trip, but roughly 70 percent of people are
interested in bicycling on higher comfort facilities.

Strategic Approach
to Biking in Redmond

<1% Strong & Fearless

7% Enthused & Confident

60%
Interested but
Concerned

33%
No Way No How

The four types of
transportation cyclists in
Portland (by proportion of
population).

The average trip length for all trips in Redmond based on the 2010 Travel Diary is 2.2 miles. This is a
typical trip length on a bicycle and a relatively easy distance to bike if the available facilities between
destinations are safe and comfortable for the user. The bicycle strategy to
encourage a significant increase in bicycle trips has three main parts: 1)
Complete a spine network of high comfort cycling facilities, such as paved
Most people would
shared-use paths, cycle tracks that physically separate the bicyclist from the
street and automobile traffic, and bike boulevards on lower volume, lower
consider riding a bicycle if
speed streets; 2) in addition to the spine network, the strategy includes a
routes were sufficiently safe
dense network of on-street facilities that shorten bicycle trip lengths and
also act as a feeder system to the spine of high comfort facilities ; and 3)
and comfortable.
finally, abundant access to bicycles through a rental “Bike Share” program,
a variety of convenient bike parking options, clearly marked bike routes, and
robust education and encouragement programs round out the complete
bicycle strategic approach for Redmond.
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Transportation Strategies
The suite of travel choices (walking, bicycling, transit, and automobiles) is necessary to provide an
efficient, effective transportation system that accommodates planned growth in the two urban centers.
Bicycles are particularly well-suited for short- to medium-length trips and often have equivalent travel
times to automobiles in urban centers (especially when finding parking is considered). In addition,
both Overlake and Downtown possess a gentle topography, thereby eliminating a major impediment to
bicycle travel.
Bicycling is important for supporting light rail ridership. Vehicle parking will be limited due to cost and
property impacts, whereas bicycle parking is inexpensive and takes up very little space. Bicycling
also significantly increases the number of people that can conveniently access light rail without an
automobile. Sound Transit estimates that by 2030, 33 percent of light rail riders will access the
Overlake Village station by walking or bicycling (East Link Light Rail FEIS Appendix H1 Table 7-12, East
Link Light Rail FEIS Appendix H1 Table 4-11).

Figure 43. Spatial efficiency (image source: i-Sustain)

The images above (Figure 43) illustrate one of the fundamental challenges we face and why a
transportation network with increased reliance on alternative transportation modes is envisioned:
moving 200 people in a two-block space means total gridlock by vehicle (even with five lanes), but only
takes one lane width when the same 200 people are riding bicycles
Bicycling is a particularly competitive mode of travel with the automobile when the trip is 2.5 miles
or less. Considering that the average trip length in Redmond is 2.2 miles (from 2010 Travel Survey),
bicyclists will be able to take advantage of the connected and higher comfort network of facilities
that will be developed between now and 2030 for most of their transportation trips. As the bicycle
system plan is implemented, numerous new neighborhood connections will help tie neighborhoods
together to community services like buses, schools, and parks, and also link to the urban centers.

Citywide Guiding Principles

Table 5. Bicycling is one of
the least costly forms of
transportation.

Transportation Costs
by Mode
Mode

Cost per Mile

Bicycling can increase economic vitality by decreasing household transportation expenses as
shown in Table 5 at right.

Car

59¢

Transit

24¢

Increasing overall bicycle ridership also results in a relatively safer biking environment by
decreasing the rate of bicycle collisions (see Figure 44). Therefore, Redmond will provide high

Bicycle

5¢

Walking

0¢
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comfort bicycle facilities that attract additional bicycle riders as a community
investment in both economic vitality and safety.
Bicycling also improves personal and public health. Bicycles are peoplepowered transportation (“active transportation”) that get people out
exercising, providing a plethora of health benefits from heart health to
combatting obesity. Bicycling and walking are the only forms of travel that
can include exercise while commuting.
Finally, bicycling supports environmental stewardship because it significantly
reduces air and water pollution. Reducing emissions from transportation
is the best method to reduce overall air pollution — 50 percent of carbon
emissions come from transportation in our region.

Bicycle System Development
High Comfort Bike Facilities (“The Spine”
Network)
Redmond will build a complete bicycle system of safe bicycle facilities that
enables a broad array of the population to bicycle safely and comfortably
to key destinations. Bicycle ridership will also be supported by access
improvements, including bicycle parking, bicycle-sharing programs, and
bicycle education and encouragement.

Figure 44. Collision rates have decreased by 71 percent
in New York City as commuter bicycling rates tripled.

The uppermost tier of bicycle facilities, “High Comfort Facilities,” will attract
a wide variety of users and encourage increased bicycle ridership because of physical separation from
automobiles. Figure 45 (below) depicts a one-way separated cycle track, providing physical separation
from automobiles and incorporating green bicycle lanes that highlight potential conflicts and encourage
caution for drivers and bicyclists.
This backbone network of high comfort bicycle facilities (as shown in Figure 6, Bicycle ”Spine Network”
Map has the greatest priority for high safety and comfort corridors and intersection crossings. Today
37 percent of the “Spine Network” is complete, largely through existing paved, shared-use paths, and
is anticipated to reach 51 percent completion by 2030 and include investments like cycle tracks on
Avondale Road and enhanced bicycle facilities on Old Redmond Road. High comfort corridor facilities
(running the length of a corridor link) include:

• Paved, Shared-Use Paths. These are

independent of the street network, providing
significant physical separation from vehicles.

• Cycle Tracks. These are integrated into

streets, but provide physical separation from
automobiles and can be particularly effective
when vehicle speeds and/or volumes
are high.

• Greenway/Bicycle Boulevard. These

low-automobile-volume streets include
bicycle-supportive traffic calming, keeping
automobile speeds low to ensure a
safe, comfortable mixing of bicycles and
automobiles.

High comfort facilities will provide positioning
guidance for bicycles up to the stop bar at

Figure 45. A cycle track. Image source: NACTO
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intersections, with a priority for a dedicated zone
up to the stop bar. Bicycle treatments through an
intersection (see Figure 47) are recommended in
order to best position bicycles and automobiles
through an intersection, reducing conflicts with
drivers and providing bicyclists with a safe and
comfortable experience. Appendix F includes
detailed design guidance for corridor (Table
4: Tier 1 High Comfort Bicycle Facilities) and
intersection bicycle facilities (Table 7: Intersection
Bicycle Facilities).
The Bicycle System Map details bicycle corridor
facilities that will be built with City capital
improvements and/or conditioned on adjacent
development. These include specific high comfort
facilities where currently considered feasible and
two other tiers of bicycle facilities: standard and
guidance bicycle facilities.

Intersection treatment (image source: NACTO)

Dense Bicycle Facilities Network Connected to Key Destinations
Standard bicycle facilities complete a dense bicycle network that connects to destinations like offices,
homes, schools, restaurants, and parks citywide. These facilities ensure route directness and also act
as feeder facilities for high comfort bicycle facilities. Standard facilities provide a designated space for
bicyclists in the street corridor, but without physical separation from automobiles. The typical standard
along a corridor bicycle facility is the bicycle lane. As bicyclists continue along a corridor and approach
intersections, standard bicycle facilities should provide continued guidance up to intersection stop
bars. Appendix F, Table 5: Tier 2 Standard Bicycle Facilities includes detailed design guidance.
At the lowest tier, guidance facilities are street treatments that help position bicyclists in shared lanes
with automobiles and/or provide guidance on how to proceed forward. Shared lane markings, also
called “sharrows,” are typical guidance facilities. Appendix F, Table 6: Tier 3 Guidance Bicycle Facilities
provides further design guidance.

Bicycle Parking
Bicycle parking and storage is a necessary component of the Bicycle System Plan to make cycling
an attractive transportation option. Bicycle parking that meets both short-term and long-term bicycle
parking needs is also necessary to support biking in Redmond. Short-term parking allows a bicyclist to
find a parking spot quickly for fast stops such as shopping or buying lunch. It needs to be located as
close as possible to building entrances in a visible location. Weather protection for short-term parking is
appreciated by bicyclists, but is not a necessity.
Long-term bicycle parking provides a place to store a bicycle while at work or at home. Security, such as
bicycle cages with access limited by a key, is paramount for successful long-term bicycle parking. Since
bicycles will be parked for a long time, weather protection is preferred.
City capital projects and programs will install bicycle parking, but the bulk of new short-term and longterm bicycle parking will be provided by new development. Bicycles will also access light rail in high
numbers if enough secure long-term bicycle parking stalls are provided supporting light rail ridership.

Bike Share
“Bike sharing is an innovative approach to urban mobility, combining the convenience and flexibility of
a bicycle with the accessibility of public transportation. Bike share systems consist of a fleet of bikes
provided at a network of stations located throughout a city. Bikes are available on demand to provide
fast and easy access for short trips.” (from pugetsoundbikeshare.org homepage)
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Redmond is a charter member of the Puget Sound Bike Share, which is a partnership of cities,
agencies, and businesses within King County. The vision is to provide residents, employees, and visitors
access to a low-cost, flexible, and convenient transportation alternative with economic, social, and
environmental benefits to Redmond and the region. The first installations will be installed in Seattle in
2014. In Redmond, bike sharing will be provided in the two urban centers, beginning as soon as 2015,
and at future light rail stations
Bike share systems exist in over 200 cities worldwide, with over 30 systems in North America including
Boston, Denver, and Chicago, These systems have been successful in increasing bicycle mode split by
making bicycling more convenient and encouraging an abundance of bicycle trips throughout the day.
Shared bicycles also act as an extension of transit trips, providing important last mile connections that
make alternative transportation trips more successful. Lastly, bicycle share programs provide a great
opportunity for recreational bicyclists to try out utilitarian bicycling.

Education and Encouragement
Many residents and employees have simply never tried bicycling for
utilitarian transportation trips, and could benefit from both education and
encouragement to try utilitarian bicycling for the first time. Education on
how to ride a bicycle on all facility types will also help new bicyclists ride
safely and confidently. Campaigns, classes, events, and promotions will
help educate and encourage citizens and employees to consider bicycles
for transportation as well as recreation trips. This will also create a selfsustaining program, as more cycling advocates are willing to educate
their friends, family, and coworkers about how to ride safely day and night
throughout the year and to encourage them to get out and try bicycling.

Protected, long-term bicycle
parking is important for
regular cyclists.

Bicycle Wayfinding
Bicycle wayfinding signage along with internet applications will be implemented to help guide users
through the bicycle network in a safe, efficient manner. While many residents and employees have
a mental map of the automobile network, they do not have a similar sense of the available bicycle
network. This increases fear that traveling by bicycle is challenging and confusing. Wayfinding signage
will help bicyclists navigate the bicycle network and ensure that bicyclists riding Redmond’s network for
the first time are directed to travel on the safest and most direct routes to their destination.

Prioritizing Investments to
Increase Biking in Redmond
Redmond will invest in bicycling infrastructure
through City capital investments, Redmond’s
Bicycle Program, grants, partner agencies, and
private entities. City capital investments, partner
agencies, and private entities will build bicycle
improvements in the vicinity of specific projects
or new development. The Bicycle Program will
prioritize investments and leverage grants based
on completion of the spine network, significant
gaps and “bottlenecks” that create particularly
unsafe situations, and feeder connections with
the highest anticipated bicycle ridership. In
addition, education and encouragement will be

Nice Ride bike share system in Minneapolis, Minnesota
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a relatively small, but important investment to increase bicycle ridership. The performance monitoring
chapter outlines how investments into bicycling will be measured in terms of increased bicycle ridership
and completion of the Bicycle System Plan.

Implementation
The bicycle system will continue to evolve into the envisioned plan that provides:
1) A complete, connected spine network of safe high comfort cycling facilities;
2) A dense, connected network of on-street facilities; and
3) Abundant access to bicycles through supporting programs and facilities.
This evolution requires a number of steps. The first is Three-Year Action Plan item 13: Bicycle Facilities
Design Manual Update which will review and update standards for high comfort facilities like cycle
tracks and intersection treatments. The updated standards will then be applied to the design of future
facilities to implement the bicycle plan:

TFP Projects
Improve bicycle infrastructure per
updated Bicycle Facilities Design
Manual when TFP projects are
constructed on the bicycle system
(see bicycle system map below)
Key projects identified on the
TFP include:
• Redmond Central
Connector Phase II
• SR 520 Trail Grade Separation at
NE 40th Street
• Overlake Village Ped & Bike
Bridge (partnership with
Sound Transit)
• NE 40th Street Pedestrian and
Bike Improvements from 520 to
Bel-Red Road
• SR 520 Trail Grade Separation at
NE 51st Street
• NE 116th Street and 172nd
Avenue NE Roundabout
• Union Hill Phase III Widening
• 166th Avenue NE
Rechannelization
• NE 116th Street
Widening Phase I

Private Investment
New developments will upgrade
bicycle infrastructure per updated
Bicycle Facilities Design Manual
when development projects are
constructed on the bicycle system
(see bicycle system map below).
Key projects identified on the
TFP include:
• 152nd Avenue NE Main
Street – Phase 1 (East)
• 152nd Avenue NE Main
Street – Phase 2 (PSBS and
Between NE 24th Street and
NE 31st Street)
• Overlake Transit Center Ped &
Bike Bridge (ST)
• NE 27th Street/NE 28th Street
New Connection
• NE 73rd Street Extension
• NE 80th Street Trail Connection
• 150th Avenue NE and NE 51st
Street Traffic Signal

Bicycle Program
Invest in high priority bicycle
facilities and supporting programs,
particularly high comfort facilities,
that fill in the gaps in the bicycle
system (see bicycle system map
below) that are unlikely to be
completed by TFP projects or
private investment.
Key projects are likely to include
cycle tracks (or other high comfort
facility as identified in Action Plan
item 12) Avondale Road Bicycle
Facilities Study) on Avondale Road,
high comfort facilities linking
Education Hill to Downtown,
extending the Puget Sound Energy
Trail west up to NE 93rd Court,
and new intersection treatments.
Near-term improvements include
a bicycle wayfinding system as
guided by action plan item 7)
Wayfinding Standards for Cyclists
and Pedestrians.
Work with Puget Sound Bike
Share to implement bike sharing
in Redmond.
• Transportation Demand
Management Program
Encourage employees and
community members to bicycle
instead of driving.
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Bicycle System Plan
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Chapter 4.5:

Freight Access and
Distribution
Introduction
Freight mobility (the physical movement of
goods and services) is a critical component
of Redmond’s transportation system. While
large delivery and manufacturing firms rely on
Redmond’s transportation network, especially at
key locations in Southeast Redmond, hundreds of
small businesses depend on reliable movement
of goods and services throughout the city in order
to thrive.
In Redmond, efficient, reliable freight mobility
depends entirely on trucks moving over local and
regional streets. Manufacturers, large retailers,
extraction operations, and warehousing and
distribution companies require reasonable access
to a well-functioning network of freeways and
major arterials. Small retailers, restaurants, and other businesses rely on delivery service vehicles that
must circulate on regional and local streets and also must be able to park somewhere near businesses.
Vehicle sizes range widely from small vans to large tractor-trailer units. In recent years, there has been a
trend toward larger food and beverage delivery vehicles, while at the same time there has been a trend
toward smaller local parcel delivery vehicles.
Compared to the rest of the city, Southeast Redmond has a high
concentration of major businesses with substantial delivery needs. These
include companies that manufacture construction equipment and materials,
regional retail and grocery stores, and mail and package service centers
such as UPS and USPS. Downtown Redmond, Overlake, and smaller
commercial areas depend on daily deliveries by a wide variety of operators –
a relationship that will be key to the economic viability of these areas in
the future.
The City completed a Freight Mobility Study in 2009. Based on information
from that study, this plan accommodates freight mobility in three ways:

In Redmond, efficient,
reliable freight mobility
depends entirely on trucks
moving over local and
regional streets.

1. Establishes a two-tier freight route system to facilitate reliable
connections between Redmond streets and regional routes and facilitate access between major
manufacturing sites and Redmond streets. (Though only a portion of Redmond streets, the freight
route system forms a complete and connected system.) The intent of establishing the freight
route system is that in this system, it is a priority to support truck operations as part of improving,
maintaining, and operating streets. Appropriate street design standards (pavement depth, turning
radii at intersections, etc.) that are context sensitive to individual streets, will address the needs of
truck operations. Outside of this system, truck operations are accommodated. However, supporting
truck operations, especially those of large-size trucks, is not a priority for improving, maintaining, and
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operating streets outside of the freight route system. Instead, other considerations such as keeping
narrower and slower streets in residential neighborhoods have priority.
2. Addresses congestion and truck traffic bottlenecks with strategic capital improvement projects.
3. Provides guidance for ensuring accessibility of local delivery services to small retailers, restaurants,
and other businesses, especially in the two urban centers: Downtown and Overlake.

Two-Tier Freight Route System
The two-tier freight route system (Figure 1) includes “primary truck streets” and “truck access streets.”
Primary truck streets accommodate through truck traffic in Redmond, which are arterials that directly
connect with regional roadways; e.g., SR 520, or arterials that currently have high volumes of trucks and
expect to remain so in the future. Truck access streets connect the major industrial and commercial
area in the Southeast Redmond neighborhood with primary truck streets. The intent of designating
truck access streets is to support access and movement of trucks between manufacturing companies
and primary truck streets, which are important to the economic vitality of manufacturing companies.
However, designating truck access streets is not meant to increase truck volumes on those streets,
nor intended to increase the speed of trucks on truck access routes. When making improvements on
truck access streets, it is important to integrate the needs of trucks and other users. For example, in
some locations in Redmond homes front truck access streets, so it is important to have safe pedestrian
crossings across truck access streets.
Primary truck routes include:

• SR 520 from 148th Avenue NE to its terminus at Redmond Way (SR 202)
• Redmond Way from 132nd Avenue NE to West Lake Sammamish Way
• Redmond Way (SR 202) from SR 520 to the east city limits
• Avondale Road from Redmond Way (SR 202) to the north city limits
• Bellevue-Redmond Road from West Lake Sammamish Parkway to NE
20th Street

• West Lake Sammamish Parkway from Redmond Way (SR 908) to West

Lake Sammamish Parkway 148th Avenue NE from Redmond Way to the
south city limits

• West Lake Sammamish Parkway from south city limits (1900 block) to
Redmond Way

• NE 51st Street from 148th Avenue NE to SR 520
• NE 90th Street from Willows Road to 154th Avenue NE
• 154th Avenue NE from NE 90th Street to West Lake Sammamish Parkway
• 148th Avenue NE from Redmond Way to Willows Road
• Willows Road from NE 90th Street to the city limit
• NE Union Hill Road for its entire length in Redmond
The following streets within the Southeast Redmond area are truck
access routes:

• NE 76th Street from SR 520 east to 188th Avenue NE
• 178th Place NE/180th Avenue NE from Union Hill Road to Redmond Way
• 185th Avenue NE from Union Hill Road to Redmond Way
• 188th Avenue NE from Union Hill Road to Redmond Way
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Implementation
Capital Improvements Addressing Congestion and Bottlenecks
The Buildout Plan addresses congestion and bottlenecks for freight traffic as well as general traffic
through intersection and roadway improvements and adding new connections. One example is the
Union Hill Road Phase III project, for which the City recently received a grant.
In addition to capital improvements included in the Buildout Plan, Redmond is actively working with
WSDOT on the SR 520 Corridor Planning Study. This study will identify improvements at the end of SR
520 in the vicinity of Union Hill Road, which is a bottleneck for trucks from manufacturing companies
and the UPS distribution center along Union Hill Road.

Local Truck Loading and Unloading
Over the past couple of decades, Redmond’s retailers, restaurants, office buildings, grocery stores,
and a wide range of other businesses have become increasingly dependent on frequent delivery of
commodities and parcels. Retailers no longer have significant on-site storage, relying instead on a
steady flow of incoming parcels, resulting in significantly lower lease costs for a given amount of active
sales floor space. Restaurants increasingly emphasize fresh produce — from fresh fish, to fruits and
vegetables, to milk and bread — in their menus, which require multiple deliveries each day. Offices and
civic buildings depend on reliable overnight parcel deliveries. Even a small office building may receive
deliveries from two or three different services, with each coming one or two times a day.
This steady, high-frequency flow of commodities and parcels throughout
the city is essential to the vitality and growth of Redmond’s businesses.
These delivery services have specific needs, including a highly connected
street network to facilitate efficient circulation and the availability of delivery
parking near businesses. The need for a highly connected street network
was identified and addressed in the City’s 2005 Transportation Master Plan,
and is also a major focus of this update.

Redmond businesses and
customers depend on
the steady flow of goods
throughout the city.

Addressing the need for accessible delivery parking, or truck loading and
unloading, is an element of the City’s efforts to guide and encourage the
development of Redmond’s two urban centers — Downtown and Overlake. In
addition, as infill development and redevelopment proceeds in these urban
centers, the City is working to ensure that alleys, drive aisles, and streets have substantial on-street
parking provided as part of the fabric of the centers. Placement and restrictions on loading zones needs
to be planned and coordinated with general on-street parking needs. To ensure well-planned delivery
access, the City has developed guidelines as part of the Overlake Design Manual for providing delivery
parking in the Overlake Village area. To provide such guidelines for Downtown, the City will conduct a
parking study as part of the Three-Year Action Plan.
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Chapter 4.6:

Parking Plan
Introduction
Redmond is a growing city, with a vision for two vibrant urban centers
in Downtown and Overlake. By 2030 the City anticipates growing to a
population of 78,000 residents and an employment base of 119,000
jobs, with three-quarters of new residences and two-thirds of new
commercial floor area to be developed in Downtown and Overlake.
Parking is a key piece of our transportation infrastructure and will
play an important role in supporting this growth, providing access for
residents, customers, visitors, and employees. The amount, location,
and management of parking have significant impacts on economic
viability, resulting community character, and the ease of access for
residents, visitors, customers, and employees. This chapter provides
strategies and actions to proactively address parking’s role in
supporting and shaping our city, and capitalizes on opportunities to
attain our long-term growth, mobility, economic, and land
use objectives.

Advancing the Strategies
Support Urban Centers
A coordinated approach to parking that addresses parking supply through “right sized” parking
standards and the development of strategic public parking facilities, coupled with proactive parking
management that optimizes the value provided by limited parking inventory, is a critical element that
supports the growth and development of Redmond’s urban centers. A common problem in developing
urban areas is not a deficiency in the total amount of parking that is available, rather it is that high
demand parking facilities are full, while other nearby parking facilities are
empty. For example, the Downtown Parking Study found that overall there
is adequate supply of parking within Downtown. However, this supply had
not been actively managed, resulting in high value parking sites being
Parking plays an important
inefficiently utilized, with high occupancy and low turnover rates, while less
convenient parking stalls remained underutilized and available.
role in supporting growth
Managing parking facilities so the most convenient spaces are available
to priority uses, such as customers or freight deliveries, and making the
parking system easy to understand, supports Redmond as a positive and
convenient place to do business, improves the vitality of current business
owners, and helps support additional businesses in the future.

and providing access
for residents, customers,
visitors, and employees.

There is an opportunity to take strategic steps to reduce the total amount of
parking that is required for new development, to increase economic vitality,
and achieve the desired growth and development. The cost of parking is significant, up to $35,000
per space for structured parking, and the amount of parking required can often “make or break” a
particular development project. This is particularly important as our urban centers transition from a
suburban to a more urban environment, and new development must compete with lease rates from
nearby developments with surface parking. In addition, an oversupply of parking wastes resources, and
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limits the amount of land available for more valuable purposes.
The Overlake Parking Management Plan found that over 100 acres
would be needed if all required parking

Supporting Sustainability and
the Natural Environment
Implementing a coordinated approach that decreases the total
amount of new surface parking for new development reduces
the overall negative impacts on the local natural environment,
and supports the City’s environmental sustainability goals.
Large surface parking absorbs and retains heat from sunlight
contributing to a “heat island effect.” In addition, ground covered
in asphalt is impermeable, preventing natural infiltration. This
increases total peak runoff during rain events, contributing to
erosion, as well as transporting pollutants such as oil, gas, grease,
and heavy metals to our local watersheds.

Goals for Parking
As illustrated by the challenges and opportunities above, too much
parking wastes resources, increases costs for current and existing
development, and negatively impacts the resulting community
character, natural environment, and economic vitality. At the
same time, a lack of parking availability, or inadequate pedestrian
access to parking facilities, limits access to key destinations,
businesses, and services, hurting both mobility and economic
vitality. Therefore, there are four interrelated objectives that should
be addressed by the City’s approach to parking:
1. Reduce the total amount of parking needed to support
development.
2. Seek to establish parking facilities that are designed and
located to support our land use vision.
3. Manage parking to support and facilitate access to businesses,
services, and residences.

Land required for
surface parking
(100 acres)

Land required for
structured parking
(14 acres)

4. Ensure that walking routes to and from parking are safe and
comfortable.
The following statement summarizes these four interrelated
objectives:

Surface parking requires significant amounts of land.

We should seek to have as little land use dedicated to parking
as is possible, but should ensure that we have as much parking as we need — designed, located, and
managed in a manner that supports our economic, land use, and community character goals.
It is the goal of this parking plan to balance these intertwined challenges and opportunities by
implementing the strategies, methods, and actions that:
1. Optimize the use of limited parking inventory.
2. Improve access to businesses by managing short-term and long-term parking, and provide a
coordinated strategy for freight access.
3. Support an easy to use and easy to navigate parking system.
4. Balance vehicle parking needs with the City’s land use vision.
5. Provide a clear path for development in our urban centers.
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6. Support existing businesses and recognize that different uses have different parking needs.
7. Anticipate and establish a framework to manage impacts.
8. Incorporate TDM and parking management techniques.
9. Monitor the use and respond to changes in demand or supply.
10. Maintain intended function of the overall system.
11. Respond to community input and needs.
12. Take an integrated approach.

System Development

Coordinated parking
strategies save money and
valuable land.

Optimizing Parking in Mixed-Use Centers
As Redmond’s urban centers become more dense and walkable mixed-use areas, there is an
opportunity to approach parking needs at the area level, as opposed to the individual business or parcel
level. In essence, in urban, mixed-use districts, parking should be managed and treated as a utility. The
goal of an area-wide strategy to parking is to optimize the utilization of the overall parking resource,
facilitate desired new development, support and improve access for customers, residents, employees,
and freight in a cost-effective manner, and support a “park once and walk” strategy that reduces traffic
and increases pedestrian activity. Many of the parking strategies listed in this section are important
tools that help with the successful implementation of an area-wide parking strategy. By considering
parking supply and implementation on an aggregate basis, rather than as
individual lots for individual parcels or businesses, the City can optimize
the use of total parking supply, support more compact development,
increase development affordability, reduce overall costs to the community,
Given the unique nature
and take actions that directly and indirectly support the development of
of Redmond’s two urban
our urban centers as walkable places.

Parking Management

centers, and the distance
between them, the City
should implement unique
and tailored parking plans
for Overlake and Downtown.

Parking management seeks to ensure that as many people as possible
have the opportunity to reach their intended destinations and participate
in their planned activities, that the use of the available parking supply is
optimized and efficient, and that the overall parking system is functioning
as intended. Parking management is often implemented through pricing,
permits, time limits and designated drop-off, freight, and delivery locations.
A key to successful implementation is the prioritization of the parking
resource to meet local needs. For example, the Downtown Parking Study
found that even though there was enough aggregate parking supply, prime
on-street parking spaces were occupied by employees and residents. Visitor parking was perceived as
being unavailable for customers and visitors. Through coordinated implementation and enforcement of
permits and time limits for on-street parking, the Downtown Parking Management Program sought to
prioritize customer access at high demand locations, thereby improving overall access and increasing
the economic value provided by the existing parking supply.

One important objective of a parking management strategy is optimizing the “occupancy” rate, or the
percent of spaces that are occupied during periods of peak demand. The industry standard is a target
of up to 85 percent, where up to 85 percent of on-street parking spaces are occupied. This target
maximizes the use of the available on-street resource, while at the same time parking is available to
the customer or visitor, and reduces the time and traffic dedicated to drivers searching for parking.
Parking management through the issuance of permits and time-limited parking provides an important
mechanism to achieve an optimal parking occupancy. For example, in Downtown, by providing a limited
number of on-street monthly parking permits, the City gains control of how the on-street system is
utilized, and will be in a position to ensure that the 85 percent occupancy standard is met, as well as
derive a source of revenue to support ongoing parking programs and strategy implementation.
Chapter 4.6: Parking Plan
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Another important objective is improving “turnover,” or the number
of times a space is used each day, for high demand locations.
As density increases, and mixed use development becomes
more prevalent in our urban centers, managing on-street parking
to prioritize customer access and increase short-term parking
turnover at high demand locations allows more customers to
reach more businesses, all within available parking resources.
This creates an attractive and convenient place to do business
for residents and customers, increases the amount of available
space that can be dedicated to active and revenue generating
uses instead of parking, helps create a vibrant, active pedestrianoriented place, and supports the economic vitality of Downtown
Redmond. This provides an important opportunity to support
economic vitality and improve access to local businesses
The City should continue to manage on-street parking resources
as valuable infrastructure with the aim of maximizing turnover
and economic productivity in high demand locations and
facilitating lower turnover and longer term vehicle storage in lower
demand locations. New technologies that streamline monitoring
of the parking system, and improve real time information and
communication to the public, should be explored as the City’s
urban centers continue to grow and develop.

Management Tools for Freight Access
and Deliveries

Economic Benefits from
Parking Management
The Downtown Redmond Parking Study
estimated that each customer spends
approximately $20 per visit and that the parking
space turnover rate on average is 3.23 times a
day. That equates to $65 per day times 250 days
or $16,250 per space in annual sales to retailers.
Using the 300 two-hour parking spaces in the
enforced Downtown Parking area for customers,
estimated retail sales would be $4,875,000
annually. Retail sales tax to the City would be
$41,438 annually.
An employee using the same parking space
has a turnover rate of one time per day with an
estimate of $5 retail spending. That equates to
$5 per day times 250 days or $1,250 per space
annually. The outcome accommodates more
visitors and customers resulting in positive sales
revenue. In addition, managing the city’s existing
asset of on-street parking decreases the need of
incurring capital costs of approximately $20,000
to $50,000 per stall to build new parking.

Local deliveries and freight access are important to the local
economy. Measures should be taken to accommodate local deliveries, such as the identification
of specific loading zones, or shorter term time limits, such as 15-minute limited parking that can
accommodate both passenger drop-offs and freight deliveries. Spaces can be dedicated for deliveries
all day, or during specific time periods when appropriate. In many cases, alleyways or side access to
buildings are appropriate zones to accommodate freight and delivery access. In addition, working with
local businesses to stage deliveries during off-peak periods, where appropriate and feasible, is an
effective strategy to accommodate delivery and freight needs. The City should periodically review the
demand for delivery and loading zones, and designation of dedicated loading zones should be done in
cooperation with neighborhood businesses, property owners, and residents.

Enforcement
Enforcement is critical for effective parking management implementation.
Enforcement requires resources to implement, both in labor and equipment,
and the main goal of enforcement is to ensure that the parking system is
operating as planned and as needed. Enforced rules should be clear and
understandable, and should be designed to support the objectives of the
parking system, such as turnover, access for priority users, or reduced
“spillover” impacts from other uses.

Local deliveries and freight
access are important to the
local economy.

Shared Parking
Shared parking allows a single parking resource to be shared among different adjacent land uses to
take advantage of different periods of peak demand, thereby reducing the total amount of resources
that need to be dedicated to parking. This can be a single private lot shared between two nearby uses,
or a central “public” parking lot for a neighborhood or district. Shared parking is currently allowed in
the Redmond Zoning Code, and can be used by a developer to reduce the overall amount of parking
provided by a development. To be successful, parking should be shared between land uses that have
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nonconcurrent peak parking demand. For example, shared parking between office and retail uses is
often successful because the demands for the two uses occur at different times.

Centralized Parking Facilities
In Redmond’s urban centers, there is a growing opportunity to develop and foster centralized parking
facilities. Centralized parking facilities treat parking resources like a common utility, and allow parking
to be shared among several land uses, such as residential, office, and retail. This reduces the amount
of parking necessary for each nearby development. In addition, a centralized parking facility further
encourages a “park once” strategy, where a traveler may park once and walk to multiple destinations
within the neighborhood or district. Safe, comfortable walking routes are critical for the success of
off-site parking, including centralized parking facilities, and have a large impact on the ability of a
centralized parking facility to serve nearby uses.

Joint public-private parking partnerships
Joint public-private parking partnerships are often found within mixed-use
neighborhoods and seek to reduce the costs of jointly developed private
office, retail, or residential uses, or the private development can serve to
defray some of the public cost in developing a shared parking facility. These
public-private partnerships can occur through a variety of arrangements
including:

Innovative parking strategies
help improve access
to transit.

1. Public acquisition of land and sale or lease of land/air rights not needed for parking to accommodate
supporting private use.
2. Private development of integrated mixed-use development with sale or lease-back of the public
parking portion upon completion.
3. Through a public development authority or other special purpose entity such as a public facility
district created for the project or urban area.

Transit Rider Access and Park and Rides
There is strong demand for parking at transit centers and park and rides that have good regional
express transit service. The Overlake Transit Center, Redmond Transit Center, and Bear Creek Park
and Ride spaces are at, or over, 100 percent capacity on most weekdays. While the opportunity to
expand park and ride stalls within Redmond’s urban centers is limited, actions should be taken to
expand parking facilities for transit patrons in strategic areas, such as Southeast Redmond, or through
partnerships that use existing parking spaces that are underutilized during the day. In addition, actions
that maximize access within available resources, such as designating drop-off zones, and enforcement
to ensure that park and ride stalls are utilized by transit patrons, should be implemented.

Customer Information/Legibility
In order to be successful, the overall parking system should be easy to use and understand for the end
user. The Parking Stakeholders’ Advisory Committee cited easy-to-access, easy-to-understand parking
resources as a key guiding principle. The City should capitalize on the opportunity to support an easy
to use parking system through the implementation of “wayfinding” signage within the public right-ofway, as well as through improved online and print materials, and the use of new technologies as they
become available.

“Right Sizing” Parking Requirements
“Right sizing” parking requirements seek to set parking minimums, and maximums that balance
parking demand and supply, and take into consideration the cost of development and overall space
available within a neighborhood.
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In particular, minimum parking requirements have a significant impact on
the overall cost of development, and the resulting development footprint.
The City’s vision, especially for Redmond Urban Centers, targets a much
higher proportion of employees over time using transportation modes
other than driving alone, leading to a situation where the current parking
requirements may need to be adjusted downward more commensurate with
desired and expected levels of parking demand. For example, the Overlake
Parking Management plan found that the parking development standards
for Overlake generally support the Overlake vision. However, the study found
that the requirements need further evaluation to determine how specific
standards can be used to achieve the desired mixed-use development
pattern and multimodal travel objectives.

In-Lieu Fees
The City has adopted an In-Lieu Fee program, where a developer can reduce
the minimum number of required parking stalls through a fee “in-lieu” of
parking. Funds are dedicated toward funding shared public parking facilities
within a neighborhood. Often, the in-lieu fee is less than the cost of providing
the parking directly, and supports the development of a shared parking
resource, where each public space can serve multiple users and multiple land uses throughout the day.
As a result of higher turnover and use throughout the day, 100 public parking spaces provided through
a fee-in-lieu program can be equivalent to 150 to 250 private parking spaces.4

Demand Management
The Transportation Demand Management Plan in this TMP highlights the strategies and actions the
City takes to maximize the efficiency of the City’s infrastructure to support mobility and economic
development. These are implemented in coordination with the overall parking plan, in part to
accommodate growth and development while minimizing the amount of parking demand, and
associated parking facilities needed. Programs that focus on employee parking demand and programs
that focus on urban areas with higher levels of transit access often have more opportunities for
successful parking demand management implementation. Parking pricing is an effective transportation
management strategy, as well as a parking management tool.

System Implementation Steps
Complete a Public, Shared Parking Facility
in the Downtown Urban Center
Provide a “parking product” in the Downtown to create a safe and positive customer experience with
parking and the Downtown.

Establish a Shared Parking Resource in the Overlake Urban Center
through a Public-Private Partnership
In order to provide a shared parking resource and facilitate the “right sizing” of private segregated
parking in the Overlake urban center, work with local property developers to establish a shared parking
resource in the vicinity of the North Village Park in the Overlake Village, to serve nearby land uses and
the 152 Avenue NE retail corridor.
4

Victoria Transport Policy Institute http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm89.htm
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Continue to Implement Parking Management in Downtown
As part of the citywide parking program implementation, continue the successful implementation of
Downtown Parking Management, including enforcement, communication, and community outreach.
As development occurs and parking demand increases or changes, the performance of the overall
program should be monitored; and the Downtown Parking Management Program should be adapted to
meet changing needs.

Develop and Implement a Parking Management Strategy
in the Overlake Neighborhood
With consultant assistance, monitor and evaluate parking demand in the Overlake Village. Create a
parking management program for Overlake that focuses on reducing or, in the long term, eliminating
minimum parking standards, and creating a residential parking permit program as needed. Refine
parking credits for mixed-use developments.
Coordinate Parking Management with Freight/Delivery Needs
Future development of parking management in Downtown and Overlake Village should evaluate and
provide for freight delivery needs and transition strategies as these centers develop. Potential solutions
include designating loading/unloading zones that are protected during specific times of day.

Establish Additional Shared Use Parking through
Public-Private Partnerships
Establish and support additional shared use parking facilities in Redmond’s urban centers and
employment areas where appropriate through:
1. The negotiation of shared use and/or lease agreements with owners of
strategically placed existing private lots to provide for an interim supply of
parking where needed.
2. The lease or acquisition of strategically located land parcels for use as
future public off-street parking locations.
3. Partnerships to implement coordinated public parking, with a focus on
pay per use pricing, utilizing existing facilities. Elements should include
standardized signage and wayfinding to help make the overall parking
system easy to use.

Conduct a Parking Study for Downtown,
Overlake, and Southeast Redmond
As part of the Three-Year Action Plan (Chapter 8), identify actions,
implementation timeline and transition strategies for parking to support
development of Overlake, Downtown, and Southeast Redmond. The
Downtown element should include an evaluation of the amount and type of
parking needed to support access and to create a more pedestrian-friendly
environment.

Incorporate Parking in City
Planning Processes
As part of the ongoing planning process, the City should include an
assessment of the interplay between parking’s role in providing access
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and sheltering pedestrian zones from traffic, and other needs such
as travel throughput for bikes, transit, and vehicles. In particular,
attention should be paid to on-street parking requirements, as well
as parking minimums, maximums, and design standards
for development.

Continue to Develop and Improve
Parking Information Materials
Parking information materials should continue to be developed and
improved in order to enhance the understanding and access of the
City’s overall parking system. Actions should include coordinated
wayfinding signage in rights-of-way to direct visitors to off-street
locations, and online and print materials. New technologies should
be explored to improve the usability and function of the overall
parking system.

Develop a Source of Ongoing Funding for Parking Management
Establish a parking fund as a mechanism to direct revenues derived from parking to a dedicated fund
for each neighborhood or parking zone. Dedicate all net parking revenues for parking and maintenance
operations within the neighborhood or zone and ensure ongoing parking solutions that are financially
sustainable.

“Right Size” Parking Requirements
Evaluate adjustments to minimum and maximum parking ratios for new development, to determine
specific standards that can be used to achieve the desired mixed-use development pattern and
multimodal travel objectives. Assure that access impacts of new development are meaningfully
addressed and are correlated to actual parking demand and new or planned shared parking facilities.

Regional Policy Participation
Continue to participate in county and regional forums that address the nexus between parking
regulations, mixed use, and transit oriented development.

Work with Local Transit Agencies to Provide Commuter
Parking Resources
Continue to work and collaborate with local transit agencies to provide commuter parking resources,
such as leasing existing parking for park and ride use, or improved parking management techniques
for existing park and ride lots. The City supports the early development of increased commuter supply
parking in Southeast Redmond to help “prebuild” the transit market for light rail in Southeast Redmond,
and to mitigate increased travel demand along the SR 520 corridor, especially when light rail arrives
at Overlake.
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Chapter 4.7:

Transportation Demand
Management
Introduction
Realizing the City’s vision will require an integrated, strategic approach to
transportation that manages current and future transportation assets to
maximize mobility, increase access, and support growth and development.
The City, Redmond businesses, and the community have a strong track
record of collaboratively using Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
tools to expand mobility and access, improve travel choices, and support
continued growth and development. The strategies and actions identified in
this plan focus on partnerships, coordinated policies, and innovative tools
that leverage this past success, and chart a new direction, to support travel
choices, mobility, economic vitality and the growth and development of
Redmond’s urban centers.

Strategic Approach to TDM
There are three major elements that are part of an integrated approach to
transportation planning and implementation:
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) seeks to implement policies,
programs, and strategies that proactively manage transportation demand
to achieve a balance between Land Use, Demand, and Supply in support of
the City’s vision. Rather than a replacement for actions that address
transportation supply and land use, TDM works in coordination with these
actions to achieve the City’s vision.

Land
Use

Transportation
Demand

Transportation
Supply

Transportation Demand
The travel needs of people, goods,
and services
Land Use
The places people and goods
travel to and from
Transportation Supply
The infrastructure used for travel

What is TDM?
Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) includes strategies that change
travel behavior (how, when, and where
people travel) in order to increase
transportation system efficiency and
achieve specific objectives, such as
improved mobility, road and parking
cost savings, increased safety, energy
conservation, and pollution emission
reductions ( Victoria Transport
Policy Institute).
Redmond’s approach focuses on
tools, resources, programs, and
partnerships that improve access and
mobility to support economic growth
and community character, and make
alternative travel choices easier to use
and access.
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Traditionally, TDM has been seen as a tool to manage and mitigate
peak period congestion. A broader, more integrated approach to travel
needs is necessary to support the City’s vision. The City’s approach to
transportation takes a “systems-based” approach that focuses on a broad
range of strategies, actions, and outcomes. This approach supports a
well-functioning, holistic “transportation system” that supports the City’s
vision. Using programmatic elements will support a well-functioning system
that, in the end, is much more than the sum of its parts. There are three
main advantages to TDM that should be leveraged to support a successful
transportation system:
Flexible: TDM measures can be adapted to meet a specific need, or for
a unique audience or user group. The City regularly partners with local
businesses and schools to develop TDM solutions that are tailored to
achieve outcomes.
Quick: When compared with capital projects, TDM measures can be
implemented quickly, with less lead time. Combined with flexibility, this
allows TDM measures to be both timely and responsive to a community
travel need.
Cost effective: The costs of TDM measures can be scaled to be appropriate
to meet the need in a cost effective manner, and are typically less costly
than physical infrastructure projects.

Implementing Innovative Tools to Support
Growth and Vitality
The City has an integrated and successful TDM program that focuses
on partnerships and collaboration with larger employers and providing
outreach and resources to meet travel needs and address travel demand.
This has greatly enhanced the person-carrying capacity of the City’s
transportation infrastructure. For example, the tools, resources, and
mobility support provided by the City’s flagship Redmond Trip Resource
and Incentive Program (R-TRIP) has resulted in increased efficiencies
and effective person-carrying capacity equivalent to four freeway lanes of
capacity. The City will continue to develop and implement innovative tools,
in collaboration with the community, to help increase access and maximize
the person carrying capacity of our infrastructure.

Case Study:
Supporting Economic
Growth in Overlake
Through a comprehensive package
of resources, incentives, and
partnerships, the majority of growth
in the Overlake Neighborhood
has been supported by increased
bicycle, transit, pedestrian, carpool,
and vanpool travel. Overlake grew
significantly over the past 10 years,
with new commercial and office
development.
During the same period use
of alternative transportation,
particularly transit, increased
substantially, and the share of
trips taken in a single occupant
vehicle dropped from 70 percent
to approximately 60 percent. As a
result, while there has been strong
growth in total person trips, the
growth in vehicle demand, and the
associated demand on the City’s
roadway infrastructure, has stayed
fairly constant.

Meeting a More Diverse Set of Travel Needs
As Redmond’s urban centers and employment areas develop, it is important
to address a broader range of travel needs throughout the day in addition to
meeting commute needs during the peak travel period. Redmond will expand
its approach to TDM to provide support to smaller employers and residents,
as well as visitors and customers, in coordination with the City’s “Think
Redmond” buy local/go local program.

Making Redmond an Attractive Place to
Locate and Grow
Cities compete to attract investment that creates and retains jobs.
Successful TDM programs reduce transportation costs for new businesses
and make workplaces more attractive, key to attracting skilled talent in
today’s economy. In support of Redmond’s broader economic development
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Growth in Overlake has been supported by increased
transit, bicycle, pedestrian, carpool, and vanpool travel.

strategy, the City will continue to develop positive partnerships and programs
with employers and property owners to support transit, carpool, vanpool,
bicycle, and pedestrian travel options. This enables businesses to locate
and grow in Redmond with fewer costs, allows more space to be dedicated
to revenue-generating activities rather than parking, and improves employee
and customer access.

Developing an Integrated Approach
It is important to take a deliberate and focused approach to support the
growth and development of Redmond’s urban centers. The ability of TDM
programs to be flexible and tailored to meet a specific set of needs should
be leveraged, and should complement and support related initiatives and
goals. Redmond’s Growth and Transportation Efficiency Center (GTEC)
program identifies specific strategies and implementation actions that
are designed to support the growth and development of Overlake and
Downtown. The City should continue to take an integrated approach that
coordinates with land use, parking, mobility, and environmental goals.

Connecting Travelers with Travel Choices
A key theme throughout this Transportation Master Plan is a desire from
the community to be able to travel without a car — be it by bike, transit,
walking, or even carpooling or vanpooling. Knowledge on how to use these
travel choices, and “start-up costs” can be significant barriers to trying these
travel choices for the first time. Using transit requires not only knowing which
transit routes to take, but also knowing when they come and go. Vanpooling
and carpooling require finding a travel partner. For a new bicycle rider,
finding safe and comfortable routes, and knowing how to deal with Pacific
Northwest weather, can be challenging.
A major element of the City’s TDM approach is providing information,
tools, and resources to individual travelers, and to employers, schools,
and other community groups, that help make a variety of travel choices
more accessible, easier to understand, and, as a result, easier to use.
This includes customized transit and bicycling route information, “ridematching” tools that help travelers find a carpool or vanpool partner, as well
as incentives and fare subsidies for new transit or vanpool riders that help
defray the initial costs associated with trying a new mode of travel.

Leveraging New Technology
Every day, advances in technology create new opportunities to provide
travelers with more accurate, relevant, and real-time information that
make using alternative travel choices even easier. The City has been on
the forefront of leveraging these technologies, and will continue to use
technology to provide Redmond travelers with the information needed to
make the travel choices they want.

Implementing partnerships with local businesses and
employers is a successful approach to support growth
and travel demand.
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Implementation Actions and Priorities
The following section outlines program elements, implementation actions, and new direction for TDM as
part of the City’s overall approach to transportation.

Develop Tools and Resources for Individual Travel Choices
The City provides creative resources, tools, and incentives for Redmond residents, employees, and
businesses through the award-winning and nationally acclaimed Redmond Trip Resource and Incentive
Program (R-TRIP), a public-private partnership between the City, local employers, King County Metro,
and the Greater Redmond Transportation Management Association. This unique program is actively
used by local businesses to manage their own transportation programs, and offers nearly 24,000
employees and residents a one-stop place for resources, travel information, “starter” incentives for
transit, vanpool, carpool, bicycling, and walking, and enables users to track and view the impact and
benefits of their travel activities. These elements are instrumental in providing improved information,
resources, and incentives that make travel choices, such as walking, biking,
transit, carpooling, and vanpooling, more accessible and easier to use.

Continue to Implement and Adapt the Redmond Trip Resource
and Incentive Program (R-TRIP)
Continuing to leverage the R-TRIP tools to provide information, resources,
incentives, and starter fare subsidies will assist the individual commuter
starting or joining a vanpool, carpool, or using transit. Key areas for growth
for this program are further integration with social media to help expand
outreach, and leveraging interactive travel information tools that make
alternative transportation choices easier to use, such as OneBusAway, which
provides real-time transit arrival and departure information.

Develop Innovative Outreach Materials and Events

The City supports an
entrepreneurial approach
to TDM, with a focus
on providing support
and resources for local
businesses and community
organizations to develop
innovative transportation
solutions.

The City collaborates with community groups to develop innovative travel
information materials, such as Redmond’s Bicycling Guide and Transit Map,
as well as custom materials for employers, schools, and community groups,
to help meet and support travel needs. Through the R-TRIP program, the City also actively engages with
employers, employees, and the community at transportation events hosted throughout Redmond. The
City should seek additional opportunities to streamline electronic distribution of commute and travel
information through online and social media channels.

Provide Transportation Assistance and Resources for Redmond
Businesses and Organizations
A key element of Redmond’s TDM program is providing tools, resources, and support to businesses
and community organizations to develop innovative transportation programs and solutions. The
R-TRIP program, described above, provides innovative online management tools that are used by
employers and community groups to manage their own transportation programs. This makes the
City’s investments more effective by leveraging and combining resources, promotes more efficient and
entrepreneurial use of transportation resources, and reinforces Redmond as a positive place to do
business.

Enhance R-TRIP Online Tools and Management Features to Support Business and
Community Travel Programs
The City should continue to develop and improve the online management tools provided through the
R-TRIP system. Areas for growth include adapting existing tools to better accommodate residential- and
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school-based travel programs, and supporting the implementation for groups
of smaller employers, for example, at business parks.
Implement the R-TRIP Grant Program to Meet Community Travel Needs
The R-TRIP Grant Program provides seed funding for new or enhanced
commute programs through a grant application process. The City should
continue to implement this grant program to meet employer and community
travel needs, and should leverage opportunities to coordinate with other
City programs and goals, such as grant opportunities for public parking in
downtown.

Streamline Regulation in Support
of the City’s Vision
All new major commercial developments in Redmond are required to
implement Transportation Management Programs as a condition of
development. In addition, large employers are required to implement the
Washington State’s Commute Trip Reduction (CTR) program. Both programs
support the development of tools and resources for alternative travel
choices at individual employment and development sites in Redmond. These
programs help support the City’s mode split goals, as well as Washington
State’s Environmental Protection and Growth Management Acts.

Commute Trip Reduction
(CTR) Law
The Washington State Legislature
adopted the Commute
Trip Reduction law in 1991,
incorporating it into the
Washington Clean Air Act. This
law affects larger employers
(>100 employees arriving during
the a.m. peak period) in the
state’s most populated counties.
The goals of the program are to
reduce traffic congestion, reduce
air pollution, and petroleum
consumption through employerbased programs that decrease the
number of commute trips made
by commuters driving alone.

Support and Enable Innovative “Private Sector”Based Solutions
As part of the “Budgeting by Priorities” process, the business community
priority highlights the need for Redmond to take an active role in providing
efficient processes and proactive support when it comes to regulation.
The role of the City acting as a “guide” versus a “regulator” is key to
collaborative problem solving. In support of this approach, the CTR and
Transportation Demand Management programs should continue to be
implemented in collaboration with employers and property owners to develop
innovative solutions that are effective at supporting transportation needs,
as well as effective at meeting program goals. Flexibility and innovation in
achieving desired outcomes should be encouraged, and data and ongoing
performance measurement should be used to monitor progress and guide
future actions.

Develop Tools to Support Successful Outcomes
Many of the tools provided by the City, such as the R-TRIP program, are
actively used by employers and property owners to support successful on-site
TDM programs. The City should continue to develop and enhance these tools
to provide collaborative, business-supportive resources that successfully
streamline implementation of both the State Commute Trip Reduction
Program and the City’s Transportation Demand Management Program.

Update the Transportation Demand Management Program
for Overlake

Transportation
Management Programs
Since the mid-1980s, all new
major commercial developments
in Redmond have been required
as a condition of development
to implement transportation
management programs. The
goal of these programs is to
achieve a 70 percent or lower
rate of commuting by single
occupant vehicles. Elements
of these programs include onsite information and resources
for alternative travel choices,
designated carpool and vanpool
parking spaces, and ongoing
monitoring and measurement of
program success.

Redmond’s Comprehensive Plan has established a goal of 40 percent or
more of peak period trips to occur via alternative travel choices by 2030 for
peak period trips in the Overlake Neighborhood (TR-37). The mode-share
targets for new transportation management programs in Overlake should be
updated to be consistent with this policy.
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Coordinate Planning and Implementation to Support Neighborhood
Based Outcomes
A holistic, coordinated approach will be critical to achieve Redmond’s vision for its two urban centers.
The City is taking a deliberate approach that coordinates economic development, transportation, and
growth, through Growth and Transportation Efficiency Center (GTEC) planning, and leverages regional,
state, and federal grant matching opportunities that support more efficient focused development
within centers.

Develop an Urban Centers TDM Implementation Strategy for GTEC
A framework and implementation plan should be developed for the City’s GTEC program in order to
integrate TDM actions with infrastructure improvements, facilitate growth, and maximize the efficiency
of transportation infrastructure as Redmond’s urban centers transition from a suburban to a more
urban environment. Elements include a performance-oriented commute options program and a
consultant-assisted survey of travel options use and opportunities for urban centers.

Coordinate and Support the City’s Parking Strategies
As the City continues to grow and mature, managing the use of both on-street and off-street parking
supply will become increasingly important to maintain and increase access to businesses and services.
The City should facilitate and support property owner and employer efforts to manage their available
parking to balance competing needs (e.g., between employees and customers). New tools and solutions
should be developed to address emerging issues, including parking management and parking spillover
mitigation, and the transition to lower parking requirements. Redmond’s Zoning Code identifies TDM
programs as a tool that can provide flexibility for minimum parking requirements for new development,
and model programs and guidelines should be developed to help with the successful and easier
implementation of this tool.

Implement TDM Tools in Coordination with Major Construction Projects
When significant transportation construction affects travel to, from, or within Redmond, such as major
road closures, or construction on major highways or freeways, information about and incentives for
alternative travel choices should be made available.

Leverage the City’s Economic Development Potential
Redmond is a major employment destination, and its weekday population exceeds its residential total.
As part of a broader economic development strategy, there is an important opportunity to coordinate
TDM actions and outreach efforts to leverage the economic activity of Redmond’s work force, and make
Redmond a great place to live, work, and play.

Support the Think Redmond “Buy Local” Economic Development Program
Encourage reinvestment back into the local economy by using the “Think Redmond” partnership, a “go
local, be local” program that promotes Redmond as a destination for customers, and supports customer
access by walking, bicycling, carpooling, or taking the bus. Elements include incorporating “Think
Redmond”-branded incentives as part of the R-TRIP commuter rewards outreach, and coordinating with
cultural events and arts programs that enhance Redmond’s identity as a destination. This program
enhances Redmond’s image and identity, inspires customer loyalty, and helps make biking, walking,
and transit use viable choices for non-commute trips by actively supporting travel choices.
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Chapter 5:

Regional Transportation
Introduction
Redmond has a two-part role in regional transportation. First, many of the city’s transportation facilities
are part of the regional travel network. Redmond’s streets carry regional pass-through traffic in addition
to serving local circulation and access needs. Second, Redmond has interests in and relies on regional
transportation projects and services that are the responsibility of other public agencies, including
the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT), Sound Transit, and King County Metro.
Redmond participates in regional transportation policymaking in a variety of settings, including standing
committees (e.g., Eastside Transportation Partnership, King County Regional Transit Committee, and
King County Growth Management Planning Council), task forces (e.g., the SR 520 Bridge Replacement
and HOV Program, and I-90 Tolling), and representation on major regional transportation policy bodies
(e.g. the Puget Sound Regional Council, Sound Transit Board).
This chapter identifies Redmond’s regional transportation issues and interests, and the actions needed
to support the Transportation Master Plan’s (TMP) strategies to prepare for light rail, strongly support
urban centers, increase travel choices and mobility, improve neighborhood access, and increase
freight mobility. Examples include: supporting Sound Transit 3 planning to extend East Link light rail
to Downtown Redmond; implementation of the SR 520 Multimodal Corridor Study, improving regional
corridors and increasing access to Redmond’s
urban centers through better highways, streets,
and trails; more effective transit connections
between regional transit and jobs and housing,
eliminating gaps in transit service between
neighborhoods; and greater use of technology
for the movement of people, freight, and goods.
These actions also support the achievement of
the City’s vision.
The intent of this chapter is to support
Redmond’s elected officials, staff, and
community members as they advocate for the
city’s regional transportation interests and
build strong, effective regional partnerships. A
regional transportation system that functions
efficiently is critical to the economic vitality of
Redmond and the region. After identifying the
city’s issues and interests in the next section,
the chapter concludes with recommendations for
advancing these as part of the TMP’s Three-Year
Action Plan.

Regional Transportation
Issues and Interests
Redmond’s key regional transportation issues and interests are contained in this section and are
divided into the following issue areas: Corridors; Public Transit; Funding, Planning, Maintenance, and
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Security; The Environment and Sustainability; Parking; and Technology. The following table summarizes
the TMP strategies supported by each issue area.
Table 6. Support for TMP strategies

TMP Strategies
Prepare for
light rail

Support
urban centers

Improve
neighborhood
access

Increase
travel choices
and mobility

Improve
freight
mobility

Corridors

X

X

X

X

X

Public transit

X

X

X

X

Funding, Planning,
Maintenance and Security

X

X

X

X

Issue Areas

Environment and
Sustainability
X

Parking
Technology

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Corridors
Critical corridors that provide regional access to Redmond for commuters, residents, visitors, and
movers of freight and goods include SR 520, I-405, I-90, and Eastside arterials. Regional trails along
highways and in separate rights-of-way are also critical corridors that provide bicycle and pedestrian
access to the city for commuters, residents, and visitors. Achieving Redmond’s interests as described
below would support all five TMP strategies.

SR 520
The 12.8-mile SR 520 corridor is Redmond’s primary regional transportation connection linking
the city with the University District and Downtown Seattle. SR 520 is a prime corridor for new
development which will create high-paying jobs and help grow the state’s economy. Redmond’s adopted
Comprehensive Plan accommodates significantly higher-density residential and employment growth
along portions of the corridor.
Investments in the SR 520 corridor will improve travel comfort, reliability, safety, and transit
connections. The investments include: the new SR 520 bridge, continuous high occupancy vehicle
(HOV) lanes, new freeway lids, rebuilt interchanges, a complete bicycle and pedestrian trail, and
increased transit service across the SR 520 bridge to complement tolling. The new SR 520 bridge (with
some modifications) will be able to accommodate a future light rail alignment.
The state legislature set the cost of the SR 520 Bridge Replacement and HOV Project improvements
at $4.65 billion (2009, excluding light rail). With $2.43 billion in secured
funding for the new SR 520 bridge and Eastside improvements, the state is
working to identify additional funding of $2.22 billion to complete planned
improvements in Seattle. Furthermore, funding will be necessary for projects
State Route
identified in the SR 520 Multimodal Corridor Study discussed below.

Issues and Redmond’s Interests

520 is
Redmond’s primary regional
transportation connection.

Complete funding for the SR 520 Bridge Replacement and HOV Project
Additional funding is needed to build the section of the project in Seattle between I-5 and the west
approach to the new SR 520 bridge. Projects in this segment include additional vehicle lanes, a new
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SR 520/Montlake interchange, a bicycle and pedestrian trail, and arterial transit stops, some of which
connect with the University of Washington Husky Stadium Central Link light rail station.
Complete and Implement the SR 520 Multimodal Corridor Study between I-405 and Avondale Road
Build identified projects over time including:
• The Overlake Access Ramp and Trail Connection at the SR 520/148th
Avenue NE interchange and the remaining half of the SR 520/124th
Avenue NE interchange in Bellevue to provide critical safety and
mobility improvements.

• Grade separation of the SR 520 bicycle and pedestrian trail at NE 40th

Street, NE 51st Street, 148th Avenue NE, and through the SR 520/I-405
interchange. This will significantly decrease conflicts between bicycles,
pedestrians, regional transit service and vehicles; decrease delay for all
modes; and improve access and connectivity to multiple job centers.

• Grade separation of the East Lake Sammamish Trail at the SR 520/SR

202 interchange. Completion of this trail would fill in the final missing link
creating a continuous regional trail from Ballard to Issaquah around the
north end of Lake Washington.

• Final design for the eastern terminus of the SR 520 corridor in Redmond.
• Related to this corridor study, the City supports additional engineering
analysis to determine:

– Timing of transition from 2+ to 3+ person use of the HOV lanes and
their optimal location (inside or outside lanes).
– Need for HOV direct access connections with the local street network.
– How to efficiently and effectively manage traffic on the SR 520 corridor,
especially through the SR 520/I-405 interchange.
SR 520 High Capacity Transit Plan
Implement the SR 520 High Capacity Transit Plan. A key element of this plan for Redmond’s interests
is the development of the Montlake Multimodal Center and the Evergreen Point Freeway Station (as
part of the SR 520 Bridge Replacement and HOV Project). The Evergreen Point Freeway Station will
become the main transfer point between the Eastside, Downtown Seattle, and the University District.
The plan states that good transfer connections, including rider amenities, such as real-time bus arrival
information, high service levels, and a well-designed transit station at Evergreen Point Station, are
necessary for quality transit service.
Future high capacity transit in the SR 520 corridor
Support Sound Transit’s study of Link light rail transit between Redmond, Kirkland, and the University
District as identified in Sound Transit 2.

I-405
While Redmond’s primary regional transportation connection is the SR 520 corridor, the City supports
continued implementation of the I-405 Corridor Program approved in 2002. The $10.9 billion (2002)
plan calls for a range of both transportation capital projects and services for the 30-mile corridor
between Renton and Lynnwood, including: adding up to two new lanes in each direction; developing a
BRT line with stations and expanded transit centers; improving key arterial streets; creating 1,700 new
vanpools; building 5,000 new park and ride spaces; building eight new bicycle and pedestrian crossings
over the freeway; and increasing local transit service by up to 50 percent.
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As of 2012, over $1.5 billion in projects have been completed in Kirkland, Bellevue, and Renton.
These include construction of auxiliary and general-purpose lanes, braided ramps at the I-405/
SR 520 interchange and a new I-405/NE 10th Street Bridge. Further projects are under review, and
projects on SR 167 (through Kent and Auburn) and SR 512 (between Puyallup and Tacoma) are under
consideration as additions to the I-405 Corridor Program paralleling I-5.

Issues and Redmond’s Interests
Fund I-405 Corridor Program projects and services
Support continued funding of planned corridor projects and services that provide critical mobility and
safety improvements. Ensure that planned projects bring I-405 up to current environmental standards.
Support Sound Transit 2 (ST2) study of bus rapid transit in the I-405 corridor to examine service and
capital improvement needs and identify opportunities to enhance service and connections to Redmond.
Of particular importance is a funding plan that allows for planning, designing, and constructing a
complete interchange at I-405 and SR 520 which is currently a current bottleneck for HOV, transit, and
general purpose traffic on SR 520.
Freeway-to-freeway HOV connections where strategically needed
Full freeway-to-freeway HOV connections, particularly in the critical SR 520/I-405 interchange area,
carry significant expense and would have major visual impacts on surrounding neighborhoods. These
connections should be considered and compared to other capital improvements and prioritized in light
of other needs.

I-90
As part of the Sound Transit East Link Project, the existing I-90 two-way HOV lanes will be relocated to
the outer roadways in both directions between Seattle and Bellevue. This will allow the East Link light
rail alignment to be located in the center roadway. In another section of I-90 between Bellevue and
North Bend, WSDOT completed the I-90 Bellevue to North Bend Corridor Study to identify short- and
long-term projects to address safety and mobility over the next 20 years. I-90 is not only the state’s key
east-west corridor connecting western and eastern Washington, it is also identified in ST2 as a study
area for the future extension of high capacity transit between south Bellevue and Issaquah.

Issues and Redmond’s Interests
Implementation of ST2
Support relocating the I-90 two-way HOV lanes to the outer roadways and
construction of the East Link light rail line in the center roadway.
Improvements to I-90 east of Bellevue
Support consideration of a potential future high capacity transit line between
Seattle and Issaquah as part of a subsequent phase of the Sound Transit
Link light rail system. Support identification and consideration of funding for
projects yet to be identified that improve highway, transit, HOV lanes, freight
operations, and projects that increase seismic safety and reduce natural
hazards (landslides).
Tolling
Support concurrent tolling of I-90 and SR 520 to fund capital improvements, manage traffic operations
to reduce congestion, and minimize diversion of traffic to other highways and arterials.
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Eastside Arterials
In addition to the SR 520, I-405, and I-90 corridors, Redmond’s arterials also provide connections
between the city and regional destinations, especially to east King County and Snohomish County.
Arterials such as Willows Road, Redmond-Woodinville Road, and Avondale Road are used by
drivers as alternatives to congested highway corridors such as I-405. Other Redmond arterials are
significantly impacted by regional pass-through traffic. These include 148th Avenue NE, BellevueRedmond Road, Union Hill Road, West Lake Sammamish Parkway NE, and many streets in Downtown
Redmond and Overlake. Residential neighborhoods are adjacent to most of these streets, and many
streets pass through important local commercial areas. For Redmond the challenge is ensuring that
arterial corridors are well-designed and compatible in scale with the City’s land use and community
character goals.

Miles of Trails

41

Issue and Redmond’s Interest
Manage access to and through Redmond
The City does not believe it can or should mitigate continued traffic growth from suburban and rural
areas in east King County, particularly those outside the urban growth area boundary. Continuous
expansion of Redmond’s arterials to compensate for an insufficient network of regional roadways
outside Redmond is detrimental to the city’s community character and quality of life. For this reason,
Appendix D calls out the maximum number of traffic lanes for each corridor beyond which the local
street arterial system will not be widened. The City supports limited expansion of local streets and
highways to accommodate regional traffic, consistent with the Buildout Plan.

Regional Trails
The TMP’s street, bicycle, and pedestrian modal plans identify how Redmond plans to provide for
the access, circulation, and mobility needs of bicyclists and pedestrians. The modal plans identify
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connections both as part of the street network and as separate trails that
connect local and regional destinations. Existing regional trails in and around
Redmond include the Sammamish River Regional, East Lake Sammamish,
Tolt Pipeline, Redmond/Puget Sound Energy, Bridle Crest, SR 520, Evans
Creek, and Bear Creek trails.

Issues and Redmond’s Interests
Redmond Central Connector
The City is currently developing the Redmond Central Connector, a
multimodal corridor within the former BNSF right-of-way through Downtown
Redmond and along Willows Road. The Central Connector provides a link to
local and regional parks and trails, accommodating existing and planned City
and regional public projects. The City’s interest is that the Redmond Central
Connector includes the following features consistent with the adopted
master plan:

To support growth, mobility,
and to make transit a real
travel choice, transit service
must connect Redmond’s
neighborhoods to urban
centers and urban centers
to the region with frequent,
all-day service.

• Extend to the north city limits and tie in directly with BNSF trail/Kirkland cross town corridor
• Pedestrian-oriented connection that accommodates bicycles in Downtown and a bicycle-oriented

facility outside of Downtown that links to the Bear Creek and East Lake Sammamish regional trails
to the east and the Sammamish River Trail to
the west in the near term, eventually extending
north to NE 124th Street and tying into the
Cross Kirkland Corridor.

• Access to park space that activates Downtown,
providing opportunities for art and community
engagement.

• Existing and future utility easements by Puget
Sound Energy, Cascade Water Alliance, and
King County.

• The City’s regional stormwater trunk line, low

impact development infiltration opportunities,
and accommodation for other existing and
proposed City utilities.

• Planned north-south street crossings and

bicycle and pedestrian connections to be
developed by the City and private developers.

• The extension of East Link light rail to

the terminus at the proposed Downtown
Redmond Station.

Bicycle and pedestrian connections between Redmond and Seattle
The SR 520 Eastside Transit and HOV Project will extend the SR 520 Trail for bicyclists and pedestrians
to connect with the new SR 520 bridge and Montlake interchange. However, a portion of the trail
in Bellevue is located outside the SR 520 right-of-way, on circuitous arterial streets around the SR
520/I-405 interchange. The City supports a direct connection of the trail within the SR 520 right-ofway through the SR 520/I-405 interchange. In addition, the City supports full grade separation of this
important regional trail from Redmond to Seattle including 148th Avenue NE, NE 40th Street, NE 51st
Street, and Leary Way. These grade separations are also included in the SR 520 Multimodal Corridor
Recommendations.
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Safety for bicyclists and pedestrians
Ensure that bicycle and pedestrian facilities located on city streets, in separate alignments and
connecting to freeways, are well marked and safe. Grade separate regional trails crossing arterial
streets to reduce conflicts between vehicular traffic and bicyclists and pedestrians. In addition to the SR
520 Trail, grade separate East Lake Sammamish Trail through the SR 520 and SR 202 interchange and
where it crosses over Bear Creek.

Public Transit
Public transit connects Redmond residents, jobs, and visitors with the rest of the region, operating
on local streets and regional corridors to provide mobility and access for people to get to a variety of
locations. Transit also provides walking and biking access to regional trails and local paths that are
adjacent to or within a short walk of bus routes.
In Redmond, driving and transit are two key travel options. Should someone choose to drive from
Redmond to Downtown Seattle, the trip route is typically by way of the SR 520 freeway, which is
relatively open except during congested morning or afternoon rush hours. However, should one choose
to travel by bus, the trip can become more complicated; transit options range between limited (only
during morning and afternoon peak hours) to frequent all-day service, with access to transit routes
varying by neighborhood. Transit riders may have a one-seat ride, or may need to drive or transfer to
other bus or rail lines to reach their destination. As identified in the Comprehensive Plan and TMP
Strategies, Redmond needs transit service that is competitive in terms of travel time, reliability, comfort,
and convenience with driving.
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The Transit section of the TMP identifies issues and interests that are focused on improving transit
service to more effectively meet the mobility needs of the community consistent with four TMP
strategies: preparing for light rail, support for urban centers, travel choices and mobility, and
neighborhood access. General transit issues and interests are identified next and are followed by two
subsections that do the same in relation to transit services provided by King County Metro Transit and
Sound Transit.

General Transit Issues
Transit services must:
• Provide very frequent all-day service and connections that are necessary
to support the Downtown Redmond and Overlake urban centers. These
urban centers are focal places for jobs and housing and are where
additional residential and employment growth will be concentrated.
Frequent service from downtown Redmond and Overlake to downtown
Bellevue and downtown Seattle also helps to prepare for future light rail
service that will serve the same travel market.

• Connect Redmond’s neighborhoods to urban centers and urban centers
to the region with frequent all-day service. Connections such as these
support the community by creating real travel choices.

• Be designed to close critical service gaps where service is missing or

To support growth, mobility,
and to make transit a real
travel choice, transit service
must connect Redmond’s
neighborhoods to urban
centers and urban centers
to the region with frequent,
all-day service.

infrequent and where there are poor first mile/last mile connections and
circulation among neighborhoods. For example, there is no first mile/last
mile connection between regional transit serving the Bear Creek Park
and Ride and surrounding jobs and housing. There are no connections
between the Education Hill and Bear Creek neighborhoods, particularly along Avondale Road.

• Support transfers to frequent regional service by minimizing wait time between routes.
• Be based on a network of direct and frequent transit corridors, with fewer off-route deviations (for

example, Route 930 along Willows Road) creating a simpler, more understandable system of origins
and destinations.

Transit supportive capital improvements must:
• Improve transit access, speed, and reliability. This includes funding and construction of HOV access
lanes that connect Redmond streets to SR 520 and arterial HOV access lanes, where necessary
and effective, to allow transit and high occupancy vehicles (HOVs) to avoid congested areas while
accessing SR 520. In Overlake these connections should emphasize transit access to HOV lanes
near the SR 520/NE 40th Street and SR 520/NE 51st Street interchanges. In Southeast Redmond,
the emphasis should be on both transit and HOV access in the SR 520/SR 202 interchange areas.

King County Metro Transit
On July 12, 2011, the King County Council approved the Strategic Plan for Public Transportation
2011-2021 (Strategic Plan) and the King County Metro Service Guidelines (Service Guidelines). The
Strategic Plan identifies Metro’s transit vision, mission, goals, objectives, strategies, and a performance
measurement system. The Service Guidelines are intended to allow Metro to manage the transit system
and make decisions about expanding and reducing service based on productivity and determine if
revisions to transit service are necessary.
The Service Guideline’s focus is on managing the transit system by establishing target service levels
for transit corridors based on productivity, social equity, and geographic value. However, the 2011
Metro Service Guidelines understate the transit needs on the Eastside. They do not identify all of the
transit service needs today nor in the future, result in service to meet these needs, or identify service
to address growth. In addition, allocation of Metro transit service in the current period of declining
revenue could result in an estimated 27 percent decrease in Metro service to Redmond, which could
significantly decrease service levels.
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Table 7. King County Metro Transit reports and plan updates, 2012-2015
Action

Due

Annual Service Guidelines Report Corridors
analyzed-All Day & Peak Network
• Over- and under-served corridors
• Route performance
• Changes since last reporting period
• Connectivity with other transit providers
• Potential changes to Strategic Plan and
Service Guidelines

Annually on March 31

Strategic Plan & Service Guidelines Update
• Adoption of updates to the Strategic Plan &
Service Guidelines
• The 2013 Update at a minimum includes:
– Changes that may be necessary to
achieve the 5-Year Implementation
Plan, and
– Changes necessary to address the results
of the collaboration process focused on
the methodology for adding service
• The 2015 Update - re-adopt or address
unanticipated issues

Annually on April 30

Alternative Service Delivery:
Five-Year Implementation Plan
• Review of best practices
• Stakeholder involvement
• Constraints
• Recommendations
• Local service needs
• Costs/benefits of options
• Strategies to build ridership
• Timeline

June 15, 2012
(Informs the April
30, 2013, Strategic
Plan and Service
Guidelines Update)

Refine guidelines methodology

October 31, 2012
(Preliminary Report)
The final report is
part of the April 30,
2013, Strategic
Plan and Service
Guidelines Update

• Incorporate input from local jurisdictions
• Factors, methodology, and prioritization of
service additions
• Align factors used to serve/connect centers
in All-Day & Peak Network
• Additional service priority for centers

Biennial Report on Strategic Plan
Performance Measures
(KC Ord. 17143, Section 5)
Review of performance measures of
objectives, strategies, and peer comparisons

Issues and Redmond’s Interests
Metro Transit service
Overall, the City’s interests with respect to Metro
Transit are to achieve an interconnected transit
network on the Eastside between urban centers,
neighborhoods, and the regional transit spine.
More specifically, this includes:

• Frequency of service to/from and within

urban centers, such as between Overlake and
Kirkland, Overlake and East Bellevue, and
an express connection between Downtown
Redmond and Bellevue.

• Connections from neighborhoods to urban

centers and the regional transit spine by,
for example, maintaining local service that
connects to neighborhoods such as Education
Hill and Idylwood, providing all-day service for
neighborhoods such as Willows, and filling
gaps in service where none exists today, such
as portions of Education Hill, Idylwood, North
Overlake, and Southeast Redmond.

• Implementation of alternatives to fixed route

March 31, 2013
and 2015 (Part of
the Annual Service
Guidelines Report)

service, such as Dial a Ride Transit, or other
innovative lower cost services, as an integral
part of a comprehensive transit system:
– Less productive fixed route service (local/
hourly) may be candidates for alternative
transit service;
– Areas where service is not provided
today may be candidates for alternative
transit service;
– Alternative transit service pilot projects
are implemented and lessons learned are
used to develop and incorporate alternative
services into the transit system operated by
Metro Transit;
– Alternative transit services and performance
measures are incorporated in decisions
to allocate service throughout the transit
system in all funding scenarios, not just
when revenue is growing.

• Balance between existing needs and needs
resulting from growth:

– Add service for all service addition priorities,
and not in order of Service Guideline
priorities. Service added for growth cannot
occur only after the other priorities have
been met;
– Identify transit service that is necessary to
serve growing employment and residential
areas in Redmond and the Eastside;
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– Update the Service Guidelines to reflect, rather than understate, Redmond’s transit needs in terms
of service hours, frequency, and geographic coverage.

• Collaboration with Metro to improve transit planning and operations:
– Address gaps in service, including the lack of first mile/last mile connections, between regional
transit routes, and connections to jobs and housing;
– Value actions jurisdictions have taken, or will take, to create transit-friendly environments;
– Expand transit partnerships and coordination with jurisdictions and their plans for growth;
– Continue stakeholder involvement, including development of solutions and service refinements;
– Support development of a Metro long-range plan for transit service, in addition to
near-term changes.
Transit supportive capital improvements

• Continue to identify local improvements that improve transit speed and reliability.
• Work to improve access to transit through development of patron loading and unloading zones,

implementation of parking management techniques, and potentially development of small-scale
leased park and ride lots.

• Support development of a park and ride facility in north Sammamish to increase transit access

for those in east King County to help reduce the high level of demand on Redmond’s existing park
and rides.

Transit revenue
Ensure that there is a fair balance between transit taxes collected from Redmond and the Eastside, and
transit service provided.
The following table lists the King County Metro reports and plan updates to be delivered between 2012
and 2015 and the issue areas to be addressed. These reports and plan updates are one of the ways in
which the City can pursue its interests both by City staff participating in the various working groups and
through elected officials serving on regional transportation boards and committees.

Sound Transit
On November 4, 2008, voters approved Sound Transit 2 (ST2), a $17.8 billion1 rail and bus expansion
of the regional transit system. The Eastside’s share of ST2 includes $6.4 billion to build the East
Link light rail line between Seattle, Bellevue, and Redmond-Overlake, add
approximately 49,000 hours of regional express bus service, and add
parking and transit facilities. ST2 also funds three planning studies of future
The City of Redmond is
light rail connecting Redmond, Kirkland, and the University of Washington (in
the SR 520 corridor), future light rail connecting South Bellevue to Issaquah,
working to bring light rail
and development of bus rapid transit service in the I-405 corridor.
While ST2 did not fund construction of East Link light rail between Overlake
and Downtown Redmond, funding helped identify light rail alignments,
station locations, and to conduct preliminary environmental review in the
likelihood that this connection would be included in the next phase of
regional transit investments.

to Downtown and Southeast
Redmond by 2030.

Consistent with the TMP strategies, the City should advocate and work with Sound Transit for regional
transit improvements service described below.
1

Year of expenditure, 2009-2023, including inflation.
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Issues and Redmond’s Interests
Extension of the East Link Project to Downtown Redmond
Complete East Link Project between Overlake and Southeast Redmond and
Downtown Redmond (Segment E) by 2030. Support continued work on the
design of this segment and seek funding for its construction as part of the
next phase of high capacity transit investments.
Final design, permitting, and construction of the East Link Project
Continue to work with Sound Transit to ensure that the East Link Project is
designed to be consistent with Redmond Comprehensive Plan, Redmond
Zoning Code, and other City development regulations. Work to ensure that
project delivery is consistent with the ST2 plan approved by voters and that
East Link service to Overlake begins in 2023.
Overlake Transit Center Station
As the interim terminus of the East Link Project (Segments A through D),
the Overlake Transit Center Station has the potential to draw significant
vehicle traffic into Overlake from those seeking access to the East Link
light rail service. The City’s interest is to discourage additional vehicle
traffic in Overlake by supporting bicycle, pedestrian, and transit access to
the Overlake Transit Station. Early development of the East Link Southeast
Redmond Station and the planned 1,400-space parking structure, with
frequent direct bus service connecting to light rail at the Overlake Transit
Center Station, could mitigate some traffic impacts by drawing traffic from
Sammamish and east King County away from Overlake.
Overlake Village Station
Secure complete funding to build a pedestrian/bicycle bridge across SR 520 to connect the Overlake
Village Station with employment and housing.
Regional Express Bus Service
Regional Express Route 566 (between Overlake, Downtown Bellevue, Renton, Kent, and Auburn) should
be extended to Downtown Redmond in preparation for the extension of light rail north from Overlake,
to support the Downtown Redmond urban center. With the arrival of East Link to Overlake, direct
express bus service, Route 545 or equivalent, between Downtown Redmond, Southeast Redmond, to
destinations in Seattle via Overlake along SR 520 needs to be continued. These connections will be
critical to support growth and regional travel needs to and from these neighborhoods, and to address
traffic impacts due to the interim terminus of East Link at the Overlake Transit Center Station

Funding, Planning, and Maintenance
Redmond relies on regional, state, and federal funding leveraged with local funds to provide
transportation programs, projects, and services (see Chapter 7 - Transportation Facilities Plan, for
more details). Adequate funding is threatened by unreliable and declining revenue sources (e.g., gas
taxes paid per vehicle mile of travel will continue to decline as more fuel efficient vehicles and electric
vehicles replace older vehicles). To meet the funding challenge, additional stable local, regional, state,
and federal revenue sources are needed to build and maintain regional transportation facilities. One
of the keys to successfully achieving funding is to have Redmond’s Comprehensive Plan and the TMP
in alignment with the Puget Sound Regional Council’s (PSRC) VISION 2040 and Transportation 2040
that guide the four-county region (King, Pierce, Snohomish, and Kitsap). This alignment helps Redmond
to successfully compete for regionally distributed federal grant funds that are leveraged with City and
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private funding to pay for regionally significant improvements such as the NE 36th Street Bridge in
Overlake completed in 2011.
The issues and interests in this section primarily support three TMP strategies: support for urban
centers, improving neighborhood access, and improving freight mobility.

Issues and Redmond’s Interests
User fees

Three TMP Strategies

Improving
Support for
Existing user fees, such as ferry and bus fares, help
neighborhood
urban centers
support the state ferry system and public transit. Truck
access
weight fees are a traditional street and highway funding
source and have been in place for many years. However,
new applications of user fees, also called value pricing,
road pricing, and, more commonly, tolling, are already
playing a greater role in raising transportation revenue. New variable tolls are providing revenue to
construct the new SR 520 bridge. As part of the 520 Tolling Implementation Committee’s report to the
state legislature in 2009, tolling of both the SR 520 and I-90 bridges was considered. The legislature
authorized tolling of the SR 520 bridge and will be studying I-90 in 2013 and 2014.

Improving
freight mobility

The City supports tolling of regional transportation corridors including SR 520 and I-90 to improve and
balance traffic flows across Lake Washington in addition to raising revenue, and should support the use
of toll revenue to help meet increased demand for transit. Tolling and user
fees for freeways and regional arterials in the central Puget Sound region
are important strategies contained in the adopted PSRC Transportation
2040 plan. These strategies help to pay for improvements, maintenance and
User fees will be an
operations, and help make transit and carpooling more convenient and cost
increasingly important
competitive (see also Parking below).
State and federal revenue
Both PSRC and WSDOT are involved in planning and funding regional
transportation facilities and connections that serve Redmond. It is important
that Redmond work directly with agency staff and elected officials at the
regional, state, and federal level to ensure that Redmond receives funding
from federal and state sources for transportation improvements that support
the City’s mobility, access, and circulation needs.

source of revenue for
transportation improvements
in the future.

Maintenance
Increasingly there is recognition that the transportation system, particularly streets, highways, and
bridges, needs to be adequately maintained. The City recognizes this need and supports greater
funding for maintenance and replacement of transportation facilities due to age and hazards arising
from human and natural causes including:

• Ongoing maintenance and repair of regional trails, arterials, highways, and bridges.
• Resurfacing travel lanes and trails and ensuring that bridges have adequate earthquake structural

support. In Redmond, this includes arterial bridges crossing the Sammamish River at Redmond Way,
NE 85th Street, NE 90th Street, and NE 116th Street.

• Federal and state planning for a safe and secure transportation system, participation in regional

emergency management planning and community preparation for catastrophic disaster and smaller
emergency situations.
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Environmental Sustainability
The City can take further action to advance environmental sustainability
goals by supporting alternative sources of energy for motor vehicles and
reducing pollution generated by our current transportation system.
Development of alternative energy sources for motor vehicles can reduce
petroleum dependence and pollution, leading to a healthier and more
sustainable future. The transportation system currently uses 71 percent of
all petroleum consumed in the U.S., and 95 percent of the transportation
system is powered by petroleum. Growth in vehicle miles of travel in
Washington has far outweighed the state’s population growth. Between
1980 and 2008, Washington’s population grew by 60 percent from 4.1
million to 6.6 million, while vehicle miles of travel grew 92 percent, from
28.9 to 55.6 billion miles per year in the same time period.
In terms of pollution, the transportation system is the source of 45 percent
of greenhouse gases generated in Washington, significantly higher than the
national rate of 28 percent. Surface water runoff is the leading pollutant
in regional waterways, affecting Puget Sound, Lake Washington, Lake
Sammamish, and the Sammamish River. Regional transportation projects
such as the SR 520 Bridge Replacement and HOV Project and the I-405
Corridor Program incorporate improvements that minimize water runoff
impacts and are good examples of the environmental benefits of planned
regional transportation facilities.
The issues and interests below support two TMP strategies: support for
urban centers and increasing travel choices and mobility.

Issues and Redmond’s Interests
Alternative Fuels
Fund and actively support locating, permitting, and constructing facilities that provide energy to
alternative fuel vehicles.
Air quality improvements
Reduce pollution from ozone and particulates in addition to greenhouse gas emissions. The City can
leverage its infrastructure investments that improve air quality by seeking public and private sector
partnerships. For example, the City supported the early development of infrastructure for the delivery
of alternative non-fossil fuels, such as recharging stations for electric vehicles, as a way improve
air quality.
Water quality improvements
Improve the management of surface water quantity and quality in conjunction with transportation
investments and by seeking public and private sector partnerships. For example, the City is working
with Sound Transit and property owners to develop a regional stormwater retention/detention system in
Overlake in coordination with the Sound Transit East Link Project.

Parking
Developing and managing parking in Downtown Redmond and Overlake, including parking pricing and
location, is necessary to provide effective access and mitigation of traffic impacts in neighborhoods
surrounding planned East Link light rail stations. The parking issues and interests below support
three TMP strategies: preparing for light rail, support for urban centers, and increasing travel choices
and mobility. Parking pricing is also supported regionally in the PSRC Transportation 2040 plan
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and combines with regional tolling to encourage more travel choices by transit, carpooling, walking,
and biking.

Issues and Redmond’s Interests
Access to light rail service
Redmond’s Downtown and Overlake urban centers are characterized by dense, mixed land uses
connected by a multimodal transportation network. Consistent with the urban character of these places,
primary access to East Link light rail service will be by pedestrian, bicycle, and bus connections rather
than driving.
Locating future parking facilities
Locate future parking facilities in lower density areas outside Redmond’s urban centers where vehicular
traffic and access to transit is better accommodated. A park and ride facility in Southeast Redmond
will improve access to light rail service from the surrounding lower density suburban and rural areas of
Sammamish and east King County.
Accommodating demand for park and rides
To support increasing demand for existing park and rides, parking management techniques, and
strategies that provide alternatives to parking, such as improved local transit, first and last mile
services, or designated pick-up and drop-off areas, should be implemented.

Technology
New technology is available to improve mobility and manage the regional transportation system
and provide travel time information to drivers, transit riders, bicyclists, and pedestrians. The City
can effectively promote technology through policies, codes, and other actions that support better
management of regional highway, transit, and trail networks. Technology issues and interests primarily
support three TMP strategies: support for urban centers, increasing travel choices and mobility, and
improving freight mobility.

Issue and Redmond’s Interest
Improve the efficiency of the regional transportation:
Apply Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) strategies to manage congestion, increase travel reliability,
and provide travel information for transit, traffic incidents, and alternative travel routes:

• Integrate traffic signals, transit preemption, alerts on electric signs, and navigation systems on local
and regional arterials.

• Study the extension of automated traffic management (ATM) systems for the region, beyond use on
freeways, but also for transit and arterial operations.

Implementation
Implementation actions are to annually review the TMP Regional Transportation Chapter to:

• Maintain a current list of City issues and interests based on the most current local, regional, and
state transportation policies and legislation.

• Ensure that the chapter is coordinated with the City’s annual legislative agenda.
A complete update of the chapter will be provided with each update to the TMP.
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Chapter 6:

Maintenance and
Operations
Introduction
Maintenance and operations of the transportation system is about taking care of what we have and
maximizing the use of the current system. A well-maintained and operated infrastructure is vital to an
effective and functional transportation system. However, the needs for keeping up the transportation
system in Redmond have become greater with the overall aging of the infrastructure, continued
system expansion, increased travel on the system, and compliance requirements for the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) and environmental mandates. This chapter establishes the approach that
Redmond will strengthen its efforts in maintenance and operations and describes the major needs.

Strengthen Maintenance and
Operations Efforts
Currently the Transportation Facilities Plan (TFP) does not identify funding for the full range of
maintenance and operations activities. Only a few capital improvement1 projects and certain specific
programs in the TFP are targeted specifically for major maintenance (for example: seismic repair of
the 148th Avenue NE Bridge and the Pavement Management Program). This represents only a portion
of systematic maintenance and operations activities needed to keep up the transportation system.
Day-to-day maintenance and operations, such as routine cleaning, pothole filling, and signal operations,
are part of Redmond’s operating budget and achieved through a blend of City staff and contracted
services. Though seemingly less noticeable than capital improvements, the day-to-day maintenance
and operations are essential to the City vision aspiration for “high- quality services” and a critical part
of the systematic efforts by Redmond in helping people get to where they need to go in a safe and
efficient manner.
These two joint resources (TFP and maintenance
operating budgets) are not adequate to maintain
current levels of service into the year 2030. To
keep up with the increased demands as the
system ages and expands, Redmond must invest
significantly more into maintenance and repair
between 2013 and 2030. Correspondingly,
the Three-Year Action Plan provides direction
to examine and assess the appropriate funding
levels for maintenance and operations of the
entire transportation system and the funding
levels for all programs in the TFP, including those
dedicated to maintenance and operations.

1
A capital improvement is a public facility expenditure costing $25,000 or more with a useful life of five or more
years.
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In addition, Redmond will incorporate maintenance considerations into the design of capital projects,
and will include funding for maintenance and operations at the earliest stages of new capital project
development. Determining needs and resources for maintaining and operating future transportation
facilities will become an essential part of the planning and budgeting efforts for new improvements.
Therefore, how to maintain and operate new transportation facilities needs to be planned into the
design well before final design and construction
of new facilities to the transportation system. One
practice that many jurisdictions use in accounting
for maintenance and operations is that a certain
portion of the capital improvement budget is
explicitly allotted to maintenance and operations
of new facilities.
Finally, in order to accurately capture the needs
in maintenance and operations, Redmond will
ensure that its inventory of the transportation
infrastructure is updated regularly. The
comprehensive information of what the
transportation infrastructure consists of, and the
status of individual facilities, will help Redmond
use its resources where most needed.

Major Needs in Maintenance
and Operations
Maintenance
Pavement
Redmond owns and maintains 143 centerline miles of pavement, including
54 miles of arterials and 89 miles of residential streets. Approximately five
miles of new streets are expected to be constructed between 2013 and
2030. Other streets could be added by annexation and development in
the future.

The City of Redmond
contains 143 miles of
roadway, including 54
arterial miles.

Redmond proactively preserves the City’s pavement infrastructure in good condition to maintain a safe
transportation system and minimize life-cycle costs of capital facilities by resurfacing streets regularly.
The performance target for pavement management is an average pavement condition index score
above 70 of a possible 100. The current average pavement condition index score, 79, is the lowest
score since 1995 when Redmond started surveying pavement conditions biannually. Declining
condition scores are due to the aging of our street network, utility and construction related trenching
operations, and increased vehicular traffic, especially heavy trucks and buses. All of our arterial streets
will require resurfacing by 2027.
In addition to resurfacing pavement, upgrading sidewalk curb ramps into compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was included in all resurfacing projects starting in 2007. Although
important and necessary, this requirement of upgrading curb ramps has lessened the available funds
for resurfacing by about 20 percent. Also, deteriorated sidewalks, curbs, and gutters in poor condition
within the overlay project area are also often replaced to achieve efficiency and cost savings. To
maintain service levels above a PCI rating of 70 through the year 2030 will require a significant increase
in funding.
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Bridges
Redmond owns 18 bridges. They are regularly inspected and repaired to maintain structural integrity
and safety (Figure 49). The conditions of the City’s bridges are maintained to meet the National Bridge
Inspection Standards (NBIS) and pertinent state requirements.
Two bridges have structural deficiencies, which make them susceptible to damage caused by
earthquakes. Both of these need replacement or major repairs in the next six years: the NE 95th Street
Bridge over Bear Creek and the 148th Avenue NE Bridge north of Redmond Way. Both projects are
included in the 2013-2030 Transportation Facilities Plan.

Sidewalks, Curbs, and Gutters
Redmond owns 235 miles of sidewalks. Preliminary estimates show that
about 4 percent (nine miles) of sidewalks are in poor condition. Maintenance
activities for sidewalks should focus on those in poor condition. Two
segments of sidewalks in very poor condition have been included as
separate projects in the TFP:

• NE 40th Street between 164th Avenue NE and Bel-Red Road; and

Accessibility improvements
are a major component
of the City’s maintenance
program.

• Cleveland Street between 164th and 168th Avenues NE.
Along with replacing sidewalks in poor condition, sidewalk and curb ramps that are not compliant with
ADA requirements will need to be replaced. Also, new curb ramps will be added to intersections where
they do not exist in compliance with Redmond’s ADA transition plan. The City of Redmond owns about
4,000 ramps and approximately 70% of them significantly deviate from ADA requirements.
In addition to damaged sidewalks, concrete curbs and gutters in poor condition will also need to be
replaced. There currently is no systematic program or specific funding to replace long segments of
sidewalks or curbs and gutters. Most replacement and repairs are currently done on an interim basis
by City crews through grinding or asphalt ramps to reduce trip hazards or through other City capital
improvements, such as pavement management projects, and private development projects.

Transit Stops
The Power and Facilities Section of King County Metro Transit maintains all Metro Transit properties
and provides services such as graffiti removal, vandalism repairs, and bus stop upkeep. It also handles
environmental issues as they occur and maintains the safety and overall appearance of Metro’s transit
facilities. Redmond coordinates with King County Metro for the maintenance needs of transit stops
within the City of Redmond and works to ensure
compliance with Redmond design standards and
ADA accessibility standards.

Traffic Signal and Communications Devices
Redmond currently owns 104 traffic signals.
Twenty-five additional traffic signals are expected
to be constructed by 2030. The signal and
communications devices for these traffic signals
have a useful life ranging from 5 to 30 years.
The devices that need to be replaced over
time include:

• Signal hardware - signal poles, mast arms,

signal heads, pedestrian indications and push
buttons, junction boxes, conduit, electrical
wiring, and in-pavement/video vehicle
detection.
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• Signal control equipment - signal cabinets, electrical service cabinets,

UPS (backup battery power) cabinets, and ITS (Intelligent Transportation
System) cabinets, as well as electronics inside cabinets, such as signal
controllers, conflict monitors, and detection systems.

• Transportation Management Center (TMC)/Communications – CCTV

cameras, video display, PCs, signal and camera control software,
communication systems with fiber-optic and copper cables, modems, and
switches.

• Flashing Beacons/Special Equipment/Signs – includes school zone
flashers, pedestrian crosswalks, illuminated speed limit signs, and
overhead and pole mount signage at traffic signals.

There currently is no systematic program to replace electronic traffic signal
devices. For example, the traffic signal controllers within each signal cabinet
are essentially computers that need to be replaced periodically (about every
5-7 years). Equipment replacements are currently done as failures occur or
more sporadically through other capital improvement projects.

The City’s electronic
transportation system
infrastructure is emerging
as a maintenance
responsibility.

Street Lights
Redmond currently owns 1,300 street lights. An additional 1,000 street
lights are expected to be constructed by 2030. In addition, Puget Sound
Energy (PSE) owns 2,700 street lights in the City of Redmond. Redmond
maintains City-owned street lights and pays for the maintenance of PSEowned street lights.

Regular Street Upkeep
Regular street upkeep is provided through continuing daily operations of the
City’s Maintenance Division including:

• Minor repairs of assets in the right-of-way, including pavement, sidewalks,
signs, markings, pathways, curbs, and gutters;

• Regular street sweeping;
• Designated snow/ice response routes clear of snow/ice is a priority

commitment during adverse weather conditions and events {insert a
picture of snow plow truck};

Traffic Light.
JPG IMAGE
TO COME

• Landscape management in the right-of-way, including vegetation control,
irrigation, and plants; and

• Inspection and repair of stormwater infrastructure, such as catch basin,
underground vault, and pond.

Operations
Traffic Signal Operations
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) improves transportation safety and
mobility through the integration of advanced communications technologies
into the transportation infrastructure and within vehicles. There are a broad
range of ITS applications, such as web-based traffic cameras, traffic signal
coordination, and a traveler information system via dynamic message
signs. ITS technologies have resulted in a wide range of benefits, such as
decreased fuel consumption and travel time, and improved traffic flow.
Currently, most ITS applications focus on vehicle and transit operations.
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Future applications will have the capability to provide additional emphasis
on improving safety and mobility for pedestrians, cyclists, and special needs
populations.
Due to the proven benefits of ITS, Redmond relies on ITS to reduce delay and
improve safety for travelers. The current ITS captures traffic information from
the field and feeds traffic information to two sources in real time:
1. To travelers via a web-based traffic camera display
2. To Redmond’s Traffic Management Center
The other important components of ITS include:

• Advanced signal control and detection at intersections for efficient traffic
signal operations,

Report potholes or other
maintenance needs to
City staff by visiting:
https://www.redmond.
gov/Transportation/
StreetOperations/
PotholesPavementRepair/

• Closed circuit television (CCTV) installed at intersections that collect real
time travel information, and

• A high-speed communications channel to relay information between the field and the Traffic
Management Center.

Figure 3. Redmond Traffic Management Center.

To improve its ITS as a tool in managing traffic and providing travelers with up-to-date traffic information,
Redmond will explore the following:
1. Improving its use of reliable ITS technologies for all modes of travel, including pedestrians, bicyclists,
transit, drivers, and freight;
2. Creating web- or mobile-based applications to provide traffic flow information on a network level;
3. Increasing the coverage of CCTV in Redmond;
4. Installing dynamic message signs at key locations in Redmond;
5. Providing a reliable communications system by filling in missing fiberoptic links and installing
redundant path; and
6. Updating traffic signal control and detection devices/software where they are missing or outdated.

Parking Management
In response to the community’s request for increased availability of on-street parking, the City of
Redmond started monitoring parking duration for on-street parking spaces in Downtown Redmond.
This practice has proven effective. Overall parking availability and efficiency have increased, improving
access and economic vitality to Downtown Redmond. In the future, Redmond will continue to explore
how to further improve parking availability and efficiency in Downtown Redmond. Similarly, Redmond
will explore appropriate parking management methods in Overlake and employment centers such as
Southeast Redmond.
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Chapter 7:

Transportation Facilities Plan
Introduction
The Transportation Facilities Plan (TFP) is the long-range financially constrained portion of the
Buildout Plan. The Buildout Plan contains all the capital needs identified to provide a complete and
well-maintained transportation system for the City of Redmond well into the future. The TFP has been
prioritized to best meet the transportation vision in support of the 2030 land use plan. This 18-year
Transportation Facilities Plan is financially constrained by the revenue forecast for that same time
period consistent with the Washington State Growth Management Act.
The chapter describes three elements essential to the formation of the TFP: its relationship to the
Buildout Plan, the revenue forecast, and a strategically prioritized list of specific capital improvements
and programs.

The Buildout Plan
The Buildout Plan is an ambitious list of important multimodal improvements needed to address gaps
and issues in the current transportation system. Appendix E contains the unfunded portion of the
Buildout Plan). The full implementation of the Buildout Plan over time is expected to be a partnership
among all stakeholders of the transportation system in Redmond, including neighboring jurisdictions,
private developers, businesses, residents, and granting agencies.

The Buildout Plan, Transportation Facilities Plan,
and Three-Year Action Plan
The priority portion of the Buildout Plan (Figure 50) is the 18-Year Transportation Facilities Plan (TFP),
a funding- constrained plan guiding transportation investment between 2013 and 2030. These priority
projects and programs are the City’s commitment to transportation improvements needed to keep
pace with growth, complete system deficiencies, and provide for essential operations and capital
maintenance needs. Furthermore, the Three-Year Action Plan (Chapter 8) identifies high-priority action
items to move the TFP forward and begin implementation between 2013 and 2015.

Revenue Sources and Forecast
Process to Develop the 2013-2030 Revenue Forecast
Each of the revenue sources has been forecasted through 2030. The forecast
makes assumptions about basic considerations, such as the state of the
economy, whether the City would continue to devote that revenue source to
transportation, and rate changes.
The first six years of the TFP revenue forecast are derived from the revenue
projections in the 2013-2018 Capital Investment Program (CIP) approved
through the Budgeting by Priorities process in 2012. The remaining years
(2019-2030) are calculated based on a flat rate (does not include inflation)

3-Year Action Plan
18-Year
TFP
Buildout Plan

Figure 50. Relationship among the Buildout Plan,
TFP, and Three-Year Action Plan
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to match the project cost estimates which were estimated in 2012 dollars. Project cost inflation in
outer years (2019-2030) can be estimated only if the City knows exactly what year each project would
be initiated. While this is known for the Capital Investment Program (CIP), it is not known for the entire
18-year period.

Overview of Revenue Sources and Assumptions
The City’s transportation investments are supported by a variety of revenue sources (Table 8)
that include:

• City taxes and fees – General funds from property and sales taxes, Business Transportation Tax,
transportation impact fees, etc.

• Funds from other governmental agencies – Grants from state and federal transportation

agencies, cost participation by other cities in Redmond projects, and transfers of funds pursuant to
agreements, such as the BROTS agreement with Bellevue.

• Developer payments – Funds provided by developers to ensure access and mitigate site-related
transportation impacts.

• Miscellaneous – Interest earnings, carry-forward fund balances associated with projects initiated in
prior years, intergovernmental transfers, and other funds.

Table 8. TFP revenue forecast 2013-2030

Revenue Source

Forecast ($M)
2013-2030

Percent

Description of Source

41.9

10%

Council appropriation from City
general fund

5.4

1%

Council appropriation from City
general fund

34.2

8%

Tax on property sales in Redmond

Motor Vehicle Excise Tax

7.0

2%

State transportation funds
to Redmond

Other Jurisdictions

2.7

1%

Cost participation by other agencies in
Redmond projects

Federal and State Grants

28.2

7%

Cost participation grants for
specific projects

Business Tax

40.8

10%

Employment based tax - Redmond
employers

Impact Fees

132.2

31%

Transportation impact fee cash
payments by developers; or
construction value by developers

Developer Contributions

88.8

21%

Value of developer payments or
construction for specific projects; not
impact fee credited

Miscellaneous Sources

23.4

6%

Interest earnings, rent, surplus
property, revenue for completed
projects for concurrency

Miscellaneous Carryovers

18.9

4%

Funds brought forward; net of
debt payments, non-tfp projects
and overhead

424.0

100%

General Fund Transfer
Pavement Management
General Fund
Real Estate Excise Tax
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Individual revenue sources are described inImore
detail below:

• General Fund – This revenue source is comprised

Miscellaneous
Carryovers
4%

of sales tax, property tax, utility tax, and other
licenses and fees. Transportation currently receives
55 percent of the 5 percent General Fund revenues
that are transferred to the CIP functional areas
one-time collections). However, one-time monies
capital projects. Forecast Assumption: assumes
continuation of City Council appropriation at 55
percent of the 5 percent General Fund transfer to
Transportation.

• Pavement Management General Fund Transfer –

By policy, $300,000 per year is transferred from
the General Fund to the Pavement Management
Program for the preservation of roadway asphalt.
Forecast Assumption: assumes General Fund
transfer will continue at historical level of $300,000
per year.

General FundTransfer
10% Pavement Management
General Fund
1%
Real Estate Excise
Tax
8% Motor Vehicle
Excise Tax
2%

Miscellaneous
Sources
23%
Developer
Contributions
21%
Impact Fees
31%

Other Jurisdictions
1%
Federal and
State Grants
7%
Business
Tax
10%

Figure 51. TFP Revenue Forecast, 2013-2030

• Real Estate Excise Tax (REET) – REET is a tax on

all sales of real estate at a rate of 0.5 percent of the selling price of a property within Redmond city
limits. King County collects REET funds for the City and distributes them to the City. REET is restricted
to expenditures on capital projects. Transportation also currently receives 55 percent of the REET
tax. Forecast Assumption: assumes transportation will continue to receive 55 percent of REET
collected in the city. REET declined by approximately 50 percent from its historical base during 20092010 and only slightly grew in 2011-2012, resulting in a lower baseline for forecasting.

• Motor Vehicle Fuel Tax (Gas Tax) – In Washington State, cities receive a portion of the state-collected
per mile of travel will decrease, but this is expected to be offset by population increase over the next
18 years. Forecast Assumption: assumes continuation.

• Transfers from Other Jurisdictions – Cost participation from other agencies in Redmond projects.
Forecast Assumption: based on historical collections.

• Business Tax – Currently, a $57 fee is assessed per employee to businesses operating in Redmond

to support transportation and transportation demand management projects. Forecast based on
estimated growth in employment. Business taxes are instrumental in leveraging grants. Forecast
Assumption: assumes continuation at rate of $57/FTE (full-time equivalent) and is projected to grow
by approximately 1.2 percent per year, commensurate with projected employment growth in the city.
This forecast does not include approximately 50 percent of the business tax revenue collected which
is used to pay outstanding debt for the Bear Creek Parkway project.

• Impact Fees – The City collects impact fees from developers for their impact on the transportation
system. Impact fees are dedicated to transportation capital improvements that provide new

normal maintenance and repairs. Impact fee revenue is subject to credits for developer-constructed
improvements for capacity projects within the TFP. Impact fee revenue is a blend of developer
constructed improvements (credits to impact fees) and cash payments based on land use. Impact
fees are instrumental in leveraging grants. Forecast assumption: based on 2030 land use targets
and 2013 fee schedule. Commercial, industrial, and retail impact fee forecast is based on historical
trend of business tax collection commensurate with projected employment growth in the city. Singlefamily and multifamily forecast is calculated based on 2030 land use targets. Assumes no rate
increase beyond 2013 for forecasting purposes.
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• Developer Contributions – Comprised of cash payments towards specific projects or the value of

developer constructed improvements that exceed impact fee credits. Forecast assumption: based
on existing developer agreements or known contributions to specific projects. Forecast does not
speculate contributions into the future beyond known agreements.

• Federal and State Grants – Contributions by a federal or state government to support a particular

transportation improvement. Each grant has specific rules and guidelines about what type of projects
they will fund. Grants generally require a funding match that the City must contribute towards the
cost of the project. If a project uses federal funds the level of analysis, documentation, outreach, and
commitment is generally more detailed or stringent. Forecast assumption: grants that have been
awarded are included in the first six years. Future grant revenue forecast is conservative.

• Miscellaneous Sources and Carryover – Comprised of interest earnings on cash balances in the

transportation fund, rental income, surplus property sales, other miscellaneous sources, and carryforward fund balances associated with projects initiated in prior years.

Overview of Forecast and Growth
Assumptions – 2013-2030
Forecast Assumptions
• Forecasts flat to moderate growth in revenues that reflect a slowly rebounding economy.
• The forecast does not include any increases to rates or new sources of revenue.
• Revenues and project costs also include the portion of CIP-funded projects that have occurred prior
to 2013 and are continuing into the 2013-2018 time frame.

• Ensures debt obligations are paid from existing revenues.

Growth Assumptions
• Growth pays for growth – Impact fees and developer contributions account for 48 percent of the TFP
revenues.

• Pipeline projects are either underway or have concurrency through a development agreement.
• Transportation impact fees paid by developer are a blend of built projects (developers receive impact
fee credits when constructing an impact fee eligible project) and cash towards TFP projects.

• Developer contributions are the portion of developer-built projects that exceed the limit of impact
fee credits.

Development of the Transportation
Facilities Plan (TFP)
The Transportation Facilities Plan is part of the overall City of Redmond
Capital Investment Strategy (CIS) or “Vision Blueprint,” which is a
comprehensive listing of all public infrastructure projects needed and
funded through 2030. Transportation is the largest of the individually funded
capital plans and integral to coordinating with the other capital projects
within the city, particularly with utility projects, stormwater improvements,
and parks and trails. Transportation tends to provide a framework for how to
consider the design and timing of many other City capital projects so all of
the City infrastructure can be integrally designed and provided
most efficiently.
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Explore an interactive
version of the Transportation
Facilities Plan by visiting
www.redmond.gov/tmp

Transit
$3,150,000
1%

expected to make meaningful progress toward advancing the City vision
and the aspirational targets for transportation. Individually, all capital
strategies: support urban centers, improve travel choices, support light rail,
increase neighborhood connections, and enhance freight mobility.

Vehicular
$38,295,735
9%

Preservation
$47,150,590
11%

The TFP is balanced in three ways. First, it is balanced across traveling
modes. Figure 52 indicates that the City of Redmond continues to focus
on multimodal improvements to provide travel choices and mobility while
bicyclists. Vehicular capacity improvements at critical locations are included
to relieve congestion and support freight mobility. Redmond makes a small
investment about transit in the TFP. However, the region is making a huge
transit investment that will connect Downtown Redmond with Bellevue and
Seattle through the East Link light rail.
Second, the TFP is not just about building or providing new capital
improvements. It has dedicated funding to preserve key infrastructure,
including pavement and bridges. Twelve percent of the TFP funding is for
preservation in the formats of both projects and programs (Figure 52). Third,
the TFP is balanced across urban centers and neighborhoods. Slightly more
than half of all TFP projects are located in neighborhoods outside of urban
centers (Figure 53).

Non-motorized
$100,406,518
24%

Multimodal
$234,527,238
55%

Figure 52. TFP Investment by category

Projects and Programs
TFP capital investments are arranged into two types: projects and programs.
Projects and programs have distinct characteristics, and they are designed to
complement each other.
Projects are standalone efforts that have a beginning and an end, are
have set cost estimates and funding sources. An example of a project is a
bridge replacement or the construction of a segment of sidewalk. Projects
the community collected during a set period of time.

Overlake
49%

Neighborhoods
36%

Downtown
15%

Programs are ongoing efforts that address a particular need, such as bicycle
of work undertaken as part of a program can vary depending on community
needs and the funding environment (e.g., grant opportunities). An example

Figure 53. TFP project distribution by area

programs. See Appendix G for more information about programs.
The TFP project list is grouped geographically. Refer to Figure 54 for the
locations of projects in the Downtown urban center, see Figure 55 for TFP
projects in the Overlake urban center, and see Figure 56 for TFP projects
in the remaining neighborhoods. Programs are included in the TFP list (see
Table 4, page 151) but are not mapped. See Appendix H for expanded
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Figure 54. Downtown Transportation Facilities Plan projects
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Table 9. Downtown TFP projects
DOWNTOWN

ID

Name

Description

Expected
Implementation
Time Period

Significant
Support
For These
Strategies

Cost Estimate

Source

81

164th Ave NE
Extension

Construct new 164th Ave NE
from NE 76th St to Cleveland St.

Near-Term

1 2 3

$3,500,000

83

164th Ave NE
Rechannelization

Reconfigure 164th Ave NE from
Redmond Way to NE 87th St

Near-Term

1 2 3

$654,000

Previous TFP

95

166th Ave NE
Rechannelization

Reconfigure 166th Ave NE from
NE 85th St to NE 104th St to 1
through lane in each direction,
center left turn lane and
bike lanes.

Near-Term

2 3

$850,000

Education Hill
neighborhood
plan, previous TFP

115 Redmond Way

Convert Redmond Way and
convert Cleveland Street to
two-way circulation.

Near-Term

1 2 3 4

$17,424,764

Downtown EastWest Corridor
Study, Sound
Transit for BAT
lane, previous TFP

116 Cleveland

Improve Cleveland Street to a
pedestrian-friendly Main Street.

Near-Term

1 3

$6,322,000

Development
agreement,
Downtown
East-West
Corridor Study,
previous TFP

254 161st Ave

Construct new 161st Ave
NE from Bear Creek Pkwy
Extension to Redmond Way.
Improvements include 1
through lane in each direction,
left turn lanes, bike lanes,
parking, sidewalks, street lights,
storm drainage, right-of-way,
easements and traffic signals
at Cleveland St and Bear
Creek Pkwy.

Near-Term

1 2 3 4

$6,850,000

Downtown
East-West
Corridor Study,
previous TFP

323 Redmond Central

Complete the Redmond Central
Connector between the Bear
Creek Trail and Sammamish
River Trail.

Near-Term

1 2 3 4

$4,750,000

Downtown
Transportation
Master Plan,
previous
Buildout Plan

324 Downtown Shared Shared parking facility at the

Near-Term

1 4

$500,000

Previous TFP

327 Cleveland

Near-Term

1 3 4

$271,000

Staff and
community input

& Cleveland St
Improvements
including wb BAT
lane and Couplet
Conversion
Streetscape

NE Extension
(complete)

Connector
Segment 1

Parking Facility

Street Sidewalk
Rehabilitation

intersection of Leary Wy and
Bear Creek Parkway.

Replace sidewalks between
164th Avenue NE and 168th
Avenue NE.

LEGEND: 1 Support for Urban Centers

2 Neighborhood Access

3 Travel Choices & Mobility

4 Prepare for Light Rail

Downtown
East-West
Corridor Study,
previous TFP

5 Support Freight Mobility
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Table 9. Downtown TFP Projects (continued)
DOWNTOWN
ID

Name

371 Redmond

Way Widening

Description

Expected

Add second westbound lane
and parking on the north side of
Redmond Way between 168th
Avenue and 164th Avenue.
Project would include one
travel lane, on-street parking,
sidewalk, right-of-way, utilities
and streetscape improvements

Near-Term

Cost
Estimate
1 3 4 5

Downtown TFP Project Cost
LEGEND: 1 Support for Urban Centers
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2 Neighborhood Access
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3 Travel Choices & Mobility

$4,624,421

Source

Downtown
East-West
Corridor Study

$45,746,185

4 Prepare for Light Rail

5 Support Freight Mobility

Table 10. Overlake TFP Projects
OVERLAKE

ID

Name

Description

Expected

Significant
Support
For These
Strategies

5

Overlake Village
Ped & Bike
Bridge (ST)

Provide a new pedestrian
and bike connection over
SR 520 to the Overlake
Village light rail station.

Middle-Term

1 2 3 4

$8,800,000

Overlake Village
station location
charrette
process, previous
Buildout Plan

6

Overlake Transit
Center Ped &
Bike Bridge (ST)

A new pedestrian and
bike connection over
SR 520 between the
Overlake Transit Center,
the Microsoft west
campus and the SR 520
Trail, integrating with the
future light rail station.

Middle-Term

1 2 3 4

$28,000,000

Microsoft Ped,
Bike, and Fitness
Study; Overlake
Master Plan;
previous TFP

8

SR 520
Trail Grade
Separation at
NE 40th St.

Grade separate the 520
Trail at NE 40th Street.

Middle-Term

1 2 3 4

$5,250,000

Microsoft Ped.,
Bike, and Fitness
Study; Overlake
Residential Area
neighborhood
plan; previous TFP

39,
41,
264

148th Corridor
From NE
20th Street
to SR 520

Improve intersections
on 148th Avenue NE at
NE 20th Street and NE
24th Street; Create third
northbound through lane
on 148th Ave NE from
NE 22nd St to SR 520
westbound on-ramp.

Long-Term

1 2 3 5

$9,007,000

39 & 41: previous
TFP, 264: Overlake
Residential Area
neighborhood
plan, Overlake
Master Plan

47

152nd Ave. NE
Main Street Phase 1 (East)

Main Street
improvements between
NE 26th Street and NE
31st Street (half street
improvements).

Middle-Term

1 2 3 4

$7,100,000

Previous TFP
updated by
Ordinance No.
2575, Overlake
Master Plan

LEGEND: 1 Support for Urban Centers

2 Neighborhood Access

3 Travel Choices & Mobility

Cost
Estimate

4 Prepare for Light Rail

Source

5 Support Freight Mobility
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Table 10. Overlake TFP Projects (continued)
OVERLAKE

ID

Name

Description

Expected

Support
For These
Strategies

Middle-Term

1 3 4

$19,902,837

Overlake
Master Plan

Near-Term

1 5

$2,400,000

Overlake Master
Plan, previous TFP

Overlake Master
Plan, Overlake
Residential Area
neighborhood plan,
NE 40th St. Corridor
Study. 58: previous
Buildout Plan, 60 &
61: previous TFP

Cost
Estimate

Source

49

152th Ave NE
Main Street
South of NE
24th Street

Implement a multi-modal
pedestrian corridor
concept on 152nd
Avenue NE from NE
20th Street to NE 24st
Street to create a lively
and active signature
street in the Overlake
Village. The cross section
for the improvements
would include 1
through lane in each
direction, turn lanes as
necessary, on-street
parking and pedestrian
and bicycle facilities.
Other improvements
include storm drainage,
LID, street lighting,
pedestrian amenities,
transit amenities, rightof-way, easements, and
utilities.

50

156th Avenue
NE and Bel-Red
Southbound
Right-Turn Lane

Add southbound
right-turn lane.

58,
60,
61

NE 40th Street
Pedestrian
and Bike
Improvements
from
520 to BRR

Improve NE 40th Street
between SR 520 and
Bel-Red Road to be
a complete street for
all modes of travel
while maintaining
the same number of
vehicular lanes.

Middle-Term

1 2 3 4

$4,631,000

155

NE 31st
Street Bike
Lanes (Design)

Design bike lanes
and intersection
improvements from
the NE 36th St Bridge
roundabout to NE
156th Street.

Short-Term

1 3 4

$400,000

LEGEND: 1 Support for Urban Centers
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2 Neighborhood Access
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3 Travel Choices & Mobility

4 Prepare for Light Rail

Microsoft

5 Support Freight Mobility

Table 10. Overlake TFP Projects (continued)
OVERLAKE

ID

Name

Description

Expected

Significant
Support
For These
Strategies

175
5

NE 27th Street/
Overlake
Village
NE 28th
Street
Ped
& Bike
New Connection
Bridge
(ST)

A new street
Provide
a newconnection
pedestrian
frombike
152nd
Ave. to over
and
connection
156th
NE Overlake
at NE
SR
520Ave.
to the
28th Street.
Village
light rail station

Near-Term
Middle-Term

1 2 3 4

$14,300,000
$8,800,000

Overlake Village
Master
Plan,
station location
Group
Health
charrette
development
process, previous
agreement,
Buildout Plan
previous
Buildout Plan

315

Overlake Access
Ramp (Local
Street Portion)

Local access street
connecting the
Overlake Access Ramp
roundabout and 152nd
Avenue NE.

Middle-Term

1 2 3 5

$18,572,000

Overlake Access
Ramp Interstate
Justification
Report, Overlake
design standards,
Overlake
Master Plan

349

NE 24th St. and
Bel-Red Road
Southbound
Right-Turn Lane

Provide a southbound
right-turn lane.

Middle-Term

1 2 3 5

$1,160,000

Bellevue Redmond
Transportation
Study (BROTS)
agreement, GHC
development
agreement, ST
mitigation for
East Link

353

NE 40th Street
Sidewalk
Rehabilitation

Replace sidewalks along
the north side and part
of the south side along
the NE 40th Street
between 164th Court
and Bel-Red Road.

Near-Term

1 3 4

$377,000

Staff and
community input

355,
363

152nd Avenue
NE Main Street Phase 2 (PSBP
and Between
24th and 31st)

Main Street
improvements between
NE 26th Street and NE
31st Street (half street
improvements) and
between NE 24th Street
and NE 26th Street.

Long-Term

1 2 3 4

$14,000,000

Overlake
Residential Area
neighborhood
plan, Overlake
Master Plan

367

148th Avenue
NE Arterial
Pavement
Reconstruction

Reconstruct portions
of and provide overlay
of 148th Avenue from
SR 520 to Redmond
Way. Make drainage
improvements where
needed. Examine
roadway channelization
for improved efficiencies.

Middle-Term

1 2 3 4 5

$2,873,000

Pavement
Management
Program

LEGEND: 1 Support for Urban Centers

2 Neighborhood Access

3 Travel Choices & Mobility

Cost
Estimate

4 Prepare for Light Rail

Source

5 Support Freight Mobility
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Table 10. Overlake TFP Projects (continued)
OVERLAKE

ID

387

Name

148th Ave NE
Northbound
Through Lane

Description

Expected

Add northbound through
lane on 148th Ave NE
between Bel-Red Road
and NE 26th St

Middle-term

Support
For These
Strategies

Overlake TFP Project Cost

LEGEND: 1 Support for Urban Centers

144

2 Neighborhood Access
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3 Travel Choices & Mobility

1 3 4 5

Cost
Estimate

$10,002,823

Source

Unfunded
Buildout Plan

$146,775,660

4 Prepare for Light Rail

5 Support Freight Mobility

Overlake Transportation Facilities Plan Projects

8

58

NE 40th ST

60

61 353
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L
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RD
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367

6

5

363 47

50
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387

BE L-RE D

49

148th AVE NE

RD

264

175

355

41

315

39

Projects
Neighborhoods
Waterbodies
N

Parks
City Limit

Note: projects shown are conceptual only; actual alignments may vary.

Figure 55. Overlake Transportation Facilities Plan projects
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Neighborhood Transportation Facilities
Plan
Projects
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Facilities Plan
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Figure 56. Neighborhood Transportation Facilities Plan projects
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Table 11. Neighborhood TFP Projects
NEIGHBORHOODS

Description

Expected
Implementation
Time Period

Significant
Support
For These
Strategies

Cost Estimate

Source

Long-Term

1 2 3

$3,900,000

Overlake
Residential Area
neighborhood plan,
previous TFP

ID

Name

10

520 Trail Grade
Separation at
NE 51st St

Grade separate the 520
Trail at NE 51st Street.

31

148th Ave NE
and NE 51st
St Westbound
Right-Turn Lane

Add a second right turn
lane from westbound NE
51st Street to Northbound
148th Avenue NE.

Middle-Term

1 3 5

$1,032,000

Overlake Access
Ramp Interstate
Justification
Report, Overlake
design standards,
Overlake
Master Plan

46

150th Ave
NE and NE
51st Street
Traffic Signal

Add north leg to
intersection of 150th Ave
and 51st St and signalize
this intersection.

Middle-Term

1 2 3

$700,000

Overlake Master
Plan, previous TFP

71,
157

West Lake
Sammamish
Parkway
Widening &
Roundabout
Phase 1

Construct a roundabout
at West Lake Sammamish
Parkway and Bel-Red Road
and widen WEst Lake
Samm. Pkwy from NE 51st
Street to Bel-Red Road.

Middle-Term

2 3

$9,000,000

Idylwood and
Overlake
Residential Area
neighbohood
plans, previous TFP

72

140th Ave NE
and Redmond
Way Turn Lanes

Add second northbound
left turn lane and extend
bicycle lanes from 80th
Street through the
intersection of 140th Ave
and Redmond Way.

Middle-Term

3

$1,948,000

Previous TFP

73

Union Hill Rd
Phase III
Widening

Widen Union Hill Rd from
188th Avenue NE to
eastern City Limits.

Near-Term

2 3 5

$4,960,000

SE Redmond Area
Transportation
Study, previous TFP

76

NE 116th St

Complete bicycle facilities
as well as the sidewalk on
the north side of NE 116th
Street between Red-Wood
Road and 167th Place NE.

Middle-Term

2 3

$1,719,077

North Redmond
neighborhood
plan, previous
Buildout Plan

78

188th Avenue
NE Extension

Construct new 188th Ave
NE arterial from Redmond
Way to Union Hill Rd.

Near-Term

2 3 5

LEGEND: 1 Support for Urban Centers

2 Neighborhood Access

3 Travel Choices & Mobility

$23,400,000 SE Redmond Area
Transportation
Study, Taylor
development
agreement,
previous TFP

4 Prepare for Light Rail

5 Support Freight Mobility
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Table 11. Neighborhood TFP Projects (continued)
NEIGHBORHOODS (continued)

ID

Name

Description

Expected
Implementation
Time Period

Significant
Support
For These
Strategies

Cost Estimate

Source

79

185th Ave
NE Extension
(complete)

Construct new 185th Ave
NE arterial from NE 80th
St to Union Hill Rd.

Near-Term

2 3 5

$2,696,568

SE Redmond Area
Transportation
Study, UPS
development
agreement,
previous TFP

84

Redmond
Way Bridge
Modifications
and Additions
Over Bear Creek

Rechannelize bridge,
replacing the sidewalk on
the south side of bridge
with a second eastbound
left turn lane. Build a ped/
bike bridge on the south
side of bridge, designed
to accommodate a future
connection between Bear
Creek Trail and East Lake
Sammamish Trail.

Long-Term

1 2 3 5

$10,000,000

NE 76th Street
Corridor Study,
previous TFP

89

NE 76th St &
178th Pl NE
Intersection
Improvements

mprove the intersection
and to accommodate
turning movements,
trucks, bikes, pedestrians,
and better sight lines.

Near-Term

2 3 5

$1,400,000

NE 76th Street
Corridor Study,
Freight Mobility
Study, previous TFP

92

NE 76th St
Extension

Construct new NE 76th
St from 185th Ave NE to
188th Ave NE.

Near-Term

2 3 4 5

99

NE 70th Street
Extension
Phase 1

Provide the Right-Of-Way
and the interim street
improvements.

Middle-Term

2 3 4

$490,000

SE Redmond Area
Transportation
Study, previous TFP

111

162nd
Avenue and
124th Street
Intersection
Improvement

Construct a new traffic
signal at 124th Ave NE
and 162nd Pl NE. Includes
the addition of turn
lanes on NE 124th and
modifications on 162nd
Pl for sight distance. Must
meet signal warrant.

Middle-Term

2 3

$896,000

North Redmond
neighborhood plan,
previous TFP

112

NE 73rd St
Extension

Construct new NE 73rd
St from 185th Ave NE to
188nd Ave NE.

Middle-Term

2 3 5

$10,250,000

Taylor development
agreement,
previous TFP

114

NE 80th Street
Trail Connection

Construct new NE 80th St
Trail from 185th Ave NE to
188th Ave NE.

Middle-Term

2 5

$1,598,000

Taylor development
agreement,
previous TFP

LEGEND: 1 Support for Urban Centers

148

2 Neighborhood Access
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3 Travel Choices & Mobility

$15,660,000 NE 76th St Corridor
Study, staff, Taylor
development
agreement,
previous TFP

4 Prepare for Light Rail

5 Support Freight Mobility

Table 11. Neighborhood TFP Projects (continued)
NEIGHBORHOODS (continued)

ID

Name

Description

Expected
Implementation
Time Period

Significant
Support
For These
Strategies

Cost Estimate

Source

163

SR 202 &
NE 124th St
Intersection
Improvements
(complete)

Add lanes at the
intersection, improve ped
and bike facilities, and
modify traffic signal control
and management .

Near-Term

3 5

$5,125,491

North Redmond
neighborhood plan,
Wedge subarea
plan, RedWood
Corridor Study,
previous TFP

200

Redmond
Central
Connector
Segment II

Complete the RCC
between Sammamish
River Trail and NE
100th Street.

Near-Term

1 2 3 4

$5,590,000

Willows corridor
study, previous TFP

339

NE 95th
Street Bridge
Replacement

Replace the NE 95th
Street Bridge over
Bear Creek.

Near-Term

2 3

$330,000

Dept. of Ecology
Requirement, staff
and community
input, Bear Creek
Neighborhood Plan

356

NE 116th and
172nd Avenue
NE Roundabout

Construct a roundabout
at NE 116th Street and
172nd Avenue NE.

Near-Term

2 3

$6,500,000

NE 116th St
corridor design
process, North
Redmond
neighborhood plan,
previous TFP

360

NE 70th Street
Construct a new street
Extension Phase connection up to
2 Construction
City standards on NE
70th Street between
180th Avenue NE and
Redmond Way.

Middle-Term

2 3 4

$2,500,000

SE Redmond Area
Transportation
Study, previous
Buildout Plan

Neighborhoods TFP Project Cost: $109,695,136
LEGEND: 1 Support for Urban Centers

2 Neighborhood Access

3 Travel Choices & Mobility

4 Prepare for Light Rail

5 Support Freight Mobility
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Table 12. Citywide TFP Prorams
CITYWIDE PROGRAMS

ID

Name

Description

Expected
Implementation
Time Period

Significant
Support
For These
Strategies

Cost Estimate

Source

100

Bicycle
Program

Build out the bicycle
transportation network
in order to provide a
safe and comfortable
bicycling experience
for users of all ages
and ability.

Long-Term

1 2 3 4

$8,323,302

Started in
2006

103

Bridge Repair
Program

Maintain the structural
integrity and safety of
the City’s bridges.

Long-Term

2 3 5

$1,350,000

Started in
2001

107

Capital
Improvement
Program

Advance the delivery of
Transportation Facilities
Plan (TFP) projects
and programs through
project development,
which includes planning,
design, partnerships,
and grant acquisition.

Long-Term

$2,340,000

Started in
2001

104

Channelization
Program

Install new pavement
markings where they
are missing and where
they are most needed
to provide guidance for
pedestrians, bicyclists,
and motorists; and
repair crosswalks and
stop bars.

Long-Term

1 2 3

$1,350,000

Started in
2001

106

Engineering
Contingency
Program

Funds engineering and
construction activities
undertaken in response
to unanticipated events
and emergencies.

Long-Term

3

$1,800,000

Started in
1990

80

Neighborhood
Traffic Calming
Program

Investigate, evaluate
and resolve excessive
neighborhood speed
or volume problems,
and concerns regarding
school-children and
pedestrians.

Long-Term

1 2 3

$2,726,045

Started in
1995

LEGEND: 1 Support for Urban Centers

150

2 Neighborhood Access
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1 2 3 4 5

3 Travel Choices & Mobility

4 Prepare for Light Rail

5 Support Freight Mobility

Table 12. Citywide TFP Prorams (cntinued)
CITYWIDE PROGRAMS

ID

Name

Description

Expected
Implementation
Time Period

Significant
Support
For These
Strategies

Cost Estimate

Source

329

Parking
Program

Develop and implement
a successful ‘parking
system’ that improves
access to businesses
and services for
customers, visitors,
residents, students and
employees.

Long-Term

1 2 3

$2,250,000

Started in
2013

386

Pavement
Management
Program

Conduct pavement
preservation related
activities on Redmond’s
paved streets.

Long-Term

1 2 3 5

$41,127,590

Started in
1990

101

Pedestrian
Program

Improve pedestrian
safety and comfort by
building new sidewalks
and shared use paths.

Long-Term

1 2 3 4

$26,797,139

Started in
1995

108

Street Light
Program

Improve street lighting
in areas where users
are most exposed,
such as crosswalks,
intersections, and along
walking routes.

Long-Term

2 3

$943,024

Started in
2001

102

Targeted
Safety
Improvement
Program

Identify existing and
potential traffic safety
problem areas and
implement projects
to prevent incidents,
injuries, deaths, and
their related losses.

Long-Term

1 2 3

$8,150,000

Started in
2006

330

Transit Service
Program

Partnership funding for
transit service in corridors
that connect Redmond’s
neighborhoods and
urban centers.

Long-Term

1 3 4

3,150,000

Started in
2013

LEGEND: 1 Support for Urban Centers

2 Neighborhood Access

3 Travel Choices & Mobility

4 Prepare for Light Rail

5 Support Freight Mobility
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Table 12. Citywide TFP Prorams (cntinued)
CITYWIDE PROGRAMS
Expected
Implementation
Time Period

Significant
Support
For These
Strategies

Cost Estimate

Source

ID

Name

Description

109

Transportation
Concurrency

Provide analysis tools and
performance measure
data to ensure that project
and program delivery
is aligned with the TMP
strategies, and to track
TMP implementation to
ensure that it achieves
the transportation vision
while meeting state
requirements to provide
sufficient capacity to
accommodate growth.

Long-Term

1 2 3 4 5

$1,800,000

Started in
2001

105

Transportation
Demand
Management
Program

Implement coordinated
regulation and policies,
and provides grants,
partnership resources, and
incentives to Redmond
businesses and community
members to manage user

Long-Term

1 3 4

$17,406,000

Started in
1997

Provide funding to
complete undergrounding of overhead utilities
according to the Redmond
Comprehensive Plan,
Zoning Code, and
Transportation Master Plan
to improve reliability, safety,
and aesthetics.

Long-Term

1

$1,800,000

Started in
2001

demand on a finite
transportation system.
110

Total TFP Program Cost: $121,313,100
Total TFP Project Cost: $303,116,981
Total TFP Cost Including
Projects and Programs: $424,430,081
LEGEND: 1 Support for Urban Centers
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2 Neighborhood Access
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3 Travel Choices & Mobility

4 Prepare for Light Rail

5 Support Freight Mobility

Programs
There are 15 programs in the TFP listed in Appendix G. These programs encompass many citywide
responsive to the community and leveraging opportunities. Focus is on the following objectives:

• Advance delivery of the TFP: move projects and programs toward implementation and delivery

through strategic practices, including system measurement, conditions modeling, design efforts, and
maximized leveraging through grants and partnership funding. The overall objective is to advance
delivery of the TFP in support of the land use vision. (Capital Improvement Management and
Concurrency Programs)

• Safety: address the safety needs for all transportation users by investigating, identifying, mitigating,
and preventing excessive risk or damages related to the transportation system. The program
Calming, Street Light, Targeted Safety Improvements, and Undergrounding Programs)

• Preservation: maintain transportation infrastructure in a “state of good repair.” The program

addresses the preservation of major capital transportation infrastructure (bridges, pavements, and
sidewalks/curbs) through inspection, rehabilitation, renovation, and replacement. (Bridge Repair,
Channelization, Contingency, and Pavement Management programs)

• Active Transportation: enable and encourage pedestrian and bicycle transportation through
infrastructure, partnerships, and education. (Bicycle and Pedestrian Programs)

• Parking: provide improved access to businesses by creating and maintaining managed short-term
and long-term parking spaces. (Parking Program)

• Transit Service: provide travel choices by increasing the amount of transit service in the community
through partnerships with transit agencies, local employers, and nearby communities. (Transit
Service Program)

• Business Mobility and Community Travel Choices:

infrastructure through travel choices, market development, travel resources, and streamlined
regulation. (Transportation Demand Management Program)

Funded Portion of Buildout Plan
To fully fund all of the needed projects in the Buildout Plan requires more revenue than is forecast for
Buildout Plan based on current cost estimates is $1,060,000,000 and the available revenues for the
18-year TFP are $389 million or about 37 percent of the Buildout Plan. The total cost of the Buildout
Plan may vary as cost estimates are revised with more up-to-date information.

Stability of Revenue Sources:
• Gas tax revenue is based on consumption; gasoline tax revenues
will decrease as drivers change to other modes of travel and

• REET is tied to the economy and local real estate market.
• General Fund is tied to economy plus City policy. In addition,

in order to fund maintenance and operations on already built
transportation infrastructure, the amount of General Fund revenue
available for new transportation projects may decrease over time.

• Grant awards are sought in a highly competitive market for both

federal and state grants and are tied to the availability of funding.

Funded TFP
Projects
$424,430,081
39%
Unfunded Buildout
$671,000,000
61%
Total Buildout Cost
$1,095,430,081

• Developer contributions have decreased due to plan-based
Figure 57. Funded portion of Buildout Plan
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Potential Revenue Sources
Potential Revenue Sources
Increase Existing
Rates or Fees

Increase Property
Tax/Vehicle

Other Revenue
Sources

154

Description

Increase Business Tax Rate

The current rate for
Transportation is $57 per FTE
per year.

Sales Tax Increase

Requires voter approval;
dedicated to transportation
projects.

Increase Impact Fee Rates

Rates were most recently
updated in late 2007; since
then there have been small
inflationary increases.

Gas Tax Increase

Cities and counties
receive a share.

Vehicle License Fee

Increase $20 per vehicle
councilmanically or up to $100
per vehicle with voter approval
per current legislative authority.
Seek legislative approval for
councilmanic authority up to $40
per vehicle.

Levy Lid Lift

Requires 50 percent voter
approval and can be dedicated
toward transportation
improvements into perpetuity or
for a specified time.

Voter Approved Bond Issue for
Transportation

Requires 60 percent voter
approval of a property tax
increase to pay for particular
improvements financed over a
specified time period.

Motor Vehicle Excise Tax (MVET)

Councilmanic or public vote with
revenue distributed for transit
and roads.

LID/Transportation Benefit District for
specific projects or groups of projects

Requires voter approval; can
be used to fund a portion of
a project or group of projects
based on appraisal of affected
properties and value added by
the improvements.

Street Utility

Pay for street maintenance and
overlays currently funded by
General Fund through a utility.
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Appendix A:

Public Engagement
The Redmond community played a central role in guiding the development of the Transportation
Master Plan (TMP). This process included three stakeholder workshops, three open house events,
presentations at community events, online outreach, and a continuous focus on existing direction from
the public as represented by the City vision, community priorities, and Comprehensive Plan.
The community involvement process began in the spring of 2010 with a statistically valid travel survey
of 410 Redmond households and 470 employees. The data from this survey informed the TMP Update
about how people are choosing
to travel in the city today, and
Redmond 2012 Transportation Master Plan (TMP)
were inputs to the travel demand
forecast model used to calculate
several of the performance
measures.
Community Events
Outcome
The City then held a series of
meetings intended to gather
ideas from the community and
later to validate the draft Buildout
Plan (see Figure 58. Major
community events and outcome).
These meetings included
targeted stakeholder workshops
for representatives of major
constituencies (e.g., residents,
business leaders, nonprofit
organizations, the development
community, transportation
agencies), to large-scale open
house events. Earlier events
focused on exploring sustainable
transportation and sustainability
and identifying transportation
needs and priorities; the last
community event was an
opportunity for participants to
review draft TMP principles and
the draft Buildout Plan, and either
express concerns or validate the
direction of the plan. Feedback
from the community guided the
overall direction of the plan;
for example, its emphasis on
providing travel choices, which
was a consistent message from
community involvement activities
throughout the process. Feedback
from TMP events and the
neighborhood planning processes
also led to the inclusion of specific
projects in the TFP and Buildout Plan.

NOV 3
2010

Livable Redmond

Update

TMP Guiding
Principles

output

Share

JUL 21
2011

Transportation
Redmond 2030
(Identifying Needs)

output

List of
potential
projects

Draft Buildout Plan

Validate

NOV 17
2011

Transportation
Redmond 2030
Draft Plan)

output

FINAL
PLAN

Figure 58. Major community events and outcome
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Attendance at the TMP events ranged from the dozens (for the stakeholder workshops) up to about 75
at the last open house event (November 17, 2011). Several were covered by the Redmond Reporter
newspaper, and some were highlighted on the calendars of local transportation organizations.
Online, the City maintained a web page for the TMP where users could review content and answer an
opinion questionnaire on the progress of the TMP update. The questionnaire stood open between and
received 43 responses which were generally supportive or strongly supportive of the TMP. Over 400
people opted in to a mailing list to receive TMP updates. Also as part of the community involvement
process, the City solicited feedback from the public through its Facebook and Twitter accounts. The
public also had the opportunity to submit comment on the Transportation Master Plan at two public
hearings on April 10th and April 24th 2013, which were hosted by the Redmond Planning Commission
during the public comment period. Six individuals gave comment at those meetings.

Members of the public at a Transportation Master Plan outreach event.
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Appendix B:

Supplementary Performance
Measures
Annual Vehicular Volume
Change at Screenlines
This indicator is the set of year-over-year percentage changes in traffic volumes at each of the City’s 11
screenlines (see Figure 59), which are the same as those used to calculate volume-to-capacity ratios. It
provides an overall picture of how traffic volumes are changing in the city. There are no volume change
targets; this measure is used primarily for trend analysis.
Unit

Annual percent change in
traffic volume by screenline

Baseline

2010

Objective

Not applicable

Reporting frequency

Yearly

Data source

City of Redmond Department of Public Works

NE 124th St.

Rd
Willows

.

NE 116th St.

Average Motor Vehicle
Traffic Change by TMD

160th Ave. NE

NE 90th St.

166th Ave. NE

NE 104th St.

NE 80th St.

Old Redmond Rd.

140th Ave. NE

SR 520

m

Baseline

2010

Objective

Not applicable

Reporting frequency

Yearly

Data source

City of Redmond Department of Public Work

d.
R
ed
Be
l-R

i sh
am
m

NE 24th St.

0

Unit

Sa

Occasionally, specific count locations are unavailable due to construction or
for other reasons. When this occurs, an estimate will be made by applying
a citywide percentage change factor to the last complete count for that
location.
Annual percent change in traffic volume,
by TMD

NE 40th St.

ke

148th Ave. NE

NE 51st St.

La

Redmond is divided into seven Transportation Management Districts (TMD)—
geographic subdivisions used for transportation planning purposes. Each
year Redmond counts automobile traffic on city arterials, and the volumes
are summed by TMD and compared to previous years.

Rd.

Hill
Union

0.5

1

2
Miles

Figure 59. Traffic count screenlines
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Completion of Transportation
Facilities Plan
This measure reports the percentage of Transportation Facilities Plan funding that has been allocated
to date, the percentage of the Transportation Facilities Plan funding that would be allocated to date
assuming steady and proportionate funding each year, and the percentage point difference
between the two.

Percent of TFP funding allocated
to date, by mode

Unit
Baseline

2013

Objective

Commit, on average, approximately 6 percent of
the TFP per year

Reporting frequency

Yearly

Data source

City of Redmond Department of Planning and
Community Development

Pedestrian and Bicycle Volumes
Each fall, the City of Redmond counts pedestrians and bicyclists at 12 locations around the city as part
of its annual traffic count program. Pedestrian and bicycle volumes are expressed as a percentage
change from the volumes in 2010. The PM peak (4-6 p.m.) volumes from all sites are aggregated, and
the resulting number is then compared to the 2010 baseline as a percentage change. Targets are
derived from the City of Redmond travel model, given expected transportation investments and land
use changes.

Average annual percent change in
pedestrian and bicycle traffic

Unit
Baseline

2010

Objective

Increase bicycling 75 percent by 2030. Increase
walking by 110 percent by 2030.

Reporting frequency

Yearly

Data source

City of Redmond Department of Planning and
Community Development

Percentage of Project Funding
Completed with Leveraged Dollars
This is the percentage of committed project funding that is provided by project partners, such as the
Washington State Department of Transportation or the federal government. Grant funding allows the
City of Redmond to accomplish more improvements with each tax dollar.
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Unit

Percent of committed project funding
coming from grants

Baseline

2010

Objective

Fund 10 percent of the TFP with grants

Reporting frequency

Yearly

Data source

City of Redmond Department of Planning and
Community Development

Status of Three-Year Action Plan
This table reports the completion status of all Three-Year Action Plan items identified in Chapter 8.
Together with concurrency, this performance measure provides an indication of whether the City is
meeting its Transportation Master Plan implementation goals.

Percent of Three-Year Action Plan
items complete

Unit
Baseline

2012

Objective

100 percent for each three-year period

Reporting frequency

Yearly

Data source

City of Redmond Department Planning and
Community Development

Transit Performance
In addition to ridership—one of the dashboard performance measures—transit is evaluated on several
other measures. These help staff work with regional transit providers to ensure a high quality of service
for Redmond commuters and residents.

Service Hours
Service hours are the number of hours spent carrying passengers, plus associated deadhead hours.
Service hours are one indicator of the amount of transit service provided.

Unit

Service hours for routes serving Redmond

Baseline

2010

Objective

Increase

Reporting frequency

Yearly

Data source

City of Redmond Department of Planning and
Community Development
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